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Ancient Greek music and music theory has fascinated scholars for centuries not only because of its intrinsic interest as a part of ancient Greek culture but also because the Greeks' grand concept of music has continued to
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the emerging traditions. The theory provides a remarkably complete and
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borrowed and adapted by medieval Latin, Byzantine, and Arabic music
theorists, a legacy reviewed in the final chapter. Transcriptions and analyses
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Preface
ncient Greek music and music theory has fascinated scholars for centuries, as the vast quantity of literature published
since the fifteenth century readily attests. But why should
this be so? Unlike the other art forms of ancient Greece, the actual
sounds of ancient Greek music are forever lost. All that remains
are a few notated compositions-most of which are many centuries younger than the Greece of Plato and Aristotle, Sophocles
and Euripides-and a very small number of archaeological fragments of musical instruments. Nevertheless, none of the other
ancient Greek art forms was held in such high esteem by the
ancients themselves, whose painters and sculptors never tired of
showing the Greeks making music, and none could claim such
exceptional powers as were commonly attributed to music by the
poets, playwrights, and philosophers, in whose work music and
musical matters are employed for literary purposes, described, <C?r
treated as a subject of technical or scientific inquiry. Surely, then,
the task of recovering this lost art and all that pertained to it was
worth the effort, as it seemed to early generations of scholars, and
there can be little question that they were motivated by the goal of
discovering a kind of musical philosopher's stone. As more and
more material was published and studied, later generations began
to discover in it useful models for the development of their own
theories of music, aesthetics, musical forms, musical psychology,
and so on. Thus, the study of ancient Greek music and music theory developed not only because of its intrinsic interest as a part of
ancient Greek culture but also because the Greeks' grand concept
of music has continued to stimulate musical imaginations to the

A

present day.
A number of monographs on ancient Greek music have been
published over the years, including several since 1990. The reader
might therefore reasonably wonder why another is needed. In
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response, I can only say that the present volume reflects the
method and perspective of a musicologist, aimed principally at
the reader interested in the musical typologies, the musical
instruments, and especially the historical development of music
theory and its transmission through the Middle Ages. By contrast,
the treatments by Martin West, Warren Anderson, and most
recently John G. Landels were written from the perspective of the
classicist; their interests, assumptions, aims, concentration, critical
perspective, and conclusions are fundamentally different from
mine. While I do not agree with all their conclusions, I certainly
recommend their works to the interested reader. No single discipline or method can claim sole authority in this field.
Apollo's Lyre has had a long and somewhat fitful gestation. I
first outlined it in 1979 and sent the outline in 1981 to Dr. Willis
Regier, then Associate Editor at the University of Nebraska Press,
marking the beginning of a productive association with him of
more than fourteen years' duration as he subsequently became
Editor-in-Chief and then Director of the Press. Later in 1981, the
Press accepted the book for publication, and I projected its completion for sometime in 1986, by which time I had expected to see two
prior commitments-a translation of the treatise of Aristides
Quintilianus and my catalogue raisonne of Greek manuscripts for
the Repertoire International des Sources Musicales (RISM)through to publication. Such was not to be. Aristides Quintilianus
was published in 1983, but as I worked on the catalogue, it grew
ever larger as I found more and more manuscripts, each of which
had to be separately described. Eventually though, the work was
completed, and the catalogue was published in 1988.
Meanwhile, Dr. Regier and I decided to establish at the University of Nebraska Press a new series of critical texts with facing-page
translations. This new series, Greek and Latin Music Theory, was
launched under my editorial direction in 1982, with the first two
volumes published in 1984. Over the next ten years, ten volumes
were published. Much of the 1980s was devoted to all these projects, but along the way, I continued to gather material for Apollo's
Lyre, and it gradually began to take shape.
In 1990, I was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship to work on
Apollo's Lyre. For the first time, I was able to devote nearly my
full attention to the book. The first three chapters and most of the
fourth were completed during this year, and I anticipated complet-
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ing the rest of the book within the following year. Once again,
however, unanticipated projects intervened.
In late 1989 and early 1990, a group of scholars began discussing
the possibility of forming a full-text database of the entire corpus
of Latin music theory, ranging from the De musica of Augustine
through the sixteenth century, discussions that eventually led to
the establishment of the Thesaurus Musicarum Latinarum (TML),
with the project center under my direction at Indiana University
and associated centers at Louisiana State University, Ohio State
University, Princeton University, the University of ColoradoBoulder, and the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. During the first
couple of years, the TML grew rather slowly, but in 1992 and 1994,
the project received two generous grants from the National
Endowment for the Humanities, and by the end of 1998, the TML
included nearly five million words of text accompanied by more
than four thousand graphics, all fully searchable and available to
scholars free of charge worldwide on the Internet. This project,
together with work on the new editions of the New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians and Strunk's Source Readings
in Music History, had to take precedence, it seemed to me, and
Apollo's Lyre accordingly languished for a time with only four of
its strings.
Over the last two and a half years, with other commitments
largely fulfilled, I was at last able to turn most of my attention to
this book. The first four chapters were completely revised and
three more were added: Apollo's Lyre now has its full complement of seven strings, in which I hope readers will find a harmonious presentation of the endlessly fascinating subject of ancient
Greek music and music theory.
Throughout the long gestation of this book, the University of
Nebraska Press has remained patient and supportive. It is therefore a special pleasure to acknowledge in the first place its former
and long-time Director, Dr. Willis Regier (now Director of the
University of Illinois Press), without whose vision and enthusiasm over the years, neither this book nor the many others with
which I have been involved at the Press would ever have seen
the light of day. My long association with him has been a great
privilege and pleasure.
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I should also like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the
many who have been unfailingly generous with their advice,
assistance, correction, and encouragement, especially my friends
and colleagues at Indiana University, Professor Malcolm H.
Brown, Professor George J. Buelow, Dr. John W. Clower, and Dr.
Andreas Giger; and at other universities, Dr. Andre Barbera (St.
John's University), Professor Calvin Bower (University of Notre
Dame), Professor Edward N. O'Neil (University of Southern
California), Professor Claude V. Palisca (Yale University), and
Professor Jon Solomon (University of Arizona).
I remain very grateful to the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for my Fellowship in 1990, during which the first
part of this book was written.
For advice and assistance in acquiring the illustrations for this
book, I am very much indebted to two further friends and colleagues: Professor Steven Bule and Professor Martha Maas. In
addition, I am most grateful to the following institutions and
individuals for granting me permission to reproduce the various
illustrations of works of art and artifacts that appear on the following pages: Brussels, Musees Royaux d' Art et d'Histoire (Mrs.
Viviane Xhignesse); Copenhagen, National Museum, Department
of Classical and Near Eastern Antiquities (Mrs. Bodil Bundgaard
Rasmussen); Essen, Ruhrlandmuseum (Dr. Charlotte Triimpler);
Frankfurt am Main, Stadtische Galerie Liebieghaus (Brigitte
Gaebe); London, British Museum; Munich, Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glyptothek (Dr. F. W. Hamdorf); Naples,
Soprintendenza Archeologica delle Province di Napoli e Caserta
(Stefano de Caro); New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art; New
York, Art Resource (Diana Reeve); Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale;
Paris, Musee du Louvre, Departement des Antiquites Grecques,
Etrusques et Romaines (Brigitte Tailliez); Schwerin, Staatliches
Museum, Kunstsammlungen, Schlosser und Garten (Dr. Karin
Moller); Taranto, Soprintendenza Archeologica della PugliaTaranto (Dr. Giuseppe Andreassi); and Wiirzburg, Martin von
Wagner Museum (Dr. Irma Wehgartner).
Finally, I could never adequately acknowledge or express the
enormous debt I owe to my wife, Penelope, for her assistance in
countless ways (including the preparation of yet another index to
one of my books), her selfless patience and ability to dispel every
worry and discouragement, and her invariably sensible advice.
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She has been and always will be my inspiration, and this book is
lovingly dedicated to her.
It is a pleasure to share with all these individuals and institutions whatever praise may be due this book. I reserve to myself, of
course, whatever errors and inadequacies may be perceived here,
which I nevertheless hope, following the model of Aristides
Quintilianus, will stimulate others to improve upon my efforts
and "lay down complete in one treatment the things that pertain
to music."
Thomas

J.

Mathiesen
April, 1999
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I

Introduction
itruvius, one of the most learned men of his day in
architecture, town planning, and the various associated
sciences, was also a student of ancient Greek music theoryespecially the tradition known as "harmonics." This was a trying
subject, even for a polymath of the first century B.C.E., as his
remarkable treatise De architectura reveals: "Harmonics is an
obscure and difficult musical subject, particularly for those who do
not know Greek letters." 1 Vitruvius was writing about a music
theory still current in his own time, and there would be others
after him who would write extended treatments, until the music
and its theory were largely forgotten in the fifth and sixth
centuries of the present era. All of these writers recognized the
"difficulty" of this subject, even though it was not remote from
their own time.
When the Renaissance humanists began to rediscover the forgotten cultural treasures of antiquity,2 they were intrigued by the
legendary powers and quality of the music of ancient Greece, but
they were frustrated by the special difficulties that presented
themselves in recapturing the music of an earlier time. Sculpture,
architecture, and literature all exist in tangible and more or less
permanent form. But music, as a sounding medium, is evanescent. It can be described, it can be made the subject of theory, but it
remains elusive. The humanists were also hampered by an

V

1"Harmonica

autem est musica litteratura obscura et difficilis, maxime quidem quibus graecae litterae non sunt notae." De architectura 5.4.1. The treatise
was written sometime in the first century B.C.E. Unless otherwise noted, all
translations are mine.
2 Forgotten at least in the West. Byzantine and Arabic scholars, however,

had continued to study this material in an almost unbroken line. See chapter 7.
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absence of notated pieces of music, incomplete or imperfect
manuscripts of texts they wished to read, and only a limited
knowledge of other valuable pieces of evidence, iconographic and
archaeological. Still, they worked at their studies with great intensity, experiencing some illumination but also considerable frustration with this "obscure and difficult musical subject." One of the
most learned of these musically inclined humanists, Girolamo
Mei, wrote to his mentor Piero Vettori, on 21 February 1562: "I
had to turn completely around more than twice in trying to find
out the truth for myself. I swear to you that I have passed more
than ten nights without sleeping because of these trifles."3
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, more and more
of the theoretical and literary sources that speak of ancient Greek
music began to appear and be widely circulated in published form.
Perhaps the most important of these publications was Marcus
Meibom's Antiquae musicae auctores septem, an edition of seven
Greek treatises with parallel translations in Latin, a book of some
800 pages published in 1652 when Meibom was only twenty-two
years old.4 Meibom's edition complemented Athanasius Kircher's
famous Musurgia universalis, published in 1650, and both of
these influenced John Wallis's 1682 and 1699 editions of two treatises Meibom had not included in his collection: the Harmonica of

3u ... ho creduto piu di due volte aver a girare nel voler rinvenirne il vero, e vi
giuro che delle notte piu di dieci ho passate senza sonno intorno a queste taccole."
The letter is preserved in London, British Library, Additional 10268, ff. 224r225r. See Donatella Restani, L'Itinerario di Girolamo Mei dalla «poetica» alla
musica, con un' appendice di testi (Firenze: Olschki, 1990), 178-81; and Claude V.
Palisca, Girolamo Mei, Letters on Ancient and Modern Music to Vincenzo Galilei
and Giovanni Bardi, Musicological Studies and Documents, no. 3 (n.p.: American
Institute of Musicology, 1960), 180-82, where the transcription differs in a few
details. This quotation and that of Vitrnvius were drawn to my attention by
Claude V. Palisca, "Introductory Notes on the Historiography of the Greek
Modes," Journal of Musicology 3 (1984): 221.
4 Antiquae musicae auctores septem, Graece et La tine, Marcus Meibomius
restituit ac notis explicavit, 2 vols. (Amsterdam: Elzevir, 1652). The collection
includes the Sectio canonis (attributed to Euclid) and the treatises of Aristoxe~us,
Cleonides (attributed to Euclid), Nicomachus, Alypius, Gaudentius, Bacchius,
and Aristides Quintilianus, as well as Book IX of Martianus Capella's De nuptiis
Philologiae et Mercurii. A reprint is available as volume 51 in the series Monuments of Music and Music Literature in Facsimile, second series (New York:
Broude Bros., 1977).
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Claudius Ptolemy and Porphyrius's commentary.s These substantial and highly technical publications provided eighteenth-century
scholars with a wealth of material that, on the one hand, appealed
to their antiquarian and historical interests and, on the other
hand, offered rallying points for arguments about the purpose and
meaning of music. Lorenz Christoph Mizler and Johann Mattheson, for example, drew on ostensibly divergent trends in the
Greek sources to bolster their own aesthetic differences, while historians such a~s F. W. Marpurg, G. B. Martini, and Sir John
Hawkins tried to develop coherent historical surveys.6 To some,
however, the work of these centuries seemed only to add to the
obscurity and difficulty of the subject. At the beginning of the
nineteenth century, Raphael Georg Kiesewetter would write in
his Geschichte der europiiisch-abendliindischen oder unserer
heutigen Musik: "The ancient Greek music may be described as
having died in its infancy, a lovely child indeed, but incapable of
reaching maturity; and so far as mankind was concerned, its decay
was not a loss to be deplored."7
5 Athanasius Kircher, S.J., Musurgia

universal is, 2 vols. (Romae, ex
typographia hreredum Francisci Corbelletti, 1650). John Wallis, ed., KAAYL1IOY
IITOAEMAIOY APMONJKQN BIBAIA r. Ex codd. MSS. undecim, nunc primum
Graece editus (Oxonii, e Theatro Sheldoniano, 1682); reprinted with a Latin
translation in Wallis's Operum mathematicorum, 3 vols. (Oxoniae, e Theatro
Sheldoniano, 1699), 3:i-xii, 1-152. This latter publication also includes (3:185355) his text and translation for Porphyrius: "Tiop<pup{ou Ei~ 'ta &p).lOVtxa
TI'toAE).la{ou into).lVll).la. Nunc primum ex codd. mss. (Graece et La tine) editus."
In addition to the several sections devoted to Greek notation and Greek theory, the Musurgia (1:541-42) contains the famous forgery of the music for Pindar's
Pythian 1.1-8, as a "musicae veteris specimen." See Egert Pohlmann, Denkmiiler
altgriechischer Musik, Erlanger Beitrage zur Sprach- und Kunstwissenschaft,
vol. 31 (Niirnberg: Hans Carl, 1970), 47-49.
6Mattheson allied himself with the progressives by using the pseudonym
"Aristoxenus the Younger" in his Phthongologia systematica (Hamburg: Martini,
1748). On the conflict between Mattheson and Mizler, see Lukas Richter,
'"Psellus' Treatise on Music' in Mizler's 'Bibliothek,"' in Studies in Eastern
Chant, vol. 2, ed. Milos Velimirovic (London: Oxford University Press, 1971),
112-28. Major sections on ancient Greek music appear in Marpurg' s Kritische Einleitung in die Geschichte und Lehrsiitze der alten und neuen Musik (Berlin: G. A.
Lange, 1759); Martini's Storia della musica, 3 vols. (Bologna: Lelio della Volpe,
1757-81); and Hawkins's A General History of the Science and Practice of Music,
5 vols. (London: T. Payne and Son, 1776).
7 "Die altgriechische Musik starb in ihrer Kindheit; ein liebenswiirdiges
Kind, aber unfahig je zur Reife zu gelangen. Fiir die Menschheit war ihr Unter-
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In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, still greater control
of the literary sources was accomplished, and a fair amount of
actual music notated on stone and papyrus and in manuscripts
began to be discovered. 8 Two of these pieces are extended paeans
to Apollo, leader of the Muses and patron of music. In the first, an
anonymous composition dating from the late second century
B.C.E., the poet writes:
The shrill roaring lotus plays a song with coiling mele, and the golden
kithara, the sweet-sounding kithara, accompanies the hymns. And all the
artists, dwellers in Attica, hymn your glory, god, famed for playing the
kithara, son of great Zeus .... 9
·

The discovery of actual pieces of music with such evocative texts
excited scholars and musicians all over Europe with the prospect
of understanding the legendary powers of Greek music, heightening an enthusiasm for the subject that had been growing throughout the nineteenth century. Friedrich Nietzsche's Basel lecture

gang kein Verlust." Geschichte der europiiisch-abendliindischen oder unserer
heutigen Musik: Darstellung ihres Ursprungs, ihres Wachstumes und ihrer
stufenweise Entwickelung; von dem ersten Jahrhundert des Christentumes bis auf
unsere Zeit (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartel, 1834); translated by Robert Muller as
History of the Modern Music of Western Europe: From the First Century of the
Christian Era to the Present (London: Newby, 1848), 1.
Ssee especially Karl von Jan, Musici scriptores graeci. Aristoteles. Euclides.
Nicomachus. Bacchius. Gaudentius. Alypius et melodiarum veterum quidquid
exstat (Leipzig: Teubner, 1895; reprint, Hildesheim: Olms, 1962); and J. F.
Bellermann, Die Hymnen des Dionysius und Mesomedes (Berlin: Forstner, 1840).
Those known by 1970 are examined in Pohlmann, Denkmiiler. Brief discussions of
many of the pieces appear as well in Giovanni Comotti, Music in Greek and
Roman Culture, trans. Rosaria V. Munson (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989), 99-120; and Martin L. West, Ancient Greek Music (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1992), 283-326 (preceded by an updated list of the pieces). Some of the
extant pieces of music will be transcribed and discussed in the following chapters.
9 ... At:yu o£ Aro'tOO<; ~peJ.LroV aei6A.otot<; J.L[e]Aecrtv rotoaav KpeKet. xpucrea o'
aou9pou [ <;] [ Kt]Sapt<; Uf.LVOtO"tV avaJ.LeA1te'tU~. ~ 0 o£ [ 'teXVt]'tro&v 1tp6nac; EO"f.LO<;
'A99ioa' A.axro[ V] ['tOY Kt9apt]O'Et KA'U'tOV na'ioa J.!E"{UAO'U [Stoc; UJ.!VOUO't 0'£ ...•

Delphi Inv. Nr. 517, 526, 494, 499. See Pohlmann, Denkmiiler, 61. A revised date
and a composer for this piece have recently been proposed by Annie Belis, "A proposito degli «Inni delfici»," in La musica in Grecia, ed. Bruno Gentili and Roberto
Pretagostini, Storia e societa (Roma-Bari: Laterza, 1988), 205-18; and idem, Les
deux hymnes delphiques a Apollon: Etude epigraphique et musicale, Corpus des
inscriptions de Delphes, vol. 3 (Paris: de Boccard, 1992), 54-55.

Introduction
"Das griechische Musikdrama"lO found a receptive audience in
Richard Wagner, who was particularly interested in ancient Greek
drama and the pervasive use of music in the theatre of the
Greeks. His conception of Der Ring des Nibelungen was profoundly influenced by his understanding of Greek Musikdrama.
Not everyone, however, shared in the enthusiasm. Giuseppe
Verdi, with reference to the paean to Apollo, offered the laconic
remark: "I saw it, but understood nothing"; and concluded:
"Research into the art of Greek music is pointless."ll
All the discoveries of the previous centuries, not to mention
the ever-growing body of secondary literature on the subject,
made Vitruvius's remark a classic understatement. When Wilfrid
Perrett addressed the Royal Musical Association in England in
1932, he recalled:
The only professor of Greek I have ever known who was also a musician
always refused on principle to give me any help with a stiff passage from a
Greek author on music. His reply was always the same: "Put that stuff
away. Nobody has ever made head or tail of Greek music, and nobody ever
will. That way madness lies.," 12

While the study of ancient Greek music and music theory may
at times be maddening indeed (we might say this of any music), it
ultimately reveals a relatively complete view of a complex musical culture-a culture that has exerted a profound influence for
more than two thousand years. Though we may never be able to
reconstruct every detail of the music of the ancient Greeks, by proceeding in a careful and methodical way, as free from preconceptions as possible, we can develop the quite complete picture of

lOThe lecture was originally delivered at the University of Basel on 18
January 1870. Nietzsche read the lecture to Wagner during a visit to his home on
· 11 June 1870. See Martin Gregor-Dellin and Dietrich Mack, eds., Cosima Wagner's
Diaries, volume 1, 1869-1877, trans. Geoffrey Skelton (New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1978), 231-32. See also Richard Giinther, "Richard Wagner und die
Antike," Neue Jahrbiicher 16 (1913): 323-37.
11 The remarks are recorded in two separate reminiscences: the first in Italo
Pizzi, Ricordi verdiani inediti (Turin: Roux e Viarengo, 1901); the second in
Arnaldo Bonaventura, Ricordi e ritratti (jra quelli che ho conosciuto), Quaderni
dell' Accademia Chigiana, vol. 24 (Siena: Ticci, 1950). Both are quoted in
Marcello Conati, Interviews and Encounters with Verdi, trans. Richard Stokes
(London: Gollancz, 1984), 285 and 347.
12Wilfrid Perrett, "The Heritage of Greece in Music," Proceedings of the
Musical Association 58 (1931-32): 85.
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ancient Greek music scholars have for centuries been trying to
form. The intrinsic interest of the subject is well attested by their
efforts. Moreover, the influence of ancient Greek music is
widespread in the history of Western, Islamic, and Byzantine culture, from the music theory of the Middle Ages through the modern music of Olivier Messiaen and Iannis Xenakis, in notions of
the influence of music on behavior from the Church Fathers
through today's music therapists, or even in views of the harmonic ordering of the universe from Ptolemy through Kepler and
on to the present. It is thus important to a full understanding of
these later cultures.13

Overview and Sources
The Greek concept of music, f.lOUO'tKi), was rather different
from the modern Western concept. Music was an art, but it was
also a science. It could be used for simple relaxation and entertainment, yet it played as well a central role in the civic and religious life of the people. While Plato employed music as a cosmological paradigm in the Timaeus, he was also concerned in the
Respublica and the Leges with the specific issues of the influence
of music on behavior and the types of music that should be
allowed in an enlightened civilization. Aristotle elaborated on the
educational function of music in Book VIII of the Politica and
pointed out its effect in the development of character. Several centuries later, at the twilight of the ancient world, Aristides Quintilianus14 provided a comprehensive description in his De musica:
Music is a science, certainly, in which exists sure and infallible knowledge,
for whether we speak of it in terms of problems or effects, it would never
demonstrate any change or alteration. And indeed, we might also with reason call it an art, for it is both a composite of perceptions ... and is not useless to life.l5

13see Ingemar During, "Impact of Greek Music on Western Civilization," in
Proceedings of the Second International Congress of Classical Studies [1954]
(Copenhagen: E. Munksgaard, 1958), 169-84.
14Late third or early fourth century C.E. Unless otherwise noted, dates
throughout follow Luci Berkowitz and Karl A. Squitier, eds., Thesaurus Linguae
Graecae: Canon of Greek Authors and Works, 2d ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986).
15e1ttO''tTlf.l11 J.LEV o.Ov ecr'ttV [J.LOUO'tKi}], yv&crt~ &cr<paA'h~ U1tUPX£t Kat &iha1t't0)'t0~. 'tcOV yap ev au-rn AEYOJ.lfVO)V 11 ro~ 1tpO~A11J.LU'tffiV 11 ro~ U1tO't£AEO'JlU'tffiV OUK &v
1tO't£ JlE'taf3oA.'hv 11 &A.A.o{rocrtv ent8£{~at't0. Kat JlllV Kat 'tEXVTlV au-r'hv £UA6yro~ &v
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This is not mere hyperbole. Music was in fact used in all of the
activities of Greek life: in schooling, religious ceremony, mundane work, theatrical performance, the singing of poetry, and
recreation. In Book II of his treatise, Aristides Quintilianus
remarks on this pervasiveness:
There is certainly no action among men that is carried out without music.
Sacred hymns and offerings are adorned with music, specific feasts and the
festal assemblies of cities exult in it, wars and marches are both aroused and
composed through music. It makes sailing and rowing and the most difficult
of the handicrafts not burdensome by providing an encouragement for the
work. 16

In a culture where music played such a pervasive role, it is
necessary for the historian to take a broad view of source material.
Four prir1cipal types of sources are available for the study of
ancient Greek music and music theory: literature, works of
graphic or plastic art, archaeological remains, and notated pieces of
music. No one of these classes of source material alone is sufficient to present a complete picture. Each gains in clarity from light
shed by the others, and it is only when they are viewed as a complex that the richness, beauty, and vitality of the music and music
theory begins to be sensed.
Literature
Musical allusions and general descriptions of music appear to a
greater or lesser degree in the Iliad and the Odyssey, in lyric poetry,
and in dramatic works of ancient Greece. Moreover, nearly all this
literature was sung, danced, and accompanied by musical instruments. The literature itself is therefore a part of the musical heritage of Greece. In addition, general descriptions of music and
music theory abound in philosophy, collections of anecdotes, and
similar types of literature. Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, Sextus Empi<btoKaAOlJ.leV. crucr'tllJ.lU 'te yap ecr'ttV

EK

Ka'taAil'JfeOlV' ... Kat OUK UXPll<J'tO<; -rep ~icp

... (R. P. Winnington-Ingram, ed. Aristidis Quintiliani De musica libri tres
[Leipzig: Teubner, 1963], 4.24-5.3). Translation from Thomas J. Mathiesen, Aristides Quintilianus on Music in Three Books, Music Theory Translation Series
(New Haven, Corm.: Yale University Press, 1983), 75.
160UKO'UV EVe<J'tt np&~t<; ev av8pronot<; Tl'tt<; UVe'U J.lO'UO'tKfl<; 'teAet'tat. 8et0t J.leV
UJ.lVOt Kat 'ttJ.lat J.lO'U<JtKTI KO<lJ.lOUV'tat, eop-rat 8£ t8tat Kat 1taV11YUP£t<; 1tOA£0lV
ayaAAOV'tat, 1tOAeJ.lOt 8£ Kat o8&v nopetat 8ux J.lO'U<JtKll<; eyeipov-rai 'tE Kat
Ka8icr-rav-rat. vau-rtA.ia<; 'tE Kat etpecrta<; Kat 'tU xaA.enro-ra-ra -r&v XetprovaK'ttKOOV epyrov avenax8fl 1tOtEt -r&v novrov ytVOJ.lEVll napaJ.tu8tov (W.-l. 57.23-29).

Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 120.
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ricus, and many other representatives of various philosophical
schools wrote in considerable detail about the use, character, and
value of music. Historical, anecdotal, and lexicographical works
such as Pausanias' s Graeciae descriptio, Athenaeus' s Deipnosophistae, Plutarch's Quaestiones convivales, Photius's Bibliotheca,
the Etymologicon magnum, the Suda, or Pollux's Onomasticonl7
contain a wealth of valuable detail on matters ranging from the
construction and use of musical instruments, to the types of
music and the occasions when they might be used, and on to the
effect of music on behavior.
Technical or systematic works that treat the theory of ancient
Greek music are a particular type of literary source important to
this subject. Like the other literary sources, these range over a
wide period of time from the fourth century B.C.E. to the fourth
or fifth centuries C.E.18 Some of the treatises are technical manuals that provide valuable detail about the Greeks' musical system,
including notation, the function and placement of notes in a scale,
characteristics of consonance and dissonance, rhythm, and types of
musical composition. This group includes the Sectio canonis
(sometimes attributed to Euclid); Cleonides, Harmonica introductio; Nicomachus of Gerasa, Manuale harmonices; Gaudentius,
Harmonica introductio; Alypius, Introductio musica; Bacchius
Geron, Introductio artis musicae and a companion treatise transmitted under the same title; Theon of Smyrna, Expositio rerum
mathematicarum ad legendum Platonem utilium; and miscellaneous shorter texts and fragments.19 By contrast, other treatises

17 Pausanias, Athenaeus, Plutarch, and Pollux are writers of the second and
third centuries C.E.; Photius, the Suda, and the Etymologicon magnum are later
Byzantine sources. Numerous editions and translations exist for the philosophers
and for poetic and dramatic works; these will be discussed in chapter 2. The evidence of anecdotal works will be employed throughout the chapters.
lBor even later, when works written in late antiquity and the Middle Ages in
Latin, Greek, and Arabic are included. These works, however, are more properly
considered representatives of the transmission of ancient Greek music theory than
parts of the primary corpus of ancient Greek music theory. See chapter 7 for an
overview of the survival of ancient Greek music theory in this later literature.
19Greek texts for all but Theon of Smyrna appear in Jan, Musici scriptores
graeci; Theon' s text appears in Theonis Smyrnaei philosophi Platonici. Expositio
rerum mathematicarum ad legendum Platonem utilium, rec. Eduardus Hiller
(Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1878; reprint in Greek and Roman Philosophy, vol. 42,
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are long and elaborate books that grapple with basic scientific problems or show the way in which the science of music reveals universal patterns of order, thereby leading to the highest levels of
knowledge and understanding. These longer books were written
by such well-known figures of antiquity as Aristoxenus, disciple
and presumptive successor of Aristotle as head of the Lyceum,
and Claudius Ptolemy, the great Alexandrian astronomer; and by
associates of Plotinus and the neo-Platonists such as Porphyrius
and Aristides Quintilianus.20
While the more general types of literary works have in most
cases been the subject of extensive and intensive critical work, relatively few of the technical and systematic works exist in critical
texts or translations that would satisfy modern standards of scholarship. The transmission· of ancient Greek music theory is more
New York: Garland, 1987). For a full list of translations arranged in chronological order, see the Bibliography.
20For a study of Aristoxenus (ea. 375/360-after 320 B.C.E.) and his work, the
classic treatment by Louis Laloy (Aristoxene de Tarente, disciple d' Aristote et la
musique de l'antiquite [Paris: Societe fran~aise d'imprimerie et de librairie, 1904;
reprint, Geneve: Minkoff, 1973]) is still of value. There is also an excellent recent
study of Aristoxenus and his work within the context of Aristotelian philosophy:
Annie Belis, Aristoxene de Tarente et Aristote: Le traite d'harmonique, Etudes et
commentaires, vol. 100 (Paris: Klincksieck, 1986).
On Claudius Ptolemy (fl. 127-148 C.E.), see Ingemar During, ed., Die Harmonielehre des Klaudios Ptolemaios, Goteborgs Hogskolas Arsskrift, vol. 36 I 1
(Goteborg: Elanders, 1930; reprint, New York: Garland, 1980). A German translation appears in idem, Ptolemaios und Porphyrios iiber die Musik, Goteborgs
Hogskolas Arsskrift, vol. 40/1 (Goteborg: Elanders, 1934; reprint, New York: Garland, 1980). A lightly annotated English translation appears in Andrew Barker,
Greek Musical Writings, volume 2, Harmonic and Acoustic Theory, Cambridge
Readings in the Literature of Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1989), 275-391. A new and much more fully annotated translation by Jon Solomon
awaits publication.
On Porphyrius (232/3-ca. 305 C.E.), see Ingemar During, ed., Porphyrios
Kommentar zur Harmonielehre des Ptolemaios, Goteborgs Hogskolas Arsskrift,
vol. 38/2 (Goteborg: Elanders, 1932; reprint, New York: Garland, 1980) for a Greek
text; and idem, Ptolemaios und Porphyrios, for partial translation. Some of the
fragments quoted by Porphyrius are translated into English in Barker, Greek
Musical Writings, 2:229-44.
On Aristides Quintilianus, see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, for an English translation with annotations and commentary (and for numerous emendations to
Winnington-Ingram's Greek text). A more lightly annotated English translation
that represents a less careful view of the text and the field appears in Barker,
Greek Musical Writings, 2:399-535.
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complicated than the transmission of other parts of Greek literature for a variety of reasons, not the least of which are the tec~i
cal subject matter, the presence of many numbers, formu.laic patterns of expression, and the appearance of complicated diagrams
and notation. All of these features are difficult for a scribe to copy
and are subject to wide variation. If there were only five or ten
manuscript codices for each treatise, the process of collation would
be straightforward, on the whole. But this is not the case. Eightyfour codices preserve cGmplete copies of the treatise of Ptolemy,
Porphyrius's commentary on Ptolemy's treatise exists in more
than seventy codices, complete copies of Aristides Quintilianus's
treatise appear in fifty-six codices, Aristoxenus's books are copied
into fifty manuscripts, and even the shorter and more modest
treatises exist in more than twenty codices. Sometimes the manuscripts are relatively easy to read, and the transcription of the text
is not problematic. But in many cases, problems do arise, and passages may be subject to varying transcription and interpretation.
A considerable amount of effort has been devoted in recent
years to improving the condition of the theoretical texts and to
reading them more carefully.21 The Repertoire International des
Sources Musicales (RISM) now includes a catalogue raisonne of
all the Greek manuscript codice~ that contain the body of music
theory, which facilitates the production of new editions and translations of this literature by identifying the primary sources.22 The
series Greek and Latin Music Theory (GLMT), begun in 1984, provides a medium for the publication of these texts, together with
facing-page translations, introduction, and commentary.23 Likewise, the Music Theory Translation Series includes several rele-

21For a summary of issues and problems, see Andre Barbera, "Introduction," in
Music Theory and Its Sources: Antiquity and the Middle Ages, ed. Andre Barbera
(Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1990), 1-18.
22Thomas J. Mathiesen, Ancient Greek Music Theory: A Catalogue Raisonne
of Manuscripts, RISM, BXI (Munich: G. Henle, 1988).
23Published by the University of Nebraska Press under the general editorship of Thomas J. Mathiesen. Ten volumes have been published to date, two of
which are devoted to Greek music theory: Sextus Empiricus, IIPOE MOYEIKOYE:
Against the Musicians (Adversus musicos), ed. and trans. Denise Davidson
Greaves, GLMT, vol. 3 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986); Andre
Barbera, ed. and trans., The Euclidean Division of the Canon: Greek and Latin
Sources, GLMT, vol. 8 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991).
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vant translations.24 In addition, new critical texts and translations
are beginning to appear with some frequency in theses and dissertations.25 Finally, the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, a computerbased data bank of ancient Greek texts centered at the University
of California at Irvine, makes it possible to search, retrieve, and
compare terms and passages across the very wide range of texts
already contained in the database. With this tool, the technical
terminology and the use and development of musical concepts
can be studied in a more complete and broadly based context than
had heretofore been feasible.
Graphic and Plastic Art
Literary sources can supply much useful information about
music-and certainly about the history of music-but by their
nature, they are not especially useful in determining how music
was performed or what it sounded like. Answers to these questions must be discovered from the music itself, musical instruments, and sources that show the Greeks singing, dancing, and
playing their musical instruments. In the latter case, it is most fortunate that the Greeks decorated their pottery with hundreds of
scenes of music-making. These iconographic sources illustrate the
appearance of the instruments, the manner in which they were
played (to some degree), and the social contexts in which music
was used, ranging from music lessons to processions, banquets,
the theatre, and the festivals. Various types of lyres, the aulos
(auA6c;), and percussion instruments are seen being tuned, being
played alone or ,ensemble, or sometimes simply hanging on a
wall. In addition to painting, various types of statuary, gemstones,
and coins exhibit instruments in three dimensions or low relief,
and these are useful in interpreting the perspective shown in
painting.26
24Published by Yale University Press under the general editorship of Claude
V. Palisca. See also n. 15 supra.
25These will be cited as appropriate in the following chapters .
.26Jconographic sources have not yet been fully tapped for the evidence they
can supply. Venerable sources include Curt Sachs, Real-Lexikon der Musikinstrumente, 2d enl. ed. (New York: Dover, 1964); idem, The History of Musical Instruments (New York: Norton, 1940); and Emanuel Winternitz, Musical Instruments
and Their Symbolism in Western Art (London: Faber & Faber, 1967). The most
important work has been done by Martha Maas and Jane M. Snyder, Stringed
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Archaeological Remains
Although not iconographic sources, remains of musical
instruments discovered in archaeological excavations have found
their way into the collections of a number of museums of art and
archaeology. These fragments, if properly interpreted, are of incalculable value in making reconstructions of instruments that can
help bridge the gap between the mute, frozen performances captured by the graphic or plastic artists and that most elusive of the
parts of music, the sound itsel£.27
Notated Musical Compositions
A final source of inestimable importance is the body of musical
fragments. These appear in manuscripts, on stone, and on
papyrus. In 1972, the late Gustave Reese wrote:
How maddening it is that, of all the music that was once sung and played in
connection with the plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes, only a tiny fragment of music for the Orestes of Euripides has been
found. Of course, we must be resigned to the fact that this gap may never be
narrowed, no matter how hard scholars may exert themselves. But scraps of
ancient Greek music do continue to be found from time to time, and we may
hope that the end has not yet been reached. 28

Reese's hope was not misplaced. In the last twenty-five years, several new pieces, including another fragment from a work of
Euripides, Iphigenia in Aulis, have come to light, and at least
forty-five fragments ranging across seven centuries from the third
century B.C.E. to the fourth century C.E. are now known.29 Some
of these pieces are indeed quite fragmentary, but some of them are
not fragments at all: they are complete or nearly complete compositions. Aided by the other sources, we can transcribe these pieces

Instruments of Ancient Greece (New Haven, Corm.: Yale University Press, 1989);
see also additional works by these authors listed in the Bibliography. Works by
other authors will be cited as the instruments are discussed in chapter 3.
27These will be discussed in chapter 3.
28Gustave Reese, "Perspectives and Lacunae in Musicological Research: Inaugural Lecture," in Perspectives in Musicology, ed. Barry S. Brook, Edward 0. D.
Downes, and Sherman van Solkema (New York: Norton, 1972), 6-7. The inaugural
lecture was presented for the establishment of the Ph.D. Program in Music at the
City University of New York.
29The number remains approximate due to differences of opinion about the
proper characterization of a "piece."
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with reasonable certainty, from which we can in turn draw out
sounds to complement the silent testimony of literature and art.30

Methodology
With the abundance of source material available for the study
of ancient Greek music, it is natural enough that various
approaches are possible. In this century, the subject has attracted
the attention of scholars chiefly in classical philology and musicology, and to a lesser extent in comparative literature, ancient
philosophy, art history, and papyrology. Apart from general
articles in encyclopedias or multi-volume histories,31 scholarship
for the first three quarters of the century emphasized the creation
of critical texts, translations, studies of sources, and detailed analyses of specific topics. Curt Sachs, Theodore Reinach, Walther
Vetter, and Max Wegner were exceptional in attempting short histories of ancient music: Sachs in Die Musik der Antike, which
appeared in 1928 as a part of Ernst Biicken's Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft, and in his later and more comprehensive book, The
Rise of Music in the Ancient World; Reinach in La musique
grecque; Vetter in Antike Musik; and Wegner in Das Musikleben

30The more complete compositions will be transcribed and analyzed in
chapter 2.
31The most important of these are Maurice Emmanuel, "Grece," in Encyclopedie de la musique et dictionnaire du Conservatoire, 11 vols. (Paris: Delagrave, 1913-31), I/1:377-537; Walther Vetter, "Griechenland, antike," Die
Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart (hereafter MGG), 17 vols., ed. Friedrich
Blume (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1949-67), 5:839-65; Isobel Henderson, "Ancient Greek
Music," in Ancient and Oriental Music, ed. Egon Wellesz, New Oxford History of
Music, vol. 1 (London: Oxford University Press, 1957), 336-403; J. F. Mountford and
R. P. Winnington-Ingram, "Music," in The Oxford Classical Dictionary, 2d ed.,
ed. N. G. L. Hammond and H. H. Scullard (Oxford: Clarendon, 1970), 705-13;
Reginald P. Winnington-Ingram, "Greece, §I (Ancient)," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (hereafter NGD), 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie
(London: Macmillan, 1980), 7:659-72; Andrew Barker, "Music," in The Oxford
Classical Dictionary, 3d ed. (hereafter OCD), ed. Simon Hornblower and
Anthony Spawforth (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 1003-12; and
Thomas J. Mathiesen, "Greece, §I (Ancient)," in The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 2d ed., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, forthcoming). Although not a dictionary or encyclopedia article, a useful general
treatment also appears in Ingemar During, "Greek Music: Its Fundamental Features and Its Significance," Journal of World History 3 (1956): 302-29.
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der Griechen.32 These, however, remained solitary attempts until
the last few years.
In 1977, Annemarie Jeanette Neubecker's and Gi.inther Wille's
introductions to ancient Greek and Roman music, both published
in the series Die Altertumswissenschaft, provided short but useful
surveys of these musical cultures.33 The next year, Solon
Michaelides published an encyclopedia devoted entirely to the
subject of ancient Greek music, and this was quickly followed by
Giovanni Comotti's short monograph for the series Storia della
musica. Comotti later expanded his book in an English translation.34 Meanwhile, the Neues Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft
had begun publication of a series of volumes intended to update
the old Bi.icken Handbuch, and in 1989, Die Musik des Altertums
32curt Sachs, Die Musik der Antike, Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft, vol.
8/3 (Wildpark-Potsdam: Athenaion, 1928); idem, The Rise of Music in the
Ancient World: East and West (New York: Norton, 1943); Theodore Reinach, La
musique grecque (Paris: Payot, 1926; reprint, Paris: Edition Aujourd'hui, 1976);
Walther Vetter, Antike Musik (Miinchen: E. Heimeran, 1935). These works were
anticipated by a few years by 'AOaJlaV'tto<; PeJl<XV't&<; and TipoK61tto<; ~. Zaxapia<;,
'Ap{wv: ~H JlOVazld] rmv ~EAAryvwv m~ 8zcam01J &reo rmv apzazorarwv zp6vwv JlEXPl
rfj~ a1}J1cpov ('A9nvat: ZayKoup6yA.ou, 1917), but the book was hardly known outside Greece. Max Wegner, Das Musikleben der Griechen (Berlin: W. de Gruyter,
1949) is a more substantial book, but with a primarily literary and sociological
concentration.
In this summary of scholarship, only twentieth-century works are included.
There are also C. F. Weitzmann's thirty-six-page Geschichte der griechischen
Musik (Berlin: Hermann Peters, 1855; reprint, Wiesbaden: Sandig, 1973) and the
important and extended treatments in, for example, Fran<_;ois Auguste Gevaert,
Histoire et theorie de la musique de l' antiquite, 2 vols. (Gand: AnnootBraeckman, 1875-81; reprint, Hildesheim: Olms, 1965); and August Rossbach and
Rtidolf Westphal, Theorie der musischen Kiinste der Hellenen, 4 vols. (Leipzig:
B. G. Teubner, 1885-89; reprint, Hildesheim: Olms, 1966). In addition, detailed
treatments appear in several of the comprehensive histories of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, especially those of Sir John Hawkins and A. W.
Ambros. Complete references to these and other general treatments will be found
in the Bibliography.
33 Annemarie Jeanette Neubecker, Altgriechische Musik: Eine Einfiihrung,
Die Altertumswissenschaft (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft,
1977); Giinther Wille, Einfiihrung in das romische Musikleben, Die Altertumswissenschaft (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1977).
34Solon Michaelides, The Music of Ancient Greece: An Encyclopaedia
(London: Faber and Faber, 1978); Giovanni Comotti, La musica nella cultura greca
e romana, Storia della musica, vol. 1/1 (Torino: Edizioni di Torino, 1979);
expanded in Music in Greek and Roman Culture (seen. 8 supra).
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was issued, edited by Albrecht Riethmiiller and Frieder
Zaminer.35 In the 1990s, two monographs on ancient Greek music
appeared in rapid succession: first, Martin West's Ancient Greek
Music (1992), and then, shortly thereafter, Warren Anderson's
Music and Musicians in Ancient Greece (1994).36 These volumes,
as would be expected, exhibit their authors' distinctive perspectives and interests, which tend to complement rather than duplicate each another. This substantial body of scholarship published
over the past twenty years makes apparent an emerging interest in
full-scale histories of ancient Greek music.
Whether dealing with a particular topic or surveying the subject as a whole, scholars have brought their particular methods to
bear on their treatments, as is to be expected. But on occasion, the
scholars of one discipline have been quick to dismiss the work of
scholars in another discipline on methodological grounds. This is
unfortunate because by its nature, the subject of ancient Greek
music and music theory spans a number of disciplines, all essential to a full understanding of the subject.
It is clearly impossible to write a single monograph on ancient
Greek music and music theory that could satisfy all the diverse
interests of the various disciplines, each of which emphasizes different types of evidence and interprets it in different ways. I must
therefore state at the outset that this book is aimed principally at
the musicologically oriented reader. It will be very much concerned with the systematic theory of music and the influence of
this theory on early medieval cultures, East and West, no less
than with the sociology, philosophy, psychology, and aesthetics of
music. It will of course be concerned as well with the analysis and
interpretation of the surviving pieces of music, especially as they
relate to the particular musico-poetic forms.
Most of the source material for a book of this sort will be
unfamiliar to my readers, and indeed, much of the material can
hardly be considered familiar even to a handful of specialists. The
35 Albrecht Riethmiiller and Frieder Zaminer, eds., Die Musik des Altertums,
Neues Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft, vol. 1 (Laaber: Laaber-Verlag, 1989).
Andre Barbera provides an extended review of the books by RiethmiillerZaminer and Comotti in the Journal of the American Musicological Society 43
(1990): 535-67.
36west, Ancient Greek Music (seen. 8 supra); and Warren D. Anderson, Music
and Musicians in Ancient Greece (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1994).
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following chapters will accordingly include a larger number of
extended quotations from theoretical and literary sources than
might ordinarily be expected; this will enable readers to assess for
themselves my interpretations of the sources, as well as providing
substantial examples of the Greeks themselves speaking about
their own music. Moreover, issues of terminology play a substantial role in the interpretation of any literary document, and as literary documents are of considerable importance in the study of
ancient Greek music, it is necessary to deal with these issues. Not
every reader, of course, will be able to address material presented
only in Greek and Latin, and insofar as possible, I will therefore
give all material in the body of the text in English. Some of this
material has appeared in other English translations elsewhere, but
some of it has never been published in English. In all cases, the
original texts are given in full in the footnotes, and readers may
thus easily refer to the original sources or not, according to their
own preferences.
Musicologists, accustomed to the wide diversity of evidence
that must be controlled in dealing with nearly any musical subject, tend to take sources at face value as representing an important part-however small-of the subject under study.37 In the
subject of ancient Greek music, each type of source represents a
different type of evidence, but the sources are complementary to a
remarkable degree. They do, however, range over more than
seven centuries, do not agree on every point, and can be interpreted in various ways. For example, a theoretical detail described
in a treatise of the second or third century C.E. might appear only
in a musical fragment four or five centuries older; one treatise
might contradict or confirm a point made in another treatise of an
earlier or later date, or it might be a unique witness; a picture
might suggest some feature of performance practice nowhere confirmed by any literary evidence; a piece of music might combine
notational systems that would appear to be discrete in the theoret-

37By contrast, non-musical scholars may be more interested in the style or
perceived "quality" of a source than in its content or potential value. Andrew
Barker, for example, after explaining his reasons for the omission of the manuals
of Cleonides, Bacchius, Gaudentius, and Bellermann's Anonymous from his Greek
Musical Writings (2:3), concludes: "I might add that they make dreary reading
.... " See the review of this volume by Jon Solomon in Classical World 85 (199192): 262.
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ical tradition. We must be careful about assuming that a statement
written in the second century C.E. applies-or does not apply-to
a musical practice of the fourth century B.C.E.
Similar sorts of problems occur, of course, in studying the
music of other periods, especially the Middle Ages, but there is
perhaps no other period in which sources expanding over such a
wide territory and long period of time seem to point inward to a
single relatively consistent musical culture rather than outward
in all manner of unrelated directions. My method in this book
will be to look as closely as possible at as many sources as possible-whether literary, iconographic, or musical-, glean from
them whatever evidence may be found, recognize their context,
and then try to form the evidence into the fullest and most complete picture. Detail will be added to the picture by figures, musical
examples, analyses of compositions, reconstructions of musical
instruments, quotations and translations from literary and theoretical sources, and extended bibliographic annotations included
in the footnotes.
There is, finally, the question of the region and chronological
limits appropriate to this book. Just what is "ancient Greek music
and music theory"? Cycladic sculpture of musicians, belonging to
a period between 2700 and 2100 B.C.E., has been discovered on the
islands of Keros, Thera, and Naxos; frescoes from the Minoan
period (ea. 2300-1100 B.C.E.) survive; and various musical artifacts
exist from Mycenaean (ea. 1550-1100 B.C.E.) and Iron Age and
Early Geometric (1100-800 B.C.E.) cultures. While this iconographic evidence will be considered to some extent in the discussion of musical instruments, the terminus a quo envisioned by
the phrase "ancient Greek" is intended to be the so-called Archaic
Period, which is generally taken as referring to the Greek culture
of the eighth through sixth centuries B.C.E. The terminus ante
quem is more difficult to define because of the vitality of Greek
culture long after Greece had ceased to be a military or political
power. The far-reaching influence of ancient Greek music and
music theory in the Latin, Arabic, and Byzantine traditions
insured the survival of important source material in works written throughout at least the first millennium C.E. Nevertheless,
the fall of Rome and the collapse of the Western empire in the
fifth century C.E. seems a useful point for marking a separation
between the last stages of the "ancient" tradition and the first
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stages of its transmission to the Middle Ages (and beyond) as a
legacy.
Within this long period of time, a number of different regions
contributed to a culture now commonly considered "Greek." This
is not the place to provide a capsule history of ancient Greece and
early Byzantium,38 but on the other hand, a sense of the names,
places, and regions that fill this book is needed in order to follow
the material of the next chapters. Although modern national
boundaries bear some relationship to their ancient counterparts,
the location of a great many of the early regions and places may be
unfamiliar to some readers. In general, ancient Greek musical culture is centered in the area of modern Greece (including the Peloponnesus); Crete; to the north, the southern regions of Albania,
the former Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria; to the west, the southern
regions of the Italian peninsula; to the east, Asia Minor; and to the
south, the northern regions of the African coast (especially in the
area of Libya and Egypt). This area includes peoples and regions
frequently noted in early literary sources: peoples such as the
Dorians, Ionians, Aeolians, Achaeans, Lydians, Phrygians, Thracians, Macedonians, Libyans, and Egyptians; and regions such as
Boeotia, Euboea, Aetolia, Attica, Achaea, Argolis, Laconia, Thessalia, Calabria, and Lucania. The three maps found at the end of
this chapter are intended to provide ready reference throughout
the book: map 1 illustrates the regions of Greece and the western
coast of Asia Minor; map 2 shows Italy; and map 3 provides a
detail of Athens.39
Now that a general articulation of scope and subject has been
outlined, it may be helpful to mark out the path that lies ahead.
The second and third chapters concentrate on the role of music in
Greek society, musical typology, organology, and performance
practice. The breadth and richness of ancient Greek musical culture appears most clearly in the variety of musico-poetic types; the
diversity of instruments of all shapes, sizes, and kinds; and the
traditions observed in performing specific compositional types, for
38For a brief history, see Paul Halstead, Oliver T. P. K. Dickinson, Simon
Hornblower, and Anthony J. S. Spawforth, "Greece," in OCD, 648-53; and other
articles on individual peoples and regions.
39Maps 1-2 were created for this book; map 3 is from the 1938 reprint of the
Atlas of Ancient and Classical Geography, Everyman's Library (London: J. M.
Dent & Sons; New York: E. P. Dutton, 1907), 38.
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example, hymns or the tragedy or a processional. The next chapters are devoted to the music theory itself, as it developed in three
stages: first, in the treatises of Aristoxenus and the sectio canonis
(chapter 4); then during the period of revival in the second century C.E. (chapter 5); and finally, in late antiquity (chapter 6). In
these chapters, each theorist and treatise is considered separately,
but always within the context of the emerging traditions. The theory provides a remarkably complete and coherent system for
explaining and analyzing musical phenomena, and it is not surprising that a great deal of its conceptual framework, as well as
much of its terminology, was borrowed and adapted by medieval
Latin, Byzantine, and Arabic music theorists. This legacy is
reviewed in the seventh chapter, which concludes with a brief
epilogue. Transcriptions and analyses of some of the more complete pieces of Greek music preserved on papyrus or stone, or in
manuscript, will be included within chapter 2. An integration of
the musical remains with a consideration of the musico-poetic
types seems preferable to presenting them in a section of their
own, as has been the tradition in earlier monographs. Completing
the book is a comprehensive bibliography for the field, which is
intended to update and expand my earlier Bibliography of Sources

for the Study of Ancient Greek Music.40
No single book can fully explore every topic, and this one will
not pretend to do so. Nevertheless, I do hope that the treatments
here, taken together with the bibliography and the documentary
material, will provide a basis for readers to use in pursuing their
own particular interests within the endlessly fascinating field of
ancient Greek music.

40Music Indexes and Bibliographies, no. 10 (Hackensack, N.J.: Boonin, 1974).
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11
Musical Life in Ancient Greece
Music and Melos
ncient Greek culture boasted a wealth of specific musical
forms for a wide range of occasions, and the literary sources
preserve examples of hymns, dithyrambs, wedding songs,
threnodies, drinking songs, love songs, work songs, and many
other types. There is no musical notation for these compositions,
with the exception of a few fragments, but the texts themselves
provide significant evidence about form, structure, and rhythm,
as well as important descriptions of music-making.
In the context of ancient Greek music, as in other traditional
musical cultures, the term "composition" must not be misunderstood as implying only a piece of music represented in musical
notation. Such compositions of ancient Greek music do exist, but
compositions were also transmitted aurally and performed over
the years by many different persons, perhaps with individual variations. In other cases, compositions apparently remained individual creations, no longer performed but nevertheless recalled by
later Greek writers in descriptive terms that conveyed important
and influential features of the work and may indeed have recalled
the piece itself to the memory of those who had heard it.
In the earliest traditions, music was performed by a solo singer
or by a chorus with and without instrumental accompaniment.
Scenes of music-making already appear in the "Shield of Achilles"
and elsewhere in the Iliad, and the Odyssey incorporates both
Phemius and Demodocus, two of the most renowned traditional
epic singers (aot86<; or cp86<;), as strategic characters within the
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epic.l It is unclear whether the Iliad and the Odyssey were themselves sung or recited,2 but extended musical forms-both solo
and choral-certainly existed. Pure instrumental music was also
popular. Beginning in the sixth century B.C.E., virtuosity and
innovation became more prominent in instrumental music, and
this in turn encouraged complexity in the other musical forms. A
number of poets and philosophers deplored the violation of earlier traditions, but the new styles flourished. Rather remarkable
descriptions of some famous compositions survive, including the
Pythic Nomos, a composition for the aulos recalled by Strabo3 in
the Geographica 9.3.10:
To those who sang with the kithara, they added auletes and kitharists,
who performed without song a certain melos that .was called the Pythic
Nomos. There are five parts to it, angkrousis, ampeira, katakeleusmos,
iamboi and daktyloi, syringes. Timosthenes, admiral of Ptolemy II, composed it, as well as a treatise in ten books on the arrangement of harbors. He
wished to hymn, through this melos, the contest of Apollo against the serpent, representing the prelude with the angkrousis; the first onslaught of
the contest with the ampeira; the contest itself with the katakeleusmos;
the triumphal song over the victory with the iamboi and daktyloi by means
of such rhythms, the latter of which is suitable for hymns, the iambos for

1 The "Shield of Achilles"

(Ilias 18.478-607) refers to the wedding song
(hymenaios), the solo singer with dancing chorus, other dances, and musical
instruments such as the aulas and phorminx; see also Il. 1.472-74, 9.186-91, 10.13,
13.731, 22.391-94, 24.720-22, etc. On Phemius, see Odyssea 1.154 passim; Demodocus, Od. 8.43-44 passim; see also Od. 4.17, 8.479-80. The Greeks' musical instruments will be discussed in chapter 3.
2A distinction is generally drawn between the epic singer, who accompanied
himself on the phorminx and was attached to a particular court, and the rhapsode (pa'lfcpbo<;), who recited epic poems and travelled from place to place. See
Georg Danek, '"Singing Homer': Uberlegungen zu Sprechintonation und Epengesang." Wiener humanistische Bliitter 31 (1989): 1-15.
On the authority of Chamaileon, Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.12 (620c)
asserts that the poetry of Homer, Hesiod, Archilochus, Mimnermus, and Phocylides was sung; and elsewhere (14.32 [632d]) Athenaeus observes that the metric
anomalies in Homer were due to fact that all his poetry was set to music (see
Athenaei Naucratitae Dipnosophistarum libri XV, 3 vols., ed. George Kaibel
[Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1887-90; reprint, Stuttgart: B. G. Teubner, 1965-66]; there
. is also a parallel text and English translation in The Deipnosophists, trans. C. B.
Gulick, 7 vols., Loeb Classical Library [Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1927-41]). The Deipnosophistae, however, dates from the second-third centuries
C.E. and may not be a realiable witness on this matter.
3first century B.C.E.-first century C.E.
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insults; and the death of the monster with the syringes [i.e. , the reeds of the
aulos], when the players imitate it expiring with its final whistlings. 4

This particular composition is not preserved, but similar types of
extended and vivid imitative pieces exist in other folk traditions.s
These provide some idea of the remarkable effects that could have
been used in the Pythic Nomos.
·
Music in this sense of a performing art was called melos
(J.tEAoc;) by the Greeks. A distinction was made between melos in
general, which might be no more than an instrumental piece or a
simple song, and perfect melos (teAetov J.lEAoc;), which comprised
not only the melody and the text but also highly stylized dance
movement. Aristides Quintilianus states:
And we might fairly speak of perfect melos, for it is necessary that melody,
rhythm, and diction be considered so that the perfection of the song may be
produced: in the case of melody, simply a certain sound; in case of rhythm,
the motion of sound; and in the case of diction, the meter. The things contingent to perfect melos are motion-both of sound and body-and also chronoi
and the rhythms based on these. 6

4rrpocr£8ccrav oe 'tOte; Kt8apcpoo'ic; aUAY)'tac; 't£ Kat Kt8aptcr'tac; xroplc; cpoilc;, U1t00ro<JOV'tac; 'tt f.lEAoc; 0 KaA£t'tat VOf.lOc; Tiu8tK6c;. 1tEV't£ 0' aU'tOU f.lEPT\ E<J'ttV' ayKpoucrtc;
Uf.l1t£tpa Ka'taK£A£U<Jf.lOc; taJ.L~Ot Kat OaK'tUAOt crupptyycc;. Ef.l£A01tOtY)(J£ f.leV o-ov
Ttf.lO<J9evnc;, 0 vauapxoc; 'tOU BcU'tEpou ll'tOA£f.latou 0 Kat 'touc; Alf.lEVac; <JUV'tU~ac; ev
OeKa ~t~Aotc;. ~OUA£'tat oe 'tOV ay&va 'tOU 'Arr6A.A.rovoc; 'tOV 1tpoc; 'tOV OpUKOV'ta ·ota
'tOU f.lEAouc; Uf.lV£tV, ayKpOU<JlV f.leV 'tO 1tpOOlf.ltOV OY)AIDV' Uf.l1t£tpav oe 't~V 1tpW't11V
Ka'tU1t£tpav 'tOU ay&voc;, Ka'taK£A£U<Jf.lOV Be aU'tOV 'tOV ay&va, taf.l~OV Oe Kat
OaK'tuAov 1ov errtrratavtcrf.lov 1ov [ytvof.1£vov] errl '"'TI viKn f.l£-ca 'totou'trov pu9f.l&v, c1v
0 f.leV Uf.lVOtc; E<J'ttV oiK£toc; 0 o' taf.l~Oc; KaKt<Jf.lOtc;, cruptyyac; 8e 'tllV EKA£t'lftV 'tOU
en p{ou, f.llf.lO'Uf.lEVffiV roe; &v Ka'tacr-cpe<pOV'toc; E<JXU'tOUc; 'ttvac; cruptyf..Louc; (Geographica,
3 vols., ed. A. Meineke [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1877; reprint, Graz: Akademische
Druck- und Verlagsanstalt, 1969], 9.3.10). Cf. with Pollux Onomasticon 4.78
(where the piece is attributed to Sacadas) and 84. Abbreviated English translation in Andrew Barker, Greek Musical Writings, volume 1, The Musician and
His Art, Cambridge Readings in the Literature of Music (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1984), 51-52.

5There is a recording of one such piece, Bocet, on The Roumanian Flutes:
Unpublished Documents Recorded on Location by Marcel Cellier (MHS 3553; originally recorded by Arion-Paris).
6't£A£tou

Be f.lEAouc;

£iK6'troc; · XPll yap Kat

f.l£Acpoiav

8cropc'icr9at Kat pu9f.lov Kat
f.leV yap f.lcAcpO{av arrA.&c; ;,
1tOta <provfl, 1t£pt Oe pu9f.lOV ;, tau-cnc; KtVY)<Jtc;, 1t£pt oe 'tllV AE~tv 'CO f.lE'tpov. 'tU Oe 1t£pt
f.lEAoc; 'tEActOV <JUf.l~atVOV'ta KtVY)<Jtc; cprovilc; 1:£ Kat <JWf.lCX1:0c;, E'tl Oe xp6vot Kat oi EK
'tOU'trov pu9f.lo{ (W.-I. 5.4-10). Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 75. Certain types of
movements and gestures accompanied particular types of melos in order to produce
precise effects. Some of these are described in general terms by Athenaeus, and
AE~tV' orrroc; &v 'tO 'tEActOV 'tllc; cp8ilc; U1t£pya~11'tat. 1tcpt
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Melic composition (J..LEA01totia) together with rhythmic composition (pu8J..Lo1totia) is the process of selecting and applying the various components of melos and rhythm to create a complete composition.? Melic composition is subdivided by Aristides Quintilianus into three classes: dithyrambic, nomic, and tragic; and these
are parallel to his three classes of rhythmic composition: systaltic,
diastaltic, and hesychastic. In addition, the three broad classes of
melic composition may contain various subclasses, such as erotic,
comic, and panegyric. By these classifications, Aristides Quintilianus would seem to be referring to music written in honor of
Dionysus (dithyrambic) or Apollo (nomic) or for the tragedy. Any
piece of music might be elevating (diastaltic), depressing (systaltic),
or relaxing (hesychastic), as appropriate.B
Although the treatise of Aristides Quintilianus is rather late,
his system of classification accords with the statements of earlier
writers, and it is clear that from a very early period, the Greeks
had developed a sophisticated musical typology. Forms might be
typified by subject matter, rhythm and meter, large-scale structure,
and so on. Plato's Athenian Stranger (Leges 3 [700a8-e4]) observes
that the types were once distinct: a hymn would not be confused
with a dirge, dithyramb, or paean. Nevertheless, he also clearly
implies that this distinction was beginning to be lost by the middle
of the fourth century B.C.E.
Among us, at that time, music was divided into various classes and styles:
one class of song was that of prayers to the gods, which bore the name of
"hymns"; contrasted with this was another class, best called "dirges";
"paeans" formed another; and yet another was the "dithyramb," named, I
fancy, after Dionysus. "Nomoi" also were so called as being a distinct class
of song; and these were further described as "kitharoedic nomoi." So these
and other kinds being classified and fixed, it was forbidden to set one kind of
they will be considered later in this chapter. The chronoi are the individual
units of time from which rhythmic patterns are composed.
7According to Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.12 and 19 {f.!eAo7totia o£
OUV<lf.!t~ Ka-racrKeuacr'ttKll ~£A.ou~ [W.-I. 28.10-11] and pu8f.!01tOtta o£ ecr-rt OUV<lf.!t~
7tOtll-rtKil pu8f.!ou [W.-I. 40.8]). The only work of modern scholarship to pay much
attention at all to aspects of musical performance in ancient Greek poetry and
drama is John Herington, Poetry into Drama: Early Tragedy and the Greek Poetic
Tradition, Sather Classical Lectures, vol. 49 (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1985).
Bsimilar definitions are provided in Cleonides's Harmonica introductio 13
(Jan 206.3-18). See also Jon Solomon, "The Diastaltic Ethos," Classical Philology
76 {1981): 93-100.
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words to a different class of melos .... but later on, with the progress of time,
there arose as leaders of unmusical illegality poets who, though by nature
poetical, were ignorant of what was just and lawful for the Muse; and they,
being frenzied and unduly possessed by a spirit of pleasure, mixed dirges
with hymns and paeans with dithyrambs, and imitated aulos music with
kithara music, and blended every kind of music with every other; and thus,
through their folly, they unwittingly bore false witness against music, as a
thing without any standard of correctness, of which the best criterion is the
pleasure of the auditor, be he a good man or a bad. 9

A similar point is made in Plato's Respublica 4 (424b5-c6), where
Socrates argues against innovations in music because they
threaten the fundamental structure of the state: "One must be cautious about changing to a new type of music as this risks a change
in the whole. The modes ['tponot] of music are never moved
without movement of the greatest constitutionallaws."lO
By Plato's remarks, we are reminded that all the practical manifestations of music form only one part of the Greek concept of
music: music (J.LoucrtKll) was considered both an art and a science.
Music occupied a prominent place in everyday life not only
because it was amusing and socially valuable but also because it
embodied larger universal principles and was a vehicle for higher
understanding.
Writers such as Plato and even Aristides Quintilianus restrict
themselves to relatively general descriptions of musical types.
9 ihn PllJlEVll yap oil 'tO't£ ~V ftJltV ;, JlO'U()tKil Ka'ta £tOll 't£ eaU'tTl<; U't'ta Kat
crxnJla'ta, Kai 'tt. ~V etOo<; cpOf\<; euxat 1tp0~ 9eou<;, OVOJla o£ UJlVOt E1t£KaAOUV'tO. Kat
'tOU'tql oil 'tO EVaV'ttOV ~V cpbfl<; E'tepov eibo<;, 9pnvou<; Oe 'tt<; av aU'tOU<; JlcXAtcr'ta
eKaA.eae · Kat 1tairove<; e'tepov, Kat &A.A.o 8tovucrou y' atvecre<;, otJlat, 3t9upaJl~o<;
A£YOfl£VO<;. VOJlOU<; 't£ aU'tO 'tOU'tO 'tOUVOJla EKUAO'UV' cp3ilv ro<; 'ttVa E'tepav. E1tEAeyov
3£ Kt9apcpbtKOU<;. 'tOU'tCOV oil Ota'te'tayJlEVCOV Kat &A.A.rov 'ttv&v OUK E~f\v &A.A.cp ei<;
aAAO Ka'taxpl1cr9at JlEAOU<; etbo<; .... fl£'ta 3£ 'taU'ta 1tpOtOV'tO<; 'tOU xp6vou apxov't£<;
JlEV 'tll<; UJlOUO'O'U 1tapaVOJlta<; 1t0tll'tat £yiyvov'to <pucret JlEV 1t0tll'ttKOt, ayvroJlOV£<; o£
1tept 'to btKatov 'tTl<; Moucr11<; Kat 'to VOJltflOV, ~aKxeuov'te<; Kat JlUAAov 'tou oeov'to<;
KU;'t£XOfl£VOt U<p' l,oovfl<;, KepaVVUV't£<; o£ 9pnvou<; 't£ UJlVOt<; Kat 1tairova<; Ot9u paJlPot<;, Kat auA.cp8ia<; 8il 'tat<; Kt9apcp8iat<; JltJlOUfl£VOt Kat 1tcXV'ta ei<; 1tcXV'ta ~uva
YOV't£<;, JlO'U()tKf\<; aKOV't£<; U1t' avoia<; Ka'taveuOOJltVOt, m<; 6p96'tll'ta JlEV OUK exot
ouo' l,v'ttVOUV JlO'U()tKll, noovft 8£ 'tU 'tOU xaipoV'tO<;, £t't£ PeA'ttCOV £t't£ xeiprov av £tll
'tt<;, KptVOt'tO op90'tT\'ta (Platonis opera, 5 vols., ed. J. Burnet [Oxford: Clarendon,

1900-1907], 700a8-e4). Translation adapted from R. G. Bury, trans., Plato in
Twelve Volumes, volumes 10-11, Laws, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1926), 10:245, 247.
10ei8o<; yap Katvov JloucrtKfl<; fl£'tap&A.A.etv euA.a~ll'teov m<; £v oA.cp Ktv8uveuov'ta. ouOaJlOU yap KtVOUV'tat JlOU()tKfl<; 'tp01t0t aveu 1tOAt'ttKWV VOJlCOV 'tWV fl£ytcr'tCOV
.... (424c3-6). On the term 'tpo1to<;, see pp. 533-35, 550, and 595 infra.
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Fuller typologies are preserved in the Deipnosophistae of
Athenaeus and the Bibliotheca of Photius, sources that tend, by
their nature, to be lexicographic or museographic.ll Section 239 of
the Bibliotheca, which preserves a summary of Proclus's Chrestomathia,l2 provides a description of various musical types. After
distinguishing between music intended for the gods and music
intended for human activity, Proclus then lists the types associated with each classification.
Concerning melic poetry, he [Proclus] says that it has a great many parts and
different divisions. Some types of melic poetry are allotted to the gods, others to men, others to god and men, and still others to occurring circumstances.
The types that refer to the gods are the hymn, the prosodion, the paean, the
dithyramb, the nomos, adonidia, the iobakchon, and hyporchemata. The
types that refer to men are encomia, the epinikon, skolia, erotica, epi thalamia, hymenaioi, silloi, threnodies, and epikedeia. The types that refer to
gods and men are parthenia, daphnephorika, tripodephorika, oschophorika, and eutika; these types written for the gods also include panegyrics for men. The types that refer to occurring circumstances are not
species of melic poetry, but they have been employed by the same poets; of
these, there are pragmatika, emporika, apostolika, gnomologika, georgika,
and epistaltika.l3
11 0n the Deipnosophistae, seen. 2 supra. The Bibliotheca was probably
written somewhat before the middle of the ninth century C.E. Photius (ea. 810893) was Patriarch of Constantinople during the negotiations that led to the
schism of the Eastern and Western churches. The 280 sections of his Bibliotheca
provide a summary and commentary on books that he had read-and thus a sort
of catalogue of extant materials. In section 167 of the Bibliotheca, Photius refers
to Stobaeus's Eclogae, in which are preserved the ancients' views "on geometry,
on music, and on arithmetic" (1tEpt yEroJ.lE'tpta<; Kat J.lOU<JtKll<; Kat apt9J.lll'ttKll<;) and
"on dialectic, rhetoric, grammar, and poetics" (1tEpt 8taAEK'ttKl1<;, Kat n:Ept
Pll'tOptKll<;, Kat n:Ept A-6you Kat ypaJ.LJ.lU'trov, n:Ept n:Otll'ttKll<; [Photii Bibliotheca, 2
vols., ed. Immanuel Bekker (Berlin: Reimer, 1824-25), 113a4-5 and 9-11]). A long
list of authors appears, including Aristoxenus, Archytas, Euclid, Nicomachus,
Pythagoras, Plutarch, Porphyrius, Philolaus, Proclus, and many others.
12Proclus (410/12-485 C.E.) was a neo-Platonist philosopher and systematizer of ancient learning. In addition to the Chrestomathia, he wrote commentaries on Plato's Timaeus, Respublica, and Parmenides; scientific works; and an
important summary of neo-Platonic metaphysics, the Elementa theologica.
13TIEpt 8£ J.lEAtKll<; 1tOtfl<JEro<; <pll<JtV m<; 1tOAUJ.lEpE<J'tU'tll 'tE Kat 8ta<p6pou<; i£XEt
'tOJ.lU<;. nA J.lEV yap aU'tll<; J.lEJ.lEptcr'tat 9Eot<;, a 8£ (av9pron:ot<;, a 8£ 9Eot<; Kat)
av9pron:ot<;, a 8£ Et<; 'tU<; n:pocrn:tn:'toucra<; 1tEpt<J'tU<JEt<;. Kat Et<; 9EoU<; J.lEV ava<pepEcr9at
UJ.lVOV' 7tpocr68tov' 1tatuva, 8t9upaJ.l~OV' VOJ.lOV' a8rovi8ta, t6~aKxov' U1tOPXflJ.la'ta. Et<;
8£ av9pron:ou<; eyKro}lta, E1ttVtKOV' O'KOAta., epoYttKa, en:t8a.Aa}lta., UJlEVa.iou~, O'tAAOU~, 9pilvou~, E1tt~8Eta.. Et~ 9EOU~ 8£ Kat av9pron:ou~ n:ap9evta., 8a.<pV1l<pOptKU, 'tpt1t001l<pOptKU, rocrxo<poptKU, EUK'ttKU. 'taU'ta yap Et<; 9Eou<; ypa<pOJ.lEVa. Kat av9pron:rov
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It is impossible to know whether this particular typology would
have been shared by earlier Greek writers, but it is clear the Greeks
were conscious of specific musical types and their distinctions.
Proclus's classification and typology supplies a useful model for
examining each form.

Types of Music and Their Function
Music for the Gods
Hymns, paeans, prosodia, dithyrambs, and other types
addressed to specific gods played an essential role in religious and
civic life. They not only contributed a sense of grandeur and festivity to particular occasions but also provided a means for the
cultural heritage to be preserved, interpreted, and communicated.
As has already been noted, the tradition of these venerable types
was particularly important to conservative philosophers such as
Plato because they saw it as fundamental to social structure. At the
same time, the tradition made these types important to innovators because it was worth.y of renewal. In each type-and especially
in the nomos, the dithyramb, and the drama-a certain tension
between conservative and progressive styles becomes apparent.14

Hymn
Like their modern counterparts, hymns (uJ.Lvot) are metric
compositions addressed, directly or indirectly~. to a god. They could
be quite extended, or they might function rather like a prelude to
another composition. As early as the Iliad, in a passage (1.472-74)
widely quoted in Greek musical writings, an extended choral
hymn to Apollo (7tatrov) is described:
All day long they propitiated the god with singing,
chanting a splendid hymn to Apollo, these young Achaians,
singing to the one who works from afar, who listened in gladness. 15

Ta

1tcptctA1l<p£V en:a{vou~.
8£ et~ -ca~ n:pocrn:tn:-roucra~ n:cptcr-racrct~ OUK EO"'tt J.lfV ct811
Tll~ J.lcAtKfl~, un:' au-r&v 8£ -r&v 1t0l1l'tc0V E1ttK£X£tP1l'tUt. 'tOU'tCOV 8£ EO"'tt n:payJ.La'ttKa, EJ.l1tOptKa, an:OO"'tOAtKa, YVCOJ.lOAoytKa, yccopytKa, en:tcr-raA'ttKa (Bekker
319b32-320a8).
14 For a brief survey of this issue, see Hermann Abert, "Musik und Politik im

klassischen Altertum," Neue Musikzeitung 45 (1924): 3-7.
15 oi 8£ 1tUV11J.lEptot J.lOA1tft Scov iAaO"KOV'tO I KaAOV aci8ov-r£~ n:atflova, Koupot
'Axat&v, I J.LeAn:ov-r£~ eKacpyov · o 8£ <ppeva -repn:c-r' aKoucov (Homer, Ilias, 2d ed.,
ed. and trans. Hans Rupe [Freising: Ernst Heimeran, 1961], 30). Also quoted in [Ps.]
Plutarch De musica 1131e1-3 (ed. K. Ziegler and M. Pohlenz, Plutarchi moralia,
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Hymns generally include numerous laudatory epithets; a description of some of the god's deeds and characteristics, as appropriate
to the occasion; and a concluding prayer. As the rather large number of surviving hymns makes clear, they are perhaps the most
important as well as the earliest formal musical type, at least in
part because they combined didactic, devotional, and inspirational
roles.
Proclus's Chrestomathia, despite a rather tenuous etymological
description of the term, emphasizes the primacy of the type and
provides important details on the manner of performance:
And he [Proclus] says that "hymn" takes its name from being something that
remains and, as it were, from calling to memory and recollection the deeds of
those being hymned; or from celebrating them, i.e., to speak of them. In general, they call hymns everything written to the higher beings; therefore,
they seem to oppose distinguishing the prosodion and the other aforementioned types from the hymn as species with respect to the genus. And so from
these same writers, one hears /.(hymn of prosodion," /.(hymn of encomion,"
"hymn of paean," and the like. It is said to be a prosodion when they process
to the altars or temples, and in processing, it was sung to the accompaniment
of the aulas. But the hymn, properly speaking, was sung to the accompaniment of the kithara while they stood. 16

The etymology, which is obscured in English translation, is based
on the similarities of the words Ufl-VO<; (hymn), un6Jl,ovov
(something that remains), U1tOJl-V1lO"t<; (recollection), and uOctv (to
celebrate).

vol. VI/3 [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1966], 2.13-15). Translation by Richmond Lattimore, The Iliad of Homer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951), 71.
16Ka.i <pll<H 'tov ujlvov !lEV rovojlaa9cn &no 'tou un6jlov6v 'ttva. etva.t K:a.t otov ei~
!lYll!lllV Kat unOj.!VllO'tV &:yetv 'ta~ npa~et~ 'tOOV UjlVOUjlEVffiV' 11 &no 'tOU uoetv a.u'ta~,
onep EO''tt A.eyetv. 'EK:aAOUV oe K:a.96A.ou nav'ta 'ta ei~ 'tOU~ unepov'ta.~ ypa.<pOjlEVa.
u!lvou~ · oto K:a.t 'to npocr6otov K:at 'ta &A.A.a. 'ta npoetPll!leva. <paivov'ta.t av'ttOta.a'teA.A.ov'te~ 'tip UJlVql ro~ et011 npo~ yevo~. K:a.t yap EO''ttV a.U'tOOV UK:OUEtV ypa.<pOV'tCOV
UJ.LVO~ npoaooiou, UJ.LVO~ eyK:rojltOU, UJ!VO~ na.t&.vo~ l((Xt 'ta OJ!Ota.. 'EA.eye'to Oe 'tO
npoa6otov £netoav npocriroat 'tOt~ ~COJlOl~ 11 va.ot~, K:a.t £v 'tip npoatevat noe'to npo~
a.uA.6v. 0 oe K:up{ro~ UJ!VO~ npo~ K:t9apa.v noe'to EO''tcO'tffiV (Bekker 320a9-20, as
emended in Photius, Bibliotheque, 8 vols., ed. Rene Henry [Paris: Les Belles
Lettres, 1959-1977], 159-60). A similar definition appears in the Etymologicon
magnum, s.v. UJ!VO~ (777.1-10), a tenth-century Byzantine lexicon (there are a
number of editions, but citations here are drawn from Etymologicon magnum seu
Magnum grammaticae penu, ed. Friedrich Sylburg, new edition [Leipzig: Weigel,
1816]).
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From a very early time, hymns must have been sung by a
standing chorus,17 but there are monodic examples as well.
Hesiod refers on many occasions to the singing of hymns,18 and in
Opera et dies (654-62), he speaks of winning a prize for his solo
performance of a hymn at the games of Amphidamas in Chalcis:
Then I crossed over to Chalcis, to the games of the wise Amphidamas where
the sons of the great-hearted king proclaimed and appointed prizes. And
there, I tell you, I gained the victory with a hymn and carried off a tripod
with handles, which I dedicated to the Muses of Helicon, in the place
where they first set me in the way of clear-sounding song. Such is all my
experience of many-pegged ships; nevertheless, I will tell you the will of
Zeus who holds the aegis; for the Muses have taught me to sing a most marvelous hymn. 19

At some point, the hymn also became a stylized literary type; the
so-called Homeric Hymns, for example, formed a part of the aristocratic epic tradition and were perhaps delivered by professional
singers (rhapsodes) at the festivals.
Pausanias (fl. 150 C.E.) refers to a number of early hymnographers in his Graeciae descriptio, including Olen, Pamphus,
Orpheus, Musaeus, and Homer, and although hymns exist in
other meters, Pausanias considers the hexameter to be the more
ancient meter.2o Lyric hymns, including monodic pieces by

17The chorus includes not only the group of singers but also a leader (£~ap
xrov ). Although the chorus stood, some limited movement was probably
employed. See Lillian B. Lawler, The Dance in Ancient Greece (Middletown,
Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1964), 99-100.
18rn the Theogonia, lines 11, 33, 37, 48, 51, 70, and 101; and in the Opera et
dies, line 2. Absolute dates are not known for Hesiod, but he flourished ea. 700
B.C.E. (see M. L. West, "Hesiod," in OCD, 700).
19£v9a o' £yrov £n' ac8A.a oa:{<ppovo<; 'AJ..t<ptOaJ.LaV'tO<; I XaAKtOa ['t'] cicrcnePll<JU. 'tCx Be 7tp01tc<ppa0J.LEVU 1tOAACx I ac9A' £9ccrav 1tUt0c<; JlcyaA~'tOpc<;. £v8a JlE
<pllJ.Lt 1 uJ.Lvcp vtK~crav'ta <pepctv 'tpinoo' ro'trocv'ta. I 'tov J.Lev £yro Moucrncr' ~EA.tKro
vta8ccrcr' av£911KU I £v8a Jlc 'tO nponov Atyup11<; £n£(31l<JUV aot01l<;. I 'tO<J<JOV 'tOt VlliDV
ye 1tc1tctp11JlUl 1tOAUYOJl<pOlV. I &A,A,(x Kat roe; £p£ro ZllVO<; v6ov aiyt6xoto. I Moucrat
yap Jl' £8{8a~av a9£cr<pU'tOV UJ.LVOV UctOctV (Hesiodi opera, ed. F. Solmsen [Oxford:
Clarendon, 1970]). Translation adapted from Hugh G. Evelyn-White, ed. and
trans., Hesiod: The Homeric Hymns and Homerica, Loeb Classical Library (London: Heinemann, 1920), 51.

20Pausaniae Graeciae descriptio, 3 vols., ed. F. Spiro (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner,
1903). For an English translation, see Pausanias, Description of Greece, 5 vols.,
trans. W. H. S. Jones and H. A. Ormerod, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1931-35). Pausanias 10.7.3 asserts that Hesiod was
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Archilochus, Alcaeus, and Sappho, and choral compositions by
Pindar and Bacchylides later began to supplant the hexameters,
which did survive, however, in more formal religious contexts.
Olen, who may be a partly mythic figure, came from Lycia and
composed the first hymns sung at the Delos sanctuary of Apollo
and Artemis. Pausanias regards him as the first prophet of Apollo
and the first epic poet; the additional attribute of hymnographer
underscores the significance of this type.21 Orpheus and Musaeus
are often related in legend, and both are associated with the lyre
and with the cult of Apollo. Except in the most general terms, it is
not possible to consider the structure or character of the works of
these figures because the hymns-and indeed all the music-of
this period were almost certainly not written or notated. Rather,
compositions evolved through a process of patterned repetition
and were communicated aurally.22
If the stylistic details must remain obscure, some general characterizations can be deduced from works such as the Plutarchean
dialogue De musica.23 Onesicrates, the preceptor of the dialogue,
echoes Plato's Respublica 10 (607a) when he observes that it is a
principal occupation of men to sing hymns to the gods (uJ..LVEtv
8cou<;), and he then invites Lysias, one of the speakers, to recount
the achievements of early musicians. Lysias, quoting from the
debarred from the Pythian games because he could not accompany himself on the
kithara.
21see Pausanias 10.5.8 (and 1.18.5; 2.13.3; 5.7.8; 8.21.3; and 9.27.2); Herodotus
Historiae 4.35 (11 vols., ed. Ph.-E. Legrand [Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1930-60]).
He is also known as Dymaeus or Hyperboreios.
22Henderson, "Ancient Greek Music," 336-38. For a general summary of the
oral tradition, see Oliver Taplin, "Homer," in The Oxford History of the Classical World (hereafter OHCW), ed. John Boardman, Jasper Griffin, and Oswyn
Murray (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), 65-72. Martin L. West, "The
Singing of Homer and the Modes of Early Greek Music," Journal of Hellenic Studies 101 (1981): 115, draws the parallel between Homeric singing and that of the
Rgveda, as well as observing the tradition of oral instruction. See also Arnold
Bake, "The Music of India," in Ancient and Oriental Music, ed. Egon Wellesz,
New Oxford History of Music, vol. 1 (London: Oxford University Press, 1957),
201-4.
23 Although this dialogue was ascribed to Plutarch (ea. 50-ca. 120 C.E.) in
the Planudean corpus, modern scholarship does not consider it an authentic work.
Nevertheless, like other early museographic works, it does contain a wealth of
excerpts from earlier treatises that do not otherwise survive. A full account of the
treatise is contained in chapter 5.
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writings of Heraclides Ponticus, Glaucus of Rhegium, Aristoxenus, and Alexander, attributes various musical types to particular
musicians, in some cases rather different from those credited by
Pausanias.24
Heraclides, according to Lysias, asserts in his Collectio that
poetry was, from the first, sung to the accompaniment of the
kithara, and he credits the famous mythic kitharode Amphion
with its earliest development, as well as referring to numerous
other figures and specific compositions. In particular, Anthes of
Anthedon in Boeotia is noted as a composer of hymns. Heraclides
observes that these early compositions were not written in free
diction and without meter, but were like those of Stesichorus and
used the epic meter, dactylic hexameter.25 The surviving fragments of Stesichorus's choral lyrics exhibit a vivid diction in
dactylo-epitritic meter (e.g., x-v---vv-vv-) and suggest that they
were large-scale narrative works.26 If Heraclides's comparison is
accurate, early hymns might also have made use of the traditional
triadic scheme for choral lyrics, that is, sets consisting of strophe,
antistrophe, and epode, with the epode providing a link to the
ensuing set. 27
The Homeric Hymns provide more specific examples of the
general characteristics thus far adduced.28 Thirty-three of these in
24Lysias's sources are all authors of the fourth century B.C.E. Nearly every
ancient historian differs when assigning particular pieces or types to specific figures, but in their descriptions of the characteristics of pieces or types, they tend
to be rather consistent.
25Plutarch De musica 1131f-1132c (Ziegler 3.9-25)=Heraclides fr. 157. The
writings of Heraclides survive as fragments in various later sources; they are collected in Fritz Wehrli, Herakleides Pontikos, 2d ed., Die Schule des Aristoteles,
vol. 7 (Basel: Schwabe, 1969).
26Stesichorus was probably active during the first half of the sixth century
B.C.E. The Suda-a historical and literary encyclopedia compiled sometime in
the late tenth century C.E.-states that his name was actually Teisias; Stesichorus may have been a title of some sort. His works were originally collected in
twenty-six books. SeeP. J. Parsons, "Stesichorus," in OCD, 1442-43.
27For a brief treatment of this form, see L. P. E. Parker, "Metre, Greek," in
OCD, 970-75.
28The hymns are not by the author of the Iliad and the Odyssey, and they
range in date perhaps from the eighth century to the sixth century B.C.E. The
hymns are edited in T. W. Alien, W. R. Halliday, and E. E. Sikes, The Homeric
Hymns, 2d ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1936). See also Evelyn-White, Hesiod.
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dactylic hexameters have been preserved, of varying lengths.
Three of them are addressed to Dionysus; three to Aphrodite; two
each to Hermes, Apollo, Athena, Artemis, and Demeter; and
individual hymns to figures such as Ares, Hera, Asclepius, Pan,
Hestia, and others. Most of the hymns end by addressing the god
once again and stating "I shall remember you and another
song."29 While this may suggest that these hymns functioned as
preludes to another composition, it may also simply indicate that
a singer will always sing again another day. There are indeed
compositions specifically noted by Lysias in the Plutarchean De
musica (1132d) as preludes (1tpootJ.Lta), but these are not hymns;
rather, they are a distinct musical type associated with Terpander.
Thucydides includes two quotations from the hymn In
Apollinem as part of his description of the use of hymns in the
festival at Delos, but the hymns themselves make it clear that they
were performed in competitions at various festivals, which were,
of course, associated with religious celebration.30 Musical allu-

29For example, from the hymn In Mercurium: au-rap F:yro Kat O'£t0 Kat aAA11~
JlVllO'OJl' aotOfl~ {Alien et al., 580); or, from the hymn In Venerem: creu ()' e:yro
ap~UJl£VO~ Jl€'ta~ilO'OJlat UAAOV E~ UJlVOV (Alien et al., 293-94).
30Historiae 3.104. As the various national festivals are noted throughout
this chapter, a brief explanation of the cycle (7tep{ooo~) is in order here.
The four principal festivals are the Olympia, Pythia, Isthmia, and Nemea.
Although these games were associated with funeral ceremonies in their earliest
forms, the Olympian and Nemean games came to be held in honor of Zeus, the
Pythian games in honor of Apollo, and the Isthmian games in honor of Poseidon.
The Olympian Festival was held in August every fourth year, and the other
games fell at specific points within each Olympiad. The Pythia was held in
August in the third year, while Nemean and Isthmian festivals followed both
the Olympian and the Pythian in the succeeding July and April. Thus the
seventy-sixth Olympiad began with the Olympian Festival in August, 476
B.C.E.; the Nemean Festival followed in July, 475 B.C.E.; the Isthmian in April,
474 B.C.E.; the Pythian in August, 474 B.C.E.; a second Nemean in July, 473
B.C.E.; and a second Isthmian in April, 472 B.C.E. Then, the seventy-seventh
Olympiad began in August, 472 B.C.E., and the cycle continued.
The festival at Delos-which was the legendary birthplace of Apollo and
Artemis-included song, dance, and games; it may have begun as early as the
eighth century B.C.E. In 426 B.C.E., a new quinquennial festival was instituted.
For a short and concise treatment of the festivals, see Sir J. E. Sandys's Introduction to The Odes of Pindar, including the Principal Fragments, rev. ed., Loeb
Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1937), xxii-xxx; and
the articles on each festival in the OCD. For a more thorough treatment of the
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sions are frequently included, as in this passage from the hymn In

Apollinem:
Leto's all-glorious son goes to rocky Pytho, playing on his hollow phorminx,
clad in divine, perfumed garments; and at the touch of his golden plectrum,
his phorminx sings sweet. Thence, swift as a thought, he speeds from earth
to Olympus, to the house of Zeus, to join the gathering of the other gods:
then straightway the undying gods turn to song and the music of the kithara,
and all the Muses together, voice sweetly answering voice, hymn the unending gifts the gods enjoy and the sufferings of men, ... And among them sings
one, not mean nor puny, but tall to look upon and enviable in mien, Artemis
who delights in arrows, sister of Apollo. Among them frolic Ares and the
keen-eyed Slayer of Argus, while Phoebus Apollo plays on the kithara
stepping high and featly and a radiance shines around him, the gleaming of
his feet and close-woven tunic. And they, even golden-tressed Leto and wise
Zeus, rejoice in their great hearts as they watch their dear son playing
among the undying gods.31

By nature, hymns provide descriptions of the deeds of the
gods, and these may include the discovery or invention of musical instruments. In the hymn In Mercurium, an extended description of the construction of the tortoise-shell (i.e., chelys) lyre
appears as part of the narrative of the birth of Hermes. First, there
is the typical invocation that tells the listeners the subject of the
hymn: "Muse, sing of Hermes, son of Zeus and Maia, ruler of Cyllene and Arcadia with its many flocks, luck-bringing messenger of
the gods, whom Maia bore, Maia the beautiful-haired nymph who
mingled in love-making with Zeus." After the invocation, a brief
elaborate structure of Greek religion and the festivals, see Waiter Burkert, Greek
Religion, trans. John Raffan (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985).
31 Lines 182-206: eto1 Se <popJ.L{~rov Arrtou~ epu(uSeo~ uio~ I <popJ.L1YY1 yA.a<pupn npo~

Ilu9ro 1te'tp~eOOav' I aJ.L~po'ta etJ.La't' exrov 'te9uroJ.LEVa. 'tOtO Se <pOpJ.11Y~ I xpuoeou U1t0
1tA~K'tpou Kavaxhv EX£1 iJ.LepOeO'OaV. I £v9ev Se npo~ "0AUJ.l1tOV &no x9ovo~ ro~ 'te
VOTlJ.La I et0'1 d10~ npo~ S&~J,a 9e&v J.Le9' OJ.lllYUP1V &A.A.rov. I aU'ttKa S' a9ava't010'1
J.LEA€1 Kt9ap1~ Kat U01S~. I Mouoa1 J.LEV 9' aJ.La n&.oa1 UJ.l€1~0J.leVa1 01tt KaA'fi I UJ.LV€Uo{v pa 9e&v S&p' aJ.L~pO'ta l,S' &v9pronrov I 'tATlJ.LOcruva~, ocr' EXOV'te~ un' a9ava't01crt 9eo'icrt I srooucr' a<ppaSee~ Kat UJ.L~xavo1, ouSe Suvav'ta1 I eUpEJ.ieVa1 9ava't010
't' UKO~ Kat y~pao~ aAKap. I aU'tap EU1tAOKaJ.L01 Xap1'tcs Kat £\)<ppovcs ~npat I
~ApJ.LOVtll 9' UH~T\ 'te dto~ 9uya'tT\P 't' 'A<ppoOt'tT\ I opxeUV't' &A.A.{)A.rov E1tt Kapncp X£tpa~ £xouoa1. I 'tTI01 J.ieV OU't' aicrxpl, J.le'taJ.LEA1t£'tat OU't' £A.axeta, I aA.A.a J.LUAa
J.ie"fUATl 'te iSe'iv K'ai etSo~ UYTl'"'Tt I "Ap'teJ.l1~ ioxeatpa oJ.Lo'tpo<po~ 'An6A.A.rovt. I ev ()'
au 'tU01V , Apll~ Kat £\)oK01tO~ 'Apyet<pOV'tll~ I naisouo'. au'tap 6 <I>o'i~o~ 'An6A.A.rov
eyK18apise1 I KaA.a Kat 1htn ~1~a~, atyATl ()£ J.itv aJ.L<p1<paeivet I J.LapJ.!apuya{ 'te
noS&v Kat EUKAroo'toto Xt'trovo~. I oi ()' ettt'tepnov'tat 9uJ.Lov J.Leyav eioop6rov'te~ I
All'tcO 'te XPU001tAOKaJ.LO~ Kat J.lll'tte'ta Zeu~ I uta <ptAOV naisov'ta J.le't' a9ava'tOtO't
9eo'iot (Alien et al. 182-206). Translation adapted from Evelyn-White, Hesiod,

337-39.
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outline of the hymn, which runs to 580 lines, is provided by the
poet to pique the interest of his listeners:
For then she bore a son of many wiles, a cunning deceiver, a thief, a cattledriver, a bringer of dreams, a spy in the night, a watcher at the gates, who
would soon show forth wonderful deeds among the immortal gods. He was
born at daybreak; at noon he played on the kithara, and in the evening he
stole the cattle of far-shooting Apollo, ...

The poet then tells of Hermes finding a tortoise (x£Auc;), returning
with it to his dwelling, and constructing his lyre:
Then he up-ended it, and with a grey iron chisel he scooped out the life of
the mountain tortoise. . . . He cut stalks of reed to measure and fixed them,
fastening them by the ends through the back of the tortoise's shell. Then he
stretched oxhide over it by his skill, and added arms, with a crossbar fixed
across the two of them; and he stretched seven consonant strings of sheepgut. When he had made it, he picked up the lovely toy and tried it part by
part with a plectrum. Under his hand it rang out awesomely. The god sang to
it beautifully, trying out improvisations, like young men mocking each other
with taunts at a feast.32

Paean
The paean was originally a special type of hymn addressed to
Apollo, Artemis, Zeus, Dionysus, Asclepius, or Hygieia. Proclus's
Chrestomathia once again provides a brief definition of the type:
The paean is a species of song now written for all the gods. But in ancient
times, it was specifically assigned to be sung to Apollo and Artemis for the

32Lines 1-5, 13-18, 41-42, 47-56: tEpJ.I:ilv U!-!Vct Moucra ilto~ Kat Mauioo~ ui6v, I
KuA.A.ilv11~ 1-!cOEOV'ta Kat 'ApKaOtrt~ 1tOAU!-!ilA.ou, I ayycAOV &eava--crov £ptOUVtOV' ov
'tEKc Mata I vuJ.L<pll £unA.6Ka!-!o~ Lito~ £v qnA.6--c11--ct 1-!tYctcra I aiooi11· . . . I . . .
Kat --c6--c' £yc{va'to 1tat8a 1toA.u--cpo1tov, ai!-!UAO!-!il'tllV, I A.rttcr--cftp', £A.a--cftpa ~o&v, l,yil--cop' ovcfprov, I vuK'to~ o1tro1trt'tftpa, nuA1l06Kov, o~ --cax' Ef.lcAAcv I af.t<pavectv KAU'ta
epya f.lc't' &9ava'tOtO"t 9cotcrtv. I ,;tpo~ ycyovro~ 1-!EO"cp ~1-!a'tt E"(Kt9aptscv' I E0"1tEpto~
~ou~ KAE'IfcV EKT1~6A.ou 'An6A.A.rovo~, I . . .
ev9' &vart11A.ilcra~ yAu<pavcp noA.toto crt8ilpou I ai&v' £~c'tOP1lO"cv opccrKcpoto XcArov11<;.
I ...

8' ap' £v f.lE'tpOtO"t 'ta!-!OOV 86vaKa<; KaAcX!-!OtO I 1tctpilva<; Ota v&--ca Ota ptvoto
XcAWVrt<;. I Uf.t<pt 8£ OEpJ.I-a 'tcXVUO"O"€ ~00~ 1tpa1tt0€0"0"tV encrt, I Kat nilxct<; £v£91lK'' E1tl
8£ suyov ilpapcv U!-L<pOtV' I E1t'tfx 8£ O"Uf.l<pcOVOU<; o·{rov £--cavucrcra'to xopOa<;. I au--cap
E1tct on 'tcU~€ <peprov £pa'tctVOV a9upf.ta I 1tA,K'tpcp E1tctpilttS€ Ka'ta flEAO~, ;, 8' U1t0
Xctpo~ I 0"1-!cpOaAEOV KOVcX~llO"€. 9co<; 8' U1t0 K<XAOV actOcV I £~ aU'tOO"XcOtrt~ 1tctprof.t€VO<;, 11\)'tc Koupot I il~ll'tat 9a.A.in<n napat~6A.a Kcp'tOJ.I-eoucrtv I . . . (Alien et al., 15, 13-18, 41-42, 47-56). Translation adapted from Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 1:42-43. For a fuller analysis of this hymn, see Maarit Kaimio, "Music in
the Homeric Hymn to Hermes," Arctos: Acta philologica Fennica 8 (1974): 29-42.
nft~c
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cessation of plagues and maladies. Some, using the term improperly, say
that prosodia are paeans.33

As Proclus suggests, the type is also applied to military hymns;
hymns composed in honor of an important event, such as the ratification of a treaty; and, later, hymns addressed to prominent persons. At least two of these types appear in the Iliad: in Book I, in a
passage noted earlier,34 the term appears in connection with a
hymn sung to Apollo as a propitiation for the Greek army's
offence against the god; and in Book XXII, the term is used to
describe a piece sung in celebration of a victory (391-94). In addition, the Homeric hymn In Apollinem preserves the famous cry
of the Cretan paean-singers, "le Paean," which they use as an epithet for Apollo in his role as healer:
And when they [the Cretan saHors] had put away craving for drink and
food, they started out with the lord Apollo, the son of Zeus, to lead them,
holding a phorminx in his hands, and playing sweetly as he stepped with
fine high steps. So the Cretans followed him to Pytho, marching in time as
they sang "le paean" after the manner of the Cretan paean-singers and of
those in whose hearts the heavenly Muse has put sweet-voiced song. 35

This excerpt illustrates once again the unity of music, text, and
movement that is so important to the musical culture of the
Greeks. Vase painters frequently portray scenes similar to those
described in the literary sources, and a sense of the "fine high
steps" described in this hymn may be gathered from the painting
on a mid-sixth century belly amphora (figure 1) preserved in the
Louvre (Paris, Musee du Louvre, E 861).

33 ~ 0 8£ nauiv ecr'ttv et8o<; cp8ft<; ei<; nav'ta<; vuv ypa<pOJleVo<; Seou<;, 'tO 8£
naA.atov i8{ro<; aneVEJle'to 'tql 'An6A.A.rovt Kat 'tll 'Ap'tEJltOt ent Ka'tanaucret A.otJ.trov
Kat v6crrov ~OOJleVo<;. Ka't<XXP1lO"'ttK&<; 8£ Kat 'ta npocr68ta 'ttve<; natava<; A.£youcrtv
(Bekker 320a21-25).
34see n. 15 supra.
35Lines 513-19: au'tap E1t£t 1tOO"tO<; Kat E01l'tUO<; €~ epov EV'tO, I ~av p' LJleV. ~pxe
8' apa O"<ptv ava~ ~to<; uio<; 'An6A.A.rov, I <pOpJ.ttyy' EV XetpeO"O"tV exrov, epa'tOV Kt8apil;rov' I KaAa Kat U'Jft ~t~a<;. oi 8£ PllO"O"OV'te<; E1tOV'tO I Kpft'te<; npo<; I1u8ro Kat t111tat1lov' aet8ov, I otoi 'te Kp11't&v natilove<;, otcri 'te Moucra I £v cr'ti18ecrcrtv £811Ke Sea
JleAtYTlpuv aot81lv (Alien et al., 513-19). Translation adapted from Evelyn-White,
Hesiod, 361. This passage is also noted by Lawler, Dance, 100-101.
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Figure 1.

Lysias, in the course of his survey of the Spartan musical pioneers, refers to Thaletas, Xenodamus, Xenocritus, and Pindar36 as
composers of paeans, but he also makes it clear that there was
some disagreement about the precise distinction between a paean
and a hyporcheme. In the works of Pindar, however, he maintains that the distinction is clear,3 7 and indeed, a fragment perhaps
from one of Pindar's threnodies does indicate the poet's awareness
of generic distinctions:
There are songs of paeans, coming in due season, which belong to the children
of Leto of the golden distaff. There are also songs that, from amid the crowns
of flourishing ivy, long for the dithyramb of Dionysus; but in another song
did three goddesses lull to rest the bodies of their sons. One hymns a dirge

36Thaletas (seventh century B.C.E.) was born at Gortyn in Crete. In response
to a Delphic oracle, he went to Sparta, where he used his music to cure the
people of a pestilence (Plutarch De musica 1146b-c [Ziegler 35.24-28]). Xenodamus from Cythera and Xenocritus from Locri (both seventh century B.C.E.) were
prominent Spartan musicians. Together with Thaletas, Polymnestus, and
Sacadas, they were credited with the introduction of the Gymnopaediai
(Plutarch De musica 1134b-c [Ziegler 8.9-27]). Pindar (518-438 B.C.E.), from
Cynoscephalae (near Thebes) in Boeotia, was the most celebrated of all the lyric
poets. He was a student of his uncle Skopelinus, his father Dai:phantus, and especially Linus of Hermione. For a fuller biographical sketch, see Christopher
Carey, "Pindar," in OCD, 1183-84.
37Plutarch De musica 1134c-d (Ziegler 8.20-27)=Heraclides fr. 157.
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for clear-voiced Linus, another sings in her newest hymns for Hymenaios
(whom Fate seized when he first lay touching another in wedlock), ... 38

Another Pindar fragment, which once again associates the paean
with Apollo, provides a further example of the extent to V\ hich
the musical texts contain self-conscious references to details of the
composition:
7

To the rival Ionian Muse, a song and a harmonia for the auloi were devised
by one of the Locrians who live by the white-crested hill of Zephyrion, a
shining city beyond the Ausonian headland. And he uttered aloud, like a
clear-sounding chariot, a complete paean fit for Apollo and the Graces.
Hearing him play his few notes, and busying myself with my loquacious art,
I am roused to rival his song, like a dolphin of the sea, moved by the lovely
melody of the auloi in the flood of the waveless ocean. 39

Several paeans are counted among the surviving musical
fragments, including the two famous examples from the Athenian treasury. The first paean, by an anonymous author,40 is preserved in a series of fragments from the south wall of the Treasury of the Athenians at Delphi. It most probably dates from the
Pythian Festival of 138 B.C.£.41 Thirty-three lines survive, in addi38Threni, fr. 128c1-9: "Ev'tt JleV XPU<HXAaKa'tOU 'teKE(l)V Aa'touc; aotOa{ I
ro[p]tat 1tatavt8ec;· EV'tt [o€ Kat] I 9aAAOV'toc; EK Ktcrcrou cr'te<pavrov {EK} L\to[vucrou I.
[ ....... Jl]atOjleVat. 'tO o€ KOt[ .. ]av I 'tpetc; [ desunt ea. 1511.] crroJ.la't' U1to<p9tJ.lEV(l)V. I
JleV UXE'tav A{vov atAtV~~·UJ.lVet, fa 8' (YJ.lEVatov, (ov) E~ ·,y&~otcrt XPOtSOJ.leVOV I
[Mo'ipa] crUJl7tpro'tov A.a~ev, I £crxa'totc; UJlVOtcrtv · (Pindari Carmina cum fragmentis,

a

part 2, 4th ed. by H. Maehler [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1975]). Translation adapted
from Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 595. Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 1:61 provides
a slightly different translation (as fragment 126); see also his explanatory notes.
In all the transcriptions, brackets indicate parts of the text lost through
physical damage to the extant source (sometimes filled with editorial conjectures
or dots indicating the approximate amount of missing text), sublinear dots indicate uncertain transcription, and braces indicate editorial deletion.
39fragmenta incertorum librorum, fr. 140b1-15: 'Irov[ I aotb[av K] at apJ.lOVtav I
auA.[otc; £]1tecppacr[a'to I 1&[v 'te Ao]Kp&v 'ttc;, [ot ~, apy{A.ocpov] I 1t[ap Ze<pup{]ou
KOAro[vav] I v[ .. :u1te]p Aucrovia[c; aA.6c; I At[ ...... ]tc; av9.[ I otov [o]xllJ.la Aty[u IKec; 6[.]6v
1t<Xt110 [v I 'A1toAACOVt 'te Kat [ I apJ.leVOV. eyro J.l[ I 1taupa J.leA[t]soJ.leV[ I
[ yAro ]crcrapyov UJ.l<pE1tro[V [ Epe8it;]oJ.lat 1tpoc; UU'ta [V I [ aA.io ]u beA<ptvoc; U1t[ OKptcrtv]

(Maehler, pt. 2). Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 1:60-61 (as fragment 125); see
also his explanatory notes. The paeans of Pindar are conveniently collected and
translated in Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 518-51.
40But see chapter 1, n. 9.
41Delphi Inv. Nr. 517, 526, 494, 499. Discussion and transcription in Pohlmann, Denkmiiler, 58-67; Belis, Deux hymnes, 47-83; and Theodore Reinach, Les
Hymnes delphiques a Apollon avec notes musicales (Paris: Fontemoing, 1912)
=Fouilles de Delphes 3, no. 2 (1909-13): 147-69, 332.
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tion to some fragments of uncertain location. The verse is composed in cretics (-u-) and paeonics, which exist in four forms:
-uuu, v-vv, vv-v, and vvv-. In a sense, the paeonics result from
one of the longs of the cretic being resolved into short syllables
and the short syllables being contracted into longs. Aristides Quintilianus, in fact, identifies the paeonic with the cretic and describes
this procedure:
The paeonic is also called the cretic because it is sometimes measured by
pure paeons, sometimes by cretics. It is augmented as far as tetrameter. Some
have also postulated pentameters. These are produced by the fourth pure
paeon, which, by contracting the two middle shorts into a long, they often
make a bacchic from the pure bacchic; or, by resolving the final long into two
shorts, they make the same thing from all shorts, preserving only the close
of the verse as a fourth paeon because of the seemliness of the long at the
close. 42

These rhythms appear in texts surviving with or without musical
notation, but in poetic texts with musical notation, the rhythms
sometimes result from reduplication of vowels or diphthongs.
Thus, the music itself may produce rhythmic patterns that complement-or alter-the rhythmic-metric structure apparent in the
text alone. This characteristic, which is also attested by theorists
such as Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Augustine, could well
have been a prominent feature of any of the musical types. When
the poetic texts began to be copied without the music, this feature
disappeared, and the importance of the music to an articulation of
the rhythmic-metric structure was forgotten.43

42To

Be

natrovtx:ov x:aA.et'tat J.tev x:al. KPTl'ttx:ov ou:X 'to no't£ 11£v 'tot<; 1tcdrocrt

Ka8apo'i~, 1tO'te o€ 'tOt~ KPTl'ttKOt~ J..Le'tpt:tcrSat. au~t:'tat o£ JlEXPt 'tt:'tpaJlE'tpou. 'ttVE~ 8€
Kat 1teV'tUJ.lt:'tpa 1te1totf1Kacrtv. yivt:'tat 8£ 'tau'ta Kat 8ux 'tou 'tt:'tap'tou 1tairovo~

Ka8apou, oil 1tOAAUKt~ ll'tOt 'ta~ 8uo J.lEcra~ ~paxt:ia~ cruvayov't£~ t:i~ J..LaKpav 8ta
~aKxt:iou Ka8apou 1totoucrt ~aKXetax:ov 11 'tllV 'tt:At:u'taiav J.laKpav t:i~ 8uo ~paxt:ia~
AUOV't£~ 8t' oA.rov ~paxt:t&v 'taU't01tOtOUcrt 'tllV Ka'taKAEtOa J.lOVTlV 'tE'tap'tOV 1tairova
'tTlPOUV't£~ 8ta 'tO 'tll~ J.laKpu~ t:i~ ava1taucrtv t:u1tp,£1tE~ (W.-I. 50.20-29). Mathiesen,
AQ on Music, 111-12. Cf. Hephaestion, Enchiridion cum commentariis veteribus,
ed. M. Consbruch (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1906; reprint, Stuttgart: B. G. Teubner,
1971), §13. In another location (1.17), Aristides Quintilianus defines the cretic

rhythm as: -uj-v.
43See, for example, Dionysius of Halicarnassus De compositione verborum 11
and 15 (in W. Rhys Roberts, ed. and trans., Dionysius of Halicarnassus On Literary Composition [London: Macmillan, 1910; reprint, New York: AMS Press, 1976]);
and Augustine De musica 2.1; 3.1, 8; and 4.17 (text and Italian translation in
Giovanni Marzi, Aurelii Augustini de musica, Collana di classici della filosofia
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Lines 3-5 of the paean provide examples of the rhythms and
syllabic reduplication.44
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cristiana, no. 1 [Florence: Sansoni, 1969]). Dionysius of Halicarnassus flourished
after 30 B.C.E.; Augustine lived from 354 to 430 C.E.
The extent to which the music itself influenced the rhythm and meter of
poetic texts is a matter of considerable controversy. The absence of reduplicated
vowels in poetic texts copied without musical notation (for whatever reason) led
later scholars to develop highly complex theories of meter to account for irregular patterns. In most cases where the musical notation survives, however, the
rhythmic patterns and meter are clear and rather straightforward. For a general
review of the issue, see Thomas J. Mathiesen, "Rhythm and Meter in Ancient
Greek Music," Music Theory Spectrum 7 (1985): 159-80; Lionel Pearson, "The
Dynamics of Pinder's Music: Ninth Nemean and Third Olympian," Illinois Classical Studies 2 (1977): 54-69; and Aristoxenus, Elementa rhythmica: The Frag-

ment of Book II and the Additional Evidence for Aristoxenian Rhythmic Theory,
edited with introduction, translation, and commentary by Lionel Pearson
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1990).
44The principles of Greek notation, described in the tables of Alypius and
other sources, enable relatively secure transcription of the musical fragments.
Although these principles will not be discussed until chapter 6 (pp. 593-605
infra), I have thought it advisable to include some transcriptions in this chapter
to illustrate various points. The barlines in the following transcription, which
differs only slightly from Pohlmann's (Denkmiiler, 59), have been inserted to
match the metric feet of the poetry; they should not be taken to indicate any
particular musical meter.
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In addition to the cretics and paeonics, bacchic feet (u--) appear at
the beginnings of lines 4 and 5. The reduplicated vowels (as in
taftaBE) or diphthongs (as in Cl>oto'iBov) in this text have not been
scanned twice as separate elements in the rhythm, although they
do play such a role in the compositions of Euripides. Here, it
seems, they serve as indications that a long syllable is to be
resolved into two short notes. Thus, the actual rhythm of these
lines (but not their meter) differs slightly from the rhythm that
would appear in a simple textual scansion:

J )>)>)>I n.hJ I)>)>
J> J J I 1> J 1> 1> I 1> J 1> 1> I 1> 1> 1> J I compared to
J>J J I J>J D I J>)>)>J I J )>)>
)>)>)>)>)>I

uuuuul-uuul-v-luu
u--lu-uulu-uuluuuu--lu--luuu-1-uu

The paean appears to be structured in at least three of the typical sections: an invocation to the Muses, a laudatory epithet to
Attica, and a description of some of the deeds of Apollo. The three
sections are further articulated by modulations between the Phrygian and Hypophrygian tonoi.45
Translation of the text depends in part on the conjectural
reconstruction of the missing or damaged sections of the stone,
but its general sense and elevated tone are clear.
Paean or Hyporcheme to the God, which[ ......... ] Athenian
Hear me, you who possess deep-wooded Helicon, fair-armed daughters
of Zeus the magnificent! Fly to beguile with your accents your brother,
golden-tressed Phoebus who, on the twin peak of this rock of Parnassus,
escorted by illustrious maidens of Delphi, sets out for the limpid streams of
Castalia, traversing, on the Delphic promontory, the prophetic pinnacle.
Behold glorious Attica, nation of the great city which, thanks to the
prayers of the Tritonid warrior, occupies a hillside sheltered from all harm.
On the holy altars Hephaestos consumes the thighs of young bullocks; mingled with the flames, the Arabian vapor rises towards Olympus. The shrill
roaring lotus plays a song with coiling mele, and the golden kithara, the
sweet-sounding kithara, accompanies the hymns.
And all the artists, dwellers in Attica, hymn your glory, god, famed for
playing the kithara, son of great Zeus, beside this snow crowned peak, 0 you
who reveal to all mortals the eternal and infallible oracles. They sing how
you conquered the prophetic tripod guarded by a fierce dragon when, with
your darts you pierced the gaudy, tortuously coiling monster, so that, utter-

450ntonos,seepp.322,334,372,384-88,409-10,450-51,455-66,473-77,48289, 507-9,533-37,572, and 595-603 infra.
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ing many fearful hisses, the beast expired. They sing too, how the Gallic
hordes, in their sacrilegious impiety, when trying to cross .... 46

Like the Homeric hymn In Mercurium; the second section is typical in its use of specific musical references. "The shrill roaring
lotus" refers to the sound of the aulos, which was noted for its
complex melodic lines-or "coiling mele"-, and this characteristically exciting sound is contrasted to the "sweet-sounding kithara," Apollo's instrument, which accompanies the hymns. The
third section of the fragment refers to the contest between Apollo
and the Python, recalling the description of the Pythic Nomos preserved in Strabo's Geographica.47
If the reconstruction of the third word ([~cxvt]hrorov) in the first
sentence of the third section is correct, it perhaps refers to the
Athenian guild of the Artists of Dionysus (auvo8ot ~&v nEpt ~ov
~t6vuaov ~EXVt~&v), which came to play an important role in the
Pythian games at Delphi, or to the boys' choir, which was led by
Elpinikos and Clean, both members of the guild. Other surviving
Delphic inscriptions indicate that the choir of the Artists of Dionysus numbered between forty and sixty performers accompanied by
kitharists and auletes, and the final sentence of the second section

46[nau:Xv Kat U1tOPXT\J.La] Ei<; 'tOV 8EOV 0 e[1tOT\GE ..... 11 [col. II] . 'A9]T\Vato<;.
[col. I] KeKAu9' ~EA.t]K&va Pa9u8cv8p~v at A.ai[XE'tE, Llto]<; £[pt]Pp6J.LOUO'U 9uya'tpE<; EUroA[EVOt,] I J.LOAE'tE, cruv6J.LatJ.LOV tva <PototPov dn8aE[t]lat ~EA'JIT\'tE xpuaEOKOJ.LaV,
o<; ava 8tK6puvlpa Tiapvaaa{8o<; 'taaa8c 1tE'tEpa<; £8pav aJ.L' (a]lyaKAU'tatct<; LlEEA<ptanv Kaa'taA{8o<; I EOUU8pou VUJ.La't' E1ttVlGE'tat, LlEA<pOV ava I [np]ro&va J.LaaV'tEtEtOV ecpenrov 1tayov. I ["Hv] KAu'ta J.LEyaA.6noAt<; 'A99{<;, cuxatEI[t]at <pEpo1tAoto va{ouaa Tpt'trorov{8o<; 8a[nE]I8ov a9paua'tOV. aytot<; 8£ ~roJ.LOlOtatv u Al<pata'to<; aict9E(t)
verov J.Lilpa 'taouprov. OJ.LOUOU 8£ VlV "Apa'JI U'tJ.LO<; E<; ["O]A.['U ]J.L1tOV avaK{8v[ a]l'tat.
Atyu 8£ Aro'tOO<; ~PEJ.LOOV aci6A.otot<; J.L[e]IAEatv dn8aav KpEKEl. xpuaea 8' a8u9pou[<;]
[Kt]l9apt<; UJ.LVotatv avaJ.LeAnE'tat. ~a 8£ ['tEXVt]l'tro&v np6na<; eaJ.Lo<; 'A99{8a A.axO)[v]
['tOV Kt9all [col. II] p{]aEt KAU'tOV 1tat8a J!EyaA.ou [LltO<; UJ.LVOua{ GE I nap' aKpOV.t<pll
'tOV8E 1tayov, aaJ..L[~po't' U'JIEU8e'] I [o]<; 1taat Sva'totot<; 1tpo<patVEt[Et<; A.6yux,] I ['tp]{1to8a J.LaV'tEtEtOV cb<; EtEt[AE<;, £x9po<; ov e]l[cpp]ououpEtEt 8paKrov, O'tE 'tE[otat P£A.catv
£]1('tp]T\T\Ga<; aioAov eAiK'taV (cpuav, £a9' o 9-hp aux]l(v ]a auup{yJ.La9' ttEt<; a9ronE[U't'
a1te1tvcua' oJ.L&<; ·] I [cb<;] 8£ faAa'taav apT\<; [p&ppapo~, 'tav8' o<; ent yat]l[a]v en£paaa' aaen't[ro<;, Xt6vo<; 0SA.c9' uypat<; ~oA.]I[at]<;. Text from Pohlmann, Denkmiiler,
58 and 60; Reinach, Les Hymnes delphiques, 7-8, and D. Yeld, in Musique de la

Grece antique, Atrium musicae de Madrid, cond. Gregorio Paniagua (Harmonia
mundi HM 1015) offer translations, but in both cases the musical allusions of the
second section have been misunderstood.
47on Strabo, see pp. 24-25 supra.
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strongly suggests this a~ the ensemble that would have performed
the paean. 4 8
The Pythian games centered around musical competitions in
instrumental music, singing, drama, and recitation, and they
always included one or more paeans to Apollo. By the third century B.C.E., the professional artists' guilds had supplanted the
older tradition of the citizen-musician. The guilds included kitharists, auletes, singers, poets, actors, and composers, headed by a
priest of Dionysus and other officers. 49 The guilds also functioned
as a school of music and drama, as Inscription no. 3088 from Teos
attests in providing the names of five courses: psalmos (wa/q.t6~),
playing with the fingers on any stringed instrument; kitharismos
(Kt8aptcrJ..t6<;), playing the kithara, which is played with a plectrum;
kitharodia (Kt8apcpoia), singing to the kithara; rhythmographia
(pu8J.Loypa<pia), writing rhythms, which is probably identical to
rhythmic composition; and melographia (J.LEAoypa<pia), writing
melos, presumably identical to melic composition.SO
For the second paean, a more considerable title survives,
including the name of the composer, Limenios. This paea:t;l was
composed for the Pythian games of 128 B.C.E. in honor of the per-

4Bcf. Reinach, Les Hymnes delphiques, 1-2; and Pohlmann, Denkmiiler, 65.

Inscription 2563 (Sammlung der griechischen Dialekt-Inschriften, 4 vols., ed.
Hermann Collitz, Fritz Bechtel, A. Bezzenberger et al. [Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
& Ruprecht, 1884-1915; reprint, Nendeln/Liechtenstein: Kraus, 1973]) lists two
pawcpBoi, two Kt8aptcr-rai, two Kt8apcpBoi, five 7tatBE~ xopeu-rai and five avBpE~
xopeu-rai, two auA.,-rai with accompanying BtBaaKaAOt, three tragic teams (each
with three -rpaycpBoi, an auA-11-r'tl~, and a OtOacrKaA.o~), four comic teams (each
with three KroJ..LcpOo{, an auA-11-r'tl<;, and a StoacrKaAo<;), seven xopeu-ral KCOf.ltKoi, and
three iJ..La-rtoJ..Licr9at. A general treatment of the Artists of Dionysus appears in Sir
Arthur Pickard-Cambridge, The Dramatic Festivals of Athens, 2d ed. (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1968), 279-305.
49 Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 5.27 (198c). On the nature of the competitions,
see W. J. Henderson, "Criteria in the Greek Lyric Contests." Mnemosyne 42 (1989):
24-40; and Orsamus Pearl, "Rules for Musical Contests," Illinois Classical Studies
3 (1978): 132-39.
SOcorpus inscriptionum graecarum, 4 vols. and index, auctoritate et impensis
Academiae litterarum regiae borussicae edidit Augustus Boeckhius (Berlin: ex
Officina Academica, vendit G. Reimeri libraria, 1828-77; reprint, Hildesheim:
Olms, 1977), 2:674-75.
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formers, the choir of the Artists of Dionysus.Sl Like the first
paean, Limenios's composition is based on cretic and paeonic
rhythms, and a number of reduplicated vowels are employed to.
resolve long syllables into short rhythms.
Lines 15-18 of the paean provide examples of the rhythms and
reduplication. Most of the right side of the stone is lost in these
lines (as indicated by the [), and in each case, the passage would
continue.52
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As in the first paean and for the same reason, the reduplicated
vowels (as in aaJ..L~p6'taV, line 18) or diphthongs (as in Dctctav or
atci6A.[otc;, line 16) have not been scanned twice as separate
51Delphi Inv. Nr. 489, 1461, 1591, 209, 212, 226, 225, 224, 215, 214. Discussion
and transcription in Pohlmann, Denkmiiler, 64-76; but once again, see Belis, Deux
hymnes, and the edition by Reinach (Les Hymnes delphiques).
52Jn the scansion of these li:J;les, I differ slightly from the interpretation in
Pohlmann, Denkmiiler, 71. As in the earlier examples, the barlines in the
following transcription have been inserted to match the metric feet of the poetry;
they should not be taken to indicate any particular musical meter.
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elements in the rhythm. Thus, the actual rhythm of these lines
(but not their meter) differs from the rhythm that would appear
in a simple textual scansion:

l>l>l>.J I l>l>l>.J I.J l>.J I

\ ..H J \..1

n 1> 1> 1> I .J 1> 1> 1> I n 1> .J I

-I '-·•"•-' -I- -I
\..1

\..1

0

0

0

-\.J\.J\..11-'-' -' -'1-\.J-1 .. ·
'-''-'1-'-'-1'-''-'v-1-v-1 •••
'-' '-' '-' -1-\.J '-' '-' 1-\.J -I'-' ...

compared to

)>)> I.J j).J I )))>j).J I.J )).J I
l>l>l>.J I.J )>)>)>I nl>.J I 1>

The paean itself extends to thirty-three lines, after which a
paragraphos appears, marking a modulation to a new rhythmic
structure and the beginning of a prosodion. In this section, the text
is organized into eight-syllable cola of various patterns but with a
stronger emphasis on long syllables,53 as for example, in the last
four cola, beginning with npocrn6Aotcr(t) in line 38:
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If this prosodion was intended to be sung as part of a procession at
the end of the paean, as suggested by Proclus's Chrestomathia, it is
conceivable that the eight-element pattern would have been realized in four groups of two: the long-short pairs forming triplets
and the long-long pairs forming doublets.

53Modern metricians call this a glyconic meter. Aristides Quintilianus (De
musica 1.28) considers a colon to be a group composed of at least two different
meters (see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 112-13).
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In comparison to the earlier anonymous paean, a much greater
portion of this paean survives, and it therefore provides an excellent example of the overall structure, rhythmic content, and tone
of a paean as conceived in the second century B.C.E. Although
conjectural reconstruction of the missing or damaged sections of
the stone is once again necessary, the text and transcription (pp.
49-54) are reasonably certain.
Paean and Prosodion to the god, which Limenios, son of Thoinos, Athenian,
composed and performed on the kithara.
[1] Come to these far-looking heights whence rises the d~uble peak of
Parnassus, dear to dances, and preside over my hymns, 0 Pierides, dwellers
on the snowy rocks of Helicon. Come, sing the golden-haired Pythian, the
master of the bow and the lyre, Phoebus, born of the blessed Leto beside the
illustrious lake when, in her pangs, she touched with her hands the verdant
bough of the glaucous olive tree. [lines 1-7]
[2] The celestial vault was filled with rejoicing, cloudless, radiant; in
the lull of the air the winds stopped their impetuous flight; Nereus
appeased the fury of his roaring floods; so did the great Ocean who, with
his wet arms, envelops the earth. [lines 8-12]
[3] Then, leaving the Cynthian isle, the god came to the land of harvests, the noble Attic land, and stopped close to the steep hill of the Tritonid goddess. [lines 13-14]
[4] The Libyan lotus, pouring forth, hailed him with its honeyed song,
mingling its sweet voice with the coiling mele of the kithara, and all at
once, the echo that haunts the rock cried Paean! ie Paean! [lines 15-17]
[5] The god rejoiced; privy to the mind of his father, he recognized the
immortal plan of Zeus. This is why, since that time, Paean has been invoked
by us all, the autochthonous people, and by the sacred group of artists, sheltered by the city Cecrops, whom Bacchus struck with his thyrsis. [lines 18a21]
[6] But, 0 master of the fateful tripod, on the way towards this crest of
Parnassus, trodden by the gods, friend of holy ecstasies! [lines 21-23]
[7] It is there, your violet tresses girded by a laurel bough, that you
dragged, 0 king, with your immortal hands, great blocks, foundations of
your temple, when you saw yourself before the monstrous daughter of the
earth. [lines 23-26]
[8] But, 0 son of Leto, god of the caressing, you pierce with your arrows
the wild child of the earth, Tityus, for his desire of your mother .... you
killed the creature ... hissing from its lair . . . [lines 26-30]
[9] So you watched, 0 lord, beside the sacred navel of the world when
the barbarian horde, profaning your prophetic seat to plunder its treasures,
perished, submerged in the tempest of snow. [lines 31-33]
[10] But, 0 Phoebus, protect the city of Pallas, founded by the gods and
its noble people; you, too, 0 queen of the bows and the Cretan hounds,
Artemis, and you, venerable Leto! Watch over the dwellers of Delphi so
that they and their children, their spouses, their dwellings might be
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shielded from all harm! Look with a propitious eye upon the servants of
Bacchus, victors in the sacred games! May, with your aid, the empire of the
Romans, crowned with lances, ever flourishing in imperishable youth, grow
and advance from victory to victory! 54 [lines 33-40]

54[na]u:Xv 8£ Kat n[pocr6]8tov ei<; 1:[ov 9eov o £n6 ]ncre[v Kat npocreKt9apt 11 [col. II]
cre]v AtJ.Lflv~[o<; 8]oivo[u 'ABtlv~to<;.]
·
[col. I] [ "I]1:·, ent 'tllAEcrKonov 1:aav[8]e IIa[pvacri]av [qnA.6xopov] I 8tK6pucpov
KAetettuv, UJ..Lvrorov Ka[tap]x[ete 8' EJ..Lrov,] I I1tepi8ec;, at vtcpo~6A.ouc; netpa<; vaie9'
[~EA.t]Krovi8[ac;·] I f.!EAlte'te 8e IIu9tov x[p]ucreoxai'tav, e[Ka]tov, euAupav I <l>ot~ov, ov
E'ttK't£ Aa~ro J..LUKatpa na[pa AtJ..Lvai] KAU'tat, I xepcrt yAauKa[a]c; eA.aiac; Styououcr' [osov ev ayroviat]<; I ept8a[A.ft.] I TI[a]a[<; 8£ y]a9ncre n6Ao<; oupavto<; [avve<peAoc;,
aay]I[A.a6c;. V]TtVEf.!OU<; b' EO"XeV ai9rrnp &£[A.A.ro&v 'taXU1te't]et<; I (8p]6J..L.OU<;. A,ft~e 8£
~apu~pOJ..LOV Nn[nperoc; saJ..Levf:c; o]etlbJ..L' ,;Se J..LEyac; '!lKeav6c;, oc; 1tfpt~· y[aav uypaet<;
ay]KaiA.atc; aUJl1tEXet. I Tote Atnroy Kuuv9iav vaacrov en[e~a 8eo]<; npro[t6]1Ka(a)pnoy KAutav 'At[9]i8' ent yaaA.[6cprot npro&vt] Tpttrorovi8oc; · I J..LeAinvoov 8£
A.i~uc; au8ay xero[v Aroroto<; UVEJ.leA]1teV [a]l8etetav 01ta f.!etYvUJ..LEVO<; atei6A.[ot<;
Kt9apto<; f.!EAeO"tV ·] I [a]J..La 8' 1axef.! 1te'tpOKa'tOlK1l'tO<; ax[ro natav if: natav. o] 8£
yeyal9' O'tt v6rot 8e~UJ.leVO<; aaJ..L~p6tav ~toe; eneyvro <ppe]v'. av9' roebv I EKetva~
apxac; IIatflova KtKAntcrK[ OJ.leV U1ta<; A]ao<; au ['tO] lx96vrov i18£ BaKxou J..LEyac;
9upcronA.l,[~ ecrJ..Lo<; i]epo<; 'teXVtl'tro&v evotKooc; it6A.et KeKponiat. - 'AA.[A.a XP1lllO"J..L]rot8ov I oc; EXetet<; 1:pt1to8a, ~atv' e1d 9eocr'tt~[ea 1:aav8e II]apva~lcriav SetpaSa
cptA.ev9eov. 'AJ..L<pt nAoK[ aJ..Lov cru 8' oi]vro[ &na] I 8acpvac; KAa8ov nA.e~af.!evoc;
aan[Aetou<; 9ef.!eAiouc; t'] I aaJ..L~p6tat Xetpt cruprov, ava~, f[&c; 1teAroprot cruvavt&tc;]
IK6pat.- 'A'AA.a Aaatouc; epatoy[Ae<papov epvoc; ayp]l[{a]J..L natSa ra[ac;] t' E1te(j)Ve<;
iotc;, o[J..Loiroc; 'te Tt't'UOV O'tt] 11[col. II] n69ov EO"X£ J..Latp6c; [ I 9nflp, a Ka'tfK't[ ~]<;, ocr[ I
[cr]uuptyJ..L' a1t' e[uvro]&v [
I [Et~'] £cppoupe(tet<;] 8£ r~a[c; iep6v, c1v~~' 1tap'
OJ.l<p.aAov, 0 ~ap]l~apoc; apnc; O'te [te]OJ..L.J.1UV'tOO"U[vov ou O"e~isrov £8oc; 1tOAUKu]l8ec;
AllSOJ.leVO<; roA.e9' uyp&t Xt[ 6voc; ev l;aA.at. - 'AAA'' c1 <l>ot~e,] I cr&tse 9eOK'ttO" {K}'tOV
IIaA.A.a8oc; [&cr1:u Kat A.abv KAet~L!_te Sea, t6~rov 8ecrn6tt Kpncriro[v" Kuv&v
t' "ApteJ..Lt<;, i18£ Aatro] I Ku8icrta· [K]al vaeta
"v t[TtJ..LeAet9' aJ..La teKvotc;,
cruJ..L]I~iot<;, SroJ..Lacrtv antaicrtou~, BaKxou [9' iepoviKatcnv eu i+vet<; J..LOA[e]'te
7tp00"1tOAOtO"(t), 'tUV 'te 8opicr['te1t'tOV KUp'tet] I ~ProJ..Lairo[v] apxav au~e't' UYllPU'tOH
9aA.[A.oucrav <pepe]lviKav. Text from Pohlmann, Denkmiiler, 68-74; Reinach, Les
Hymnes delphiques, 16-17, and D. Yeld, in Musique de la Grece antique, offer
translations, but here again, in both cases, a number of the musical allusions have
been misunderstood.
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Three large sections of the paean provide an invocation, a
narrative of several deeds of Apollo, and a final prayer to Apollo,
Artemis, and Leto. In musical terms, these sections are subdivided
into several smaller sections (shown by the bracketed paragraph
numbers in the translation) that modulate back and forth between
Lydian and Hypolydian tonoi. Theodore Reinach observes in his
edition of the Delphic paeans55 that this leads to the following
interlocking structure in Limenios's paean:
Lydian:
Hypolydian:

[1]

[4]
[2]

[3]

[7]
[5]

[6]

[9]

[10]

[8]

The tone of the text is elevated, as would be expected of a
paean, and musical allusions abound. In paragraph 4, if the reconstruction of the text is correct, the images employed for the aulos
and the kithara in the previous paean are reversed: now it is the
kithara that provides the "coiling mele," while the aulos produces
a honeyed song with a sweet voice. In common with the first Delphic paean, the Artists of Dionysus appear in paragraph 5. The
decree for the Pythian Festival of 128 B.C.E. makes it clear that
Limenios's paean was indeed performed by the Artists' choir,
which included instrumental and vocal soloists, as well as actors.
Elpinikos and Cleon, already encountered as leaders of the boys'
choir at the games of 138 B.C.E., are named in the decree, as is a
certain Philion. 56
Paragraph 8 of the paean would certainly have been of a size
comparable to the other paragraphs, but this section of stone,
which contained the top of the second column of the paean's text
and notation, is lost. Enough survives, however, to make clear
the subject of the paragraph: the slaying of Tityus by Apollo. A
specific reference to the unsuccessful attack on Delphi by the Gauls
forms the subject of paragraph 9, and this recalls the very end of
the first Delphic paean.57 Finally, the decline in Athenian autonomy and the increasingly dominant role played by the Romans at
Delphi after the defeat of the Achaean League in 146 B.C.E.
55Reinach, Les Hymnes delphiques, 13. He further groups the paragraphs
into an eight-part structure: A[1], B[2], C[3-5], D[6], E[7], F[8], G[9], and H[10].
56The Festival Decree is No. 47 in the Fouilles de Delphes 3, no. 2 (1909-13):
22.
57These are probably references to the attack led by Brennus in 279 B.C.E.,
which was repulsed by the Greeks, aided by a storm. There were, however, other
threats from the Gauls in the second century B.C.E.
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emerges in the closing prayer of paragraph 10, where the Greek
gods Apollo, Artemis, and Leto are now appropriated for the
protection of the Roman empire.
The virtuosity of the Artists of Dionysus is certainly attested by
the musical notation of both paeans. The melodic range is· quite
wide-nearly an octave and a fifth in Limenios's paean-, the
melodies themselves have several extraordinarily large intervals,
and there is a fair amount of difficult chromatic movement.
In striking contrast to the complexity and sophistication of the
Delphic paeans are the hymns attributed to the Cretan Mesomedes
(fl. 141 C.E.) that survive with musical notation in a few manuscripts. The first of these addresses the Muse:
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The hymns of Mesomedes are extremely simple, exhibiting no
modulations (all are notated in the Lydian tonos) and very little
rhythmic variety or melodic distinction.58 While the Hymn to
Nemesis does convey occasional flashes of melodic character, the
Hymn to the Muse with its four lines of straightforward iambic
58pohlmann (Denkmiiler, 13) lists only three codices containing the hymns of
Mesomedes with musical notation, but there are actually twelve (Mathiesen,
RISM BXI, 12 (containing only a fragment of the Hymn to the Muse), 20, 36, 63, 87,
95, 103, 198, 200, 203, 230, and 273 (the earliest). In addition to these, two codices
(232 and 262) containing musical treatises exhibit the hymns without musical
notation, as does a third (Vaticanus Ottobonianus gr. 59), which has no other
material pertinent to ancient Greek music or music theory. On the connection
between the treatises of Bacchius and the hymns of Mesomedes, see chapter 6
(pp. 583-85 infra).
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dimeter is typical. The five following lines-now in dactylic hexameter-invoke Calliope and Apollo, but they are given no separate title in the manuscripts. It is unclear whether they should be
regarded as a second section of the Hymn to the Muse or as an
individual piece. In any case, the text it8elf, like the music, is
simple and direct.
Hymn to the Muse
Sing, Muse, dear to me,
and prelude my own song.
Let a breeze come forth from your groves,
make my soul tremble.
0 wise Calliope who directs the gracious muses,
and you whose wisdom initiates the mysteries,
Son of Latona, Delian Paean,
help me with your favor.s9

For centuries, the hymn and the paean were forms flexible
enough to serve rather diverse literary, devotional, narrative,
religious, and civic purposes in Greek society. In the best
examples, the musicality of the form is evident not only in the
allusions that abound in the texts themselves but also in the way
the text and music work together to create rhythmic variety
within the larger metric framework and to articulate structural
patterns in the overall form. These characteristics will appear in
some of the other types, especially the nomos, but the others will
have a more narrow range of application in the culture.

Nomos
Of all the musico-poetic forms of ancient Greek music, none is
more intriguing than the nomos (v6J..Lo~).60 Descriptions of specific
nomoi that appear in a variety of sources, a few of which have
already been noted, suggest a style of great complexity, and one
that came to be associated with virtuoso performers. It is difficult
59rranslation from D. Yeld, in Musique de la Grece antique.
60see Heinz Grieser, Nomos: Ein Beitrag zur griechischen Musikgeschichte,
Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Altertums und des Mittelalters, vol. 5 (Heidelberg: Prof. F. Bilabel, 1937), for a short monograph on the subject. Also important are Otto Crusius, "Ober die Nomosfrage," in Verhandlungen
der 39. Versammlung deutscher Philologen und Schulmiinner Zurich 1887
(Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1888), 258-76; and Carlo Del Grande, Espressione musicale dei poetici greci (Naples: R. Ricciardi, 1932).
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to make stylistic generalizations of the sort that can be developed
for the other types. Nevertheless, four types of nomoi can be identified: two are sung to the accompaniment of a kithara or an aulas,
and two are performed by a solo kitharist or aulete.
The earliest type of nomos is the kitharoedic-a nomos sung
to the accompaniment of a kithara. Although nomoi are attributed sometimes to one, sometimes to another composer, Lysias,
drawing once again on Heraclides Ponticus, Glaucus of Rhegium,
and Alexander, refers in the Plutarchean De musica (1132c-1134f)
to the famous figure Terpander as the one who first named a
number of the kitharoedic nomoi and organized music in Sparta.
Nomoi sung to the accompaniment of an aulos-auloedic
nomoi-began to be composed somewhat later by Clonas and
Ardalus of Troezen. Lysias credits Clonas with the invention of
auloedic prosodia, but he is uncertain whether to choose Clonas
or Ardalus as the first to compose auloedic nomoi.61
Nomoi for solo instruments were a later development,
undoubtedly reflecting the rising prominence of a professional
class of artists. The Pythic Nomos noted at the beginning of this
chapter is an example of the third type, the auletic nomos, an
extended composition for solo aulas in which the music itself is
highly descriptive or evocative. Auletic nomoi and a fourth type,
the kitharistic nomos, were introduced at the Pythian games in
586 and 558 B.C.E. Lysias names Polymnestus, Olympus, Mimnermus, and Sacadas as particularly skilled composer-performers.6 2
61Terpander (born ea. 710 B.C.E.) flourished in the first third of the seventh
century B.C.E. Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.37 (635e) attests that he won the
Carnean musical contests in 676 and 673, and the Plutarchean De musica states
that he won four successive victories at the Pythian games (1132e [Ziegler 4.2324]) and was responsible for the organization of music at Sparta (1134b [Ziegler
8.9-11]). Clonas-and perhaps Ardalus-was active in the generation following
Terpander (cf. 1132c [Ziegler 4.4-6] and 1133a [Ziegler 5.11-17]). On the kitharoedic nomos, see Carlo Del Grande, "Nomos citarodico," Rivista Indo-GrecaItalica 7 (1923): 1-17.
62see Pausanias 10.7.4, where it is noted that competitions for singing to the
aulas (auA.cpo{a) and solo aulos playing were added in 586 B.C.E. (or perhaps 582
B.C.E., as preferred by current scholarship [cf. N. J. Richardson, "Pythian
Games," in OCD, 1285]). The Pythian Festival had been held every eight years
at Delphi until it was transformed into a Panhellenic festival as part of the
Olympiad. Echembrotus won the contest for singing to the aulas, while Sacadas
won for solo aulas playing. Sacadas also won victories at the next two festivals
(cf. Plutarch De musica 1134a [Ziegler 7.23-26]). Sacadas is credited with the
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The Aristotelian Problemata 19.15 comment on the importance of
this imitative style and its association with the professional:
Why were the nomoi not constructed in antistrophes, while the other choral
odes were? Is it because the nomoi were for performers, and as their function
was to imitate and exert themselves, the ode became long and diverse? Both
the phrases and the mele followed the imitation, always changing. It was
more necessary for the melos than for the phrases to imitate. 63

In at least some cases, instrumental nomoi were based on wellknown subjects, such as the contest between Apollo and the
Python, and this familiarity certainly assisted listeners in identifying the actions suggested by the music. In concept, therefore, these
instrumental nomoi were not unlike much later evocative
instrumental forms, such as Johann Kuhnau's Biblical Sonatas or
the sinfonia caratteristica of the eighteenth century. The style, of
course, is very different.
Unlike the terms applied to the other musical types, nomos is
a term in general use that also means "law," "custom," or
"convention" in addition to its musical meaning. This complex of
meanings enables Plato to develop several musico-political analogies in the Respublica and the Leges, the most famous of which is
his statement at Leges 799e: "our songs are our laws."64 In Book
IV, Plato's Athenian Stranger uses the term with both meanings
in close proximity when he observes that the lawgiver must artic-

composition of the Pythic Nomos in Pollux Onomasticon 4.78 (but cf. Strabo Geographica 9.3.10). Auloedic nomoi were apparently dropped from the Pythian
games beginning with the second festival. Some of the figures named by Lysias
are also mentioned by other writers, and some fragments of their poetry survive.
Polymnestus, for example, was known to Pindar (see Pindar fr. 188 [ed. Maehler,
pt. 2]). On auloedic and a uletic nomoi, see Karl von Jan, "Auletischer und aulodischer Nomos," Jahrbiicher fiir classische Philologie 119 (1879): 577-92; and
idem, "Aulos und Nomos," Jahrbiicher fiir classische Philologie 123 (1881): 54352.
63 ~u:X -d oi J.LEV VOJ.l01 ouK £v av't1a'tp6<po1~ £no1ouv'to, ai 8£ &A.A.a1 cp8at ai
xoptKat; 11 (ht oi J.LEV VOJ.LOt ayrovta'troV ~aav' ~V 11811 J.LlJ.Let(j9at 8uvaJ.LEVO)V Kat 8ta'tetVea8at, 08-h eytVe'tO J.LaKpa Kat 1tOAUet81l~; Ka8anep o.Ov Kat 'tCx PilJ.La'ta, Kat
'tCx J.LEAf\ 'tTI J.llJ..lll(j£1 ~KOAou9et Uet E'tepa Y1VOJ.LeVa. J.L&A.A.ov yap 'tql J..LEA£1 avayKTl
J.LtJ.leta8a1 il 'tot~ pilJ.Lacrtv (Aristotelis quae feruntur Problemata physica, edidit
Carolus Aemilius Ruelle, recognovit H. Knoellinger, editionem post utriusque
mortem curavit praefatione ornavit Josephus Klek [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1922],
918b14-18). The Problemata were probably compiled by Aristotle's students after
his death in 322 B.C.E.
·

n

64v6J.Lou~ 'ta~ cp8a~ llJ.LtV yeyov£vat (799e). See also n. 10 supra.
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ulate prefatory statements for each statute, just as nomoi are preceded by preludes:
And indeed, we have admirably elaborated preludes for the so-called nomoi
of the kitharoedic ode and every piece of music, but for the real laws [v6J.Lot],
which we say are the political laws, no one has yet uttered a prelude nor
composed or brought one to light, as if it did not exist. 65

The relationship between civic law and the nomos may well be
more than a literary device employed by Plato. The Aristotelian
Problemata propose that the nomoi were so called because the preliterate peoples set their laws to music for mnemonic purposes,
while Aristides Quintilianus states that the nomoi were certain
mele established by law for use in specific private festivities and
public sacred feasts. The Plutarchean Lysias, by contrast, simply
asserts that the term was applied to certain pieces because they
were based on a particular tuning that had to be maintained
throughout. In any case, the term conveys the sense of a piece of
music fixed and unalterable.66
Proclus's Chrestomathia relates the nomos to Apollo through
one of his many epithets, in this case, Nomimos:
The nomos is written for Apollo, from whom it takes its name (for Apollo
was called Nomimos). As the ancients were establishing their choruses and
singing the nomos accompanied by the aulos or lyre, Chrysothemis the Cretan, using a splendid robe and taking up the kithara in imitation of Apollo,
was the first to sing a solo nomos. This was so successful, it has remained the
style of the competition. It seems that Terpander, using heroic meter, was
the first to perfect the nomos, then Arion of Methymna, who was both poet
and kitharode, expanded it quite a bit. Phrynis of Mitylene made innovations in the nomos: he combined the hexameter with a free meter and used
more than seven strings. Later, Timotheus gave it its current arrangement. 67

65Kat 81) 1tou Kt9apcp8tKll<; cp8il<; A.eyoJ.Levrov v6)lrov Kat 1tacr11<; Moucr11<; 1tpoot)lta
SauJ.Lacr't&<; E0"1tou8acrJ.LEVa 1tpOK£t'tat. "CWV 8£ OV'tro<; VO)lCOV OV"CCOV' ou<; 8~ 1t0At'ttKOU<; etva{ <p<XJ.L£V' ou8et<; 1tc01tO't£ OU't' et1te 'tt 1tpOOt)ltOV OU't£ ~uv9E'tll<; Y£VO)l£VO<;
e~i)veyKev ei<; 'tO <pro<;, ro<; OUK OV'tO<; <pucret (722d-e).
66cf. Aristotle Problemata 19.28 (919b38-920a4), Aristides Quintilianus De
musica 2.6 (W.-I. 59.1-8), and Plutarch De musica 1133b-c (Ziegler 6.2-5). For a
study of the basic meaning of nomos, see Emmanuel Laroche, Histoire de la racine
nam- en grec ancien, Collection etudes et commentaires, vol. 6 (Paris: Klincksieck,
1950).
67~o J.LEV'tOt VOJ.LO<; ypa<pe'tat )lEV ei<; 'A1tOAArova, exet 8£ Kat 't~V E1tCOVUJ.Ltav U1t'
aU'tOU (VOJ.LlJ.LO<; yap 0 'A1t6A.A.rov E1t£KA1)911), O'tt "CWV apxa{rov xopou<; icr'tUV'tO)V Kat
1tpo<; au'Aov 11 A.upav ~86v'troV 'tOY VO)lOV Xpucr69e)lt<; 0 Kp~<; 1tpro'tO<;, (j'tOA'ft XP1lcrU)l£VO<;
EK1tp£1t£t KatKt9apav avaA.aprov ei<; )ll)lllcrtv "COU 'A1tOAACOVO<;, J.LOVO<; ncre VO)lOV' Kat
eu8oKtJ.LncraV'tO<; aU'tOU 8taJ.LEV£t 0 'tp01t0<; "COU ayrovtcrJ.la'to<;. ~OK£t 8£ T€pnav8po<; J.LEV
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In this context, Nomimos must mean something like "the Lawgiver," as Apollo is associated with the codes of law in Herodotus' s H istoria 1.65.
Like the other early musico-poetic types, the first generations
of kitharoedic nomoi were in dactylic hexameters, though other
complementary rhythms were also employed. 68 There may have
been some repetition of text ("double phrases"), but the overall
style of the diction was calm, grand, and stately. This was
enhanced by the stability of the tuning, and Proclus's comments
on the style of the nomos suggest a Lydian tuning:
The nomos, on the other hand [i.e., in contrast to the dithyramb], because of
the god [i.e., Apollo], is relaxed in an orderly and magnificent manner and in
its rhythms, and it uses double phrases. Moreover, each uses suitable harmoniai. The dithyramb is arranged in the Phrygian and Hypophrygian,
while the nomos is arranged in the Lydian scale of the kitharodes .... the
nomos seems to be derived from the paean (the paean is the more general
type, written for dismissal of ills, while the nomos is distinctly for Apollo).
The nomos is not ecstatic like the dithyramb: the dithyramb is drunkenness
and sports, while the nomos is prayers of supplication and great order, for
the god himself comprises musical sound in calm order and scale. 69

ttpro'to<; 't£A£trocrat 'tOY YOJ.LOY, ilpcpcp J.LE'tpcp XPll<JUJ.L£Yo<;, E1t£t'ta 'ApiroY o Ml18UJ.LYato<;
OUK oA.iya cruYau~ilcrat, au'to<; Kat 1t0tll'til<; Kat Kt8apcp8o<; Y£YOJ.L£YO<;. <I>puYt<; 8£ 0
M t'tUAllYato<; eKatYO'tO~ll<J£Y au'tOY. 'tO 'te yap E~UJle'tpOY 'tQl A£AUJ.LEYcp <JUYll'lf£, Kat
xop8at<; 'tOOY
1tA£tO<JtV exp-.lcra'to. Tt~68eo<; 8£ U<J't£pOY ei<; 'tilv YUY aU'tOY ilyay£
'ta~tv (Bekker 320a33-b11). Cf. Etymologicon magnum, s.v. v6J.Lot Kt8apcp8tKoi

s'

(607.1-4)~

Timotheus's controversial addition of extra strings is parodied in the
Cheiron of Pherecrates, a section of which is quoted by Soterichus in the second
part of the Plutarchean De musica. See pp. 66-67, 90-92, and 105 infra.
68see Plutarch De musica 1132d-f (Ziegler 4.17-5.8), part of which is Heraclides fr. 157.
69~o 8£ YOJ.Lo<; 'touYaY'ttoY 8ta 'toY 8eoY aY£t'tat 't£'tayJ.L£Yro<; Kat J.LeyaA.ottpett&<;
Kat 'tOt<; pu8J.Lot<; UYet'tat Kat 8tttAacriot<; 'tat<; AE~e<Jt KEXPll'tat. ou J.LilY UAAa Kat
'tat<; apJ.LOYtat<; oiK£tat<; EKU'tepo<; XPll'tat. 0 J.LeY yap 'tOY <ppuytoY Kat U1tO<ppuytoY
apJ.LOS£'tat, 0 YOJ.LO<; 8£ 'tQl crucr'tilJ.La'tt 'tQl 'tOOY Kt8apcp8&Y A.u8icp .... 0 8£ YOJ.LO<; 8oKet
J.LeY U1t0 'tOU 1tatUYO<; pul1Yat ( 0 J.LeY yap ecr'tt KOtYO'tepo<;, ei<; KaKOOY ttapat'tll<JtY
yeypaJ.L~EVO<;, 0 8£ i8iro<; ei<; 'AttOAAOOYa). o8£Y 'tO J.LeV ev8oucrt&8e<; OUK EX£t, m<; 0
8t8upa~~o<;. 'EK£t J.LeV yap J.LE8at Kat 1tat8tat, ev'tau8a 8£ lX£'tetat Kat 1tOAAil
'tU~t<;. Kat yap au'to<; 0 8eo<; eY 'tU~£t Kat crucr't,.,Jla'tt Ka't£<J'taAJ.LEVcp 1t£ptEPX£'tat
'tOY KpoucrJ.LOV (Bekker 320b16-30, as emended in Henry, 161). On the various tonoi

described in this passage, see chapters 5-6. The reference to "double phrases"
could be a comment on the frequent use of compound words in nomoi, rather than on
repetition of text (cf. Aristotle Poetica 22.10 [1459a8-10]). Numerous examples of
compound words appear in the excerpts from Timotheus's Persae quoted below.
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Nomoi were extended compositions, organized in several sections. Pollux's Onomasticon (4.66) names seven parts to the Terpandrean nomos: eparcha, metarcha, katatropa, metakatatropa,
omphalos, sphragis, and epilogos.70 Each of these terms is based
on common terminology used in other contexts. Thus, eparcha
and metarcha suggest that the nomos begins with a statement of
rules, perhaps the basic tuning and rhythm to be employed; the
katatropa and metakatatropa suggest a first and second development on this material; the omphalos must be the center-point of
the composition; the sphragis is surely the conclusion in which
the poet refers to himself and "seals," as it were, the composition;
and the epilogos is some sort of coda. This arrangement bears a
strong resemblance to the parts of an Indian raga: the alapa, which
establishes the important points and structure of the scale, as well
as the tessitura and types of intervals to be used; the asthai and
antara, which are rather like a first and second theme based on the
structure established in the alapa; the saficari, or development;
and the abhog, which functions as a coda.71 Strabo's Geographica,
as noted earlier, names five parts in the Pythic Nomos, and
although Pollux's description of the same piece differs in some
respects, including the name of the composer, it too lists five parts
in the composition.72
A number of specific kitharoedic and auloedic nomoi are mentioned by Lysias in the Plutarchean De musica (1132c-1134f), several of which are confirmed by other writers. Terpander, Lysias
states, is supposed to have named certain kitharoedic nomoi
Boeotian and Aeolian, Trochaios and Oxys, Cepion and Terpandrean, and Tetraoidios; these are confirmed by Pollux's Onomasticon and the Suda. Clonas, on the other hand, is credited with the
Apothetos and the Schoinia nomoi.73
70JlEP11 o£ 'tOU Kt9apcp0tKOU VOJ.lOU, Tcp1tavopou Ka'taVEtJ.laV'tO<;, E1tapxa, JlE'tapxa, Ka'ta'tpo1ta, JlE'taKa'ta'tpo1ta, OJ.l<paA-6<;, cr<ppay{<;, E1ttA.oyo<; (Iulii Pollucis

Onomasticon, ed. Immanuel Bekker [Berlin: Nicolaus, 1846], 158).
71see Bake, "The Music of India," 212-15.
72cf. Strabo Geographica 9.3.10 and Pollux Onomasticon 4.78 and 84.
73£KEtvo<; youv 'tOU<; Kt9apcpOtKou<; 1tpo't£po<; rov6Jlacrev Bouo'tt6v 'ttva Kat Ai6A.tov Tpoxa16v 't£ Kat 'O~uv K111tirova 't£ Kat Tcp1tavopctov KaA.&v, &A.A.a JlllV Kat
Tc'tpaotOtOV (Ziegler 4.14-17). 1tEpt o£ KA.ova O'tt 'tOY 'A1t69c'tOV VOJ.lOV Kat LXOtVtrova 1t£1tOl1lKW<; Elll JlV1lJ.lOV£UOUO'tV oi avayEypa<pO't£<; (Ziegler 5.19-21) Cf. Pollux
Onomasticon 4.65, 79 and Suda, s.vv. VOJ.lO<; and op9to<; VOJ.lO<;.
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Lysias appears to be more interested in the nomoi for solo
instruments. He refers to the famous Polykephalos Nomos, which
he is uncertain whether to attribute to Olympus or Crates;74 the
Chariot Nomos, again attributed to Olympus; the Cradias Nomos,
attributed to Mimnermus; the Trimere Nomos, attributed perhaps
to Sacadas, perhaps to Clonas; and the Orthios Nomos, associated
with Polymnestus. The Polykephalos Nomos-or, the Nomos of
Many Heads-is also attested by Pindar's twelfth Pythian Ode:
Lover of splendor, most beautiful of the cities of mortals, home of Persephone, you who live on the nobly built-upon hill above the banks of Acragas
where the sheep graze, I ask you, queen, graciously to accept, with the kindliness of immortals and of men, this '"'rea th from Pytho for glorious Midas:
and accept him too, who has beaten Greece in the art which Pallas Athena
discovered, when she wove together the deathly dirge of the fierce Gorgons,
the dirge that she heard poured out in woeful grief from under the maidens'
dreadful snaky heads, when Perseus killed one sister out of the three, bringing doom to sea-encircled Seriphos and to its people .... But when the maiden
goddess had saved her dear friend from these toils, she made an everyvoiced melos of auloi, to imitate with instruments the clamorous wailing
that burst from the ravening jaws of Euryale. The goddess discovered it: but
when she had discovered it for mortal men to possess, she named it the
Nomos of Many Heads, that glorious suitor for contest to stir the people,
coming through thin bronze and through the reeds that grow by the city of
the Graces with its lovely dancing-places, in the holy place of the nymph of
Cephisus, faithful witness to the dancers. 75

74Both of the seventh century B.C.E. On this nomos, see 0. Gamba, "Il nomos
policefalo," Dioniso 6 (1938): 235-52; and Heinrich Guhrauer, "Uber YOJ.!O~ 1toAuKE<paAo~,'' in Verhandlungen der 40. Versammlung deutscher Philologen und
Schulmiinner Gorlitz 1889 (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1890), 438-45.
75pythia 12.1-12, 18-27:{A'} Ai't(Ero) cr£, <ptAayA.ac, KaAAtcr'ta ~po'tc&Y
1tOAtroY, I <l>cpcrc<p6Ya~ eOo~, a 't' ox9at~ e1tt J..l11Ao~6'tou I Yatct~ 'AKpayaY'to~ e\>OJ..la'tOY KOAcOYUY' ib aY a, I tA.ao~ a9aYU't(OY aYOp&Y 't£ cruY £Uf..l£Yt~ I o£~at (j't£<pUYOOJ..l<X 'tOO' EK Tiu9&Yo~ cu06~cp MtO<t I UU'tOY 't£ YtY (EA.A.&oa YtKacraY'ta 'tEXY~,
'taY 1tO't£ I TiaA.A.a~ e<peupe 9pacret&Y (fopy6YroY) I ouA.toY 9pi1YoY Ota1t"A£~atcr'
'A9aYa. I { B'} 'tOY 1tap9cYtOt~ U1t0 't' cX1tAU't0t~ O<ptroY Kc<paAat~ I at£ Aet~OJ.!EYOY
0Ucr1tcY8£1 cruY KaJ..la'tcp, I TiepO'eU~ 01tO't£ 'tpt'tOY aucreY KUO'tyY11't&Y f.!Epo~ I EYYaAt<t
Lept<pcp A.aotcrt 't£ f.!OtpaY ayroy. I ... I ... &'AA.' E1t£t EK 'tOU'tiDY <ptAOY aYOpa 1t0Y(OY I
eppucra'to 1tap9£yo~ au"A&Y 't£UX£ 1tUJ..l<pOOVOY J.!EAO~, I o<ppa 'tOY EupuaA.a~ EK Kap1taAtJ.!&Y 'YEYUIDY I XPlJ..l<p8£Y'ta O'UY EY'teO't J..ltf..lttcrat't' eptKAayK't<XV yooY. I ci'lpcY 9e6~.
&'AA.& VtY cupotcr' aYOpacrt 9Ya'tOt~ EXEtY' I cOYUJ..laO'eY Ke<paA.av 1tOAA&Y YOJ.!OV' I
EUKAe& A.aocrcr6roY J.!Yacr'tilp' ayrovrov, I {~'} A£1t'tOU OtaYtO'OJ.l.EYOY xaAKOU 9aJ..la
Kat OoYaKroY, I 'tOt 1tapa Ka"A"Aixopov Yaiotcrt 1to"Atv Xapi'troY I Kacptcrioo~ £y 't£f.!EY£t,
1ttcr'tot xopeu't&Y f.!Up'tup£~ (Pindari Carmina cum fragmentis, part 1, 5th ed. by H.
Maehler [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1971]). Translation adapted from Barker, Greek
Musical Writings, 1:57-58; see also his explanatory notes.
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The background of the Chariot and Cradias nomoi is obscure, but
the titles of the Trimere and Orthios nomoi probably refer to their
structure and rhythm. Lysias explains that the Trimere (~ptJlepfl)
Nomos was so called because Sacadas composed a strophe in each
of the three principal tonoi of the time-Dorian, Phrygian, and
Lydian-and thus the nomos was organized in three large sections (~ptflepfl).76 While uniformity of tuning was no doubt a feature of the earlier nomoi, it is apparent that the younger generations of composers departed from a strict observation of this rule.
Indeed, the Trimere Nomos brings to mind certain large-scale
ragas that shift from one to another; such a raga is called a
ragamala, or "garland of ragas. "77 The orthios rhythm is described
by Aristides Quintilianus as a rhythm in the iambic genus, composed "of a tetraseme arsis and an octaseme thesis," i.e.,
~~~~~~~; Bacchius (§101) simply states that the orthios is
composed of an irrational arsis and a long thesis. In either case,
such a rhythm would perfectly suit Proclus's description of the
nomos as relaxed, magnificent, and calm.78
Of all the figures named as composers of nomoi, Timotheus of
Miletus is both the best known and most notorious. The Suda
credits him with nineteen musical nomoi, thirty-six preludes,
eighteen dithyrambs, twenty-one hymns, and other works. Some
Greek musicographers considered his works to be rather crude
and daring violations of the tradition of the nomos, but his Persae
nevertheless won the competition at the Athenian games, probably sometime between 420 and 416 B.C.E. Moreover, according to
Satyrus's Vita Euripidis, the prelude to this nomos was written by
another radical stylist, Euripides himself, who championed Timotheus against his opponents.79
76This nomos is generally known as the Trimeles Nomos because the manuscript readings were emended by Xylander, Burette, and others from tptf.l£Pll to
tptf.l£Afl. TptJ.lepfl, however, has been restored in the recent critical text of Ziegler.
77see Bake, "The Music of India," 213.
78 Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.16 (W.-I. 36.3-4); Bacchius (Jan 315.1718). For the passage from Proclus, see n. 69 supra. On the Orthios Nomos in general, see Ernst Graf, "Nomos Orthios," Rheinisches Museum 43 (1888): 512-23.
79Timotheus lived ea. 450-360 B.C.E.; Euripides, ea. 485-ca. 406 B.C.E. For
Satyrus, see G. Arrighetti, ed., Satiro, Vita di Euripide (Pisa: Libreria Goliardica Editrice, 1964). All of Timotheus's fragments are conveniently collected and
translated in Lyra Graeca, vol. 3, rev. ed. by J. M. Edmonds, Loeb Classical
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The Plutarchean Lysias observes that Timotheus's earliest
nomoi made use of dactylic hexameter-albeit with a mixture of
the style of the dithyramb-in order to avoid violating the tradition. Later, however, Timotheus's style became coarse, novel,
popular,- and commercial.
But Crexus, Timotheus, Philoxenus, and other poets of that age were more
vulgar and loved novelty, pursuing what is now called "humane" and
"prize-winning." Thus it transpired that the use of only a few strings and
simplicity and solemnity in music are altogether archaic. so

Lysias comments on the obsolescence of using "only a few strings"
(oA.tyoxopbia) in the modern style, and Timotheus was indeed
known for expanding the musical and emotional range of his
compositions by employing a complex melodic style and by actually modifying the construction of the kithara. Soterichus, the second speaker in the Plutarchean De musica, states that Timotheus
abandoned the traditional seven notes of the lyre, used since the
time of Terpander, and he recalls a passage from the Cheiron of
Pherecrates in which Music, personified as a woman, has suffered
various outrages at the hands of modern composers, the worst of
which is Timotheus. Justice asks how this came to pass, and Music
replies:
My woes began with Melanippides. He was the first who took and lowered
me, making me looser with his dozen strings. Yet after all I found him passable compared with the woes I suffer now. But Cinesias, cursed Athenian,
producing exharmonious twists in every strophe has so undone me that in the
poesy of his dithyrambs, like reflections in a shield, his dexterity appears
to be left-handed. Yet still and all I could put up with him. But Phrynis
inserted his own spinning-top, bending and twisting me to total corruption,
having twelve harmoniai in his five strings. Yet him too in the end I could

Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1940), 280-333; and Greek Lyric,
5 vols., ed. and trans. by David A. Campbell, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1982-1993), 5:70-121.
80Kpe~o~ 8£ Kat Ttf.l68co~ Kat <I>tA.6~cvo~ Kat oi Ka'ta 'tau'tnv 'tllV 'hA.tKiav
ycyovo't£~ notrt'tat <pop'ttKcO'tcpot Kat <ptAoKatvot ycy6vaat, 'to <ptA.av8pronov Kat
8cf.la'ttKov vuv ovof.!a~6f.lcvov 8tro~av'tc~ · 'tllV yap 6A.tyoxop8{av 't£ Kat 'tllV &nA-6-

'tT}'ta Kai CJcf.lVO'tT}'ta 'tll~ f.lOU(JtKil~ 1taV'tcA&~ apxatK~V ctvat CJUf.lPePrtKEV (1135d
[Ziegler 11.5-10]). The translation "prize-winning" (9cf.la'ttK6v) is based on Pollux
Onomasticon 3.153 ('tOU~ f.lEV o.Ov KaAOUf.lEVOU~ tcpOUs ay&va~, ~V 'ta &eA.a ev (J't€<pavcp f.lOV<p, (J'tc<paVt'ta~ eKUAcaav Kat <pUAAtva~, 'tOU~ 8£ cOVOf.laCJf.lEVOU~ 8cf.la'ttKOU~ apyup{'ta~ [Bekker 143]), where the sacred contests, in which the prize is a
crown of leaves, are contrasted with the newer contests, in which prizes of money
are awarded.
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accept, for if he slipped he got back on again. But Oh, my dear! Timotheus
buried and crushed me most shamefully!
Justice: And who is this Timotheus?
Music: A redhead from Miletus. I say he's caused me more woes than all the
others put together, doing those perverted ant-crawlings. And when he finds
me on a walk alone, he undoes me and pays me off with his twelve strings. 81

The precise meaning of each of Pherecrates's numerous plays on
words is not certain, but the irony of "left-handed dexterity"; the
deprecating epithet of "redhead," which is a slave's name; the
general imagery of the rape of Music by modern musicians; and
the expansion of the kithara to as many as twelve strings are
unmistakable.82
Pausani~s states that the Spartans objected to Timotheus's
addition of four strings to the traditional seven and hung his harp
in the meeting house of the Assembly to express their disapproval.83 These innovations are also the subject of a supposed
Spartan decree reproduced by Boethius (480-525/26 C.E.) in Book I
of his De institutione musica. Boethius, following the lost musica
81EJ.!Ot yap ~p~£ 'tcOV KOXcOV McAaVt1t1tt811<;, I EV 'tOtO"t 1tpcO'tO<; o<; Aa~rov &vflKe
Jlc I xaA.aponepav 't' E1t0l110"£ xop8at<; 8ro8£Ka. I aAA' oi>v OJ.!CO<; o-o'to<; J.!EV ~V
&noxp&v &v~p I EJ.!oty£
npo<; 'ta vuv KaKa. I Ktv11cria<; 8£ (J.!') o Ka'tapa'to<;
'A't'ttK6<;, I £~apJ.!oviou<; KaJ.Lna<; not&v £v 'tat<; cr'tpo<pat<; I &noAroAcX' ou'tco<;, rocr't£
'tll<; 1tOtTt<JECO<; I 'tOOV 8t8upaJl~COV' Ka8ancp EV 'tat<; &aniatv' I apt<J'tEp' aU'tOU <patv£'tat 'tcX 8c~ta. I aAA' oi>v UV£K't0<; o-o'to<; ~V OJ.LCO<; EJ.LOi. I <Ppuvt<; 8' t8tov <J'tpO~tAOV
EJl~<XAcOV 'ttVa I KUJl1t'tCOV J!E Kat <J'tpE<pCOV OAllV 8te<p8op£V' I EV 1tEV't£ xop8at<;
8ro8cx' apJ.LOVta<; £xcov. I aAA' oi>v EJlOty£ xoi>'to<; ~V &noxp&v &vftp· I ci yap Ka~ft
J.tap'tcV, ai>St<; &v£A.a~£v. I o 8€ TtJ.t68c6<; Jl' , ib <ptA'ta'tll, Ka'topropuxc I Kat 8taKeK:vatK' atcrxtcrta. (L1IK.) lloto<; ou'tocrl I (o) TtJ.t68co<;; (MOY:L.) MtA.ftcrt6<; 'tt<; nuppta<;.
I KaKa JlOt napecrxcv o-o'to<;, anav'ta<; OU<; Aeyco I napEAf}A.u8cv' aycov EK'tpaneAOU<;
JlUPJlllKta<;. I KUV EV'tUX11 1tOU JlOt ~a8tsoucrn Jl0V11, I &n£8ucr£ Kav£8ucrc xop8a<;
8ro8£Ka' (1141d-1142a [Ziegler 25.11-26.9]). Pherecrates won victories at the
City Dionysia and the Lenaia between 440 and 430 B.C.E., and all the musicians
he mentions in this fragment date from the fifth and fourth centuries. Nineteen
titles and 250 fragments of his work are known (seeK. J. Dover, "Pherecrates," in
OCD, 1157).
82For a study of some of the terminological problems, see Ingemar During,
"Studies in Musical Terminology in 5th Century Literature," Eranos 43 (1945):
176-97; and for a detailed study of the passage, see Donatella Restani, "Il Chirone di Ferecrate e la 'nuova' musica greca," Rivista italiana di musicologia 18
(1983): 139-92.
83Pausanias 3.12.10. The Nicomachean Excerpta (Jan 274.5-6) confirm this
number. See also Plutarch Instituta Laconica 17 and Athenaeus Deipnosophistae
14.39 (636e-f).
-\.J-\.J
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of Nicomachus, states that when Timotheus had added a string to
those already established and thereby made his music more capricious, the Spartans expelled him.84 Though the precise number of
strings added to the kithara varies from source to source, the point
remains the same: Timotheus abandoned the simplicity and
grandeur of the ancient style in favor of complexity and virtuosity. Indeed, Timotheus himself boasted of his innovations in a
fragment preserved by Athenaeus, perhaps from a sphragis: "'I
sing not the old songs, for my new songs are better; a young Zeus
reigns, and Cronus's rule was long ago; away with the ancient
Muse!"85
A substantial portion of Timotheus's Persae-some 253
lines-survives in a nearly contemporary papyrus fragment;86 it
affords a clear view of the literary style and character of the later
nomos. This nomos is an account of the battle of Salamis, and as
such, it provides ample opportunity for vivid description, word
play, and the capacity of the Greek language for stunning onomatopoeia.87 Two short passages may be taken as typical:
. . . and the sea was shingled o'er with swarming bodies reft of the sunlight
by failure of breath, and with the same were the shores heavy laden; while
others sat stark and naked on the island-beaches, and with cries and floods
of tears, wailing and beating their breasts, were whelmed in mournful

84 A study of this decree appears in Anicius Manlius Severinus Boethius, Fundamentals of Music, trans. and ann. by Calvin Bower, Music Theory Translation
Series (New Haven, Corm.: Yale University Press, 1989), 4-5 and appendix 2.
Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Mollendorff (Timotheos, Die Perser, aus einem Papyrus
van Abusir im Auftrage der Deutschen Orientgesellschaft [Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs
1903; reprint (together with Der Timotheos-papyrus, gefunden bei Abusir am 1.
februar 1902, Wissenschaftliche Veroffentlichungen der Deutschen OrientGesellschaft, vol. 3 [Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1903]), Hildesheim: Olms, 1973], 6971) considered the text a forgery of the first or second century B.C.E.
85Fragment 24 (Edmonds) [Campbell fr. 796] is preserved in Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 3.94 (122d): o1n:: ae18ro -ra 1taA.aui, Katva yap a!la Kpeicrcrro. I v£oc; b
Zeu<; ~acrtAeuet · I -ro 1taAat 8' ~v Kp6voc; apxrov · I a1tt-rro !loucra 1taAata (Kaibel
1:279.23-25 with readings from CE).
86p_ Berol. 9875, fourth century B.C.E. Edition in Wilamowitz-Mollendorff,

Die Perser.
87 Or, as W. B. Stanford (The Sound of Greek: Studies in the Greek Theory
and Practice of Euphony, Sather Classical Lectures, vol. 38 [Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1967]) prefers, mimesis. See his chapter 5 and the small
accompanying recording for an excellent description and demonstration of the
Greeks' use of sonic mimickry in their poetry.
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lamentation, and called upon the land of their fathers, saying: "Ho, ye treetressed dells of Mysia, save me out of this place to whence the winds did
bring us; else never shall the dust receive my body .... " 88

In this passage, the rhythm shifts constantly from line to line, and
even within the lines, evoking the anguish, disorder, and tempestuousness of the scene. The language itself changes in sound from
the sibilants of the narrative passage, which describes the sea and
the shore with seventeen sigmas in ten lines, to the chattering cry
of the defeated, which contains thirteen dental mutes-taus, deltas, and thetas-in five lines. In the second passage, Timotheus
demeans the Persian enemy by having him speak oarbarously in a
fractured syntax when he is captured by a Greek soldier:
... then writhing and clasping the foeman's knees he would thus inweave the
Greek and Asian tongues, marring the clear-cut seal-stamp of his mouth
with tracking down the Ionian speech: "I me to thee how? and what to do?
me come again nohow; and now brung me here this way my master; no more,
father, me no more come this way again to fight, but me not move; me not to
you this way, me that way unto Sardy, unto Susa, home Ecbatana. My great
God, Artemis, over to Ephesus will protect." 89

The contrast between Timotheus' s style and the style represented
by the excerpts of hymns and paeans quoted earlier in this chapter
is immediately apparent. There can be little question that Timotheus's reputation for dramatic vividness and daring innovation
was fully justified.90
BBPersae, lines 104-19: Ka'tU<!'teyo~ 8£ nOV'tO~ EK AtnonVO'J1~ I aAtOcr'tepecrtv
eyaplyatpe <!cOJ.lacrtv, £~pi8ov'to 8' at6ve~· I oi 8' en' UK'tat~ evaAot~ I llf.leVOt YUf.lVOnayet~ I au't~ 't£ Kat 8aKpulcr'tay£t [p ]6cp cr'tepVOK'tunot I f3ol1't~ 8p11vro8et Ka't£txov't' 68upf.1cp, I aJ.la 8£ [yav] na'tptav I enaveKaAeov't' · "'lro Mucrtat I 8ev8poe8etpat n'tuxai, I [pucr ]acr8e f.l' £v8ev o8ev afll'tat~ e<pepof.1e8' · ou yap E'tt noS' I Cxf.!OV
[crro]J.la 8e~e'tat [K6v h~ ... "(Lyra Graeca, 3:316-17).
89 Persae, lines 157-73: 6 8' Uf.l<pt y6vacrt 7tept7tA£K£t~ I £A.icrcre8' ~EA.A.a8'
EJ.lnAeKcov I 'Acrta8t <pcov~, 8ta'topov I cr<ppay18a 8paucov cr'tof.!a'to~ I 'Iaova yA.&crcrav
e~tXVeUCOV. I "'Eyro f.!Ot crot KOl~ Kat 'tt npl1yf.1a; I a.O'tt~ ou8af.1' £A.8co. I Kat vuv Ef.lO~
8ecr1tO't'J1~ I 8eupo f.!' £v8a8' ~~€, I 'tU Aotna 8' OUKe'tt 1tU'tep, ouiKe'tt f.lUXecr8' a.O'tt~
ev8a8' epxro. I aAAa Ka8co· I eyro crot f.l~ 8eup'' eyro I Ket()£ napa Lap8t, napa I
Loucr', 'Ay~a'tava vaicov. I "Ap'ttf.lt~ Ef.lo~ f.leya~ 8e6~ I nap' "E<pecrov <puAa~et" (Lyra
Graeca, 3:320-21).
90Jt is noteworthy, however, that at least some modern critics have shared
the conservative position of Timotheus' s contemporary detractors. Mountford and
Winnington-Ingram (§10 of //Music," in OCD, 2d ed., 711), for example, state:
"The rhythms are varied but uninteresting; the diction is turgid, obscure, and
undistinguished. But the work is a libretto rather than a poem; and we should not
condemn the music unheard, though we may suspect that lack of taste was not
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The surviving lines of the papyrus include a section in which
the poet claims to have revolutionized music and also recalls his
censure by the Spartans. This may be an example of a sphragis and
an epilogos:
But 0 Great Healer [le Paean] to whom we cry, exalter of a new-made Muse
of the golden kithara, come thou to aid these hymns of mine. For the great
and noble and long-lived guide of Sparta, that people that teems with the
blossoms of youth, clings me and drives me with the flare of censure, for that
I dishonor the more ancient music with my new hymns. Yet do I keep no man,
be he young or old or my own compeer, from these hymns of mine; 'tis the
debauchers of the ancient music, them I keep off, the tune torturers who
shriek as long, and shrill as loud, as any common crier. In the beginning did
Orpheus, son of Calliope, beget the tortoise-shell lyre of the varied Muses
on Mount Pieria; and after him, great Terpander, born of Aeolian Lesbos at
Antissa, yoked the Muse in ten songs; and now Timotheus opens the Muse's
chambered treasury of many hymns and gives kithara-playing new life
with eleven-stroke meters and rhythms, nursling he of Miletus, the town of
a twelve-walled people that is chief among the Achaeans.
But to this city I pray thee come, thou far-darting Pythian with the
gifts of prosperity and a peace abounding in orderliness for an untroubled
people. 91

As already noted, Euripides wrote the prologue for the Persae,
and it has generally been supposed that Timotheus influenced
Euripides's style. If this is so, and if the surviving musical fragments from Euripides' s Orestes and Iphigenia Aulidensis are accurate representations of the original music for these plays, they may
confined to the poetic text[!]" Likewise, Barker (Greek Musical Writings, 1:96)
states: "The fragments provide adequate evidence of his association of different
rhythms, of a strained and artificial diction, and of linguistic fancy embroidering
ideas beyond the limits of sense." A more imaginative interpretation of Timotheus' s performance appears in Herington, Poetry into Drama, 151-60.
91 Persae, lines 215-53: 'A'A'A' Cb xpuaoK19aptv &£1~rov J.LOUaav V£O'tcuxf1, I EJ.LOt<;
e'A9' E1tlKOUpo<; uiJ.LVOt<;, '1'111£ llauiv. I 0 yap J.L' £UY£VE'ta<; J.l<XKpa{lrov L1tUp'ta<; J!EY<X<;
&ycJ.LcOV, I ~purov av9catv fl~a<;, I covet 'Aa.o<; £nup'A£yrov I £'Af{v 't' at9o1tt J.lcOJ.lq>, I o'tt
na'Aato'tepav v€ot<; I uJ.Lvotc; J.Louaav a'ttJ.Lro. I £yro 8' ou't£ v€ov 'ttv' ou't£ I ycpaov ou1'
ia'll~av I ctpyro 'trove' eKac; UJ!VCOV, I 'tOU<; 8£ J!OU0"01taAato'AuiJ.Lac;, 'tOU'touc; 8' U1t£pUK(t) I AOO~ll't'flpac; aot8av I KllPUKCOV AtYUJ.laKpo<provlrov 't£tVOV'ta<; iuyac;. I 1tpiD'tO<;
notKtAOJ.Louaov 'Opl<pcu<; xe'Auv E'tEKVroacv, I uioc; Ka'A'At6nac;, ITtcpiac;, ent. I T£pnav8po<; (8') £nt 'tql 8£Ka I scu~£ J.Louaav £v cp8a'i<; · I A£a~o<; 8' Aio'Aia (vtv)
'Avhiaaq. y£tV<X'tO KA£tv6v. I vuv 8£ TtJ.L09co<; J!E'tpot<; I pu9J.Lot<; 9' ev0£KaKpOUJ.lU'tOt<; I
Kt9aptv £~ava'tEAA£t, I ellaaupov 1t0AUUJ!VOV otl~ac; Mouaaav 9a'AaJ.L£U'tOV. I MtAll'tO<; 8£ 1t0At<; VtV a I 9p£\jfa0"' & 8uro8£K<X't£tX£O<; I A.aou 1tpCO'tEO<; £~ 'Axat&v. I &A.A.'
EKa'ta~OA£ llu9t' ayvav I eA.Sotc; 'tUVO£ 1t0AtV O"UV o'AI~cp 1tEJ.l1tCOV cl1tllJ!OVt 'Aaip I
1cp8' eip'llvav I 9aA.A.oucrav eUVOJ.Lt<t (Lyra Graeca, 3:322-25; translation adapted

from Edmonds).
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also provide some evidence for Timotheus's musical style.92 This
would have been a style in which the music itself filled out
rhythmic patterns not immediately apparent in the text, modulated frequently and in some cases to rather distantly related tonoi,
and made use of disjunct leaps and unusual chromatic inflection.
It is unfortunate that the musical notation for the Persae does not
survive.

Dithyramb
While the nomos and the paean are associated with Apollo, at
least to some degree, the dithyramb (Bt8upaf.!~o~) has its origin in
the celebration of Dionysus, the god of wine, fertility, and emotional religion. Dithyrambs were large-scale compositions for chorus performed at the festivals in Athens, Delphi, and Delos. In his
dialogue on the letter E at Delphi, Plutarch quotes a passage from
Aeschylus (fragment 355N) to illustrate the clear association of
Dionysus with the dithyramb,_ which he contrasts to the paean:
To this god [Dionysus] they also sing dithyrambic mele full of passions and a
modulation that has a certain wandering and dissipation. For Aeschylus
says: "It is fitting that the dithyramb with its mingled shouts should
accompany Dionysus as fellow-reveler." But to the other god [Apollo] they
sing the paean, an ordered and temperate muse.93

The union of the dithyramb with Dionysus is also apparent in
Pindar's thirteenth Olympian Ode and, as noted earlier in this
chapter, Book Ill of Plato's Leges.
The Archilochus fragment 77, which contains the earliest
appearance of the term "dithyramb," suggests that the composer
created dithyrambs while intoxicated with the god: "I know how
to lead the fair song of Lord Dionysus, the dithyramb, when my
wits are fused with wine."94 Archilochus was credited by the
9 2See pp. 110-24

infra for a fuller consideration of this matter. The relationship between Euripides and Timotheus is supported by parallels between the
speech of the Persian at Persae 152ff and Euripides Orestes 1365ff.
93Kat ~ooucrt -rip f.lEV ot8upa!l~tKa !lEA1l na8&v !l£cr-ra Kat !l£-ra~oA.l1<; nA.av11v
-rtva Kat otacp6p,crtv £xoucrn<; · "f.1t~oJ36av ,"yap AicrxuA.o<; <p11cri, "npen£t ot8upaf.1J3ov
OJ..Lap't£tV cruyKCO!lOV ~tovucrcp." 'tql o£ 1tat&.va, 't£'ta"{J..LEV11V Kat crro<ppova !lOUcrav
(389a-b [text from Plutarch's Moralia, 15 vols., Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1927-1976), 5:222]).
94 Archilochus was active in the seventh century B.C.E. The fragment is preserved in Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14:.24 (628a-b): ro<; ~trovucrot' &vaK'tO<;
KaAOV e~ap~at J..LEAO<; I otoa Ot8upaJ..LJ3ov' otvcp cruyK£pauvro8ct<; <ppeva<; (Kaibel
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Plutarchean Soterichus with the invention of a new style of
rhythmic composition-the trimeter, the combination of different
genera of rhythms, and numerous other innovations.
Furthermore, Archilochus also discovered the rhythmic composition of
trimeters, the setting of non-homogeneous rhythms, the parakataloge, and
the accompaniment for these. He is the first to be credited with epodes,
tetrameters, the cretic, the prosodiac, and the augmentation of dactylic
hexameter (according to some, also the elegiac), and in addition to these,
the setting of iambic verse with the paeon epibatos and that of the augmented dactylic hexameter with the prosodiac and the cretic. And with
respect to iambic verses, they say that Archilochus demonstrated the practice of speaking some with accompaniment and singing others; afterwards,
the tragic poets did this, while Crexus took it over to lead into the
dithyramb. They also think that Archilochus was the first to discover
accompaniment below the song, while the ancients accompanied everything
in unison. 95

Soterichus' s description contains a considerable amount of
technical information, at least some of which may apply td the
style of the dithyramb. The "trimeters" are probably iambic trimeters, the "tetrameters" trochaic tetrameters. Rhythms, as classed by
Aristides Quintilianus and some of the other metricists, are equal
(where the arsis and thesis have a ratio of 1:1, as in dactyls and
anapests), duple (where the arsis and thesis have a ratio of 2:1, as
3:385.24-25). This intoxication should not be understood as simple drunkenness but
rather as an infusion of the god that stimulates the composer's creative powers.
The sense and importance of intoxication in the cult of Dionysus is made clear in
Burkert, Greek Religion, 161-63. A very useful overview of the dithyramb
appears in Sir Arthur Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy, 2d
ed., rev. by T. B. L. Webster (Oxford: Clarendon, 1962), 1-59; for a shorter survey,
see G. Aurelio Privitera, "11 ditirambo da canto cultuale a spettacolo musicale,"
Cultura e scuola 43 (1972): 56-66.
95&J....'Aa J.!llV Kat 'Apx{'Aoxo£ 1:1lv 1:&v 'tptJ.!E'tprov pu8J..Lon:ot{av n:pocrc~cupc Kat 1:i1v
Et£ "COU£ oux OJ.!OYEVEt£ pu8J.!OU£ £v1:acrtv Kat 'tllV n:apaKa"CaAoyilv Kat 'tllV n:cpt
1:au1:a Kpoucrtv · n:pro1:cp 8' au1:ip 1:a 1:' £n:cp8a Kat 1:a 'tc"CpaJ.!c"Cpa Kat 1:0 [n:po]KPll"CtKov Kat "CO 1tpocro8taKOV an:o8£8o"Cat Kat i1 "COU ilpcpou aU~llO"l£, un:' £v{rov 8£ Kat "CO
EA£y£'iov, n:po£ 8£ "Co{Hot<; 11 1:£ 'tou iaJ..LBciou n:po<; 1:ov £n:tBa1:ov n:a{rova ev1:acrt£ Kat
,; 'tou llU~llJ.!EVOU i)pcpou Et<; 1:£ 1:0 n:pocro8taKov Kat 1:0 KPll'ttK6v · E"Ct 8£ 1:&v iaJ.!~Etrov
1:0 1:a J.!EV 'A£yccr8at n:apa 1:1lv Kpoucrtv, 1:a 8' (i8ccr8at 'Apxi'Aox6v <pacrt Ka"Ca8c'i~at,
ct8' OU"Cffi xpflcracr8at "COU£ "CpaytKOU<; 1t0tll'tU<;, Kp£~ov 8£ Aa~OV'ta ci<; 8t8upaJ.!~OV
[xpflcracr8at] ayayctV. OtOV"Cat 8£ Kat "C~V KpOUO"tV "CllV U1t0 'tllV cp8nv "COU"COV 1tpOO'tOV
cUpctV, "COU£ 8' apxa{ou<; n:av"Ca n:p6crxop8a KpOUctV (1140f-1141b [Ziegler 23.1824.5]). On this passage, and especially the meaning of the term £v1:acrt<;, see
Giovanni Comotti, "Il valore del termine ev1:acrt<; in Ps. Plut. De mus. 28 a proposito dei ritmi di Archiloco," Quaderni urbinati di cultura classica n.s. 14 (1983):
93-101.
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in iambs or trochees), or sesquialteran (where the arsis and thesis
have a ratio of 3:2, as in paeonic rhythm). Thus, Archilochus's
non-homogeneous rhythms are those in which the genera are
mixed, such as the dochmiacs and prosodiacs; setting a paeon epibatos in iambic verse would be a specific example of mixing
rhythms of the duple and sesquialteran genera.96 The meaning of
parakataloge is not entirely clear, but it would seem to refer to the
practice of using a vocal tone that combines speaking and singing
in order to provide a particularly tragic effect at important points
within the composition. Since Soterichus seems to be giving an
example of each of Archilochus's discoveries after first enumerating them, the description of Archilochus' s practice of speaking
some iambic verses and singing others may be an example of
parakataloge.97 Finally, the contrast between Archilochus's new
style of accompaniment below the song and that of the ancients is
based on the term proschorda, which describes the ancients' style.
In this passage alone, it would be difficult to determine the precise
meaning of the term, but the term also appears in Book VII of
Plato's Leges 7 (812d), where the Athenian Stranger explicitly contrasts the simplicity of teaching the young pupil a note-for-note
accompaniment with the difficulty of learning an accompaniment
that provides a complex counterpoint to the melody.98 From all of
this, it appears that the dithyramb, like the nomos, was a highly
96 All these rhythmic forms are described in Aristides Quintilianus De
musica 1.14-17 (W.-I. 32.11-38.14). See Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 95-100 for
translation and illustration of each of the forms; Aristides Quintilianus's
rhythmic theory is also discussed in chapter 6 (pp. 538-41 infra).
97cf. the description in Aristotle Problemata 19.6 (918a10-120): "Why is
parakataloge tragic in the odes? Is it because of the dissimilarity? For in extreme
calamity or grief, dissimilarity is pathetic, while similarity is less mournful"
(~ux 'tt 11 napaKa'taA.oyf1 £y 'tat<; cp8at<; 'tpaytKoY; - "H 8ux 'tflY aYroJlaAtaY ·
na81l'ttKoY yap 'to aYroJlaAe<; Kat £y Jley€8et 'tUXll<; 11 A.un11<;. 'to 8€ OJlaAe<; eA.a't'tOY
yo&8E<; [Jan 80.6-9]). Although the style is very different, the same sort of contrast of speaking and singing is created by Arnold Schoenberg in his Survivor from
Warsaw, op. 46, where it creates a highly pathetic and dramatic effect.
98TOU'tOlV 'tOtYUY 8et xaptY 'tOt<; <p8oyyot<; 'tll<; AUpa<; 1tpOO'XPll0"8at, O'CX<pT\YEta<;
EY£Ka 'tWY xop8&Y' 'tOY 't€ Kt8aptO''tflY Kat 'tOY 1tat8eUOJlEYOY' &no8t80Y'ta<; 1tp00'xop8a 'tU cpSeyJ.La'ta 'tOt<; cp8£yJlaO't. 'tflY 8' E'tEpo<proYtaY Kat 1tOtKtAtaY. 'tll<; A.upa<;,
aA.A.a JlEY JlEAll 'troY xop8&Y tEtO'WY, aA.A.a 8£ 'tOU 'tflY JleAcp8{ay ~uY8EY'tO<; 1tOt'Jl'tOU,
Kat 811 Kat 1tUKYO'tll'ta JlUYO'tll'tt Kat 'taxo<; ppa8u'tfl'tt Kat o~U'tll'ta ~apU'tll'tt ~UJ.L
<proYoY [Kat aY'tt<proYov] napEXOJlEYou<; Kat 'trov puSJlroY rooau'tro<; naY'to8ana
notKtAJla'ta npooapJlO't'tOY'ta<; 'totot cp86yyot<; 'tll<; A.upa<;, ... (812d-e).
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individualized type of considerable complexity, even in its earliest
stages.
If Archilochus remains a shadowy figure, Arion and Lasus of
Hermione are better known. Herodotus (Historia 1.23) regarded
Arion, who lived during the reign of Periander,99 as a nonpareil
kitharode, and in addition to his influence on the kitharoedic
nomos, he is credited with the composition and naming of specific dithyrambs at Corinth. He thus appears as the counterpart of
Terpander, who was credited with naming a number of kitharoedic nomoi at Sparta. Beyond his association with the dithyramb,
the Suda considers Arion to be the one who established the practice of the chorus singing a stasimon, a composition performed by
the chorus ·in the orchestra and distinct from their entrance (the
parodos) and exit (the exodos) music.lOO
Proclus's Chrestomathia, despite offering once again a rather
tenuous etymological description of the dithyramb, confirms
Arian's role in its development and in the establishment of the
chorus:
The dithyramb is written for Dionysus, from whom it takes its name, either
because Dionysus was raised in a cave with two doors, near Nysa, or because
he was discovered when Zeus's garments were loosened, or because he
seemed to be twice born, once of Semele, and a second time from a thigh. Pindar states that the dithyramb was discovered in Corinth, and Aristotle says
that the founder of the ode was Arion, who was the first to lead the circular
chorus .... The dithyramb is tumultuous and appears in a highly ecstatic
manner with the choral dance; it is suited to the passions most proper to the
god; it is hurried along by its rhythms, and it uses simpler diction.... The
dithyramb seems to have been discovered from the sports of the country and
from merriment in drinking.lOl

99ca. 627-587 B.C.E.
100A_£ye'tat Kat 'tpaytKOU 'tp01tOU EUpE'til~ yev£cr9at, Kat 1tpOO'tO~ xopov cr'tflcrat
Kat Ot9upaJl~OV ~crat Kat OVOJlcXO"at 'tO *OOJlEVOV U1t0 'tOU xopou, Kat La'tupou~
eicreveyKetv EJlJlE'tpa A.£yov'ta~ (Suidae Lexicon, ed. Immanuel Bekker [Berlin:
Reimer, 1854], 171). In this interpretation of the phrase xopov cr'tilcrat, which
simply means "to establish the chorus," I am following T. B. L. Webster in
Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy, 11-12.
101 to Se Ot8upaJ.1~0~ ypcl<pe'tat JlEV ei~ ~t6vucrov' 1tpocrayopeue'tat o£ E~ UU'tOU
Tl'tOt oux 'to Ka'ta 'tilv Nucrcrav e1t' av'tpcp Ot9~pcp 'tpacpilvat 'tov ~t6vucrov, 11 Ota 'to
Au9ev'troV 'tOOV paJlJlcX'tOOV 'tOU ~to~ eupe9ilvat UU'tOV' 11 OtO'tt Ot~ OOKEl yev€cr8at,
a1ta~ JlEV eK 'tll~ LEJlEArt~, OEU'tEpov ()£ eK 'tOU Jl11POU. EUpe9f1vat o£ 'tOV Ot9upaJl~OV
Tiivoapo~ EV Kopiv9cp AE')'Et. 'tOV o£ &p~cXJlEVOV 'tll~ cpofls 'AptO"'tO'tEA1l~ 'Apiova cprtcrtv
Etvat, 0~ 1tpOO'tO~ 'tOV KUKAtOV ilyaye xop6v .... EO"'ttV ouv 0 JlEV Ot9upaJl~O~ K£KtV11JlEVC~ Kat 1toAu 'tO £v9oucrt&oe~ JlE'ta xopeia~ EJl<pai vrov, ei~ 1ta811 Ka'tacrKeua-
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Proclus's etymologies are based on several combinations and
legends: the first is clearly derived from the prefix "two" (ot) and
"door" (8upa), which provides the first three syllables of Bt8upaJ.L~o<;; the second is less clear but is perhaps derived from the first
syllables of "Zeus" (ilt), "loosened" (Au8), and "garments" (paJ.!),
which produce a similar though hardly exact parallel. The third is
not based on a combination of the words that appear in the etymology but rather on the two (Bt) triumphs (8ptaJ.!~o<;) of Dionysus's legendary double birth from the union of Zeus and
Semele.l02
Lasus of Hermione might be considered a somewhat earlier
counterpart of Timotheus in his use of dithyrambic rhythms and
a complex melodic style based on the greater flexibility of the
aulos. The Plutarchean Soterichus states that Lasus transformed
the music "that had heretofore prevailed" and associates him
with Melanippides, Philoxenus, and Timotheus. Soterichus sees
this transformation as due, at least in part, to the rising importance of the instrumental virtuoso:
Furthermore, the auletic art changed from simpler to a more varied inusic.
For in ancient times, up to Melanippides the dithyrambic poet, it happened
that the auletes received their pay from the poets, since the poesy evidently took the lead and the auletes were subordinate to their masters. But
later, this was corrupted.103

soJ.Levoc; 'ta JlUAta'ta oiKeta 'tql 9eip · Kat oeo6~11'tat JlEV Kat 'tote; tru9J.Lotc;, Kat
&nA.oua'tepatc; KEXPll'tat 'tatc; A.e~E<JtV. . .. EOtK€ o£ 0 JlEV Ot9upaJl~Oc; &no 'tll<; Ka'ta
'touc; &ypouc; natOtuc; Kat 'tll<; EV 'tote; 1tO'totc; EU<ppOOUVll<; eupe911vat, . . . (Bekker
320a25-33, 320b12-16, 21-23). Proclus's description of the dithyramb is interspersed with his description of the nomos (cf. nn. 67 and 69 supra). Cf. Etymologicon magnum, s.v. Ot9upaJl~oc; (274.45-54).
102semele, who was carrying Zeus's child, was killed when she was tricked
by Hera into forcing Zeus to reveal himself in his true form. Zeus put the unborn
child, Dionysus, into his thigh, from which he was born in due time. The double
birth could also be a reference to the legend that Dionysus was actually the
reborn Zagreus, son of Zeus and Persephone.
103 Auooc; o' 0 fEpJltOVEU<; eic; 'ti,V Ot9upaJl~t1(1,V &yroyl,v JlE'taa'ti}aac; 'touc;
pu9(louc;, Kat 'tU 'tiDV auA.&v 1tOAU<provi~ Ka'taKOAou9l}oac;, nA.eioai 't€ <p96yyotc; Kat
OtepptJ.LJ.Levotc; XPllOUJlevoc;, eic; JlE'ta9eotv 'ti,v npounapxoucrav ilyaye J.Louatx:i}v. 30.
fOJ.Loiroc; o£ Kat MeA.avt1t1tt01lc; 0 Jl€A01tOtoc; E1ttYEVOJl€VO<; OUK EVEJlEtV€ 'tU
npounapxoucrn JlOUatKil, &A.A.' ouo£ <PtA.6~evoc; ouo£ TtJ.L69eoc;· oi>'toc; yap, E1t'ta<p96yyou
'tll<; A.upac; unapxouollc; £roe; eic; Tepnavopov 'tOV 'Av'tt<J<Jatov' Oteppt\jfEV eic; 1tAEtovac;
<p96yyouc;. &A.A.a yap Kat <11> aUA1l'ttK1, a<p' &nA.oua'tepac; eic; 1tOtKtAro'tepav
JlE'ta~e~llKE JlOt>atx:i}v · 'to yap naA.at6v, £roe; eic; MeA.avtnnio11v 'tov 't&v 8t9upaJ.L~rov
1tOtll'tTtV' (j'\)(J~E~TtKEt 'touc; aUAll'tCx<; napa 'tiDV 1tOtll'tiDV A<:XJl~UVEtV 'tOU<; Jltcr9ouc;,
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Although numerous poetic fragments survive that might be
considered dithyrambs on stylistic grounds, the clearest substantial
examples from the early fifth century B.C.E. are those by Pindar
and Bacchylides. One of these, Pindar's Heracles or Cerberus, was
later quoted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus as an example of Greek
asigmatism, or the practice of avoiding as disagreeable the hissing
sound of the sigma.104 The passage quoted by Dionysius does not,
in fact, exhibit asigmatism, but it does refer to this practice. In the
Deipnosophistae (10.82 [455c]), Athenaeus associates it with Pindar's teacher, Lasus of Hermione. Although not an asigmatic ode,
the Heracles does provide excellent examples of dramatic language, onomatopoeia, and tone, not unlike those already encountered in the nomos:
Strophe 1:
In olden days, the lay of the dithyrambs came in a straight line, and the san
deceptive to men came from their mouths; but now new portals have been
flung open for the sacred circles of the dance. Wise are they that know what
manner of festival of Bromius [i.e., Dionysus] the Celestials hold in their
halls, hard by the sceptre of Zeus. In the presence of the great and solemn
Mother, the whirlings of the timpana begin. There, too, the krotala clatter,
and the torch blazes under the glowing pines. There, too, the loud wails of
the Naiads, and the frenzies and shouts of joy are aroused, the throng tossing their heads. There, too, are brandished the almighty fire-breathing
thunderbolt and the spear of Enyalius, while the valiant aegis of Pallas
resounds with the hissings of thousands of snakes.
Antistrophe 1:
Meanwhile, the lone huntress Artemis swiftly comes, who has yoked in Bacchic revels a brood of savage lions for Bromius, who is enchanted by the
dancing herds of beasts. I, too, have been raised up by the Muse for Hellaswith its beautiful chorus-as a chosen herald of wise words, who am proud
that my race and my home are in Thebes, the city of chariots, ... 105

npoYtayrovtcr-roucr'll<; 811A-ov6-rt -rflc; not~crero<;, -r&v 8' aUA11-r&v U1t1l p£-rouv-rrov -rot<;
8t8acrKaAot<; · ucr-repov 8£ Kat -rou-ro 8te<p9ap11, ... (1141c-d [Ziegler 24.15-25.4]).
Soterichus then proceeds to quote the passage from the Cheiron of Pherecrates,
noted above. Lasus was probably born ea. 545 B.C.E.; Melanippides lived in the
fifth century, and his student Philoxenus lived in the last half of the fifth and
the first half of the fourth century, as did Timotheus. On the relative importance
of the poet and th~ aulete, see pp. 92-93, 95-96, and 105-6 infra.
104Dionysius of Halicarnassus De compositione verborum 14 (Roberts 148.14).
105Dithyrambi 70b1-26: [K]~~~[BA1:11:] HPAKA~\)~[1:] H KEPBEP01: GHBAI011:}
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An example of dramatic language appears in strophe 1, where the
vivid term ptwa:6x11v-which properly applies to horses tossing
their heads-is used to describe the vigorous motions of the
crowd. This is especially striking because Proclus also employs
equine imagery in the Chrestomathia when he mentions in passing the iobacchos (i6~aKxo<;), which "was sung at festivals and sacrifices in honor of Dionysus, drowned out by much neighing."106
Onomatopoeia appears most clearly in lines that refer to specific
sounds: "the krotala clatter," with its use of palatal and dental
mutes (KexA.aO[Ev] Kpo'taA'); or "resounds with the hissings of
thousands of snakes," with its use of the doubled gamma and the
sibilant zeta and sigma (<p9oyyas£--cat KAayyat<; OpaKov'trov).
Whether or not this particular division of the fragment into
strophe and antistrophe is correct, the repetition of rhythmic patterns typical of strophic composition can be seen in a comparison
of the first four lines of each section:
TI[ptv J.!EV ep1te crxotvo'teveux 't' aotOa
Bt8 [u paJ.LBrov
~-~t 'tO q~[ V KtBOllAOV av8pro1tOtO"tV U1t0 O"'tOJ.!U't(l)V'
8ta1te~['t]~[v'tat 8£ vuv ipo'i<; ] 1tuAa[t KuKAotcrt veat. [cro<pot oi e]iOO't£<;

-v-v-vv-vv--

-v--v---v---vv-vvvu---v---u--vv-vv--v-

{A'} TI[ptv J.!EV ep1t£ crxotVO'tEVEtU 't' aotOa I 8t8 [upaJ.LBrov I Kat 'tO cra[v KtBOllAOV
av8p~1tOtO"tV U1t0 O"'tOJ.!U't(l)V' I 8ta1te1t['t ]a[V'ta{ "<>"£ vuv ipo'i<; ?] 1tUAa[t ~uiKAOtO"t veat.
[cro<po{ oi? e]i86't£<; I ol.av BpoJ.Ltou ['t.eAe]'tav I Kat 1tapa crKu[1t't]ov ~to<; 0Upav{8at I
ev J.Leyapot<; Y[cr'ta]v'tt. creJ.Lv~ J.Lev Ka'tapxet 1 Ma'tept 1tap J.L[ey]&A.~ p6J.LPot 'tu1tavrov, I ev Be KexA.ao[ev] Kpo'taA' ai8oJ.Leva 't£ I 8a~<; u1to ~av[8a]'icrt 1t£UKat<; · I ev
()£ Na·{orov ep{y8ou1tOt O"'tovaxa{ I J.!UVtat 't' aA.a[ a{] 't' optVE'tat· pHJIUUXEVt I cruv
KAOV(l). I ev.()' 0 1tayKpa'tfl<; KEpauvo<; UJ.11tVerov l1tup K£KtV11['tat 'tO 't'] 'EvuaAtOU I
eyxo<;: UAKUEO"O"U ['t]e TiaA.A.&Bo[<;] aiyt<; I f.!Upirov <p9oyya.t::e'tat KAayyai~ Op~KOV
't(l)V. I ptJ.L<pa ()' etcrtv· "Ap'tcJ.Lt<; oio1toAa<; t::eul~atcr' EV opya'i<; I BaKxtatc; <pUAOV AEOV't(l)V a[ypo'teprov BpoJ.Ltcp· I 0 Be KllAEt'tat xopeuo{cratcrt Ka[t elllp&v ayeA.at<;. EJ.!E ()'
e~a{pe'to[v I KUpUKa <JO<p&v E1tE(J)V I Motcr' avea'taa' tEA.A.a8t Ka[A.]~[tx6pcp I eux6J.!EVOV Bptcrapf.!U'tot<; <?[iK6v 8ft Bat<;, ... (Maehler, pt. 2, with conjectures from Sandys,
Odes of Pindar, 558-60). Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 1:59-60 (as fragment
61) provides a somewhat different translation. The krotala are blocks of wood,
hinged with leather, held and clapped together in the hand. They are commonly
described as being like castanets, but although they are operated in a similar
manner, their sound is lower and resonant, much more like slapsticks than castanets. All the Greeks' instruments will be considered in chapter 3.

106n8e'to ()£ 0 '16~aKXO<; EV eop'tat<; Kat 9ucrtat<; L\tovucrou, ~eBa1t'ttO"J.!EVO<; 1tOAAql
<ppuayJ.La'tt (Bekker 320b31-33).
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and
ptJl<pa 8' etcrtv "Apteflt£ oioJtoA.as l;eu~atcr' EV opyats
BaKXt<Xt£ <puA.ov A.e6vtrov a[ypoteprov BpOJltcp·
0 8£ K11A£t'tat xopeuo{cratcrt Ka[t 9np&v ayeA.at£. EflE 8' £~a{peto[ V

-v-v-vv-vv--

-v---v---vv-vvvv---v---v--vv-vv--v-

In general, the dithyrambs of Pindar would appear to be antistrophic in structure, and like the other musical types, they deal
with the deeds of the gods or the heros.107 Whatever the
particular subject, Dionysus is celebrated near the beginning of the
composition.
By contrast, the six surviving fragments of dithyrambs by Bacchylides, a contemporary of Pindar, exhibit a more subdued language. Reference to Dionysus is largely absent, as are self-conscious references to musical imagery.108
At the Great Dionysia, the dithyramb was performed by a chorus of about fifty men and boys. In addition to the music and the
poetry, the tyrbasia (-ruppacria) was danced as part of the
dithyramb. 109 An aulete standing in the middle of the dancers
accompanied the dithyramb, and on some occasions, the dancers
themselves may have worn satyr costumes. Performances of
dithyrambs are frequently depicted in vase painting. One bell
krater from about 425 B.C.E. (figure 2), for example, shows five
bearded singers and an aulos-player, all wearing wreaths of ivy

107The Plutarchean Soterichus, speaking of Xenocritus, makes this distinction when he says that "it is disputed whether he was a poet of paeans, for they
say that he was a poet of heroic themes involving deeds, on which account they
call his themes dithyrambs" (aJ..L<ptcr~ntettat ei Jtatavrov Jtotnt'hs yeyovev · l,prot:Krov yap U1to9ecrerov 1tpUyJ..Lata £xoucr&v 1tOt'Jl'tllV yeyovevat <pacrtv aut6v. 8to Kat
'ttV<X£ 8t9upaJl~OU£ KaAetv autou 'tU£ U1to9ecrets· [1134e (Ziegler 9.12-15)]). Cf.

Plato Respublica 3.7 (394c): "and another type of poesy that employs the narration of the poet himself, which would best be discovered in the dithyramb" (1, 8£
8t' aJtayyeA.ias autou tOU 1tOt'Jl'tOU. eupots 8' av aut'hv JlcXAtQ''ta 1t0U EV 8t9upaJ..L~Ot£ ·). Pindar's dithyramb fragments are conveniently collected and translated in

Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 552-61.
108The most famous example is perhaps Bacchylides' s 'H'{9eot n8ncreus (no.
xvi). All the dithyrambs are conveniently collected in Lyra Graeca, 3:92-120; and
Greek Lyric, 4:208-49.
109see Lawler, Dance, 78-79.
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Figure 2.
and decorated chitons and himatia.llO In earlier times, the aulete
was hired by the poet, but later the choregos (XOP11Y6~}, a sort of
"producer" who represented one of the ten tribes, was responsible
for paying the instrumentalist. Dithyrambic poets were assigned to
the choregoi by lots, and the auletes were then also assigned to
specific choregoi and poets by lot. Because the choregos represented his tribe, it could be a matter of considerable ethnic pride to
produce a winning dithyramb, the prize for which was a tripod.lll
llORed-figure bell krater, Copenhagen, National Museum, Dept. of Near
Eastern and Classical Antiquities, Inv. 13817. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb,
Tragedy and Comedy, 35, states that the aulete (or, "flute-player" as he has it)
too is bearded, but this is not so. The aulete is shown wearing the phorbeia, however, and Pickard-Cambridge may have been misled by this. On the performance
of dithyrambs at the City Dionysia, see Herington, Poetry into Drama, 87-97.
lllon the authority of Demetrius of Byzantium's De poematibus 4,
Athenaeus (Deipnosophistae 14.33 [633a-b]) states that the choregos was originally the actual leader of the chorus. Later, however, the choregoi were
wealthy citizens chosen by the ten tribes (<puA.a{) and responsible for the expenses
of the production of dithyramb, comedy, and tragedy at the Great Dionysia. This
festival, which was instituted or considerably augmented by Peisistratus in 534
B.C.E., was celebrated in Athens in March and began with a procession in which
the strategoi (<r'tp<X'tll"fO{)-the heads of each of the ten tribes-and the choregoi
participated. The festival lasted for five days and included the presentation of
five comedies, two dithyrambic competitions, and three sets of tragedies and
satyr plays. Dithyrambs were also performed at the Thargelia, Promethia, and
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After the fifth century, the innovations already encountered in
the nomos became common in the dithyramb as well. Figures
such as Timotheus of Miletus and Philoxenus were noted for
increasing the complexity of the music through modulations and
expansion of the range and number of pitches. Book VIII of Aristotle's Politica asserts that the dithyramb made use of the Phrygian
tonos, and this was perhaps true of the earlier types. Dionysius of
Halicarnassus, however, notes that the dithyrambs of the followers of Timotheus and Philoxenus modulated across several tonoi:
The composers of dithyrambs shifted the modes ['tp6nou~], composing with
Dorian, Phrygian, and Lydian in their song; and they varied the melodies,
composing them now in the enharmonic, next in the chromatic, and next in
the diatonic; and they continually showed the greatest independence in
rhythms. I am speaking of the followers of Philoxenus, Timotheus, and
Telestes, since among the ancients the dithyramb was orderly. 112

The strict antistrophic structure of the dithyramb was also abandoned in favor of a structure based on anabolai (ava~oA.ai), lyric
solos that allowed for greater immediate expression of personal
emotion. Aristotle's Rhetorica (3.9 [especially 1409b24-32]) associates the use of anabolai in particular with Melanippides, one of
the figures pilloried in the Cheiron of Pherecrates. While this may
be true, the Aristotelian Problemata (19.15) observe that the
increasingly complex and emotional style of the dithyramb-like
that of the nomos-reflected the rising prominence of the virtuoso musician, who demanded the greater flexibility of a nonstrophic structure:
Why were the nomoi not constructed in antistrophes, while the other choral
odes were? Is it because the nomoi were for performers, and as their function
was to imitate and exert themselves, the ode became long and diverse? Both
the phrases and the mele followed the imitation, always changing. It was
more necessary for the melos than for the phrases to imitate. The dithyHephaestia. At the Thargelia, for instance, each choregos represented two
tribes. See Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy, 35-37; idem,
Dramatic Festivals, 75-77 and 86-91; and Peter James Wilson, "Choregia," in
OCD, 323-24.
112oi o£ Y£ Ot8upaJ.LPonotot Kat 'tOU<; 'tp01tOU<; f.lE'tepaA.A.ov' L1ropiouc; 't£ Kat
<I>puyiouc; Kat Auo{ouc; ev 'tcp au'tcp ~crJ.la'tt 1tOtOUV't£<;, Kat ta<; f.lEAcpOta<;
E~llAAa't'tOV' 'tO'tE f.lEV evapJ.lOVtOU<; 1tOtOUV't£<;, 'tO'tE OE xproJ.La'ttKa<;, 'tO'tE OE
Ota'tOVOU<;, Kat 'tOt~ pu8f.!Ot<; Ka'ta 1tOAAllV aO£tav EVE~O'Ucrtat;ov't£~ Ot£'tEAO'UV' Ol y£
0~ Ka'ta <l>tAO~£VO'U Kat TtJ.L08eov Kat TeAEO'tllV' E1t£t nap& YE 'tOt<; apxaiot<;
'tE'tayJ.Levo~ ~v Kat 6 ot8upaJ.L~o<; (Roberts 194.23-196.7). Cf. Aristotle Politica 8

(1342b7-12) and Poetica 2.4 (1448a14-16) and Pollux Onomasticon 4.81. On the
melodic genera, see chapters 4-6.
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rambs, too, when they became imitative were no longer antistrophic, as they
formerly were. 11 3

The names of various choregoi, poets, and auletes are recorded
on a number of tribal and private choregic monuments. By the
second half of the fourth century, the name of the aulete himself
sometimes precedes that of the poet and choregos, and this provides further strong indication of the popularity of the virtuoso
instrumentalists associated with both the nomos and the
dithyramb.114
The hymn, paean, nomos, and dithyramb represent the four
most important musico-poetic types in Greek culture. As central
to the celebration of the gods in various religious and civic festivals, they provided both a means for the cultural heritage to be
preserved, interpreted, and communicated, and a mirror of the
current social and religious structure of Greek life. This dual role
led to the ostensible paradox that has been encountered in the discussion of these four types: each generation regarded the musicopoetic types as sufficiently important to be employed, expanded,
and developed, while at the same time viewing innovations and
departures from tradition as a matter of suspicion and controversy. But of course, this is not at all paradoxical; rather, it is the
clearest expression of the vitality and resiliency of these compositional types, continuing over many centuries.

Prosodion
Inasmuch as several of the musico-poe~ic types form a part of
religious celebration, it is reasonable to suppose that some music
would be needed to accompany the movements of the celebrants
from one place to another. The prosodion (npocr6<itov)-or processional-in fact fills this very function. As part of his definition of
the hymn, Proclus states in the Chrestomathia:

113 ~1a 'tt ot f.!ev v6f.!ot ouK £v av't1cr'tp6<po1<; £no1ouv'to, at o£ &A,A,at cpoat at
xop1Kai; ~ O't1 oi J.leV VOJ.l01 ayroV10''tOOV ~crav' ibv ~011 f.llf.l£t0'8a1 Ouvaf.!evrov Kat 01acpon eytVE'tO J.laKpa Kat 1tOAU£t81lc;; Ka8anep o1)v Kat 'tU Pllf.la'ta, Kat
't£tV£0'8a1,
'tU J.leArt 'tTI f.l1f.lll0'£1 nKoAouS£1 act E'tepa Y1V0f.l£Va. f.lUAAOV yap 'tql J.leA£1 avayKll
J.Uf.l£tcr8at ~ 'tOt<; Pllf.l<XO'tV. Oto Kat oi Ot8upaf.l~Ot, E1t£tOn f.llf.lll'ttKOt eyevoV'tO, OUKe'tt
£xoucrtv av'ttcr'tp6cpouc;, np6'tepov o£ etxov (Ruelle-Knoellinger, 918b14-20).

n

114Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy, 55. Later instrumentalists might even perform classic dithyrambs from the repertory (idem,
Dramatic Festivals, 79).
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It is said to be a prosodion when they process to the altars or temples, and in
processing, it was sung to the accompaniment of the aulos. But the hymn,
properly speaking, was sung to the accompaniment of the kithara while
they stood. 115

The inscription preceding the second Delphic paean confirms this
association between the prosodion and the hymn or paean, which
it may normally have followed. The inscription reads: "Paean and
Prosodion to the god, which Limenios, son of Thoinos, Athenian,
composed and performed on the kithara." In the Delphic paean,
the prosodion occupies lines 33-40 and is structured in eightsyllable cola, each of which could easily be subdivided into four
groups of two. The emphasis on long syllables gives this prosodion a stately character.116 The text of the prosodion, which is
comprised in paragraph 10, is devoted to a prayer to Apollo, Artemis, and Leto. This accords with Pollux's Onomasticon (1.38),
which characterizes a prosodion as a composition particularly
devoted to Apollo and Artemis.
Prosodia were among the earliest musical types employed by
the Greeks. In three separate locations in his Graeciae descriptio,
Pausanias remarks on a prosodion composed by Eumelos and
sung by a male chorus at the temple of Apollo in Delos during the
reign of Phintas. Only two lines of this prosodion survive in Pausanias's quotation:
For the god of Ithome took pleasure in the Muse, the pure Muse wearing her
free sandals. 117

In the Plutarchean De musica, Lysias credits Clonas-the follower
of Terpander-as the first to establish auloedic prosodia, while
Soterichus observes that prosodia were composed by Alcman,
115 'EA,eye'tO 8£ 'tO npoa68tov e1tet8av npoa{roat 'tOt<; ~WJlOt<; ll vaot<;, Kat ev 'tcp
1tpOO'tEVat i18e't0 1tp0<; au'A6v. 0 8£ KUptro<; UJ.lVO<; 1tp0<; Kt8apav i18e't0 EO''tcO't(J)V
(Bekker 320a18-20, as emended in Henry, 159-60). The prosodion is contrasted
with the hyporcheme in Etymologicon magnum, s.v. npoacp8tov (690.41-57). See
also npoacp8iat (690.33-40).
116see p. 46.
117Pausanias 4.33.2: 'tip yap '18roJ..La't<t Ka'ta8uJ..Lto<; enA£'to Mo'iaa I & Ka8apa
Kat £A.eu8epa O'UJ.l~a'A' exotaa (translation from Greek Lyric, 2:291). See also
Pausanias 4.4.1; and 5.19.10. The time must have been ea. 740-720 B.C.E. The god
of Ithome is Zeus. The second line of this fragment was emended by Bergk (see
Jones, 2:352-53) to read a Ka8apa(v Kt8apav) Kat eAeU8epa O'cXJ.l~aA' EXOtO'a, in
which case the translation would read: "whose kithara is pure and her sandals
free." Such a modification introduces the play on words between Ka8apa (pure)
and Kt8apa (kithara).
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Pindar, Simonides, and Bacchylides.118 Soterichus states that these
prosodia were written in the Dorian tonos because .of its grandeur
and dignity. This may well be true, although the surviving prosodion in the second Delphic paean is composed in the Lydian
tonos.
Only a few poetic fragments can be assigned to the category of
prosodia with any certainty, and they are too short to use in drawing any additional conclusions about characteristics of the poetic
or musical structure.119 There are, however, numerous illustrations of processions preserved in Greek vase-painting that confirm the general descriptions in literature. One red-figure krater
(Ferrara, Museo Nazionale, T 128) illustrates a prosodion accompanied by an aulete and shows both a statue of one of the gods,
which has perhaps been carried in the procession, and the altar
itself (see figure 3). The solemnity suggested in this painting suits
the prosodion's association with the hymn or the paean. Other
paintings of more vigorous movement, often including the figure
of Dionysus, probably illustrate one of the dithyrambic dances.
The prosodion as a type may have encompassed relatively
short sections following hymns or paeans-and accompanying
limited movement from the place where the hymn was sung to
the altar itself-as well as longer independent compositions
accompanying more extended processions. The prosodion apparently included some narrative about the god to whom it was
addressed, but supplication was the central purpose of its text.

Partheneia
The maiden chorus (nap9ev£ta) must have existed from the
very earliest days of ancient Greek musical culture. Reference is
made to a dancing chorus of maidens and young men in the Iliad
(18.590-606), and the Homeric hymn In Apollinem (156-64) refers
to a chorus of maidens at Delos, who skillfully sang hymns to
Apollo, Leto, and Artemis:

ll8Plutarch De musica 3 and 17 (1132c and 1136f [Ziegler 4.4-6 and 14.15-17]).
These figures range across the seventh (Alcman), sixth, and fifth (Simonides [ea.
556-468/67], Pindar [518-438], and Bacchylides [ea. 520/18-450]) centuries B.C.E.
119These would include two fragments by Bacchylides (Lyra Graeca, 3:12022; Greek Lyric, 4:262-65) and two by Pindar (Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 562-65).
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Figure 3.
And there is this great wonder besides-and its renown shall never perish-,
the maidens of Delos, hand-maidens of the Far-shooter; for when they have
first hymned Apollo, and also Leto and Artemis who delights in arrows,
they sing a hymn telling of men and women of past days, and charm the
tribes of men. Also they can imitate the tongues of all men and their chattering speech: each would say that he himself were speaking, so close to the
truth is their sweet song.12o
1201tpo<; 8£ 1:68£ ~£ya 8aujla, oou KAeo<; ou1to1:' 6A.£t'tat, I Koupat ~nA.ui8£<;,
eKa'tll~eAE'tao 8epU1tVat. I at 't' E1tet ap 1tpcO'tOV jlEV 'An6AAQ)V' Uf.lV~Q"{O(HV' I a.O'tt<;
8' a.O An'tro 't£ Kat , Ap'tEJ.ltV ioxeatpav, I J.lV110"UJ.leVUt av8p&v 'te 1tUAat&v 118£
yuvatKIDV I UJ.lVOV &ei8oucrtv' 8£A.youcrt 8£ <pUA' av8pro1troV. I TCUV't(OV 8' av8pro1troV
<prova<; Kat KpEJ.l~UAtaO"'t'UV I J.llJ.letcr8' tcracrtv. <pain 8£ K£V au'tO<; eKUO"'tO<; I <p8£yyecr8'. OU't(O O"<ptV KaAil cruvapnpev aotO~ (Alien et al. 156-64). Translation adapted

from Evelyn-White, Hesiod, 335-37. In line 162, an alternative reading, ~aJ..l~a
A, tacr'tuv, is offered by several manuscripts, but I prefer KpeJ.l~aA.tacr'tuv, in the
sense of a description the different rhythmic patterns employed by various ethnic groups in their poetry and marked out by the clapping of the krotala (cf. n. 105
supra).
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Scenes of dancing women appear on numerous vases. Sometimes
they are playing the krotala and dancing alone, but in other cases
they are shown holding hands and dancing as a chorus (figure 4).

~

.s
0

Figure 4.

Soterichus, speaking in the Plutarchean De musica (1136f),
refers specifically to partheneia composed by Alcman, Pindar,
Simonides, and Bacchylides, and in fact, an extended excerpt from
such a composition by Alcman is preserved in a papyrus of the
first century C.E., P.Louvre E3320. The surviving part of the
Louvre partheneion runs to over one hundred lines, organized in
general in fourteen-line strophes; the text is rather fragmented
until line 35, after which it is fairly well preserved until line 101.
Although the text tends towards a style more intimate and personal than that of the other musical types, this partheneion-like
the other musical types-does exhibit a few specific references to
its musical nature. The chorus was comprised of ten maidens led
by an "illustrious chorus-leader" (& KAEvva xopay6<; [line 44]), who
is given the epithet "Hag,esichora" CAY1l<Jtx6pa [line 53]). Later, the
poet introduces graceful similes to describe Hagesichora's role:
For (like) the trace-horse ... ,and in a ship too one must obey the helmsman
most of all; and she [the chorus-leader] is of course (not) more melodious
than the Sirens, for they are goddesses; but this our choir of ten sings as well
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as eleven girls: why its song is like that of a swan on the waters of the Xanthus; and she ... her lovely yellow hair ... _121

Soterichus observes that Alcman wrote Dorian partheneia, and
although the context of the passage may lead to the assumption
that he is referring to the tonos, he is careful to distinguish
between L\ropta I1ap8evEta, which is a purely generic usage, and
L\ropiou 'tpo1tou or ev 'tU L\ropta'tt, which are specific references to
musical modes.
Several fragments survive from the two books of partheneia
composed by Pindar. Employing some of the same images
encountered in the Homeric hymn and the Alcman fragment, the
first antistrophe and epode and the second strophe of fragment
104d add reference to the accompaniment of the aulos and the
practice of carrying laurel branches in the dance:
But quickly girding up my robe, and bearing in my delicate hands a splendid
branch of laurel, I shall hymn the all-glorious home of Aeoladas and of his
son Pagondas, with my maidenly head gay with garlands. With the small
lotus-wood aulos, I shall imitate in song a siren-sound of praise, such as
silences the swift blasts of Zephyr; ... 122

It would appear from this passage that the partheneia, not unlike
the other musico-poetic types, made use of vivid onomatopoeia.
In the lines describing the aulos's sound and the Zephyr wind, for
example, the poet stresses the long, open vowel omega (auA.taKrov
u1to Aro'ttvrov) and diphthongs based on alpha (auA.taKrov, &otbat<;,
and ai'JillPU<;), as well as the whistling sounds of the sigma and the
zeta (ZEqrupou 'tE atya~Et nvoa~ ai'JillP<i<;).
The presence of the laurel branches indicates that fragment
104d must come from the daphnephorika (ba<pVll<poptKa), a subcategory of the partheneia described by Proclus's Chrestomathia:
The so-called partheneia were written for choruses of maidens. Among
these, the daphnephorika fall as a part of this genus. In Boeotia every
121 Lines 92-101: -c&]t 'te yap crTtpacp6pon I au]t&~ eB[ I -r[&t] KU~epv&-cat Be
XPll I K[li]v vftt J.HlAtcrt' UKOU11V. I a Be 'tUV L11P11V[t]Brov I aotBo-c£pa j..t[ev oux{, I crtal
yap, av-r[t ()' EVOeKa I 1tatBrov Bex:[a~ aB' aetO]et· I cp9£yye-rat B' [&p' ] ro[-r' E1tt]
S&vero poatcrt I KUKVO~· a B' E1ttJ.!Eprot ~av9ftt KOJ.ltcrKat I (Greek Lyric, 2:368-69).
On the Alcman fragment, see also Lawler, Dance, 102-4.
122Parthenia, fr. 104d.26-36: av-c. a' aA,'Aa ~rocraJ.leva 'te 1tE1tAov rox:ero~, I
xepcrlv EV J.laAaKatcrtv op1taK' &y'Aaov I Oa<pva~ oxeotcra, 1tav186~ov Aio'Aaoa cr-caej.!OV 1 uiou -re Ilayrovoa 1 e1t. a' uj..tv~crro cr-recpavotcrt 9aA.IA.otcra 1tap9evtov x:apa, I
O'etpflva oe KOJl1tOV I auAtO'KOOV U1t0 Affi"rlVOOV I JltJl~O'OJl' aotoa'i~ I O'tp. ~' KelVOV, 0~
Zeq>upou -re crtya~et 1tvoa~ ahv11p&~, ... (Maehler, pt. 2). Translation adapt~d from
Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 569-71.
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ninth year when the priests carry laurel into the temples of Apollo, they
hymn the god with a chorus of maidens. And this is the reason: those of the
Aeolians who inhabited Arne and its regions left there in response to an
oracle, and when they were encamped, they went straight to Thebes, which
was already occupied by the Pelasgians. As a festival of Apollo, common to
both peoples, was begun, they concluded a truce and went to cut laurel to
carry to Apollo, one group on the Helicon, the other near the black river.
Polematas, the leader of the Boeotians, had a dream that a youth gave him
a full suit of armor and ordered that every ninth year prayers be made to
Apollo while bearing laurel branches. After the third day, he set upon and
vanquished his enemies. He consecrated the daphnephoria, and ever since
then, the custom is closely observed. The daphnephoria. They wreathe the
branch of an olive tree with laurel and various blooms. At the top, a brass
sphere is affixed, from which they suspend smaller spheres. At the middle
of the branch, they put on a smaller sphere than the one at the top and fasten purple garlands. The bottom of the branch they clothe in saffron-colored
fabric. It seems to them that the highest sphere is the sun (with which they
associate Apollo); the underlying sphere is the moon; the attachments of
the spheres are the stars and the meteors; the garlands are the yearly course
(for they make 365 of these). A child with both parents alive leads the
daphnephoria; his closest male relative bears aloft the constituted branch,
which they call a koppo. The laurel-bearer, following with his flowing
hair and wearing a golden crown, holds the laurel in his hands. He is
adorned in a radiant garment reaching down to his feet, which are shod in
iphikratides. A chorus of maidens follows him closely, holding out branches
of olive in supplication and singing a hymn. They conduct the daphnephoria
for Apollo Ismenios and Chalazios. 123
123Ta 3€ AEYOJ.lEVa 1tap9€vta xopo'i~ 1tap9£vrov £veypa<p£'t0. Ot~ Kat 'tU
ba<pVll<pOptKU ro~ ei~ yevo~ 1tt1t't£t. 3a<pva~ yap EV Botrot{~ bta evveaE'tllPtbO~ ei~ 'tU
'tOU 'A1tOAArovo~ KOJ.llSOV't£~ iepe'i~ E~UJ.lVOUV autov btu xopou 1tap9£vrov. Kat T, aitia·
t&v AioA.erov OO"Ot Katci>Kouv , ApVllV Kat 'tU tautn xrop{a Ka'ta XPllO'J.lOV &vacrtav't£~ EK£t9ev Kat 1tpOKa9esoJ.lEVOt e-n~a~ E1top9ouv 1tpOKa't£XOJ.lEVa~ U1t0 TieA.acry&v.
Kotvil~ clJ.l<pOtV eoptil~ 'A1tOAAOOVO~ EVO''tUO'll~ &voxa~ £9evto Kat ba<pva~ 'tEJ.lVOV't£~ oi
J.lEV £~ fEAtKOOVO~, oi 3€ eyyu~ 'tOU MeA.avo~ 1tO'taJ.lOU EKOJ.ll~OV 'tql 'A1tOAAOOVt. TioA.eJ.lU'ta~ 3£, 0 t&v Botrot&v a<pllYOUJ.lEVO~, £3o~ev ovap veav{av 'ttVU 1taV01tAtav
autcp 3t36vat Kat euxa~ 1t0t£t0'9at tip 'A1tOAAOOVt 3a<pVll<pOpouvta~ bta £vvea£'tllp{3o~ 7tpocrtattetv. Meta 3€ tpttllV ftJ.tepav E1tt9eJ.tevo<; Kpate'i t&v 1tOAEJ.ltrov Kat
au1:6~ 't£ tilv 3a<pVll<pop{av €teA.et · Kat to £9o~ EKe'i9ev 3tatllp£'itat. fH 3€ 3a<pvll<popia · ~uA.ov £A.aia~ Katacrte<poucrt 3a<pvat~ Kat 1tOtKiAot~ &v9ecrt Kat e1t' aKpou
J.lEV xaAKll E<papJ.lOSE'tat cr<patpa, EK 3€ taU'tll~ J.llKpotepa~ £~apt&crtv. Kata 3€ 'tO
J.lecrov tou ~uA.ou 7t£pt9evte~ €A.acrcrova til~ e1t' aKpcp cr<paipa~ Ka9a7ttoucrt 7top<pup&
crtEJ.lJ.lata · ta 3€ teA.euta'ia tou ~uA.ou 1t£ptcrteA.A.oucrt KpoKro'tip. BouA.etat 3€
autot~ T, J.lEV &vrotatro cr<pa'ipa 'tOV llAlOV (q) Ked 'tOV 'A7tOAArova &va<pepoucrtv), T, 3€
U1tOKElJ.lEV1l tilv O'EAllVllV' 'tU 3£ 1tpOO"llP'tllJ.lEVa 'tiDV a<patpirov &crtpa 't£ Kat acrtepa~,
'tU Be ye O''tEJ.lJ.la'ta 'tOV EVtaUO"tOV bpOJ.lOV. Kat yap Kat 't~£' 1tOtOUO"tV auta. "Apxet
3€ 'tll~ ba<pVll<pOp{a~ 1tat~ clJ.l<pt9aA.~~' Kat 0 J.lUAtO"'ta autip oiK£tO~ ~acrta~Et 'tO
KatecrtEJ.lJ.lEvov ~uA.ov o Kro7tro KaA.oucrtv. Auto~ 3€ o 3a<pvll<p6po~ e1t6J.tevo~ til~
Ba<pvll~ €<pa1ttetat, ta~ J.lEV KoJ.la~ Ka9etJ.tevo~, xpucrouv 3€ crte<pavov <peprov Kat
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The daphnephorika is not unique as a musico-poetic type associated with the bearing of some object in a procession. The Chrestomathia also describes the tripodiphorikon melos, which the
Thebans sang while carrying the sacred tripod to Dodona in commemoration of the oracle, and the oschophorika mele, which are
sung in a procession from the temple of Dionysus to the sacred
precincts of Athena Sciras by an Athenian chorus as part of the
Oschophoria. Theseus was said to have instituted the Oschophoria in celebration of Athena and Dionysus, who appeared to him
at the island of Dia after his expedition in Crete. The chorus singing the oschophorika was led by two youths drawn from its ranks,
dressed as women, and carrying clusters of ripe grapes, which
were called "osche" (rocrxll).124 While these are not specifically
partheneia, they provide additional examples of the elaborate ceremony-frequently involving maidens or young boys-of the
special festivals and the important position choral singing occupies in the pageant.

Hyporcheme
Of all the musico-poetic types, the hyporcheme (u7tOPXllJla) is
the most difficult to define in stylistic terms, but it is commonly
associated with the paean and with a marked rhythmic movement. The first Delphic paean, it will be recalled, was titled "Paean
or Hyporcheme,"125 and the Plutarchean Lysias confirms this
ambiguity of type when he mentions the hyporcheme in the
course of his survey of music at Sparta:
Others, like Pratinas, say that Xenodamus was a poet of hyporchemata and
not of paeans; and by Xenodamus himself a song is remembered that is
apparently a hyporcheme. Pindar, too, used the genus of this poesy. That
there is a difference between the paean and the hyporcheme is shown by the
poetry of Pindar, for he wrote both paeans and hyporchemata. 126

AaJ.!1tpav £cr8flta no8~pn EO"'tOAlO"J.!EVO~ t<ptKpati8a~ 'tE uno8c8cJ.LEVO~ ql xopo~ nap8£vrov £naKoAou8ct npo't£tvrov KA&va~ npo~ tK£trtpiav UJ.!V&v. TiapE1tcJ.!1tOV 8€ 't~v
8acpvncpop{av ci~ 'An6A.A.rovo~ 'lcrJ.Lnviou Kat XaA.al;iou (Bekker 321a33-b32).
124see Bekker 321b32-322a30.
12Ssee pp. 39-44.
126&A,A.ot 8€ Sev68af.lOV U1tOPX1lf.lcX'trov notfl't~V y£yov£vat <pacrt Kat ou
natavrov, Ka8an£p Tipativa~ · Kat autou 8€ tou Scvo8af.lou anof.lV1lf.lOV£U£'tat ~crfla
0 EO"'tl <pavep&~ U1tOPX11f.la. KEXP1l'tat o€ 'tip "{EVel 'tll~ 1t0tll0"£0)~ 'taU'tll~ Kat TI{v8apo~.
6 8€ natav ott 8tacpopav exct npo~ ta unopxflf.lata ta ITtv8apou notflJ.Lata 8nA.rocrct·
0
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Rather substantial fragments of paeans by Pindar do survive and
are characteristic of the type. The surviving hyporchemata, on the
other hand, are problematic because their classification is a matter
of some dispute. In general, the fragments, if they are fragments,
are short and epigrammatic or proverbial in character. Fragment
110 (76) is typical:
To the inexperienced, war is pleasant, but when he has had experience of it,
in his heart, he fears exceedingly its approach. 12 7

It is possible that the ambiguity, may have arisen from attempts
to view the hyporcheme in terms of distinctive poetic or musical
features rather than in terms of a distinctive type of dance.128 In
Book IX, question 15 of the Quaestiones convivales, Plutarch provides a remarkable discussion of dance and the relationship
between poetry and dance. He divides dance into three parts:
movement (<popa), form (axfllla), and pointing (bct~t<;); with these
three parts, the dancer is able to achieve a highly detailed imitation of the content of the poem. The dancer engages in movements from one form to another, which Plutarch likens respectively to musical intervals and notes; in the forms, the dancer
assumes poses that imitate the shape or outward appearance of
the subject; and as necessary, the dancer points to specific persons
or objects, such as the sky, the earth, themselves, or bystanders.
Dancing and poetry are inextricably associated, he says, and
"especially when they are mixed together in the genus of hyporchemata, where they both render a single work, an imitation
through forms and words."129 Plutarch then provides an example
drawn from "the writer considered the most successful in
hyporchemata":
Pelasgian horse or Amyclaean hound,
imitate with the contest foot as you whirl around,
chasing the twisted melos,
yeypa<p£ yap Kat natavac; Kat unopxn!la'ta (1134c-d [Ziegler 8.20-27)=Heraclides fr. 157).

127Hyporchemata fr. 110 (76): YAUKU o' U1t€tpcp 1tOA€1JO<;. 1t€1t€tpa!JEVffiV o€ 'tt<;
'tapPet npocrt6v'ta vtv KapOt<t 7t€ptcrcr&c; (Maehler, pt. 2). Seven fragments are conveniently collected and translated in Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 574-79.
128Lawler (Dance, 101-2) provides a general description of the dance.

12 9Kat !JcXAt<J'ta !ltYVU!JEVat nEpt 'to 'trov unopxll!lcX'trov yevoc; £v £pyov
a!J<pO'tEpat 1-hv ota 1rov crxn!la'trov Kat 1:&v ovo!Ja'trov !lt!lll<Jtv ano'tEAoucrt (748a-b
[text from Plutarch's Moralia, 9:294)). Pollux Onomasticon 4.103-5 provides a list
of imitative forms.
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as along the flowery plain of Dotion he flies,
seeking to find a way of death
for the horned deer,
who turns her head over her shoulder,
trying every path ...
and so on. Shall we not say that the poems invite representation in dance
and call on our hands and feet, or rather straining our whole body to the
mele, as if it were drawn by strings, and when these poems are spoken or
sung, the body is incapable of being at rest. He is not ashamed to praise himself as much for his dance as for his poesy when he says:
I know how to mix the feet in a light dance;
they call it Cretic mode.130

The author of the hyporcheme remains unidentified by Plutarch,
although it is included as fragment 107 in the Maehler-Snell edition of Pindar.131 But whoever may be its author, the fragment
illustrates a type of text that would indeed lend itself to representational choreography. Moreover, the reference to "twisted melos"
(K<Xf..l1tUAov f.!EAo<;) recalls the description of "exharmonious twists"
(£~apJ..Loviou<; KaJ..L1ta<;) in the Cheiron of Pherecrates. Thus, it
might also be assumed that the music of a hyporcheme would
employ a complex and progressive style.
The passing reference to 1/Cretic mode" here and in some of
the early grammarians may lead to the assumption that hyporchemata are written in cretic meter. The shape of this rhythm,
however, remains uncertain. Aristides Quintilianus (1.27) associates the paeonic with the cretic meter, but elsewhere (1.17) he
defines it as having the rhythmic shape of a trochee thesis and a
trochee arsis (- v I - v ). This would provide a total of six chronoi
rather than the five contained in the paeonic rhythm. Other
authors, including Hephaestion, define the cretic as -v-, which is
equivalent to Aristides Quintilianus's amphimacer (1.22).

ev

130(> J.UXAt<J'ta Ka'trop8roKevat o6~a~ unopxruta<Jt ... TieA.acryov Ynnov 11 KUVa
I 'AJ.LUKAa{av &yrov{cp I EA€At~OJ.L€VO~ noOt J.llJ.l€0 KaJ.LnUAOV J.LeAo~ ihroKO>V' I ot &va
~OO'ttOV &v9£J.LO€V neo{ov I ne'te'tat e&va'tOV K£poe<J<J<f I cupeJ!cV J.La'tcUO>V £A.acpcp I
'tUV o'
auxevt <J'tpecpotcrav Kapa nav't'
OtJ.LOV I Kat 'tU e~ns J.lOVOV ou ... t
Act68cv 'tllV EV opxftcrct Ota8c<JtV 'tU notftJ.La'ta Kat napaKaA£tV 'tOO XEtp€ Kat 'tOO
noD£, J.LUAAOV o' OAOV rocrncp 'tt<Jt J!llptv8ot~ EAKctV 'tO <JOOJ.La 'tOt~ J.leAE<Jt Kat

en'

en'

ev't£tV£tv, 'tOU'trov AE)'OJ.Levrov Kat ~OoJ.Levrov i,crux{av &yctv J!ll ouvaJ.Lcvov. au'to~
youv eaU'tOV OUK aicrxuvc'tat ncpt 'tilv OPXll<JtV oux ~'t'tOV 11 'tllV nOtll<JtV E)'KOOJ.Lta~rov'
O'taV Aeyn, eAacppov OPXllJ.l' oioa noo&v J.l€tyYUJ.l€V. I Kpn'ta J.lEV KaAeOU<Jt 'tponov
(748b-c [text from Plutarch's Moralia, 9:294, 296]).
131 For the hyporchemata, see Maehler, pt. 2, 95-99.
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Hephaestion observes that entire songs (~cr~a'ta) are written in
cretics and cites a passage by Bacchylides, which consists of five
complete cretic feet:
ifl Ticptl<:Act'te 3aA.a ayvo-.lcrctV JleV oiS cr' EA1tOJlat. 13 2
On the strength of its metric shape, the fragment has been
assigned as a hyporcheme by modern editors,133 but it is
important to note that Hephaestion does not define it as such. In
the Analecta grammatica, however, the relationship between the
hyporcheme and cretic meter is made more explicit:
This same rhythm [i.e. -v-] is also called a cretic, as this species of rhythm
was contrived by the Cretans, to whom the hyporcheme is also attributed.
Hyporchemata are commonly measured by this foot. 134

This introduction is followed by an example that does indeed feature cretics:
OUx £3pa~ epyov ou3' aJl~OAa~,

--v-v--v-

aA.A.a xpucraiyt3o~ 'l'trov{a~

-v--vvv-v-

XPll nap' cu8ai3aA.ov vaov ·F_A,-

-v--v--v-

86v'ta~ a~p6v 'tt Bc'i~at.

13

5

-v--v--

The hyporchemata fragments of Pindar, by contrast, do not exhibit
this sort of regular cretic meter.
A general definition of· hyporcheme as melos accompanied by
dance is confirmed by Proclus's Chrestomathia. It is unfortunate,
however, that in this case the definition is rather brief:
Melos sung together with dance is called a hyporcheme, for the ancients
often take "un6" for "Jlc'ta." With respect to the discoverer of these types,

132Hephaestion Ench. 13 (Consbruch 42). Hephaestion fl. second century C.E.
133Lyra Graeca, 3:124-25 (following the earlier editions of Bergk, HillerCrusius, Jebb, and Snell).

Be

134(> aU'tO~ KaAct'tat Kat KPll'ttKO~, ro~ 'tWV Kprt'tWV E1ttVOrt<JUV'troV 'tO ctOo~
'tOU 'tOtOU'tOU pu8JlOU, ot~ Kat 'tO U1tOPXrtJla ava<pepc'tat. <ptAct
'tfx U1tOPXllJla'ta
'tOU'tq> 'tql noB! Ka'taJlc'tpc'icr8at (Heinrich Keil, Analecta grammatica, Programm

Be

des Koniglichen Padagogiums in Halle [Halle: Druck der Waisenhaus-Buchdruckerei, 1848], 7.21).
135"This is no time for sitting or delay; go we rather to the fair-wrought
temple of Itonia of the golden aegis, and there show forth some delicate thing"
(Lyra Graeca, 3:124-25). The first line of this fragment is also quoted in Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.30 (Kaibel 3:393.8), where it is attributed to Bacchylides.
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some say it was the Curetes, others, Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles, on which
account they also call the species of dance the pyrrhic. 136

Athenaeus states in the Deipnosophistae that the pyrrhic is one of
the three types of dance used in lyric poetry, which no doubt
makes use of the pyrrhic rhythm (u u ), but as the hyporchematic is
another type, the pyrrhic would seem to stand in contrast.137
Whatever may be the meter, Athenaeus also confirms (1.27
[15d]) that hyporchemata are representational or mimetic dances
and identifies Xenodamus and Pindar as the leading exponents of
the style. In the Plutarchean De musica, Lysias too identifies Xenodamus as a composer of hyporchemata, attributing the information to Pratinas (fl. early fifth century B.C.E.). Although it does not
include any reference to Xenodamus, an interesting fragment by
Pratinas is preserved elsewhere in the Deipnosophistae (14.8
[617b-f]), where Athenaeus identifies it as a hyporcheme. He also
observes that Pratinas wrote the hyporcheme to protest the new
style in which the chorus adapted itself to the aulete rather than
the aulete to the chorus.
Pratinas of Phliasios, when hired auletes and choreuts occupied the orchestras, was irritated that the auletes did not play the aulos together with the
choruses, as was customary, but rather the choruses had to sing with the
auletes. Pratinas displayed the wrath he felt for those who do these things
in this hyporcheme.138

This change in style has, of course, already been encountered in
Soterichus's remarks, and the prominence of the aulete is confirmed as well in the tribal and private choregic monuments.
Pratinas's supposed hyporcheme exhibits some of the same
satirical style already encountered in the Cheiron of Pherecrates.
Here, however, the poet seems less concerned with the issue of
l36un6pxruux ()£ to J.l,Et' OPXTt<JEffi~ ~OOJ.LEVOV J.LEAO~ EAEyEtO · Kat yap oi 1taAatot
tl,v un6 cXV'tt 'tll~ J.LE'ta 1tOAAUKt<; EAUJ.l~avov. eupe'ta<; 8£ 'tOU'tffiV A.eyoucrtv oi J.!EV
Koupnta~, oi OE Tiuppov tOV 'AxtA.A.£ro~. oOev Kat 1tUpptX11V et86c; 'tt opx-.lcreroc; A.eyou<JtV (Bekker 320b33-321a2, as emended in Henry, 162). Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.30 (631c) offers a comparable definition.
137Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.28 (630d). The third type is gymnopaidic.
The pyrrhic dance was used in Sparta as part of the training for war; see Plato
Leges 7 (815a-b) and Lucian De saltatione 10 and 16.
138npattva~ o£ 0 <l>A.tacrto~ auA:rrt&v Kat xopcut&v J.ttcr9o<p6prov Ka't£XOV'tffiV
'tU<; opxncrtpa<; ayavaK'tEtV 'ttVa<; E1tt 'tql 'tOU<; aUA1ltU<; J.tn cruvaUAEtV tOt<; xopot<;,
Ka9anep ~V 1tU'tptov' aA.A.a 'tOU<; xopouc; cruvcl-8etv 'tOt<; aUAll'tatc;. ov o.Ov EtXEV Kata
'tOlV tau'ta 1t0tOUV'tffiV euJ.tOV 0 Tipa-r{vac; EJ.t<pavisct Ota 'tOUOE 'tOU ~y1tOPXnJ.tato<;.
(Kaibel 3:361.14-20).
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musical complexity than with the rising prominence of the aulos,
which is criticized for its sound and, of course, for the typical
unattractive smell, dampness, and imprecision of all wind instruments:
What is this uproar? What are these choral dances? What outrage came to
the tumultuous Dionysian altar? Mine, mine is Bromius. It is for me to shout,
it is for me to clap, rushing over the mountains with the Naiads, like a swan
leading the many-feathered melos. The Pieris established the song as
queen; let the aulas dance behind, for it is the servant. It is accustomed to be
the leader only for door-to-door carousals and the brawling of drunken young
men. Drive away the one that has the breath of the spotted toad, burn the
spit-soaked reed, the low-babbling-unmelodious-arhythmic-stepping flatterer, its body formed by a reamer. See, I fling my right hand and foot at you,
Thriambodithyrambos, ivy-crowned lord, hear my Dorian dance. 139

The fragment evokes the character of the dithyramb in its reference to Dionysus ("Thriambodithyrambos"), its use of vivid and
onomatopoetic language, and its tone of intoxication. The remarkable compound A.aA.o Ba puonapaJ.LEAo pu8J.Lo Batav ("low-babblingunmelodious-arhythmic-stepping") is a particularly good example
of the way in which the poet suggests drunken tumult and babble
by creating a word that sounds like nonsense with its string of
liquids (A. and p ), labial and dental mutes (B, n, and 8), and open
vowels, while at the same time conveying a very precise
meaning.140
If it is not possible to differentiate precisely the hyporcheme
from the dithyramb or the paean, it does seem apparent that the

139'tt<; 0 96puPoc; o8e; 'tt "CUO£ 'ta xop£Ujl<X'ta; 'tt<; uPpt<; EjlOA£V E1tt dtOVUO'taOa
1tOAU1tU'taya eej.teAav; EJlO<; EJ.LO<; 0 BpOJltO<;. EJlE Oet K£Aa0etv' EJlE Oet 1t<X'tayetv &v'
opea O'UJl£VOV Jl€'ta Nata8rov ota 't£ KUKVOV a:yov'ta 1tOtKtA01t't£pov JleAO<;. 'tUV &ot8av Ka'teO''t<XO'£ Iltept<; ~acr{Aetav. 0 8' auA.oc; UO''tepov xopeue'tro, Kat yap £cr9' U1tllpe'ta<;. KOOJlOt<; JlOVOV 9upaJ.Laxot<; 't£ 1tUYJ.Laxiatcrt verov 9£A.ot 1tapo{vrov EJlJl€Vat
O''tp<X'tllAU'ta<;. 1t<Xt£ 'tOV <ppuv{ou 1t0tKtAOU 1tVOaV exov'ta, <pAeye 'tOV OAOO'taAOKUAaJlOV, A.aA.o~apuo1tapaJleAopu9J.Lo~a'tav 8&1ta 'tpu1tavcp 8£!lac; 1t£1tAacrJ.Levov. ilv ioou ·
aoe O'Ot 0£~t(l Kat 1tOOoc; Otappt<pa, 9ptaJ..l~OOt9upaJ..l~£, Ktcrcr6xat't' ava~, UKOU£ 'tUV
EJ.Lav droptov xope{av (Kaibel3:361.21-362.15, with readings from A).
140There has been some debate about the precise classification of this fragment (for a review, see Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy,
20). It seems clear, however, that the same composition might fall into a number
of different classifications; thus, a composition performed in one manner and on
one occasion as a dithyramb might become a hyporcheme on another occasion if it
was performed and danced in a different manner. The same might also be true for
the paean and the hyporcheme, the hymn and the prosodion, and so on. The
notion of absolute generic purity reflects a modern aesthetic concept.
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hyporcheme was associated with the progressive styles but differed from them in the extent to which the dance formed a central
part of the composition. Where other styles might use movement
for purely practical reasons (as, for example, processional movement in the prosodion) or to articulate the metric or large-scale
structure of the composition (as in a paean), the hyporcheme featured highly energetic and representational dance in which the
text and music functioned as narrative or programmatic support.
Music in the Theatre
Music played a central role in the tragedies, comedies, and satyr
plays comprising the tradition of Greek theatre, which centered
around the performances of the Great Dionysia. This festival,
begun or at least augmented by Peisistratus in 534 B.C.E., was celebrated in Athens in March when the image of Dionysus Eleuthereus was placed in the old temple near the theatre of Dionysus on
the southern slope of the Acropolis (see map 3, p. 22, and figure 5
infra). Just prior to the beginning of the festival, the image was
moved to a temple outside Athens near the Academy; to mark the
beginning of the festival, the image was returned to the city in a
torchlight procession.141 The festival lasted for five days and
included the presentation of five comedies, one on each afternoon; two of them were preceded by the dithyrambic competitions, which were given in the orchestra, and three by tragedies
and satyr plays, which began at daybreak.142
Although the origin and history of Greek drama are complex
matters, some general observations are possible. In the earliest
surviving tragedies, the structure is based on a series of speeches
or dialogue, articulated by extended choruses. The dialogue is
conducted between a single actor and the chorus leader. Thus, it is
141This procession should not be confused with the procession described in
connection with the dithyramb in which the strategoi and the choregoi participated (seen. 111 supra). The torchlight procession commemorated the arrival of
the cult of Dionysus in Athens from its center at Eleutherae (northwest of Athens
on the border between Attica and Boeotia [see map 1, p. 20]).
142For a detailed study of the theatrical tradition of the Dionysia, see
Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy and Dramatic Festivals;
for useful short surveys, see the Oxford Companion to Classical Literature
(hereafter OCCL), 2d ed. by M. C. Howatson (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1988), s.vv. comedy, Dionysia, theatre, and tragedy; and comparable articles in
OCD.
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probable that the tragedy grew out of choral forms, within which a
single actor delivered a spoken prologue and other speeches.
There is widespread attribution of this development to a certain
Thespis around 534 B.C.E.143 The number of actors was subsequently increased to two by Aeschylus and three by Sophocles,
both of whom developed the form in many other ways.144
In treating the development of the drama, Aristotle's Poetica
states that dithyrambs and nomoi utilize melos, rhythm, and
meter altogether in combination, while tragedy and comedy use
them in various combinations. He adds that the tragedy slowly
evolved from "the leaders of the dithyramb," the comedy from
the phallic songs, but there has been some reluctance to accept this
historical assessment as entirely correct.145
In any case, it came to be the practice at the Great Dionysia that
three composers of tragedy and five of comedy would compete,
each of the latter offering only one play at the festival. The selection of the poets for the competition was the responsibility of the
archon eponymos (apxrov E1tOOVUJlo<;). He decided upon the competitors after listening to samples of their work;146 appointed the
choregoi, whose role was similar to that already described in connection with the dithyramb; and assigned each competitor a chorus for his work. The chorus was at first composed of free citizens,
143A brief survey of the sources appears in Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb,
Tragedy and Comedy, 69-72. "Thespis" (9ecr1ttc;) may be an epithet derived from
references to the "inspired" singer or song in Od. 1.328, 8.498, and 17.385.
144Aristotle Poetica 4.13 (1449a15-19). References to the Poetica are .drawn
from S. H. Butcher, Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fin~ Art, with a Critical
Text and Translation of the Poetics, 4th ed. (London: Macinillan, 1911; reprint,
New York: Dover, 1951). The attribution to Thespis is also included, together
with mention of Aeschylus and Old Comedy, in Horace Ars poetica 276-80. The
Ars poetica was probably written around 20 B.C.E. (see Horace, Satires, Epistles
and Ars poetica, ed. and trans. H. Rushton Fairclough, Loeb Classical Library
[Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1929]).
145ft f.lEV U1t0 'tiDV e~apxov'trov 'tOV Ot9upaf.l~OV (4.12 [1449a10-11; Butcher 18]).
Aristotle's terminology recalls the Archilochus fr. 770 (see pp. 71-74), which is
sometimes seen as an example of the presence of a soloist-leader (e~apxrov) in the
dithyramb. See also Aristotle Poetica 1.10 (1447b24-28) and 4.12 (1449a9-15).
The arguments against Aristotle's explanation of the origin of tragedy are summarized in Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy, 92-95 (but see
Webster's defense of Aristotle on pp. 95-97).
146Plato Leges 7 (816d-817e) notes the role of the archon in the regulation of
theatre.
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who were exempted from military service, but by the mid-fourth
century B.C.E., a professional class of singers had arisen from
which the chorus would be chosen. In the earliest dramas, the
poet was himself the principal actor and also trained the chorus.
Later, the chorus might be trained by a chorodidaskalos (xopo3t3acrKaAo~)-also known as a hypodidaskalos (u1to3t3acrKaA.o~)
and the actors were hired by the poet or assigned from a group of
actors selected and paid by the state. The performances themselves
were competitive: prizes were awarded for the best poet and, later,
for the best actor. Beginning in 386 B.C.E., earlier tragedies could
be revived and produced as part of the festival; the same allowance was made for comedies, beginning in 339 B.C.£.147
The structure of tragedy is described by Aristotle in section 12
of the Poetica:
We have already spoken of the parts of tragedy that must be taken as
species; but as to the number of parts into which it is divided, these are the
separate parts: prologos, episodion, exodos, and choral melos-and of the
latter, there is on the one hand the parodos and on the other the stasimon.
These parts are common to all tragedies; individual are the characters on
the stage and the kommoi. The prologos is a complete part of the tragedy
that precedes the parodos of the chorus; the episodion is a complete part of
the tragedy that is between complete choral mele; the exodos is a complete
part of the tragedy after which there is no choral melos. Of the choral part,
the parodos is the first complete diction of the chorus, the stasimon is the
melos of the chorus without anapest or trochee, and the kommos is the common lamentation of the chorus and the characters on the stage. 148

A few elaborations may be applied to these descriptions, with figure 5 illustrating the general design of a theatre within which
these ·performances were given.

147Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals, 76-101. On the gradual change
from citizen-musician to professional musician, see Christian Kaden, "Die Stellung der Berufsmusiker in der Gesellschaft des antiken Griechenland," Beitri:ige
zur Musikwissenschaft 11 (1969): 47-66.
148M£p11 be 'tpaycpOt<X<; ot<; jleV ro<; £tb£<Jt 0£t xpl\cr8at 1tpO't£pov £t1t0jl£V, K<X'ta
3£ 'tO 1tO<JOV K<Xt c:i<; a 3tatp£t'tat K£XffiPt<JjlEVU 'tUb£ E<J'ttV, 7tp6Aoyo<; E1t£tcr63tov
£~o3o<; xoptK6v, Kat 'tou'tou 'to !lev 1tapo8o<; 'to 3£ a'tacrtjlov · Kotva !lEV a7tav'trov
-rau-ra, 13ta 8£ -ra a1to -rn<; crKnvn<; Kat KO!l!lOt. ecr-rtv 3£ 7tp6A.oyo<; j.!EV jlepo<; oA.ov
'tpaycp8{a<; 'tO 1tp0 xopou 1t<Xp63ou, E1t£tcr63tov 3£ j.!Epo<; OAOV -rpaycp3ta<; 'tO jl£'t<X~U
oA.rov xoptKcOV jl£Arov' £~obo<; 3£ j.!EpO<; OAOV 'tpaycp3ia<; f.!£8' 8 OUK E<J'tt xopou j.!EAO<;.
xoptKOU 8£ napobo<; J..LeV 1, 1tpc0't11 AE~t~ OAll xopou, O"'tUO'tf.lOV ()£ f.!EAO~ xopou 'tO UV£U
ava1t<XlO''tOU Kat 'tpoxaiou, KOf.lf.lO~ 3£ 8pflvo<; KOtVO<; xopou K<Xt ('t&v) a1tO O"KT\Vll<; (12

[1452b14-25; Butcher 42]). This passage is condemned by some editors.
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Figure 5.

The prologos is intended to define the subject and the situation of
the drama, but the earliest surviving tragedies omit this part. The
parodos takes its name from the two pathways-also called parodos-that lead between the seats and the stage to the orchestra. As
the chorus sings the parodos, it enters along this pathway.149 Once
in the orchestra, the chorus did not typically leave before the end
of the play. The stasimon was sung by the chorus standing in the
orchestra; the reference here to the absence of anapest or trochee
simply means that the music was. not based on the usual
"walking" meters.
Most of Aristotle's definitions are more or less repeated in the
Suda and the Etymologicon magnum. Pollux's Onomasticon provides similar definitions, an extended description of the theatre
itself (4.123-32), and an explanation of the parabasis (napa~acrt~), a
part of comedy in which the leader of the chorus, the koruphaios
(Kopt><pato~), addresses the audience directly.

149see

Pollux Onomasticon 4.108.
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Comedy shared with tragedy the same overall structure, but in
the comedy, an opening argument between two of the characters
followed the parodos and led to the parabasis (a "digression"). 1SO
Speaking through the koruphaios, the comic poet used the parabasis as a vehicle for expressing his views on public affairs in the
most direct manner. According to Pollux, it comprised seven
parts: kommation, parabasis, makron, strophe, epirrhema, antistrophe, and antepirrhema. Each of these terms is based on common terminology used in other contexts, but Pollux also defines
them. The kommation (short clause) consisted of only two or
three verses of melos; the parabasis itself was composed in anapestic meter; the makron (long) is a melodic phrase sung in a single
breath, thus seeming long; the strophe is sung in cola prior to the
epirrhema (a speech on some matter) being delivered in tetrameters; and when the antistrophe is sung in answer to the strophe,
the antepirrhema (a counter-speech), which forms the end of the
parabasis, is delivered in at least as many tetrameters as were in
the epirrhema. After the parabasis as a whole, a series of episodia
and the exodos followed. Hephaestion, by contrast, regards these
as seven different types of parabases, the first three in free rhythm,
the others in strophic responsion.151
Although it is more a series of brief notes than a detailed study,
a little treatise 1t£pt -tpaycpD{a~ (De tragoedia) nonetheless confirms
many of the earlier definitions, while providing a few additional
details.152 It has been attributed to the eleventh-century Byzantine
150on the overall structure of the comedy, see Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy and Comedy, 147-49; his analysis of the structure of the comedies
of Aristophanes, showing each of these parts, appears on pp. 213-29.
151-rfl~ j..tev-rot napa~acrero~ -rfl~ Kroj.ltKll~ en'ta &v etn j..tepn, KOj.lj.lU'ttov
napa~acrt~ j.laKpov cr-rpocpl, enippnj..ta av'ticr-rpocpo~ av-rcntppnj..ta, cilv 'to j.lEV KOj.lj.la-rtov
Ka'ta~oA:t1 'tt~ E<i'tt ~paxeo~ j.lEAOU~, il 8£ napa~acrt~ ro~ 'tO 1tOA:u j.lEV ev avanatcr'tcp
j.lE'tpcp, ci 8' o.Ov Kat EV &A.A.cp, ava1tatcr'ta 'tllV E1ttKAllV exet. 'tO 8£ OVOJ.!a~Of.!£VOV
j.laKpov E1tt -rn napa~aaet ~paxu f.!£AU0pt6v EO"'ttV' U1tV£U(j'tt ~00j.l£VOV. -rn 8£ O"'tpocpn
ev KOOAOt~ 1tPOctaOeian 'tO enippnj.la ev 'tc'tpaJ.!E'tpOt~ enaye'tat. Kat 'tll~ UV'ttO"'tpocpou
'tU cr-rpocpn aV't~crSeicrn~, 'tO UV'tc1tlPPllJ.!U 't£A£U'tatov ov 'tll~ 1tapa~UO"£(J)~ EO"'tt
'tc'tpaj.lc'tpa, OUK EAU't't(O 'tOV apt8J..LOV 'tOU E1ttPPllJ.!U't0~ (4.112 [Bekker 168-69]). Cf.
Hephaestion Poem. 8 (Consbruch 72-73).
152Especially with respect to the music, which will be considered later in
this section. For the text and a brief analysis of its contents, see Robert Browning,
"A Byzantine Treatise on Tragedy," in TEPAI: Studies Presented to George Thornson on the Occasion of His 60th Birthday, ed. L. Varcl and R. F. Willetts in collaboration with B. Borecky, J. Burian, J. Frel, and J. Peorka (Prague: Charles
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Michael Psellus but may ultimately derive from the Chrestomathia of Proclus. Sections 1-3 treat the subjects, parts, and structure
of tragedy. Section 4 observes that both the actors and the chorus
use song and speech; choral song is then divided into five parts:
parodos, stasimon, emmeleia, kommos, and exodos. In respect to
choral song, section 7 defines the strophe (crtpocpfl) in tragedy as
"periodic" or "antistrophic." The description is too brief to be
entirely clear, but the type composed of periods would seem to be
one that made use of many different rhythmic patterns. The antistrophic type, of course, either repeats a metric pattern without an
epode (monostrophic) or repeats it and includes an epode (epodic),
which uses a different but related pattern. Antistrophic types can
also modulate from one monostrophic type to another, from one
epodic type to another, and from monostrophic to epodic and the
converse.153
The tradition of antistrophic structure in the tragic chorus is
also noted in the Aristotelian Problemata 19.15, where the imitative style of the dithyramb was adduced as a reason for the decline
of this structure. In the second part of the problem, it is observed
that the choruses had traditionally been composed of free citizens
who naturally found it easier to sing strophic compositions in
which the mele were simpler and a single rhythm and meter were
employed. The compositions for the actors, by contrast, were not
antistrophic because they were for professional artists who were
able to handle more complex imitative music.
If the chorus played a major role in the earliest stages of the
drama, it occupies but a quarter of the length in the tragedies of
University, 1963), 67-81. A more recent study of its contents appears in Giovanni
Comotti, "La musica nella tragedia greca," in Scena e spettacolo nell'antichita.
Atti del Convegno Internazionale di Studio Trento, 28-30 marzo 1988, ed. Lia de
Finis (Firenze: Olschki, 1989), 43-61.
153Browning thinks the presence of emmeleia in section 4 is peculiar because
the term is also applied to one of the dances used in tragedy. Pollux Onomasticon
4.53 includes the term in a long list of terms applied to poems, odes, songs, and
meters, but this does not mean, as Browning (p. 72) supposes, that it "carul.ot refer
to the tragic dance of that name." As the emmeleia probably did include choral
song as well as dance, it could well be considered one of the parts of choral song.
See p. 101 infra. The definitions in section 7 tend to follow Aristides Quintilianus
De musica 1.14 (for the period) and 1.29 (for the strophe) and Hephaestion Poem.
4 (Consbruch 66-69). See also Dionysius of Halicarnassus De compositione verborum 19 (Roberts 194.5-13).
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Sophocles and Euripides. The chorus must originally have functioned as an integral part of the tragedy, although by the end of the
fourth century B.C.E., the practice of composing choruses that
could be transferred from play to play-and thus would hardly
participate in the drama itself-was becoming common. On this
point, Aristotle observes in the Poetica:
It is necessary that the chorus be considered one of the actors, be a part of the
whole, and share in the action, as is done by Sophocles but not Euripides. As
for the rest, their songs have no more to do with the story than with any
other tragedy. They sing embolima, which Agathon first began. And what
is the difference between singing embolima and fitting a speech (or even a
complete episodion) from one play into another? 154
Horace's Ars poetica, though nearly three centuries later than
Aristotle, confirms the central dramatic role of the chorus and
states that it should "sing nothing between acts that does not
advance and aptly fit the plot."155
Unlike the large circular dithyrambic chorus, the chorus in
tragedy was arranged in a rectangle and numbered between twelve
and fifteen singers, while the chorus in comedy included twentyfour members. In tragedy, the chorus was sometimes divided into
two parts. The rectangle of the chorus consisted of five columns
(~uya) and three lines (a-ro'ixot) in tragedy and six columns and
four lines in comedy.156 The better singers were on the outer
lines, the weaker in the middle. The koruphaios was positioned
in the middle column of the front line; he was also known as the
protostates (1tpco-roa-ra-rrv;) or, with reference to his position in the
rectangle, the "third on the left" (-rpi-roc; apt<J'tEpou). The koru-

154Kat 'tOV xopov 8£ eva bet U1tOAa~etv 'tOOV U1t0Kpt'tOOV' Kat J!Optov etvat 'tOU
oA.ou Kat cruvayrovil;ecr9at J!Tt rocr1tep Eupt1tt8n &A.A.' rocr1t£p LO<pOKAEt. 'tOt~ 8£ AOt1tOt~
'ta *86J.Leva (ou8ev) J.L&.A.A.ov 'tou J.Lu9ou 11 &A.A.n~ 'tpaycp8{a~ ecr't{v · (ho EJ.L~6A.tJ.La
~8oucrtv 1tpOO'tOU ap~aV'tO~ 'Aya9rovo~ 'tOU 'tOtOU'tOU. Kat'tOt 'tt 8ta<p£pet 11 EJ.L~OAtJ.La
~betv 11 ei pilcrtv €~ &A.A.ou ei~ &A.A.o apJ.LO't'tOt 11 E1t£tcr68tov oA.ov; (18 [1456a25-32;
Butcher 68]). Agathon was a slightly younger contemporary of Euripides and very
much associated with the progressive stylists. His victory of 416 B.C.E. is celebrated in Plato Symposium 198a; Aristophanes parodies his style in Thesmophoriazusae 101ff. The practice of embolima is certainly a remarkable foreshadowing of similar practices of pasticcio in eighteenth-century opera and American
musical comedy.
155"neu quid medias intercinat actus I quod non proposito conducat et haereat
apte" (194-95 [Fairclough 466]).
156pollux Onomasticon 4.107-9.
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phaios's two assistants, parastatai (napacr'ta'tat), stood on either
side of him in the front line.
When processing, the chorus might move either by column or
by line. During the parodos, the chorus, preceded by the aulete,
might move around the orchestra before finally assuming a position. The parodos and the stasimon were probably sung by the
entire chorus in unison, but the kommos might have made use of
various combinations within the chorus and between the chorus
and the actors.157
The chorus and the actors wore masks, but the aulete, for
obvious reasons, did not.158 The chorus and actors heightened the
text and music not only in the selection of masks but also in their
use of dance, gesture, and vocal inflection. It is probable that the .
same sorts of imitative motions, forms, and paintings were used
in the drama as in the hyporcheme.159 Three broad types of dance
are identified by Aristoxenus in a fragment from his lost book on
the subject: a tragic type, emmeleia (£~~EAeta); a type used in the
satyr plays, sikinnis (crtKtvvtc;); and a type used in comedy, kordax
(K6pBa~).160 Emmelia suggests a graceful, harmonious, and dignified style, and Plato confirms this definition in Leges 7 (816a-b ). By
contrast, the sikinnis and the kordax were vigorous and energetic
dances. The kordax, in particular, was associated with drunkenness and lasciviousness. Psellus's De tragoedia 11, which refers to
these same three dances, adds that only the chorus danced, never
the actors.
The actors spoke some· parts of the tragedy, sung other parts
with instrumental accompaniment, and participated with the
chorus in the kommoi. It is not certain what instrument or combination of instruments accompanied the actors on stage.

157Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals, 232-46. Psellus De tragoedia 12
also confirms that the chorus is accompanied by an aulete.
158An extended treatment of masks appears in Pollux Onomasticon 4.133-54.
159 Athenaeus (Deipnosophistae [14.26-30]), following Aristoxenus, and
Lucian (De saltatione 36-61) elaborates considerably on a number of tragic and
comic forms (crxru.ta'ta).
160 Aristoxenus fr. 104 (Fritz Wehrli, Aristoxenos, 2d ed., Die Schule des
Aristoteles, vol. 2 [Basel: Schwabe, 1967], 35). See also fr. 103 and 105-12;
Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.28 (630b-e); and Pollux Onomasticon 4.99. These
same three dances are associated with Dionysus by Lucian (De saltatione 22 and
26).
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Although there are references to the music of the lyre and the
kithara in tragedy,161 these do not necessarily mean that the
instruments were present in the performance. On the other hand,
the skeptic philosopher Sextus Empiricus specifically states in
Adversus musicos 13:
the epics of Homer in ancient times were sung to the lyre. In like manner are
the mele and the stasima by the tragedians, which contain a natural ratio,
such as the stasima so spoken:
Greatest Earth and divine Ether,
He is begetter of men and gods;
And she, while receiving water-bearing
Drops of moisture, bears mortals;
She bears food and races of beasts;
Wherefore not unjustly is she esteemed
As the mother of all.162

Sextus Empiricus's quotation is derived from Euripides's Chrysippos (fr. 839), and if Sextus Empiricus is a reliable witness on this
point, it may be that Euripides's use of the lyre in this play is
another example of his innovative style.
Although a late witness, Psellus's De tragoedia 12 supports
Sextus Empiricus in associating the use of the kithara in tragedy
with Sophocles and Euripides, but of greater interest, it comments
elsewhere (9) on four other features of tragic melos and meter: the
mesaulion (J.LecrauA.tov ), epiphthegma (£7tt<p8eyJ.La), anaboema
(ava~OllJ.L<l), and the rhythmic anapestic (ava1tatO'tOV eppu8J.LOV).
The mesaulion is described as a short instrumental interlude

161 Especially in the famous parody in Aristophanes Ranae 1286 of the
strumming sound of the kitharoedic nomos: 'tOq>Aa't'to9pa't (see pp. 123-24 infra).
On the respective associations of the aulos and kithara in drama, see Lukas
Richter "Instrumentalbegleitung zur attischen Tragodie," Das Altertum 24 (1978):
150-59.
162K:at 'tu tOJ.tflpou e1t11 'to 1tuA.at 1tpo<; A.upav ilbe'to. cPcrau'tro<; be Kat 'ta 1tapu
'tOt<; 'tpaytK:Ot<; JlfAl'\ K:<ll cr'tacrtJ!<l, q>UcrtK:OV 'ttV<l E1tfXOV't<l A.6yov' 01tOtU ecr'tt 'tU OU'tffi
AE"{OJ!EVa. yata J!Eytcr'tl'\ K:at ~tO<; ai9flp I 0 J!EV av9pro1tffiV K:at 9e&v "{EVf'tffip, I ;, o'
uypo~6A.ou<; cr'tay6va<; VO'tta<; I 1tapa0£~UJ!fV1'\ 'ttK:'t£t eva'tOU<;, I 'ttK:'t£t Oe ~opuv
q>UAU 't£ 91'\prov, I o9ev OUK: aOtK:ro<; I Jlll'tl'\P 1tUV'tffiV VEVOJ.ttcr'tat (Sextus Empiricus,

IIPO£ MOY£/KOY£, Against the Musicians [Adversus musicos], ed. and trans.

Denise Davidson Greaves, Greek and Latin Music Theory, vol. 3 [Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986], 138-39). Sextus Empiricus lived in the latter part of
the second or the first part of the third century C.E.
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between the mele.163 The epiphthegma itself is not described, but
it is observed that epiphthegmata, while used in tragedy, are more
common in satyr plays. Athenaeus, however, refers to the paeanic
epiphthegma ("le Paean"), and Hephaestion, in more gerteral
terms, describes ·such an interjection as epiphthegmatic. The le
Paean, of course, has already been encountered in the Homeric
hymn In Apollinem, where it is ascribed to the Cretan paean
singers, and in Timotheus's Persae.l64 The anaboema is said to be
a type of singing between song as such and recitation; thus, it
would seem to be a synonym for the parakataloge attributed to
Archilochus by the Plutarchean Soterichus.165 Psellus's definition
of the rhythmi~ anapestic probably refers to passages delivered
either by the chorus in front of the skene (£nicrK11va) or by an
onstage chorus (&.no O"Kllvftc;), associated with the announcements
of messengers or the entrance of the chorus in the parodos. The
use of anapestic rhythm in the parodos is of course common and
there are instances of onstage choruses in the plays of Euripides,
but there are no anapestic messengers' speeches in surviving
tragedy.
A certain number of specifically musical details can be added to
this view of the structure of the drama and the roles played by the
actors and the chorus. Section 5 of Psellus's De tragoedia provides
a number of remarkable observations about the use of genera,
tonoi, and scales that are unattested elsewhere.166 He states that
the "ancient tragic melic composition" employed the enharmonic
genus mixed and unmixed with the diatonic; on the other hand,
the chromatic genus-and specifically the soft chromatic genuswas first used in tragedy by Euripides. In respect to the tonoi, the
ancients primarily composed in the Dorian and Mixolydian, but
they also used some of the so-called relaxed tonoi, such as the Iastian and the Relaxed Lydian. Sophocles was the first to make use
of the Lydian and the Phrygian, which was used "dithyrambi163 A similar definition is given in Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.11,
although the term is adjectival (J.u:cra:uA.tKa) here.
164Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 15.52 (696£}; Hephaestion Poem. 7.3 (+ A
scholia) (Consbruch 71-72 and 174.12-13). On the Homeric hymn and the Persae,
see pp. 37 and 70 supra.
16Ssee p. 73 supra.
166See chapters 4-6 for a full treatment of these technical parts of music
theory.
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cally," while Agathon introduced the Hypodorian and Hypophrygian, which are especially suited to the dithyramb. The scales used
by the ancients were smaller, that is, limited in number of notes,
but Euripides employed many notes (noA.uxopoia) and. his style of
melic composition was called by the ancient musicians anatretos
(ava-rprrro<;), i.e., bored through and through like an ant-hill.
Finally, he observes that Euripides was also known for using
many different species and shades of the musical scales, as well as
//suitable" rhythms such as simple and double Bacchic, lesser
ionic, and proceleusmatic.167
Most of these observations accord with other early sources, and
of course, it is quite possible that Psellus-or his intermediate
source, perhaps Proclus-derived his material from these same
early authorities. For example, the Plutarchean Soterichusapparently on the authority of Aristoxenus-also states that
tragedy did not employ the chromatic genus and observes that
Aeschylus and Phrynichus avoided it on purpose; he quite deliberately ignores Euripides. Soterichus ascribes to Sappho the invention of the Mixolydian tonos, which he characterizes as emotional, and remarks that the tragedians adopted it to use in combination with the Dorian tonos, which is characterized as grand
and dignified. The combination was appropriate, he states, because
167tH be naA.aux 'tpaytKl,

JleAonotia yev£t J.Lev 'tip £vapJ.Lov{cp £xpitcra'to aJ.LtY£t
Kat JllK'tql evtKft~ CxpJ.!OVta~ Kat bta'tOVffiV' XPWJ.La'tt be 0Ub£t~ q>atV£'t<Xt K£XP1lfl.eVO~
-r&v -rpaytKOOV axpt~ Euputibou. J.LaAaKOV yap 'tO ~eo~ 'tOU yevou~ 'tOU'tOU. t&v be
-r6vrov nA.etcr-rov J.!EV 'h naA.ata KEXPll'tat -rip -r£ L\rop{cp Kat -rip Mt~oA.ubicp, -rip J.Lev
cb~ cruJ.LYO'tl\'tO~ oiKetcp, -rep be Mt~oA.ubicp cb~ cruYepyfP npo~ -rou~ otK-rou~. KEXPll-rat be
Kat -rat~ cXY£lflEYat~ 'tO't£ KaAOUJ.!eYat~ apJ.LOYtat~, -rn 't£ 'Iacr'tt Kat cXYelJ.!EYU
Aubtcr-ri. -rou be <Ppuy{ou Kat Aub{ou .roq>oKA.fl~ ~'Va'to npro'to~. KEXPll'tat be -rip <Ppuyicp bt9upaJ.Lf3tKcO'tepOY. 0 be ty1tOq>pU"(tO~ Kat 0 ty1tObroptO~ <J1tUY10t 1tap' au-rfl £t<JtY,
cb~ ... bt8upaJ.Lf3cp npocri}KoY-r£~. npro'to~ 8e 'Aya9roY -raY (YnobroptoY 'tOYoY ei~ -rpaycp8{ay cicri}Y£YK£Y Kat -roY (Y noq>puytoY. o ye J.LilY Aubto~ -rep Kt9apcpbtK{i) -rp6ncp
oiK£t6-rep6~ £cr-rt. crucr-rnflacrt 8e oi J.LeY naA.atot J.!tKpot~ £xprov-ro, Euptntbll~ np&-ro~
noA.uxop8i~ £xpitcra-ro. EKaA£t'tO U1t0 'tOOY J.LOU<JtKOOY ('troY) naA.atroY aYa'tpl\'tO~ 0
-rp6no~ o-b-ro~ -rfl~ J.!eAonotia~ · Kat Ka96A.oY £t7t£tY Euptntbll~ noA.uctbecr'tcp6~ £cr-rt -r&Y
1tp0 aU'tOU Kat 1tOAUXPOU<J't£pO~, Kat £xpf}cra'tO Kat 'tOt~ 1tpocrf}KOU<Jt pU8J.LOt~, Kat ~aK
X£lOt~ Cx1tAOt~ 't£ Kat bt1tAOt~, Kat 'tql an' EAU't'tOYO~ iroYtKql, Kat £n' oA.iyov 7tpOK£A£U<Jfla'ttK{i) (Browning, 69). Browning follows the suggestion of R. P. WinningtonIngram in emending the manuscript reading eYtKll~ apJ.LoYia~ to yeY£t -rfl~ apJ.LoYia~,

but I have restored the original reading in this note as preferable. The "harmonia" in its earliest sense was simple and unified (eYtK6~), unlike the other genera,
which had various shades. The sense of aYa'tpl\'tO~ is derived from Plutarch's use
of the term aYa-rpitcret~ (Terrestriane an aquatilia animalia sint callidiora 968b2)
in his description of anthills.
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tragedy is a combination of passion and grandeur. In this same
passage, Soterichus refers as well to the Relaxed Lydian and Iastian
tonoi. In his Quaestiones convivales, Plutarch states that Agathon
was the first to introduce the chromatic genus into tragedy, but
this passage does not refer to his use of the Hypodorian and Hypophrygian tonoi.l68 As Agathon was a contemporary of Euripides
and certainly associated with the progressive style, it was probably
a matter of opinion which of them might claim priority in the use
of the chromatic genus. A primary theme of Soterichus's part of
the Plutarchean dialogue on music concentrates on the point that
the simpler style of music was preferred by the earlier poets, the
more complex style by the younger innovators. Soterichus then
criticizes these innovations in his quotation of an excerpt from
the Cheiron of Pherecrates.169 As to the terms used to describe the
complexity of Euripides's style, Plato too employs the term noA.uxopo{a to censure this style, especially in association with the
aulos.170 The resonator of the aulos is, of course, drilled with various fingerholes, and as the aulas is commonly associated with
the more elaborate musical styles, the term anatretos provides a
clever play on words. The species and shades of the musical scales
are described in any number of the musical treatises, and the
rhythms in the metric treatises. A single treatise, however, draws
all this material together: the De musica of Aristides Quintilianus;
Psellus may very well have made use of this single source.171
168Plutarch De musica 1136d-e and 1137e-f (Ziegler 13.14-14.4 and 16.14-25);
Quaestiones convivales 3.1 (645e). Sappho fl. 6th century B.C.E. Plutarch refers
to Euripides's use of the Mixolydian tonos in De recta ratione audiendi 46b. On
the use of Hypodori.an and Hypophrygian tonoi in tragedy by the actors but not
by the chorus, see Aristotle Problemata 19.30 and 48 (920a8-10 and 922b10-28).
169see pp. 66-67 supra.
170Plato Respublica 3.10 (399c-d).
171Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.9 and 15-17. On the species and
shades, see also Aristoxenus Harmonica (Aristoxeni Elementa harmonica, ed.
Rosetta da Rios [Romae, typis publicae officinae polygraphicae, 1954], 28.3-35.8
and 62.14-65.20), Cleonides Harmonica introductio 6-7, Nicomachus Manuale
harmonices 12, Bacchius Introductio artis musicae 22-24, Gaudentius Harmonica
introductio 5, Bellermann's Anonymous 52-57 (Dietmar Najock, Drei anonyme
griechische Traktate iiber die Musik. Eine kommentierte Neuausgabe des Bellermannschen Anonymus [Kassel: Barenreiter, 1972], 104.8-106.17), and Bryennius
Harmonica 1.7. On the rhythms, see Bacchius Introductio artis musicae 99-101
and Hephaestion Ench. 3 (+ scholia) (Consbruch 10-12).
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Horace, too, aligns himself with the conservative tradition in
the Ars poetica, where he is particularly biting in his association of
the aulos (tibia) with the new style, which he decries as vulgar:
The aulos-not, as now, bound with brass and a rival of the trumpet, but
slight and simple, with few holes-was once of use to lead and aid the chorus and to fill with its breath benches not yet crowded, where, to be sure,
folk gathered, easy to count, because few-sober folk, too, chaste and modest. But when a conquering race began to widen its domain, and an ampler
wall embraced its cities, ;;1.nd when, on festal days, appeasing the Genius by
daylight drinking brought no penalty, then both time and tune won greater
licence. For what taste could you expect of an unlettered throng just freed
from toil, rustic mixed up with city folk, vulgar with nobly-born? So to the
early art the aulete added movement and display, and, strutting o'er the
stage, trailed a robe in train. So, too, to the sober lyre new tones were given,
and an impetuous style brought in an unwonted diction; and the thought, full
of wise saws and prophetic of the future, was attuned to the oracles of
Delphi. 172

This is not the place to develop hypothetical analyses of the
structure of the plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and
Aristophanes.173 Scholars-ancient and modern-differ among
themselves about the precise points of structural demarcation, but
suffice it to say that it is quite possible to discover in the plays
examples of many of the general features and characteristics
described above.174 Likewise, self-conscious references to music,
172Ars poetica 202-19: "Tibia non, ut nunc, orichalco vincta tubaeque I

aemula, sed tenuis simplexque foramine pauco I adspirare et adesse choris erat
utilis atque I nondum spissa nimis complere sedilia flatu; I quo sane populus
numerabilis, utpote parvus, I et frugi castusque verecundusque coibat. I postquam
coepit agros extendere victor et urbes I latior amplecti murus, vinoque diurno I
placari Genius festis impune diebus, I accessit numerisque modisque licentia
maior. I indoctus quid enim saperet liberque laborum I rusticus urbano confusus,
turpis honesto? I sic priscae motumque et luxuriem addidit arti I tibicen traxitque
vagus per pulpita vestem; I sic etiam fidibus voces crevere severis, I et tulit eloquium insolitum facundia praeceps, I utiliumque sagax rerum et divina futuri I
sortilegis non discrepuit sententia Delphis" (Fairclough 466-69). This is Fairclough's translation, with the exception that I have read "aulos" and "aulete"
for his "flute" and "flute-player."
173Aeschylus was born in 525 or 524 and died in 456 B.C.E.; Sophocles, ea.
496-406 B.C.E.; Euripides, ea. 485-406 (or perhaps late 407) B.C.E.; and Aristophanes,457 /445-386/385 B.C.E.
174cf., as examples of scholars whose views are generally compatible, the
treatments in Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals, and T. B. L. Webster, The
Greek Chorus (London: Methuen, 1970). On the influence of the nomos on Aeschylus, see Thomas J. Fleming, "The Musical Nomos in Aeschylus' Oresteia," Classi-
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common in all the other musico-poetic types, appear in the
tragedy and especially in the comedies of Aristophanes.l75 Sometimes the references are general, as in the first antistrophe of this
chorus from Sophocles's Trachiniae:
Soon shall the glorious voice of the aulos go up for you again, resounding
with no harsh strain of grief, but with such music as the lyre makes to the
gods! For the son whom Alcmena bore to Zeus is hastening homeward, with
the trophies of all prowess.1 76

Sometimes they are more specific, as elsewhere in the same play
when the maiden chorus sings a paean, perhaps recalling as well
the character of the partheneia:
Let the maidens raise a joyous strain for the house, with songs of triumph at
the hearth; and, amidst them, let the shout of men go up with one accord for
Apollo of the bright quiver, our Defender! And at the same time, ye maidens, lift up a paean, cry aloud to his sister, the Ortygian Artemis, smiter of
deer, goddess of the twofold torch, and to the Nymphs her neighbors!
My spirit soars; I will not reject the wooing of the aulos. 0 thou
sovereign of my soul! Lo, the ivy's spell begins to work upon me! Euoe! even
now it moves me to whirl in the swift dance of Bacchanals!
Io, io Paean! see, dear lady, see! Behold, these tidings are taking shape
before thy gaze. 177

cal Journal 72 (1977): 222-33. On the structure of the comedy, see n. 150 supra. A
remarkable attempt at performing Greek drama with costumes, masks, music, and
dance can be seen in the videotape production (© 1986) of Euripides's Medea by
the New York Greek Drama Company (25 Commerce Street, New York, NY
10014), under the direction of Peter Steadman. The play is delivered in Greek,
with music written by Eve Beglarian in the style of the surviving fragments of
ancient Greek music.
175A handy collection of some but by no means all of these appear in Barker,
Greek Musical Writings, 1:63-92. For an important discussion of the larger philosophical role played by music in the work of Aristophanes, see Evanghelos Moutsopoulos, "La philosophie de la musique et le theatre d' Aristophane," in X apt~:
Krovcrravr{vro '/. Bovf3ep7] · aqneproJ.Ia rmv J.Ia01]rmv rov eni rfi eg1]1(ovranevraer1Jp{8z rov {3fov avrov ('A9flvat: ['AoeA.cpot Mup"rtOll], 1964), 201-37.

176Lines 640-46: 0 KaAAt~6a<; 'ta;( UJ..llV I auAo<; OUK avapcr{av I ax&v Kavaxav
enavetcrtv, I &A.A.a Seta<; av'ttAupov J..Loucra<;. I 6 yap ~to<; 'AAKJ..L-.lva<; Kopo<; I crou'tat
naaa<; ape'ta<; I Aacpup' exrov en' OtK:OU<;. (translation adapted from Sir Richard c.
Jebb in Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes [Chicago: Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 1952], 175). Trachiniae was probably produced around 440 B.C.E.
177Lines 205-23: avoA.oA.u~a'tro OOJ.!Ot<; E<pe<J'ttOt<; I aA.aA.ayat<; a J..leAAOVUJ..l<pO<;, EV
Oe I K:OtVO<; apcrevrov t'tO) I K:Aayya 'tOV eucpape'tpav I 'An6A.A.ro 1tpO<J'ta'taV. OJ..lOU Oe I
natava natav' avaye't', f1nap9evot, I ~oa'te 'tav OJ..Locrnopov I "Ap'teJ..ltV 'Op'tuyiav I
EAacpa~6A.ov clJ..l<pl1tUpov, I yet'tova<; 'te NuJ..Lcpa<;. I aetpOJ..Lat ouo' cl1tOO<JOJ..Lat I 'tOV auA.6v,
i1 'tUpavve 'ta<; EJ..Ln<; cppeVO<;, I ioou J..L' ava'tapacrcret, I eUOt J..L'' I 0 Kt<J<JO<; ap'tt ~aKxiav
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The cries of "Euoe" and "Io Paean" illustrate the epiphthegmata
described in Psellus's De tragoedia.
Musical forms such as the kommos can also be identified, and
these clearly illustrate the highly dramatic effect created by the
antiphonal exchange between the actor and the chorus. The kommos between the chorus and Xerxes in Aeschylus's Persae is elided
with the exodos and builds up to a tremendous climax though a
group of seven strophes and antistrophes and an epode. Beginning with the sixth strophe, specific references are made to the
action taking place on stage and in the orchestra:
strophe 6
Xerxes: Weep, weep over our calamity, and depart to your homes.
Chorus: Alas, alas, woe, woe!
Xerxes: Cry now aloud in response to me.
Chorus: A wretched offering from the wretched to the wretched.
Xerxes: Cry out, tuning your strain to mine.
Chorus: Ototototoi! Grievous indeed is this visitation. Alas, indeed, for this
your woe too I suffer.
antistrophe 6
Xerxes: Ply your strokes, ply your strokes, and groan for my sake.
Chorus: I weep in lamentation!
Xerxes: Cry now aloud in response to me.
Chorus: This care, my liege, is mine.
Xerxes: Lift up now your voice in lamentation.
Chorus: Ototototoi! And with our wailing, alas, shall be mingled blackening
blows and shrieks of pain.
strophe 7
Xerxes: Beat your breast too, and raise the Mysian wail.
Chorus: Anguish, anguish!
Xerxes: And tear, I pray you, the white hair from out your beard.
Chorus: With clenched nails, with loud wailing.
Xerxes: And utter shrill cries.
Chorus: This too will I do.
antistrophe 7
Xerxes: And with your fingers rend the robe that drapes you.
Chorus: Anguish, anguish!
Xerxes: And pluck out your locks and lament our host.
Chorus: With clenched nails, with clenched nails, with loud wailing.
Xerxes: Let tears moisten your eyes.
Chorus: I am steeped in tears.

intoa'tpe<prov aJ.nA.A.av. iro iro Tiauiv. 1 18', JJ <piA-a yuvat, I 'ta8'
J3A.en£tv nap£a't' £vapyn (translation adapted from Jebb,
Evanghelos Moutsopoulos, "Sophocle et la philosophie de la
de la Faculte des Lettres et Sciences Humaines d'Aix 33 (1959):
1

av'tinpcppa 8-rl aot I
171-72). See also
musique," Annales
107-38.
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epode
Xerxes: Cry now aloud in response to me.
Chorus: Oioi, oioi!
Xerxes: With sounds of wailing wend you to your homes.
Chorus: Io, io!
Xerxes: Io! through the city.
Chorus: Io, indeed! yea, yea.
Xerxes: Pour forth your wail as you move on with dainty steps.
Chorus: Io, io! 0 Persian land, grievous now to tread!
Xerxes: le, ie! Those that perished in three-tiered galleys, ie, ie!
Chorus: I will escort you with dismal sounds of woe. 178

Musical references are even more abundant in the plays of
Euripides, perhaps because Euripides placed greater emphasis on
the music in his work. Both Sextus Empiricus and Psellus's De
tragoedia associate the particular use of the kithara in tragedy with
Sophocles and Euripides, and it is noteworthy that while the root
Kt8ap appears appears only once in the plays of Aeschylus and
once in a fragment of Sophocles, it appears seventeen times in the
plays and fragments of Euripides.179 A typical example of Euripides's abundant musical allusions is this strophe of the chorus
(1036-57) in Iphigenia Aulidensis, produced posthumously in 405
B.C.E.:
178Lines 1038-76: Sep~n~. btatv£ biatv£ nilJ.ux · npo~ bo~ou~ b' 1St. I Xop6~. aia'i
aia'i, bua bua. I Sep~n~. ~6a vuv av'ttbouna ~ot. I Xop6~. bocrtv KaKav KaK&v
KaKOt~. I 8ep~n~. l'US£ ~eA.o~ OJ.LOU 'tt9£i~. I Xop6~. O'tO'tO'tO'tOt. I ~ap£ta y' ab£ <JUJ.L<popa.
I Ot ~aA.a Kat 'tob' aA.y&. I Eep~n~. ep£crcr' ep£<J(j£ Kat <J'tevas' EJ.LllV xaptv. I Xop6~.
btatVOJ.Lat yoebvo~ rov. I Eep~n~. ~6a vuv UV'ttbouna J!Ot. I Xop6~. J.LeA£tV nap£<J'tt,
beano'ta. 1 Eep~n~. £nop8iase vuv y6ot~. 1 Xop6~. o'to'to'to'to'i. 1 J.LeAatva b' aJ.Lf.l£f.l£t~£
'tat, I o1, cr'tov6£crcra n"Aaya. I Sep~n~. Kat cr'tepv' &pacrcr£ Ka1ttB6a 'to Mucrtov. I Xop6~.
&vt' &vta. I 8ep~1l~· Kai J!Ot Y£V£tOU nep9£ A£UKllP1l 'tpixa. I Xop6~. &nptyb' &nptyba
J.LUAa yo£bva. I 8ep~n~. UU't£t b' o~u. I Xop6~. Kat 'tab' ep~ro. I 8ep~1l~· 1te1tAOV b'
Ep£tK£ KOA1ttav UKJ.Lft xcp&v. I Xop6~. &vt' &vta. I Sep~n~. Kat 'lfUAA' £9etpav Kat
Ka'totK'ttcrat cr'tpa't6v. I Xop6~. &nptyb' &nptyba f..LUAa yo£bva. I 3ep~n~. btaivou b'
ocrcr£. IXop6~. 'teyyoJ.Lat 'tOt. I 3ep~1l~· ~6a vuv av'ttbouna J!Ot. IXop6~. oio'i oio'i. I 3ep~1l~·
aiaK'tO~ €~ bOJ.lOU~ Kt£. I Xop6~. iro iro. I 8ep~11~· iroa b'h Ka't' U<J'tU. I Xop6~. iroa bil'ta,
vat vai. I Eep~n~. yoacr9' a~po~a'tat. I Xop6~. iro iro, Ilcpcrt~ ata bucrBa'to~. I Eep~Tl~·
ii} ii} 'tptcrKaAJ.Lotcrtv, I ii} iil, ~aptcrtv oAoJ.L£Vot. I Xop6~. neJ.L'JIOO 'toi a£ bucr9p6ot~ y6ot~
(translation adapted from Aeschylus, 2 vols., trans. Herbert Weir Smyth, Loeb
Classical Library [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1922], 1:200-207). Persae was produced in 472 B.C.E.
179In Aeschylus Supplices 681 (there are two additional appearances in the
Aeschylus fragment in Hesychius Lexicon 2.337); in a Sophocles fragment (15.1);
and in Euripides Cyclops 444, Alcestis 582 (there is also a reference to the barbiton at 345}, Hercules furens 350, Ion 882 and 905, Iphigenia Taurica 1238, Bacchae
562, lphigenia Aulidensis 1037, and in various fragments.
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What hymenaios was that which raised its strains to the sound of the
Libyan aulos, to the music of the dancer's kithara, to the reed of the
syrinxes?
'Twas in the day the fair-tressed Pierides came over the slopes of Pelion
to the marriage-feast of Peleus, beating the ground with the print of golden
sandals at the banquet of the gods and celebrating in melodious sounds
Thetis and the son of lEacus, over the Centaurs' hill, down through the
woods of Pelion.
There was the Dardanian boy, Phrygian Ganymede, whom Zeus
delights to honor, drawing off the wine he mixed in the depths of golden
bowls; while, along the gleaming sand, the fifty daughters of Nereus graced
the marriage with their dancing, circling in a mazy ring. 180

In Euripides's Alcestis, the chorus tells of the lions and fawns
coming to dance around the kithara of the Pythian Apollo when
he dwelt in the palace of Admetus; in Hercules furens, the chorus
refers to Apollo singing a dirge, "striking his kithara with a golden
plectrum"; and in Ion, Creusa rebukes Apollo, "who sings to the
sound of the seven-note kithara."181
As it happens, the two earliest surviving Greek musical fragments come from two of Euripides's plays: Orestes, produced in
408 B.C.E., and Iphigenia Aulidensis. Given his difficult and progressive musical style, it would be surprising if special effort had
not been taken to preserve some of this music, but whether these
particular fragments do in fact represent Euripides's original
music cannot be firmly determined. In any event, the style of the
music they preserve certainly accords with descriptions of
Euripides's style.

180Lines 1036-57: 'tt~ ap' UJlfYCXtO~ 8ux Affi'tOU Ai~uo~ I Jle'ta 't£ qnA.ox6pou K:t8apa~ I crupiyyroy 8' U1t0 K:aACXJlOecrlcr&.Y EO"'t(XO"£Y iaxaY, I (h' aya TiflAtOY at K:aAAt1tAOKaJ.LOt I TiteptO£~ napa 8at'tt 9e&Y I xpucreocray8aAOY tXYO~ I EY yft- Kpououcrat I
TirtAero~ et~ yaJ.LOV ~A9oY, I JleAcp8ot<; 8£-ttY axflJ.tacrt 'tOY -t' AiaKt8aY I KeY-tauproy
ay' opo<; KAeoucrat I TirtA.ta8a Ka9' UAaY. I 0 8£ ~ap8aYt8a<;, ~to<; I AfK'tproY 'tpU<prtJla
<ptAOY' I xpucreotcrtY a<pucrcre AotPaY I EY Kpa-tflproY yu&A.ot<;, I 0 <I>puyto<; faYUJ.LTt8T\<;. I
1tapa 8£ AeuKo<pafl 'JfcXJ.ta9oY I etAtcrcr6J.teYat KUKAta I 1t£Y'tllKOY-ta x:opat yaJ.tou~ I
Nnpero<; £x6peucraY (translation adapted from Edward P. Coleridge in Aeschylus,

Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, 434). On the hymenaios (a wedding song),
see pp. 126-31 infra; on the Pierides, cf. the paean of Limenios (pp. 47-48 supra).
181 Alcestis 580-82: £Pa 8£ At1toucr' "o9puo<; YU1taY AeOY't(l)Y I a oa<potYO<; tAa. I
xopeUO"e 8' UJl<pl craY Kt9apaY' ... ; Hercules fur ens 350-51: 'tOY KUAAet <p9t 'tOY'
Kt8apav I £A.auvroY 1tAllK'tpcp xpucr£cp ·; Ion 881-82: (1 'tU<; f1t'ta<p8oyyou JlEA1t(l)Y I
Kt9apa<; £yonav, ... Alcestis was produced in 438 B.C.E.; Hercules furens, ea. 417;
and Ion, ea. 410.
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The earliest fragment, P.Leid. Inv. 510, is a small scrap of papyrus dating from ea. 280 B.C.E. The scrap, which measures approximately 6 x 7.5 cm, comes from the left side of a roll and records sixteen lines of text and musical notation from Iphigenia Aulidensis
(figure 6).182 The text and notation are badly deteriorated but can
be reconstructed (figure 7).

Figure 6.

182The fragment, which is preserved in the Papyrological Institute of the
Rijksuniversiteit in Leiden, was first reported by Denise Jourdan-Hemmerdinger,
"Un nouveau papyrus musical d'Euripide (presentation provisoire)," Comptesrendus de l'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres (1973): 292-302; a later
and somewhat more comprehensive treatment appeared in Giovanni Comotti,
"Words, Verse and Music in Euripides' Iphigenia in Aulis," Museum philologum
Londinense 2 (1977): 69-84 (see also his "Musica nella tragedia greca," 58-61);
and a reconstruction and full transcription is included in Thomas J. Mathiesen,
"New Fragments of Ancient Greek Music," Acta musicologica 53 (1981): 14-32. The
rhythmic character of the fragment is further pursued in idem, "Rhythm and
Meter."
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112
1 (1500?)
3 (1502?)

7 (1508-9?)

11 (786-87)
13 (789-90)
15 (791-92)

Figure 7.
The first seven lines correspond to lines 1500-1509 of the traditional editions, a section in which Iphigenia and the chorus alternate every few lines. Only one syllable of the choral sections
appears at the top of the fragment/ but most of line 1508/ a solo section, is visible. No musical notation appears in these lines. In the
traditional editions, an extended chorus follows on line 1510. In
the papyrus fragment too, a chorus follows, but the chorus corresponds to lines 783-94 of the traditional editions. This section
includes musical notation, and like the Delphic paeans, it exhibits
reduplicated vowels, appearing not only within words but also
across words where elision is avoided. The rhythm of the passage
is choriambic (-vu-) and bacchic (u--), and the conscious avoidance of elision is made clear by the musical notation in the following transcription.183

183Qn the rhythms, see Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.22 and 26. Cf.
Hephaestion Ench. 9 (+ scholia). In the transcription, the bracketed text corresponds to the parts of the text restored from the manuscript tradition; small dots
below a few of the musical notes indicate uncertain transcription of the symbol.
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As was the case in the Delphic paeans, the musical notation
elaborates the rhythm of a simple textual scansion. In the Delphic
paeans, the musical rhythm simply resolved some of the long
syllables in the text into two short notes in the music, but in this
fragment the rhythmic notation provides additional lengthening
of certain syllables. Thus, the music actually alters the textual
rhythm.

J ~ ~ J I J ~ ~ J I [~ J J
J ~ J ]~ I ~ J. I ~ J [J
J~~J IJJ.; ~~~

n

J ~ J ~ [; ?] I~~~~[~ J

compared to

-vv-1-vv-lv--v-vl---lv--vv-1--:vj-v
---lv-vvv-

184"[Never may there appear] to me or to my [children's children the prospect] that the wealthy Lydian women [and Phrygia's brides will have, as they
converse] one with another [while standing at their looms:] who [will pluck me
like a flower] from my perishing fatherland, [grasping my beautiful braided hair
until my tears fall]?"
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In the first line, two distinct notes and a diseme (-) are placed on
the epsilons that form the last syllable of the third word and the
first syllable of the fourth word, indicating that these two syllables
together are equivalent to a long syllable and that each is sung to a
different pitch. This makes it clear that the text is to be performed
as J.lll't£ EJ!Otcrt, a choriamb, and not with elision as J.lllt' EJ!Otcrt, a
cretic. Although the first two words are given only a single pitch,
since they are fundamentally the same as the third and fourth
words, it is reasonable to assume by analogy that they would have
the same rhythmic value. In the second line, the second syllable
in 7toA.uxpoucrot is common,185 and thus could be short or long.
As the final syllable is marked with a triseme (111), which indicates
that the note should be held for the value of three chronoi rather
than the two normally assumed for a long syllable, the length of
the metron must be maintained by taking the common syllable as
short. In the third line, a diseme is once again placed following
the epsilons that form the last syllable of the first word and the
first syllable of the second word (-raoe £<;), indicating as before that
these two syllables together are equivalent to a long syllable and
are not elided. Like the beginning of the first line, they are sung
on a single pitch. Later in the third line, a pentaseme ( w) appears.
This could be assumed to extend the final syllable of aA.A.flA.a<; a
full five chronoi, but such an extension would completely distort
the consistent length of the choriambic pattern. It seems more
likely that the pentaseme applies collectively to the second and
third syllables of the word, producing a type of notated rallentando. If the punctuation mark is interpreted as a rest in which
the singer might breathe,186 the sixth chronos needed to complete
the length equivalent to a choriamb is once again present. Finally,
in the fourth line, a mysterious dot falls between the two syllables
of 1ta-r ·pia<;. If it is taken as a rest, it would seem odd for a word to
be broken by a rest. Moreover, if the rest were applied in the first
18Scommon syllables are defined by Aristides Quintilianus (De musica 1.21)
as "sometimes short, sometimes long, they fulfill the need." Various rules are
then provided for determining whether or not a syllable is common. In this case,
the seconq. syllable of noA.uxpoucrot is common because the two letters following it
are a mute and a liquid. See Mathiesen, "Rhythm and Meter," 163-65.
186Aristides Quintilianus, Augustine, and Quintilian all refer to the importance of rests in distinguishing rhythmic and metric patterns. See Mathiesen,
"Rhythm and Meter," 168-69..
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metron, the metron would distort the choriambic pattern by containing seven chronoi; if it is applied in the second metron, the
subsequent metra may need to be rearranged. Perhaps it is not a
rest at all but merely serves to divide the mute ~ from the liquid p
in order to indicate clearly that the first syllable of na~pia~, which
is common, is to be taken as short.
While the dot appearing between the syllables of na~pia~ is
unusual, the musical fragments in general make considerable use
of stigmai (cr~tyJ.lat}, or dots within the lines of notation. The
stigme is given only a very limited definition in the theoretical
sources,187 but its meaning is clear in this fragment: in each line, it
marks off the first metron to define the rhythmic pattern and then
marks the long syllable of the metra where the pattern changes. In
the first and third lines of the transcription (p. 113), the initial
stigme marks the end of the first choriamb (-'""''""'-),while in the
second and fourth lines, it marks the end of the first trochaic foot
(-'""'-'""' ). The second stigme in the first line marks the first long
syllable of the ensuing bacchius (
although the text itself is
not preserved; in the second and third lines, the second stigme
marks the change in rhythmic pattern of the second foot ('--'--).
Only the second line exhibits three stigmai, and here the third
stigme falls on the long syllable of the bacchius, paralleling exactly
its function in the previous line.
Modulation from one tonos to another has already been
encountered in the Delphic paeans, where the shifts from Lydian
to Hypolydian and Phrygian to Hypophrygian underscored major
sections of the text. Here, by contrast, the tonoi are the more
extreme Hyperaeolian and Hyperphrygian, and the modulation
occurs on the poignant interrogative ~{~ (who?), which is also the
highest note in the fragment (bb '). The tonos returns to Hyperaeolian on the very next line, where the dot appears at the middle of
na~ ·pia~. Is this coincidence, or is this dot perhaps intended to represent the point of modulation rather than a rest? If there were no
rest, the choriambic pattern would not be distorted. The consistency of this pattern in each metron would seem to argue for such
an interpretation. In any event, the suddenness of the modulations, their use to heighten the effect of individual passages of the
text, and a melodic line ranging over a ninth (in conventional
'--1-- ),

187Bellermann's Anonymous 3 (Najock 68.11-12).
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transcription, from bb' to g#) certainly accord with the characterizations of Euripides's style as complex, emotional, and intense.188
The second fragment, P. Wien G2315, is once again a small
scrap of papyrus, probably a few decades younger than P.Leid. Inv.
510. This scrap, which measures approximately 9 x 8.5 cm, comes
from the center of a roll and records fourteen consecutive lines of
text and musical notation from Orestes (338-44). As in the Leiden
papyrus, the precise arrangement of the Orestes text differs somewhat from the traditional editions.189 Unlike the Leiden papyrus,
however, the text and notation of the Orestes papyrus are quite
well preserved (figure 8).

Figure 8.
188Whether this fragment actually represents the music Euripides composed
125 years earlier must remain an open question. See chapters S-6 for a discussion

of the tonoi.
189The fragment, which is preserved in the Papyrus Collection of the Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, has been the subject of numerous studies since it
first became known in 1890. In the Bibliography, see V. di Benedetto, W. Biehl,
0. Crusius, A. M. Dale, I. During, D. Feaver, H. Hunger, Karl von Jan, W. J. W.
Koster, G. A. Longman, E. Martin, D. B. Monro, J. F. Mountford, C. Preaux, Th.
Reinach, K. Schlesinger, J. Solomon, 0. Tiby, C. Torr, E. G. Turner, R. Wagner, C.
Wessely, C. F. A. Williams, and R. P. Winnington-Ingram.
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Reduplicated vowels appear only once in this fragment (coro~),
but it exhibits the interesting and expressive dochmiac rhythm
( v v v - v - ),190 instrumental interludes that complete the rhythmic
pattern left incomplete in the text, and special marks between each
dochmius that have been the subject of considerable speculation.
As the text in this papyrus preserves the center of the lines rather
than one or the other edge, the following transcription completes
the left and right sides on the basis of the textual tradition .
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190see Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.17, where the dochmius is
described as constructed of an iamb and a paeon diaguios. A second dochmiac is
also described, consisting of an iamb, a dactyl, and a paeon. Cf. Bacchius
Introductio artis musicae 99-101 and Hephaestion Ench. 10 (+ scholia).
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In this fragment, it is clear that the presence or absence of
disemes clarifies the value of the dichronic syllables in every line
of the text; of common syllables, such as EJ.l in line 3; of doubled
syllables, such as roroc; in line 6; and of syllables followed by a
double consonant, as in 'ttva~ac; in line 4, where the singer might
fail to recognize the second syllable as long by position.l91 The
only anomaly is the diseme over the diphthong in line 4, which
should surely be recognized as long by nature. Nevertheless, since
the notator has placed a diseme over the corresponding syllable in
every other line, he may have repeated it here simply as a
precaution.
Lines 5 and 6 provide particularly interesting examples of the
use of instrumental notes within a choral passage. In each line,
the first of these notes is a diastole, which "indicates a pause and
divides that which precedes from that which follows,"192 while
191 Dichronic syllables are those containing one of the three Greek vowels
(alpha, iota, and upsilon) that can be either short or long (Aristides Quintilianus
De musica 1.20); on common syllables, seen. 185 supra; a syllable becomes "long by
position" when the vowel is followed by two semivowels or a double consonant
(with some exceptions involving mutes and liquids), whether or not these are in
the same syllable or even in the same word. See Mathiesen, "Rhythm and
Meter," 163-65.
192The diastole is described in identical terms in Bellermann's Anonymous 11
(Najock 72.13-16) and in Manuel Bryennius Harmonica 3.4 (MANOYHA BPYENNIOY APMONIKA, The Harmonics of Manuel Bryennius, ed. and trans. G. H.
Jonker [Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff, 1970], 312.15-16): ~H ()£ Otacr-roA.il E1tt -re
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the two following symbols are actual instrumental notes, f#' and
b'. As it happens, this passage (line 343) in the textual tradition has
always seemed problematic in rhythmic terms. But if the instru:..
mental notes and the diseme that appears over the last syllable of
Ka'tEKAucrev were considered, the metron would be expanded to at
least v v v - v v ; it is more probable, however, that the diastole
would equal a chronos, thereby prodtlcing the value of a complete
dochmius. The sixth line is less clear. If the same value is
assumed for the same instrumental series, the first metron would
then be equivalent to six chronoi. Two separate notes are placed
over the two omegas of rocb<;, and from the analogy of the Delphic
paeans, it would be reasonable to assume that these two together
would equal a single ·long syllable. If they occupied the second
metron of this line, both metra would contain six chronoi rather
than the eight expected in a dochmiac foot. No perfectly consistent
solution presents itself, but if the musical notation is taken as the
measure of the rhythm of the passage, it seems that the music
once again modifes and-in this case-expands the textual
rhythm.
.t> .t> .t> ] J .t> J I .t> .t> .t> [ J .t> J
.t> .t> .t> ]J J J I .t> .t> .t> [J .t> J
.t> .t> .t> ] J .t> J I .t> .t> [ .t> J .t> J
.t> ])> .t> J .t> J I .t> J [J J J
.t> .t> .t> J 7
1 rJ J
.t> J ]7
1
J [J

n
n n

compared to

'-' '-' '-' - '-' -I '-' '-' '-' - '-' '-' '-''-'---I'-' '-' '-' -'-''-' '-' '-' - '-' -I '-' '-' '-' - '-' -

._,._,._,_._,_,._,

__

...;.._

'-' '-' '-' '-' 1-v-1---

There is, of course, still the matter of the symbol that falls
between the dochmii in lines 1-4. Some traces at the bottom of the
papyrus suggest that this symbol returns in line 7, where the
length of the metron is again eight chronoi. The symbols would
thus seem to be intended to articulate the dochmiac patterns, and
since they fall on the text line, as do the instrumental notes introduced by the diastole, it may be reasonable to consider them as
indications of an instrumental flourish, perhaps the mesaulion
described in Psellus's De tragoedia.
Like the Iphigenia fragment, the Orestes fragment too exhibits
a regular pattern of stigmaL With the exception of the first note in
'tiDV cpOrov Kat 'tll<; KpOUJ.la'toypa<pta<; 1tapaAaJ.l~UV£'tat ava1tauoucra Kat xrop{l;oucra -ra 1tpoayov-ra a1to -r&v E1tt<pepoJ.tevrov. Bellermann's Anonymous, however,
adds: e~fl<;. EO"'tt o€ au-rfl<; crxflJ.ta (Kat) 0"1lJ.!£tOV 'tOO£ 7.
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line 2 of the papyrus, which is missing, the initial note of each
half of the dochmius is marked with a stigme, as can be inferred
from the presence of the second half of each dochmius on the left
side of the papyrus and the first half of the following dochmius on
the right side. Only the two notes over the repeated vowel in line
6 depart from the pattern, but since these collectively sound the
first syllable, it does not seem improper for both of them to have
been marked with a stigme. A stigme also appears over each of the
symbols separating the dochmii in lines 1-4. Inasmuch as the
dochmius is defined as composed of two parts, an iamb (v- or
vvv) and a paean diaguios (-v-),193 it would seem that the stigmai
are intended to mark off the beginning of each rhythmic part, as
well as the articulation provided by the instrumental injection.
There are no modulations in the Orestes fragment, and the
notation clearly indicates the enharmonic or chromatic Lydian
tonos. The melody is not nearly as disjunct as that of the Iphigenia
fragment. Nevertheless, the melodic design of these few lines
makes considerable use of chromatic movement, effectively suiting the anguish of the chorus at this point in the tragedy; ._Psellus
and Plutarch credit Euripides and Agathon with the introduction
of the chromatic genus into tragedy, and the Orestes fragment not
only accords with this specific observation but also with the general observations about the complexity of Euripides's style.194
It is once again apparent that the musical notation is essential
to a complete understanding of the rhythmic and metric shape of
choral lyric, not to mention its role in heightening and shaping
the emotion of the text. Standing alone, the text alone is insufficient and may in fact provide a misleading sense of the rhythmic
pattern intended by the composer.
Since both papyrus fragments are of a later date than the first
productions of Euripides's plays, the question properly arises
whether they represent the actual music employed by Euripides;
music in the style of Euripides, if not the actual music; or a later
193Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.17.
194The innovative qualities of Euripides's music are discussed in Lukas
Richter, "Die Musik der griechischen Tragodie und ihre Wandlungen unter veranderten historischen Bedingungen," in Die griechische Tragodie in ihrer gesellschaftlichen Funktion, ed. Heinrich Kuch, Veroffentlichungen des Zentralinstituts fiir alte Geschichte und Archaologie der Akademie der Wissenschaften der
DDR, vol. 11 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1983), 115-39.
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style, distant from the original style. No definitive answer is possible in the absence of additional evidence from the fifth century
B.C.E. Nevertheless, there is sufficient evidence to indicate that
particular features of the style represented by the papyrus fragments-especially alteration of the textual rhythm, reduplication
of syllables, and chromatic or disjunct musical lines-were characteristic of Euripides's music. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, for
example, provides an extraordinary discussion of the close connection between music and language in the eleventh chapter of
his treatise De compositione verborum. He begins with some general observations about the aims of "all serious writers of meter,
melos, and prose"195 and then turns his attention to the specific
power of music in realizing these aims. He remarks that the text is
subservient to the music and introduces an example from Euripides' s Orestes as proof:
crtya crtya, AeUKOV rxvo~ ap~UA11~
'tt9£'t£, J,li, K'tU1t£t't' ·
&nonp6pa't' eKetcr', &nonp6 J.!Ot KOt'ta~.
In these lines, crtya crtya A£uK6v is sung to one note; and yet each of the three
words has both low pitch and high pitch. And &ppuA.11~ has its third syllable at the same pitch as its middle syllable, although it is impractical for
one word to have two acute accents. The first syllable of 'tt9e't£ is lower,
while the two that follow are sung as oxytones and homophones. The circumflex of K'tU1tet't£ has disappeared, for the two syllables are uttered on
one pitch. And &no1tp6~a't£ does not follow its acute prosody on the middle
syllable, but the pitch of the third syllable has been shunted to the fourth ..
It is the same with regard to the rhythms. Prose diction never violates or
alters the chronoi in any noun or verb, but maintains the syllables, both long
and short, as it has received them by nature. But music and rhythmics
change them by shortening and lengthening, so that they often pass into
their opposites: the chronoi are not regulated by the syllables, but the syllables by the chronoi.196
l951taV't£~ oi cr1tou8n ypacpov'te~ JlE'tpov 11 f.lEAo~ 11 'ti,v A.eyof.!EV11V nel;l,v A.e~tv
(Roberts 120.26-27).
196ev yap 81, 'tOU'tOt~ 'tO "crtya crtya AeUKOV" e<p' evo~ cp96yyou JleAcp8et'tat,
Kat'tOt 'tOOV 'tpt&v AE~£(0V eKUO"TJl papeta~ 't£ 'tUO"et~ exet Kat O~eta~. Kat 'tO
"&ppuA.,~" 'tU Jlecrn cruA.A.a~n 'ti,V 'tpt't11V OJlO'tOVOV exet, UJ.l11XUVOU OV'tO~ ev OVOJ.la 8uo
A.aPetv o~eta~. Kat 'tou "'tt9e-te" papu'tepa J.!EV 11 npro't11 y{ve'tat, 8uo 8' ai Jle't'
au'ti,V O~U'tOVOt 't£ Kat OJlO<pCOVOt. 'tOU 't£ K'tU1t£t't£ 0 1teptcrnacrf.!O~ licpavtcr'tat. Jlt~
yap ai 8uo cruA.A.aPat A.eyov'tat 'tacret. Kat 'to "&nonp6~a'te" ou Aaf.!Pavet 'ti,v 'tll~
JlE0"11~ cruA.A.a~fl~ npocrcp8{av O~etav' &A.A.' ent 'ti,V 'te'tUP't11V cruA.A.a~i,v Jle'ta~£~11K£V
~ 'tUO"t~ ~ 'tll~ 'tpt't'll~· 'tO 8' au'to ytVe'tat Kat 1tept 'tOU~ pu9JlOU~. 11 JlEV yap 1tel;l, A.e~t~
ou8evo~ OU't£ OVOJ.la'to~ OU't£ PTtJ.la'tO~ Ptal;e'tat 'tOU~ xp6vou~ ou8€ f.le'ta'tt911crtv' &A.A.'
ota~ napetA11<p£v -rft cpucret -ra~ cruA.A.a~a~ -ra~ 't£ J.laKpa~ Kat 'ta~ ~paxe{a~, 'tot11
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Modification (or, perhaps better, elaboration) of the textual
rhythm by the music is certainly a clear feature of the papyrus
fragments, as is a general disregard for matching the melodic contour to the natural pitch contour of the text. Moreover, it should
surely not be regarded as coincidence that the example chosen by
Dionysius comes from Orestes. In one sense, it is unfortunate that
Dionysius did not discuss the passage represented in the papyrus,
but Dionysius's description taken together with the evidence of
the papyrus is strong indication that the characteristics of the
papyrus are not atypical.
Dionysius was writing at the end of the first century B.C.E. and
the beginning of the first century C.E., while the papyri date from
the third century B.C.E. If the style represented in the papyri could
have survived long enough for Dionysius to describe it-that is,
for at least two centuries-, it is not unreasonable to conjecture
that the style of Euripides's music could have survived from the
end of the fifth century to the mid-third century B.C.E.
Euripides's style was, of course, not known only to Dionysius
of Halicarnassus. It is also the subject of parody in Aristophanes's
Ranae, produced at the Lenaian festivaJ197 of 405 B.C.E., only a few
months after the death of Euripides and just before the performance of Iphigenia Aulidensis at the Dionysia. Ranae appeared
near the end of the Peloponnesian War (431-404 B.C.E.) when
Athens was exhausted and demoralized. The great poets Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides have died, and at the beginning of
the comedy, Dionysus, disguised as Heracles, journeys to Hades to
bring back Euripides, the favorite of the Athenians. Dionysus is
asked to judge a contest between Aeschylus and Euripides for possession of the throne of tragedy, which Sophocles has already con-

ll 8£ J.LOUcrtK'fl 't£ Kat pu9J.Lt1C'h J.Le'ta~aAAoucrtv au'tas J.L£toucrat Kat
rocr'te 1toAAaKts eis 'tavav'tia J.Le'taxropetv · ou yap 'tats cruA.A.a~ats
a1teu8uvoucrt 'tous xp6vous, aAAa 'tots xp6vots 'tas cruA.A.a~as (Roberts 128.4-130.2).
The passage is from Orestes 140-42: uHush, hush, light be the tread of the boot;
let there be no echo. Step far away, far away from his bed." According to Dionysius, this passage is delivered by Elektra to the chorus. In the manuscript tradition, however, the wording of this passage is somewhat different: crtya crtya,
A£1t'tov 1xvos ap~UAll~ I 'tt9e'te, J.Lil 'lfO<p£t't£, J.Lil 'cr'tro 1C'tU1tO~, I a1to1tpo ~a't' eKetcr',
a1to1tp6 J.LOt lCOt'tas; and the first two lines are assigned to the chorus, while only
the last is assigned to Elektra.
197The Lenaia was a festival in honor of Dionysus Lenaios celebrated in
Athens on the twelfth day of the month of Gamelion (i.e., January-February). On
this festival, see Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals, 25-42.
a{ycas q>'t>Aa't't£t ·

1tapau~oucrat,
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ceded in favor of Aeschylus. While agreeing that it is their duty to
improve mankind, Aeschylus and Euripides criticize each other's
language, meter, and music, as well as the general character of the
plays. Aeschylus claims his plays are grand and moral, based on
heroic figures; Euripides claims the realism and humanity of his
plays make the audience think. The contest is won by Aeschylus
when he and Euripides speak· a series of lines into a scale in order
to determine which are the more substantial. Still undecided,
Dionysus asks the poets how Athens might be saved, and Euripides responds in a characteristically complex and obscure manner.
Dionysus then decides to return to Athens with Aeschylus, who
in turn consigns his throne to Sophocles, as the chorus concludes:
First, as the poet triumphant is passing away to the light,
Grant him success on his journey, ye powers that are ruling below.
Grant that he find for the city good counsels to guide her aright;
So we at last shall be freed from the anguish, the fear, and the woe,
Freed from the onsets of war. Let Cleophon now and his band
Battle, if battle they must, far away in their own fatherland. 198

In lines 1285-95, Euripides parodies Aeschylus's use of refrains
and the monotony of his hexameter rhythm by introducing the
nonsensical phrase 'tO <pAa't'to8pa't'tO<pAa't't68pa't, an onomatopoetic imitation of the strumming of the lyre_l99 Dionysus asks
Aeschylus about the origin of this lyre-strumming, and Aeschylus
responds by contrasting his style-derived from the noble source
of Homer-to that of Euripides:
From noblest source for noblest ends I brought them, unwilling in the Muses'
holy field the self-same flowers as Phrynichus to cull. But he [Euripides]
draws his melos from harlot-songs, from Carian aulas-music, skolia of Meletus, dirges, dance music. You shall hear directly. Bring me the lyre. Yet
wherefore need a lyre for songs like these? Where's she that bangs her castanets? Euripides' s Muse, present yourself. Such a Muse is fit to sing such
mele. 200

198Lines 1528-33: np&ta JlEV euobiav &ya9ilv U1tt0Vtt 1t0t1ltft I €~ <pao~
OpVUJlEVql bote, BatJlOVE~ oi KU'ta ya{a~, I tft 'tE 1tOAEt JlEYUAOlV &yaS&v aya8a~
E7ttvoia~. I 7tayxu yap EK JlEyaA.rov axerov naucraiJ.te8' &v OU'tffi~ I apyaA.erov t' ev
01tAOt<; ~uv68rov. KA.eo<p&v B€ JlExecrero I KaAAO<; 0 PouAOJlEVO<; 'tOU'tOlV 1t<Xtpiot<; ev
apoupat<;. Aristophanes, 3 vols., trans. Benjamin Bickley Rogers, Loeb Classical

Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1924), 437.
199cf. a similar use of onomatopoeia in the hyporcheme of Pratinas (p. 93

supra).
200Lines 1298-1307: &A.A.' o.Ov eyro JlEV E<; 'tO KUAOV EK 'tOU K<lAOU I f\veyKOV
au8'' Yva Jlil 'tOV aU'tOV <I>puvixcpl AEtJlOOVa Moucr&v iepov o<p9£t11V bpE1tffiV. I oilto~ 8'
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It is now Aeschylus's turn to parody Euripides's musical style
(lines 1298-1363), which he likens to the twelve tricks of the courtesan Cyrene. In these parodies, Aeschylus makes use of repetition
of text (eJ.LOl 8' axe' &xca KateAt1tE, baKpua baKpua t' an' OJ.LJ.LcXtrov
epaA.ov epaA.ov & tAaJ.Lrov) cleverly reminiscent of the repetition at
Orestes 140 (crtya crtya) quoted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus or
Orestes 339 (Ka-toA.oqn)poJ.Lat KatoA.oqrupoJlat) found in the Orestes
papyrus; and anticipating Iphigenia Aulidensis 783 (JlTttE eJ.LOl JlTttE
eJ.LOtcrt tEKVOOV 'tEKVOt<;), as found in the Iphigenia papyrus. In addition, Euripides's practice of setting multiple notes to a single syllable by reduplicating vowels, which appeared in both of the papyrus fragments, is parodied by Aeschylus in his amusing six-fold
reduplication in the description of the "twirling" (EtEtEtEtEtEtAicrcrEtE
and EtEtEtEtEtEtAicrcroucra) fingers of a venomous spider or a spinning-girl (1314 and 1348). Aristophanes most probably accompanied these reduplicated syllables with a chromatic melisma.201
The contemporary evidence of Aristophanes, considered
together with the testimony of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, speaks
strongly in support of the papyrus fragments representing music
that is close to the style of Euripides. There is, in fact, little to argue
against it even being the original music for these tragedies.202
U1t0 1taV'tffiV JltAO<pOpet 1topvcpbudov' I O"KOAtrov MeAll'tOU, KaptKOlV auA:nJ.ta'troV' I
8p-.lvrov' xopet&v. 'taxa be b11Aro8flcre'tat. I EVe"(Ka'tro 'tt~ 'tO AUptOV. Kat 'tOt 'tt bet I
A.upa~ E1tt "COU"COV; 1tOU 'cr'ttV 'h 'tOt~ ocr'tpaKOt~ I aU'tll KpO'tOUcra; beupo Moucr' Eupt1ttbou,
I 1tpo~ ~V1tep E1tt'tllbeta 'tab' ecr't' ~Detv f.lEAll.
201 Like their Greek counterparts, modern European artists regarded the theatre as a particularly powerful vehicle for social, political, and aesthetic comment. Aristophanes's sophisticated musical satire, albeit in a very different
style, foreshadows operatic works like W. A. Mozart's Der Schauspieldirektor or
Jacques Offenbach' s Les Contes d'Hoffmann. In the theatre, a similar sort of parody of dramatic style appears in Richard Brinsley Sheridan' s The Critic; or, A

Tragedy Rehearsed.
202 Anderson (Music and Musicians, 220-22) argues that the music of the
Orestes papyrus cannot represent Euripides's music because "insurmountable difficulties bar the way. Chief among them is the absence of any evidence that Hellenic Greeks had a written system of musical notation in general use." Aristoxenus, however, makes specific reference to musical notation, which he associates
with the Harmonicists while dismissing it as irrelevant to the proper study of
harmonics (see p. 323 infra). It is not, of course, impossible that musical notation
could have developed and been adopted by the Harmonicists in the brief period
between the time of Euripides and Aristoxenus, but it seems at least as reasonable
to assume a somewhat more venerable heritage. Anderson further suggests that
issues of professionalism and the nature of audiences and the drama itself argue
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In the drama, Greek music found its fullest and most powerful
expression. As the center of significant civic and religious festivals, the drama provided poets, citizen or professional choruses,
and actors the opportunity to create extended musical structures
on important themes, while at the same time providing an occasion for a substantial portion of the populace203 to gather as a
social unit and concentrate on the dynamic combination of text,
music, instrumental accompaniment, dance, gesture, and costume
governed by a structure sufficiently strict to be coherent but flexible enough to allow for the divergence of expression represented
by Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides.204
Music for the Mortals
While music formed an essential part of civic and religious
festivals, it also was indispensable in everyday life. Proclus's
Chrestomathia specifies nine types of melic poetry allotted to
humankind: encomia, the epinikion, skolia, erotica, epithalamia,
hymenaioi, silloi, threnodies, and epikedeia, as well as other types
of special work songs.205 Aristides Quintilianus devotes the entire
second book of his De musica to a discussion of the educationalor, paideutic-role of music. After noting some of its particular
uses, he observes that music springs naturally from the widest
range of human emotions and circumstances:
Indeed, the ancients saw that we do. not turn to singing for a single reason,
rather some sing in contentment accompanying pleasure, others in vexation
accompanying pain, and still others sing occupied by divine impulse and
inspiration accompanying divine suffusion; or even when these are mixed one
with another by certain chances and circumstances; or when children,

against the "wishful thought that time and chance have placed in our hands the
music making of Euripides." There is clearly room for difference of opinion on this
matter.
203on the character and composition of the audience, see PickardCambridge, Dramatic Festivals, 263-78.
204for an interesting study of the way in which the Greek traditions were
adopted and adapted in the Roman theatre, see Bruno Gentili, Theatrical Performances in the Ancient World: Hellenistic and Early Roman Theatre, London
Studies in Classical Philology, vol. 2 (Amsterdam: J. C. Gieben, 1979).
20Ssee p. 28 supra.
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because of their age, or even those advanced in age, because of weakness of
nature, are led on by such passions.206

Although he proceeds to question its power, Sextus Empiricus
takes due note of the pervasive use of music:
In general, music is heard not only from people who are rejoicing, but also in
hymns, feasts, and sacrifices to the gods. Because of this, it turns the heart
toward the desire for good things. But it is also a consolation to those who
are grief-stricken; for this reason, the auloi playing a melody for those who
are mourning are the lighteners of their grief. 20 7

Distinctions among the types of music used in everyday life
rely more heavily on the subject of the text and the particular
occasion than on large-scale poetic structures or conventions in
performance, as was the case for at least some of the distinctions
drawn among the civic and festal types. Moreover, it seems apparent that improvisation and spontaneous musical expression
played a large part in the music of daily life. Although some texts
do survive for this music, the literary and iconographic evidence
is particularly important for the record it provides of musical education, music-making at the symposia, music as a private amusement, and so on.

Hymenaios and epithalamion
Proclus's Chrestomathia classes the hymenaios (u~evato~) and
epithalamion (e1tt8aAaJ.Ltov) in the general category of love songs
(epro'ttKa) because they "sing of the circumstances of love of
women, boys, and maidens." The hymenaios was sung at the
wedding itself, while the epithalamion was sung to the newlyweds (ap'tt 8aAaJ.LEUOJlEVot) by a group of young unmarried men
and maidens at the door of the wedding chamber. Proclus recalls
two traditional explanations for the singing of the hymenaios:
either in commemoration of the yearning and searching for
Hymenaios, the son of Terpsichore, who becomes invisible after
206Kat f.lflV OUK &no f.llU~ llf.!U~ ai-tia~ eroprov ei~ 'tO J.leAcpbetV 'tpe1t0f.!EVOU~
&A.A.a 'tOU~ f.!EV EV eU9UJ.ltat~ u<p' 'hBovil~, 'tOU~ ()' EV &x911B6crtv U1t0 AU1tll~, 'tOU~ ()£ U1t0
Seta~ OPJ.lll~ Kat entnvo{a~ Ka't£XOf.!Evou~ uno €v9oucrtacrJ.lOU, 11 Kat 'tOU'trov
f.!tJ'VUf.!Evrov npo~ aAAllAa Ka'ta 'ttva~ cruv'tux{a~ 't£ Kat neptcr'tacret~, ll'tOt na{Brov
Bta 'tflV i,AtKtav 'tOt~ 'tOtOU'tOt~ na9ecrtv 11 Kat 'tCOV 1tp0~£~1lKO'tffiV (h' &cr9£vetav
<pucrero~ unayof.!evrov (W.-I. 57.31-58.5). Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 120.
207Ka96A.ou yap ou f.!OVOV xatpOV'tffiV EG'ttV UKOUGJ.la, &A.'A' EV Uf.!VOt~ Kat euroxiat~ Kat 9e&v 9ucrtat~ 'h f.!OUcrtKll. Bta 8£ 'tOU'tO Kat E1tt 'tOV 'tCOV &ya9&v silA.ov 'tflV
Btavotav 1tpO'tpE1te'tat. &A.A.a Kat AU1t0Uf.!EVOOV 1tCX.PllYOP1lJ.la. o9ev Kat 'tOt~ 1tev9oucrtv
auA.ot f.leAcpBoucrtv oi 'tflV A.un11v au1:rov £ntKou<p{sov't£~ (Greaves 140-41).
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marriage; or in honor of the Attic Hymenaios, who once pursued
a group of pirates to rescue the Attic maidens they had abducted.
Photius, however, prefers a more complex etymology: the term is
derived from Aeolic dialect, where UJ.lEVatetv is equivalent to
OJ.lOVOEtv, which means "to live together in harmony." A Hymenaios is therefore a prayer for a prosperous life and a marriage of
tender affection.208
In the Iliad, the "Shield of Achilles" vividly pictures a wedding
celebration, including a hymenaios and various musical instruments:
On it he wrought in all their beauty two cities of mortal men. And there
were marriages in one, and festivals. They were leading the brides along the
city from their maiden chambers under the flaring of torches, and the loud
hymenaios was arising. The young men followed the circles of the dance, and
among them the auloi and the phorminxes kept up their clamor as in the
meantime the women standing each at the door of her court admired
them. 209

A black-figure lekythos of the Amasis Painter (ea. 560-525 B.C.E.)
provides an illustration of a bridal procession. The newly-weds
are arriving at home, their way lighted by torches held by one of
the handmaidens. On the shoulder of the lekythos, a chorus of
maidens is dancing, accompanied by a lyre on one side and auloi
on the other. Inasmuch as the wedding party is arriving at the

208'ta o£ epro'ttl(U OilAov O'tt yuvatKIDV Kat ~a{Orov Kat nap9evrov epro'ttKa<;
~Oft 1t€pt<J'tU<JEt<;. Kat 'tU E1tt9aAaJ.Lta
'tOt<; ap'tt 9aAaJlEUOJ.LEVOt<; aJ.ta oi ,y{Seot
Kat ai napSevot E1tt 'tiDV 9aAaJlroV noov. UJlEVatov Be EV yaJ.LOt<; ~oecr9a{ <pa<Jt
Ka'ta n69ov Kat Sll'trt<JtV ~y J.lEVa{ou 'tOU Tcp'lftx6pa<;, QV <pa<Jt 'YllJ.LaV'ta a<pavil yevecrSat, oi
Ka'ta 'ttJ.lllV 'tOU 'A't'ttKOU ~yJ.LEVatou. 'tOU'tOV yap <prt<Jt 1tO't€ Otro~av'ta a<peAecr9at KOUpa<; 'A't'ttKa<; AD<J'tiDV. eyro Oe OtJ.Lat ~{ou 'ttVa EU'tUXOU<; npoava<pcOVrt<JtV
unapxetv' Kat cruveuxecr9at 'tOt<; <JUVtOU<Jt npo<; YUJ.LOU KOtvroviav f.LE'tU <ptAO<J'topyia<;,
AioAtKft 1tapa1tAEKOV'ta<; 'tllV euxnv OtaAeK'tcp, otov Uf.LEVatEtV Kat OJ.LOVOEtV 'tOU'tOU<;
&et oJ.L6cre vaiov'ta<; (Bekker 321a15-28). Cf. Etymologicon magnum, s.v. UJ.Levato<;

oe

oe

(776.41-49); and Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.10 (619b). On these two types in
general, seeR. Muth, "Hymenaios und Epithalamion," Wiener Studien 67 (1954):
5-45.
209 Ilias 18.490-96: ev Be Buro noirtcre n6A.et<; f.Lcp6nrov &v9pronrov I KaAa<;. ev 'tU
J.LEV pa YUf.LOt 't' ecrav eiAan{vat 'tc, I VUJ.l<pa<; o' EK 9aAaJ.lroV Ba·{orov U1t0 AaJ.l1tOJ.LcVUrov I i}yiveov &va acr'tu, noA.u<; B' uf.Levato<; opropet. I x:oupot B' opxrto'tflpe<; eBiveov' EV 0' &pa 'tOtOtV I auAot <pOpJ.ltyye<; 'tc ~onv exov. ai Be yuvatK£<; I tcr'tUJ.lcVat
SauJ.lasov ent npo9upotcrtv eKao'trt. Translation adapted from Lattimore, Iliad,

388.
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doorway of the house, the maidens are perhaps intended to be
singing an epithalamion.210

Figure 9.

A similar description appears in the Scutum Herculis, written in
imitation of the uShield of Achilles":
The men were making merry with choruses and dance; some were bringing
home a bride to her husband on a well-wheeled car, while the loud
hymenaios was arising and the glow of blazing torches held by handmaidens rolled in waves afar. And these maidens went before, delighting in the
festival; and after them came frolicsome choirs, the youths singing softmouthed to the sound of shrill syrinxes, while the echo was shivered around
them, and the girls led on the lovely chorus to the sound of phorminxes.
Then on the other side was a rout of young men revelling to the sound of the
aulos, some frolicking with dance and song, and others going forward in time
with the aulete and laughing. The whole town was filled with mirth and
choruses and festivity.2 11

210New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Purchase, Waiter C. Baker Gift,
1956 (56.11.1).
211 Lines 272-85: 'tOt o' avOp€~ EV ayA.a·{n~ 't€ xopot~ 't€ I 'tEp\f/tV £xov. 'tOt J.LEV
yap eucrcrrotpou e1t' a1tftV11~ I iiyovt' avOpt yuvatKa, 1toAu~ 0' UJ.LEVato~ oproet · I 'tllA£
0' a1t' ai8oJ.L£vrov oa·{orov cr£A.a~ eiAu<pat;£ I xepcr{v £v~ OJ.Lcp&v · tat o' ayA.a·{n
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Like the paean with its refrain "le Paean," the hymenaios is
characterized by the presence of a refrain and was certainly
strophic. The exact form of the refrain varies; it is often "Hymen,
Hymenaie" but in any case always includes some form of the
name. Hephaestion provides an example from a hymenaios of
Sappho (b. ea. 612 B.C.E.) as part of his description of refrains that
occur within rather than at the ends of stanzas:
On high the roof-Hymenaeus!-raise up, you carpenters-Hymenaeus! The
bridegroom is coming, the equal of Ares, much larger than a large man. 212

Hymenaioi sometimes appear in drama for tragic or comic
effect. In Euripides's Troades (307-40), Cassandra incorporates the
typical refrain of a hymenaios into her monody, but this may be
intended to convey a sense of despair rather than the precise form
and content of a hymenaios. In Iphigenia Aulidensis, the chorus
(1036-97) refers to the hymenaios, but the absence of a refrain suggests that the chorus is describing a hymenaios rather than singing
one. Moreover, the dramatic effect is tragic because the audience
knows there will be no wedding. Both of these are strophic, the
latter with an epode. The beginning of Cassandra's mad hymenaios illustrates the use of a typical refrain:
Bring the light, uplift and show its flame! I am doing the god's service, see!
see! making his shrine to glow with tapers bright. Hymen, 0 Hymenaios
Lord! Blest is the bridegroom; blest am I also, the maiden soon to wed a
princely lord in Argos. Hymen, 0 Hymenaios Lord!213

'tE8aA.utat I np6cr8' EKtOV. 'tftcrtv Be xopot 1tatsOV'tE~ E1tOV'tO. I 'tOt flEV U1t0 A.tyup&v
cruptyyrov tEcrav auo'hv I €~ anaArov O''tOJ.la'trov, nept 8£ crqncrtv ayvu'to nxro. I at 8'
U1t0 <pOpfltyyrov avayov xopov if.lEpOEV'ta. I ev8Ev 8' a\)8' e'tepro8E veot KcOJ.lasov U1t'
auA.ou, I 'tOt YE flEV a\) 1tatsOV'tE~ un' opxl18Jlcp Kai &ot8ft I 'tOt YE flEV a\) YEAOCOV'tE~
U1t' aUAll'tllPt EKaO''tO~ I 7tp6cr8' EKtOV. n&crav oe 1tOAtV 8aA.tat 'te xopot 'tE I &yA.a'iat
't' Etxov .... Translation adapted from Evelyn-White, Hesiod, 239 and 241. The
poem was once attributed to Hesiod, but it is apparently of a somewhat later
date.
212t'lfOt 8-h 'to JlfAa8pov, I u~.t:flvaov, I aeppe't£, 'tfK'tOV£~ avope~ · I uf.!ftvaov. I yaJ.lt (eicr)epxe'tat tcro~ t "Apeut, avopo~ fleyaA.ro n6A.u flecr8rov (text and translation from Greek Lyric, 1:136-37). Cf. Hephaestion Poem. 7 (Consbruch 70).
Sappho fr. 44, which describes the return of Hector and Andromache from Thebes
to the sound of auloi, krotala, and maiden choruses, maybe a wedding-song, but it
is not certain (see Greek Lyric, 1:88-91).
~po~

213Troades 307-14: avexe, napexe, <pro~ <pepe · cre~ro, <pA.eyro, I ioou ioou, I A.af.l-

nacrt 'to8' iEpov. I ~Yf.lftv, Cb ~yfl£vat', ava~, I JlaKapto~ o yaJ.le'ta~, I JlaKapta 8' eyro
~aO'tAtKOt~ AEK'tpot~ I Ka't' "Apyo~ a Y<XflOUJ.lfVa. I ~Yf.lftv, (b ~yflEVat' ava~ (translation adapted from Edward P. Coleridge in Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides,
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Although the two examples from Euripides are relatively short, a
fuller example appears in Aristophanes's Pax, which concludes
(1329-57) with an elaborate antiphonal hymenaios for two semichoruses and Trugaios in celebration of his wedding to Opora.
Trugaios:

Chorus:

Semi-chorus:
Semi-chorus:
Semi-chorus:

Semi-chorus:

Semi-chorus:
Semi-chorus:
Trugaios:
Chorus:
Trugaios:

Come then, come, my bride,
into the fields with me
Sweetly, sweet, abide.
Hymen, Hymenaios 0!
Hymen, Hymenaios 0!
0 thrice happy you,
And you well deserve it too.
Hymen, Hymenaios 0!
Hymen, Hymenaios 0!
What shall we do with her?
What shall we do with her?
We shall harvest her.
We shall harvest her.
0 men of the front ranks, praying,
we carry the bridegroom.
Hymen, Hymenaios 0!
Hymen, Hymenaios 0!
Dwell now in peace,
Have nothing to do
But gather figs.
Hymen, Hymenaios 0!
Hymen, Hymenaios 0!
He is large and stout.
She is a sweet fig.
So you will think
When you eat and drink much wine.
Hymen, Hymenaios 0!
Hymen, Hymenaios 0!
0 farewell, farewell, men,
And go with me,
Eat the bridecakes.214

Aristophanes, 272). Troades was produced in 415 B.C.E. For an example from the
chorus of Iphigenia Aulidensis, seep. 110 supra.
214Lines 1329-57: Tpuya'io~. beup' ib yuvat, ei~ ayp6v, I xronro~ Jle't' EJ.Lou KaA.n I
K:aA.&~ K:a'taK:etcret. I ~yJl~V, ~yJ.L(vat' Cb. I ~yJl~V, ~yJ.L(vat' Cb. I Xop6~. ib 'tptcrJ.LaK:ap,
ro~ OtK:a{lro~ 'taya8a vuv exet~. I ~yJl~V, ~yJl(Vat' &. I ~yJl~V, ~yJl(Vat' &. I ~HJ.Ltx6ptov.
'tt OpacrOJltV ain~v; I 'tt OpacrOJltV au't~v; I ~HJ.Ltx6ptov. 'tpU~GOJltV <XU't~V. I 'tpurflcroJ.L£V
au't~V. I tHJ.Ltx6ptov. aA.A.' apaJ.L£VOt q>epcoiJ.L£V oi 1tpO't£'t<XYJlfVOt I 'tOY VUJlq>tOV' &vope~. I
tYJl~V, ~yJ.L£vat' ib. I ~yJl~V, ~yJ.L£vat' Cb. I tHJ.Ltx6ptov. oiK~ae'te youv KaA.&~ I ou npayJla't' exov't£~, aA.IA.a crUKOAOYOUV't£~. I tYJl~V, ~yJl(Vat' ih. I tYJl~V, tYJlEVat' &. I tHJ.Ltx6ptov. 'tOU JlEV JlfY<X Kat naxu, I 'tll~ 0' i,ou 'tO crUK:OV. I T puya'io~. q>~cret~ y'' O't<XV
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While the innuendo and erotic word play of this example are
perhaps exaggerated for purposes of comedy, the structure of the
example, with its use of refrain and antiphonal choruses, accords
with Proclus's description of the type.
In addition to the wedding songs, an instrumental solo for the
aulos, the gamelion aulema {'to ycq.t~A.tov auA11Jla), was played at
weddings, according to Pollux's Onomasticon (4.75 and 80). Since
the aulos was commonly used in processions and to accompany
the chorus, a solo could well have been performed on the aulos as
part of the wedding music. Still, it may have been a later addition
to the traditional wedding songs. Unlike other instrumental compositions, the gamelion aulos music is attested only by Pollux. St.
John Chrysostomus, however, specifically and sharply criticizes
the aulos music, dancing, singing, and torchlight processions still
associated with weddings in his day.215

Threnody
The power of music in dissipating grief is well attested in
ancient culture. Aristides Quintilianus observes that music was
employed in certain "funeral rites to break off the extreme of passion by means of melody,"216 and details about the type of music,
performers, and number of accompanying instruments appear in
sources as diverse as the Talmud, Lucian, and the Twelve
Tables.217
ecr9{n~ I otv6v 't£ 1ttTI~ 1tOA:6v. I Xop6~. ~YJ.tftv, ~yJ.t£vat' iro. I ~yJ.tftv, ~YJ.tevat' iro. I Tpuyato~. (b xatp£'t£ xa{pe't' avlope~, KUV ~'UVE1t1l0"9e J!Ot, I 1tAUKOUV'ta~ £oecr9e.

215Qn the view of St. John Chrysostomus (ea. 347-407 C.E.) on the hymenaios,
which was shared by the Council of Laodicea (ea. 380) and Gregory Nazianzus
(ea. 329-389 C.E.), see Johannes Quasten, Musik und Gesang in den Kulten der
heidnischen Antike und christlichen Friihzeit, 2d ed., Liturgiewissenschaftliche
Quellen und Forschungen, vol. 25 (Munster: Aschendorff, 1973), 180-85. A slightly
different version exists in English as Music and Worship in Pagan and Christian
Antiquity, trans. Boniface Ramsey, O.P., NPM Studies in Church Music and Liturgy (Washington, D.C.: National Association of Pastoral Musicians, 1983). Some
of the relevant passages are translated in James McKinnon, Music in Early Christian Literature, Cambridge Readings in the Literature of Music (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1987), 72 and 84-86.
2l6Kav 'tOt~ KTt0£crt 1tap£tA111t'tUt 'tll~ Ka'ta 'tO 1ta8o£ aKpO'tll'tO~ 'tft J!EAcpo{q.
1tapa8paucroucra (W.-I. 57.29-31). Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 120.
21 7Mishnah, Ketub 4.4; Lucian De luctu 19; Cicero De legibus 2.23.59. For an
interesting study of the role of music in the cult of dead, see Quasten, Musik und
Gesang, 195-203.
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The music of lamentation was intended to praise the deceased
and provide a release for intense emotions of the bereaved. In his
Quaestiones convivales, Plutarch observes that threnody (Spllvcpbta) and the "epikedeios aulos" move the emotions and cause
tears to flow, thus little by little consuming and removing distress.218 Lamentation included both the epikedeion (entKllbEtov)
and the threnos (8p1lvo<;). A distinction between the two is offered
by Proclus's Chrestomathia: "The threnos differs from the epikedeion, for the epikedeion is uttered at the funeral itself, while the
body is exposed, but the threnos is not limited by time."219
Although friends and relatives participated in the lamentation, it is apparent that mourners were also hired to provide the
music and other services. Plato refers in Leges 7 to the performance of ucarian music" by hired mourners over the corpse,
Josephus reports in the Bellum Judaicum 3.437 that hired auletes
played threnodies during an extended period of mourning after
the battle of Jotopata, and Cicero obseryes in De legibus 2.23.59 that
the law of the Twelve Tables limited the expense of funerals to
"three veils, a purple tunic, and ten auletes."220
The aulos was clearly the favored instrument for accompanying threnody. Matthew 9.23, for example, observes that the auletes
have already begun playing when Jesus enters the house of
Jairus,221 and Plutarch, in his dialogue on the letter E at Delphi,
quotes Sophocles as stating: "neither harp nor lyre is welcome for
laments." Plutarch's speaker, Ammonius, then adds:

218Plutarch Quaestiones convivales 3.8 (657a).
219oux<pepet of: 'tOU E1ttKl10etOU 0 Spflvo~, O'tt 'tO flEV E1ttKtl0etOV nap' <XU'tO 'tO
KflOo~, E'tt 'tOU O"IDfl<X'tO~ 1tp0Ketf..LEVOU, AE"(e't<Xt, 0 Be Spftvo~ ou 1teptypa<pe't<Xt xp6vcp
(Bekker 321a30-33).
220oi nept 'tou~ 'teAeu't'tlaav'ta~ JltcrSouf..LeVot KaptKU 'ttvt Mouan nponeJlnouat
(800e2-3); ro~ E1tt 'tpt<XKOO"'tflV flEV llflEpav flll Ot<XAet1tetV 'tU~ OAO<pupaet~ EV 'tU 1tOA£t,
1tAetO"'tOU~ of: fltO"Souaeat 'tOt~ <XUAl'\'tU~, Ol 9p'tlvrov e~flpxov <XU'tOt~ (Flavii Josephi
Opera. Graece et latine, ed. Wilhelm Dindorf, Scriptorum graecorum bibliotheca, vols. 21, 27 [Paris: Firmin Didot, 1845-47], 2:173); "tribus riciniis et tunicla
purpurea et decem tibicinibus" (Cicero in Twenty-Eight Volumes, vol. 16, De re
publica, De legibus, trans. Clinton Walker Keyes, Loeb Classical Library [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1928], 444).
221 Kat eA.Srov 0 '11'\0"0U~ ci~ 'tflV oiKiav 'tOU &.pxovto~ K<Xt iorov 'tOU~ <XUAl'\'tU~ K<Xt
'tOV oxA.ov 8opu~OUJ..L£VOV EA£"(£V. &vaxropet'te. ou yap &ne8av£V 'tO KOpaatov &A.A.a
Ka9eu0et (Nestle). Cf. St. John Chrysostomus's comment on this passage in
McKinnon, Music in Early Christian Literature, 84.
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And the aulos only recently, and after a long time, ventured to utter a sound
on things of desire, but during the early period, it was drawn to mournings
and performed on these occasions a public service-though neither a highly
prized nor cheerful one.222
The relationship of the aulos to lamentation is also made clear
in the Plutarchean De musica, where Soterichus, on the authority
of Aristoxenus, asserts that the aulete Olympus performed an epikedeion for the Python in the Lydian mode (AuOto'tt), but he adds
that others credit this melos to Melanippides, the notorious innovator associated with Timotheus and Philoxenus.223 Plato, in the
famous passage restricting the music of the Republic to the Dorian
and Phrygian harmoniai, considers the Mixolydian and Intense
Lydian harmoniai threnodic.224
Scenes of mourning appear in the Iliad (24.720-22), where
singers perform threnoi over the body of Hector, and in the
Odyssey (24.60-61), where Achilles himself is mourned by the
Muses in antiphonal song. Such a scene appears on a Corinthian
hydria of the sixth century B.C.E.225

222"ou vaBA.a KroKU'tOtcrtv ou Aupa <ptAa." Kat yap 0 auA.o~ 0\j/E Kat 1tPcP11V
E'tOAJ..lll(jE <provl,v "e<p' iJ..Lep6ecrtv" a<ptevat. 'tOV be 1tpOO'tOV xp6vov etAKE'tO 1tp0~ 'tU
1teV811, Kat -tl,v 1tEpt 'taU'ta AEt'tOUpy{av ou J..laA' EV'ttJ..lOV oube <patbpav etxev (text
from Plutarch's Moralia, 5:252). The Sophocles quotation is fragment 765.
223piutarch De musica 1136c (Ziegler 13.3-9)=Aristoxenus fr. 80.
224Plato Respublica 3.10 (398e-399a). On the harmoniai, see chapters 5-6.
225Paris, Musee du Louvre, E 643.
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Figure 10.
Fragments of threnoi by Simonides have ·been preserved by
Stobaeus, but they are too short to provide much sense of the content of this type. Longer fragments do exist, but they have been
classed as threnoi only by modern scholars; in the sources themselves, the fragments are not assigned a particular type or are
described as encomia, a specific type in its own right.226
A number of fragments presumed to be threnoi by Pindar survive, and they provide a clearer sense of the style and content of
the genre. In fragment 129 + 130 (95), the souls of the deceased are
pictured in various ways; some play the phorminx or draughts,
others wrestle, and still others amuse themselves with horses.227
In fragment 139, self-conscious musical references accompany a
dirge (atAtvoc;) for Linus, Hymenaios, and Ialemos:
226see Lyra Graeca, vol. 2, rev. ed. by J. M. Edmonds, Loeb Classical Library
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1931), 2:288-99. Cf. Greek Lyric, 3:41625.

227On the importance of music in the afterlife, see Quasten, 204-11 (153-57 in
the English edition).
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There are songs of paeans, coming in due season, which belong to the children
of Leto of the golden distaff. There are also songs that, from amid the crowns
of flourishing ivy, long for the dithyramb of Dionysus; but in another song
did three goddesses lull to rest the bodies of their sons. One hymns a dirge
for clear-voiced Linus, another sings in her newest hymns for Hymenaios
(whom Fate seized when he first lay touching another in wedlock), ... 228

As three gods are the subject of this lament, the fragment is perhaps better regarded as a stylized threnos than as a functional
piece used in a particular funeral. It is, of course, possible that the
gods provide a framework of poetic imagery for laudatory reminiscences of the deceased that no longer survive.
In a sense, the hymenaios and the threnody represent the two
extremes of music in daily life: the one marks the beginning of
adult life, the other the end. Because they were both so closely tied
to particular individuals and events, it is hardly surprising that so
few fragments of these two types survive.

Epinikion and encomium
A victor in one of the great sporting events of the various festivals was celebrated at his homecoming by an epinikion (£ntviKtov). Epinikia were grand in scope and eulogized the victor, his
family, and his city. The victor's triumph was related to life in
general through various moral reflections and analogy with the
heroic deeds of the gods. Epinikia were also composed in honor of
victorious warriors.229
Fragments of verse by Simonides survive celebrating runners,
pentathlon champions, wrestlers, boxers, and horse- and mulecharioteers. Some of these are specifically identified as epinikia by

228Threni, fr. 128c1-9: "Ev'tt flEV xpucraAaKa'tou 'tEKerov Aa'tou~ aotOa{ I
ro[p ]tat 1tatavt0£~. EV'tt [o£ Kat] I 9aAAOV't0~ fl( KtO'O'OU O''tc<pavrov {fl(} ~to[VUO'OU I .
[ ....... Jl]au)flEVat. 'tO o£ KOt[ .. ]av I 'tpct~ [desunt ea. 1511.] O'cOJla't' ano<p9tflEVffiV .. , a
flEV axe'tav A{vov atAtvov.UflVEt, (a 0' ~Yflevatov, (ov) ev 'ya'~otcrt xpotsoflEVOV I
[Mo!pa] O"Ufl7tpro'tov A.a~Ev, I ecrxa'tot~ UflVOtcrtv · (Maehler, pt. 2). Translation
adapted from Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 595. Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 1:61
provides a slightly different translation (as fragment 126); see also his explanatory notes. The supposed threnoi are conveniently collected and translated in
Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 588-95.
229Proclus's Chrestomathia provides no details on the form; it simply states:
0 o£ E1tlVtKO~ un' aU'tOV 'tOV Katpov 'tll~ VlKTl~ 'tOt~ 7tpO'tcpoucrtv ev 'tOt~ ay&crtv
eypa<pc'tO (Bekker 321a2-3).
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the sources, but some may represent the encomium (£yKroJ..Ltov).230
Most of the short fragments are epigrammatic in character, and
this is probably the reason why they are preserved. As an example,
Aristotle notes in Rhetorica 3.2 that Simonides once refused to
compose for the victor of a mule-cart race because the fee was too
small. When the fee was increased, however, he accepted the
commission. Aristotle quotes only a single line from this composition: "Hail, daughters of storm-footed steeds."231 Like the fragments of his threnoi, these are too short to provide much sense of
Simonides's victory odes.
While the epinikia of Simonides survive only in brief quotation, the four substantial books of epinikia by Pindar are among
the great monuments of Greek lyric. Each of the books corresponds to one of the four festivals-the Olympia, Pythia, Isthmia,
and Nemea232_and a number of the epinikia can be assigned to
particular festivals and victors.
Pindar's style was widely admired. Dionysius of Halicarnassus,
in describing the lines of an excerpt from one of Pindar's dithyrambs, observes in De compositione verborum 22:
That these lines are vigorous, weighty, and dignified, and possess much austerity; that they are not unpleasantly rough and are measuredly sharp to
the ears; that they are slow in their chronoi and range over many harmoniai; and that they exhibit not the current theatrical and decorative beauty
but rather the archaic and austere beauty of the past-all this, I think,
would be attested by those who have a moderate sense of words. 233

230The fragments, which are conveniently collected and translated in Lyra
Graeca, 2:300-332 (cf. Greek Lyric, 3:368-416), are recorded by scholiasts and
authors such as Photius, Aristotle, Lucian, Aristophanes, Cicero, Plutarch, and
Athenaeus. The epinikion and encomium are frequently confused, even by early
sources. See, for example, Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 13.33 (573f), where
Pindar's thirteenth Olympian Ode is described as an encomium. The Etymologicon magnum, s.v. £yKroJ.ltov (311.26-32), by contrast, considers the encomium to be
a satirical or protest song sung at night in the alleyways of the city (£v KroJ.la~).
231xaipe't' aeA.A.o1t6Brov 9uya'tpe~ t1t1trov.
232on the festivals, see nn. 30 and 111 supra.
233'tau9' O'tt J.lEV EO"'ttV icrxupa Kat O"'tt~apa Kat a~troJ.la'ttKa Kat 1tOAU 'tO
aUO"'tllPOV EX£t 'tpaxuvet 't£ UAU1t(O~ Kat 1ttKpatV£t J.lc'tptro~ 'ta~ al(oa~ ava~e~All'tat
't£ 'tOt~ xp6vot~ Kat Ota~E~11K£V E1tt 1tOAU 'tat~ &pJlOVtat~ Kat ou 'tO 9ea'tptKOV Bil
'tOU'tO Kat yA.a<pupov E1tt0£tKVU'tat KUAAO~ a'A'Aa 'tO apxatKOV EK£tVO Kat aUO"'tllPOV'
U1tUV't£~ av £tl oto' O'tt J.!Up'tupftcretav Ot Jlc'tptav EXOV't£~ atcr9,crtv 1t£pt A.6you~
(Roberts 216.16-218.1).
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The epinikia of Pindar make abundant use of metaphor, and references to specific musical characteristics are also common.
Where possible, Pindar tries to introduce some myth related to
the country of the victor, normally in the middle of the epinikion.
The structure of the epinikia is strophic, and for the most part,
they use the triadic form of strophe, antistrophe, and epode. The
strophe and antistrophe, of course, correspond in metric structure,
while the epode employs a different structure. In Pindar's compositions, where multiple triadic groups appear, the epodes correspond in metric structure. His epinikia make use of three basic
rhythmic patterns: the paeonic, the dactylo-epitritic, and the logaoedic.234 Pindar describes one dactylo-epitritic epinikion as Dorian
and one logaoedic epinikion as Aeolian, but there are also references to the Lydian aulos, harmonia, and mode ('tp67to<;) in both
rhythmic types. The references to Dorian and Aeolian would
seem to pertain more to the overall style of the epinikia than to
any specific tonos or harmonia.235
Since the epinikia were commissioned after a victory was won,
they were not performed on the occasion of the victory but later,
perhaps at the victor's homecoming or the anniversary of the
competition. They are intended for chorus, but the exact size and
composition of the chorus are unknown. The singers also danced
and were accompanied, generally by the phorminx but also on
occasion by auloi.236

234The first two patterns have already been encountered in connection with
the hymn and the paean (see pp. 33 and 40 supra); the logaoedic is based on a
combination of dactyls and trochees. Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.24
defines the logaeodic as a dactylic meter with the first foot replaced by an iamb,
a trocheee, or a pyrrhic. Hephaestion Ench. 7, 8 (Consbruch 24.1-10 and 28.9-32)
and the scholia (Consbruch 130.8-23 and 275.1-12) place the alternate as the
penultimate foot in the meter.
235see Olympia 1.102 (Aeolian) and 3.5 (Dorian); and Lydian references at
Olympia 5.19 and 14.17 and Nemea 4.45 and 8.15. The epinikia are conveniently
collected and translated in Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 2-507. There is no reason
whatsoever to assume, as does Sandys (ibid., xxxv), that all the dactyloepitritic odes are in the Dorian and all the logaoedic in Aeolian mode. On the
harmonia and tonoi in general, see chapters 5-6.
236Details of performance practice can be deduced from references in the epinikia themselves. On the youthfulness of the chorus, see Pythia 5.103-4; Nemea
3.3-5; Isthmia 8.1-4; on the accompaniment, see Olympia 2.1; Pythia 1.1-3;
N em ea 9.8; Isthmia 2.2; etc.
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Several examples of Pindar's compositions have already been
presented in this chapter, including part of the twelfth Pythian
Ode,237 written in honor of Midas of Acragas, the prize-winning
aulete at the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth Pythian festivals in
490 and 486 B.C.E. Although this composition is intended specifically for a musician and contains numerous musical references,
similar types of musical imagery appear in other epinikia. For
example, the beginning of the first Pythian Ode evokes the sound
of the phorminx:
Gold phorminx, owned alike by Apollo and by the violet-tressed Muses, the
dance-step, as it begins the gladsome dance, hears you, and the singers obey
your signs, when, with your quivering strings, you create the introduction to
the choir-leading prelude.238
The first triad (strophe, antistrophe, and epode) of the third
Olympian Ode includes references to the "Dorian step," the combined accompaniment of the phorminx and the aulos, and the
general festivity of the music in honor of Theron of Acragas,
winner of the chariot race at the Olympian Festival of 476 B.C.E.:
I pray that I may find favor with the hospitable sons of Tyndareiis and with
fair-haired Helen, while I honor the famous Acragas, by duly ordering my
song in praise of Theron' s victory at Olympia, as the choicest guerdon for
those steeds with unwearied feet. So has the Muse stood beside me, when I
discovered a bright new mode to harmonize the voice of the festive revellers
with the Dorian step. For the crowns that are about my hair prompt me to
pay this sacred debt, that so, in honor of the son of Aenesidamus, I may duly
blend the varied speech of the phorminx and the sound of the auloi with the
setting of the hexameters, while Pisa bids me raise my voice-Pisa from
which heaven-sent songs are wafted over the world in honor of any man
239

237see p. 64 supra. See also excerpts on pp. 38-39, 76-78, 86, 89-90, and 136
supra.
238pythia 1.1-4: {A'} Xpucrea cpopJ.ny~, 'An6A.A.rovo~ Kat ionA.oKaJlrov I cruvOtKov
MotO'UV K'teavov. 'tU~ aKOUEt J.!EV ~UO't~ ayA.a·{a~ apxa, I nef8ov'tat o' &.otOot O'UJlaO'tV I &ytlatx6prov ono'taV npoOtJ.!tffiV aJl~OAa~ 'teuxn~ eAEAt~OJ.!EVa (Maehler, pt. 1).
Translation adapted from Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 155.
239ozympia 3.1-10: {A'} Tuvoap{oat~ 'te cptA.o~eivot~ &oe'iv KaA.A.tnA.oKaJ.!cp 8'
~EA.evq. I KAetvav 'AKpayav'ta yepaiprov euxoJ.!at, I 8flprovo~ 'OA.uJ.!ntoviKav UJ.!vov
op8rocrat~, aKaJlaV'ton6orov I tnnrov aro'tOV. Mo'icra 0' OU't(J) not napEcr'ta J.!Ot VEOO'tyaA.ov eupOV'tt 'tponov I ~rop{cp cprovav evapJ.!O~at neoiA.cp I &yA.aOKffiJlOV. enel xai'tatcrt JlEV ~eux9ev'tE<; ent O''tecpavot lnpUO'O'OV'tt Jl€ 'tOU'tO 9eOOJla'tOV xp£o<;, I <pOpJ.!t'Y'Ycl
't€ notKtA6yapuv Kat ~oav auA.rov £nerov 't€ 9eatv I AtVllO'tOUJ.!OU natOt O'UJ.!Jlt~at
npenov'tro<;, a 't€ ll{cra J.!E yeyrove'iv · 'tU<; lino I 9e6Jlopot v{crov't' en' av8pronou<;
aotba{ ... (Maehler, pt. 1). Translation adapted from Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 33.
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The meter of both these odes is dactylo-epitritic, and the large
number of long syllables in their rhythm accords perfectly with
Dionysius of Halicarnassus's description of Pindar's style as slow
and dignified. The first ten lines of the third Olympian illustrate
the rhythmic pattern and strophic responsion:240
TuvoaptO<Xt<; 't£ qnAO~EtVOt<; aOEtV K<XAAt1tAOKUJ..lql
9' ~EA.eva
KAEtvav 'AKpa:yav'ta yepaiprov EUXOJ..l<Xt,
9flprovo<; 'OA.uf.!ntoviKav Uf.!vov 6p9rocrat<;,
aK<Xf..l<XV'ton6orov
t1t1t00V aro'tOV. Motcra 8' OU'tOO 1t0t napecr'ta ~Ot
v eocr{yaA.ov EU p6v'tt 't p6nov
~ropiq> <provav £vapJ.t6~at ne8iA.cp

-~~-~~---~---~~~~-

--~~-~~---~--~~-~~---~--~~-~~-

--~---v---~--v~-v~---~-

-~---~---~--

and
ayAaOKOlf..lOV. E1t£t X<Xt't<Xtcrt f.!EV seux9ev'te<; E1tt
O'tE<pavot
1tpacrcrOV'tt JlE 'tOU'tO 9e00JlU'tOV XPEO<;,
<pOpJlt')'')'U 't£ 1tOlKtA6yapuv K<Xt ~oav auA.&v
£nerov 't£ 9ecrtv
AivllcrtOUJlOU 1t<Xt0t OUJ.!Jll~<Xt 1tpE1tOV'tro<;,
't£ IJ{cra f.!E ')'E')'OlVEtV · 't&<; a1tO
9e6J..lopot vicrov't'
&v9pronou<; &otoa{

a

en'

-~v-~~---~---~v~~-

--vv-vv---v--~~-~v---~--~~-v~-

--~---v---~--~~-~~---~-

~~~---v---~--

In the context of logaoedic rhythm, the second strophe of the
fourteenth Olympian Ode makes specific reference to the dancing
chorus of performers and the Lydian mode of this composition,
written in honor of Asopichus, who won the boys' short foot-race,
perhaps in 488 B.C.E.:
0 queen Aglai:a and Euphrosyne, who love dance and song, daughters of the
mightiest of the gods; and Thalia, enamored of dance and song, when you
have looked upon this procession lightly stepping in honor of the victor's
good fortune, listen now. For I have come to sing of Asopichus in practiced

Other examples of the combined accompaniment of stringed and wind instruments
appear in Olympia 7.12-13; 10.93-94.
240other dactylo-epitritic odes are Olympia 6, 7, 8, 11, and 12; Pythia 3, 4, 9,
and 12; Nemea 1, 5, 8, and 9; and Isthmia 1-6. Pearson, "Dynamics of Pindar's
Music," 64, proposes arranging the lines of this Ode and the ninth Nemean in a
somewhat different manner in order to better fit the musical demands-as he
envisions them-of the text. While his analysis is generally persuasive, the
rhythmic pattern and responsion remain the same regardless of the precise
arrangement of the lines.
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songs in the Lydian mode, because, thanks to you, the house of Minyae is victorious in Olympia. Go now, Echo, to the dark-walled home of Persephone
and carry the glorious tidings to the father so that when you have seen
Cleodamus, you may tell him that his son, beside the famous vales of Pisa,
has crowned his youthful locks with the glorious crown of victory. 241

In view of music's role in Greek funeral rites, it is of interest to
note that the song is presumed to have the power of carrying the
news of the victory to winner's deceased father. This may be a
poetic affectation, but there is no reason to assume that the poet
and his audience did not regard the epinikion as a means of celebrating and memorializing the victory far and wide, even to the
departed spirits. A comparison of the first four lines of this strophe with those of the first strophe illustrates the rhythm and the
responsion:
Ka.qncrirov uoa-trov
A.a.xotcra.t, a.t't£ va.t£'t£ Ka.AAt1tOOAOV eopa.v'
ib At7ta.pa~ O:oiOtJ.Lot ~a.criA.eta.t
xapt-te~ 'OpxoJ.Levou, 1ta.Aa.ty6vrov Mtvunv
E1tt<J'K01t0t

--'-J-'-J'-J'-J-'-J-'-J-'-J'-J-'-J-'-J--'-J'-J-'-J-'-J-'-J'-J-'-J'-J'-J-'-J'-J-'-J-'-J-'-J'-J-

and
(cb) 1tOV-tt' 'AyA,a.·{a

--'-J-'-J'-J-

<ptA1lcrtJ.LoA7te -t' Eu<ppocruva., Se&v Kpa.-ticr-tou
vuv, 8aA.ia -te
epacrtJ.10A1t£, i8otcra 'tOVO£ KOOJ.LOV E1t' euf.1£V£t -tuxq.

1tat8e~, e1taKoot-te

'-J-'-J-'-J-'-J'-J-'-J-'-J--'-J'-J-'-J-'-J-'-J'-J-'-J'-J'-J-'-JV-'-J-'-J-'-J'-J'-J-'-J-

The epinikia of Bacchylides were known only in fragmentary
form until the end of the nineteenth century, when a papyrus of
the first century B.C.E. (P.Lond. 733) was discovered, which contains fifteen of his epinikia. These are similar to Pindar' s odes in
some respects, but they tend to be more subdued and lack self-conscious musical references. In a few cases, both Pindar and Bacchylides write epinikia for the same victor. For example, Pindar's
24lozympia 14.13-24: (ib) 7tov-tt' 'AyA.a·ia. 1 <ptAllO"tJ.LOA7te -t' Eu<ppocruva., Se&v
Kpa.'ttO"'tOU 11ta.t0£~, E1tO.KOOt't£ VUV, eaA.ia 't£ I epa.crtJ.10A1t£, iOotcra. 'tOVOe KOOJ.LOV e7t'
euJ.1evet -tuxq. 1 Kou<pa. ~t~&v-ta. · Auoip yap 'Acrro1ttxov -tp61tcp 1 £v -te J.1eAe-ta.t~ O:eiorov Ef.!OAOV' I ouveK' '0AUJ.!1ttOVtKO~ Mtvueia I creu EKU'tt. j..l£Aa.VO'tetxea. vuv OOJ.LOV
I <l>epcrecp6va.~ £A.8'' 'Axot, 1t0.'tpt KAU'tUV <pepotcr' O:yyeA.ta.v, I KA.e60a.J.LOV o<pp' i8otcr''
uiov £t1tn~ O'tt oi vea.v I KOA1t0t~ 1ta.p' eu86~ot~ n icra.~ I ecr-te<pavrocre KUOtJ.LOOV O:e8A.rov
7t-tepotcrt xai-tav (:tviaehler, pt. 1). Translation adapted from Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 147 and 149.
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first Pythian Ode, noted above, was written for Hieron of Aetna,
winner of the cllariot-race in the Pythian Festival of 470 B.C.E., as
was Bacchylides's Ode 4:
The golden-haired Apollo still loves the city of Syracuse and honors
Hieron, the upholder of public right. For a third time, he is sung along with
the prowess of swift-footed horses for a victory won beside the center of a
high-cliffed land at Pytho. 242

Hieron is also celebrated in Bacchylides's Ode 3 for his victory in
the chariot-race of the Olympian Festival in 468 B.C.E.
The epinikia are, in a sense, the formal counterparts of the
hymn and the paean. While the hymn and the paean served
devotional, religious, and larger civic purposes, the epinikia provided a means of memorializing the important personal and
human victories of the national festivals or heroic warriors.

Skolion and sillos
One of the most important social institutions for aristocratic
Greek men was the symposium (cruJ..Ln6crtov), a drinking party that
followed the evening meal. Reclining on couches, the men
engaged in conversation, told riddles, and played games, while
food and a mild wine mixed with water were served on low tables
set in front of the couches. Plutarch's Septem sapientium convivium, his nine books of Quaestiones convivales, and Plato's Symposium convey a sense of the range and nature of the topics pursued at the symposium. In addition to the conversation and
games, entertainment was provided by a female aulete and professional singers and dancers. The guests themselves were also
expected to sing, and some of the poetry of Alcaeus, Anacreon,
Archilochus, and Theognis, among others, was sung at these
gatherings. Symposium scenes were quite popular as subjects for
paintings on drinking cups. One such cup from the early fifth
century B.C.E. (figure 11) illustrates the typical characteristics.243

oxpuaoKOJla~ 'An6A.A.rov, I acr'tu8eJ..ttV 8'
yepa{pet. I 'tpt'tOV yap nap' OJ.l<p<XAOV intft0€tpou x8ovo~ I 11u8t6vtKO~ aet0€'t<Xt I
OOKU1tOO[rov ap€'t~] cruv l1t1tffiV (Lyra Graeca, 3:142-44; Greek Lyric, 4:136).
243Red-figure drinking cup, Paris, Musee du Louvre, G 135. The cup is attributed to the Colmar Painter. The spotted bag hanging on the back wall in the
painting is the aulos bag, and the smaller bag attached to it held the aulete's
reeds.
242 {A'} "E'tt LUpaKocr{av qnA.e'i I n6A.tv

~Ieprova
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Figure 11.

Greek writers differ among themselves in their descriptions of
the skolion (crKoAtov), and it seems that the term was applied to
several different types of song performed at symposia. Though
they may not have been practiced at every symposium, two characteristics of performance were common: the guests sang successively, perhaps most often in random order; and following the
order of singers, a myrtle branch passed from guest to guest. In addition, the singers were expected to accompany themselves on the
lyre. Plutarch describes the process in Book I, question 1, of his

Quaestiones convivales:
As for the skolia, some say that they do not belong to a type of obscurely constructed songs, but that first the guests would sing the god's song together,
singing the paean with one voice, and next when to each in turn was given
the myrtle spray (which they called aisakos, I think, because the man to
receive it sings) and too the lyre was passed around, the guest who could
play the instrument would take it and tune it and sing, while the unmusical
would refuse, and thus the skolion owes its name to the fact that it is not
sung by all and is not easy. But others say that the myrtle spray did not proceed from each guest to his neighbor in orderly sequence, but was passed
across from couch to couch each time, that the first man to sing sent it over to
the first man on the second couch, and the latter to the first man on the third
couch, then the second man to the second on the neighboring couch, and so on;
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so, they say, it seems the song was named skolion because of the intricate
and twisted character of its path. 244

Plutarch's etymology is based on the similarity among the
terms aKoAtov, aKoAt6v, and BuaKoAo~. Among other things,
aKoAt6v means "winding" or "obscure," while BuaKoAo~ means
"difficult." The skolion may therefore be seen as "obscurely constructed," winding its way around the room from couch to couch,
or difficult to sing. In some cases, skolia may have been composed
of verses improvised sequentially by each guest, while in other
cases, one guest might begin a traditional song by Simonides or
Stesichorus, hand the myrtle to another guest, who would be
expected to continue the song until he handed the myrtle to the
next guest, and so on.
In defining the skolion, Proclus's Chrestomathia adds some
detail. The skolion, it seems, could be biting or satirical in character, and it was influenced by Dionysian intoxication:
The skolion melos was sung at drinking parties, on which account they sometimes call it a drinking song. It is free in construction and extremely simple.
It is called "skolion" not, as some suppose, by antiphrasis (for words by antiphrasis most often aim at euphemism, not at changing a positive remark into
a evil report) but rather because when the senses are overpowered and the
disciples are near the wine, the barbiton is carried into the symposia, and
under the influence of Dionysus, each guest is precariously interrupted in the
utterance of the song. When those who are intoxicated turn this into melos,
they call it, most simply, the skolion. 24 5

244 'Enei 'tOt Kat 'tU O'KOAHX cpacrtv ou yevoc;, *O'J..UX't(I)V etvat 1t£1tOtflJlEV(I)V acracp&c;,, &A.A.' O'"Ct np&-rov JlEV noov cpoilv 'tOU 9eou KOtv&c;, anaV'tEC;, Jll~ cprovn natayil;ov-rec;,, 0£U't£pov o' ecpe~ilc;, EKclO''tql JlUpcrivrtc;, napaOtOOJlEVflC;,, ilv atcraKOV OtJ.Lat Ota
'tO ~OEtV 'tOV OE~clJlEVOV EKclAOUV' E1tt o€ 'tOU't<p AUpac;, 1tEptcp£pOJlEV1lC;, 0 JlEV 1t£1tat0EUJlEVOC;, EAclJl~av£ Kat noev apJlOSOJlEVOC;,, 'tWV 0' UJlOUO'(I)V ou 1tpOO'tEJlEV(I)V O'KOAtOV
cOVOJlcl0'91l 'tO JlilKotvov aU'tOU JlrtO€ "*Otov. aAAOt o£ cpacrt -rilv JlUpO'tVflV ou Ka9£~ilc;,
~aoil;EtV' aAAa Ka9' EKaO''tOV &no KAtV1lC;, E1tt KAtVflV Otacpep£cr9at. 'tOV yap np&-rov
~crav-ra 'tql 1tpcO't<p -rile; OEU'tEpac;, KAtV1lC;, U1tOO''tEAA£tV' EKEtVOV o€ 'tql 1tpc0't<p -rile;
'tpt'tflC;,, Et'ta 'tOV 0£U't£pov OJlOtroc;, 'tql OEU'tEp<p, Kat 'tO notKtAOV Kat 1tOAUKaJl1tEC;, roe;,
eotK£ -rile; 1t£pt68ou O'KOAtOV cOVOJlcl0'91l (615b-c [text from Plutarch's Moralia, 8:22]).
I have very slightly adapted the translation from Plutarch' s Moralia, 8:23. The
random sequence of singers and the passing of the myrtle is also observed by the
scholiast to Plato Gorgias 451e, citing Aristoxenus and Phyllis, and by the scholiast to Aristophanes Nubes 1364, citing Dicaearchus' s treatise on musical competitions (1tEpt JlOUO'tKOOV ayrovrov). For text and translation, see Lyra Graeca, 3:54851; Greek Lyric, 5:274-77 (see also fragments 43 and 44 in Fragmenta historicorum
Graecorum, 5 vols., ed. K. Muller [Paris: Didot, 1841-70]).
245ro o€ O'KOAtOV JlEAOC;, U0£'t0 napa -roue;, 1tO'tOUC;,. Oto Kat1tapoivtov au-ro ecr9' oi£
KaAOUO'tV. UVEtJlEVOV o£ EO''tt -rn Ka'taO'KEUTI Kat Cx1tAOUO''ta'tOV JlclAtO''ta. LKOAtOV o€
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In this comment on antiphrasis, Proclus is at variance with the
scholiast to Plato's Gorgias 45le, who states:
In the Prytaneum of Athens skolia were sung while drinking to certain men
such as Harmodius, Admetus, Telamon; and this type of song was called
"skolion" by antiphrasis because they were easy to sing and had only a few
lines like epigrams; they were called "skolia" because the drinking companions offered the sprig to each other in turn and those who did not sing were
shown to be uncultured. 246

On the other hand, Proclus's observation about the satirical character of the skolion is supported by Aristophanes's Vespae 121662, which offers an amusing glimpse of the singing at a symposium. Scholiasts commenting on lines 1222 and 1239 of Aristophanes's Vespae observe that the songs were called "skolia"
because it was difficult to pick up a piece at some point in the
middle without any warning or preparation.247
Whether or not all skolia were satirical, the sillos (crtAAo<;) was
a particular satirical type of song, and it may very well have
served as a skolion. Proclus's Chrestomathia states only that the
sillos cautiously disparages and ridicules men. The Etymologicon
magnum, while repeating this same description, provides a fuller
explanation:
Silloi, jests; by changing the tau into a sigma, certain tweakings [-tiA.A.ot]. For
to tweak is to jest, as Anacreon says: "the warrior tweaks his beans"; i.e., he
jests and scoffs. A scoffing poem is made evident by shaking the tAAot and
ridiculing in the look of the eyes (for they say that tAAot are eyes). And to

etprrtat oux, roe; EYtotc; €8o~£, Ka"ta UY"tt<ppacrtY. 'tU yap Ka"ta UY"tt<ppacrtY roe; E1tt1taY
"tOU eU<pllJ.llOJ.lOU (J"t0XUS£"tat, OUK eic; KaKO<pllJ.tlaY J.le"ta~aAAet 'tO eU<pllJ.lOY. aAAa 8ta
'tO 1tpOKa"tetA11J.lJ.lEYCOY i1811 'tiDY aicr91l"t11PlCOY Kat napetJ.LEYCOY OtYcp 'tiDY aKpoa"tOOY,
"tllYtKaU"ta eicr<pepecr9at 'tO ~ap~t'tOY eic; 'tU OUJ.l1t0<Jta Kat 8tOYU<Jtal;oY"ta eKa<J"tOY
aKpocr<paA&c; <JU"{K01t"te<J9at 1tept -rl,Y npo<popay -rflc; cil8flc;. UOn:ep o-bY €nacrxo~ aU"tOt
8ux -rl,v J.LE911Y -rou-ro -rpe'lfaY"t£~ ei~ to J.lEAo~, crKoAtoY £KaAouY -ro anA.oucr-ra-roY
(Bekker 321a3-15, as emended in Henry, 162). The barbiton (or barbitos) is
commonly associated with Dionysus (see chapter 3, pp. 249-53 infra, for a discussion of this instrument).

246 'A9~Yll<JtY £y -rip nputaYetcp napa n6-roY crKoAta il8e-ro

et~ "ttYac;, rocrnep ei~
~ ApJ.L68toY, "A8J.Lll'tOY, TeAaJ.LroYa · eipflcr9at 8£ au'to crKoAtoY Ka't' aY'tt<ppacrtY, O"tt
p~8ta Kat 0Aty6crttxa ro~ £ntypUJ.LJ.la'ta il8e't0 a EKaAet'tO <JKOAta, UY"tt1tpO"t£tVOY"tCOY aAA~AOt~ "tOOY <J'Uf.l1tO"tOOY, Kat i}A.eyxoY'tO oi J.l~ ~80Y'te~ ro~ aJ.LOU<JOt (Lyra

Graeca, 3:550; Greek Lyric, 5:276). The explanations are once again based on the
multiple meanings of the terms.
247Lyra Graeca, 3:552-55; Greek Lyric, 5:274.
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mock [cr1A.A.aive1v] is to squint. The sillos cautiously disparages and ridicules
men; it is a melos. 248

Soterichus, speaking in the Plutarchean De musica (1140f),
states in passing that Pindar credited Terpander as the inventor of
the skolion melos. Although not precisely confirming Soterichus's statement, a fragment of a eulogy to Hieron of Syracuse by
Pindar does make reference to Terpander and the music of the
banquets:
... the barbitos, which was first found long ago by Terpander of Lesbos in the
banquets of the Lydians, where he heard the concordant sound of the high
pektis ... Nor let joy in life grow dim; for man, much the best is a life of
delight. 249

Athenaeus emphasizes the ancient and simple style of skolia
and names Alcaeus, Anacreon, and Praxilla as famous exponents.250 Twenty-five skolia are preserved in his Deipnosophistae
15.49-50 (693f-696a), perhaps drawn from the collection of Artemon Kasandreus. On Artemon's authority, Athenaeus defines
three types of skolia: an initial nomos sung by all the guests at the
symposium; a sequence of verses in which the men sing one after
another; and a series of songs performed by select singers in whatever order occurred. This accords in general with Plutarch's
description and with the scholiast to Plato's Gorgias 451e, where
the definitions are ascribed to Dicaearchus's treatise on musicalcompetitions (1tept JlOUcrtK&v &yrovrov). Athenaeus, however,
asserts that "skolion" does not refer so much to a particular type of
melic composition (o 'tll~ fl£Ao1tot{a~ 'tpo1to~) as to the irregular
24Bchrestomathia: 0 o£ O"tAAO<; A010opiac; Kat 01acrUpJ.LOU<; 1t£<p£10"J.LEVCO<;
av8pro1trov exet (Bekker 321a28-30); Etymologicon magnum: IiA.A.ot, E1t1crKroJ.La'ta,
Ka'ta 1:po1ti,V 'tOU 1: eic; cr, 'ttAA01 'ttVe<;. 'ttAA£tV o£, 1:0 0Kc01t't£1V' ID<; A.eyet
'AvaKperov' 'ttAA£1 'tOU<; KUUJ.LOU<; U0"1tt0tcO't'Jl<;:- otov O"Kc01t't£t Kat xA.eual;et. O'JlAOt o£
Kat xA.euacr'ttKOV 1t0tl1J.la. 1tapa 1:0 (hacreietv 'tOU<; tAAOU<; Kat Otacru·petv 'tql O"XTtfl<X't1
'tWV o<p9aAJ.lCOV. tAAOt yap A.eyov'tat oi o<p9aAJ.lOt. Kat O"tAAaivetv' 1:0 O"'tpaBil;etv. 0
yap O"tAAO<; AotOOpta<; Kat Otacr'U'pf.LOU<; 1t£<p£t0f.LEVCO<; &v9pro1tCOV exet. J.lEAO<; o' EO"'tt
(713.7-14). The sillos is also related to the parody (1tapcpoia) by Diogenes Laertius (9.111) in his life of Timon of Phlius. On the parody, see Egert Pohlmann,
"llAPQIAIA," Glotta 50 (1972): 144-56.

249Encomia, fr. 125 + 126 (91 + 92): ... t6v pa Tep1tavop6<; 1to8' oA£crBto<; e£p£v I
1tpW1:0<; ev Oet1tV010"1 Auo&v I 'f/aAJ.lOV UV'tt<p9oyyov U'f/'JlACt<; UKOUCOV 1t'JlK'ttOO<; ... I
fl110' UJ.laupou 1tEp'fi1V ev Bicp. 1tOAU 1:01 I <pept10"1:0V &vopt 1:£p1tvoc; airov (Maehler, pt.
2). Translation adapted from Sandys, Odes of Pindar, 585-87.
250Alcaeus was born sometime prior to 620 B.C.E.; Anacreon flourished in the
sixth century B.C.E.; and Praxilla flourished around 450 B.C.E.
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performance, moving from person to person. The skolia presented by Athenaeus would seem to fall primarily in his second
category: they are short and simple, with texts ranging over historical incidents, life in general, and personal sentiment. None is
satirical in the sense suggested by Proclus' s definition.
Athenaeus suggests that the set of twenty-five skolia could be
viewed as representing a single performance. Indeed, after the first
seven songs, the last of which is attributed to Simonides or Epicharmus, Athenaeus records a short interruption during which
the guests comment on the song and one quotes a parody of it by
Anaxandrides; the songs then resume. This may well represent
the free and convivial manner in which the skolia were
performed. 251
The first four skolia-each of which is based on a four-line
verse-are addressed to Athena, Demeter, Leto, and Pan. The
third is typical:
In Delos of yore did Leto bear children twain, Phoebus the golden-haired,
Lord Apollo, and Huntress Artemis shooter of deer, who holdeth so great
sway over women.252
The fifth skolion is imperfectly preserved but suggests a paean to
Athena. The sixth and seventh skolia convey characteristic maxims of life. The sixth, for example, states:
Would it were possible to part every breast and so read the mind within,
and then closing it up believe beyond all doubt the man is a friend. 253
On the basis of testimony in other sources,254 skolia 10-13 can
be combined to form a part of Callistratus's "Song of Harmodius,"
one of the skolia specifically mentioned by the scholiast to Plato's
Gorgias 451e as well as Aristophanes in Vespae (1225) and Acharnenses (978-80 and 1093). Athenaeus's arrangement of the text
into four separate pieces provides a clear example of the way in
which the verses of a traditional song could be passed from guest
251 Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 15.49-50 (693f-696a [Kaibel 3:535-41). The
skolia are conveniently arranged and translated (although with a somewhat
different numbering) in Lyra Graeca, 3:560-73 (cf. Greek Lyric, 5:276-97).
252 'Ev d-.lA.cp no't' E'ttK'te natOe Aa'tro, I <l>ot~ov xpucroKOJ.LaV, livaK't' 'An6A.A.ro, I
a yuvatKIDV J!EY' EXEt Kpa'to~ (Lyra Graeca,

EAU<pl'\~OAOV 't' aypo'tepav I "Ap'teJ!tV,

3:562-63; Greek Lyric, 5:280-81 [cf. Kaibel 3:536]).
253E19' €~1lv onot6<; 'tt<; ~v eKacr'to<; I 'tO cr'tl19o~ OteA.ov't' E1tet'ta 'tOV vouv I
f:crtOOV'ta, KAetcrav'ta 1tUAtV' I avopa <ptAOV VOJ.LtsetV ao6A.cp <ppevi. (Lyra Graeca,

3:564-65; Greek Lyric, 5:282-83 [cf. Kaibel 3:537]).
254see Lyra Graeca, 3:567; Greek Lyric, 5:285.
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to guest. The text itself employs a constant measure and refrains.
The first two lines of the first verse are repeated in the third verse,
and the last two lines of the first verse are nearly repeated in the
fourth verse. All this suggests a simple repetitive melody that
would be easy for a group of symposiasts to pass from one person
to the next.
I'll carry my sword in a myrtle-branch,
Like Harmodius and Aristogeiton,
When they slew the tyrant
And made Athens free.
Dearest Harmodius, I know you are not dead
Because they say you are in the Islands of the Blest,
Where also are swift-footed Achilles
And brave Diomedes, son of Tydeus.
I'll carry my sword in a myrtle-branch,
Like Harmodius and Aristogeiton,
When at the feast of Athena
They killed the tyrant Hipparchus.
Your fame shall live in the earth forever
Dearest Harmodius and Aristogeiton
Because they slew the tyrant
And made Athens free.2ss

The remaining skolia, some of which consist of only two lines,
represent a mixture of references to gods and heros, maxims, and
sentiment. As might be expected, musical references occur only
infrequently, while convivial references are more common. The
seventeenth and twenty-third skolia are characteristic:
0 would I might become a pretty ivory lyre, and pretty lads might take me
with them to Dionysus's choral dance.

and
If good men deserve a drink, servant, forget thou not to pour one out for
Cedon. 256
255£v J..rup'tou KAabl 'to ~iq>o<; q>opftaro, I roa1tep ~ApJ,t63to<; K' 'Aptcr'toyet'trov, I o'te
'tOV 'tupavvov K'tUVE'tT\V I icroVOJ.!OU<; 't' 'A9ftva<; e7tOtT\O'cl'tT\V. I q>tA'ta9' ~ApJ.tobt', ou 'tt
1tOU 'tE9VT\KU<;. I vftaot<; 3' ev J.!UKaprov O'E q>aO'tV etvat I tva 1tep 1tObcOKT\ 't' 'AxtA.£a I
Tube'fbTtV 't' E't' ecr9A.ov ~tOJ.!TtOea. I
J.!Up'tOU KAa8l 'tO ~tq>O<; q>opf1aro, I 000'1tep ~ApJ,t68to<; K' 'AptO''tOyet'tWV, I O't' 'A9TtV<XtT\<; ev euaiat<; I &v8pa 'tupavvov ul1t1tapxov eKatVE't1lV. I aiel aq>&v KAEo<; ecrO"e'tat Ka't' atav, I q>tA'ta9' ~Ap/l6bto<; K' 'AptO''tOYet'trov, I
o'tt 'tov 'tupavvov K'taVE'tT\V I icroVOJ.!OU<; 't' 'A9ftva<; e1tOtT\O'U'tT\V (Lyra Graeca, 3:566;

ev

Greek Lyric, 5:284-87). Cf. Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 15.50 (695a-b [Kaibel
3:538-39]).
256Et9e A.upa KaA.a yevoiJ.tav eAeq>av'tiva, I Kat Jle KaA.ol 7tat8e<; q>epotev
~tOVUO'tOV e<; xop6v (Lyra Graeca, 3:568-69; Greek Lyric, 5:288-89 [cf. Kaibel 3:539]);
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Among the surviving musical fragments, one composition
has been frequently described as a skolion: the famous Epitaph of
Seikilos inscribed on a tombstone. Although this piece is short
and simple in style, its context hardly suggests a skolion. Rather,
the piece is an epigram, a short and simple verse commonly
placed on grave stones and votive tablets. As noted above, the
scholiast to Plato's Gorgias 451e makes an explicit association
between the epigram and the skolion, and the confusion of modern scholarship on this composition is not surprising.
The Epitaph of Seikilos has had a checkered history. First
brought to the attention of scholars in 1883, the tombstone formed
a part of the De Jong Collection in Bourja near Smyrna (modernday Izmir) until the burning of the city in September 1922, after
which the column disappeared for thirty-five years. Its rediscovery
was announced in 1957, and in 1966 it joined the collections of the
National Museum in Copenhagen (Inv. 14897). A rubbing of the
stone made shortly after its initial discovery shows that the tombstone then exhibited thirteen lines of text, with musical notation
appearing above lines 6-11. Sometime prior to 1922, line 13 was
destroyed when the bottom of the stone was ground off so that it
could stand upright and serve as a pedestal for a flower vase!257
The paleography of the inscription allows it to be securely
dated to the first century C.E., and the first five lines of the inscription clearly identify the purpose of the column:
I am a tombstone, an image. Seikilos placed me here as an everlasting sign of
deathless remembrance.2ss
The epigram itself immediately follows, arranged in six lines on
the column. The arrangement, however, is merely due to the exigencies of space; the composition is clearly constructed in four
lines of iambic dimeter.

"Eyxet K<Xt Kflorovt, OHXKOV£, JlllO' E1ttAfl8ou, I ei XPil 'tOt~ aya8ot~ avSpacrtv oivoxoetv

(Lyra Graeca, 3:570-71; Greek Lyric, 5:290-91 [cf. Kaibel 3:540]). In the twenty-

third skolion (Edmonds 20), I have read ,..servant" for his ,..drawer."
257For a brief survey of the history of the stone, see Pohlmann, Denkmiiler,
56-57 (pictured in illustrations 15-16). The rubbing was published in Theodore
Reinach, "La musique du nouvel hymne de Delphes," Bulletin de correspondance
hellenique 18 (1894): 363-89; and idem, La musique grecque, 171.
258EiKrov ft A.i8o~ I eiJlt. 'tt8110't Jlf I !:etKtAO~ ev8a I JlV~Jlll~ aSava'tOU I O'llJl<X
1toA.uxp6vtov (Pohlmann, Denkmiiler, 54).
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Like the other fragments discussed in this chapter, the Epitaph
of Seikilos exhibits a number of dichronic (e.g., the penultimate
syllable in line 2) and common syllables that could be ambiguous
apart from the musical setting. But unlike the other pieces, this
composition features clear rhythmic notation throughout: syllables that would already be long by position or nature are often
still given a diseme Jo insure the proper duration, syllables that
would be short in the text (e.g., the penultimate syllable in line 3)
are made long by the music, and the value of every ambiguous
syllable is made clear. Trisemes appear at the end of each line as
well as in the middle of the first line, in each ca,se falling on a
diphthong or a long vowel with a circumflex accent. These long
and full sounds are thereby given extra musical emphasis, especially as they always follow a long musical duration, and this
musical extension of the long syllables certainly recalls Dionysius
of Halicarnassus's observation that long and short syllables have
varying lengths: "some are longer than longs and some shorter
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than shorts."259 In addition to the clarity of the rhythmic notation,
stigmai mark out every foot; most of them fall on disemes or
trisemes, but in lines 3-4 where the second half of th~ first foot is
separated into three short chronoi, each receives a stigme, exactly
as was seen in the Orestes papyrus.260
There are no modulations in the Epitaph, and the notation
clearly indicates the diatonic Iastian tonos. The melodic design of
these few lines makes considerable use of patterns of melic composition described by such later theorists as Cleonides and Aristides Quintilianus, including ascending and descending sequence
(ayroy~), which is particularly noteworthy in line 2, and succession
(nAoK~), which appears at the end of line 3 and the beginning of
line 4.261 As a whole, the composition quite consciously employs
the range of an octave, with strong polar points on e', a', and e".
Moreover, lines 2-4 are related by obvious motivic affinities, and
the ascending and descending arpeggiation of the full octave in
line 4 provides a strong cadential balance to the ascending open
fifth in line 1.
In view of its relatively late date, it seems reasonable to suppose that this piece may have been deliberately composed with an
eye towards the theoretical principles articulated by theorists such
as Cleonides or perhaps Ptolemy, especially since the piece fits perfectly within his Phrygian tonos.262 In any case, the simple but
perfectly balanced and controlled melody seems well suited to epigrammatic nature of the text:
As long as you live, shine
Grieve you not at all
Life is of brief duration
Time demands its end.263
259&A.A.a Kat f.!aKpo'tepai 'ttvec; eiat 'trov f.!aKp&v Kat ~paxu'tepat 'trov ~pa
xet&v (Roberts 152.1-2).
260see p. 120 supra. For fuller analyses of this piece, rhythmic and melodic,
see Mathiesen, "Rhythm and Meter," 176-78; and Jon Solomon, "The Seikilos
Inscription: A Theoretical Analysis," American Journal of Philology 107 (1986):
455-79.

261These compositional devices are described in Cleonides Harmonica introductio 14; Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.12. See chapter 5, pp. 389-90, and
chapter 6, p. 537 infra.
262see chapter 5, p. 465 infra.
263uoaov l;ftc;, <pa{vou I f.l118ev OAOl<;

oxp6voc; anat'tet (Pohlmann,

au AU1tOU I 1tp0<; oA.iyov E<1'tt 'tO l;flv I 'tO 'teAo<;

Denkmiiler, 54).
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The precise meaning of the lines (12-13) following the epigram
remains uncertain-especially since line 13 no longer survives on
the stone-., but as the first word is clearly Seikilos's name once
again, the lines may have been intended to identify Seikilos as the
author of the epigram.264

Miscellaneous types, military music, and folk song
In addition to the many specific musical types described by
ancient sources and preserved to a greater or lesser degree in the
remains of Greek poetry, there are passing descriptions of various
miscellaneous compositions: love songs; work songs; military
music; songs praying for a specific gift from a specific divinity,
describing a particular deed of some individual, or recalling scenes
or experiences of a voyage; songs written by poets sent on a journey; songs with a moral message; songs describing the fields and
the seasons of planting and harvest; and songs conveying advice
on some matter or another.265 Because much of this material
sprung naturally from the people and tended to be associated with
individual events or occasions, little of it survives beyond the
general recollections of writers such as Athenaeus, Pollux, Pausanias, and Plutarch.
In a few cases, however, some of the musico-poetic types
already considered could also be classed among these miscellaneous types. Proclus's Chrestomathia, for example, refers to the
hymenaios and epithalamion as love songs, and Athenaeus, on
the authority of Clearchus, considers much of the poetry of Sappho, Anacreon, Archilochus, and Asopodorus to be love songs

264Roderick Beaton ("Modes and Roads: Factors of Change and Continuity in
Greek Musical Tradition," The Annual of the British School at Athens 75 [1980]:
1-11), however, regards the Epitaph of Seikilos as the earliest surviving
example of Greek folk music and observes (p. 10) that it is characteristic of the
"gnomic, fatalistic and often lugubrious couplets sung by both the Greeks and
Turks of this area still."
265Most of these are listed in Proclus's Chrestomathia: EuK'ttKa ()£ JlEA11

a

£ypa<pe'tO 'tOt~ at'tOUJ!EVOt~ 'tt 1tapa eeou yev£cr9at. 1tpayJ.la'ttKcl OE,
'ttVCOV
1teptetxe 1tpa~et~. EJ.l1t0ptKa ()£, ocra Ka'ta 'tU~ cX1t0011J.lla~ Kat EJl1tOpeia~ E1tt0etKVUJ.lEVU 'tt<JtV eypacpn. Kat cX1tOO'tOAtKa ()£, ocra 8ta1tEJl1tOJ.lEVOl 1tp6~ 'ttVa~ E1tOlOUV. 'ta
()£ yYCOJ.lOAoytKa OflAov O'tt napa{veatv ,;e&v exet, Kat 'tcl yeropytKa ()£ xropa~ Kat
q>U'tOOV Katpou~ Kat E1ttJ.LeAe{a~. Kat 'ta E1ttcr'taA'ttKa ()£, ocra Ka't' EV'tOAa~ 1tp6~
'ttVa~ 1tOtOUV'te~ 0tE1tEJl1tOV (Bekker 322a30-38).
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(£pro'ttKa aaJ.ta'ta).266 In Book XV of the Deipnosophistae, Athenaeus describes the game of kottabos (KoTtaPo~), in which symposiasts flicked the dregs of their wine into a metal basin. Athenaeus
refers to a set of love songs by Bacchylides and quotes two short
lines that illuminate the meaning of the term ayKUA11 (bend),
which was associated with kottabos:
When she lifts her white arm
And throws from the bend
At the bidding of these young men. 267

Athenaeus is unsure whether the term refers to a certain bend of
the wrist used in the flicking motion or a special type of drinking
cup. In any event, Athenaeus counts Bacchylides's song, which
describes kottabos, as a love song.
In both Book XIV and XV of the Deipnosophistae, Athenaeus
refers to "Locrian songs," true folk songs on subjects of love. His
short example tells about lovers' fear of discovery:
0 what is wrong? I beg you, do not betray us. Rise and go before he comes, or
he'll do some great harm to you and thrice-pitiable me. E'en now 'tis day;
see you not the light through the window?268

Athenaeus adds that such songs were heard all over Phoenicia,
and indeed, songs with this same theme abound in later folk
poetry. Elsewhere, on the authority of Clearchus and Aristoxenus,
Athenaeus describes three pastoral love songs, Nomion, Kaluke,
and Harpaluke. Nomion tells the story of Eriphanis's unrequited
love for the hunter Menalcas; Kaluke, which Aristoxenus ascribes
to Stesichorus, is a song about a virtuous maiden who throws
herself from a cliff in despair when her love is rejected by the
youth Euathlus; and Harpaluke is a nearly identical story with different characters.269
In the Plutarchean De musica, Soterichus, speaking of the
proper modes ('tp61tot) for the various musical types, observes that
266Proclus Chrestomathia (Bekker 321a15-28); Athenaeus Deipnosophistae
14.43 (639a [Kaibel3:410.20-411.5]). Asopodorus is otherwise unknown.
267Deipnosophistae 15.5 (667c): c-6--c£ I --ci,v an' ayKUAll~ tllCH I --co'icrb£ --cot~
V£avtat~ I A£UKOV aV't£tVacra nnxuv (Lyra Graeca, 3:214; Greek Lyric, 4:270 [cf.
Kaibel 3:475.6-7]).
268Deipnosophistae 15.53 (697b-c): -;-n --c{ nacrxctc;; f.lll npo8ip~ Uf.lf.l', iK£'t£uro· I
1tptv Kat f.lOA£lV K£lVOV' avtcr'tro, f.lil KaKOV I f.lEya (cr£) 1tot1lcrn KUf.lE --cl,v b£tAUKpav.
I Cxf.lEpa Kat 81l · --eo <p&c; oux --cue; 9up{8o~ ouK cicropftc;; (Lyra Graeca, 3:546-47; Greek
Lyric, 5:240 [cf. Kaibel 3:544]).
269Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.11 (619c-e [Kaibel 3:365.21-366.21]).
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the Dorian was used not only for tragic lamentation {'tpaytKo<;
otK~o<;) but also for love songs.270 It is impossible, however, to
know whether he is speaking of formal love songs composed by
the lyric poets or true folk song.
The Greeks employed all sorts of music to lighten the burdens
of labor or, in some cases, to coordinate military activities. Pausanias's Graeciae descriptio (4.27.7), for example, refers to masons
working to the sound of the aulos and the mele of Sacadas and
Pronomus. In Book II of his De musica, Aristides Quintilianus
states that
... wars and marches are both aroused and composed through music. It makes
sailing and rowing and the most difficult of the handicrafts not burdensome
by providing an encouragement for the work. 271
A bit later (2.6), he observes that Roman armies used the salpinx
to play specific mele corresponding to specific military movements. There was a melos for attacking by line, one for retreating,
special mele for pivoting to the left or right, and so on. In his
Adversus musicos, Sextus Empiricus, too, includes salpinx melos
among examples of the utilitarian functions of music, but he sees
it merely as a distraction:
That the Spartans do battle to the aulas and the lyre is proof of what was
said a short while before [i.e., that music is distracting], but not of music
being useful for life. Just as those who bear burdens or row or do some other of
the toilsome works beat time in order to draw the mind away from the trial
of the work, so also those who use auloi and salpinxes in battles contrived
this not because there was a certain melos stimulating to the heart and this
melos was the cause of manly courage but because they were eager to draw
themselves away from the agony and disorder .... 272 .

270Plutarch De musica 1136f-1137a (Ziegler 14.18-19).
2711tOA£J.LOt 8£ Kat o8rov 1t0p£tat 8u:X J!OUO'tKll<; £ye{pov'tat 't£ Kat Ka8tcr'taV'tat ·
vau'ttAta<; 't£ Kat eipecrta<; Kat 'tU xaA£1tOO'ta'ta 'tOOV X£tprovaK'ttKOOV epyrov
avenax8nnot£t 'trov n6vrov ytVOJ!EVT\ napaJ.Lu8tov (W.-I. 57.25-29). Mathiesen, A Q
on Music, 120.
272r6 't£ 'tOU<; L1tap'tta'ta<; npo<; aUAOV Kat Aupav 1tOA£J.L£tV 'tOU J!tKpip 1tpO't£pov
£tPT\J!EVOU 't£KJ.Lfl pt6v EO''ttV' aAA' oux1 'tOU ~tro<p£All 'tuyxavetv 'tllV J!OUO'tKflV.
Ka8anep 8' oi ax8o<popOUV't£<; 11 EpEO'O'OV't£<; 11 aAAO 'tt 'tOOV E1ttn6vrov 8p&V't£<; epyrov
K£A£UOUO'tV ei<; 'tO av8eAK£tV 'tOV vouv ano 'tll<; K<X'tU 'tO epyov ~acravou, OU'tro K<Xt
auAot<; 11 craAnty~tV EV 1tOA£J.LOt<; XPIDJ.L£VOt ou 8ta 'tO EX£tV 'tt 'tll<; 8tavo{a<;
E1t£y£p'ttKOV 'tO J.LEAO<; Kat avOptKOU AflJ.L<X'tO<; <Xl'ttOV unapxetv 'tOU'tO EJ!llXUVT\O'<XV'tO,
UAA' &no 'tll<; ayrov{a<; Kat 'tapaxn<; &v8eAK£tV eaU'tOU<; 0'1tOU8acraV't£<; (Greaves
144-45). Sextus Empiricus's observations are confirmed by Aristophanes Ranae
1073 and Vespae 909, Philodemus De musica (Philodemi De musica librorum quae
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This role of the salpinx, or some similar instrument, is attested
not only in literary sources273 but also in a fragmentary painting
on a black-figure epinetron, probably dating from the fifth century
B.C.E. Three fragments survive showing the preparation for battle
and the battle itself. On one of these, an Amazon plays a salpinx,
anq around her head, the solmization syllables 'tO, 'tO, 't£, 'tO, and
'tll appear, perhaps suggesting the fanfare-like pattern c', c', g, c'
e'.274
Salpinx signals were not the only kind of military music.
Marching songs are also described by Thucydides (Historiae 5.69),
Dio Chrysostomus (Orationes 2.59), Polybius (Historiae 4.20.12),
and others. Book XIV of Athenaeus's Deipnosophistae refers to
the Spartan marching songs, the embateria mele (eJ.lPa~~pta f..lEAll)
or enoplia (£v61tAta), and Plutarch in his Instituta Laconica
observes that marching rhythms (EJ.L~a~ilptot pu8J.Lot) incited the
soldiers to bravery and contempt for death.275 The six lines of Tyrtaeus's embaterion quoted by Dio Chrysostomus suggest that the
embateria were anapestic:
Forward, ye sons of sires that dwelt in a town of brave men; hold in your left
hand the protecting shield and cast the spear stoutly before you, with no
thought for your life, for to spare that was never Sparta's way. 276
exstant, ed. Ioannes Kemke [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1884], 71-72.8), and Quintilian Institutio oratoria 1.10.16.
273see, for example, Ilias 18.219-21, Thucydides Historiae 5.70 and 6.69, and
Xenophon Anabasis 4.3.29.

274The fragments are from Epinetron 907 of the Museum at Eleusis. The specific solmization syllables are attested by Aristides Quintilianus De Musica 2.14
and 3.21 (see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 33-34, 143-44; and Charles-Emile Ruelle,
"La solmisation chez les anciens grecs," Sammelbiinde der Internationalen
Musikgesellschaft 9 [1907-8]: 512-30) and by Beller~ann's Anonymous 3.77
(Najock 126-29). For a description of the musical aspects of the epinetron, see
Annie Belis, "Un nouveau document musical," Bulletin de correspondance hellenique 108 (1984): 99-109.
275Deipnosophistae 14.29: 7tOAeJ.Lucot ()' eicrtv oi AaKrove<;, cilv Kat oi uiot 'ta
EJ.L~a-r-flpta J!EA11 avaAaJ.L~avoucrtv, a7tep Kat EV07tAta KaA£t'tat (630f [Kaibel
3:391.23-25]); Instituta Laconica 16: Kat oi EJ.L~a'tilptot o€ pu9J.Lot 7tapopJ.L11'ttKot 7tpo<;
avope{av Kat 9appaA£0'tll'ta Kat U7t£pq>p6vncrtv 9ava'tOU, ot<; exproV'tO EV 't£ xopot<;
Kat 7tp0<; auA.ov E7tayOV't£<; 'tOt<; 1tOA£J.LtOt<; (238b [Plutarch's Moralia, 3:434]). Sextus

Empiricus, of course, disagrees with this assessment.
276,Aye't') ifJ L7tUp'ta<; euavopro I Kropot 1ta'teprov

1t0Atat&v' I A.at~ JleV tt'UV

1tpo~aA.ecr8e, I o6pu ()' eut6A.J.Lro<; ~aA.et' avta, I J.Lil q>et06J.Levot 'ta<; ~roa<; · I ou yap

7ta'tptov 't~ L7tap'tq_ (Lyra Graeca,

3:534-35; Greek Lyric, 5:242).
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Hephaestion provides another example, which he uses to illustrate the way in which anapestic verse might use a spondaic close:
Forward, ye armed children of Sparta, to the movement of Ares. 277
The Plutarchean Soterichus refers to an additional song, the Castorian melos, which was played on the aulos as the Spartans
marched into battle. He adds that the Cretans preferred to march
to the accompaniment of the lyre, while "others" (most likely
referring to the Romans) used the salpinx.278
Although more specific detail about military music is recorded
in the literary sources, the names of types of songs used to accompany various mundane activities and a few fragments are also
preserved. Athenaeus, drawing on a number of writers-Tryphon, Semus the Delian, Telecleides, Crates, and so on-, refers to
the himaios (i~atoc;), a milling song; the elinos (£A.tvoc;), a weaving
song; the ioulos (touA.oc;), which may be a baking song, another
weaving song, or a spinning song; the katabaukalesis (Ka-ra~au
KaAllcrtc;), a lullaby; the aletis (&A.il-rtc;), a wandering song; the lituerses (At-ruepcrllc;), a reaping song; the boukoliasmos (~ouKoAtao
~6c;), a herding song; and the olophurmos (6A.o<pup~6c;) and ialemos (iaAE~oc;), mourning songs.279 Pollux's Onomasticon (4.5356) not only cites many of the same names but also refers to aulos
music intended to accompany various labors: the epilenion
aulema (e1ttAllVtOV aUAll~a) for the treading of grapes and
unnamed compositions for shepherding, winnowing, and
rowing.
A few fragments of these folk songs will illustrate their
style.2so Plutarch's Septem sapientium convivium (157e) preserves an example of a milling song:
Grind, mill, grind;
Yes, for Pittacus used to grind
277 Ench. 8: "Aye't', i1 L1tap'ta~ £vo1tAOt Kropot, 1tO'tt 'tav "Apero~ Ktvacrtv
(Consbruch 26).
278 ... AaKeOatJ.LOVtot, 1tap' ot~ 'tO KaAOUJ.Levov Kacr't6petov llUAet'to J.LEAO~ o1to'te
'tOt~ 1t0Af-J.lt0t~ ev KO<JJ.lql 1tpoaftecrav J.LaxecrOJ.lf-VOt. oi Oe Kat 1tp0~ Aupav E1tOtOUV 'tllV
1tp6crooov 'tllV 1tp0~ 'tOU~ evav'ttOU~, Ka9a1tep ia'tOpOUV'tat J.lEXPt 1tOAAOU xpilcracr9at 'tfP
'tp01tql 'tOU'tql 'tll~ E1tt 'tOU~ 1tOAf-JltKOU~ KtVOUVOU~ e~6oou Kpil'te~. oi o' E'tt Kat Ka9'
fll.lii~ craA1tty~t Ota'teAoucrt XPIDJlevot (1140c [Ziegler 22.11-17]).

279 Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.10 (618c-619c [Kaibel 3:363.24-365.21]).
280The group of folk songs and the commentary accompanying them in the
sources are conveniently collected (and rather freely translated) in Lyra Graeca,
3:488-548; cf. Greek Lyric, 5:232-69.
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King of great Mytilene.281

Book VIII of Athenaeus's Deipnosophistae records an extended
begging song, the Swallow-Song, which was sung in Rhodes:
Come! come! the swallow is here!
She brings a good season,
She brings a good year.
White on her breast,
And black on her crest.
Roll out a fruit-cake,
From the cheese-house,
A beaker of wine,
A basket of cheese.
Breads and porridge
The swallow does not push away.
Whether we go depends on what we take from you,
If only you will give us something; but if not, we won't go.
Shall we carry off your door or your lintel as well,
Or your wife that is seated within?
She is small and we will easily carry her off.
If you would carry us a little,
He will carry you a lot.
Open, open the door for the swallow,
For we are not old men, but children. 282

And Book XIV preserves the text to a little dance called "Flowers":
Where are my roses, where are my violets,
And where is my fine parsley?
Here are your roses, here are your violets
And here is your fine parsley. 283

This particular song, which is in dactylic rhythm, has the added
but somewhat unusual feature of rhyme at the end of every interior phrase: poba, ta, and creA.tva.
281&A.ct, flUAa, &A.et· I Kat yap flt't'taKo<; &A.et I fleyaA.ac; Mu'ttA.avac;
pacrtA.eurov (text and translation from Plutarch's Moralia, 2:410-11).

282Deipnosophistae 8.60 (360c-d): 1;A.8'' 1;A.8e XeAt8rov I KaAa<; &pa<; ayoucra,
I KUAOU<; fVtUU'tOU<;, I f1tt yacr'tepa AeUKa, I f1tt VCO'ta flEAatva. I 1taA.a8av cru 1tpOKUKAct I fK 1ttOVO<; OtKOU I OtVOU 'tc 8e1t<XO"'tpov I 'tUpou 'tt KUVUO"'tpov. I Kat 1tUp&v I
XeAt8rov Kat AeKt8t'taV I OUK a1tro8et'tat. I 1tO'tep' U1ttffiJ.Le<; 11 A.a~cOJ.Le8a; I ci f.LEV 'tl
8rocrct<; · ci 8£ J.Lil, ouK £acroJ.Lev, I 11 'tav 8upav cpeproJ.Le<; 11 8ou1tep8upov I 11 'tav
yuvatKa 'tav £crro Ka811J.Levav · I f.LtKpu J.LEV ecr'tt, p~8{roc; vtv otcroJ.Le<;. I &v 8~ cpepnc; 'tt,
I J.Leya 81} 'tt cpepoto. I avoty', &votyc 'tUV 8upav XcAt86vt · I ou yap yepov'te<; EO"flcV,
aA.A.u 1tat8ta (Kaibel 2:288-89 [cf. Lyra Graeca, 3:526, 528; Greek Lyric, 5:232-

a

35]).

283Deipnosophistae 14.27 (629e): 1tou f.LOt 'tU p68a, 1tou f.LOt 'ta ta, 1tOU f.LOt 'tU
KaA.u creA.tva; I 'ta8t 'ta p68a, 'ta8t 'tu

ta,

'ta8t 'tu KaA.u creA.tva (Kaibel 3:389).

Musical Life zn Ancient Greece

Although a full and complete picture of the ancient Greek
musico-poetic types cannot be formed, enough detail survives in
the poetic texts, early commentaries, iconography, and notated
musical fragments to reveal a tremendous musical sophistication,
variety, and vitality. Grander and more complex types such as the
hymn, paean, prosodion, and dithyramb played important roles in
religious and civic life. The nomos, originally a form associated
with venerable tradition, became the particular vehicle for musical innovation and the development of the virtuoso. Likewise,
the epinikion provided a form in which important personal and
human victories could be memorialized to inspire future generations. The relationship of dance and music was especially prominent in the dithyramb, partheneion, and hyporcheme, but the
most complete union of music, text, movement, and costume was
developed in the drama, which formed a centerpiece of the civic
and religious festivals of the Greeks. Everyday social life, too, was
supported by wedding and funeral music, love songs, work songs,
banquet songs, and the like. In each piece, whether formal and
complex or simple and folklike, the musicians could draw on a
wealth of tradition, a powerful and innately sonorous language,
and virtually limitless combinations of rhythms, meters, tonoi,
inflections of melodic scale, gesture, and dance.
Much of this music was accompanied by a variety of musical
instruments. Although some of these have been noted along the
way, they have remained in the background of the picture of
musical life in ancient Greece developed to this point. The next
chapter brings them to the foreground.
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Musical Instrutnents
usical instruments appealed to the Greeks at least as much
as they did to other early musical cultures, although
ancient Greek music was fundamentally vocal-and
hence literary-in character. The musico-poetic types examined in
the previous chapter were colored and brightened by the sounds
of an array of instruments that could produce varied timbres ranging from sharp percussive attacks to long sustained melodic lines
and from imprecise or indifferent noise to the subtlest shading of
pitch. The Greeks employed instruments from the four traditional
Hornbostel-Sachs classifications-idiophones, aerophones, membranophones, and chordophonesl-and detailed descriptions survive in the literary sources. Moreover, the beauty of musical
instruments as objects appealed to Greek painters and sculptors.
Red- and black-figure vase painters portrayed countless scenes of
Greeks of all classes, as well as the gods themselves, engaged in
playing musical instruments. Sculptors portrayed musical instruments in terra cotta statuary and on gemstones and low reliefs. In
addition to all this literary and iconographic evidence, a remarkable number of instruments survive as archaeological artifacts.
These remains, together with the other evidence, make it possible
to reconstruct individual instruments and experiment with them
to discover characteristics of timbre, pitch, tuning, and performance practice. In sum, a considerable amount of material is
available from which to form a rather complete picture of the
Greeks' musical instruments and their use.
Both Plato and Aristotle recognized the pervasiveness of
instruments in their musical culture, but as might be expected,

M

1 A brief description of these classifications appears in Sachs,

Musical Instruments, 454-67.
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they regarded instrumental music as inferior to vocal music. In
Respublica 3.10, Plato extends his conservative view of music to
include instruments. He considers it unnecessary for the city to
have instruments capable of producing many different pitches
(polychordia) in every harmonia (panharmonia), and the aulos,
with its ability to produce infinitely shaded pitches, is specifically
excluded:
"Then," I said, "we have no need of polychordia and panharmonia in our
songs and mele." "It does not seem so to me," he said. "Then we shall not
maintain makers of trigona and pektides and every other instrument that is
polychordic and polyharmonious." "We think not." "What then? Will
aulos-makers and auletes be allowed in the city, or is this not the most polychordic and is it not the case that the panharmonious instruments themselves imitate the aulos?" "Surely that is evident," he said. "The lyre and
the kithara remain for you," I said. 2

In De anima 2.8, Aristotle distinguishes between sound
(wo<po<;), which is produced by musical instruments, and voice
(<provl)), which is human or animal: voices are possessed only by
creatures with souls.3 Nevertheless, the Aristotelian Problemata
and De audibilibus are quite interested in musical instruments. In
their interrogatory form, Problemata 19.9 observes that a song
gives more pleasure if it is sung to the accompaniment of an aulos
or lyre, and Problemata 19.10 states that it is more pleasant to listen to the sound of instruments than to humming. The little treatise De audibilibus, which will be discussed later in this chapter,
contains a wealth of detail about the characteristics of auloi, aulos
reeds, and musical sound in general.
Although he quite often repeats the positions taken by Plato in
the Respublica or Leges, Aristides Quintilianus candidly recognizes the popularity and importance of musical instruments in
his own time. In the course of the second book of his De musica,
he comments at length on the influence of music on behavior,
and in section 16, he observes that musical instruments are called
2oux: apa, ~V o'

e:yro,

noA.uxopO{a~ ye ouoe navapJ..LOVtOU flf.llV Oertcret EV 'tat<;

cp8at~ 'te Kat f.lEAecrtv. ()\) f.lOt, e<pn, <paive'tat. Tptyrovrov apa Kat 1t11K'tt8rov Kat

1tUV'tffiV opyavrov, ocra 1tOAUXOp0a Kat 1tOAUapJ..LOVta, 01lf.ll0Upyou<; OU 8pe'tfOf.leV. 0U
cpatVOJ..Le9a. T{ 8£; auA.onotou~ ~ auA.n-ra~ napaoe~et ei~ -rl,v n6A.tv; ~ ou -rou-ro
noA.uxopOo'ta'tOV' Kat au-ra 'ta navapJ..LOVta auA.ou -ruyxavet OV'ta f.llf.lTlJ..La; ~11A.a 8it,
~ 0' o<;. Aupa 81t crot, ~V 8' £yro, Kat Kt9apa Ael1te'tat ... (399c-d). Cf. Plato Leges 3

(700a-701b ).
3Porphyrius quotes this same passage in his commentary (During 7.8-19) on
the first chapter of Claudius Ptolemy's Harmonica.

Musical Instruments
"instruments" (opyava) because-like a pruning knife-they are
used to do something. In the case of music, instruments enhance
delight and strengthen music's power and effect. Aristides Quintilianus characterizes certain instruments-like most of the other
musical elements-as masculine (such as the salpinx or the lyre),
feminine (the Phrygian aulas or the sambuke), or medial. The
final group is further subdivided into the relatively masculine
(the Pythian aulas or the kithara "not much at variance with the
lyre") and the relatively feminine (the choric aulas or kithara of
many notes).4 In the blending of these characteristics, music, as a
mimetic art, gains its therapeutic power. Aristides Quintilianus
then poses a rhetorical question: "Is there not more strongly born
in those hearing these things a yearning to seek after the reason
and to learn what coerces the soul to be so readily conquered by
melody played on instruments?"5
The answer to the question evolves from analogies between
musical instruments and the human body itself as the instrument
of the soul. Aristides Quintilianus proposes that the human body
is composed of membranes, sinews, and breath. In consequence, it
has the capacity to respond through a kind of sympathetic resonance between the sinews and stringed instruments, the breath
and wind instruments, and the membranes and percussion
instruments, though he does not specifically draw the third of
these analogies. Since the stringed instruments are especially associated with Apollo and Hermes, music played on these instruments is elevating, while the music of the aulas is merely pleasurable. Aristides Quintilianus recognizes, of course, that the
aulas is sometimes associated with Athena, but he minimizes this
association by noting that Athena threw away the auloi as not
suitable for those desiring wisdom but only for those exhausted
from labor. He also recalls the contest between Apollo and Marsyas as a way of establishing the music of the kithara and the lyre,

4 Aristides

Quintilianus is presumably distinguishing between a smaller
kithara of perhaps seven strings and the large kithara associated with the
instrumental virtuosi (see, for example, pp. 66-68 supra).
5-;-Ap' o?>v ou J.LaA.A.ov toutrov e1taKououcrtv £yy{v£'tat 1t68o~ titv 't£ ait{av
E1ttS1l'tflcrat Kat J.La9£tV 'tl 'tO 'tTJV wuxl,v OU'tO) 1tPOX£tproc; aAtO'K£0'9at tft bux t&v
opyavrov JlcAcpbt<f Ka'tavayKal;ov; (W.-I. 86.8-11). See Mathiesen, AQ on Music,
149-51.
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Apollo's instruments, as superior to the music of the aulos, Marsyas's instrument.6
·
Distinctions between the chordophones and aerophones-and
among the instruments in each group-were simply assumed by
most writers, no doubt because they seemed so obvious. Some definitions and classifications of instruments are preserved by Athenaeus, Pollux, and in other anecdotal and lexicographic works, but
even there, the percussion instruments (idiophones and membranophones) receive little attention.7 Percussion instruments were,
however, seen by some writers as sharing at least one trait with
the chordophones: both were struck in order to sound. If classification is based on performance technique, the idiophones, membranophones, and chordophones could indeed be considered a single
class, distinct from the aerophones. Moreover, the chordophones
and membranophones share a distinct physical characteristic that
suggests they be grouped apart from the aerophones: both require
tension for the instrument to sound.

Idiophones and Membranophones
.The Greeks employed percussion instruments made of naturally sonorous materials that produced relatively indistinct
pitches (idiophones), as well as percussion of more precise pitch
produced by the resonance of a stretched membrane. All percussion instruments are capable of a wide dynamic range and various
types of articulation, depending on the way in which they are
struck. These instruments could certainly have been used to articulate the rhythmic and metric patterns of music, and in at least
some cases, they must have been used to coordinate the performance by marking time. The percussion could easily sound multiple simultaneous patterns, such as the contrast between the
_rhythmic and metric patterns that frequently appears in the musi-

6Aristides Quintilianus De musica 2.18-19 (W.-I. 89.23-92.18). Mathiesen,
AQ on Music, 154-57. This material is also surveyed in Margaret J. Kartomi, On
Concepts and Classifications of Musical Instruments (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1990), 116-18. On the contest between Apollo and Marsyas, see pp.
178-82 infra.
7This does not mean, of course, that technical works on musical instruments
never existed. Aristoxenus, for example, is credited with treatises on musical
instruments in general and on the aulos, auletes, and the boring of auloi. See
Wehrli, Aristoxenos, 34-35 (fr. 94-102).
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cal fragments, or a dynamic distinction between the arsis and thesis of various rhythmic feet.B
The Greek idiophones include the krotala (Kpo'taA.a), the kroupezai (Kpou1tesat) or kroupala (Kpou1taA.a), the kumbala (KUJl~aA.a) or krembala (KpEJl~aA.a), the seistron (aetO"'tpov), and the
rhombos (p6Jl~o<;).9 The rhoptron (p61t'tpov) is, in a sense, an idiophone, but like the other drums ('tUJl7tava), it is also a membranophone. The idiophones were used for a variety of purposes,
while the membranophones were associated particularly with the
rites of Dionysus and Cybele.
Krotala
Krotala are hollow blocks of some hard material, hinged with
leather, held and clapped together in the hand. Modern scholarship commonly describes them as if they were castanets, but
although they were played in a similar manner, the size and
shape pictured in numerous vase paintings suggests a lower and
more resonant sound, rather more like slapsticks than castanets.
Literary descriptions, too, stress the similarity between hand-clapping and the clapping of the krotala. Herodotus's Historia 2.60
describes men and women singing and clapping-both with their
hands and with the krotala-while they sail to the festival at
Bubastis, and the Suda defines a single krotalon as a split reed,
shaped in order to produce a clapping sound when shaken in the
hands. It is not clear from the definition whether the sound is
produced by a single krotalon or two krotala striking together, but
the clapping sound, which provides articulation for the voice, is
clearly described. la
Ban the role of arsis and thesis in Greek rhythmic theory, see chapter 4, pp.
339-42. For examples of the contrast between the rhythmic and metric patterns of
the musical fragments, see chapter 2 (and pp. 40-42, 45-46, 113, 117-20, and 14950 supra).
9Bells were also important in ancient culture but primarily for magicai, apotropaic, and signalling purposes. For an extensive survey, see Margaret A. Schatkin, "Idiophones of the Ancient World," Jahrbuch fiir Antike und Christentum 21
(1978): 147-72 (Greek, Roman, and early Christian cultures are treated on pp.
152-67).
lOKpo'taAov iBiro<; 6 crxt~OJlEVo<; KaAaf..Lo<; Kat Ka'tacrKeua~Of.lEVo<; E1tt't1lb£<; rocr't£
llXEtV' El 'tl<; atl'tOV OOVOtll 'tat<; XEPO't, Ka9a1t£p KpO'tOV U1tO't£AOOV. 'tpavo<; oi>v ecrn,
<pllO'l, Kat 'tllV <prov'hv Otllpeprof..LEVO<; Ka9a1t£p 'tU KpO'taAa, UV'tt 'tOU euyAro't'tO<;,
EUO''tOf.lO<; (Bekker 629). Eustathius states. in his twelfth-century commentary on
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The krotala were quite strongly associated with mystery, excitement, and vigorous celebration. In his little treatise De mirabilibus auscultationibus (839a1-2), Aristotle recalls a haunted cave on
the island of Lipara, where laughing is heard at night, accompanied by the sound of drums, kumbala, and krotala; and the Homeric hymn In matrem deorum calls on the Muse to celebrate Cybele
with the sounds of krotala, drums, and auloi.
In addition to the literary references, krotala are frequently pictured in vase paintings being played by dancing women or satyrs
and occasionally by young men. A pair of krotala is held in each
hand, one usually pointing upwards, the other downwards. On
occasion, both are held upwards. The association of the krotala
with Dionysus means that they are frequently portrayed in the
bas~s of drinking cups. One red-figure kylix painted by the Brygos
painter (ea. 500-490 B.C.E.) shows Dionysus playing a barbitos
accompanied by two dancing satyrs playing krotala (figure 12).11
Another red-figure kylix, this one decorated by Epiktetos (ea. 500490), shows a woman playing the krotala and dancing to the
accompaniment of an aulete (figure 13).12 In both paintings, the
dancers appear in a characteristic pose with the head turned back
over the right shoulder and one pair of krotala held above the
head with the palm tending downwards, the other pair held at the
level of the waist with the palm tending upwards. The satyrs' krotala are shown open, ready to be clapped, while the woman's krotala have already sounded. A third cup, by the Hermaios painter,
shows a dancing man playing the krotala; once again, one pair
points upwards and the other downwards. This particular figure
can be further identified as an aulete by the aulos bag suspended
from his left forearm.13

Ilias 11.160 that the krotala were made of shell or wood or copper, but he is
probably conflating the krotala with the kumbala or krembala. See Eustathii
archiepiscopi Thessalonicensis commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem pertinentes, ed.
Marchinus van der Valk, 4 vols. (Leiden: Brill, 1971-87).
llparis, Bibliotheque nationale, Cabinet des Medailles 576.
12London, British Museum E38.
13cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum GR 49.1864. The painting is probably contemporary with figures 12-13, or a little earlier. A picture appears in John
Boardman, Athenian Red Figure Vases: The Archaic Period (London: Thames and
Hudson, 1975), pl. 108. On the aulos bag, seep. 197 infra.
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Painters are quite consistent in their representations of the
proportions of the krotala: the blocks are approximately two-thirds
the length of the performer's forearm. If an average forearm
length of 18-25 cm is assumed, the krotala must have measured
between 11.5 and 15 cm in length. Each krotalon appears to have
had a sort of knob at the base, and in a pair, one knob could be
grasped between the palm and the middle fingers of the hand, the
other between the bent thumb and the palm. This finger-grip gave
the performer considerable control over the instrument, and
because the fingers wrapped around the knobs, the instrument
could be played equally well pointing upwards, resting in the
palm, or pointing downwards, suspended from the hand. The
other fingers of the hand, extending on either side of the krotala,
formed a kind of channel that kept the two halves in line. It was
also possible for the krotala to be held by wrapping the entire hand
around the base of the instrument. In this hand-grip, the control
was more a matter of flexing the four fingers and the upper part of
the palm against the thumb and the lower part of the palm. Both
grips can been seen in figure 13, the more sensitive finger-grip in
the dancer's right hand and a hand-grip in the dancer's left hand.
In either case, the krotala must have been joined together at the
base, probably by a leather hinge. The krotala seem to have been
wider at the top than at the bottom, but the painters show considerable proportional variation in this dimension. Nevertheless, if
the tops were approximately twice as wide as the bottoms, there
would still be only 10° of declination from the vertical in 15-cm
krotala, and such a proportion is sufficiently large in the upper
part of the krotala to allow for resonance and sufficiently small at
the bottom for the hand to grasp and control the blocks.14
Kroupezai or Kroupala
The group of performers in the larger musico-poetic types or in
the drama required some basis for maintaining their ensemble.
Although performers could watch or hear one another and could
count the rhythms being sung or danced, some consistent measure was essential to insure a uniform tempo and provide a
means for the performers-especially the dancers-to recover if
they lost their place in the ensemble. In certain cases, this measure
14These observations are based in part on my experiments with reproductions
of krotala made in 1984 by my former student, David Hodges.
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was provided by the clapping of the kroupezai,15 which articulated
a part of the rhythm or perhaps the meter. Some writers refer to
the kroupezai as "kroupala" or "kroupeta," but the various forms
all convey the same combination of "striking" and "foot." The
kroupezai were essentially krotala worn on the foot and operated
with the heel resting on the ground and the front part of the foot
tapping up and down. Metal taps seem normally to have been
attached to both of the inner faces of the kroupezai, and the sound
of the instrument would have been _harder, sharper, and more
metallic than that ·of the krotala.
Pollux, in a section of the Onomasticon describing footwear,
refers to several types of shoes, including the kothornos (K68opvo<;), the high-topped buskin with thick soles worn by tragic actors;
the arbule (ap~UATl), a sort of half-boot worn by hunters; the sandalon (cravBaA.ov), a wooden-soled sandal worn by comic actors;
and the kroupeza, "a wooden shoe, used to conduct the chorus."
He adds: "Cratinas called the Boeotians 'kroupezai-carriers'
because of their clapping at aulas music."16 Elsewhere in the Onomasticon, Pollux mentions the various accoutrements of the
aulete and refers to their shoes as "kroupezia," a diminutive of
kroupezai. These references not only associate the aulas and the
kroupezai but also suggest that it was the aulete who marked the
time, at least in some cases. On the other hand, ~here they were
15oemosthenes Meidias 17 refers to the use of the kroupezion (the diminutive form of the term) in the training of the chorus. Cf. Lucian De saltatione 2, 63,
and 83. The sounding beat was still being used by "conductors" in the eighteenth
century C.E. to keep their ensembles together, and folk musicians frequently
stamp time with their feet while playing or singing. The notion of a silent pulse
maintained in the performers' and listeners' minds is modern.

16onomasticon 7.87: ;, o£ KpOU1tesa ~UAtVOV U1t00TlJl<X, 1te1tOlllJlEVOV eic; ev06crtJlOV
xopou. KpOU1teSO<popouc; 0' et1te -roue; Botro-rouc; Kpa-rtvoc; OUl 'tU ev aUAll'ttK'ft KpOUJl<X'ta
(Bekker 295). The phrase translated here as "conduct" (eic; ev36crtJ.LOV) is used by
other authors, where it seems to refer to instrumental music played prior to a song
or a signal given for something to begin. its other occurrence in Pollux (1.210) is in
the context of the various signals used to call a horse and to make it stop or run.
Here, to conduct the horse into a run, one strikes its belly with the foot and pulls
up the neck with the bridle. Like the horse, the chorus is "conducted" by striking
the kroupezai. Even in the other contexts, it may well be that the purpose of the
instrumental music played before the song was to establish the proper rhythm
and tempo, and thus its role, too, was to "conduct." Philostratus Junior Imagines 6
also refers to the musician who beats time on the ground with a sandal on the
right foot.
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present, the koruphaios and his assistants were responsible for the
discipline of the ensemble and probably set the tempo.17 The
kroupezai may have been played by the koruphaios in certain
choruses, while the aulete regulated the tempo in other musical
forms, or the aulete may always have been responsible for percussive ar~iculation.18 In view of its date, it is also possible the Onomasticon is reflecting the change that took place as the aulete
became more and more important; among other privileges, he
perhaps assumed the kroupezai from the koruphaios.19
A marble statue from the second century B.C.E., copied from a
Greek original, provides a quite remarkable illustration of the
kroupezai (figure 14).20 The performer, perhaps a satyr, operates
the instrument with his right foot, which is connected to the
upper half of the shoe by a strap across his instep. The two halves
are hinged at the back, probably by a leather strap. Each half is
composed of three parts: a sounding plate, probably rather like a
metal tap; a thin sole; and a thick sole. In fact, the instrument
gives the impression of two old sandals hinged together at the
back. On the analogy of the krotala, however, it is possible that the
thick sole is made of wood and hollowed out to increase the resonance of the instrument. The thin sole might be wood or leather.
The specific role played by the kroupezai in articulating the
rhythm is not known. If the kroupezai were intended to help
coordinate an ensemble-as certainly seems to be the case-, it is
more likely that they struck some regular pulse rather than articulating each rhythmic pattern. As definitions of rhythm in Greek
and Latin treatises emphasize the importance of arsis and thesis in
defining the various feet, it is possible that the kroupezai marked
the thesis in each foot or each individt1al metron. Three examples
illustrate this point. In their references to arsis and thesis (or sub17on the koruphaios, see chapter 2 (pp. 97-98 and 100-101 supra).
18This is not as paradoxical as it may seem if one has in mind the role played
by a conductor with a baton leading a large ensemble. In both jazz and traditional
ensembles, however, the leader sets the tempo, but it is up to the percussionist to
maintain it throughout the performance.
19on the increasing importance of the aulete, see chapter 2 (pp. 75, 78-81,
105-6, and especially the Pratinas fragment on pp. 92-93 supra).
20Florence, Uffizi. This statue forms the basis of an extended discussion of
the kroupezai in Annie Belis, "KPOYIIEZAI, Scabellum," Bulletin de correspondance hellenique 112 (1988): 323-39.
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latio and positio), Aristides Quintilianus and Marius Victorinus
comment on the alternation between noise and quietude, and
Augustine makes specific reference to the role of the kroupezai
(which he calls scabella) in articulating the larger metric patterns.
In addition, a number of the musical fragments exhibit dots or
stigmai (cr'tt"(J..Lat) that quite clearly mark rhythmic or metric patterns. If the kroupezai also sounded at these points, an ensemble
could easily follow the pattern.21

Figure 14.

21 Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.13; Marius Victorinus Ars grammatica
(Henricus Keil, Grammatici Latini, 8 vols. [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1855-80;
reprint, Hildesheim: Olms, 1961], 6:40); and Augustine De musica 3.1. On the
meaning of the dots (stigmai) that appear in many of the musical fragments, see
chapter 2, pp. 115, 119-20, and 150 supra. See also Mathiesen, "Rhythm and
Meter," 166-67, 173-78.
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Kumbala or Krembala
While the krotala and the kroupezai produced a clapping
sound of relatively low pitch with a wooden or wooden-metallic
timbre, the kumbala (or krembala) were higher-pitched metallic
instruments, rather like the finger-cymbals still common in Asian
musical cultures. As with most of the idiophones, descriptions of
the little cymbals are limited. Athenaeus, after speaking of various
string and wind instruments in the Deipnosophistae (14.34-38
[633e-636c]), mentions the krembala as an example of instruments
that simply produce a noise, and on the authority of Dicaearchus,
he observes that they were popular with women for the accompaniment of dancing and, when played with the fingers, produced a
high, clear sound. On the authority of Didymus, Athenaeus adds
that some people use shells or pieces of pottery to create a rhythm
for the dancers. As this description immediately follows his
description of the krembala, it would seem that these might be
alternative materials for the same instrument, but distinctions
among krotala, kumbala, and krembala were no doubt flexible.22
Athenaeus quotes two passages to illustrate the use of the term:
This [i.e., the use of the krembala] is demonstrated in the song to Artemis, of
which the beginning is:" Artemis, my mind bids me weave a hymn that will
please you, if ever before, you have had delight from a .damsel all bright
with gold, sounding brass-cheeked krembala in her hands." Hermippus in
these lines from Gods refers to striking the krembala as krembalizein:
"knocking limpets off rocks, they strike the krembala."23

Pairs of kumbala, perhaps dating from the fourth or fifth century B.C.E., survive in the British Museum, the Metropolitan
Museum in New York City, and the National Archaeological
Museum in Naples; other pieces or single halves also survive,
ranging from 5 to 18 cm in diameter. The kumbala in the British
22Cf. n. 10 supra. As noted earlier in connection with distinctions among the
musico-poetic types, absolute generic purity· is a modern aesthetic concept (see
chapter 2, p. 93 n. 140).
23Deipnosophistae 14.39 {636d): 5nA.oucr9at o€ EV 'tcp 'tll~ 'AptefltOO~ ~<Jfla'tt oi>
E<J'ttV apxn. "Ap'tEJ!t, cro{ fl' e1tt <pp1,v E<ptllEPOV UflVOV iE!lEV'' at 'tt cre Kat1tp69ev &o€
'tt~ a'A'Aa xpucro<paevva KpEfl~CJ.ACJ. XCJ.AK01tap~' (iaxotcra) xepcr{v. UEpflt1t1tO~ o' EV
8eo1~ to toutot~ Kpouetv Kpefl~a'Ai~etv etpnKev €v toutot~ · 'Ae1taoa~ Be 1tetprov
a1toK61ttovte~ KPE!l~a'Ai~oucrt (Kaibel 3:404-5, the first verses as emended in Lyra
Graeca, 3:508; cf. Greek Lyric, 5:374). Cf. Deipnosophistae 4.58 (164e [Kaibel
1:371]). A similar term, krembaliastun, appears in the Homeric hymn In Apollinem; see chapter 2, n. 120 supra.
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Museum (figure 15) have raised domes on each half, in the center
of which a small ring is provided to enable the two halves to be
linked together. On the rim, the inscription Qata~ ciJ.l{ appears. 24

Figure 15.

In addition, kumbala are portrayed in statuary (see figure 14) and
vase painting. These kumbala are represented with a strap over
each hand, and they are played with arm rather than finger
movement.25
The kumbala, krembala, krotala, and kroupezai with their
indeterminate or very high pitch could be used with music in any
tuning. Moreover, because instruments of this sort can produce a
wide dynamic range and very sharp point of articulation followed
by a rapid decay of sound, these four instruments provided the
Greeks with the ideal percussion instruments to color, emphasize,
and articulate rhythmic patterns. In the case of the krotala, it is
possible to envision that a single performer might even sound
two separate patterns, a larger, slower metric pattern and a shorter,
faster rhythmic pattern.

24The

meaning of the inscription is uncertain: it probably means "I belong to
Oatas." For a photograph of the kumbala now preserved in Naples, see Pompeii
and Its Museums, Great Museums of the World (New York: Newsweek; Milan:
Mondadori, 1979), 50.
25 A bronze statuette from the middle of the sixth century B.C.E. (Athens,
National Museum 15890) provides an additional example. A photograph
appears as plate 32 in Max Wegner, Griechenland, Musikgeschichte in Bildern,
II/4 (Leipzig: VEB Deutscher Verlag fiir Musik, n.d.).
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Seistron and Rhombos
Greek musical culture was no different from later-even
much later-musical cultures in liking instruments that simply
produced a colorful sound. The seistron, commonly associated
with the Egyptian cult of Isis,26 was constructed of a metal oval
attached to a handle and supporting several metal bars that would
jangle when the instrument was shaken. In some instances, tiny
bells may have been attached to the bars.
Pollux associates the krotala with the seistron when he states
that it was used by wet-nurses to amuse sleepless infants so they
would fall asleep.27 Aristotle uses the term 1tAa'tay'11 in Politica 8.6
(1340b25-31) to refer to the nrattle" of Archytas (il 'Apxu'tOU 1tAa'tay1l), which he commends as a useful toy for parents to give their
children to amuse them and distract them from breaking things
in the house. The verb 1tAa'tay£ro refers to clapping the hands, and
Archytas's rattle was probably rather like the modern mounted
castanets, which consist of a single castanet mounted on either
side of a flat stick. When the stick is shaken, the castanets alternately strike the stick and produce a slapping or clapping sound.28
The seistron, however, would have had a higher and more metallic tone, rather different from that of the krotala or Archytas's
rattle.
As a term in the context of sound, rhombos simply refers to a
whirling or rumbling. A number of instruments might make
such a sound, and the term can therefore be applied to the bullroarer, a piece of wood whirled around on a string, which pro26see Plutarch De !side et Osiride 63 (376c). Several seistra found in the
Temple of Isis at Pompeii are now preserved in Naples, National Archaeological
Museum; for a photograph of the instruments, see Pompeii and Its Museums, 50.
27 Onomasticon 9.127: KaA£t'tat Jlev ou-rro Kat -ro Kp6-raA.ov Kat -ro cr£tcr-rpov, cp
Ka-raJ3auKaA.&crtv ai 'tt't9at wuxayroyoucrat 'tU 0UO"U1tVOUV'ta 'tiDV 1tatOirov
(Bekker 392). On the lullaby (Ka-raJ3auKUA110"t<;), see chapter 2, p. 155 supra.
28 An illustration appears in The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, ed. Don
Randal (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1986), s.v.
"percussion instruments." Archytas's rattle has sometimes been identified with
an object shaped like a ladder that appears on hundreds of fourth-century redfigure Apulian vases-sometimes in association with musical instruments-and
on molded terra cotta plaques from Taranto and Brindisi. This object has been
described by some scholars as the "Apulian Xylophone," but there is no ancient
testimony for such a name. Moreover, it now seems clear that this object is played
by plucking the bars rather than striking them. See pp. 280-82 infra.
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duces a roaring noise from its friction with the air, or as a synonym for the rhoptron, a drum with bronze snares stretched
across the head to provide a nasal buzzing sound. The bull-roarer
might have been called a rhombos not only because of its whirling
motion but also because the piece of wood may normally have
been cut into a rhombus shape-that is, a shape with four equal
sides but only opposite equal angles-to cause it to vibrate more
vigorously and thus produce more sound as it whirled through
the air. Its mysterious rising and falling pitch, associated particularly with the ceremonies of the priests of Cybele, the Korybantes,
was caused by the speed with which the rhombos was spun. 29
Rhoptron and Tumpana
The rhoptron, which was also associated with the Korybantes,
is described by Plutarch in his life of Crassus as an instrument
used by the Parthians to frighten their opponents in battle:
For the Parthians do not incite themselves to battle with horns or salpinxes
but rather with rhoptra made of hide, and stretching bronze snares over the
hollows, they made a noise all at once from many places.30

29 Archytas fr. 1 describes this very phenomenon: Kat 'tot<; p6J.LBot<; 'tot<; ev 'tat<;
't£Ae'tat<; K:tVOUJlEVOt<; 'tO au'to cruJ.L~a{vet · i,crux&t JlEV K:tVOUJl£VOt ~apuv aqnEV'tt &xov,

icrxup&<; 8£, o~uv. The Archytas fragments are collected in Hermann Diels, Die
Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, 4th ed., 3 vols. (Berlin: Weidmann, 1922), 1:330-38.
Fr. 1 is translated in Kathleen Freeman, Ancilla to the Pre-Socratic Philosophers: A Complete Translation of the Fragments in Diels, Fragmente der Vorso-

kratiker (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971), 78-79. The authenticity
of this fragment has been questioned by Waiter Burkert, Lore and Science in
Ancient Pythagoreanism, trans. E. L. Minar, Jr. (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1972), 379 n. 46. For counter-arguments in defense of the fragment, see Alan
C. Bowen, "The Foundations of Early Pythagorean Harmonic Science: Archytas,
Fragment 1," Ancient Philosophy 2 (1982): 79-104; and Carl A. Huffman, "The
Authenticity of Archytas Fr. 1," Classical Quarterly n. s. 35 (1985): 344-48.
The construction of the rhombos is described in the scholia to Clement of
Alexandria Protrepticus 2.17.2 and in Hesychius Lexicographus (Hesychii Alexandrini lexicon, ·5 vols., ed. M. Schmidt [Jena: Mauk, 1858-68; reprint, Amsterdam: Hakkert, 1965]), s.v. poJ.!Bo<;.
30IJ&p9ot yap ou K:Epacrtv ouo£ craAnty~tv eno'tpuvoucrtv eau'tou<; ei<; JlUXllV,
aAAa p01t'tpa Bupcronayfl Kat KOtAa 1t£pt't£tVaV't£<; ilxe{ot<; xaAKOt<; UJla 1tOAAax69ev e1ttOOU1tOUcrt (557e [text in Plutarchi vitae parallelae, 5 parts in 3 vols., ed. K.
Ziegler (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1964-71), I/2:126-77]). Eugene W. Bushala, "p6n'tpov as a Musical Instrument," Greek, Roman, and Byzantine Studies 10 (1969):
169-72, interprets the textual evidence to mean that the rhoptron was a noisemaker or clapper, but not a drum.
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Plutarch observes that the rhoptra make a dead, hollow noise, like
the bellowing of beasts mixed with the sound of thunder, and in
fact, the term he uses to refer to the snares ('lixctov) is used by the
scholiast to Aristophanes's Nubes to refer to the stage-thunder.31
Plutarch' s definition is very similar to the definition provided by
the Suda for tumpana. It comments on the frightening boom
(~6f.l~O<;) of the tumpana used by "the Indians" instead of the salpinx and describes the tumpana as constructed of hollowed out
pine or fir, fitted with bronze bells (KroOrovE<;). The mouth (a'toJ.La)
of the tumpanon is then covered with oxhide.32 Although Plutarch and the Suda employ different terminology in their definitions, both are clearly speaking of the same people: Parthia is a
region to the southeast of the Caspian sea, an area now part of Iran
and Afghanistan.
It is important to note in both definitions that the drum is
described as a hollowed object with only one opening, not as a
short hollow frame with two openings. Moreover, the bronze
objects are not attached to the outside of the drum. In Plutarch's
definition, they are stretched over the hollow, and in the definition of the Suda, they are fitted into the drum before it is covered
with oxhide. Although modern scholarship commonly refers to
the rhoptron as a tambourine, the shape, construction, and sound
of the rhoptron are nothing like the modern tambourine, and
even a chorus of tambourines could hardly produce the sort of
sound described by Plutarch and the Suda. On the other hand, the
sound of an ensemble of snare drums, especially if they were
large, could be quite overwhelming and indeed terrifying in battle.
In addition to the rhoptra, the Greeks also used ordinary frame
drums. Vase painters sometimes show these held by one hand
inside the frame, which would indicate that only one end of the
frame was covered with skin. The drums, however, are also
31scholia to Aristophanes Nubes 292.
32oi 'Iv8ot UV"tl 'tll<; O'cXA1tt"{"{O<; 'tat<; flcXO''tt~tV U1teK't'U1tOUV ei<; 'tOV aepa, etxov 8€

Kat 'tUfl1tava <pptK00811 'ttVa ~Ofl~OV £~ eaU'tOOV avtev'ta. ~V 8£ ll Ka'taO'KeUi, 'tOta8e.
<pt'tpov EAcX'tll<; KOtAavaV'te<; evilpflO~OV ei<; aU'tOV KroOrova<; opetXcXAKOU, 'tO 8€ O''tOfla

'tOU ayyou<; 'taupetcp 8epfl<X'tt 1teptKU'tOOO'<XV'te<; fle'teropov E<pepov E<; 'tU<; flUX<X<; 'tOU'tO
'tO 'tUfl1tavov. E1tUV 8€ 96pu~ov 1tOAUV epyacracr9at i19eAOV 11 O'llflUV<Xl 'tt, K<X't<XO''tpevav'te<; bd 'tO O''tOfla 'tO ~UAtVOV ayyo~ E'ttvacrcrov' "oi 8€ ev aU'tfP Kro8rove<; 1tOAAOt
'te af.La OV'te<; Kat fle"(UAOt ev 'te O''te"(avcp ilxouV'te<; acra<pil 'ttV,.,a ~Ofl~OV ave1tefl1tOV
ev8o9ev, OV1tep ou p~8tov ~V 'tOt<; OUK ei86crtv E1ttyv&vat 'ttVO<; 'liv opyavou 11 ellptou.
~puxilfla'tt yap EcPKet (Bekker 1049).
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shown held by a handle, and in these cases, both ends may have
been covered with skin. A fifth-century red-figure volute krater,
for example, illustrates a group of bacchantes dancing to the music
of the aulas, a drum with handles, and kumbala (see figure 16).33
The aulete stands, but the other figures are vigorously engaged in
the dance.

Figure 16.

Rhoptra and frame drums alike seem to have been played with
the fingers rather than with sticks of any sort. Although drums
are sometimes shown in association with auloi and other percussion instruments, they were frequently used as solo instruments
to accompany dance in the celebrations of Dionysus and Cybele34
33By the Polygnot-group painter (ea. 435 B.C.E.). Ferrara, Museo Nazionale
Archeologico. The kumbala player appears several figures to the right and cannot be seen in this illustration. See also figure 3.
34See Herodotus Historiae 4.76; Suda, s.v. 'tUJ.t1tavov; and Euripides Bacchae
55-63, Cyclops 63-70, 203-5, and Hercules furens 892-99. On the association of
drums and kumbala-and their use in the rites of Cybele and Dionysus-see
Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.29 (148c-d), 5.28 (198d), 8.63 (361e), 14.14 (621b-c),
and 14.38 (636a-c).
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or as instruments of the battlefield, together with the salpinx and
horn. A fifth-century Pelike of the Kleophrades painter (figure 17)
shows a typical scene with Dionysus and a satyr dancing to the
drum music of a bacchante.35

Figure 17.

Aerophones
The primary wind instruments of the Greeks were the aulas
(auA-6c;), syrinx (crupty~), hydraulis (uopau/\.tc;), salpinx (cra/\.1tty~),
and horn (K£pac;). Wind instruments, like the percussion, were
associated particularly with the cults of Cybele and Dionysus, and
the instruments were always regarded with some ambivalence in
Greek musical culture as not truly "Greek." This is reflected in the
35Miinchen, Staatliche Antikensammlung 2361 (J. 776).
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various myths surrounding the discovery of the aulas and the
syrinx. While the invention of the lyre is clearly assigned to Hermes and the instrument is inextricably linked to Apollo,36 legend
places the origin of the aulas in Phrygia. An origin in Asia Minor
naturally links the aulos with Dionysus because prominent cults
of Dionysus existed in both Phrygia and Thrace.37 Indeed, it was
commonly assumed by ancient authorities that the god-and thus
his music-had come to Greece from these "foreign" regions. The
syrinx, likewise, was said to have been invented by Cybele, the
Celts, or other gods or non-Greek peoples. Nevertheless, as the
aulas and the other wind instruments became fixtures of Greek
musical culture in the festivals, symposia, the theatre, and everyday life, other legends attributed the discovery of the aulas to
Apollo and to Athena, who threw it away when she realized that
playing it distorted her features. The instrument, it seems, landed
in Phrygia, thereby providing a neat way of linking the two
traditions.
Aulos
The aulas was certainly the most important of the Greek wind
instruments, and its use in many of the musical forms has already
been considered in chapter 2.38 In addition to the larger cultural
view of the instrument, literary sources provide a substantial
amount of information-some of it quite detailed-about the origin, history, and construction of the aulas, and the numerous
archaeological remains and iconographic representations provide
specific examples for study. Based on all this information, rather
complete reconstructions of Greek auloi are possible, and these in
turn enable observations to be made about the timbre, pitch, tuning, and performance practice of the instrument.39
36Note, for example, excerpts from the Homeric hymns In Apollinem and In

Mercurium in chapter 2 (pp. 35-36 supra).
37see map 1, p. 20.
38seepp. 24-25,27,43,55,59-61,75,78,82,86,92-93,102,105-7,110,123,128,
131-33, 137-38, 141, 153, and 155 supra.
39Jmportant comprehensive studies of the aulos appear in Karl von Jan, "Die
griechischen Floten," Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 16 (1881): 465-70, 481-88,
and 497-502; Kathleen Schlesinger, The Greek Aulos (London: Methuen, 1939;
reprint, Groningen: Bouma, 1970); AlbertA. Howard, "The AuA-6~ or Tibia," Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 4 (1893): 1-60; idem, "The Mouth-Piece of
the AuA.6r;," Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 10 (1899): 19; and Heinz Bee-
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Origin and history
The association of the aulos with the Eastern peoples is already
attested in Book X of the Iliad, where the auloi are first heard coming from the camp of the Trojans:
Now he [Agamemnon] would gaze across the plain to the Trojan camp, wondering at the number of their fires that were burning in front of Ilion, toward
the high calls of the auloi and syrinxes, the murmur of people. 40

Later, in Book XVIII, the auloi are represented on the "Shield of
Achilles":
On it he wrought in all their beauty two cities of mortal men. And there
were marriages in one, and festivals. They were leading the brides along the
city from their maiden chambers under the flaring of torches, and theloud
hymenaios was arising. The young men followed the circles of the dance, and
among them the auloi and the phorminxes kept up their clamor as in the
meantime the women standing each at the door of her court admired them. 41

In the Plutarchean dialogue De musica, Lysias refers to
"Notices on Phrygia" by a certain Alexander, which states that the
music of the aulos was brought to the Greeks by Olympus.
Alexander posits a rough chronology in which Hyagnis is the first
to play the aulos, followed by his son Marsyas, and then Olympus-all Phrygians.42 Lysias later adds that Olympus learned to
play the aulos from Marsyas, but he thinks there may have been
two auletes named Olympus, an elder who was actually taught by
Marsyas and introduced the enharmonic nomoi now played in
the Greek festivals, and a younger who composed the famous
Polykephalos nomos.43
ker, Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der antiken und mittelalterlichen Rohrblattinstrumente, Schriftenreihe des Musikwissenschaftlichen Instituts der Universitat Hamburg, vol. 4 (Hamburg: Sikorski, 1966).
40Jlias 10.11-13: ~'tOt O't' e~ 1t£0tOV 'tO TprotKOV a8pilcret£, I 8aUJlUS£V 1tUpa
1tOAAa, 'tU KUle'tO 'IA.t68t 1tp6, I auA.&v crup{yyrov 't' EV01ti,V OJlUOOV 't' av8pro1troV.
Translation adapted from Lattimore, Iliad, 218.
41 Ilias 18.490-96: ev ()£ ouro 1t0l110'£ 1t0Aev; Jlep6nrov av8pro1troV I KaAa~. ev 'tU
JlfV pa ')'UJlOl 't' ecrav eiAa1ttVat 't£, I VUJl<pU~ ()' EK 8aAaJlroV oa·{ocov U1t0 AUJl1tOJleVarov I ll"flVeOV ava aO''tU, 1tOAU~ ()' UJlfVUtO~ opropet. I KOUpot ()' OPXT\O''tf\pe~ eo{VeOV' ev ()' apa 'tOtO'tV I auA.ot <pOpJltyye~ 't£ ~ol,v exov. ai ()£ yuvatKe~ I tO''tUJlcVat
8auJlasov e1tt 1tpo8upotcrtv eKaO''t'll. Translation adapted from Lattimore, Iliad,
388. On the hymenaios, see chapter 2, pp. 126-31 supra.
42Plutarch De musica 1132e-f (Ziegler 5.3-7). This general chronology is confirmed by the Suda, s.v. "0AUJl1tO~ 2.
43Plutarch De musica 1133d-e (Ziegler 6.19-7.5). On the Polykephalos
nomos, see chapter 2, pp. 63-64 supra.
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lA/hen it is his turn to speak, Soterichus rejects all of these figures as the inventor of the aulos; rather, Apollo is the inventor of
music both for the lyre and for the aulos. He notes that a very
ancient statue of Apollo at Delos shows the god with the three
Graces-one holding the lyre, another holding auloi, and the
third holding the syrinx44-and further supports his association
of the aulos with Apollo by referring in general to the testimony
of Alcaeus, Alcman, and Corinna.45
Corinna is important to Soterichus's argument because in her
poem, Apollo is taught to play the aulos by Athena. The association of these two gods with the aulos represents, of course, the
gradual acceptance of the aulos as a legitimate "Greek" instrument. Nevertheless, Athena decides to discard the aulos, and this
may be seen as an allegory for the desire to maintain the superiority of endemic Greek over adopted foreign culture. In his dialogue
De cohibenda ira, Plutarch recalls the reason for the rejection of
the instrument by Athena:
Those who like to jest say that when Athena played the auloi, she was
rebuked by a satyr and did not heed these lines:
That form does not suit you; give up the auloi
And seize your arms and set right your cheeks;
but when she saw the appearance of her countenance in a river, she was
vexed and threw away the auloi. 46

Athenaeus quotes a similar passage from Melanippides's Marsyas
in which Athena, casting away the auloi, says: "Away, shameful
things, an affront to my body! I do not give myself to ugliness."47
Aristides Quintilianus, in assigning various musical instruments to the gods and the Muses in his De musica (2.19), offers a
more complex reason for Athena's rejection of the aulos:

44Pausanias 9.35.3 confirms the existence of this statue with the three graces
but does not indicate the presence of the musical instruments.
45Plutarch De musica 1135f-1136b (Ziegler 12.2-24).
46Kat yap 'ti,V 'A911vav A,eyoucrtv oi 1tatsov'tc~ auA-oucrav U1t0 'tOU aatupou
vou9c'tctcr9at Kat J.Ln 1tpocrexctV. ou 'tOt 1tpE1tct 'tO crx11J.La. 'tOU~ auA-ou~ J.LE9c~ I Kat
9cb1tAa A.ascu Kat yva9ou~ cU91'\J.LOVct. I 9caO"aJ.LEV1'\V o€ 'tOU 1tp00'001tOU 'ti,v O'lflV ev
1tO'taJ.Lcp 'ttVt Oucrxcp<ivat Kat 1tpoecr8at 'tOU~ auA.ou~ (456b [text from Plutarch's
Moralia, 6:110]).
47Deipnosophistae 14.7 (616e-f): eppc't' atcrxea, OOOJ..la'tt AUJ..la, I EJ.LE o' £yro
KaKo'ta'tt 8{8roJ.Lt (Kaibel 3:360). On the association of the aulos with Athena,
note also Pindar's twelfth Pythian Ode (seep. 64 supra).
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Again, in the case of the auloi, the melody flattering the quantity of men
and part of the soul desiring pleasure, they assigned to the one advising
that the sweet vie with the beautiful, in accord with her appellation, to
Euterpe; the other type, able occasionally to benefit through much science
and discretion but not however departing absolutely from its natural femininity, they allot no longer to the masculine of the gods, but rather to the one
feminine in genus, discreet and warlike in ethos, to Athena. So then, in displaying that the benefit through auletic melody is short and advising the
wise to avoid for the most part the facility of it, they say that the goddess
threw away the auloi as not adding suitable pleasure for those desiring
wisdom; but this type of melody is utilized for those of mankind worn out
and exhausted because of continuous work and labor. 48

This explanation draws heavily on Platonic and Pythagorean
notions about the types of music that are most beneficial to
mankind, and its essence lies in the presumed superiority of the
stringed instruments, which have been associated with Hermes
and Apollo.
The musical contest between Apollo and Marsyas embodies a
similar allegory for the superiority of endemic Greek culture. In
Diodorus Siculus' s description of this contest in his Bibliotheca
3.59, Apollo's music is judged superior by the Muses, and as the
loser, Marsyas is hanged and skinned alive. Aristides Quintilianus
observes that Marsyas suffered this penalty because he "dignified
his music beyond its worth."49 The contest is illustrated in the

481taAtY of. E1tt 'tiDY auA.&Y 'ti,Y J!eY 'tO 'tll~ llOOYll~ f.qnEJ.lEVOY 1tAl18o~ aYop&Y
Kat J.lepo~ 'JIUXll~ KoA.aKcuoucraY J!EAcpoiaY 'ti) J!E'ta 'tou KaA.ou 'to ilou 1tapatYoucrn
SllAOUY Ka'ta 'ti,v 1tpOcrl)yopiaY Eu'tep1tn 1tpocreYEtJ.taY' 'ti,Y o' cO<p£A£tY OUYaJ.lEYl)Y
cr1taYiro~ ota 1toA.A.l,Y E1ttcr'tllJ.lllY Kat crro<ppocruYl)Y, ou J!TtY 'tEAEov 'tll~ <pucrtKll~
U1tO<pOt't&crav 81)AU'tl)'t0~ OUKE'tl appcYl Sc&Y' 'tTI OE 81)A£ta jlEY Ka'ta "{EYO~ crro<ppOYl
OE Kat 1tOAEJ!tK'fi Ka'ta 'tO ~eo~ 'A81)Y~ VEjlOUcrt~. 'tOtyapotv ~paxc'iav EtYat 'ti,V ot'
aU'tll~ cO<pEAEtaY E1tl0£tKYUJ!EVOt Kat 'tOt~ cro<pot~ <pEU"(EtY Ka'ta 'tO 1tOAU 'ti,Y ot'
aUAl)'tlKll~ p~cr'tiDVl)Y 1tapatYOUY't£~, U1t0ppt'Jfat 'ti,Y 8c6Y <pacrt 'tOU~ auA.ou~ ro~ ou
1tpocr<popoY ilooYl,Y E1tt<pepOY'ta~ 'tOt~ cro<p{a~ E<pt£j.tEYOt~, 'tOt~ of. ota 'tU~ crUY£X£t~
Ol)J.noupy{a~ 't£ Kat f.pyacria~ KaJ.ta'tl)po'i~ 't£ Kat e1tt1t6Yot~ 'tWY &v8pro1troY
XPllGtJ!cuoucrav (W.-I. 91.9-23). Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 156. Cf. Aristotle
Politica 8.6 {1341b1-8). Euterpe is also associated with the aulos in Anthologia
Palatina 9.504-5.
49 otoY ol, Kat 'tOY Mapcruay 1tCX.p£tcrilyayoY' OY 1tap' a~{ay GEJ.lYUYOV't<X 'ti,Y
au'tou J.lOUcrtKl,Y oiKll J.lE'tllA8£Y (W.-I. 91.23-25). Plutarch Quaestiones convivales
7.8 (713d) interprets the competition as representing a contest between pure
instrumental music and the combination of song and the kithara. An aulete cannot
play and sing simultaneously, and thus his music is inferior because it has no
words. See also Xenophon Anabasis 1.2.8. For a modern interpretation, see James
McKinnon, "The Rejection of the Aulos in Classical Greece," in Music and Civili-
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famous panel (figure 18) by the Praxitelean sculptor, which is also
perfectly described by Pausanias.5° The panel formed one side of a
pedestal on which were mounted statues of Leto, Apollo, and
Artemis, sculpted by Praxiteles two generations after Alcamenes
(i.e., around 360 B.C.E.) and displayed in a Mantineian temple for
Leto and her children.

Figure 18.

This legend is enlarged by the suggestion that Marsyas came
upon the auloi after Athena put them aside, and in fact, Pausanias
tells of a statue on the Acropolis that shows Athena striking Marsyas for picking up the instrument she had discarded.Sl Although
it does not coincide precisely with Pausanias's description, a
bronze statue group sculpted by Myron around 450 B.C.E. for the
Acropolis survived in a Roman copy, and the Stadtische Galerie
Liebieghaus in Frankfurt exhibits a reconstruction (Inv. 195) of
this statue group (figure 19).

zation: Essays in Honor of Paul Henry Lang, ed. Edmond Strainchamps and Maria
Rika Maniates (New York: W. W. Norton, 1984), 203-14.
50 Athens, National Archaeological Museum 215. The description appears in
Pausanias 8.9.1.
51Pausanias 1.24.1.
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Figure 19.

Construction and types
However ambivalent the Greeks may have felt about the
aulas, it was the subject of extended technical discussion in the
writings of Aristotle, Aristoxenus, Theophrastus, Ptolemy, Pollux,
Athenaeus, and Porphyrius, quoting Aelian in his commentary
on Ptolemy's Harmonica. It should be stressed from the outset
that the aulas is a reed instrument, not a flute, as the term auA6~
is still translated even in quite recent translations of Greek literature.52 As a reed instrument, it consists of two quite distinct and
separate parts: a mouthpiece and a resonator; the technical writ-

52That the aulos is not a flute has been noted on numerous occasions throughout the past century, but neither is it an oboe, which has begun to be offered as a
substitute by some scholars. In fact, the aulos is an aulos and sounds nothing like
any modern Western musical instrument. See pp. 204-18 infra.
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ings concern not only the various shapes and sizes of the resonator but also the material and construction of the reeds.
The resonator of the aulos was made of all sorts of materials:
reed, box or lotus wood, horn, deer bone, a branch of a dwarf laurel with the pith removed, ivory, and the bones of eagles or vultures.53 Surviving remains of auloi indicate that the resonators
were sometimes encased in metal and that the bore was cylindrical. The pipe was laterally pierced by a number of finger holes,
which were called tremata ('tpTlJ..ta'ta) or trupemata ('tpU1tT1J..ta'ta).
Pollux states that the aulos had only four trupemata until the
time of a certain Diodorus of Thebes, who made one with "many
holes" (noAU'tPll't0~),54 and Horace, too, comments in the Ars poetica that the aulos originally had only a few finger holes.55 Four
finger holes are frequently displayed in paintings of the aulos, but
remains of Greek auloi exhibit more than four trupemata. Surviving pipes of Egyptian and other cultures, however, do have
only four holes and thus tend to support Pollux's statement.56
While Pollux attributed to Diodorus of Thebes the expansion
of the aulos beyond four trupemata, Athenaeus and Pausanias
refer to Pronomus of Thebes as the one who developed an aulos
that was capable of playing aulema in Dorian, Phrygian, or Lydian
harmoniai. In his description of a statue of Pronomus in Boeotia,
Pausanias observes:
For a time, auletes had three types of auloi. They played Dorian aulema on
one, different auloi were made for pieces in the Phrygian harmonia, and the
so-called Lydian aulema was played on other auloi. Pronomus was the first
53Pollux Onomasticon 4.71:

n8£ UA11 'tcOV auA.rov KaAajlO<; 11 xaAKO<; 11 Affi'tO<; 11

1tU~O<; 11Kepa<; 11 OO''tOUV eAa<pou, 11 8a<pvrt<; 'tll<; xajlatsnA.ou KAa8o<; -rnv EV't€pteovnv

a<pn P11!lEVO<; (Bekker 159); 4.76: LKU8at 8£, Kat jlcXAtO''ta 'tOU't(t)V 'Av8po<payot Kat
McAayxA.atvot Kat 'Aptjla0'1t0t, ac'tcOV Kat YU1tOOV OO''tOt<; aUA1l'ttKro<; Ejl1tVEOUO'tV

(Bekker 160). Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.80 (182d-e) states that the lotus
auloi were called photinges (<pro-rtyyc<;) by the Alexandrians and the deer-bone
auloi were invented by the Thebans (Pollux 4.75 agrees); he adds that ivory auloi
(EAE<pUV'ttVOt auA.o{) were made by the Phoenicians.
54The terms appear, for example, in Archytas fr. 1, Aristotle Problemata
19.23 (919b1-14), Plutarch De E apud Delphos 389d, Porphyrius In Ptol. Harm. 1.3
(Diiring 34 and 63), Proclus In Platonis Alcibiadem, and Pollux Onomasticon 4.80.
55"Tibia non, ut nunc, orichalco vincta tubaeque I aemula, sed tenuis simplexque foramine pauco" (202-3 [Fairclough 466]). The scholiast Acro, in his comment
on these lines, confirms Horace's comment on the authority of Varro (see Howard,
"The AuA.6<;,'' 4).
56Howard, "The AuA.6<;,'' 5.
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to have made auloi that were suited to every species of harmonia and the
first to play on the same auloi mele that differed to such a degree. It is also
said that he delighted his audience exceedingly with the form of his countenance and the movement of his entire body. He also composed for the
Chalcidians on the Euripus a prosodion to Delos. So the Thebans erected this
statue here as well as one of Epaminondas, the son of Polymnis.57

Whether Pronomus or Diodorus ought to be regarded as the more
important innovator, Thebes was certainly the center of the
expansion and development of the aulas.
The resonator alone could properly be called the aulas, even
though it could not be played without the mouthpiece,58 but bombyx (~6J..L~u~) would seem to be another, perhaps more precise
term for the resonator. Pollux describes the parts of auloi as the
glotta (i.e., the reed-tongue or mouthpiece), trupemata, bombykes,
holmoi, and hupholmia.59 With the exception of glotta, each of
these terms is plural. The plurals may suggest that each aulas has
more than one of these parts-except for the reed-, and in this
case, "bombykes" must refer to the fact that in some instances the
bombyx as a whole is comprised of multiple parts. On the other
hand, since Pollux is referring to the parts of auloi, itself a plural
form, all the terms might be expected to be plural. There is no
simple solution to this problem of terminology. A single aulas
certainly has more than one trupema and may have more than
one hupholmion, a sort of bulb-shaped extension inserted into
the top of the resonator to increase its length. On the other hand,

57 Graeciae descriptio 9.12.5: 'tf(J)~ J.!fV ye i8€a~ auA.&v 'tp£t~ EK'tOOV'tO oi
auATl'tat Kat 'tot~ 11£v auA1111a 11iSA.ouv 'to ~roptov, 8ui<popot 8£ au'tot~ £~ ap11oviav 'tllV
<I>puytov £nenOt1lV'tO oi auA.oi, 'tO 8£ KaAOU!l£VOV Au8tov EV auA.ot~ 11UA£t't0 aAAotot~.
TipoVO!lO~ 8£ nv 0~ npono~ En£V01l0"£V auA.ou~ £~ &nav UP!lOVta~ et8o~ EXOV'ta~ £nt't118eiro~, npro'to~ 8£ 8ui<popa £~ 'tocrou'to !lfATl en' auAot~ 11UA110'£ 'tot~ au'tot~. A.£ye'tat
8£ cb~ Kat 'tOU npocrronou 'tql crxil!la'tt Kat 'tTI 'tou nav'to~ Ktv{)cret crroJ.La'to~ neptcrcr&~
8{) 'tt E'!Epne 'tU 8€a'tpa · Kat oi Kat &crJ..La nenot11J.lEVov £cr'ttnpocr68tov £~ ~ilA.ov 'tOt~
en' Euptncp XaAKt8£UO't. 'tOU'tOV 't£ ~.Ov EV'tau8a oi 811~atot Kat 'EnaJ..Ltvrov8av 'tOV
IIoAuJ.Lvt8o~ av£8ecrav. Cf. Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.31 (631e), which merely
states that Pronomus was the first to play all the harmoniai on the same auloi.
On the prosodion, see chapter 2, pp. 81-83 (and pp. 28, 30, 46-47, 94, and 157
supra). See chapters 4-6 for a full discussion of the meaning of "harmonia."
58In the same manner, it is common to refer to the body of the modern singleand double-reed instruments as the bassoon, oboe, or clarinet, even in the absence
of the reed or mouthpiece.
59ponux Onomasticon 4.70: 'tiDY 8£ aA.A.rov auA.&v 'tU !lEPTl yAtQ't'ta Kat 'tpUnilJ.La'ta Kat ~6J.LPUK£~ Kat OAJ.Lot Kat u<poAJ.Lta (Bekker 159).
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no single aulos could have more than one holmos, the holder for
the reed.60
Elsewhere in the Onomasticon, Pollux uses the term "bombyx"
in his description of the various types of auloi that are suited to
certain aulema.61 As he is speaking of the sound of the instrument, when he writes "The aulema of the bombykes is enthusiastic and frenzied, suited to the rites of Dionysus," the term would
seem to be a synonym for "auloi."62 If the bombyx is the resonator
of the aulas, the most visible part of the instrument, the use of the
term as a synonym for the entire instrument is perfectly appropriate. The term is employed by other writers as well in speaking
about the aulas, and their usage tends to support Pollux's definition. In his Quaestiones convivales, Plutarch refers to the soothing effect of the aulas at symposia if it avoids arousing the guests
"with bombykes and polychordia." The term might again be taken
simply as a synonym for its resonators or it might be referring to
the lowest notes of the instrument, produced by the bombyx when
all the holes are closed by the performer.63 In the Metaphysica
(14.6), Aristotle refers to the analogy between the interval from
the first to the last letter of the alphabet and the interval from the
bombyx to the highest note on the auloi.64 Here, it seems apparent
that the term refers to the note produced by the full length of the
resonator, with all the holes closed. The Aristotelian De audibilibus, in speaking of the variety of sounds produced by long wind60These bulb-like extensions can be seen in figures 3, 11, 13, and 18. Their purpose will be more fully discussed below; see also Howard, "The Au/....6~," 28-29.
61 Pollux Onomasticon 4.80-82. On some of the aulema, see chapter 2, pp. 131
and 155 supra.
62ponux Onomasticon 4.82: 'tOOV 3£ ~OJ.i~UK(l)V evecov Kat J.taVtKOV 'tO aUAl'\J.ta,
npenov opyiot<; (Bekker 161).
63Quaestiones convivales 7.8: &v ye 311 Kat au'to<; 'to J.te'tptov bta<puAa't't11 Jlll
na8atVOJ.iEVO~ J.il'\0' avaao~rov Katnapc~tO'tU<; ~OJ.i~U~t Kat no'AuxopOtat~ 'tllV OHXvotav uypav U7t0 'tll<; j..teel'\<; Kat UKpoa<pa'Afl YE"fEVl'\j.!eVl'\V (713a [text from Plutarch's

Moralia, 9:86]). cf. Euripides Bacchae 120-34 and 151-67 and Helena 1338-52.
The lower pitches, perhaps because of their greater resonance, seem to have been
considered more exciting. Among the chordophones, the barbitos was especially
associated with Dionysus (see figure 12, for example), and this instrument, with
strings noticeably longer than those of the lyre, phorminx, or kithara, most
probably produced lower pitches. See pp. 249-53 infra.
64Kat O'tt taov 'tO OteXO'tllJla ev 'tE 'tOt~ ypcXJ.tj.!aOtV U7t0 'tOU A npo<; 'tO
'tOU ~OJ.i~UKO<; E7tt 'tllV O~U'tU'tl'\V VEU'tl'\V
au'Aot~ (1093b2-4 [Jan 35.5-7]).

ev

n Kat U7t0
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pipes, observes that all creatures with long necks-such as geese,
cranes, and cocks-have a forceful tone to their voices. This leads
to the comparison:
The following is even more evident in the case of the auloi, for everyone fills
the bombykes with difficulty and with considerable strain because of the
length of the tube. Moreover, because of the narrowness, the breath, when it
escapes to the outside after being compressed, immediately pours out and is
dispersed, just like streams carried through straits. 65

In this instance, there can be no doubt that the bombykes are the
resonators of the aulas.
The various parts of the instrument are represented in figure
20.
holmos

glotta

=====o==o==-o...,..-_-_o~~~::~~-o_-_-_-_-_-_-~~[-=-_-_-_-6=/:::::~
/~

bombyx

trupemata

I

hupholmion

(the dotted circle indicates a
trupema on the reverse side)
Figure 20.

The Aristotelian passage adds that the aulos is narrow, no doubt
in reference to the bore. This is confirmed by the surviving fragments, which exhibit bores of only ea. 5-10 mm, and the testimony of Aelian, who refers specifically to the bores (KotA.iat) of different auloi:
Again, if you take two auloi equal in length but differing in the widths of
their bores, as are the Phrygian with respect to the Greek, you will discover, on the whole, that the wide-bore instrument emits a higher note than
the narrow-bore. We see that the Phrygian auloi are narrow in respect to
their bores and project much lower sounds than the Greek auloi. And with
respect to this, the cause is the speed of motion, for in those with narrow
65J..LCtAAOV ()£ 'tOU'tO Ka'ta<pave~ f()'ttV E1tt 'tWV auA.&v. 1tcXV'tc~ yap xaAc1t&~
1tAllpouat 'tou~ P6J..LPuKa~ Kal J..Lc'ta auv'tov{a~ 1toA.A.n~ Ota 'to J..LilKo~ 'tfl~ anoa'taacro~.
E'tt ()£ 'tO 1tVcUJ..La Ota 't~V ()'t£Voxrop{av O'tav EV'tO~ 8A.tP6J..LcVOV ci~ 'tOY e~ro 't01tOV
EK1tean, 1tapaxpnJ..La Otaxct'tat Kat aKcOavvu'tat, Ka9a1tcp Kat 'ta pcuJ..La'ta <pcp6J..Lcva Ota 'trov cupt1trov (Aristotelis opera, ed. Immanuel Bekker [Berlin: Reimer,
1831], 800b25-30). De audibilibus is preserved in Porphyrius's commentary
(During 67.24-77.18) on Ptolemy's Harmonica. For a separate edition and English
translation, see Aristotle, Minor Works, ed. and trans. W. S. Hett, Loeb Classical
Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1936).
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channels, because the breath has a difficult road and is compressed by the
smallness of the channel, its motion is slower; but in those using a wider bore,
as there is no obstruction, the exit of the breath is faster; and the same thing
can be perceived in a single aulos. 66

Aelian qualifies his first observation with the phrase "on the
whole" (napanA11criroc;) because he recognizes that the actual pitch
of the aulos is determined by its reed, not by the length of the resonator.
The surviving fragments make it clear that the flare of the holmos and hupholmion was decorative: the diameter of the actual
bore is consistent-or nearly consistent-throughout each instrument. Like woodwind instruments of every period, auloi were
assembled in sections. The holmos and h11pholmion were normally separate parts, joined to each other and to the bombyx by
spigot-and-socket joints. The spigots of some of the fragments
exhibit light scoring, and it is likely that these were wrapped with
waxed thread to form a tight seal in the joint. The bombyx, too,
was usually constructed in sections fitted with spigot-and-socket
joints, although each of the Elgin auloi in the British Museum
and the Louvre auloi were made of single pieces of sycamore
wood. In a few cases, the bottom of the bombyx flared or was
joined to another section very much like the bell of the modern
clarinet. Some auloi were encased in metal and decorated with
foil coverings.67

eav

661taAtV o'
Aa~n<; Ouo UUAOU<; 'tOt<; JleV JlflKeO'tV tO'OU<;, "CUt<; 0' eUpU'tTlO't "COOV
KotA.t&v Ota<pepov'ta<;, Ka9anep £xoucrtv oi <l>puytot npo<; 'tou<; ~EAA11VtKou<;, eupncret<;
napa1tA1lcrtm<; 'tOY EupuKotAtov o~U'tepov npotEJ..leVov <p96yyov 'tOU O"'teVOKOtAiou.
9eropouJ..lev ye 'tot 'tou<; <l>puyiou<; cr'tevou<; 'tat<; KotA.iat<; ov'ta<; KatnoA.A.cp ~apu'tepou<;
ilxou<; npo~aAAov'ta<; 'trov tEAA11VtK&v. Kat ent 'tOU'trov o-\)v 'tO 'taxo<; 'tll<; Ktvncrero<;
at'ttov. ent Jlev yap 'trov cr'tevon6pov oucrooouv'to<; 'tou nveUJ..la'to<; Kat 'tTI JltKpo'tTl'tt 'tou
'tou eupu'tEP<t 'tU KotAi~
n6pou 9A.t~Oflevou ~paOu'tepa KtVTlcrt<; au'tou yive'tat, ent
KEXPTlflEVOU, U'te ol, Jl110EJ..lt&<; EYK01tll<; ytVOJ..lEVTl<; ;, Ote~oOo<; "COU 1tVeUJ..la'tO<; 'tUXU'tepa
O'UJ..l~UtVet Kat e<p' EVO<; auAou "CUU"CO KU'tavoftcrat ouva'tOV EO''tt (During 34.11-21).
It is noteworthy that Aelian employs some of the same terminology found in the
Aristotelian passage.
67This is not the place to repeat the details of all the archaeological
remains or the various hypotheses applied to them by scholars. Reports appear
in Howard, "The AuA-6<;/' 47-60 (four auloi from Pompeii, two instruments from
the Castellani collection, and the two Elgin auloi); Schlesinger, Aulos, 408-518;
Nicholas B. Bodley, "The Auloi of Meroe: A Study of the Greek-Egyptian Auloi
Found at Meroe, Egypt," American Journal of Archaeology 50 (1946): 217-40 and
plates I-VIII; J. G. Landels, "The Brauron Aulos," Annual of the British School at
Athens 58 (1963): 116,-19; idem, "Fragments of Auloi Found in the Athenian
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Since many of the surviving auloi are in pieces and their
reconstruction is conjectural, it is difficult to specify a typical
length for the bornbyx. A few nearly complete exemplars, however, do exist. The Museum of Greek Archaeology at Reading
University preserves a complete aulos that measures ea. 40 cm,
including the holmos and hupholmion.68 The pair of auloi in the
Louvre are extraordinarily complete and well preserved; including the holmos and hupholmion, both are 41 cm in length.69 The
two famous Elgin auloi, though not nearly as well preserved as
those at the Louvre, are nevertheless quite complete. One is a bit
more curved than the other (figure 21). These instruments may
not form a pair, but the lengths of their bombykes are similar: 31.1
cm (the straighter of the two) and 34.3 cm. Two hupholmia were
found with the Elgin auloi: one is 4.25 cm in length, the other 3.3
cm. If the two were placed together on the bombykes, the total
Agora," Hesperia 33 (1964): 392-400 and plate 70; idem, "A Newly Discovered
Aulos," Annual of the British School at Athens 63 {1968): 231-38 and plate 55
(describing an instrument now in the Museum of Greek Archaeology at Reading
University); Poul Rovsing Olsen, "An Aulos in the Danish National Museum,"
Dansk Aarbog for Musikforskning 1966-67 (1968): 3-9; Despina Masaraki, "Ein
Aulos der Sammlung Karapanos," Mitteilungen des deutschen archiiologischen
Instituts (Athen.-Abt.) 89 (1974): 105-21 (describing an instrument in the Athens
National Archaeological Museum); Annie Belis, "Auloi grecs du Louvre," Bulletin de correspondance hellenique 108 (1984): 111-22; and idem, "Fragments
d' auloi," in L'Antre corycien II, Bulletin de correspondance hellenique, supplement 9 (Paris: Boccard, 1984), 176-81.
Spigot-and-socket joints can be seen in all the fragments; separate hupholmia or holmoi appear among the fragments from Meroe, Pompeii, and the Athenian Agora, as well as with the Elgin, Louvre, and Danish National Museum
auloi; the instrument of the Reading Museum has a very large hupholmion
encased in metal, which was joined to the bombyx by a metal band with a decorative outer layer of silver; bells or flared ends appear in the instruments of the
Reading Museum, the Athenian Agora, and Meroe; metal encasement is exhibited
in the instruments of Pompeii, the Castellani and Karapanos collections, the
Reading Museum, and Meroe; scoring to hold thread on the spigot-and-socket
joints appears on the Meroe fragments.
68The aulos is made of bone (or ivory) and wood with metallic casing and
decoration. It probably dates no earlier than the fourth century B.C.E. The measurements are taken from Landels, "Newly Discovered Aulos." Landels thinks
this aulos is one of a pair, but that remains a conjecture.
69Louvre, Departement des Antiquites Egyptiennes, Inv. E 10962a and b. The
auloi, made of sycamore wood, probably date from the fourth century B.C.E. The
measurements are taken from Belis, "Auloi grecs du Louvre."
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length would be between 38.65 and 41.85 cm70_nearly identical to
the Reading and Louvre auloi.

-~
Figure 21.

The two auloi preserved in the Danish National Museum in
Copenhagen are somewhat shorter than the Elgin, Reading, and
Louvre auloi. One pipe is 33.4 cm in length, the other is 35.4; these

70The measurements for these auloi, made of sycamore wood, are those given
by Schlesinger (Aulos, 411-12, 419); in the case of the shorter aulos, two sets of
measurements were made independently by Schlesinger and William Bentley,
and no variation in length was discerned. The measurements reported by Howard
("The Auf....6~," 59-60) are, however, somewhat different: the shorter aulos (his
Elgin B) is 31.2 cm in length, while Elgin A is 35 cm. The difference of 1 mm in the
case of Elgin B is insignificant and could simply have been caused by a change in
the humidity; on the other hand, a difference of 7 mm in the case of Elgin A is
more difficult to explain. Elgin A does, however, have a marked curvature, and
the different lengths can be accommodated by comparing the measurements along
the curvature with those on a straight line. The date of the Elgin auloi is uncertain, but they are probably earlier than the Reading aulos.
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lengths include the hupholmion.71 On the other hand, the four
Pompeiian auloi preserved in the National Archaeological Museum at Naples are somewhat longer; they range from 53.65 cm to
49.21 cm, and each includes the holmos and a hupholmion.72 The
longest single aulos, measuring 59 cm without a holmos or
hupholmion, is found in the Karapanos Collection at the Athens
National Archaeological Museum.73 The range of lengths from ea.
33.5 to ea. 60 cm corresponds quite well to the general proportions
exhibited in the vase paintings and sculpture (see figures 2, 3, 11,
13, 18, 22, and 28-30). Most of the auloi are longer than the span of
an average forearm and hand with extended fingers, but some are
shorter and some much longer.
Once the auloi were developed to include more than four trupemata, it was necessary to find a way to close the holes not
needed for a particular performance. Some of the surviving
remains of auloi include metal bands encircling the pipe at the
location of each trupema, with a hole in each band corresponding
to the trupema itself. The bands can be turned so as to open or
close the various trupemata of the instrument.74 It is possible that
Horace had these in mind as he referred to a time when the aulos
was "not, as now, bound with brass and a rival of the salpinx, but
slight and simple."75 Nevertheless, in view of the fact that many
of the surviving auloi are encased in metal and decorated with
71copenhagen, Danish National Museum, nos. 14.411 and 14.412. The pipes
are made of sheep bone and date probably from the fifth or fourth century B.C.E.
Measurements from Olsen, "An Aulos in the Danish National Museum," 6.
72Naples, National Archaeological Museum, no. 76891-94. These are made of
ivory and probably date from the first century C.E. The measurements are taken
from Howard, "The AuA.6c;," 48-50.
73This is the measurement given by Masaraki, "Ein Aulos der Sammlung
Karapanos," 105, although a longer total length is hypothesized by estimating
the probable length of the hupholmion and holmos. The aulos is no earlier than
the fifth century B.C.E.
74The four Pompeiian auloi were originally covered with silver bands. The
auloi of the Castellani collection preserved in the British Museum (no. 84, 4-9, 5
and 84, 4-9, 6), the Karapanos aulos, and the auloi of Meroe also exhibit bands.
On the aulos of the Reading Museum, a bronze band with a 4-mm hole comes
between the holmos and the hupholmion. Landels ("Newly Discovered Aulas,"
234) thinks this may be some sort of speaker hole (cf. Landels, "Fragments of
Auloi," 394), but see pp. 204-18 infra.
75Horace Ars poetica 202-3. Seen. 55 supra.
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foil, Horace is probably making a general observation about the
overall appearance and sound of the instrument.
Beginning in the first century B.C.E., the bands began to have
little hooks or flanges attached to them, which would assist the
performer in turning them more easily and quickly, perhaps even
while playing. Among the fragments of auloi found at Meroe in
Egypt, one has a long mechanism attached that could be a key for
the performer to use in opening and closing a hole near the bottom of the instrument.76 All these mechanisms certainly enabled
the aulete to change and expand the intervallic patterns available
on a single aulos and thus to perform the complex, exciting, and
virtuosic music so commonly ascribed to the instrument.
The terminology for the mechanisms of these more complex
auloi was not clearly defined. In a passage describing the smoothand rough-breathing marks (' and t) applied in Greek texts to indicate whether or not a vowel is aspirated, Arcadius, a grammarian
of the fourth century C.E., seems to be referring to the little hooks
as kerata (Kepa'ta) or bombykes, perhaps thinking that the hooks
looked either like horns or the antennae (Kepata) of insects:
For each breathing, a sign was applied, neither crudely nor rudely. Just as
those who discovered the holes on the auloi devised some kerata or bombykes to stop or open the holes whenever they wish by turning them up and
down, left and right, so also were these signs-like the kerata for the
auloi-made for the breathing, one form signifying each. This particular one
seems like the aulos, for turning it left or right shows when to stop or open
the breath.77

76Bodley, "Auloi of Meroe," 236-38. Among the fragments of perhaps as
many as nine auloi, several have little triangular flanges attached to the rings,
each flange with a tiny hole drilled through it. Bodley proposes to use the fragment with the long lever attached to it in the reconstruction of a long "drone
pipe" (see his plates VI-VII). His reconstructions, however, are conjectural and
have been rejected by J. G. Landels, "The Reconstruction of Ancient Greek Auloi,"
World Archaeology 12 (198_1): 298-302.
7 7 &'AA.' El(U<n;cp 1tV£UJ.Hltt OUl( &texvro~ ou(i' UflOUcrro<; ta <Jllfl£ta e1te9eto.
Ka9a1tep oi tOt<; aUAOt<; ta tpilJlata eupa!l£VOt, e1tt<ppatt£tV auta Kat U1tavo{yetv
01t0t£ ~OUAOtVtO, Kepaai ttcrtv ~ ~Ofl~U~tv ucpopKtOt<; (ucpoAKtOt<;) E1t£texvacravto, &vro
Kat KUtro, Kat £v86v t£ Kat e~ro crtpecpovte<;. tauta outrocrt, KUK£tVOt<; 000"1t£p
Kepata ta <Hl!l£ta e1totilcrato tip 1tV£U!latt, ev tt crxfl!la EKatepcp O"T\Jll\VU!l£VO<;.
tOUtO 8~ to ev 000"1t£p au'Aip eotKO<;, 01t£p ev8ov Kat e~ro O"tpecprov E1ttcppatt£tV t£
Kat unavo{yetv to 1tV£U!la £8{8a~ev (text taken from Howard, "The Au'A6<;,'' 8).
Schlesinger, Aulas, 74, has a rather garbled translation of this passage. See also
Becker, Entwicklungsgeschichte, 141-44.
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It is clear that the kerata form the principal simile in this passage;
Arcadius's use of bombykes is more problematic. In fact, various
hooks and tubes are shown on auloi in paintings, mosaics, and
has-reliefs beginning in the first century C.E.,78 and devices of this
sort may well have been in Arcadius's mind. If, as certainly seems
to be the case, bombyx was the technical term that referred to the
resonator of the aulos, it is possible that it came to refer as well to
the tube extensions. The function of these extensions remains
uncertain: they could have been handles attached to the bands,
they might have served as plugs for some of the holes, or they
may have been used to slightly alter the tuning of the instrument.79 In any event, auloi in the period prior to the first century
B.C.E. do not exhibit these contrivances, and the extra trupemata
must have been closed ahead of time, either by turning the rings
or stopping the holes with wax.
The number and arrangement of the trupemata on auloi
varies from instrument to instrument, and. unless the instruments are demonstrably complete, the number of trupemata is of
course uncertain. The four Pompeiian auloi have the greatest
number of trupemata: two have ten, one has twelve, and another
has fifteen; the Karapanos aulos has eleven; one of the Louvre
auloi has nine, the other seven; each of the Elgin auloi has six;
and each of the Reading and Copenhagen auloi.has only five.BO
The trupemata are arranged with one or two on the underside of
the instrument and the rest more or less in a line on the top of the
instrument, except for the fourth Pompeiian aulos (no. 76894),
which does not have an underside trupema.
78nlustrations in Becker, Entwicklungsgeschichte, 136 and 138-40. For a
fuller list, see Howard, "The AuA.6~," 9.
79Pollux Onomasticon 4.80 refers to nA.ayia~ avoi~a~ 'tip nvcuJ.La'tt 'ta~ obou~
(openings on the side as passageways for the breath), and Howard {"The AuA.6~,''
10) thinks this must refer to the tube extensions. But since this is the passage in
which Pollux refers to Diodorus of Thebes' s expansion of the aulos from an
instrument with four trupemata to one with "many holes," it is more likely that
these lateral openings are merely the additional holes.
80The Brauron aulos, which is certainly incomplete, also exhibits six trupemata (see Landels, "Brauron"). The precise spacings of the trupemata are respectively reported in Howard, "The AuA.6~,'' 48-50; Masaraki, "Ein Aulos der Sammlung Karapanos," tables 50-51; Belis, "Auloi grecs du Louvre," 113; Howard, "The
AuA.6~,'' 59 (cf. Schlesinger, Aulos, 411-20); Landels, "Newly Discovered Aulos,"
235-36; and Olsen, "An Aulos in the Danish National Museum," 6-7.
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The number, shape, and spacing of the holes has been a matter
of some interest to modern scholars, who have supposed that the
arrangement might provide a key to recreating the sound of the
Greeks' unique musical scales.Bl But in fact, the function of the
trupemata depends on the type of reed used in the instrument,
and even with a given reed, the pitch of the instrument can be
controlled to a very high degree by the performer.82
Auloi came in a variety of shapes and sizes. They were usually
played in pairs, but a single aulos was used for certain aulema. In
the Deipnosophistae, Athenaeus notes numerous types of auloi in
passing in Book IV, and later, in Book XIV, he refers to Aristoxenus's lost treatise on the boring of auloi, in which five specific
classes of auloi are defined: parthenioi (1tap8£vtot), or maidens'
Blschlesinger, Aulas, in particular, developed an elaborate theory of modal
determinants based on equidistant spacing of the holes. Her theory was enthusiastically embraced by Bodley, "Auloi of Meroe," who employed it in his hypothetical reconstructions of the large number of fragments discovered at this site.
Howard, "'The Au'A6c;,," predates Schlesinger, but he too hypothesizes scales for
the Pompeiian, Castellani, and Elgin auloi. Richard J. Letters ("The Scales of
Some Surviving A YAOI," Classical Quarterly n. s. 19 [1969]: 266-68) suggests his
own set of scales for the two Elgin auloi, the Brauron aulas, fragment D from the
Athenian Agora, and the four Pompeiian auloi. Even Landels, though much more
cautious than any of the other writers, suggests a scale for the Reading aulas,
based on the proportional relationships of its trupemata. Schlesinger's highly
complex treatment and theory have not gained general acceptance, but her experiments are reproduceable and the reports are valuable, even if they do not altogether persuade readers to accept her theory of modal determinants and its value
in solving difficult problems in ancient Greek music theory.
82Aristoxenus himself stresses that the boring of the instrument does not produce certain characteristics; rather, these result from the manipulation of the
instrument by the performer (see Harmonica [da Rios 51.13-54.10]). Experiments
on reproductions of the Reading and Elgin auloi made by Mr. Hodges (see n. 14
supra and pp. 204-18 infra) clearly demonstrate the extent to which the aulete
could control the pitch of any given fingering on the instrument. Landels
("'Reconstruction," 300), in noting the various factors that affect pitch on a reed
instrument, makes a similar observation when he states: "In the imperfect world
of real wood-wind instruments, there is no such thing as a reed which does not
have its own quirks and resonances, or a player who does not, on occasion, pull the
pitch of the instrument up or down, by accident or fatigue or over-enthusiasm."
Landels, however, reflects the typical modern assumption that the ideal for the
ancient Greeks would have been an instrument of stable pitch. On the contrary,
even as late as the eighteenth century, flexibility of pitch and the concomitant
ability of the performer to inflect every note of a musical line were considered
highly desirable musical characteristics.
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auloi; paidikoi (natOtKot), or children's auloi; kitharisterioi (Kt8aptcrtf}ptot), or auloi to accompany the kithara; teleioi (tEAEtot), or
deep auloi; and hyperteleioi (unEptEAEtot), or very deep auloi.83 In
his Harmonica 20-21, Aristoxenus remarks that the distance from
the highest note of the parthenioi auloi to the lowest note of the
hyperteleioi auloi exceeded a range of three octaves.84 Pollux's
Onomasticon assigns the parthenioi, paidikoi, and hyperteleioi
auloi to the three primary voice groups of maidens, boys, and
men, and notes that the teleioi were used for instrumental pieces
such as the Pythic aulema and the accompaniment of dithyrambs.BS
Pollux's Onomasticon 4.74-77 also names numerous ethnic
species of auloi (auA.&v Et011) attributed to Libyans, Phrygians,
Egyptians, Thebans, and Scythians. Included in the list are the
plagiaulos (nA.ayiauA.o<;), the monaulos (J..Lovau!two<;), the gingras
(y{yypa<;), and the elumos (£A.uJ..Lo<;) aulos.
Descriptions of the plagiaulos would seem to clearly indicate
an instrument held horizontally, rather like the modern flute.
Both Pollux and Athenaeus attribute the instrument to the Libyans, but it remains unclear whether the plagiaulos was a flue,
played by blowing through an opening in the side or at the end of
the instrument, or a reed, played by inserting a mouthpiece in a
hole in the side of the instrument. Two pipes in the Castellani collection of the British Museum may be representative of this type.
One end of one of the pipes is closed, and at that end, a little raised
bust of a bacchante is present, with a small hole drilled just above
the forehead and inclining towards the open end of the instrument. The other pipe is similar, but as the end by the head of the
83 Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.78-84 (175e-185a [Kaibel 1:394-403]) and
14.36 (634e-f [Kaibel 3:400-401]=Aristoxenus fr. 101 [Wehrli 34]). These same
five types are included but not attributed ~o Aristoxenus in the list at 4.79, where
Athenaeus adds that the teleioi and hyperteleioi auloi are men's auloi. The
aulos in the Karapanos Collection may be an example of a hyperteleios aulos.
84'taxa yap 0 'tOOV 1tap9evirov auA.&v O~U't<l'tO<; <p96yyo<; 1tp0<; 'tOV 'tOOV U1tep'teAeirov ~apU't<l'tOV f.!etl;ov av 1tOtllO"ete 'tOU eiprlJ.LEVOU 'tpt<; bta nacr&v btcXO"'tlHl<l ( da
Rios 26.8-27.1). Aristotle Historia animalium 8.1 (581b11-12) confirms that the
parthenioi auloi were of a higher pitch than the paidikoi auloi.
85ponux Onomasticon 4.81: 'teAelOU<; 8' a.U'tOU<; IDVOf.!al;ov' rruA.ouv be 'tO axopov
a.UA1lf.!<l, 'tO IIuOtKOV' oi 8£ xoptKOL OtOupaf.!~Ot<; 1tp00"11UAOUV. Kat 'tOt<; f.!EV nap9eviot<;
auA.ot<; nap9£vot 1tpocrex6peUOV' 'tOt<; Oe 1tat0tKOt<; 1tat0e<; npocrnoov. oi Oe U1tep'tEAetOt
npocre<p9eyyov'to av8p&v xopot<; (Bekker 161).
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bacchante is broken, it is no longer stopped. One pipe has six trupemata, the other five.86 Iconographic evidence indicates that
while transverse instruments were rare in Greek culture, they
were known in Etruscan and Egyptian culture.87
The monaulos is associated by Pollux with the Egyptians, who
used it for the gamelion aulema, and the Phrygians, from whom
the Carians took it and used it for threnody.88 It is by no means
certain, however, that "monaulos" refers to a single pipe; the prefix "mon" may derive from ma-it, the general Egyptian term for
aulos.89 Athenaeus, who frequently refers to the monaulos in
Book IV of the Deipnosophistae, associates it with the plagiaulos
and seems to consider it a synonym for the syrinx, or Pan-pipes:
Araros says in the Birth of Pan:
Snatching up the monaulos, as straight as you could imagine,
He leapt up lightly
Anaxandrides says in the Treasury:
Taking up the monaulos, I played the hymenaios.
and in the Cup-Bearer:
Where have you put the monaulos, Syrian?
What's a monaulos?
The reed. 90
86see Howard, "The Au'A6~,'' 16-17; Schlesinger, Aulas, 79. Among the Meroe
fragments, one item has an inclined tube attached, which slants upwards towards
the open end of the pipe, where a fragment of a hupholmion is still visible.
Bodley (" Auloi at Meroe," 231-33) believes this is an extended trupema, not a
hole for the insertion of a reed.
87sachs (History of Musical Instruments, 141-42 and plate VIlla) describes
and illustrates a rough relief sculpture from an Etruscan tomb of the second century B.C.E. representing a figure playing some type of transverse pipe. It is not
possible, however, to determine whether the instrument is a flue or a reed. The
source of Sachs's information is Eugenio Albini, "Instrumenti musicali degli Etruschi e loro origini," L'Illustrazione Vaticana 8 (1937): 667-71. On Egyptian transverse instruments, see Hans Hickmann, "The Antique Cross-Flute," Acta musicologica 24 (1952): 108-12; and idem, "Classement et classification des flutes, clarinettes et hautbois de l'Egypte ancienne," Chronique d'Egypte 26 (1951): 17-27.
88Pollux Onomasticon 4.75 and 80. On the gamelion aulema, see chapter 2, p.
131; on the Carian music, see chapter 2, pp. 123 and 132 supra.
89Howard, "The Au'A6~," 13. But see also Henry George Farmer, "The Music of
Ancient Egypt," in Ancient and Oriental Music, ed. Egon Wellesz, New Oxford
History of Music, vol. 1 (London: Oxford University Press, 1957), 269.
90 'Apapch~ o' £v Tiavo~ yova'i~. &vapnacra~ J.lOV<XUAOV cu8u~ n&~ 00K£t~ I
KOU<proc; &vil'A'Aeco. 'Ava~avopionc; o' £v encraupcp· &va'Aa~chv I J.lOV<XUAOV nu'Aouv 'tOY
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A few lines later, he adds that the monaulos is now called the
kalamaules (KaAaJ. L<XUA1l~)-that is, a reed pipe-and those who
play on the reed (tcp KaAUJl<p auA,ouv't£~) are called kalamaulai
(KaAUJlUUAat).
The gingras, according to both Athenaeus and Pollux, was a
small aulos developed by the Phoenicians with a piercing tone
used by the Carians for lamentation. The aulema played on the
gingras as well as the accompanying dance also came to be called
gingras.91
A final type, the elumos-or Phrygian-aulos is described by
Pollux as made of box wood and with a curved bell on the end of
one of the pipes. The description is confirmed by Athenaeus, and
auloi of this sort do indeed appear in frescoes, mosaics, and sculpture beginning in the first century C.E. Hesychius, in his Lexicon,
adds that the pipe with the bell was played by the left hand.92
Although the iconography supports only this later date for the
elumos aulos, Pausanias recognized the Phrygian aulos as distinct
from the Greek when he saw the famous chest in which Cypselus
hid to escape the Bacchidae. In one scene on the chest, Pausanias
describes Heracles seated on a throne, with a woman behind him,
"playing the Phrygian, not the Greek auloi."93 Aelian, as earlier
noted, distinguished between the bores of the Phrygian auloi,
u~evatov. Kat EV <l>taA1lcp6pcp· .. 'tOV ~6vauA.ov not 'tE'tpocpa~; oi>'to~ I:upc. B. 1tOtOV
~6vauA.ov;

A. 'tov KaA.a~ov (175f-176a [Kaibel1:394-95]).
91 Pollux Onomasticon 4.76 and 102; Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.76 (174f)
and 14.9 (618c). Athenaeus says the pipes were only a hand's span in length. For
iconographic evidence, see Giovanni Comotti, "L'aulo ghingras in una scena
menandrea del mosaico di Dioscuride," Quaderni urbinati di cultura classica 20
(1975): 215-23.

92Pollux Onomasticon 4.74: eA.u~o~ 'tllV ~ev UAllV 1tU~·tVO~, 'tO 8' £UP1l~a <l>puy&v.
8' EKU'tEpq> 'tWV auA.&v avavcUOV 1tp00'£0''ttV (Bekker 159-60). Cf. Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.79 (176f-177a) and 84 (185a); Hesychius, s.v. eyKEpauAll~· Hesychius was active in Alexandria in the fifth century C.E. See figures
52, 54, and 55 in Becker, Entwicklungsgeschichte, 136 and 139-40; and Comotti,
"L'aulo ghingras," 220-23 and plates 3-4. The only representation earlier than
the first century C.E. appears on a marble relief (London, British Museum, no.
817), which perhaps dates as early as the second century B.C.E. The relief shows
an aulete playing an elumos aulas and with the kroupezai on his foot. The pipe
with the bell is indeed in the player's left hand.
93Graeciae descriptio 5.17.9: <l>puyiot~ 8£ auAct Kat oux .EAAllVtKOt~ auA.ot<;.
Cypselus was tyrant in Corinth ea. 657-27 B.C.E.; the chest, of course, may be a
much later monument.
Kepa~
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which were unequal, and those of the Greek auloi, which were
equal. The surviving iconography of the elumos aulos confirms
Aelian's observation: the pipe with the bell is noticeably broader
than the other pipe. By contrast, in representations of auloi without curved bells, the two pipes are of identical or nearly identical
length and breadth. Such distinctions could have been readily
recognized by Pausanias.94
Auletes carried their instruments in a special aulos-bag called a
subene {cru~i)vn), aulotheke (auA.o8i)KT\), or aulodoke (auA.o36KT\),95 which was usually constructed of spotted fawn- or
leopard skin. Attached to this bag was a smaller container, the
glottokomeion ('yA.ro-t'tOKOJ.!Etov), in which the reeds were carried.96
Unlike the bombyx itself, aulos reeds could easily be damaged, and
as this term is also generally applied to a case or casket, the glottokomeion must have been a small box. The aulotheke and glottokomeion are often shown hanging in the background (see figure
11, for example)-and sometimes from his arm or shoulderwhile the aulete is playing. On rare occasions, the auloi can actually be seen in the aulotheke. A red-figure painting by Epiktetos
(ea. 520-490 B.C.E.), for example, illustrates an aulete with the
aulotheke and glottokomeion slung over his left shoulder. The
aulete is already playing, but another pair of auloi, perhaps a spare
or instruments for a different tuning, are in the bag (figure 22).97

94for a survey of iconographic and literary evidence about the elumos aulos,
see Annie Belis, "L' Aulos phrygien," Revue archeologique 48 (1986): 21-40. Auloi
are quite frequently represented in Etruscan art, and an additional type, an
"Etruscan aulos," could be conjectured. See, for example, Jean Rene Jannot,
"L' Aulos etrusque," L'Antiquite classique 43 (1974): 118-42.
95Hesychius, s.v. cru~ilv11; Suda, s.v. cru~ilv11; Etymologicon magnum, s.v. cru~ilv11
(732.25); Pollux Onomasticon 7.153 and 10.153.
96Etymologicon magnum, s.v. yAo)'t'tOKOJ.tctov (235.45-47); Hesychius, s.v.
yA.ro-r-roKOJ.tctov. Pollux (Onomasticon 10.153-54) considers yA.ro-r-roKOJ.tctov a synonym for cru~ilv11.
97The painting appears in the center of a plate (London, British Museum E
137).
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Figure 22.

Reeds
As the actual voice of the aulos, the reed is the most important
part. No reeds survive, but a considerable amount is known about
them from descriptions in Theophrastus's Historia plantarum
and the Aristotelian De audibilibus. In Book IV of the Historia
plantarum, Theophrastus concentrates on various trees and
plants native to particular regions, beginning in chapter 8 to speak
of plants that grow in rivers, marshes, and lakes. There are three
species of these: trees, herbaceous plants, and plants that grow in
clumps. This final species includes the reed (KaAaJ.to~), galingale
phleo rush sedge-that is, a Cyperus reed-which, Theophrastus.
says, is common to rivers and similar locations.98 In chapter 10, he
turns to plants that are characteristic of Lake Copa1s near Orchomenos,99 and these include the reed, galingale phleos bulrush,
both the type used to make auloi and another type. Then, in chap98A.oxJ.HOb1l 8£ KUAUJ.LOV KU1tctpov q>AcOO crxo!vov ~OU'tOJ.lOV' U1tcp crxc8ov KOlVU
nav-rrov -r&v no'taJ.L&v Kat -r&v -rotou-rrov -r6nrov (Theophrastus, Enquiry into
Plants, 2 vols., ed. and trans. Arthur Hort, Loeb Classical Library [London:
William Heinemann, 1916], 1:346).
99see map 1, p. 20, just above Thebes in Boeotia.
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ter 11, he concentrates on the reed used for auloi. This reed grows
whenever the lake is full, and the deeper the lake, the taller the
reed. Tall reeds can be used for the mouthpieces, while those that
grew when the water did not remain in the lake could only be
used for the bombykes. The aulos reed differs from the other reeds
in having a more luxuriant growth: the leaf is broad and white,
but the reed has only a small plume. Some aulos reeds, which are
called eunuch-reeds (cuvouxia<;), have no plume, and "from these
they say the best mouthpieces come, but only a few mouthpieces
succeed in their manufacture."lOO
After describing the optimum season for cutting the reeds to be
used in mouthpieces, Theophrastus describes their manufacture:
When they collected the reeds, they lay them in the open air during the
winter in their rind. In the spring, after washing and rubbing them thoroughly, they place them in the sun. In the summer after this, they cut them
into knot-to-knot sections and again place them in the open air for some
time. On the knot-to-knot section, they leave the knot towards the shoots;
the lengths of these are not less than two palms. Now the best lengths of the
knot-to-knot sections for making mouthpieces are the middle sections of the
reed: the sections towards the shoots make the softest mouthpieces, and
those toward the root make the hardest. The glottai from the same knot-toknot section are consonant, and the others are not consonant. The glotta
towards the root is the left glotta, and the glotta towards the shoots is the
right glotta. When the knot-to-knot section is cut in two, the mouth of the
glotta is, in either case, at the cut of the reed. If the glottai are made in
another manner, they are not wholly consonant. Such is the manufacture. 101

Theophrastus, of course, assumes that his readers have seen aulas
mouthpieces and can recall a visual image to complement his
text. In the absence of any aulos mouthpieces, the passage becomes
more obscure and subject to a number of interpretations.
100£~ ibv aptcr'ta JlEV <pacr{ 'ttVf:<; y{vecr8at 'ta ~f:U"(ll, Ka'top9ouv Be oA.iya 1tapa
tl,v epyacr{av (Hort 370).
10 1otav cruA.A.e~rocrt tt9eacrtv u1tat8ptov tou xetJlrovo<; ev tip AEJ.!Jl<X'tt · tou B'
11 po<; 1tf:ptKa8apaV't£<; Kat EK'tphJf<XV't£<; Ei<; 'tOV flA.tov e8£crav. 'tOU 9epou<; Be JlE'ta
't<XU't<l <JUV't£~0V't£<; Ei<; 'ta JlEcroyova'tta 1tcXAtV U1tai9ptov 'tt9eacrt xp6vov 'ttVU.
1tpocrA£t1toucrt Be tip JlEcroyovaticp to 1tpo<; tou<; ~A.acrtou<; y6vu · ta_ Be Jl~Kll ta
toutrov ou y{v£tat Bt1taAaicrtrov eA.attro. ~eA.ttcrta Jlev o.Ov Etvat t&v JlEcroyovatirov 1tpo<; tl,v ~Euyo1todav oA.ou tou KaAaJlou ta JlEcra · JlaAaKrotata Be 1crx£tv
~EU"fll 'ta 1tpo<; 'tOU<; ~Aacr'tOU<;, crKAllPO't<X't<X Be 'ta 1tpo<; 'tft. p{~n. crUJl<pO>V£tV Be 'ta<;
"(AcO't't<X<; 'ta<; EK 'tOU aU'tOU JlE<JO"(OV<X'ttOU, 'ta<; Be aAAa<; ou crUJl<pO>V£tV. Kat 'ti,v JleV
1tpo<; 'tft p{~n aptcr't£pav EtVat, tl,v Be 1tpo<; 'tOU<; ~A<X<J'tOU<; BE~tav. 'tJlll9EV'tO<; Be Bixa
'tOU JlEcroyovatiou 'tO <J'tOJl<X 'tll<; "(AcO't'tll<; eKa'tepa<; y{v£cr9at Ka'ta tl,v 'tOU
K<XAUJlOU 'tOJlTtV. eav Be aA.'Aov 'tp01tCV epyucr9&crtv ai YAOO't't<Xt, 't<XU't<X<; ou 1tcXVU
<JUJl<pO>V£tV · ~ JleV o.Ov epyacr{a 'tOt<XU'tll (Hort 372).
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In order to form a clear sense of Theophrastus' s meaning, careful attention must first be paid to each term, and the passage must
then be compared with other descriptions of the mouthpiece. The
first part of the description is clear: the reeds are cut close to the
roots and then seasoned in the open air. The washing and rubbing, of course, cleans them and removes some of the rind. When
the reeds are cut into sections, Theophrastus does not suggest-as
may at first appear to be the case102-that the cuts be made
through the knots; this would in any case be quite difficult to
accomplish without splitting the reed or cracking the knot.
Rather, he observes that the cuts are made just above each knot.
This leaves a knot on the top end of each section-the end
towards the shoots-and opens the inside of the reed to the air.
Although Theophrastus does not say so, any residual reed left
above the knot must then have been trimmed off, leaving the
knot to form a smooth knob at the top of each reed section. After
this, the sections are left to season once again, no doubt to dry the
inside of each section. In his careful use of singular and plural
terms, Theophrastus is very clear that each single reed is considered to have several middle sections, and that these middle sections are the best for making mouthpieces (sEuyo1toi{a). From each
reed, several mouthpieces (seuy11) can be made: mouthpieces
made from the sections nearer the top of the reed will of course be
softer, while those from sections nearer the bottom will be harder.
When the sections are fully seasoned and the proper ones have
been selected, the mouthpiece can actually be cut. Theophrastus
employs an additional term in this part of his discussion: glotta
(yAro'tta), or tongue. He states that glottai from the same section of
the reed are consonant, and as the sections are "not less than two
palms" in length, it is quite reasonable to assume that two mouthpieces could be cut from each section: the one from the bottom
half is used for the left pipe of the aulos, the other for the right.
.At first, it seems that Theophrastus changes his terminology in
the middle of the description, but in fact he is being very careful in
his use of terms. When speaking of the mouthpiece in general
terms, he uses scuy11; when he speaks of the sound made by the
mouthpiece, he uses y/...ro't'ta. It is, after all, the glotta-or tonguethat produces the sound and will determine whether the mouthpieces are consonant or not. Theophrastus also refers to the
102And as Becker (Entwicklungsgeschichte,

52)

thinks.
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"mouth of the glotta," which he says is the point where each section of the reed is cut in two to form the two mouthpieces. If, as
seems reasonable, the "mouth of the glotta" is the opening from
which the sound emerges, the center of each reed section will
become the bottom of each mouthpiece, the part inserted into the
holmos. The glotta on the top half must then be cut down from
the top-that is, from some point below the knot-while the
glotta on the bottom half must be cut up from the bottom (figure
23).

first cuts

second cut

glotta

'-........_

c:::=b
I
\
~
-.,,V......

,......;;=:.

glotta

--=:;.-1\0

mouth of the glotta

zeuge for left pipe
holmos

zeuge for right pipe
holmos

Figure 23.

Theophrastus previously referred to the mouth of the glotta in
his comment on the seasons in which the reed was cut. He
observed that when the aulos was still being played in an
unformed style-that is, until the time of Antigenidas at the end
of the fifth century B.C.E.-reeds were cut at the end of the
summer, but when it began to be played in a trained style, the
reeds were cut around the time of the summer solstice. Reeds cut
later in the year would, of course, be harder and have a thicker
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wall, which would tend "to close the mouth of the glottai."103
This meant that they would have to be seasoned for many years,
after which they would still need considerable work before they
could be used on an aulos. B)' contrast, reeds cut earlier in the year
needed only three years' seasoning and a small amount of work
before they could be used on the aulos.
There is no place in this passage stating precisely how the
mouthpieces are sealed on their top ends. If the original knot
remains, it might seal the top of the top half. The top of the bottom half, however, which was originally the bottom of the reed
section, must have been sealed with wax or some other material.
Figure 24 illustrates small reed mouthpieces-their tops sealed by
the knot-in comparison to modern bassoon and oboe reeds.

Figure 24.

The mouthpiece of the aulos is also mentioned in three sections of the Aristotelian De audibilibus. In the second of these, the
glotta is characterized:
103cru~.q.t:uctv of. to crto!J.a t&v yA.rott&v (Hort 370). This phrase is followed by
a second phrase, onpo~ tl,v OtaK'tl'\p{av ttVat XPllO'lflOV, but the meaning of npo<; 'tllV
OtaKtllptav is uncertain. Pliny, who translates this entire section in Naturalis
historia 16.168-72, renders the passage as "quod erat illis theatrorum moribus
utilius," and Hort accordingly translates the phrase as uwhich is a good thing for
the purpose of accompaniment." Nevertheless, the thrust of the whole passage
would seem to suggest that the text should read onpoc; tl,v OtaK'top{av ctvat axpilcrtJ..Lov, or "which is useless for service."
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It is necessary that the glottai of the auloi be solid, smooth, and even, so
that the breath that passes over them is also smooth, even, and unbroken.
On this account, those of the mouthpieces that have been soaked and have
absorbed saliva are more euphonious, while dry ones are cacophonous. The
air is carried softly and evenly through what is wet and smooth. This is
evident, for when it is wet, the breath itself beats against the mouthpiece
and is broken to a much lesser degree; but dry breath is more restrained and
makes a harder impact because it is forced.
·

Later, it is observed that if "one presses on the mouthpiece, the
sound becomes much higher and thinner."104 Like Theophrastus,
the Aristotelian De audibilibus is very careful about the terminology: l;:euy11 is used to speak of the mouthpiece in general; yA&~~a is
used to describe the part of the mouthpiece on which the breath
acts to create sound.
Although the mouthpieces in figures 23-24 are shown with a
single beating reed, neither the Historia plantarum nor De audibilibus precisely specifies how the glotta is cut. The literary evidence
has been interpreted to refer to a double reed or to a single beating
reed.105 Since the term l;:euy11 is a plural form and implies a yoke
or something yoked, it can be argued that a double reed is
intended. On the other hand, yAro~~a is a singular form, and a
single beating reed is much more like a tongue than a double reed,
whether wide or narrow. In addition, with a single exception, the
phrase "the mouth of the glotta" (~o cr~6Jla ~flc; yAro't~llc;) always
uses the singular yAro~~llc;, that is, one tongue. In the case of a
single beating tongue cut in the side of a reed, the glotta and the
reed must still be yoked, either by the natural hinge if the cut is
made on only three sides or perhaps by waxed thread, which could
also be used to insure a tight fit in the holmos .
.104L\£t Oe Kat -r&v au'A&v £tvat 'tU<; yA.ro-r-ra<; 1tUKVa<; Kat Acta<; Kat OJ.LaAa<;,
01tro<; &v Kat 'tO 1tV£UJ.La OtanopcUfl'tUt 8t' au-r&v A£tOV Kat OJ.LUAOV Kat J.lll 0t£cr1tUO"J.LEVOV. Oto Kat -ra ~c~pcyJ.Leva -r&v ~cuy&v Kat -ra n£nroK6-ra -ro cria'Aov
£U<prov6-rcpa y{yvc'tat, 'ta Oe ~npa KaKo<prova. 0 yap &l,p Ota uypou Kat A£tOU
<pEpc'tat J.LaAaKO<; Kat OJ.LaA6<;. on'Aov Oe. Kat yap au-ro 'tO 1tV£UJ.La, O'tav exn VO'ttOa,
1tOAU n-r-rov 1tpOO"K01t't£t 1tp0<; 'ta ~£UY11 Kat Otacrna-rat. 'tO o£ ~11 pov J.L<iAAOV
&v-rtAaJ.L~av£tat Kat -rl,v 1tAflynv not£t-rat crKAllpo-repav Ota -rl,v ~iav (Bekker
802b19-28); Kat yap &v 1ttecrn 'tt<; 'tU ~£UY11, J.L<iAAOV o~u-repa il <prov'h yiyvc'tat Kat
A£n-ro-repa (Bekker 804a13-14).
lOSe£., for example, Howard ("The AuA.6<;,'' 21-28, and idem, "Mouthpiece"),
who insists on a double reed; Schlesinger, Aulos, 65-66, who concludes that a
single beating-reed is described; and Becker, Entwicklungsgeschichte, 51-80, who
provides a detailed review of both options and decides in favor of a single
beating-reed.
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The first section on the mouthpiece in De audibilibus provides
an important clue that the aulos was played with either type of
reed. After noting that sounds fade as the air that carries them is
dispersed, the treatise adds:
This is evident in auloi. Those of the mouthpieces that have tongues on the
sides emit a softer sound but not equally clear. For the breath, as it is being
carried along, falls directly into a wide space and is no longer carried intense
and compressed but scattered. In the case of glottai that clap together, the
sound is harder and clearer, if one presses them more tightly with the lips,
because the breath is then carried with more force. 106

It has been proposed that the first part of this passage refers to the
plagiaulos,l07 but the text clearly refers to the mouthpieces, not
the auloi, as having side tongues. The second part of this passage
describes tongues that clap together,108 which is an apt way to refer
to double reeds. Moreover, double reeds do produce a harder and
clearer sound when they are compressed by the lips. By contrast, a
beating tongue cut into the side of a reed is principally affected by
the point at which it is compressed rather than by the extent of the
compression. 109

Reconstruction and performance practice
The literary, iconographic, and archaeological sources provide
more than enough data to enable the reconstruction of some auloi
in order to determine characteristics-timbre, for instance-and
performance techniques that remain unclear or are not otherwise
known. From these data, various prototypes can be constructed
and played with the different types of mouthpieces suggested by
the ancient technical descriptions. When particularly satisfactory
prototypes are discovered, finished reconstructions can also be

1 06oi1A.ov 8' ecr'tt KU1tt 't'COV auA.&v. 'tO yap exov'ta 't'COV ~euy&v 'tU~ yAcO't'ta~
nA.ay{a~ J.taAaKro'tepav J.t£v &no8{8rocrt 'ti,v <prov-flv, oux oJ.totro<; 8£ AaJ.tnpav · 'to yap
1tVcUJ.ta <pcpOJ.t£VOV cu8€ro~ ci~ cupuxrop{av e~1tt1t't£t, Kat OUKE'tt <pepe'tat crUV'tOVOV
ou8£ cruvccr'tllKO~, UAAa 8tccrK£0acrJ.LEVOV. ev 8£ 'tat~ cruyKpo'tro'tepat~ yAcO't'tat~ ll
<provl, y{vc'tat crKAT\PO't'Epa Kat A.a~1tpO't'Epa, av 1ttecrn 'tl~ au'ta~ J!UAAOV 'tOt~ X£tA£crt, 8u:X 'tO <pEpccrSat 'tO 1tV£UJ.ta ~tato'tepov (Bekker 801b34-40). I am reading
cruyKpo'tro'tepat~ for Bekker' s crKAT\ po'tepat~.

107Howard, "The Au/...6~,'' 16.
108The reading of the text at this point is problematic. The manuscripts have
cruyKpo-r£pat~, Bekker reads crKA.npo'tepat~, and During (71.16) reads cruyKpotll'ttKat~. I am reading cruyKpo'tro'tepat~ with Hett and others.
109see pp. 207-18 infra.
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made and subjected to ongoing experiment. Figure 25 illustrates
prototypes of a number of pipes and reeds.

Figure 25.
Figures 26 and 27 show measurements and finished reconstructions of the Reading aulos and the shorter of the two Elgin
auloi.llO Both were made in pairs, although this is purely hypothetical. There is, of course, no evidence that the Reading aulos is
only one half of a pair or that the two Elgin auloi did not themselves form a pair. Nevertheless, as certain characteristics of the
aulos could only be tested with a pair, pairs were made.lll

llOBased on measurements reported by J. G. Landels and Kathleen
Schlesinger (see nn. 68 and 70 supra). Landels's measurements are not as precise as
one might wish, but they have been followed as closely as possible.
lllThe prototypes and reconstructions were made by Mr. Hodges (seen. 14
supra).
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Figure 27.
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Any of the prototypes can be played with a single beating reed
or with a double reed, but each reed, of course, produces quite
different effects. It would be impossible to report every detail of
the effects that can be produced on the two reconstructions, but
some matters are of particular importance, inasmuch as they bear
on issues of tuning and performance practice.112
A few reasonable dimensions can be deduced for the single
beating-reed mouthpiece. If the mouthpiece is· approximately one
palm's breadth in length, as may certainly be inferred from Theophrastus's description, and if approximately 4 cm of the mouthpiece should be inserted in the holmos to give it sufficient support
in the instrument, the glotta itself might be as long as 4 cm. This,
however, makes a rather long tube to take into the mouth, and in
practice, the glottai were probably no longer than 35 mm. The
outer diameter of a mouthpiece for the Reading or Elgin auloi
must be no more than 8 mm, the inner diameter of the Reading
aulas, or a bit less. A reed of this diameter from which a mouthpiece could be constructed has a wall about 1 mm thick, but
because a reed is round rather than square, the glotta must be cut
across the top of the round, not though the center. In consequence, the actual width of a glotta is not the diameter less the
thickness of two walls, but something closer to 5 mm.
A glotta of 35 x 5 mm, properly voiced,l13 can produce by itself
at least an octave of pitches, depending on the point at which it is
stopped by the aulete's lips or teeth. When it is inserted into a
bombyx, both the pitch and the response of the mouthpiece are
altered by the longer air column. For example, the pitch produced
112The following paragraphs are based on my own experiments with the
reconstructions and with various mouthpieces. Pitch readings and variations in
cents are derived from playing the reconstructions into a calibrated tuning scope.
Pitch symbols, which are based on an A of 440Hz, follow the standard notation
of c' as "middle c," with c the octave below, c" the octave above, and so on.
113cf. Theophrastus's reference (Historia plantarum 4.11 [Hort 370]) to the
Ka-ra:uAll<Jt~ or npoKa-rauAll<n~ that must be applied to the reed before it can be
used in the aulos. This process must involve shaving the glotta to make it somewhat thinner than the wall of the reed and shaping it to make it curve slightly
outwards. The reed must be thin enough to vibrate, yet thick enough to be resilient. The process of shaving and shaping the reed is not always successful; sometimes the reed breaks, and sometimes its sound is just not satisfactory. Thus, as
Theophrastus observed, "only a few mouthpieces succeed in their manufacture"
(see pp. 199 and 203 supra).
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by the mouthpiece alone, with the full length of the glotta allowed
to vibrate, is at least an octave higher than a pitch that can be produced by the same mouthpiece in the Elgin reconstruction, played
with all the trupemata closed. When a glotta of these dimensions
voiced to produce c' is placed in the Elgin reconstruction with
both the hupholmion and holmos, the pipe can produce the following approximate pitches as the six trupemata are closed one by
one: a (all holes open), g#, g, f#, f, e, eb. If the same reed is used in
the Elgin reconstruction with the holmos but without the
hupholmion, the pitch is between a. tone and a minor third
higher, and the distance between the intervals is somewhat
greater: c' (all holes open), a#, a, g#, g, £#, f. Once again, the same
glotta used in the Reading reconstruction produces these approximate pitches as the five holes are closed one by one: a (all holes
open), g#, g, :f#, f, eb. The approximate nature of these pitches must
be stressed: depending on the slightest movement of the embouchure_, any of them can be raised or lowered at least 25 cents_, and a
somewhat greater movement of the embouchure can alter the
pitch by 50 cents or more.114
Measurements for the double-reed mouthpiece may be similar,
but there is no specific literary evidence. A double-reed mouthpiece formed from the same reed used for the single beating-reed
mouthpiece (i.e._, one 8 mm in diameter) could form a double reed
as broad as 12 mm at the top. When a double reed of 22 x 12 mm
voiced to e" is used in the same reconstructions_, the intervals will
be somewhat larger, closer to a whole tone of 200 cents. On the
Elgin reconstruction with both the hupholmion and holmos, the
pipe can produce the following approximate pitches as the holes
are closed one by one: g#' (all holes open)_, f#', e', d'_, c'. If the same
mouthpiece is used in the Elgin reconstruction with the holmos
but without the hupholmion, the pitch is between a tone and a
minor third higher, and the distance between the intervals is
somewhat greater. The same mouthpiece used in the Reading
reconstruction produces approximately the same pitches as the
Elgin reconstruction with the hupholmion and holmos. Once
again, the approximate nature of these pitches must be stressed:
like the single beating reed, the double reed can be affected by the
embouchure to raise or lower its pitch by a substantial amount.
114There are 1200 cents in an octave; 100 cents is therefore equal to a half tone
in an equal-tempered scale.
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It is hardly surprising that the sequence of approximate pitches
generated by both the Reading aulos and the Elgin aulos (with the
hupholmion and holmos) is nearly identical: both instruments
have nearly identical lengths, and as shown in figure 26, the placement of the first four trupemata is also very similar.115 The fact
that two auloi of very different external quality and appearance
should have had their first four trupemata bored to such similar
dimensions is quite noteworthy. It suggests· that there was indeed
some standard measure used by aulos makers, at least for the
simpler types of instruments.
The hypothetical scales that have been proposed for these
instruments by various scholars, with highly precise measurements supplied in cents, are simply unrealistic. The rough ratios
between the trupemata and the mouthpiece do correspond to the
possible ratios between the pitches produced by those trupemata,116 but it is clear that any given fingering on the aulos can be
used to produce a number of pitches. Indeed, Proclus, in his
commentary on Plato's Alcibiades, confirms this phenomenon:
Each trupema of the auloi emits, they say, at least three notes-or more, if
the paratrupemata are open. 117
115Jf the first hole of both instruments is taken as a beginning point, the
second hole of the Reading aulos is only 3 mm lower than that of the Elgin aulos,
the third hole is only 1 mm lower, and the fourth hole is 7 mm higher.
116see Howard, "The Au'A6c;," 60; Schlesinger, Aulas, 412-19; and Landels,
"Newly Discovered Aulos," 236. Howard, using a small modern clarinet mouthpiece on the Elgin aulos, reports a full chromatic ninth by half-opening and fullopening the trupemata. This phenomenon is reproduceable, but it requires a good
deal of manipulation by the performer and does not represent the "natural"
pattern of the instrument's boring. Schlesinger reports a variety of patterns,
depending on the modal determinant (seen. 81 supra), and these demonstrate
that the size of the ideal interval of any given trupema is-among other
things-a function of its ratio to the other trupemata and the mouthpiece. This is
quite true: with the exception of the final interval produced by closing all the
holes, the size of the interval is smaller as one moves down the pipe. Landels
proposes a hypothetical fourth between the pitch produced from the bottom trupema and that from the thumb hole, but acoustics of reed pipes are not this
simple (see Schlesinger, Aulas, chapter 3) and do not function like a single vibrating string. Moreover, the type of reed as well as its length affects the result.
Landels ("Reconstruction") later acknowledged some of these problems.
117£Kacr-rov yap -rp{ntllJla -r&v au'A.&v -rpetc; <p96yyouc;, roe; <pacrt, -rou'Aaxtcr-rov
a<ptll<JtV' ei 8£ Kat 'tU napa-rpU1tllJlU'ta avotx9et11, 1tA£touc; (Proclus, Sur le Premier
Alcibiades de Platon, 2 vols., ed. and trans. A. Ph. Segonds, Collection des Universites de France [Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1985-86], 2:255). The meaning of
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The consonant ratios between the pipes of the syrinx and the
strings of triangular psalteria form the subject of the Aristotelian
Problemata 19.23 (919b1-14), but in the center of the problem, a
single passage adds, somewhat obscurely, that "in auloi, the octave
is taken at the duple interval, and the aulos-borers so take it."118
The passage, however, is misleading: on the syrinx, which is a
simple flue, the duple interval can be produced by two pipes in
the ratio of 2:1; but on the aulos, the duple interval is produced by
an interaction of the reed and the length of the resonator. Halving
the length of the bombyx will not produce an octave, although it
may appear visually that the aulete produces octaves by opening a
trupema around the middle of the pipe. No doubt the passing
reference to the aulos was included, perhaps as an afterthought, in
an attempt to present all the instruments-flue, reed, and stringas manifesting the mathematical principles of harmonics in the
same visual manner.
The spacing of the trupemata on the auloi does not allow all of
them to be closed simultaneously by the aulete's hand, with the
possible exception of the Reading aulos. Even in this case, a very
large hand would be required to span the distance between the
first and fifth trupen1ata-slightly more than 11 cm-with the
index and fifth fingers, both of which would have to be curled for
the thumb to cover the hole on the underside of the instrument.
In the case of any aulos with five or more holes, if the aulete covered the upper trupemata with his hand, the lower trupemata
would function as vents to establish the bottom note of the
instrument. Plugging or unplugging them could alter this "pedal
tone." On the other hand, it is also possible that one or more of
the upper trupemata were sometimes plugged, and the aulete
played on the lower trupemata. The spacing of the trupemata on
the Elgin auloi, for instance, would allow the fingers to cover trupemata 1-4, 2-5, 3-5, or 4-6. In every case, it is necessary to curve
the fingers and place them on the bombyx at an angle, and this

"paratrupemata" is unclear, but it may be the term for the bands that can be
turned to open and close certain of the trupemata. On the three notes, seep. 217

infra.
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118£'tt
'tOt<; auA.ot<; 'tip Ot1tAacr{q> Otacr't~JlU'tt AO.Jl~UVE'tat 'tO Ot<l nacr&v' Kat
oi auAo'tpunat ou'tro AaJ.t~avoucrtv (Jan 91.2-4). On the psalteria, see pp. 270-85

infra.
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son1ewhat awkward position is captured by a number of the vase
painters (see figures 11, 16, and 30 for example)_l19

Figure 28.

Both mouthpieces produce a full and quite resonant timbre,
but the single beating-reed mouthpiece produces a much louder
tone, lower pitches, and abundant harmonics.120 Although the
tone of the beating reed is not as clear as that of the double reed,
just as the Aristotelian De audibilibus (801b34-40) observed, it has
sufficient power to be used in outdoor performances. A pair of
119Belis, "Auloi grecs du Louvre," 115, describes this same position.
120schlesinger, Aulas, 106-10, explains the acoustics of this type of reed. The
timbre of the instrument is nothing like that of the modern oboe, clarinet, or
bassoon. It does bear some resemblance to the tone of the Roumanian taragato or
the Sardinian launedda.
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auloi playing in a procession or in the theatre would be quite
audible, and if more than one aulete were playing, the sound
could be quite penetrating. In fact, auletes are occasionally represented in duets, as on the red-figure amphora of the Pan-painter
(figure 28).121
The pitch of the instrument and thus the base intervals produced by the trupemata depend on the length and voicing of the
reed-especially the single beating reed. Theophrastus was right to
note that only those mouthpieces fashioned from the same reed
section would be consonant; if the mouthpieces are fashioned
from sections of different lengths or textures, the dimensions of
their glottai would differ, and this will alter their fundamental
pitch and timbre. To some extent, the differences can be lessened
by careful voicing, but the compromise may render two mediocre
mouthpieces in place of a good one and a bad one. Even good
reeds will require some adjustment every time they are played.
This is rarely illustrated, but in a scene of Musaeus and the Muses
painted on a red-figure amphora (ea. 440 B.C.E.),122 one of the
Muses is shown either pressing the mouthpiece into the aulos or
flexing the reed with her index finger to soften it prior to playing,
while the other Muse is already playing the trigonon, a triangular
harp. Musaeus stands to the side with his chelys lyre (figure 29).
The pitch of the double reed is, of course, susceptible to
increased wind pressure, and it easily overblows the octave. The
pitch of the single beating reed, by contrast, is not susceptible to
overblowing,123 but it is very responsive to a shortening or
lengthening of the glotta by the lips interrupting its vibration at
various points. The Reading aulos has-in addition to the five
trupemata on the bombyx-a small 4 mm hole just below the
holmos. A metal band surrounds this part of the instrument and
possesses a corresponding hole; thus, the hole can be opened or
closed by rotating the band. The function of this hole is uncertain.
If it is open with the single beating-reed mouthpiece on the
instrument, the fundamental pitch of the mouthpiece itself
sounds and the lower trupemata no longer function. On the other
121Painted in the second quarter of the fifth century B.C.E. Naples, Museo
nazionale Stg. 225.
122London, British Museum E 271.
123Though its ability to speak at all certainly does depend on carefully
controlled wind pressure.
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hand, if it is open with the double-reed mouthpiece on the instrument, overblowing is somewhat facilitated. If it was intended as a
kind of speaker-hole, the manner in which it might be operated by
the aulete while playing is difficult to envision, though it could,
of course, be set in advance to make the mouthpiece speak in the
register and manner desired by the aulete.

Figure 29.

Devices employed by the aulete to raise and lower the pitch of
an aulas are described or suggested in a number of passages by
Aristotle, Aristoxenus, and Plutarch. Here again, the meaning of
these passages relies on the interpretation of special terminology.
Three terms are of particular importance: syrinx, anaspan (avacr7tav), and kataspan (Ka'tacr7tav).
As noted earlier, Aristoxenus comments in the Harmonica (21)
on the range between the highest and lowest of the five types of
auloi, which exceeds three octaves. He adds:
·
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When the syrinx is drawn off, the highest note sounded on the syrinx to the
lowest note sounded on the aulos would make an interval greater than the
aforesaid interval [i.e., the triple octave].12 4

The interpretation of this passage relies on the meaning of kataspan and syrinx. In the first clause, Aristoxenus employs a passive
form of the verb kataspan (Ka'tacrnacr8£t<J11<;), which refers to
drawing something down or off. The syrinx, when drawn off,
must be something that can itself make a sound, because Aristoxenus proceeds to state that the highest note is sounded on the
syrinx (cru p{ 't'tOV'to<;), in contrast to the lowest note, which is
sounded on the aulos (auAouv'to<;).125 The syrinx is, of course, the
small reed pipe, and a group of syrinxes tied together forms the
Pan-pipe, which is also called-by extension-a syrinx. Since the
syrinx is a little reed whistle, it is reasonable that an author such
as Aristoxenus might refer to any reed whistle as a syrinx,
whether it was tied together to form a Pan-pipe or inserted into
the aulos as a mouthpiece. In fact, the reconstructions of the Elgin
and Reading auloi demonstrate that the pitch of the mouthpiece
alone-of whatever type-is higher than the pitch produced by
the mouthpiece inserted into the resonator. Therefore, when the
mouthpiece is compressed or the beating length of the glotta is
124Ka.'ta.crna.cr9£t0"1l~

"(£

'tll~ crupt'Y"(O~ 0 'tOU crupt't'tOV'tO~ O~U't<X'tO~ 1tp0~ 'tOY 'tOU

aUAOUV'tO~ ~a.pu'ta.'tOV J.lEt~ov

liv 1tOti]cr£t£ 'tOU prt9ev'to<; (ha.cr'ti]J.La.'to<; (da Rios 27.1-

3).

125Jt has been proposed by Howard ("The AuA-6~," 23-35) and others that the
syrinx is some kind of speaker hole, but the mechanisms that appear on some
auloi for opening and closing the trupemata are rotated, not drawn down or off.
Moreover, the speaker hole, if there were one, could not itself make a sound in
contrast to that of the aulos. Of course, except for the Reading aulos, none of the
relatively complete surviving auloi possesses anything like a speaker hole (the
hole observed by Howard in the Pompeiian aulos no. 76892 is too small to function
as a speaker hole), and in the case of the Reading aulos, it is altogether uncertain
that the small hole under the holmos is a speaker hole. A small hole is reported
in fragment A (a holmos or hupholmion) of Athenian Agora (Landels, "Athenian
Agora," 394), but it is impossible to know how this fragment might function in a
complete instrument. The Etymologicon magnum, s.v. crupty~ (736.28-29), may at
first seem to define the syrinx as "the hole of the musical aulos ('tllV 01tllV 'trov
J.lOUO"tKrov a.uA.&v)," but this must be a misunderstanding of phrases like crup{yyrov
evo1ti] or a.uA.&v crup{yyrov 't' evo1ti], which appear in the Homeric hymn In Mercurium 512 and Ilias 10.13 and refer to the voice or the sound (evo1tfl) of the
syrinxes. An extended review of the evidence appears in Becker, Entwicklungsgeschichte, 68-80. See also Karl von Jan, "Der pythische Nomos und die Syrinx,"
Philologus 38 (1879): 378-84.
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shortened in order to produce "the highest note sounded on the
syrinx," the range between this pitch and "the lowest note
sounded on the aulas" is indeed considerably greater than the
triple octave; it can easily be as great as four octaves.
The Aristotelian De audibilibus clarifies the terminology in its
description of different types of voices. The treatise first refers to
the sound of a mouthpiece becoming higher and thinner when it
is pressed by the lips; then, a second observation is added:
If one presses on the mouthpiece, the sound becomes much higher and thinner. If one draws off the syrinxes and takes hold of them, there is a much
greater volume of sound because of the quantity of breath, just as there is
from thicker strings.126

Although this passage observes that the sound of a mouthpiece
becomes higher when it is pressed, the larger topic of this section
of the treatise is timbre, not height and depth of pitch, and the
comparison of the second sentence has nothing to do with pitch.
Thicker strings do not necessarily produce lower or higher pitches;
that is a matter of their tension. They do, however, produce a
louder and heavier tone. Likewise, when the mouthpiece is taken
up and blown after being removed from the instrument, its sound
is indeed loud and raucous because it lacks the definition provided by the resonator. The contrast, therefore, is between the thin
sound of a mouthpiece (~EUY11) pressed between the lips and
played on the instrument and the reed itself (crupty~) removed
from the instrument and blown without any embouchure
control.
Aristoxenus is quite adamant in the Harmonica that neither
notation nor the simple knowledge of intervals nor musical
instruments can be used to discover or understand the principles
of harmonics. He is particularly critical of the aulas because of its
tremendous flexibility of pitch,127 which is obtained in part by
various techniques employed by the aulete. Plutarch, in his
polemic Non posse suaviter vivi secundum Epicurum, describes
some of these techniques as part of a series of questions about the
aulas:
126Kat yap &v 1ttecrn 'tt~ -ra S€U"f11, JlUAAOV o~u-repa 1, <provl, y{yvc'tat Kat
Ac1t'tO'tepa. Kav Ka-racr1tacrn 'tt~ -ra~ cruptyya~, KUV Be E1ttAa~n, 1taJ.l1tActrov 0
oyKo~ ytyv£-rat -r-il~ <prov'il~ Ota -ro 1tA.'i10o~ -rou 1tVcUJ.la-ro~, Ka0a7tcp Kat a1to -r&v
1taxu-reprov xopo&v (Bekker 804al2-17).
127Schlesinger, Aulos, 57-61, takes great pains to refute Aristoxenus's
statements, but it is clear that he is perfectly correct.
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In the case of auloi of equal length, why does the narrower one sound higher
and the wider one lower? Why, when the syrinx is drawn forth, does it
make all the notes higher, but when it declines again, it makes them all
lower? Why, when one aulos is brought next to the other, does it sound
lower, but when separated, it sounds higher?128

The first question bears on Aelian's acoustic observation, noted
earlier. Aelian, however, records the opposite phenomenon: the
narrow pipe is lower. Plutarch must be thinking of the elumos
aulos, in which the left-hand pipe, the wider and longer pipe with
the bell on the end, must normally have produced the lower,
louder pitch, while the shorter narrow pipe held in the right hand
produced the higher pitch. Nevertheless, it must be reiterated that
the actual pitch of the instrument is ultimately a matter of the
fundamental of its reed, not the length of the resonator.l29
Plutarch's second question is more difficult. It is reminiscent of
the passages from Aristoxenus's Harmonica and the De audibilibus that referred to the sound of the syrinx played apart from the
resonator, but Plutarch employs the slightly different verb anaspan. As the first and third questions seem to refer to the sound of
the aulos as a whole, it is unlikely that the second question would
refer to the separate sound of the syrinx. In view of the fact that
the pitch of the single beating-reed mouthpiece can be raised and
lowered by pressing at different points along the glotta, Plutarch is
quite possibly referring to the appearance of the instrument as the
aulete manipulates it. When the syrinx is drawn forth from the
mouth by some distance, the beating length of the glotta is shortened, and the pitch of the instrument accordingly rises. When it
declines-that is, when it disappears into the mouth-, the full
beating length of the glotta comes into play, and the pitch of the
instrument becomes lower.l30
128oiov ou:X. 'tt 'tiDV tcrrov a:u'A&v 6 ()'t£VO't£p0~ O~U'tEpov 6 o£ eupu'tepo~ ~apu'tepov
cp8£yye'tat. Kat ou:X. 'tt 'tll~ cruptyyo~ avacr1tOOJ.LEV1l~ 1tiicrtv O~UVE'tat 'tOt~ cp86yyot~,
KAtVOJ.LEVTt~ o£ 1tcXAtV ~apuve'tat, Kat cruvax8et~ 1tp0~ 'tOV E'tEpov ~apu'tepov' Otax8et~
o£ o~u'tepov itxe'i (1096a-b [text from Plutarch's Moralia, 14:78]).
1290n Aelian, see pp. 186-87; on the elumos aulos, see pp. 194-97 supra.
130It is perhaps somewhat odd that Plutarch did not use the terms <;euyrt and
y'Aro't'ta when referring to the mouthpiece in this particular context, that is,
when he speaks of it functioning as a mouthpiece rather than as a separate reed
pipe. On the other hand, these may have been the technical terms employed by
specialists like Theophrastus and the author or compiler of the Aristotelian De
audibilibus, while syrinx was the more common term employed by other writers.
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Experiment on the reconstructions demonstrates the functionality of this process, especially with the single beating-reed mouthpiece. In the Elgin reconstruction, the entire pitch of the instrument can be raised a sixth, from a to f', by pulling the instrument
away from the mouth, thereby shortening the glotta. At this pitch,
each of the first four trupemata speaks clearly, but as would be
expected, the intervals are now somewhat larger. They can, however, be corrected to equal the size of the intervals when the full
length of the glotta is allowed to resonate. Once again, it should be
stressed that the ability of a glotta to sound at different points
along its length is affected by its voicing. Reeds can be produced
that will speak effectively at the fifth and octave as well as the fundamental. In a limited range-and especially in the lower positions, when most of the glotta is allowed to vibrate-, the pitch of
each trupema can easily be altered 100 cents in either direction, or
in modern terms, each trupema can prodttce at least three chromatic pitches, just as Proclus observed. A single fingering could
therefore be used to produce the small chromatic and enharmonic
intervals that are so characteristic of ancient Greek music
theory.131
In the Plutarchean De musica, Soterichus refers to a group of
musicians including Tyrtaeus of Mantinea, Andreas of Corinth,
Thrasyllus of Phlius, and others who eschewed the modern musical styles that involved modulation, the chromatic genus, and
polychordia. He then adds to this group the aulete Telephanes of
Megara, who "was so hostile to the syrinxes that he never allowed
aulos makers to place them on his auloi." Telephanes also refused
to participate in the Pythian games, apparently because of the
innovation of the syrinx.132 The syrinxes of this passage might be
construed as mechanical devices that allowed the aulete to produce a larger number of pitches, but it is more reasonable to suppose that Telephanes objected to the use of the syrinx, or beatingreed mouthpiece, on his instruments. Although more facile, these
mouthpieces are also much more difficult to play. Auletes using
these mouthpieces could have produced more complex imitative
131on Proclus, see p. 209 supra. The three genera-diatonic, chromatic, and
enharmonic-will be discussed in chapters 4-6.
l3 2au'ttKa TllAE<pclVll~ 0 MeyaptKO~ OU't(O~ E1tOAEf.l110'£ 'tat~ crupty~tv' WO''t£ 'tOU~
aUA01tOtOU~ ou8' E1tt8etvat 1t001tO't' EtaO'EV E1tt 'tOU~ auAou~, aAAa Kat 'tOU IIu8tKOU
&y&vo~ f.lUAtcr'ta 8ta 'tou't' &n:ecr'tll (1138a [Ziegler 17.2-5]).
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compositions at the Pythian games, but they would have had to be
highly skilled to perform with them. The double-reed mouthpiece, by contrast, is more stable, and it is therefore also more limited and accessible to the amateur musician. It may well have been
the case that the double-reed mouthpiece was the type originally
used on the auloi, while the single beating-reed mouthpiece was
an innovation. In any event, Telephanes's objection is typical of
the conflict between the old tradition of the citizen-musician and
the new tradition of the professional.133

Double pipes and the phorbeia
The iconographic and textual evidence indicates clearly that
the aulos was normally played in pairs, but it is unclear whether
the pipes played in unison or in some other manner. Paintings of
auletes normally show them playing with identical fingering in
the same position on each pipe, and Theophrastus's emphasis on
the consonance of mouthpieces cut from the same reed section
certainly suggests that the beating lengths of the reeds-whether
single or double-would be the same. The reasonable assumption
therefore follows that the pipes are playing in unison. Nevertheless, experiments with the reconstructions show that it is quite
possible to cut the glottai of the mouthpieces in such a manner
that they will play in octaves, fifths, or other intervals. Auletes
may have played their instruments in parallel perfect intervals to
enhance the overall resonance of the melody, they may have
developed the practice of playing separate lines note-against-note,
or they may have played separate lines with one pipe sustaining
pitches against the other pipe's more active line. All these practices can be demonstrated on the reconstructions.134
In order for the two pipes to sound simultaneously, the aulete
must be able to provide a tight seal around both mouthpieces.
While the muscles of the mouth can readily compress the lips
133Qn the changing traditions, see chapter 2, pp. 44, 58, 75, 80, 92-93, and 106.
134Karl von Jan, "Die Griechen bliesen nicht auf einfachen, sondern auf doppelten Auloi," in Verhandlungen der 34. Versammlung deutscher Philologen und
Schulmiinner Trier 1879 (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1880}, 157-61. Belis, "Auloi grecs
du Louvre," 115-16, hypothesizes that the pipes did not sound simultaneously;
rather, the two pipes functioned as a "double aulos," providing a greater number
of possible notes-including notes too close together to be bored on a single pipe.
She does not explain, however, how the aulete could switch rapidly back and
forth from pipe to pipe.
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around the bottoms, tops, and outer edges of the mouthpieces, it is
more difficult to seal the space between the two mouthpieces in
the center of the mouth. The embouchure can accomplish this
task on a pair of double reeds more easily because they tend to be
rather flat. The single beating-reed mouthpiece, by contrast,
retains the round shape of the original reed and may be 8 mm or
more in diameter; experiment proves that it is quite difficult to
maintain a sealed embouchure around two 8-mm reeds for any
length of time. In neither case does this sort of embouchure
permit much, if any, independent control of the two reeds. Moreover, the muscular tension required to seal the embouchure
around two reeds also tightens the cheeks and pulls them against
the teeth. This type of facial stress is at variance with the illustrations of auletes, whose cheeks tend to be puffed.
Most of these difficulties could be reduced by the phorbeia
(<popPet&), a kind of mouth-band shown in many illustrations of
auletes. The Kleophrades Painter provides a particularly detailed
view of a phorbeia in his painting on a red-figure amphora in the

British Museum (figure 30).135

Figure 30.

135ca. 480 B.C.E. London, British Museum E 270.
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The phorbeia is mentioned in Plutarch's De cohibenda ira and
described by scholiasts and some of the lexicographers, but their
comments tend to be brief, and the actual function of the phorbeia
remains unclear from the literary and iconographic sources.136
Plutarch, for example, observes that Marsyas employed special
devices-a phorbeia and peristomios-when he played the aulos.
After telling the story of Athena discarding the aulos because it
distorted her features, he explains these terms by quoting two
lines now commonly attributed to Simonides:
Marsyas, it seems, suppressed the violence of his breath with a phorbeia
and peristomios, composed his countenance, and concealed the distortion:
He fitted his forehead locks with gleaming gold and his blustering
mouth with leather straps bound behind. 137
In fact, the term phorbeia also refers to a horse's halter, which
bears a remarkable resemblance to the device pictured in figure 30.
A peristomios is something that goes around a mouth. Plutarch is
probably using the terms as synonyms, and the two of them
together convey a reasonably clear sense of the appearance of the
phorbeia. Its precise construction and function, however, remain
unclear in this description.
The phorbeia is rarely shown without the aulos-or some
other instrument-in the aulete's mouth, but one kylix in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City does show the
aulete adjusting the phorbeia while holding both auloi in his left
hand at his waist. This illustration clearly indicates that the phorbeia has a slit or hole for each mouthpiece.l38 As the aulete prepares to play, the mouthpieces must then be inserted through the
holes into the mouth.

136 Annie Belis, "La phorbeia," Bulletin de correspondance hellenique 110
(1986): 205-18, provides a useful summary of the evidence. See also Becker, Entwicklungsgeschichte, 120-29.
137Kat b Mapcrua~, ro~ EOlK£, cpopf3£t~ 'tlVl Kat 1t£ptcr'tOJ.ll01~ 'tOU 1tV£UJ.la'tO~ 'tO
pay8a'iov eyKa9c'ip~c Kat 'tOU npocrronou Ka'tcKO()fJ,'l'\(j£ Kat &n£KpU'If£ 'tllV UVCOJ.LaA.iav, xpucrip 8' aiyA.l)cv'tt cruvl)pJ.Locr£v aJ.Lcpt8acr£ia~ I Kopcra~, Kat cr'toJ.la A.af3pov
ontcr9o8£'totcrtv tJ.L&crtv (456b-c [text from Plutarch's Moralia, 6:112]).
138New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, ky~ix no. 96.9.18. The presence of
two separate holes is confirmed by a volute krater (no. IG 8263) in the Museo
Nazionale in Tarento (reported in Belis, "Phorbeia," 206).
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Hesychius, in his Lexicon, defines the phorbeia as a skin placed
around the mouth of the aulete to prevent his lip from parting.139
Experiment with the reconstructions derrtonstrates the aptness of
this definition. Plutarch's reference to Marsyas's "blustering
mouth" clearly evokes the hissing and spitting sounds that tend
to emerge from any poorly sealed embouchure, especially as the
pressure of the performer's breath increases. With two mouthpieces, the difficulty of maintaining a tight seal is much greater.
Wearing the phorbeia, however, allows the performer to maintain a relaxed embouchure because the phorbeia itself seals the
mouth and holds the lips together against the pressure of the
breath. A relaxed embouchure in turn avoids the tendency of a
tight embouchure to choke the reed-or stop it from beating altogether-and allows the lips to exercise sensitive adjustments in
pressure on the reed. In addition, with the phorbeia, the mouthpiece itself can be easily withdrawn by increments from the
mouth in order to shorten the length of the glotta. Without the
phorbeia, it is much more difficult to maintain a tight seal around
the mouthpieces while moving them in and out of the mouth to
adjust pitch and timbre. Contrary to the common conjecture,140
the phorbeia does not provide special support for cheeks, enabling
them to act like a bellows, except in the sense that it allows the
facial muscles to relax because they are not needed to maintain a
sealed embouchure.
There is no easy explanation for the fact that aulas players are
often shown without the phorbeia. Experiment does indicate,
however, that short and simple phrases can be played on the auloi
without greatly fatiguing the embouchure. Thus, it may be conjectured that the phorbeia was introduced to allow auletes to play the
longer, more difficult compositions characteristic of the innovative style of the auletic competitions.
The aulas, with its unique sound and flexibility of pitch, was
fully capable of playing the subtly inflected scales described in the
treatises. Beyond this, it is nearly impossible to generalize about
the instrument, especially over several centuries' development. It
could be played with single or double reeds, in pairs or as a single
139Hesychius, s.v.

<pop~eui: -r:o neptKetjlevov -r:cp cr-r:6jla-r:t -r:ou auA.n-r:ou oepjla,

Yva ll~ crxtcr9n 1:0 XetAO<; au-r:ou.

140sachs, History of Musical Instruments, 138; Barker, Greek Musical
Writings, 1:273 n. 57.
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pipe, in low or high registers, outdoors-in settings such as the
theatre or processions-or indoors at symposia or private occasions, by men or women, with or without the phorbeia, and so on.
Although viewed by some as a foreign instrument that introduced unwonted complexity and virtuosity into their most venerable musical traditions,141 by the fifth century B.C.E., the aulos
had become one of the two or three most important musical
instruments in Greek culture. Only the lyre and the kithara could
challenge its role in education, the theatre, the festivals, and the
music of daily life.
Syrinx
While the aulos assumes a central place in the Greeks' high
culture, the syrinx remains a simple pastoral instrument. The
"Shield of Achilles" in the Iliad 18.526 portrays shepherds delighting themselves with the syrinx, and although Plato, in Book Ill,
chapter 10 of his Respublica, excludes all the complex musical
instruments from his city, leaving only the lyre and the kithara as
useful, he allows that "in the fields, the shepherds would have
the syrinx." 142
The term syrinx, as already noted, refers simply to a little
whistle made of reed, and it can be applied to a single pipe, a
group of reeds of graduated length bound together-the Panpipe-or an aulos mouthpiece, which is made from the same type
of reed, though cut and prepared in a different manner. The
syrinx in one form or another is an instrument of considerable
antiquity,143 and like the aulos, it tended to be viewed by the
Greeks as a "foreign" instrument, if not as the invention of one of
the gods. The Homeric hymn In Mercurium (511-12), for instance,
141 It-like other musical instruments-might also be viewed as a sexual
symbol. For suggestions about the sexual symbolism of musical instruments, see
Apostolos N. Athanassakis, "Music and Ritual in Primitive Eleusis," Platon 28
(1976): 86-105.
142Kat a?> Ka't' aypou~ 'tOt~ VOJ.u:ucrt crupty~ &v 'tt~ £t1l (399d). The earlier part
of this passage is quoted on p. 160 supra. Cf. Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.75
(174e [Kaibel 1:392]). For a collection of passages from fifth-century tragedy
referring to the syrinx, see Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 1:90-92.
143See Marius Schneider, "Primitive Music," in Ancient and Oriental Music,
ed. Egon Wellesz, New Oxford History of Music, vol. 1 (London: Oxford University Press, 1957), 37; Laurence Picken, "The Music of Far Eastern Asia," in ibid.,
90, 92, and 184; and Farmer, "Music of Ancient Egypt," 268-69.
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attributes the general invention of the syrinx to Hermes, while
Athenaeus's Deipnosophistae 4.82 suggests a somewhat more
complex development:
Metrodorus of Chios, in The Trojans, says that the syrinx and the aulos were
discovered by Marsyas in Celaenae, where they formerly played the syrinx
with one reed. Euphorion, the epic poet, says in his treatise on melic poets
that Hermes discovered the monokalamos [i.e., single-reed] syrinx-but
others tell that it was Seuthes and Rhonaces of the Maedoi-, that Silenus
discovered the polykalamos [i.e., many-reed] syrinx, and that Marsyas discovered the kerodetos [i.e., wax-bound] syrinx.l 44

On the other hand, Diodorus Siculus's Bibliotheca 3.58 attributes
the invention of the polykalamos syrinx (1toA:uKaAaJ..Loc; crupty~) to
Cybele, while Pollux's Onomasticon 4.77 associates it with the
Celts and "islanders in the ocean."145
Pan, the son of Hermes, is the figure most commonly connected with the instrument, especially by later writers such as
Ovid.146 The Byzantine Hagiopolites, too, mentions Pan, but here
his association with the syrinx is used only as a means of introducing a more detailed history of the instrument's discovery.
There are two species of the syrinx: one is the monokalamos; the other, the
polykalamos, which they say was the discovery of Pan, son of Aither and
the nymph Oenoe. But this is a myth. The following is the natural explanation. At the time of the Pierian Olympus, when a reed-bed had dried up, a
reed was broken with an edge like a syrinx, and when the wind streamed
across the edge, the reed gave forth a clear sound. Hearing this sound, the
shepherd was pleased, and when he had cut off the reed, he played on the
syrinx a soft and alluring sound. After he had made other instruments in the
same manner, he arranged them in proportion to the already discovered
note. And when he made a five-reed syrinx, he was admired by the other
shepherds. Later, its use was honored by the shepherds and other rustics,
and finally, it was adopted in civic amusements. The kings of Macedonia
then brought the use of syrinxes into their kingdom, and there came to be the
so-called Macedonian melos. After this, Attis made a ten-reed aulos and
called it the shepherd's syrinx. He made the first reed ten daktuloi in
144MT}'tp68ropo~ 8' 0 Xto~ ev TprotKOt~ cruptyya J!BV cpT)CJtV £Up£tV Mapcruav Kat
auAov ev KeAatvat~, 'tcOV 1tpO't£pov evt KaAaJ.Lcp cruptl;OV'tCOV. Eucpopirov 8' 0 E1t01t0t0~
EV 'tfP 1t£pt J!eA01tOtrov 'tllV J!EV J!OVOKaAaJ.LOV cruptyya ~EPJ.LllV £Up£tV' 'ttVas 8' tCJ'tOpetV L£u9nv Kat ~ProvaKT}v 'tou~ Mat8ou~, 'tllV 8e 1toAuKaAaJ.Lov LtAnv6v, Mapcruav
8e 'tllV KllP00£'tOV (184a [Kaibel 1:401]). The Maedoi are a Thracian tribe;

Celaenae is a city in Phrygia. Thrace, Chios, and Phrygia appear on map 1, p. 20.

145;, 8e EK KaAcXJ!COV

crupty~ KeA'tOt~

1tpocri1K£t

Kat 'tOt~

ev 'OKeavcp

VllCJtcO'tat~

(Bekker 160).

l46Metamorphoses 1.689ff. But see also the Homeric hymn In Pana, and
Euripides Ion 492-502, Electra 699-705, and Iphigenia Taurica 1123-25.
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length and lessened each by a daktulos until the fourth; the rest had edges
of a length equal to six daktuloi. He preserved this cut through the difference of their breadths. Then, he played pastoral and goatherd mele on the
banks of the Sangarios river .147

The dimensions of Attis' s syrinx depend on the measure of the
daktulos, which could vary somewhat but was ea. 2 cm. Thus, the
length of the longest pipe was ea. 20 cm. The ninth pipe would
then be 18 cm; the eighth, 16 cm; the seventh, 14 cm; and the sixth
through tenth pipes, 12 cm. As flues, the pipes of the syrinx produce pitches that correspond directly to their length; the pitch is
not contingent on characteristics of a single or double reed mouthpiece. The dimensions of this syrinx would produce the interval
of a whole tone (9:8) between the ninth and eighth pipes, a slightly
smaller interval between the tenth and ninth pipes, and progressively larger intervals between the eighth, seventh, and sixth
pipes. This pattern depends on the pipes being open, but the
description would seem to support such an assumption. It
observes, quite correctly, that the smaller reeds must also be narrower in width to produce the higher pitches. The relationship
between length and breadth is less crucial for stopped pipes. The
remaining five pipes must have been shortened by boring a hole
at the desired position.
By comparison, the Roumanian nai, which is certainly a
descendent of the polykalamos syrinx, can include twenty or more
147Luptyyo~ et811 8uo. 'tO JlfV yap EO''tl JlOVOKaAaJlOV' 'tO 8£ 1tOAUKaAaJlOV. 0

cpacrtv EUPllJla Tiavoc; 'tou Ai9£poc; Kat vuJ.L<pllc; Oivo11~· Kat o JlEV J.Lu9oc; ou'troc;, ·o 8£
cpucrtKo~ A.6yo~ 'totou'to~ · Ka'tu 'tov lltt:ptKov "0AUJl1tOV KaAaJ.Lrovo~ a1to~11Pav8£v'toc;
a7to9paua9t:l~ 86vas t:i~ cruptyKot:t8fl xt:iA.roatv u1to 'tou t:iap£ov'toc; av£J.Lou 8tu 'tTl~
XElAOOO'eroc; Atyupov ilxov cl1te'tEA€t. oi'l1tep 0 1tOlJlTtV clKOUO"ac; flcr91'\, Kat 'tOU'tOV EK't€JlcOV 1tp00'1'\VE~ 'tl Kat E1taK'tlKOV cl1t£0'Uptsev. OJ.!Otq> 8£ 'tp01tq> Kat &A.A.ou~ opyavo1tOl1'\0'UJl€VO~ 'tOU~ avaA.oy{av exov'tac; 1tp0~ 'tOV EUP11J.L£vov cp96yyov llP!lOO'a'tO. Kat
7totilcra~ 7tEV'tacruptyyov es11A.ro811 1tapu 'trov &'AA.rov 7tOtJ.Levrov. t:t'ta 'tou'totc; £v'ttj.loc;
11 xpflcrtc; "(tVOJ.LEVll Kat 'tote; AOl1tOl~ aypotKotc;, UO''tepov Kat EV 'tat~ 1t0At'ttKatc; cl1tOAaUO'eO'l 1tapt:AaJl~avt:'to. oi 8£ 'tO'tE MaKt:86vrov ~acrtA.t:1c; E1tt 'tU ~acr{A.t:ta j.lE'titvt:yKov aU'tOOV 'tTtV xpflcrtv' IDO''te j.lEAO~ E1ttKaAet0'8at MaKt:8ovtKOV. Me'tU 8£ 'tOU'tO
"A't'ttc; 'tO DeKaKaAaJlOV auA01tOlllO"ac; 1tOtJl€VlKTtV EKUAet O'Uptyya, 1tOtTtO"ac; 'to(v)
JlEV 1tpOO'tOV OeKa8aK'tUAOV. Kat OaK'tUAcp cl<peAcOV ero~ 'teO"O'aprov' 'tOU~ AOt1tOU~
icroj.lTtKt:tc; £~a8aK'tUAq> Xt:tA.roaa~, t'tll p-ftcra~ TO 'trov 1taxrov Otacpop~ 'tl,v 'tO!lTtV, t 'tU
~OUKOAlKU Kat at1tOAtKU 1tapu 'tOV Layy&ptov 1tO'taj.lOV ecruptO"€ (text from The
Hagiopolites: A Byzantine Treatise on Musical Theory, ed. J0rgen Raasted,
Cahiers de l'Institut du moyen-age grec et Iatin, vol. 45 [Copenhagen: Universite
de Copenhague, 1983], 83-84). The date of the Hagiopolites is not known; the
earliest manuscript containing the treatise is Parisinus gr. 360, which dates from
the fourteenth century.
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pipes, usually ranging from 4 to 20 cm. An instrument in these
dimensions produces twenty small semitones in a ratio of 18:17
with room to spare, and it is small enough for the hands to manage. The Roumanian nai employs a graduated array of pipes from
top to bottom, unlike Attis's syrinx, which is graduated only in the
lower half. The fully graduated syrinx, however, was known to
Pollux, who uses the image of a bird's wing in describing the
instrument as an ensemble of reeds ranging from longer to
shorter.148
The syrinx could be tuned in a number of ways. The pipes
could be cut to the proper length, which would produce an
instrument in the form described by Pollux. Individual pipes
could also be tuned by boring a single hole in each to define their
speaking lengths. In addition, the Aristotelian Problemata (19.23
[919b8-11]) remark in passing that the syrinx was tuned by plugging wax into the various pipes in order to produce sounding
lengths in the proper ratio. This procedure is possible, but stopping the pipes doubles their sounding length and causes them to
speak an octave lower, as well as modifying their timbre. It is
therefore quite unlikely that stopped pipes were mixed with open
pipes in a single syrinx. In any case, this section of the Problemata
is more a theory of acoustics than a description of the actual functioning of musical instruments, and comment on the tuning of
the syrinx appears in a section primarily devoted to describing
some of the mathematical principles of harmonics. The author
remarks on the placement of trupemata on the auloi, but as
already noted, his suppositions about the intervals produced by
the trupemata are incorrect. While the author's description of the
intervals produced by the various stopped pipes of his syrinx is
correct, it is difficult to regard him as a reliable observer of wind
instruments. References to them were perhaps included merely in
an attempt to present all the instruments as visually embodying
the same harmonic principles.149
Hydraulis
As a collection of pipes, each of which produced only a single
fixed pitch, the polykalamos syrinx lent itself to mechanization,
and indeed, the hydraulis (uBpauA.u;) was described by Philo
148Pollux Onomasticon
149See p. 210 supra.

4.69.
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Byzantius as "a syrinx played by the hands."150 The instrument is
briefly noted in Athenaeus's Deipnosophistae (4.75 [174a-e])' as the
invention of Ctesibius, a mechanic and perhaps a barber who
lived in Alexandria,151 and its sound is characterized as "sweet
and delightful" (ft8u<; Kat 'tepnv6<;). These descriptions suggest that
the hydraulis was originally an instrument of flue pipes blown
with a relatively light wind pressure, rather than the large instrument of metal pipes (and perhaps reeds) blown with a high wind
pressure that later became common in outdoor arenas. Though
Philo is principally interested in the piston pump invented by
Ctesibius rather than in the hydraulis itself, his description does
make it clear that the wind for the instrument was supplied by
this pump and that a constant wind pressure was maintained by
the force of water displaced from a central chamber. Thus, it is
much more likely that the term hydraulis is derived from uorop
(water) and auA.fl (chamber), rather than the more commonly
assumed compound of uorop and auA.6<;.
Athenaeus states that Aristoxenus did not know the hydraulis,
but full descriptions of the instrument are provided between the
first century B.C.E. and the first century C.E. by Hero of Alexandria
and Vitruvius.152 As early as 90 B.C.E., a Delphic inscription refers
in glowing terms to the hydraulist Antipatros, who won the
musical competition in that year,153 and the instrument is also
mentioned in passing by Nicomachus of Gerasa in his Manuale
harmonices and Porphyrius in his commentary on Ptolemy's
150 Mechanicae syntaxis 4.77: E1tt -rfl~ cruptyyo~ -rfl~ K:pOUOJ.lEVTl~ -rat~ xepcriv
(Richard Schone, ed., Philonis Mechanicae syntaxis libri quartus et quintus [Berlin: Reimer, 1893]). Philo flourished in third and early second centuries B.C.E.
For an extended treatment of Alexandrian automata, see Reinhold Hammerstein,
Macht und Klang: Tonende Automaten als Realitiit und Fiktion in der alten und
mittelalterlichen Welt (Bern: Francke, 1986).

151 His floruit is uncertain, but it was probably in the third century B.C.E.
152Athenaeus's reference to Aristoxenus {'Aptcr-r6~evoc; J..LEV o.Ov -rou-ro ouK: ot8e
[174c (Kaibel1:391)]) is a bit vague and can be interpreted in various ways. Jean
Perrot (The Organ from Its Invention in the Hellenistic Period to the End of the
Thirteenth Century, trans. Norma Deane [London: Oxford University Press, 1971],
6) takes it to mean that Aristoxenus did not know of the hydraulis because it had
not yet been invented. Cf. Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 1:260-61. Hero
probably flourished in the first century C.E., Vitruvius in the first century B.C.E.
153Inscr. 737 (W. Dittenberger, Sylloge inscriptionum graecarum, 3d ed., 4
vols. [Leipzig: Hirzel, 1915-24; reprint, Hildesheim: Olms, 1982], 2:412-13).
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Harmonica.15 4 Its mechanism (see figure 31) was sufficiently
complex to insure that it could never have become a common
instrument, but at least by the first century B.C.E., it had become a
recognized part of the musical culture.lSS

wind chest

pump

Water chamber

~

air cavity, with openings to
allow water to balance the
pressure created in the
cavity by the pump
Figure 31.

154Nicomachus Manuale harmonices 4 (Jan 243.11); Porphyrius In Ptol.
Harm. 1.8 (During 119.28). Nicomachus flourished in the second century C.E.,
Porphyrius in the third.
155The instrument is also mentioned in Cicero Tusculanae disputationes 3.18;
Aetna 292-97; and many later Latin sources. See Perrot, Organ, 48-70, for a
summary extending to the sixth century C.E.
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Hero discusses the hydraulis in chapter 42 of his Pneumatica.
The pump mechanism and the role played by the water are nearly
identical to the instrument described by Philo,156 but Hero adds
considerable information about the arrangement of the pipes on
the wind chest. Hero's instrument already exhibits the familiar
mechanical action of the organ. Each pipe was aligned with a hole
in the top of the wind chest, and air was allowed into the pipe by
pressing a lever to move a perforated slider back and forth so that
its hole either corresponded or did not correspond to the hole in
the wind chest (figure 32).

)

key on pivot

wind chest
Figure 32.
Hero refers to the pipes themselves as auloi, and this may suggest that the hydraulis had reed rather than flue pipes.157 The
term aulas, however, can simply refer to the bombyx, or the
resonating pipe itself, entirely apart from the reed mouthpiece.158
Moreover, descriptions of the sound of the hydraulis, at least in its
earlier development, do not fit the loud and resonant sound
characteristic of the aulas. There are, in addition, considerable
difficulties in developing a resonating reed pipe that can be blown
by a wind chest. The aulas mouthpiece relies on the articulation
of the aulete's lips and tongue, and like all reeds taken into the
mouth, it requires some moistening before it begins to play. Reed
pipes on an organ, by contrast, are much more like the capped
reeds of later instruments such as the krummhorn. There is no
156figures 31-32 are
Organ, 29 and 32.
157Perrot, Organ, 33.
lSBsee p. 184 supra.

based on Hero's description and the drawing in Perrot,
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evidence to suggest that this type of capped. resonating reed pipe
was developed for the hydraulis in the first few centuries of its
existence. In fact, all the pipes of the earliest surviving organ, the
famous organ of Aquincum (third century C.E.), are flues.159
Vitruvius' s description of the hydraulis, in De architectura
10.83, applies to a larger instrument, but the principles are the
same. There are now two pistons, which pump in alternation, and
the instrument may have four, six, or eight ranks. The ranks can
be opened or closed individually, and when open, air passes into
the channel over which the pipes of that rank are arranged. The
key action, like Hero's, is above rather than below these channels
and is based on a perforated slider, but there are now as many perforations in the slider as there are ranks. If air has been allowed
into the channel for a given rank, the pipe will sound when the
key is depressed.
Pollux's Onomasticon 4.70 also refers to the "watery aulos"
(uop11Ao<; auA,6<;), which he describes as like an inverted syrinx of
bronze pipes blown from below. The smaller of these instruments, Pollux asserts, is blown by a bellows, while in the larger
ones, the current of air is forced upwards by the water. The
instrument has many voices, and the bronze of its pipes gives it a
bolder sound.160 The metal in the pipes of the Aquincum organ
tends to confirm this description: it is a bronze alloy of .08°/o tin,
.08°/o lead, 17.83°/o zinc, and 81.80°/o copper.
The tuning of the pipes of the hydraulis is not specified in any
source, and the archaeological remains do not allow for a positive
identification of their pitch. The Aquincum organ had fifty-two
pipes, arranged in four ranks of thirteen pipes each. The ratio
159Perrot, Organ, 113. On this instrument in general, see Werner WalckerMayer, Die romische Orgel von Aquincum (Ludwigsburg: Musikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, 1970); and Melinda Kaba, Die romische Orgel von Aquincum (3.
Jahrhundert), Musicologica hungarica, Veroffentlichungen des Musikwissenschaftliches Institut in Budapest, vol. 6 (Budapest: Akademiai, 1976). The pipes
of the fragments from Pompeii are also flues, although these may actually be
musical automata rather than organs. Neither the Aquincum instrument nor the
Pompeiian fragments are hydrauleis; like the modern organ, they were blown by
bellows.
160'tOU't<p o£ Ka'ta 'tO Ejl1taAtV £xrov 6 uOpTtAO~ auA.6~, UV'tE<J'tpajljlEV11 cruptyyt
napEOtKOO~, xaAKOU~ jlEV E<J'ttV 6 KaAajlO~, Ka'tro9cv o£ U1t01tVEOjlEVO~, <pucrat~ jlEV 6
EAcX't't(l)V' uOa'tt o£ 0 jlEt~rov ava9A.t~OjlEV<p Kat aupav 1tVEUjla'tO~ a<ptEV'tt. 1tOAU<prov6~ 'tt~ oi>'to~ auA.6~ E<J'ttV' Kat 6 xaAKO~ EX Et 'tO <p9Eyjla i 'tajlcO'tEpov (Bekker
159).
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between the shortest and longest pipes is close to 2:1. Most
iconographic representations show eight pipes, but instruments
with seven, nine, ten, and fifteen pipes are also portrayed. In these
representations, the ratio between the shortest and longest pipes
ranges from 3:1 to 4:3. It seems reasonable to suppose that the
pipes were tuned in some combination of whole tones and semitones, but it is not possible to be certain.161
Salpinx and Horn
The Greeks and the Romans, like other ancient and modern
cultures, recognized the value of music and musical instruments
in preparing forces for battle, scaring or impressing their opponents, and coordinating the movement of troops. Idiophones and
membranophones in particular, it will be recalled, were used by
the Parthians to create a frightening din, and even in relatively
modern warfare, ensembles of percussion and blaring instruments such as the Turkish Janissary bands were still used to
motivate one side and terrify the other. The salpinx (craAnty~) and
the horn (Kepa~), which could produce specific pitches heard over
the chaos of battle, were of special value, not only because their
sound carried better than the sound of a voice but also because the
meaning of their signals might be clear to one side and incomprehensible to the other. Aristides Quintilianus remarks on this use
of the salpinx in the second book of his De musica:
She [Rome] often rejects verbal orders as damaging if they should be discerned by those of the enemy speaking the same language and makes codes
through music by playing the salpinx-a warlike and terrifying instrument-and appointing a specific melos for each command. When the attack
was by line and the approach was by column, she set down special mele, and
a different kind for retreat; and when the pivoting was to the left or right,
again there were specific mele for each; and so she accomplishes every
maneuver one after another by means of codes that are on the one hand
unclear to the enemy and on the other hand are both totally clear and easily
recognized by the allies. For they do not hear these codes only in part,
rather the whole corps follows a single sound. 162

161 For a fully developed hypothesis on the tuning of the hydraulis, see
Perrot, Organ, chapter 7.
162ta fl£V (ha /...oyrov 1tOAAcXKt<; a1to8oKtflcX~£t napayye/...Jla'ta ro<; p/...a'lfOV'ta,
8tayvrocr8e{n, 8ta floucnK~<; 8£ notet'tat 'ta crufl~oA.a,
opyavov fl£V apilt6v 't£ Kat Ka'ta1tAllK'ttKOV fl£'taxetpt~Of1evn 'tTtV craA1ttyya,
EKcXO"'tql 8£ 1tapeyyuilf.!att fleAO<; t8tov a<pop{~oucra. E1tt8pofl~<; o-ov 't~<; Ka'ta fle'tro1tOV
Kat E<po8ou 't~<; Ka'ta Kepa<; i8ta~OV'ta Ka'ta'te'taK'tat fleAll, Kat avaKAll'ttKOV

ei tot<; Oflo<provot<; 'trov no/...ef.!{rov
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Although Aristides Quintilianus is speaking of the Romans, the
salpinx was also used by the Greeks. Aeschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides all mention it on a number of occasions in various
roles, and the Plutarchean Soterichus, the second speaker in the
De musica, confirms the military use of the salpinx, adding that
the Spartans went to war to the accompaniment of the "Castorian
melos" played on the auloi, while the Cretans preferred the
lyre.163
Athenaeus's Deipnosophistae asserts that it was the Etruscans
who discovered the horn and the salpinx, but he says nothing
about their construction. By contrast, Pollux devotes considerable
attention to the salpinx in his Onomasticon. He agrees with
Athenaeus in associating it with the Etruscans, and he describes it
as either straight or curved in form. The instrument is made of
bronze and iron, with a bone mouthpiece. Its sound is described as
booming, roaring, loud, clear, stout, powerful, deep, solemn, violent, frightening, terrifying, war-like and hostile, forceful, stark,
weighty, rough, and troubling. Pollux also comments on the various signals played by the salpinx in its military role-such as
encouragement, advance, and retreat-as well as its use for fanfares and other signals in various contexts.l64
Pollux employs the term yAro't'ta in referring to the bone
mouthpiece, the same term he used to refer to the mouthpiece of
the aulos. Theophrastus, on the other hand, used the term to refer
to the actual beating reed in the mouthpiece of the aulos. As there
is no reason to assume that the salpinx was sounded by any reeds
E'tcpov, E~£At~£IDV 't£ -r&v E1t' acrn{8a 11 E1tt 86pu 1tcXAtV eKaO''tll<; t8ta, Kat nav-ra
ou-rroc; E<pc~flc; 1tcpatV£t -ra O'O<ptO'f.la'ta O'Uf.l~OAOt<; 'tOt<; f.lEV 1tOA£f.ltOt<; &8flA.otc;, 'tOt<; 8£
<ptAtotc; cra<pccr-ra-rotc; -r£ Kat 8t' £UX£P£tac; ytvrocrKof.!evotc; · ou yap Ka-ra f.!Epoc; -ro{nrov
8taKOUOUO'tV, aA.A.' 'lixn f.lt~ 'tO O'UJ.l1taV E1t£'tat cruv-rayJ.la (W.-I. 62.7-19).
Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 125-26.

163Aeschylus Eumenides 566-69, Persae 394-95, Septem contra Thebas 393-94;
Sophocles Electra 711; Euripides Phoenissae 1377-79, Rhesus 988-89; Plutarch De
musica 1140c (Ziegler 22.11-17). On the authority of Polybius, Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.22 (626a-b [Kaibel 3:381]) confirms the Spartans' and Cretans'
preference for other instruments in place of the salpinx. Some of the types of military music were discussed in chapter 2 (see pp. 153-55).
l64Qnomasticon 4.85-86: 'tO 8£ crxflf.la £U9cta 't£ KatKaf.11tUA11, ;, 8£ UAfl xaAKO<;
Kat crt8rt poc;, ;, 8£ yA.&-r-ra OO''ttVll. £t1tOt<; 8' &v 'tO <p9Eyf.la -rile; craA.ntyyoc; Kat <pCOVflV
Kat ~XOV Kat ~Of.l~OV Kat 96p~~ov Kat K'tU1tOV, op9tov, epprof.!EVOV, proJ.laAEOV, ~apu,
O'£f.lVOV, cr<po8p6v, <pptK&8cc;, eK1tA1lK'ttK6v, noA£f.ltO''tllPtOV Kat Ef.l1tOAEf.ltov, ~tatov, cr-r£pc6v, Ef.l~pt9£c;, -rpaxu, -rapaxro8cc; (Bekker 162). See also Onomasticon 4.87-90.
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other than the player's own lips, it would seem Pollux uses the
term to refer to mouthpieces in general.
Salpinxes are shown quite frequently in vase paintings, and a
number of nearly complete instruments survive. The Museum of
Fine Arts in Boston preserves an instrument 157 cm in length
made in thirteen sections of ivory joined with bronze rings. The
bell is also of bronze and in the shape of a funnei.165 The small
flair at the other end of the pipe may be the mouthpiece, or it may
have been intended to receive a detachable mouthpiece. In any
case, the material of this particular salpinx suggests that it was
probably a ceremonial instrument of some sort, not one intended
for use in battle. If there was a detachable mouthpiece, as Pollux's
description suggests, its shape and the length of its back bore
would have been quite important to the overall sound of the
instrument. The combination of the player's lips, cup, and back
bore in a mouthpiece create a Helmholtz resonator,166 which
effectively lengthens the tube into which it is inserted. Thus,
although the general harmonics of a surviving salpinx can be
determined, the mouthpiece would have altered them to some
degree.
Like the later straight trumpet, the salpinx would be capable of
playing the fundamental pitch of its pipe and a series of harmonics, depending on the mouthpiece and the skill of the performer.
As the salpinx was used principally for signals and fanfares, the
lower harmonics must have been the more important pitches of
the instrument. In fact, the solmization syllables on the fifth-century black-figure epinetron described in chapter 2 produce a line
that would need to extend no further than the fifth harmonic.l67
Players of the salpinx often wore the phorbeia, which must
have served the same purpose as it did for the aulos. In the
illustration of Epiktetos (ea. 520-490 B.C.E.) for an eye kylix, a satyr
wears the phorbeia while sounding the salpinx over his shoulder
(figure 33).168

165sachs, History of Musical Instruments, 145, based on L. D. Caskey,
"Archaeological Notes," American Journal of Archaeology 41 (1937): 525-27.
166For a simple description of the Helmholtz resonator, see John Backus, The
Acoustical Foundations of Music (New York: W. W. Norton, 1969), 71-76.
167see p. 154 supra.
168London, British Museum E 3.
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Figure 33.

Figure 34.

Other simple pipes were also used by the Greeks and Romans
for various types of signals, but little is known about them beyond
occasional iconographic or literary references. In the case of the
horn, for instance, after stating that smooth horns will produce
the best sound, the Aristotelian De audibilibus (802a18-802b18)
adds that baking them improves their sound because it makes
them drier and harder. This sort of animal horn does indeed
appear on a red-figure cup of the Scheurleer painter (figure 34),
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which shows a young man sounding a horn on one side, while a
salpinx player answers on the other side.169
Horns were sometimes added to the ends of long bronze pipes
to form a type of bell. This instrument, the lituus, was used in the
regiments of the Romans. A curved salpinx supported by a central
wooden crossbar was also used both by the Greeks, who called it a
bukane (~uKav11), and by the Romans, who called it a cornu. The
curved salpinx is illustrated in a number of reliefs, and fragments
survive from Pompeii.170

Chordophones
Though the wind and percussion instruments were indispensable, the stringed instruments remained most basic to the Greeks'
musical culture. In the Iliad, the Homeric hymns, and the Scutum
Herculis, Apollo, Hermes, and Artemis are often found playing
the phorminx with a plectrum.l71 Mortals too are represented
playing the phorminx in both the "Shield of Achilles" and the
Scutum Herculis, and Pindar makes frequent reference to the
instrument.172 Plato clearly prefers the stringed instruments to
the winds, while Aristides Quintilianus uses the association of the
stringed instruments with Hermes and Apollo to characterize
them as suitable for the education of youth-that is, for paideiaand as nurturing the rational part of the soul)73
169Paris, Musee du Louvre G 70. There is some room to question whether the
horn is being sounded or used as a drinking horn. In the context of the salpinx
player, however, it seems reasonable to assume the horn is being sounded. On this
painting and the definition of the horn, see Ulrich Klein, "Das Naturhorn
( x:epa<;) als griechisches Musikinstrument," Gymnasium: Zeitschrift fiir Kultur
der Antike und humanistische Bildung 74 (1967): 139-41.
170Qn the lituus, see Curt Sachs, "Lituus und Karnyx," in Festschrift zum 90.
Geburtstage Sr. Exz. des wirklichen geheimen Rates Rochus Freiherrn von
Liliencron iiberreicht von Vertretern deutscher Musikwissenschaft (Leipzig:
Breitkopf und Hartel, 1910), 241-46; and idem, History of Musical Instruments,

146-48.
171E.g., Ilias 1.603-4; In Apollinem 182-206 and 514-17; In Mercurium 17-19,
63-65, and 496-515; In Venerem 18-20; and Scutum Herculis 201-6. Several of
these passages have been discussed in chapter 2 (see pp. 35-36; also p. 128 supra).
172see, for example, Ilias 18.490-96; Scutum Herculis 272-85; and Pindar
Pythia 1.1-4, Olympia 3.1-10, and Threni fr. 129+130 (95).
173see pp. 159-61, 179-80, and 222. Plato Respublica 3.10 (399c-d), Leges 3
(700a-701b), and Aristides Quintilianus De musica 2.19 (W.-I. 91.5-92-18).
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Origin, History, and Types
The first of the Nicomachean Excerpta tells the story of the lyre
coming to the Greeks. Hermes, after he had constructed a sevenstringed lyre, taught Orpheus to play it. Orpheus in his turn
taught Thamyris and Linus, while Linus taught Amphion and
Heracles. When Orpheus was killed by the Thracian women, his
lyre was thrown into the sea and later washed onto the shore at
Antissa in Lesbos. Fishermen found it there and took it to Terpander.174 This line of descent, of course, supports the Greeks'
strong association of the stringed instruments with one of their
most venerable composers. In fact, Terpander, Archilochus, Aleman, Sappho, Theognis, the tragedians, and many others do refer
to one or another of the stringed instruments or are associated
with them by later Greek writers, who also describe their use in
everyday life.175
The terms applied to the stringed instruments in literary
sources are variable. Nevertheless, the instruments themselves
can be separated into two major classes, lyres and psalteria, each
named for the instrument that embodies the most typical characteristics. Instruments of the first and more important class, named
for the lyre (A.upa), have freely resonating strings strummed with
a plectrum. They do not appear to have been used to play melodies, complicated or otherwise, except by a few virtuosi; rather,
they gave the singer certain stable pitches-perhaps even an
entire scale-to use in centering and articulating a song. In Homer
and literature written in Homeric style, phorminx (<popf.!ty~) and
174see map 1, p. 20. Tl,Y A:6paY tl,Y EK til~ X£AcOY1l~ <paat toY ~EpJ..LflY eUPllKEYat
Kat KataaKetHxaaYta bttcixop8oY napa8e8roK:eYat tl,Y J..La9ncrtY tip 'Op<pet. 'Op<peu~
8€ £8i8a~e eaJ..LUptY Kat AtYOY' AtYO~ ~HpaKAea, u<p' o:O Kat aYnp£9n. £8i8a~e 8€ Kat
'AJ..L<p{roya 'tOY en~atoY' 0~ E1tt 'tWY E1t'ta x6p8oY E1t'ta1tUAOU~ 'ta~ 8ft~a~ cpKo80J..L110"eY.
aYatpe9EY'tO~ 8€ 'tOU 'Op<pero~ U1t0 'tWY 8p<tKtKWY yuYatKWY tl,Y AupaY aU'tOU ~A119f1Yat ei~ 'tllY 8ciA.aaaay, EK~An9f1Yat 8€ ei~ "AY'ttaaaY n6AtY 'tll~ Aea~ou. eupoY'ta~
8€ &A.tea~ eYe'YKetY tl,Y A.upav npo~ T£pnav8poY, toY 8£ KOJ. tiaat ei~ AtyuntoY (Jan
266.2-12). Jan assigned the designation excerpta to text preserved in the manuscripts as a "second book" of Nicomachus's Manuale harmonices (see pp. 406-11
infra). Whether they are indeed derived from the Manuale harmonices, Nicomachus's lost book on music, or some other source, they most probably date from
the second century C.E. On Nicomachus's "lost" book on music, see Calvin M.
Bower, "Boethius and Nicomachus: An Essay Concerning the Sources of De institutione musica," Vivarium 16 (1978): 1-45.
17Ssee chapter 2, passim.
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kitharis (Ki8apt<;) are the common terms associated with instruments of this class. After the sixth century B.C.E., these terms are
joined with increasing frequency by lyre, chelys (xeAu<;), barbitos
(~ap~tto<;), and, finally, kithara (Kt8apa).176
Iconography suggests that the terms might be applied somewhat more precisely. Distinguished among the lyres can be the
chelys lyre, the small, rather fragile instrument constructed on a
tortoise (xeAu<;) shell and used in music lessons and for private
music-making; the phorminx, which comes to be applied to an
instrument of moderate size with a rounded bottom, solid construction, and a tone most likely suited for smaller rooms; the
barbitos, generally associated with Dionysian ceremonies, an
instrument like the chelys lyre but with long arms and probably a
low and very resonant tone; and the kithara, the great concert
instrument of the Greeks used in contests, the theatre, and festivals and commonly associated with Apollo.
Instruments of the second class, named for the psalterion
('JfaAt'llptov), were plucked by the fingers and may very well have
been used to play melodies. The psalteria include the psalterion
itself; the epigoneion (£7tty6vetov) and simikion (crtJ.!tKtov), instruments that may have had as many as forty strings, perhaps rather
like the modern zither; the magadis (J..LayaOt<;), pektis (1tf1Ktt<;), and
phoenix (<potvt~), instruments with strings tuned in pairs, not
unlike the modern dulcimer; and the sambuke (craJ.l~UKll) and the
trigonon (tpiyrovov), which were held aloft, like the modern Irish
harp, and-especially in the case of the trigonon-played primarily by women in the home.177
In addition to the instruments of the two major classes, iconographic sources occasionally represent a lute-like instrument, distinct from all the others in having strings stretched over a neck.
Moreover, Apulian vase painting frequently depicts an instru176 On the terminology, see Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient
Greece, 26-27, 30-31, 34-36, 39-40, 54-55, and 79-81.
177A similar list is provided in Pollux Onomasticon 4.58-61. The best treatment of most but not all of these instruments is Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, and in this section, I have relied very heavily on their
work. See also Annie Belis, "A propos de la construction de la lyre," Bulletin de
correspondance hellenique 109 (1985): 201-20; J[ohann] W[olfgang] SchottHinder,
~~"Griechische Leiern" (Ph.D. dissertation, Berlin, 1936); and Jean Rene Jannot, "La
lyre et la cithare: Les instruments a cordes de la musique Etrusque," L' Antiquite
classique 48 (1979): 469-507.
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ment that has been described by modern scholars as a seistron or a
xylophone but actually seems to have been played with the same
sort of technique used for the other stringed instruments. No
ancient names are known for either of these instruments, but as
neither appears to have been played with a plectrum, they will be
considered psalteria.
All the Greeks' stringed instruments were strummed with a
plectrum or played by the fingers to produce a harmonic-in the
Greek sense-background for singing and dancing or simply for
enjoyment of the tone. More than one stringed instrument might
play at a time, but it was more common for them to play alone or
with instruments of another type. Solo instrumental music
played on the stringed instruments, however, was not as important as that for the aulas.
Unlike the aerophones, membranophones, and idiophones,
which embody within themselves certain characteristics of pitch,
timbre, and tuning that can be restored by reconstructions, chordophones-whether plucked or struck-rely almost entirely on
the type and arrangement of their strings for their sonic character.
The number of strings on the lyre, phorminx, barbitos, and
kithara is fairly well attested by literary and iconographic sources,
but beyond that, almost nothing is preserved about the stringing
and tuning of these instruments. There is no source comparable
to Theophrastus's Historia plantarum for the strings, and only a
few archaeological remains of parts of these instruments survive.
Although reconstructions can be made, they remain far more
hypothetical than reconstructions of any of the other instruments.
In consequence, the sound and tuning of the stringed instruments
is essentially unknown.178 Nevertheless, a good deal can be concluded about the size, shape, performance practice, and social
function of these instruments.
Lyres

Chelys
In the Homeric hymn In Mercurium 41~56, Hermes's construction of the chelys lyre is described in some detail:· the soundbox-elsewhere called the echeion (ilxe'iov)-is formed by the back
178There have been numerous hypotheses on both these topics, but they have
been based on only the most limited use of available sources and a great deal of
airy conjecture. See n. 197 infra.
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of a tortoise shell, over which oxhide (bEpJ.ta ~o6c;) is stretched and
pinned to the shell by stalks of reed (KaA.a~oc;); two arms-the
pecheis (1tllXEt<;)-spanned by a crossbar-the zugon (suy6v)extend from the shell; and seven consonant strings of sheep gut
(e1t1a 8£ au~<provouc; cifrov xop8ac;) are stretched from the crossbar to
the bottom of the instrument. After constructing it, Hermes
played the instrument with a plectrum (1tAllK'tpov).l79
Similar but less detailed descriptions appear in passing in literary works such as the fragment from Sophocles's Ichneutai, Aristophanes's Ranae 228-35, Philostratus's Imagines 1.10.1-2, and
Lucian's Dialogi deorum 223-24,180 while more detailed descriptions of individual parts of lyres are preserved by Athenaeus, Pallux, Hesychius, the Suda, and the Etymologicon magnum. Taken
together with the numerous iconographic representations, these
provide a relatively complete view of the lyre's construction.
Construction
According to Pausanias's Graeciae descriptio, Mount Parthenius was the home of the best tortoises for lyres,181 the species testudo marginata, the shells of which now measure 20-30 cm in
length and 10-13 cm in depth. Most lyres have long since perished, but three substantial fragments of tortoise-shell soundboxes
do survive: in the museum at Argos (inv. A 56, U 14, tortoises 1
and 2), in the British Museum (inv. GR 1816.6-10-501), and in the
museum at Reggio.182 The instrument in the British Museum
also preserves its arms and crossbar, which-like the Elgin
auloi-are made of sycamore wood. Theophrastus, however,
states that the crossbars of lyres and psalteria, as well as the axles of
wheelbarrows, were made of oak (1tptvoc;), a harder wood less
susceptible to being deformed by the tension of the strings.183
179For the text and a fuller discussion of this hymn, see chapter 2, pp. 35-36
supra.

180philostratus lived in the second or third century C.E., Lucian was born ea.
120 C.E.

181Pausanias 8.54.7.
182Helen Roberts, "Reconstructing the Greek Tortoise-Shell Lyre," World
Archaeology 12 (1981): 303-12; Belis, "Construction de la lyre," 213, n. 25, lists
several other fragments.
l83Historia plantarum 5.7.6: 1tptvo<; 8£ 1tpo<; &~ova<; -rat<; f..LOVocr-rp6<pot<; Cxf..La~at<;
Kat ci<; ~uya A-upat<; Kat waA--rl1ptot<;

(Hort 460).
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Figure 35 provides typical front and side views of the chelys
lyre, with the various parts identified.
arms
(pecheis)

kollopes

~

soundbox
(echeion)
bridge
(magas)

chordotonon
Figure 35.
The soundbox of the lyre is usually represented by the vase
painters with small bulges on either side. This is not the natural
shape of a tortoise shell, but it is uncertain whether the sides actually bulged or whether the painters may have been attempting to
represent the upward curvature of the shell.184 In any case, the
head of the tortoise shell became the base of the soundbox, and the
arms, most probably braced on a natural ledge of the shell at the
opening for the animal's head, extended upwards and emerged
around the location of the animal's rear legs.
184The bulges can be clearly seen in figure 29. For possible explanations, see
Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 95.
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The arms seem. normally to have been made of wood, which
was warped to produce the necessary curvatures. After the general
shape was achieved, the arms could be filed or chiseled to produce
the thinner sections sometimes displayed in vase paintings. As
they emerged from the soundbox, the arms curved outward and
somewhat forward; thus, when the crossbar was attached, it would
not be in the same plane as the top of the soundbox. This elevation was necessary to insure that the strings would pass above the
soundbox rather than lying across it.
The crossbar was fitted to the arms by means of a notch created
by carving away the front of each arm from the point where the
crossbar would be placed to the top of the arm. A semi-circle cut
into the ledge matched the diameter of a channel cut around each
end the crossbar, thus insuring that the crossbar could neither fall
out nor move sideways. As the ·arms extended past the crossbar,
they curved inward or straightened to balance their outward curvature below the crossbar. In some cases, it may have been the
practice to attach the crossbar to the arms by means of a hole
carved in either end of the crossbar to match the dimensions of
the reduced upper part of the arms. The crossbar could then be
placed over the arms, which would pass through these holes, and
come to rest on the ledge. This arrangement would not only
secure the crossbar from forward or lateral movement, like the
other fitting, but also prevent it from turning in the notch.185
Some part of the bottom of the shell must have been removed,
not only to facilitate the insertion of the arms but also to open the
shell to the resonance of the oxhide. Nevertheless, as this opening
is subsequently covered by the oxhide, its precise shape is not
shown in the vase paintings. The Homeric hymn describes Hermes measuring and cutting lengths of reed, which were then fitted across the shell, their ends extending through the back of the
shell. This description suggests a sort of grid, which would
strengthen the shell in the absence of part of the bottom, while at
the same time allowing the air to resonate freely within the
soundbox. The remains of soundboxes at Argos and Reggio do
indeed exhibit holes through which the ends of the reeds might
have extended, and paintings of chelys lyres sometimes show dots
on the lighter-colored border surrounding the soundbox that may
185Belis, "Construction de la lyre," 215, hypothesizes this latter arrangement as the fitting used in British Museum lyre.
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represent the edge of the oxhide. The dots certainly suggest the
ends of the reeds or some other type of pin holding the oxhide in
place.186
The covering of oxhide that formed a resonating membrane
over the soundbox was probably moistened and then stretched
over the protruding ends of the reeds. When it dried, it tightened
like a drumhead. The grid of reeds under the oxhide helped to
maintain the shape of the shell against the tension of the oxhide
and perhaps also the tension of the strings.187
After the soundbox and arms were constructed, the instrument
could be strung. At the base of the soundbox, a bar made of metal
or some other hard substance was attached, to which the strings
themselves were then fastened. In chapter 6 of his Manuale harmonices, Nicomachus refers to such a fastener as the chordotonos
(xopbo'tovoc;)_l88 As the strings extended upwards to the crossbar,
they slightly fanned out. Their resonance was communicated to
the soundbox by a bridge resting on the oxhide; the vase painters
normally pictured the bridge somewhat below the center of the
soundbox. In his Harmonica, Ptolemy refers to the bridge used to
mark off string lengths on the canon as magas (J.Layac;), and Hesychius's Lexicon defines the magas as a wooden quadrangular
board, slightly curved, which engages the strings of the kithara
and produces the note_l89
The strings themselves were made of sheep gut, according to
both the Homeric hymn and the Odyssey (21.408). On the other
hand, Pollux includes sinews, flax, thread, and twine in his list of
the parts of stringed instruments, but these materials must have
been used for the wrist bands, other decorations, and fastenings

186Aristophanes Ranae 232 also refers to the reed, which is "under the lyre"
(ov unoA:uptov).

187Roberts, "Reconstructing," 308-9.
188Jan 248.11. Cf. Pollux Onomasticon 4.62 (Bekker 157) and Manuel
Bryennius Harmonica 2.7 (Jonker 180.2). In Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.41
(637d [Kaibel3:407]), the part is called chordotonia (xopoot6vux).
189Ptolemy Harmonica 1.8 (During 17.27, 18.2 and 6), 2.16 (During 80-81), 3.1
(During 85), and 3.2 (During 89.16); Hesychius, s.v. Jlayac;: crav!c; 'te'tpayrovoc;
un6Kucpoc; OeXOJlEVTl 'tflc; Kt8apac; 'tac; veupac; Kat ano'teAoucra 'tov cp86yyov.
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rather than as alternatives for the strings.190 In any case, the
strings were wound around the crossbar, their tension secured by
one of two means. The earlier lyres seem to have used simply a
strip of oxhide for each string. The strip was first wrapped around
the crossbar, and the string was then wound onto the strip until a
sufficient tension was produced to hold the hide and string in
place on the crossbar. The pitch of the string could be adjusted to
some degree by rotating the strip in one direction or the other to
tighten or loosen the string. Red-figure vase painters often illustrate this very process, as for example on a hydria showing a
teacher instructing a student in lyre playing (figure 36).191

Figure 36.
This system of fastening and tuning the strings would have
been difficult and unstable, especially as the oxhide dried and
loosened. From a relatively early time, a tuning peg-or kollops
(KoAAow)-was added to the winding, and the leverage of this peg
made it easier to tighten the string by pushing the kollops around
190Qnomasticon 4.62: flEPll 8£ -r&v opyavrov vcupat, xopOat, Atva, fll'tOt, -r6vot,

1tllX£t<;, ayKOOV£<;, Kepa-ra, 1COAA01t£<;, lixcta, 1tAllK'tpOV' xopOO'tOVOV (Bekker' 157).
Roberts, "Reconstructing," 311, thinks they were alternatives to sheep gut.

191Munich, Staatliche Antikensammlung und Glyptothek, 2421.
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the crossbar. In fact, this sort of tuning peg was already used on
Sumerian and Babylonian lyre-like instruments at least as early as
the third millennium B.C.E., and its principle was no doubt borrowed by the Greek instrument builders.192 Figure 29 (see p. 213)
shows the kollopes in a characteristic back view of the chelys lyre.
As the surviving fragments of the chelys lyre in the British
Museum fit the instrument's general design, they provide the
basis for some specific measurements. The length of the arms
from the soundbox to the bottom of the crossbar is 28.5 cm, the
diameter of the crossbar is 1.7 cm, and the arms extend 9 cm above
the crossbar; the overall length of the arms is therefore 39.2 cm.
The span of the crossbar between the arms is 27.9 cm, the arms
themselves measure 2.1 cm in diameter, and the crossbar extends
4.2 cm on either side of the arms; thus, the overall length of the
crossbar is 40.5 cm.l93 These dimensions are generally compatible
with the proportions shown by the vase painters.
Tuning and the number of strings
Although the lyre may have had, in earliest times, only three
or four strings, from at least as early as the time of Terpander, it
had seven or more strings. The Homeric hymn In Mercurium, as
already noted, referred to Hermes's lyre with its "seven consonant
strings of sheep gut," and the Nicomachean Excerpta repeats this
number.194 In the third chapter of his Manuale harmonices,
Nicomachus suggests that these seven strings were associated
with the planetary revolutions and named hypate, parhypate,
hypermese or lichanos, mese, paramese, paraneate, and neate. In
the fifth chapter, Nicomachus observes that the seven strings
192For example, the "Silver Lyre" excavated at Ur by Sir Leonard Wooley in
1927 and now preserved in the British Museum (U. 123554 =BM 121199). A replica
of this instrument was constructed by R. R. Brown at the University of California
(Berkeley) in the mid-1970s. Detailed photographs of the winding of the tuning
pegs on this instrument appear in the booklet accompanying Sounds from Silence:
Recent Discoveries in Ancient Near Eastern Music (Berkeley, California: Bit Enki
Publications BTNK 101, 1976). Roberts, "Reconstructing," 307-9, presents several
different possibilities for the winding of the strings around the kollopes of her
reconstruction.
193Belis, "Construction de la lyre," 213, provides measurements, but they do
not accord with her photograph.
194See n. 174 supra and G. Huxley, "A Note on a Seven-Stringed Lyre,"
Journal of Hellenic Studies 90 (1970): 196-97.
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formed two conjunct tetrachords_, each of which embraced the
interval of a fourth. As the interval between the lowest and highest string was a seventh, Nicomachus explains_, Pythagoras added
an eighth string in order to produce the overall range of an
octave. He did not add this new string, however_, at the top_, as
might have been expected, but rather between the old mese and
paramese. Thus, while the old paramese was renamed trite-a
name not present in the original heptachord-, it retained the
same intervallic relationship with its neighboring notes: a whole
tone above and a semitone below. The new string was now called
paramese, separated from the mese by a whole tone and the trite
by a semitone.l95 In the eleventh chapter_, Nicomachus then
clarifies that as the Greek scale system expanded to two octaves_,
two new tetrachords were needed to accommodate this range; they
were added above and below the tetrachords of the old seven- or
eight-string lyre. The new bottom tetrachord, which was conjunct
with the old lower tetrachord_, was called the hypaton_, while the
new upper tetrachord_, likewise conjunct with the old upper
tetrachord, was called the hyperbolaion. In consequence_, the
original tetrachords took on names as well: that from e' to a'
began to be known as the meson (or_, "middle"); from a' to d"_, the
synemmenon (or_, "conjunct"); and from b' to e", the diezeugmenon (or, ''disjunct.~.~). Finally_, in order to complete the double
octave, the proslambanomenos note (or, "added" note) was
indeed added at the bottom)96 Nicomachus is very careful not to
195Boethius (De institutione musica 1.20) describes this same process for the
addition of the eighth string but attributes it to Lycaon of Samos. If this part of
Boethius' s treatise is indeed derived from Nicomachus' s lost musica, it seems odd
that it would not concur with Nicomachus' s Manuale harmonices in attributing
the addition of the string to Pythagoras. In his annotation to this passage
(Boethius, Fundamentals of Music, 32-33), Bower suggests that Lycaon may have
been a cultic name for Pythagoras in late antiquity.
196Nicomachus Manuale harmonices 3, 5, 11 (Jan 241-42, 244-45, 255-60).
Bryennius Harmonica 1.1 repeats Nicomachus's explanation, but with some elaboration. As Nicomachus explains it, there may have been a time when the hypaton, meson, synemmenon, and hyperbolaion tetrachords, all conjunct, formed a
thirteen-tone scale. It would presumably have spanned a minor thirteenth. In
this instance, the mese is indeed still the middle note of the scale, and there is no
proslambanomenos. For a full explanation of the meaning of these note names and
the construction of the Greek scales, see chapter 5; and Marcelle DuchesneGuillemin, "Survivance orientale dans la designation des cordes de la lyre en
Grece?" Syria 44 (1967): 233-46.
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specify the intervals between each string, but the outline of his
first two systems may be deduced and represented as in figure 37.
First heptachord
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(Pitches are assigned according to the common modern pitching for the Greater
Perfect System. Pitches in parentheses represent the possible diatonic tuning,
but this is not specified by Nicomachus.)

Figure 37.

Nicomachus's explanation may very well represent something
close to the actual manner in which the early lyres were strung
and tuned. It would have been a simple matter to tune the two
conjunct fourths of the heptachord or the octave and two disjunct
fourths of the octochord. Nevertheless, there are other explanations. The Greeks commonly referred to the intervals of a fourth
and a fifth as diatessaron (8ta 'tEcrcrapcov) and diapente (8ta 1tEV'tE)because these intervals presumably ranged "through four strings"
or "through five strings"-, but with a few exceptions, they called
the octave "diapason" (8ta 1tacrrov ), that is, "through all the
strings," rather than diocto (8t' OK'tro) as might be expected. In
response to a questi<rn about this anomaly, the Aristotelian Problemata (19.32) assert that Terpander tuned the lyre so that the
seven strings would span an octave; thus, the octave ranged
"through all the strings" rather than "through eight strings."
Although the names of the Greek notes, their precise orders, and
their relationship one to another were certainly still evolving in
Terpander's day, the Problemata state that this feat was accomplished by omitting the trite and adding the nete. This probably
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suggests an arrangement in which the lower tetrachord spanned a
fourth, while the upper tetrachord spanned a fifth.197
The arrangement of the notes of the heptachord or octochord
on the lyre is not certain, although it has been generally assumed
that they ranged left to right (as viewed facing the instrument)
from hypate to neate. Inasmuch as the instrument tends to be
held at an angle of 45°-90° from the performer's torso when
being played, if the strings were viewed as a ladder, the hypate
would fall at the top and the neate at the bottom. In fact, Plutarch's
Platonicae quaestiones 9.2 refers to this arrangement in its commentary on the parts of the soul:
Or is it ridiculous to distribute first, middle, and last things to particular
positions? For we see that on the lyre, the hypate occupies the highest and
first position, while on the auloi, it occupies the lowest and last position.
Moreover, the mese-wherever placed on the lyre tuned in the same manner-sounds higher than the hypate and lower than the nete. 198

197Jn a fifteenth-century manuscript at the Biblioteca nacional in Madrid
(Matritensis gr. 4621), two little canons appear on ff. 134r-136r. In the first of
these (ff. 134r-135r), which is otherwise very much like the explanation of
Nicomachus (Jan 241-42), the discovery of the relationship between the planets
and the seven strings of the lyre is attributed to Orpheus. In the second (ff. 135v136r), Pythagoras's expansion of the scale to an octave is attributed to his
discovery of the consonant fifth. The texts are edited and translated in CharlesEmile Ruelle, Deux textes grecs anonymes concernant le canon musical heptacorde
puis octacorde pub lie d' apres le Ms. N-72 de la Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid
avec une traduction frant;aise et des notes (Paris: Baur, 1878).

Elaborate hypotheses about a p.entatonic tuning for the lyre have been
advanced by Curt Sachs, "Die griechische Instrumentalnotenschrift," Zeitschrift
fur Musikwissenschaft 6 (1923-24): 289-301; idem, Rise of Music, 203-5; and Otto
J. Gombosi, Die Tonarten und Stimmungen der antiken Musik (Copenhagen: E.
Munksgaard, 1939). Gustave Reese, Music in the Middle Ages (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1940), 25-39, adopts the general theory of Sachs and Gombosi. R. P. Winnington-Ingram, "The Pentatonic Tuning of the Greek Lyre: A Theory Examined,"
Classical Quarterly n. s. 6 (1956): 169-86, provides a detailed refutation of the
hypotheses of Sachs and G~mbosi.
198"H 1:0 J.LEV 'tote; 'tOttotc; attoYe~-tetY 'tU ttp&'ta Kat 'tU f.lEcra Kat 'tU 'teAeu'tata
yeAOtOY Ecr'ttY' aU'tllY 'tllY U1tcl'tllY oproY'tac; EY f.lEY A.upa 'tOY UY(l)'tcl't(l) Kat 1tpOO'tOY
EY B' auA.otc; 'tOY Kcl't(l) Kat. 'tOY 'teAeU'tatOY EttexoucraY ~E'tt Be 'tllY J.LEcrllY' EY ~ 'tt~
&v xroptcp 'tll~ A.upa~ eef.leYO~ rocraU't(l)~ Upf.lOcrll'tat, <p9eyyof.lEYllY O~U'tepOY JlEY
utta'tllc; ~apu'tepov Be VTt'tllc;; (1008e [text from Plutarch's Moralia, 13/1:98, 100]).
On the aulos, of course, movement from higher to lower pitches would be produced

by closing successive holes, moving down from the top to the bottom of the
instrument.
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As lyres developed, subsequent strings were added. The Nicomachean Excerpta 4 ascribes the ninth string to Prophrastus of
Pieria, the tenth to Histiaeus of Colophon, and the eleventh string
to Timotheus of Miletus. Others added additional strings, to a
total of eighteen. On the other hand, the Cheiron of Pherecrates
associates the excesses of a twelve-string lyre with Melanippides
and Timotheus.l99
Performance practice and the plectrum
When played, the chelys lyre was held by means of a band
attached to the lower right arm of the instrument, as viewed from
the front. The band passed over the performer's left wrist, with
the bottom of the instrument resting on the performer's hip or
sometimes braced between the side of the body and an elbow (see
figure 36). In fact, however, the lyre is frequently painted being
carried rather than played, and its use in vase painting is probably
as much emblematic as iconographic. In a few cases, the end of the
wrist band attached to the arm of the lyre is decorated with a sash
or tassel.
The vase painters provide a good deal of evidence about the
plectrum. It was attached to the instrument by a long cord and
normally held between the thumb and index finger of the right
hand when strumming the lyre. Strumming seems to have combined an arm and wrist movement outward, away from the performer, never inward towards the performer. The body of plectrum is often represented accommodating itself to the contour of
the performer's hand; thus, it would seem to have had a somewhat flexible body. The head of the plectrum, by contrast, was
made of a hard material such as ivory, horn, metal, or bone.20o
When not in use, the plectrum was either tucked between the
strings and the soundbox, just above the bridge, or between the
base of one of the arms and the soundbox, or it dangled from its
cord, which was wrapped several times around one the of lyre's
arms.
After-or perhaps while-the strings are strummed, the performer manipulates them in some way with the fingers of the left
hand, which are usually represented as extended just behind the
strings. There is insufficient evidence to determine precisely the
199see chapter 2, pp. 66-67 supra.
200see Plato Leges 7 (795a) and Euripides Ion 881-85.
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function of the left hand, but it seems reasonable to suppose that
the fingers might dampen certain strings to prevent them from
sounding or might pluck some of the strings to emphasize certain
pitches.201 It is also possible that the fingers might lightly touch
one or more of the strings to produce harmonics. Movement of
the left hand was, however, restricted by the wrist band that
supported the instrument. WhiJe the fingers of the hand could
move and the hand itself might rotate, the arm could not make
sudden movements towards the left or right side of the instrument without upsetting its balance.202
Social function
As instruction in playing the lyre was a basic part of Athenian
education, men and women could employ the instrument for
simple recreation, the accompaniment of dancing, music in wedding ceremonies, or singing at symposia. The lyre was also
employed in contests, and boys are often pictured learning to play
the lyre, face-to-face with their instructors. One of the most
famous of these representations is the red-figure painting by
Douris on a kylix of ea. 470 B.C.E. (figure 38).203
The lyre serves an emblematic function in mythological scenes
or scenes of death. In mythological scenes, the lyre may stand as a
symbol for Apollo, Hermes, the Muses, Castor and Pollux, Paris,
Eras, or youths pursued by Eos; in scenes of death, the lyre perhaps
symbolizes the tranquility of Elysium.204

20lsachs, History of Musical Instruments, 132-33, remarks on his observation
of Nubian lyre players who strum the strings with a plectrum while the fingers
of the left hand dampen those that are not to sound.
202Philostratus Imagines 6 states that the left hand strikes the strings with
straight fingers. Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 63-64,
92-93, and 122, cite specific vase paintings that illustrate various left-hand
techniques.
203Berlin, Staatliche Museen F 2285.
204Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 36-39 and 81-91
(and accompanying plates), provide numerous examples of such scenes.
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Figure 38.

Barbitos
In general structure and design, the barbitos is nearly identical
to the chelys lyre, although its arms are considerably longer and
emerge from the soundbox at sharper angles to the left and right.
The upper arms of the barbitos are usually represented with a
sharp inward curvature just below the crossbar. This ostensible
left and right lateral curvature of the arms as represented by the
vase painters may in fact have been the means of showing a sharper forward curvature. In one of the rare side views of the instrument, the forward curvature is clearly illustrated (figure 39).205 At
the point of the crossbar and above, vertical blocks provide some
sort of fitting to hold the crossbar in place. In a few paintings,
these blocks show traces of a slot or notch, and it is likely that the
crossbar was fitted to the barbitos in the same manner as it was to
the chelys lyre.

205Brussels, Musees royaux d'art et d'histoire, Inv. No. A 3091. See also
figure 12, p. 165, and figure 40, p. 252 supra.
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Figure 39.
Among illustrations of the barbitos in which the number of
strings can be counted with reasonable certainty, about half show
it with seven strings. Somewhat fewer have five or six, while only
a few have eight.206 If it is assumed that these strings were comparable to the strings of the chelys lyre and were tuned with comparable tension, the overall pitch of the barbitos would have been
lower. The instrument may therefore have been a sort of tenor
lyre. In fact, the Etymologicon magnum states that the instrument
emits a low sound and explains its name as derived from barumitos (~apuf.it'to<;), that is, baru, low, and mitos, string.207 It is certainly possible that the instrument was tuned an octave lower
than the chelys lyre, but it is more likely that it was simply tuned

206Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 124.
207Etymologicon magnum, s.v. p&ppt'to~ (188.17-22). In the Roman period, the
instrument was commonly called a barbiton. On the etymology of the term, see
Jane Mclntosh Snyder, "The Barbitos in the Classical Period," Classical Journal
67 (1972): 331-32.
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to accommodate whatever range would be most comfortable for a
particular occasion.208
The general manner of holding and playing the instrument
would seem to be identical to that of the chelys lyre. Its sound, like
the lyre's, is regularly described as clear. Sometimes the sound is
described as chattering or chirping, most probably in response to
the articulation of each string as it is strummed by the plectrum or
plucked by the fingers of the left hand.
The instrument is not mentioned by Homer, the Homeric
hymns, or Hesiod, but the word does appear in one of its variant
forms in an Alcaeus fragment that speaks of the merry playing of
the barbitos at a symposium.209 Unli~e the chelys lyre, the invention of the barbitos is firmly attributed to mortals. Pindar names
Terpander as the inventor, while later writers tend towards Anacreon.210 The association of Alcaeus with the barbitos is enlarged
to include Sappho by a red-figure kalathoid (figure 40) of the fifth
century B.C.E., which shows both of them holding barbitoi.211
Thus, like the chelys lyre, the barbitos must have come to the
mainland of Greece from Lesbos. Unlike other stringed instruments, however, it is not pictured in black-figure vase paintings as
frequently as in. red-figure paintings; this suggests that the barbitos
was not common on the mainland until the fifth century B.C.E.212

20Bsnyder ("Barbitos," 335-36) reviews the two passages in Athenaeus Deipnosophistae that have been interpreted-unconvincingly-by modern scholars as
an indication that the barbitos was tuned an octave lower than the pektis.
209Fragment 70.3-5: &Supet neoexrov auJlnoa{ro . [ I ~apJlo<;, qnA.rovrov neo'
aAEJl[a'trov I EUWXllJlEVO<; au'totatv £na[ (Oxyrhynchus papyrus 1234 [Greek
Lyric, 1:274]). Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.80 (182f [Kaibel 1:398]) and 14.38
(636c [Kaibel 3:404]), on the authority of Euphorion and Phillis of Delos, uses
barmos (~apJlo<;)-the term of the Alcaeus papyrus-and baromos (~aproJlo<;) as
alternative names for the barbitos.
210Pindar Encomia fr. 125 + 126; Athenaeus Deipnosophistae names Anacreon
on the authority of Neathes of Cyzicus at 4.77 (175e) and at 13.74 (600d-e)
records a fragment of Critias in which Anacreon is praised as "a rival of the
auloi, a lover of the barbitos" (auA.&v av'ttnaA.ov, qnA.o~ap~t'tov). The association
of the barbitos with Anacreon is underscored by prominent references to the
instrument in poems 2, 15, 23, 43, and 60 of the so-called Anacreontea; these are, in
a sense, tributes to Anacreon but were not authored by him. For a useful introduction as well as text and translation, see Greek Lyric, 2:4-20 and 162-247.
211Munich, Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glyptothek, 2416.
212see Snyder, "Barbitos," 331-40.
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Figure 40.

Although the invention of the barbitos may have been traditionally assigned to mortals, the instrument is strongly associated
with Dionysus. Vase painters show it in the symposia, the komos,
erotic scenes, and scenes of dancing and bibulous revelry. Dionysus is certainly not visible in all these scenes, but his presence is
suggested by the satyrs and bacchantes, who dance, carry kylikes,
and play the auloi and barbitoi. Moreover, the scenes themselves
are often painted on wine vessels (such as the krater, amphora,
stamnos, kylix, skyphos, and oinochoi). In some cases, Eros
appears, either holding a barbitos or in scenes with a man and a
woman, where one of them holds or plays the barbitos. The relationship between the barbitos and dancing is further stressed in
Euripides's Cyclops (37-40), where Silenus remarks that the sikin-
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nis, the satirical dance in honor of Dionysus, was accompanied by
the barbitos.213
The barbitos is occasionally shown with the Muses or in pedagogical scenes, but Aristotle, in his Politica (8.6 [1341a16-1341bl8]),
states that the barbitos-like the aulos, trigonon, sambuke, and so
on-was not suitable for education: its purpose was to give pleasure. The social institutions with which it was associated, especially the komos and the symposium, defined and circumscribed
its role. Unlike the other lyres, the barbitos appears in vase painting with decreasing frequency until the end of the fifth century
B.C.E. Although Aristotle refers to the barbitos in the fourth century, the instrument must have declined as the traditions of the
komos and symposium changed and waned.214

Phorminx
"Phorminx" has already been noted as the general term for
instruments of the lyre class in the earliest Greek literature, and it
would be incorrect to assume that a particular instrument of only
one size and shape is intended when the term-and the related
verbal form <pop~isctv-appears in the Iliad and the Odyssey, the
Homeric hymns, and elsewhere. Nevertheless, a lyre with a
rounded base and straight, fairly substantial arms is already
depicted in painting and statuary prior to 800 B.C.E., and while
these may be generalizations of characteristics rather than precise
representations of a specific instrument, it is reasonable to assume
that characteristics of the earliest lyres were preserved in the
typical round-bottom lyre commonly represented in much
younger art.215
The phorminx was strongly associated with Apollo and the
Muses, the Homeric heroes, and the bards Phemius and Demodocus. Although used to accompany the feasts and weddings of the
gods, it could also be used on more private occasions. For
example, when the emissaries of Agamemnon meet with Achil213cf. Lucian De saltatione 22 and 26; and chapter 2, p. 101 supra.
214for a fuller description of the social uses of the barbitos, see Maas and
Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 113-28 and accompanying plates;
and Jane Mclntosh Snyder, "Aegisthos and the Barbitos," American Journal of
Archaeology 80 (1976): 189-90.

215For a review of these very early representations, see Maas and Snyder,
Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 1-23.
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les, they find him amusing himself by playing a phorminx taken
from the Trojan plunder:
Now they came beside the shelters and ships of the ~Ayrmidons
and they found Achilles delighting his heart with the clear-sounding
phorminx
beautiful and carefully wrought with a silver crossbar
which he won out of the spoils when he ruined Eetion's city;
with this he delighted his spirit and sang of the fame of men. 216

Until the fifth century B.C.E., when the barbitos becomes the
instrument commonly associated with Dionysus, vase painters
also show the phorminx in the company of Dionysus and in
komos scenes. In at least one case, both the barbitos and the
phorminx are represented in a single komos scene.217 In earlier
paintings, the instrument is played by men, but in somewhat
younger paintings (beginning in the late sixth century B.C.E.), the
instrument is found in the hands of bacchantes as well as Muses.
The phorminx was constructed of wood, and some of them
were decorated with ivory or gold facings. A few Mycenean (ea.
1550-1100 B.C.E.) fragments, surviving from a tomb at Menidi and
Mycenae, include facings for parts of the right and left arms and
perhaps part of the crossbar. From these pieces, it is possible to
estimate that the earliest phorminxes were 60-75 cm in height;218
this dimension also accords reasonably well with much later illustrations, as for example the white-ground illustration of one of
the Muses playing the phorminx on Mount Helicon (figure 41).219

2l6IIias 9.185-189: MupJ.tt86vrov 8' ettt 'tt KAt<Jta~ Kat vna~ iKeaS,v, I 'tOV ()'
e-bpov <ppeva 'tEp1tOJ..LtVOV <popJ..LtYYt Atye{n, I KaAft 8at8aA.£n, E1tt 8' apyupeov suyov
~eV. I 'tTtV ape't' e~ evaprov 1tOAtV 'He'tirovo~ 6A.£crcra~. I 'tTI 0 ye euJ..LOV E'ttp1tEV, aetbe
8' apa KAEa &v8p&v. For additional examples, see chapter 2, pp. 35, 37, 128, 134,
and 137-38 supra.
217Munich, Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glyptothek, 1416 (reproduced in Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 156, figure 2).
218Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 8.
219Munich, Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glyptothek, ex Schoen 80.
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Figure 41.

As illustrated in figure 41,220 the arc of the bottom of the
soundbox is matched by a smaller concave arc on the top. Moreover, the two arcs extend upwards to form an unbroken line with
the lower part of the arms, which are clearly constructed in at least
two sections. Vase painting of the fifth century B.C.E. and later
generally shows the upper arms of the phorminx offset towards
the center of the instrument. This suggests some sort of tongueand-groove fitting. In a painting on a red-figure skyphos of the
early fifth century B.C.E., however, a brace spans the upper concave arc, perhaps for structural support over the entire instrument, and the upper arms are attached to the brace. This painting,
which illustrates Linus instructing Iphicles on the chelys lyrewith the phorminx hanging on the wall in the background-, also
provides an excellent example of performers employing a lefthand technique with curved fingers, a hand position perhaps used

220See also figure 29 (p. 213) and 42 (p. 256), where the phorminxes hang on
the wall in the background.
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when individual strings were plucked or struck rather than
damped (figure 42).221

Figure 42.

At the base of the upper arms of phorminxes, where they are
fitted to the lower arms, a circle or semicircle is often shown. If the
upper arms were hollow, as their size would certainly allow, they
could function as additional soundboxes, and these circles might
well be soundholes. The few side views of phorminxes indicate
that the arms tilted forward slightly, approximating the forward
curvature found on the other lyres.
Many illustrations of the phorminx feature a pair of circles or
eyes on the soundbox (see figure 42). As they are generally located
near the bridge, these could be additional soundholes.
The top and especially the bottom of the soundbox may have
been constructed of several pieces, which would have allowed
them to be warped or curved in the process of jointing. The mul221Schwerin, Staatliches Museum, Kunstsammlungen, KG 708. The artist is
the so-called Pistoxenus Painter. Linus was supposed to have taught Amphion
and Heracles to play the lyre (see p. 235 supra), and in one version of the story,
Heracles killed Linus for scoffing at his awkwardness with the lyre. Iphicles
was the twin brother of Heracles.
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tiple colors shown on the back of the phorminx in figure 41 could
represent the different sections, but they may simply represent an
ivory inlay or some other decoration. It is quite possible that the
top and bottom of the soundbox, like those of the modern guitar,
were flat and glued onto the sides, which were warped to match
the perimeter of the instrument. The back of the soundbox may
have bulged somewhat but probably not any more than tortoiseshell soundboxes. The position of the Muse's arm in figure 41, for
example, does not suggest that she is reaching over a very deep
soundbox.
The phorminx's crossbar, unlike the other lyres, was installed
close to the top of the arms or indeed, in some cases, at the very
top of the arms. On the other hand, the bridge and chordotonon
were like those of the other lyres; kollopes too are shown in some
but not all illustrations of the instrument.
Even very early representations of round-bottom instruments
show them with seven strings, like the other lyres, though there
are early illustrations with four and six strings. Vase paintings
from the fifth century or a bit later continue to show the instrument with seven strings, but a few representations have five, six,
eight, or ten.222
The phorminx was held and played in the same manner as the
other lyres, but its specific tuning, of course, remains in question.
If comparable strings and string tension could be assumed for all
the lyres, the size of the phorminx might suggest a register a bit
lower than the chelys lyre but higher than the barbitos or the
kithara.
The association of the phorminx with Apollo and the Muses,
Dionysus and his attendants, and the Homeric heroes gave the
instrument a particular emblematic status, and in vase paintings
of mortal musicians, the phorminx is more likely to be found
hanging on the wall than in the hands of a performer. It may reasonably be assumed that the round-bottom phorminx gave way to
the chelys lyre for musical education and general music-making,
to the barbitos for sacred and social occasions commonly associ-

222for a fuller survey of the phorminx, see Maas and Snyder, Stringed
Instruments of Ancient Greece, 139-45. Maas and Snyder (p. 139) reject the
designation of the fifth-century phorminx as "Wiegenkithara" (cradle-kithara)
by some modern scholars.
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ated with Dionysus, and for the most formal musical occasions, to
the kithara.

Kithara
The kithara was the largest and most impressive of the Greek
stringed instruments. As would be expected, it is frequently
shown in black-figure vase paintings in the company of Apollo,
Artemis, Hermes, and Leto, but it also appears in scenes with
Dionysus, Athena, Poseidon, and Heracles. In the hands of mortals, the kithara is more often to be found in red-figure vase paintings, which usually illustrate the professional kitharode in his
elaborate costume. Musical competitions are suggested by those
scenes in which the performer is mounting or standing on a platform; in some of these, the painter shows listeners or a winged
Nike handing a kithara to the performer.
The kithara must have been used to provide some of the
music on sacred and festal occasions, especially for sacrificial processions, hymns, and paeans. One of the surviving panels from
the Parthenon frieze, for example, depicts two kithara players who
formed a part of the procession that originally extended around
the temple in the frieze. Processions with kitharists and auletes
are also illustrated on two black-figure vases from the Acropolis.223 A particular type of scene commonly including the kithara
is the quadriga scene. These scenes show formal processions with
a chariot drawn by four horses, alongside which the kitharist
walks with his instrument. One or two figures ride in the chariot,
while others precede and follow it. In some of these scenes, the
walking figures are most probably intended to be Apollo (with the
kithara), Dionysus, Artemis, or some other god; a single figure in
the chariot might be any of these gods or Athena. If there is a pair
of figures in the chariot, it could be one of the familiar pairs of
Peleus and Thetis, Zeus and Hera, Dionysus and Ariadne, or
Athena and Heracles. It is also quite possible that the pair in the
chariot might be a mortal couple, while the attendants could be
either some combination of gods or a group of friends.224 In addition to this iconographic evidence, Proclus's Chrestomathia
observes that the kithara was used to accompany the singing of a
223Acropolis 816 and 2009. The Parthenon frieze was carved between 447 and
432 B.C.E.

224See Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 56-57.
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hymn at the conclusion of the procession, and the instrument
appears as a specific musical allusion in numerous hymns and
paeans.225
Apart from its use in sacred and festal ceremonies, the kithara
was important in the theatre and particularly in the competitions
that formed a part of the great national festivals. Michael Psellus's
De tragoedia 12 observes that the kithara was used in the tragedies
of Sophocles and Euripides, and indeed, the strumming sound of
the instrument is parodied in Aristophanes's Ranae, where it is,
however, associated with Aeschylus.226 In any event, Sophocles
was well known as a virtuoso kitharist, and he is said to have
played the title role in his own tragedy Thamyris, now lost. The
story of Thamyris, a Thracian kitharist who was punished with
blindness for his arrogance in challenging the Muses to a contest,227 has affinities with the contest between Apollo and Marsyas
and would have provided Sophocles with the opportunity of
accompanying himself on the kithara in a spectacular monody.
Euripides, too, makes numerous references to the kithara that
suggest the instrument would have been present in the theatre. 228
The musical competitions at the national festivals encouraged
the development of the kithara as the preeminent stringed instrument of the virtuoso,229 and competitors might win an amphora
filled with olive oil or some other prize. As it was common for
the paintings on these prize amphorae to represent the victor's
type of competition, they provide a good deal of iconographic evidence about the instrument and the special costume, the epiporpama (e1tt1tOp1ta~a), worn by kitharists in imitation of Apollo.230
22Ssee chapter 2, pp. 30, 35-36, 42-43, and 47-48 supra.
226see chapter 2, pp. 102, 109, and 123 supra.
227 Ilias 2.594-600.
228see chapter 2, pp. 102, 110 supra. See also Jane Mclntosh Snyder, "Aulos
and Kithara on the Greek Stage," in Panathenaia: Studies in Athenian Life and
Thought in the Classical Age, ed. T. Gregory and A. Podlecki (Lawrence, Kansas:
Coronado Press, 1979), 75-95. On the possible relationship between Sophocles's
Thamyris (produced perhaps ea. 460 B.C.E.) and a special type of "kithara" that
appears in several vase paintings of the fifth century, see pp. 266-67 infra.
229see chapter 2, pp. 33, 35, 42-43, 47-48, 58-71, and 74 supra. On the special
practice of solo kithara playing at the competitions, see infra.
230Proclus's Chrestomathia particularly attributes "using a splendid robe
and taking up the kithara in imitation of Apollo" to Chrysothemis the Cretan
(see chapter 2, p. 61 supra).
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When the kitharist or kitharode is represented by the vase
painters, he is frequently in the company of judges; sometimes
they appear in the same scene, and on other occasions, they appear
in a second painting on the reverse side of the vase. A black-figure
amphora in the British Museum, for example, shows a contestant
stepping onto a small platform surrounded by three other figures,
one of which is seated. The seated figure is holding a staff, as is at
least one of the standing figures, and this may indicate their role
as judges (figure 43).231

Figure 43.
Perhaps the most famous painting of a kitharode appears on a
red-figure amphora by the so-called Berlin Painter.232 One side of
the vase shows a bearded figure with a staff, no doubt intended to
represent the judge. The other side shows a young kitharode in
full costume, his head thrown back in song. His right hand holds
the plectrum, with which he has just completed an outward
231London, British Museum, 1926.6-28.7. As another example, one somewhat
damaged amphora of about 430 B.C.E., which exhibits an inscription specifying
that it was the prize given to a kitharode, shows the kitharode on a small platform facing a seated figure wearing a wreath. A second figure carrying a staff
stands behind the performer (reproduced in Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 75, figure 10).
232New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Fletcher Fund, 1956 (56.171.38).
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stroke across the strings. The extended fingers of his left hand fan
across the strings in the familiar position. Unlike most paintings
of kitharists or kitharodes, this painting conveys a strong sense of
energy and movement. The performer's long chiton (Xt'trov) sways
back against the forward motion of his legs. The swaying motion
of the performer's body is emphasized by the cloth hanging down
behind the kithara, which waves in a curvature matching his left
leg. Both the bottom of the chiton and the sleeves are scalloped,
while the waist is belted. Over his shoulder, the musician wears a
short chlamys (xAaJ.Lu~). His upper torso and neck are given substantial development, suggesting a powerful voice, and the kithara itself is drawn in considerable detail (figure 44).

Figure 44.

The Berlin Painter's kithara shows the relative size and structural design of the instrument quite clearly. The soundbox is
rather large in comparison to the soundboxes of the other lyres,
and it has a flat bottom. Like those of the phorminx, the arms of
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the kithara are apparently constructed of two separate parts.
Unlike the phorminx, however, the lower arms seem to be mortised into the top of the soundbox rather than rising from it as a
natural upward extension. Although the internal construction of
the chelys lyre and the kithara are no doubt somewhat different,
the ostensible mortising of the lower ar1ns does convey the same
impression of arms emerging from someplace within the soundbox. This may have been an intentional illusion, but it is certainly
possible that the kithara's lower arms, like the arms of the chelys
lyre, did extend down through the soundbox to a point at the bottom where they were joined or braced. As the lower arms rise to
the crossbar, they become thinner until joining with the upper
arms, which look very much like the upper arms of the phorminx. By contrast with the phorminx, however, the crossbar of
the kithara is attached just above the point where the upper and
lower arms meet, not at the very top of the instrument. The
crossbar itself is rather like that of the chelys lyre, except for the
"handles" on either end. Like the other lyres, the kithara normally had seven strings, and in this painting, the kollopes, chordotonon, and bridge are very clearly drawn. Although other paintings of the kithara may differ from the Berlin Painter's instrument in some respects, the details are remarkably consistent.
Typical features of the kithara are the curved ornaments that
brace the thinner part of the lower arms, and they regularly appear
in almost precisely the form shown by the Berlin Painter. These
ornaments may be the angkones (ayKrove<;) included in Pollux's
list of the parts of stringed instruments. Hesychius states that the
angkones are ''the things that support the arms of the kithara,"233
and in the singular, an angkon is a bent arm or an elbow, an
image certainly suggested by these braces. It would be tempting to
assume that the angkones were made of metal or some other hard
substance, but as no known fragments survive, the angkones
233Hesychius, s.v. ayKrov: ... Kat 'tll~ Kt9apa<; ()£ 'ta avexov'ta, 'tOU<; 1tllX£t<;,
ayKrove<; A.eyovtat. For Pollux's list, see p. 241-42, n. 190 supra. Belis, "Construction de la lyre," 204-5, thinks the term refers in general to the arms of the lyre,
but in view of the terminology employed in all the other early descriptions (see
pp. 237-43 supra), her argument is unpersuasive. Maas and Snyder (Stringed
Instruments of Ancient Greece, 66) observe that the brace looks somewhat like the
eye and open mouth of a bearded snake, noting this as an appropriate image for
Apollo's instrument because of his victory over the Python (see chapter 2, pp. 4243 and 47 supra).
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must have been made of a perishable material. It is altogether possible that each lower arm was made from a single piece of wood
carved to produce the characteristic shape and ornament.
In paintings of the kithara, the crossbar is usually shown in
front of the upper arms, just above a spiral or round pattern. This
suggests that the crossbar of the kithara, like that of the chelys lyre
and barbitos, was seated in a type of notch rather than passing
through the upper arms. As the upper arms could well have been
hollow, like those of the phorminx, they too might have functioned as secondary resonators, and the spiral patterns may represent soundholes of some sort.234 Soundholes also seem to have
been placed in the soundbox of some· instruments on either side
of the bridge.
The "handles" that appear on either end of the crossbar in the
Berlin Painter's kithara are common even in much earlier paintings of the instrument. The evidence in favor of a fixed crossbar
on the other lyres together with the absence of any independent
evidence indicating that the entire crossbar of the kithara might
have been turned for some purpose or another suggests that these
handles were simply decorative. On the other hand, it would
have been much easier to string the kithara at a relatively low
tuning and tension and then raise all the strings to the desired
register by turning the crossbar. The fine tuning of each string
could then be adjusted by using the kollopes, as a black-figure
amphora depicts Heracles doing just before he mounts the
podium to play his kithara (figure 45).235

234See p. 256 supra.
235Munich, Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glyptothek, 1575. On
Heracles as a kitharist, see Konrad Schauenburg, "Hercules musikos," Jahrbuch
des deutschen archiiologischen Instituts 94 (1979): 49-76. That the kithara may
have been strung with a relatively high tension is suggested by Philochorus's
description of the innovations of Lysander the kitharist quoted in Athenaeus
Deipnosophistae 14.42. Seep. 271 infra.
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Figure 45.

After playing, the performer might then relax the tension on the
instrument by turning back the crossbar. It is unlikely but not
impossible that the musician could have turned the crossbar in
the middle of a performance in order to raise or lower the overall
register of the instrument. This would not, however, have preserved the tuning of the instrument. The acoustic properties of
strings under tension dictate that the pitch of each string would
rise or fall at a different rate when the crossbar was turned, unless
-as was surely not the case-all the strings had initially been
under equal tension. If the crossbar was manipulated during a performance, it must have been solely to produce one of the special
effects attributed to the virtuoso kitharists.236
A few side or back views of the kithara are represented in vase
painting and sculpture. These suggest that the soundbox had a
fairly substantial depth, somewhat greater at the top and tapering
towards the bottom. A ridge ran down the center of the back, and
the shape of the bottom of the instrument would therefore have
been closer to a triangle or semicircle than a rectangle. The top of
the soundbox bulged slightly, but this feature is usually obscured
236See chapter 2, pp. 66-71 supra.
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by the wrist band.237 A soundbox of this sort must have been constructed of wood, with the back warped and jointed. As with the
other lyres, the arms tilted forward slightly, and like the phorminx, the kithara was certainly decorated with various inlays.
The instrument seems to have been held and played in the
same general manner as the other lyres, although kithara players
almost always stand. Like the other lyres, the kithara is supported,
at least in part, by a wrist band attached to the far arm of the
instrument. At the point where the end of the wrist band is
attached to the arm of the kithara, a decorative sash or long tassel
is affixed. Unlike the other lyres, however, the kithara was held
upright or tilted slightly back onto the performer's left shoulder,
perhaps to give the instrument additional support. The size and
probable weight of the instrument make it unlikely that the performer would have been able to support the instrument for any
length of time simply by pulling it against his body with the wrist

237Martha Maas, "Back Views of the Ancient Greek Kithara," Journal of
Hellenic Studies 95 (1975): 175 and plate XIXa; and Maas and Snyder, Stringed
Instruments of Ancient Greece, 65-66. The full side view of the kithara in a painting of Apollo and Artemis on a red-figure hydria in Bern (Bernisches historisches
Museum 12409 [reproduced in Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient
Greece, 77, figure 16]) is problematic. It shows an extremely deep soundbox with
the curved lower arms rotated so that the braces now face forward and the decorative spiral now appears on the side of the upper arm. If this is an accurate side
view, then the common front views misrepresent (in the modern sense of the term)
the arrangement of the arms, and this misrepresentation could well be presumed
for all the lyres. On the other hand, it is also possible that the painter has
deliberately superimposed the front view of the arm onto the side view of the
soundbox in order to convey the characteristic lower arm and brace, which would,
of course, be obscured in a pictorial side view. Such superimposition is common in
vase painting of this period. Ancient and non-Western artistic conceptions of
accurate pictorial representation and perspective are extremely complex matters
that cannot be addressed here (for an introduction, see "Perspective," in Oxford
Companion to Art, ed. Harold Osborne [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970],
840-61, especially 854-56; and Jo~ Boardman, "Greek Art and Architecture," in
OHCW, 275-310). Although some Greek vase painters seem to handle perspective in a very modern manner, this does not mean that all of them were capable of
doing so or considered modern perspective an essential artistic technique in all
contexts. Viewed in the context of the other front- and back-view paintings and
the sculptural representations, which by their very nature as three-dimensional
objects are more likely to represent the structural realities of a musical instrument, it seems reasonable to suppose that this particular side view is not pictorially accurate.
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band. In fact, the Berlin Painter's kithara (figure 44) exhibits three
lines around the base of the left arm of_ the kithara, and it is possible that this may represent a shoulder strap attached to this arm,
by which the instrument might be suspended from the musician's
left shoulder. Thus, most of the weight of the instrument would
be supported by the shoulder strap, while the wrist band would
enable the performer to hold the instrument in a stable plane.
There is no indication of such a shoulder strap in other paintings,
but it is common for the far left side of the instrument to be
obscured by the performer's body.238
The kithara's plectrum was attached to the instrument by its
usual cord. The cord itself, however, was normally attached to the
bottom of the soundbox rather than to the outer arm of the instrument, as was characteristic of the chelys lyre.
In addition to all its other distinctive features, the kithara
generally exhibits a decorated cloth hanging from the back of the
instrument (see figure 44). When it is visible, the cloth appears to
hang between the performer's left arm ,and the back of the kithara.239 Its function is uncertain, but since the kitharist's left forearm would have to lie over the bulging back of the instrument, it
may have served the dual function of protecting the back of the
instrument from perspiration and the forearm from abrasion.240
A special type of kithara appears in a series of vase paintings
from the second half of the fifth century B.C.E. illustrating
Orpheus, Musaeus, and especially Thamyris in identifiable Thracian scenes. This instrument, which has been called the "Thamyris kithara" or the "Thracian kithara,"241 has a soundbox in general size like a phorminx but with a flat bottom, concave lower
238The back view illustrated on the red-figure kylix, Cleveland Museum of
Art 76.89 (Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 77, figure
15), might be expected to show a shoulder strap, but this is not a particularly
detailed painting. Maas and Snyder (p. 68) think the three lines on the Berlin
Painter's kithara may indicate the point where the decorative cloth that hangs
behind the instrument is attached.
239The back view of the Cleveland kylix (seen. 238 supra) shows the cloth
held between the wrist band and the far arm of the instrument, but in view of the
other paintings, this is an entirely anomalous location. Once again, it appears
that the artist of this cup was not particularly careful about details.
240The same general function is served by a cloth some violinists and violists
place between the instrument (or the chinrest) and their jaw and upper neck.
241 Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 145.
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corners, and a rounded top; curved arms-sometimes knurledwith top fittings rather like the barbitos, but much shorter; and a
back cloth like the kithara. The association of this kithara with
Thamyris in six of the paintings may be explained by the popularity of Sophocles's Thamyris, which was produced around 460
B.C.E. As Sophocles himself is said to have played the part of
Thamyris, it is even possible that these paintings are intended to
represent the composer in scenes from the tragedy (figure 46).242
The precise identification of this instrument as a Thracian
kithara is complicated by the fact that it also appears in some
scenes not readily identifiable as Thracian: six of these are typical
contest scenes with the kitharist surrounded by various judges
and Nikes, and one is identified on the vase as "singers at the
Panathenaia." This latter scene shows three performers dressed as
old satyrs and carrying the Thracian kithara. Specific Thracian
associations in these pictures. that might have been clear to
contemporary viewers are unfortunately no longer apparent.243
While the Thracian kithara seems to be a smaller and less
complex instrument, a highly elaborate "triple kithara" from
about the same period is described by Athenaeus on the authority
of Artemon's books on the guild of Dionysus. This kithara, the
invention of Pythagoras of Zacynthos,244 resembled a Delphic tripod (~pt7tou<;) and was accordingly so called. It consisted of three
separate sets of strings stretched vertically between the legs of the
tripod, which was itself was attached to a revolving base. The base
could be turned by the performer's foot, rather like a potter's
wheel, in order to bring any set of strings under the performer's
hands. The three sets of strings were tuned to the Dorian, Phrygian, and Lydian harmoniai, and their sound was augmented by
soundboxes placed in each space just below the basin of the tripod.
Furthermore, the overall resonance of the instrument was
242Ruvo, Jatta Collection 1538.
243For a fuller treatment of the Thracian kithara, together with illustrations, see Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 145-47; and
Leopold Vorreiter, "Apollon-, Orpheus-, und Thamyris-Lyren." Archiv fiir
Musikorganologie 2 (1977): 113-33. The satyr scene is also reproduced in Wegner,
Griechenland, 65, plate 37.
244This is not the famous Pythagoras of Samos but rather the Pythagoras
mentioned by Aristoxenus (Harmonica [da Rios 46.12]) as one of the earlier
musicians who had attempted to enumerate all possible scales. He probably
lived in the fifth century B.C.E.
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enlarged by the soundboxes being joined together and to the basin
of the tripod by a decoration of some sort. In general technique,

Figure 46.

the instrument was played like the other lyres: the left hand
reached inside the tripod· to touch the strings, while the right
hand employed the plectrum on the outside. The chief exponent
of this instrument was apparently Pythagoras of Zacynthos himself, and after his death, it was largely forgotten. Indeed, Artemon
is uncertain whether it ever really existed.245
245 Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.41 (637b-f [Kaibel 3:407-8]). It is remarkable, however, that the concept of the triple kithara returns in the seventeenth
century C.E. in the Lyra Barberina of Giovanni Battista Doni. This extraordinary
instrument had strings on both sides and could play the Dorian, Phrygian, and
Lydian harmoniai. On one side of the instrument, the strings were gut, on the
other, bronze. The Lydian harmonia could be played on the gut strings, the
Phrygian on the bronze, and the Dorian on either set. Doni's instrument is
described in his Lyra Barberina, which is also an impressive early iconographic
study of Greek lyres in general. Unfortunately, the book was not published in
Doni's lifetime, and the Gori-Passeri edition of 1763 does not have the proper
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Beginning in the fourth century B.C.E., the iconography of the
kithara gradually changes. The instrument appears less detailed
and loses its proportions, especially in Italiote paintings. In some
representations, it is little more than a box with arms; in others,
some detail is present, but the instrument is present in the scene
as an incidental decoration or emblem rather than as a central feature. As many of the vases on which these paintings appear were
funerary vases, the symbolism of the overall scene was much
more important than the individual details. There is therefore no
reason to assume that the actual shape and construction of the
instrument changed very much as long .as it continued to be used,
particularly in view of its strong iconic association with Apollo.
Although each of the four lyres-chelys-lyre, barbitos, phorminx, and kithara-exhibits distinctive structural characteristics,
they all have a great deal in common, and it is reasonable to suppose that a person able to string, tune, and play one of the lyres
could also have played, at least to some degree, any of the others.
The important role of musical instruction in paideia-and particularly instruction in playing the chelys lyre-meant that any
educated Greek might possess a degree of technical and musical
facility that could be employed in any number of social and
religious contexts. Likewise, the skill displayed by a kitharode in
one of the competitions or in the theatre would be appreciated not
just by an audience intellectually versed and prepared to respond
as spectators and auditors but also by one that understood the
achievement in quite practical terms.246 Thus, in a very funcillustrations. Claude Palisca's recent edition, however, makes it possible to view
·Doni's book in something like the intended form. See Claude V. Palisca, G. B.
Doni's Lyra Barberina: Commentary and Iconographical Study; Facsimile Edition with Critical Notes, Miscellanee saggi convegni, vol. 18 (Bologna: Antiquae
musicae italicae studiosi, 1981); and idem, "G. B. Doni, Musicological Activist,
and His Lyra Barberina," in Studies in the History of Italian Music and Music
Theory (Oxford: Clarendon, 1994), 467-90 (originally published in Modern
Musical Scholarship, ed. Edward Olleson [Stocksfield: Oriel Press, 1980], 180205).
246 Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.79 observes: "I do not speak of kitharody
alone, about which the most worthless layman among us-even if he is illiterate-is so familiar as to immediately reprove mistakes that arise in playing
the instrument" (Kat ou 'Aeyro nept Kt9apcpo{av JlOVTlV, ~~ Kat o eU'teAecr'ta'to~ nap'
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tional sense, the lyres served as the common thread that tied
together the entire musical culture in a way not matched by any of
the other instruments.
Psalteria
The role of the psalteria in Greek musical culture remains
somewhat unclear. Although various instruments are mentioned
here and there in literary sources, only some of them are represented in iconographic sources-and, at that, only infrequently.
The psalteria with a large number of strings may have been associated chiefly with the class of highly skilled musicians and musical scientists that appeared in the sixth century B.C.E., but at least
some of them-the sambuke, trigonon, and the Apulian instrument-seem to have been exclusively women's instruments.

Psalterion and epigoneion
Athenaeus, on the authority of Juba, provides one of the few
references to the psalterion and the epigoneion:
The psalterion, as Juba says, was filled out with strings by Alexander of
Cythera, and when he was old in the city of Ephesus, he dedicated this
invention, as the wisest of his art, to Artemis. Juba also makes mention of
the lyrophoenix and the epigoneion, which, though now reshaped into an
upright psalterion, retains the appellation of the one who used it. Epigonus
was by nature an Ambraciot but by citizenship a Sicyonian. A most musical
man, he plucked the instrument by hand without a plectrum. 247

Pollux agrees in his description of Epigonus and adds that the epigoneion had forty strings, while the simikion had only thirtyfive.248
The dedication of the psalterion to Artemis, the sister of
Apollo and a goddess frequently associated with the wild and
uncultivated parts of the earth, implies that these instruments
may have been regarded by the Greeks as essentially "folk instrui,J,ttV iou:Ot1l<; 1tpocre'tt 't£ Kat &vaA<paB1ltO<; OU'tro<; Ecr'tt cruvf18n<; ro<; taxtcr'ta fA.eyxctV
ta 1tapa ta<; Kpoucrct<; aJ.taptnJ.tata ytv6J.tcva [Kaibel 1:396]).
247Deipnosophistae 4.81: to ()£ waA.tnptov, ro<; <pncrtv 'I6Ba<;, 'AA.e~avopo<; o
Ku9npto<; O'UV£1tAnprocr£ xopOat<; Kat empacra<; tft 'E<pccrirov 1tOA£t ro<; cro<pro'ta'tOV
'tll<; ea'U'tOU 'tEXVTl<; 'tQ'\)'tt 'tO £UP1lJ.ta &v£911K£ EV 'Ap'tEJ.ttOO<;, J.LV1lJ.LOV£U£l ()' 0 'I6Pa<;
Kat 'tOU A.upo<potVtKO<; Kat 'tOU E1tl"(OV£tO'U, 0 vuv ci<; waA.tflptov op9tov J..LE'tacrxnJ.ta'ttcr9£v Otacrcrsct ti,v tou xpncraJ.tevou 1tpocrnyop{av. nv 8' o 'E1ttyovo<; <pucrct J.LEV 'AJ.LBpaKtcO'tfl<;, OflJ.t01tOt1l'tO<; ()£ LtK'UcOVtO<;. J.lOUOtKro'ta'tO<; D' rov Ka'ta X£tpa Sixa 7tA~K'tpou
ewaA.A.cv (183c-d [Kaibel 1:400]). Alexander of Cythera is not otherwise known.
24Bonomasticon 4.59. Nothing else is known about the simikion.
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ments." On the other hand, Epigonus is mentioned together with
Lasus of Hermione by Aristoxenus as a musician whose followers
thought that an individual note had breadth,249 and this suggests
an association of these instruments with the early virtuoso performers and musical scientists. Later in the Deipnosophistae, Athenaeus adds that the school of Epigonus was noted for playing its
instruments in imitation of aulos music, which probably means
that the music was complex, dramatic, and expressive. On the
authority of Philochorus, Athenaeus remarks that Lysander
adopted this style in his own solo .kithara music ('lftAoKt8apta~tK{]),
known for its colorful shadings and the greater volume of sound
produced by the increased tension he applied to the stringing of
his kithara.2SO
The term 'lftAOKt8apta~tK{) recalls Plato's objection to 'lftAll
Kt8aptat~ in his discussion of artistic imitation and representation-or, mimesis-in the second book of the Leges. Plato rejected
the emphasis on virtuosity that formed an inescapable part of solo
instrumental music, but his deeper concern was the absence of
text in this type of music. For Plato, text was essential in music if it
was to be capable of mimesis. Music, of course, presents special difficulties for mimetic theory in any age,251 and Plato makes it clear
that when he speaks of musical mimesis, he does not mean the
mere imitation of sounds:
249Harmonica (da Rios 7.19-21); the association of Epigonus with Lasus of
Hermione suggests a date sometime in the sixth century B.C.E. On Lasus of Hermione, see chapter 2, pp. 74-76 supra.
250Deipnosophistae 14.42: 'tllV oe wtA.'hv Kt8aptcrtv np&'t6v <pllcrtv Mevatxflo<;
eicrayayetv 'AptO''tOVtKOV 'tOV 'Apyetov, 'tTI llAtKt~ )'£VOfl£VOV Ka'ta 'ApxiA.oxov, Ka'totKilcravta EV KopKup~. <l>tA.6xopo<; o' EV y' 'At9ioo<; "Aucravopo<;, <pllO'lV' 0 LtKUIDVtO<;
Kt9aptcrt'h<; np&'to<; fl£'tEO''t110'£ t'hv 'lftAoKt9aptcr'ttK~v, JlaKpou<; tou<; t6vou<; f.vteiva<;
Kat tllV <pffiVllV £UO)'KOV 7t0t~cra<;, Kat tllV EVaUAOV Kt8aptO'tV, U7tp00t0t oi 7t£pt
'Eniyovov exp~cravto. Kat 7t£pteA.rov t'hv O'OVtOJltav t'hv unapxoucrav EV tot<; 'lftAOt<;
x:t8aptcrtat<; XPIDJlata t£ euxpoa 7tp&to<; EKt8aptO'£ Kat iaJl~OU<; Kat JlU)'aOtV' tOV
KaAOUfl£VOV crupt)'JlOV' Kat opyavov JlctEAa~ev JlOVO<; t&v 7tp0 autou, Kat to 1tpU)'Jla
au~~cra<; xopov neptecrt~crato 1tp&to<;" (637f-638a [Kaibel 3:408]). The interpretation of the phrase evauA.o<; Kt8aptcrt<; is open to some question; it may mean that
Lysander (fl. sixth century B.C.E.) played the kithara in imitation of aulas music

or that the kithara was accompanied by the aulas. The passage is discussed in
Andrew Barker, "Innovations of Lysander the Kitharist," Classical Quarterly
n.s. 32 (1982): 266-69. On the 'lftAOKt8aptcrttK~, see Annie Belis, "Les terms grecs et
latins designant des specialib~s musicales," Revue de philologie, de litterature et
d'histoire anciennes 62 (1988): 242-44.
251see chapter 2, pp. 59, 68-69, 76-77, 89-90, and 99 supra.
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For they behold all these things jumbled together, and how, also, the poets
separate rhythm and the forms from the melos. They set bare texts into
meters or, on the other hand, melos and rhythm without words, and they use
solo kithara and aulos music, in which it is altogether difficult without a
text to understand what rhythm and harmonia is intended and which of the
noteworthy models it is like. But it is necessary to realize that such a thing
is altogether full of great boorishness. Because they are exceedingly fond of
speed, accuracy, and beastly sounds, they use aulos and kithara music without dance and song. Anyone who would make use of either of these instruments solo is altogether unmusical and a conjurer. 252

Plato's rather vigorous rebuke of solo instrumental music may
suggest that this was a new innovation, but in fact, solo kithara
playing was added to the Pythian games in 558 B.C.E.253 Solo
instrumental music remained popular, Plato's opinion of its
mimetic impotence notwithstanding. If the style of solo kithara
music did indeed emerge from the music of the epigoneion, the
historical importance of this instrument would be considerably
greater than the limited literary and iconographic record would
suggest.

Magadis, pektis, and phoenix
Though the magadis is the subject of more extended comment
in Athenaeus's Deipnosophistae, the precise definition of this
instrument was already unclear in his day. In Book XIV, Athenaeus begins by raising the question whether the magadis is an
aulos or a type of kithara. Some writers, he observes, clearly
describe it as a stringed instrument, while others seem to use the
term in association with the aulos. On the authority of Didymus,
Athenaeus decides that the magadis was originally a plucked
instrument, as Anacreon describes it:

252'taU'tU 't£ yap op&crt 1tUV'ta KUKIDJ.L£Va Kat £t 'tt Ota0"1tiDO"tV oi 1tOtT\'tat pu9J.l.OV J.LEV Kat crxnJ.La'ta J.l.fAOU~ xrop{~, Aoyou~ 'tftAOU~ ei~ J.l.f'tpa 'tt9ev't£~, J.l.fAO~ o' a:O
Kat pu9J.LOV aveu PT\J..Ul't(l)V' 'lftA'ft Kt9apicr£t 't£ Kat auA.ncret 1tpocrxproJ.LEVOt, £v oi~ oil
1tayxaA£1tOV aveu Aoyou ytyYOJ.LEVOV pu9J.LOV 't£ Kat apJ.LOVtav ytyvrocrK£tV 0 'tt 't£
~OUAE'tat Kat O'tql eotK£ 'tiDY a~toA6yrov J!tJ!T\J.l.U't(l)V. aAA' U1tOAaf3etv avayKatov
O'tt 'tO 'tOtOU'tOV ye 1tOAAil~ aypotKta~ J.l.EO"'tOV 1tUV' 01tOO"OV 'taxou~ 't£ Kat U1t'tatcrta~
Kat cprovil<; 9T\ptroOou~ crcpoOpa <ptAOV, rocr't' aUAllO"Et y£ XPflcr9at Kat Kt9apicret 1tAllV
ocrov U1t0 OPXT\O"tV 't£ Kat cponv. 'lftAcp o' EKa'tepcp 1tUO"U 'tt~ UJ.LOUO"ta Kat 9auJ.La'tOUpyia y{yvot't' liv 'tll~ xpncrero~ (669d-670a).
253see Pausanias 10.7.7 and chapter 2, p. 59 supra.
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I pluck on twenty strings as I hold the magadis, 0 Leucapsis, while you are
in the flower of youth.254

Turning to other authorities, Athenaeus observes that the
magadis may be equated with the pektis and perhaps also the sambuke. On the other hand, he also adduces authorities who differentiate between the magadis and the pektis. From the welter of
conflicting views, one important characteristic emerges: the magadis was associated with antiphonal sounds of low and high pitch.
That the antiphonal pitches were normally octaves is suggested by
a fragment of Theophilus's comedy Neoptolemus quoted by
Athenaeus:
It is bad for a boy and his father and mother lying on a wheel to magadize,
for no one of them will sing the same melos. 255

As it happens, the verb used in this passage, magadize (J..Laya8{~Etv), also appears in the Aristotelian Problemata 19.18 and 39,
where it is clearly defined as singing in octaves and, in particular,
the natural octaves produced by men and boys singing together.
The sense of Theophilus's irony must therefore be that stories
extracted under torture will hardly be consonant.
If a particular characteristic of the magadis-and perhaps also
the pektis-was the simultaneous sounding of octaves, it is quite
possible that its strings were tuned in pairs, an arrangement that
would also have produced additional sympathetic resonance in
the instrument. When applied to the aulos by several of
Athenaeus's authorities, the term may well reflect the similarity
between paired strings and the paired pipes of the aulos, particularly if the two pipes were tuned to play in octaves.256

254Deipnosophistae 14.35: \jfcXAACO o' ctKO<Jt ... I xopoa'icrt J.LayaOtv exrov. (u
AcuKacrnt, cru 0'

1,~~~

(634c [Kaibel 3:399]).
255Deipnosophistae 14.36: nov11pov uiov Kat na-repa Kat Jlll'tepa I £cr-rtv
J.Layao{~ctv ent 'tpoxou Ka811J.L£vou~ · I ouoc{~ yap ftJ.L&v -rau-rov q.crc-rat J.LEAo~ (635a
[Kaibel 3:401]). Theophilus flourished ea. 329 B.C.E.
256 Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.80 (182d), 4.81 (183b-c), and 14.35 (634d-e).
A!henaeus quotes a short passage by the parodist Sopater, in which he refers to
the "two-stringed pektis": 1t11K'tt~ o€ Moucrn yaupt&cra ~ap~apcp I o{xopOo~ ci~ cr~v
xc'ipa 1tro~ Ka-rccr-r&811 (183b-c [Kaibel 1:399]). As the instrument is regularly
noted as one of the psalteria with many strings, it is reasonable to assume that
Sopater is referring to the paired arrangement of strings rather than the total
number of strings on the instrument.
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The antiphonal role of the magadhi and the distinction
between the magadis and the pektis appear clearly in a passage
quoted by Athenaeus from the work of Diogenes of Oinomaos:
I hear that Lydian and Bactrian maidens living by the river Halys worship
the Tmolian goddess Artemis in a laurel-shaded grove, striking the magadis
with motions balancing the playing of the trigona and the pektides, while
in a Persian nomos, the welcome aulos agrees with the choruses. 257
This passage also conveys the strong association of the pektis,
magadis, and trigonon with women, and in fact, it became traditional to ascribe the invention or first use of the pektis to Sappho.
Herodotus, however, asserts that the Lydian troops marched to
the accompaniment of the syrinx, pektis, and aulos, while a fragment of one of Pindar's encomia describes Terpander hearing the
pektis playing together with the barbitos at the banquets of the
Lydians.258
The magadis, on the other hand, was attributed both to the
Lydians and the Thracians. Athenaeus states that Anacreon considered the instrument a Lydian invention, but elsewhere he
refers to other authorities who give it and a related instrument,
the phoenix, Thracian associations. Athenaeus quotes a short passage from Sophoclcs's Thamyris that describes the magadis and
the lyre as sweet-toned instruments made of carved wood, and he
also explains that the phoenix, which was used by the Thracian
kings at their banquets, derived its name either from its Phoenician origin or because its arms were made of phoenix wood (i.e.,
the date-palm tree).259
The absence of any unmistakable iconographic representation
of these instruments suggests that they were either supplanted by
257Deipnosophistae 14.38: KAuro 8£ Au8a~ BaK'tpta~ 't£ 7tap9£vou~ I 7tO'taJ.Lcp
7tapo{Kou~

u AA.ut TJ.!roA.{av Seov I Dacpv6crKtov Ka't' &A.cro~ "Ap'teJ.ttV cr€J3etv I 'JfUAJ..LOt~
'tptyrovrov 1t11K'ttbrov cXV'tt~U"(Ol~ I OAKOt~ KpeKOUO'a~ J..lU"(aOtV, evea TiepcrtKql I VOJ..lq>
~cvro9et~ auA.o~ OJ!OVOet xopot~ (636a-b [Kaibel3:403-4]}. Diogenes lived ea. 400-ca.

325 B.C.E.
258For Sappho, see Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.37 (635b and e), on the
authority of Menaechmus of Sicyon. Cf. Herodotus Historiae 1.17; Pindar
Encomia fr. 125 + 126 (seen. 210 supra). Herodotus could, however, be using the
term to refer to a wind instrument. Hesychius (s.vv.) links pektides and syrinxes
and indicates that the pektis can be a pandourion, a psalterion, or a syrinx.
259cf. Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.36 (634f) and 14.40 (636f-637b), on the
authority of Douris, Nicomedes, Scamon, and Semus. Pollux Onomasticon 4.61
considered the magadis an invention of the Thracians. On the phoenix, cf.
Herodotus Historiae 4.192.
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other psalteria after the sixth century B.C.E. or were simply not of
sufficient iconic significance to be represented. On the other hand,
all these names may apply to only a single basic instrument, perhaps with certain variations in stringing and tuning.260

Trigonon and sambuke
Unlike the other psalteria, the trigonon-a "triangular" psalterion, as its name states-is represented with some frequency in
vase painting, with at least three varieties of the basic instrument.
Most of them, however, sit on the performer's lap or on a plat.:.
form next to the performer, all are fairly large instruments that
reach as high or somewhat higher than the top of the performer's
head, and all have a separate soundbox. In each case, the trigonon
rests on its arm, not on the soundbox.
Two of the varieties of trigona are closed triangles, that is, the
soundbox forms one side, the arm to which the strings are
attached forms the bottom, and a post running more or less parallel to the strings forms a third side and probably braces the
instrument against the tension of the strings. The third variety
omits the strengthening post and forms an open triangle. In this
instrument, the soundbox arches and broadens somewhat as it
rises from the base arm; thus, the longer strings are attached to the
broader part of the soundbox.
All the representations of the open trigonon show the instrument with the longest strings most distant from the performer,
who is in every case a female figure-either a Muse or a mortal
woman. Figure 29 (seep. 213) provides a typical representation of
the open trigonon, together with the aulos and the chelys lyre. In

260It is important to keep in mind that absolute generic purity is a modern
aesthetic concept. Especially in the case of musical instruments, it has always
been common for a variety of local, national, or colloquial names to be applied to
the same basic instrument. Many of the names applied to the Greek instruments
reflect various regional or national origins, usually not Greek (seen. 176 supra).
For a modern parallel, one has only to think of names such as klavier, clavichord, clavecin, clavicembalo, spinet, virginal, and harpsichord as terms that
hav~~ been applied in varied ways, both to instruments that may look (or be)
qtffte similar and to instruments quite different in appearance and mechanism.
For a full review of the evidence on the magadis, see Maas and Snyder, Stringed
Instruments of Ancient Greece, 40-41 and 147-50. For a skeptical view, see Andrew
Barker, "Che cos'era la «magadis» ?" in La musica in Grecia, ed. Bruno Gentili
and Roberto Pretagostini, Storia e societa (Roma-Bari: Laterza, 1988), 96-107.
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this illustration, the painter has also indicated string fasteners
along the soundbox and on the base arm. A red-figure pelike in
Naples (figure 47) suggests that the strings were attached to the
base arm with kollopes, and the instrument would therefore have
been tuned at the bottom. This instrument, however, seems to
have a second parallel base arm on which it rests, thereby elevating the kollopes from the performer's lap. The second arm is not
present in every painting, and the point at which the strings were
tuned may have varied from instrument to instrument.261

Figure 47.

The dark ovals along the soundbox of the instrument in figure 47
may indicate that some instruments had soundholes, but it is also
possible that the ovals-like the spikes along the back of the
soundbox-are merely a decoration.
Athenaeus states on the authority of Juba that the trigonon
was the invention of the Syrians, adds that another authority,
Neanthes of Cyzicus, attributes its invention to Ibycus of Rhegium, and quotes a passage from Sophocles's Mysians that refers
261Naples, Museo nazionale 81392. A number of the harps in Apulian vase
paintings also show this second arm (see Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments
of Ancient Greece, 195, figure 13; 196, figure 15; and 197, figure 17).
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to a "Phrygian trigonos." Aristoxenus too regarded the trigonon as
one of the "foreign" instruments.262 Representations of similar
instruments in Babylonian, Assyrian, Cypriot, and Egyptian art
strengthen its association with Asia Minor rather than Rhegium
on the southern tip of the Italian peninsula.
Of the two varieties of closed trigona, one is essentially like the
open trigonon but with a post running parallel to the strings from
the tip of the base arm to the tip of the soundbox. Once again, all
the performers shown with this instrument are female figures. In
at least one case, however, the Muse stands while playing the
instrument, a departure from the usual seated position.263
Representations of the other closed trigonon are largely limited to the fifth century B.C.E., and four of them have been attributed to a single painter, the so-called Washing Painter. At least
one distinctive characteristic emerges in all the vase paintings: the
soundbox is shaped like a spindle, broadest at the center and
narrower at each end. In addition, most representations show the
soundbox forming the outer side_ of the triangle, away from the

performer's body. Thus, the longer strings are closer to the performer, exactly opposite to the arrangement of the open trigonon.
In one remarkable illustration of the instrument, the strings are
longest in the center of the instrument and become shorter as they
move to the two points of the triangle (figure 48).264 While this
arrangement may seem anomalous, it does place the longest
strings resonating against the largest part of the spir1dle-shaped
soundbox and the shorter strings proportionately against the
smaller part of the soundbox.265

262Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.77 (175d-e), 4.82 (183e [the same passage is
quoted again at 14.36 (635c)]), 4.80 (182f). For Juba, cf. p. 270 supra and for
Phrygia and Rhegium, see maps 1 and 2 (pp. 20-21).
263Berlin, Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz 2391 (see Maas and
Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 163, figure 15). In one painting of
a closed trigonon, together with a pair of auloi and a small lyre, the post is in the
form of a standing swan (see Wegner, Griechenland, 111, plate 70).
264Red-figure pyxis by the Washing Painter, preserved in Wiirzburg, Martin
von Wagner-Museum der Universitat Wiirzburg, H 4455 (L. 541).
265The various "harps" are discussed in Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 1-2, 150-54, 166, and 181-85. See also Sachs, History of
Music Instruments, 135-38; and for an additional illustration of this particular
version of the closed trigonon, see Wegner, Griechenland, 103, plate 65.
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Figure 48.
If a characteristic of the magadis and pektis was indeed the
presence of paired strings in octaves, the instrument depicted in
figure 48 could well fit the description. Moreover, it is certainly
possible that the same basic instrument could have been strung in
a variety of ways. If this was the practice, it offers yet another reason why the literary sources would be uncertain in their application of terms to various instruments and the visual artists would
differ in their representations in subtle but reasonable ways.
The number of strings shown in representations of trigona
varies from perhaps nine to thirty-two. The instruments certainly
suit their general appellation as "many stringed," and it is possible
that in the various condemnations of the new style that appear so
often in the literary sources, the trigonon or any of the psalteria
were the instruments intended, not the lyres.266

266one of the most difficult of the sources that seems to refer to a lyre of
eleven strings is the fragment by Ion of Chios. For various interpretations of this
passage, see Flora R. Levin, "The Hendecachord of Ion of Chios." Transactions of
the American Philological Association 92 (1961): 295-307; and Martha Maas,
"Polychordia and the Fourth-Century Greek Lyre," Journal of Musicology 10
(1992): 74-88; and Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of Ancient Greece, 15455.
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The sambuke is frequently associated with the trigonon and
magadis in the literary sources, but its distinctive feature's remain
uncertain. Athenaeus provides a variety of descriptions:
After this, when there arose an inquiry about the sambuke, Massourios said
that the sambuke is a high-pitched musical instrument and Euphorion the
epic poet talked about it in his book on the Isthmian games. He said that
the Parthians and the Troglodytes use it and that it has four strings (and
that Pythagoras asserts this in his book on the Red Sea). One of the types of
siege instrument is also called "sambuke," the form and construction of
which Biton demonstrates in his book for Attalus on instruments. Andreas of
Panormus, in the thirty-third book of his work on the cities of Sicily, says
that it is brought up against the enemy's walls by two ships and is called
"sambuke" because when it is raised, it takes on the form of a ship and a
ladder, and the form of the s.ambuke is also like this. Moschos, in the first
book of his mechanics, says that it was a Roman mechanism and Heraclides
of Tarentum invented its shape. Polybius in the eighth book of his Historiae
says: "Marcellus, baffled at the siege of Syracuse by the machinery of
Archimedes, said that Archimedes had ladled from the sea with his ships
and that the sambukai, slapped as if a drunk, were banished in
disgrace."267
·

Athenaeus later adds that "sambuke" is merely a modern name
for the magadis, according to Euphorion, while according to Phillis of Delos, it is distinct from the magadis. Semus of Delos, the
authority who offered an explanation for the name of the
phoenix, remarks that the sambuke was named after its inventor,
Sambyx. 268

267 Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.34: JlE'ta Be tauta ~lltncrero<; yevoJlEVll<;
1t£pt O"aJl~UKll<; E<pll 6 Macrcrouptoc; 6~u<p9oyyov eivat JlOUO"tKOV opyavov 'tftV craJl~UKllV
BtetA.ex9at 't£ 1t£pt aU'tOU Eu<popirova 'tOV E1t01tOtOV EV 'tql 1t£pt 'Icr9JltffiV xpilcr9at
<pncrac; autcp Ilap9ou<; Kat TproyA.oButac; 'tE'tpax6pBcp OV'tt. icrtope'iv Be 'tOU'tO Ilu9ay6pav ev tcp 1tepl tile; 'Epu9pftc; 8aA.acrcrn<;. KaAe'itat Be tt Kat t&v 1tOAtopKfl'ttKrov
opyavrov craJl~UK11, oil 'tO 't£ crxilJla Kat 'tftV KatacrKEUftV U1tOB£tKVUcrt Bitrov EV 'tql
7tpo<; "AttaA.ov 1t£pt 'Opyavrov. Kat 'AvBpeac; b IlavopJlttll<; ev tcp tptaKocrtcp tpitcp
'tOOV LlKEAtKOOV 'tOOV Ka'ta 1tOAtV' ro<; U1t0 Buo ve&v 1tpocrayot't0 'tote; 'tOOV evavtirov
teixecrt. KaAe'icr9ai 't£ craJl~UKllV' E1t£tBit O'taV e~ap9ft y{ve'tat crxilJla Veroc; Kat
KAtJlaKO<; EV01tOtOUJlEVffiV' OJlOtOV Be 'tt ecr'ttV Kat 'tO tile; craJl~UKll<;· M6crxoc; B' EV
7tprotcp MnxavtKrov fProJlatKov eivat A.eyet to JlnxavnJla Kat fHpaKA.eiBnv tov
TapaV'ttVOV eupe'iv aU'tOU 'tO eiBoc;. IloA.u~toc; B' EV 'tft oyB6n 'tOOV flcrtopt&v "MapK£AAoc;, <pncri, oucrxpncrtOUJl£VO<; EV 'tft l:upaKoucr&v 1tOAtOpK{~ U1t0 'tiDV 'ApxtJ.LnBouc;
KatacrKeuacrJlatrov eA.eyev ta'ic; Jlev vaucrtv autou Kua9il;etv eK 9aA.acrcrnc; 'ApxtJlflOllV' tac; Be craJl~UKac; pa1tt~OJlevac; rocr1tep EK 1tO'tOU JlE't' aicrxuvnc; EK1t£1t'tffiKEvat" (633f-634b [Kaibel 3:398-99]).
26Bcf. Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 14.36 (635a), 14.38 (636b), and 14.40
(637b). On the phoenix, seep. 274 supra.
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The literary emphasis on the similarity in appearance between
the sambuke and a ship taken together with the appearance of the
soundbox of one of the closed trigona, which in shape resembles a
hull as much or more than a spindle (see figure 48), suggests that
this particular form of the trigonon might be the sambuke.269
Like the trigonon, the sambuke was strongly associated with
women. Aristides Quintilianus agrees with Athenaeus's authority
Massourios in calling it a high-pitched instrument "because of the
smallness of its strings" and adds that the instrument has a faint
sound.270 This delicacy of sound would have well suited the sambuke for music-making ifl the private chambers of the Muses or
mortal women, the common context for the trigona in vase
paintings.

The Apulian instrument
A device resembling nothing so much as a small ladder
appears in several hundred Apulian vase paintings together with
other musical instruments.271 Most of these are women's scenes,
and as they typically include such visual attributes of Aphrodite as
erotes, balls, mirrors, birds, and so on, it is possible that the instrument itself is emblematic of the goddess.
In many of the scenes, the instrument, which has not been
associated with any known Greek name, simply rests on the floor
or hangs on the wall, but in some, it is held by one of its sides. In
scenes that represent the traditional funerary temple or shrine
269sachs, History of Musical Instruments, 83-84, relates the sambuke to the
Babylonian sabka, which also designates a siege machine, and concludes that
the appearance of the soundbox of the trigonon together with the ladder-like
arrangement of the strings would fit the description of the instrument as like a
boat with an upright ladder. For a fuller examination of all the evidence, see J.
G. Landels, "Ship-shape and Sambuca-fashion," Journal of Hellenic Studies 86
(1966): 69-77.

270oe musica 2.16: -ri,v 3£ O"UJ..li3U1CT\V npoc; 811AU'tr}'ta, a:yevvft 'te o?>crav Kat J..le'ta
noA.A.ftc; o~u-r11-roc; 3ta -ri,v J..ttKp6-r11-ra -r&v xopo&v ei<; eKA.ucrtv neptayoucrav (W.-I.
85.10-12).

271 Beginning in the fourth century B.C.E., major centers of ceramics and vase
painting established themselves on the Italian peninsula and began making
large and expensive wares. The most distinctive of these painted vases come from
Apulia, but there were also centers at Lucania, Campania, and Sicily. The
"ladder" also appears on sacred disks from Tarentum and Brundisium in Calabria
(see map 2, p. 21).
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surrounded by figures, it appears both inside and outside the
tomb. Thus, it would seem to have some symbolism for both the
present life and the afterlife.
The number of "rungs" on the ladder ranges between six and
twenty, and in some paintings, a small dot appears in the center of
each "rung." A number of modern scholars hypothesized that the
instrument might be the seistron, Archytas's rattle, or some other
type of percussion instrument, perhaps even a xylophone.272

Figure 49.
A single painting recently recognized on an Apulian lekythos
(figure 49),273 however, shows the instrument actually being
played. The performer's left hand holds it aloft by the bottom of
one of its sides, while the right hand appears to pluck some of the

272see H. W. R. Smith, Funerary Symbolism in Apulian Vase-Painting, ed. J.
K. Anderson, University of California Publications, Classical Studies, vol. 12
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1976), 129-32; Wegner, Musikleben der
Griechen, 66-67 and 229; idem, Griechenland, 110, plate 69; and Eva Keuls, "The
Apulian 'Xylophone': A Mysterious Musical Instrument Identified," American
Journal of Archaeology 83 (1979): 476-77. For an illustration showing a "bump" on
each "rung," see Wegner, Griechenland, 111, plate 69.
273Essen, Ruhrlandmuseum, Inv. 74.158 A 3.
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rungs-or, more properly it would seem, strings or bars.274 The
performance technique exhibited in this illustration is not altogether incompatible with a percussion instrument, but the curvature of the fingers certainly suggests that the strings or bars-constructed of whatever material-are being plucked rather than
struck. If the cross lines are intended to represent strings, the top
and bottom cross pieces must have been made of wood or metal
in order to support the tension of the strings. On the other hand,
all the cross pieces could be metal; in this case, the instrument
could have been struck or plucked and might have produced a
sound rather like that of a glockenspiel. If the cross pieces were
wood, as is required by the hypothesis that the instrument was
some sort of xylophone, it is unlikely they would ever have been
sounded by plucking.275
The instrument also appears in at least thirty Gnathia vase
paintings, but it is never played by anyone in these scenes. In fact,
it most often appears alone or framed simply by a light decoration,
although it does appear together 'vith auloi in two instances.
Gnathia vases are, however, much smaller than other Apulian
vessels, and they simply do not lend themselves to complex
scenes. 276
The iconographic symbolism of the Apulian musical instrument is obviously more important than any musical role it may
actually be playing in the various scenes. Its place in the musical
culture of the Greeks remains obscure.

274see A. D. Trendall and A. Cambitoglou, The Red-Figured Vases of Apulia, 2 vols., Oxford Monographs on Classical Archaeology (Oxford: Clarendon,
1978}, 1:315-17; G. Schneider-Herrmann, "Die 'kleine Leiter': Addenda zum
Xylophon auf italischen Vasen," BABESCH: Bulletin antike Beschaving 52-53
(1977-78): 265-67 and 277-78.
275Schneider-Herrmann ('"kleine Leiter/" 265-66 and figure 7) also reports
on an eighth-century metal instrument found in a Calabrian grave together with
other apparent musical instruments. The shape of the instrument is rather like
the ladder shape in the Apulian vase paintings. This instrument, however, is
only 10-15 cm in length, while the instrument in the vase paintings is generally
at least as long as the performer's torso.
276Jane Gray Nelson, '"Xylophones' on Gnathia Vases," BABESCH: Bulletin
antike Beschaving 61 (1986): 30-33.
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The pandoura and skindapsos
A limited amount of iconographic and literary evidence supports the presence of an instrument in ancient Greece resembling
a lute. The famous pedestal sct1lpted in the mid-fourth century
B.C.E. for a Mantineian temple in honor of Leto and her children

Figure 50.

included representations of the six Muses, each holding a characteristic device. One of the Muses holds an instrument with a
small soundbox and a long neck against which she clearly stops
the strings with her left hand, while her right hand strums the
instrument over the soundbox. The soundbox has sloping shoulders, and its base exhibits the same triangular shape seen in some
relief representations of the kithara's soundbox. :The neck, which
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is almost twice as long as the soundbox and distinct from it, shows
indications of tuning pegs at the top (figure 50).277 By contrast, a
terracotta statuette of a female figure-perhaps a Muse-dating
from the fourth century B.C.E. now preserved in the Louvre
shows a small pear-shaped instrument with a somewhat shorter
neck growing directly out of the soundbox without obvious
demarcation. 278
Each of these two types appears in several representations, but
it is remarkable that all of them are figurines or reliefs.279 Most of
them date from the period around 330 B.C.E., that is, the time of
Alexander the Great's Persian campaigns, and it is quite possible
the instruments were derived from this region.
Athenaeus simply mentions the pandoura in a number of
places, although he does note on the authority of a certain
Pythagoras that it was constructed from the mangrove that grows
in the sea. Pollux adds that the pandoura was invented by the
Assyrians and was a three-stringed (tpixop8ov) instrument.280
Athenaeus also mentions a four-stringed instrument called a
skindapsos (crKtv8av6<;), which may have been a larger version of
the same instrument. While it may seem odd that this instrument had so few strings when all the other lyres and psalteria had
so many, the instrument's simplicity in construction may have
been part of its appeal. An instrument with a fretted neck could
easily produce with greater accuracy far more pitches on three
277Athens, National Museum 216. On the Mantineian pedestal, which also
exhibits the famous contest between Apollo and Marsyas, seep. 181 supra. On the
shape of the kithara's soundbox, see pp. 264-65 supra.
278Paris, Louvre CA574. For an illustration, see Riethmi.iller and Zaminer,
Musik des Altertums, 211.
279The fullest study is R. A. Higgins and R. P. Winnington-Ingram, "Lute
Players in Greek Art," Journal of Hellenic Studies 85 (1965): 62-71; but see also
Theodore Reinach, "La guitare dans l'art grec." Revue des etudes grecques 8
(1895): 371-78. A summary appears in Maas and Snyder, Stringed Instruments of
Ancient Greece, 185-86.
280on the pandoura, see Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.78 (176b), 4.80 (182e),
and 4.82 (183f-184a); and Pollux Onomasticon 4.60. Athenaeus's authority is neither the famous Pythagoras of Samos nor the Pythagoras of Zacynthos associated with the tripod kithara (see pp. 267-68 supra), but rather the Pythagoras
who wrote about the Red Sea (see p. 279 supra). On the skindapsos, see
Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 4.81 (183a-b ). Pollux Onomasticon 4.59 includes the
instrument in a list but says nothing about it.
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strings than any of the multi-stringed instruments. Moreover,
because it had only three strings, it would be easier to tune, and its
overall tuning would be more stable.

The rich array of musical instruments employed in Greek culture-whether indigenous or borrowed from other culturesattests to the importance of varied colors in their musical expression. There is sufficient literary and iconographic evidence to conclude that music was performed with a solo instrument or voice,
instruments in various combinations, and a solo instrument or
ensemble of instruments with solo voice or a group of voices. The
precise combination was partly a matter of the tradition for certain
types of performances, but there can be little doubt that the preferences of the individual performers affected as well the particular
combinations employed.
Whether idiophones, membranophones, aerophones, or chordophones, the general types of instruments used by the Greeks
seem to have remained relatively stable over a long period of
time, although particular instruments came in and out of favor
and, with the possible exception of the percussion instruments, all
the instruments-like their counterparts of any age-became
mechanically more complex over the centuries. In iconographic
sources, certain instruments appear only in relatively limited
periods and some instruments never appear or-if they appearhave gone unrecognized. Other instruments are portrayed over
several centuries with only the stylistic modifications consistent
with changing artistic techniques. Nevertheless, with the possible
exception of certain unusual cases like the pandoura and the
Apulian instrument, iconographic evidence alone is insufficient
to determine precise times and places in which instruments first
appeared or ceased to be used. The iconographic record is often
suggestive, but the extent to which it represents actual musical
practice-and, indeed, the extent to which the surviving iconography is typical of the entire original body-is impossible to know.
Likewise, the literary evidence is, for the most part, much later
than the iconographic, although it may preserve parts of the earlier literary tradition. Full-scale treatises on musical instruments
were written, but they survive only in fragments, if at all. And,
though tremendously valuable and frequently illuminating, the
archaeological evidence is quite limited. Only when considered as
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a complex do the sources provide a picture of some consistency
and stability.
There is no question that a large part of the appeal of musical
instruments in Greek culture was aesthetic. Their sound and
appearance are often described in sensual terms and their iconography places them in scenes that range from the pleasant and
appealing to the impressive and inspiring. Beyond this, the association of musical instruments with particular divinities provided
a basis for the creation of affective responses that might complement or conflict with the responses elicited by other means, such
as text, rhythm, tempo, melodic structure, and so on.
In view of the pervasive and powerful nature of music, it is
hardly surprising that a body of music theory gradually emerged,
attempting in various ways to explain the nature of music-its
logic, structure, properties, component parts, notation, and so
on-, its influence on human behavior and character, and even
its extraordinary affinities with the design and organization of the
cosmos. This remarkable body of literature forms the subject of
the next chapters.

IV
Music Theory 1:
The Sources, Aristoxenus, and
the Sectio Canonis
oetry, drama, philosophy, collections of anecdotes, lexicography, and history-all these literary types have been important sources in the preceding chapters, and it is obvious that
the general subject of music was deeply appealing and engrossing
to ancient, Hellenistic, and Byzantine Greek writers. None of this
material, however, is music theory in the broad sense of a technical or systematic literature devoted entirely to music. Yet there
was a significant body of Greek literature that could properly be
considered music theory, and although some of these works are
now known only as titles mentioned in passing or as brief tantalizing quotations in the works of Athenaeus or similar sorts of
writers, a substantial portion of Greek music theory does survive.
Some of these treatises are simple technical manuals that nevertheless provide valuable detail about the musical system, including notation, the function and placement of notes in a scale, characteristics of consonance and dissonance, rhythm, and types of
musical composition. Others are long and elaborate books viewing music as a science that reveals universal patterns of order
leading to the highest levels of knowledge and understanding.
This literature is commonly known as "ancient Greek music
theory" in the modern parlance of scholarship, but the phrase is
something of a misnomer. In the ,first place, the majority of the
surviving literature is not ancient in terms of having been written in the period before the first or second centuries B.C.E. With
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the exception of quotations in later literature,! the earliest surviving independent theoretical works are Aristoxenus's Harmonica
and Rhythmica. Both of these are fragmentary, though the fragments are substantial. The Sectio canonis traditionally attributed
to Euclid would be nearly contemporary if Euclid were the
author, 2 but all the other treatises date from the end of the first
century C.E. or later. In the second place, the modern conceptual
meaning of the phrase "music theory" is foreign to these writings.3 With the possible exception of the rather late writer Alypius
(fl. fourth or fifth century C.E.), it is quite unlikely that any of the
authors intended his work for practicing musicians or was concerned with actual pieces of music. When scholars expect specific
sorts of analytical details in a "music theory" treatise-and then
express frustration at their absence or hypothesize their presence
in lost sources-, they impose a concept on the treatises that is foreign to their purpose.4 Ancient Greek music theory is not primarily interested in the analysis of pieces of music or in explaining
1Most

of these are brief, and their authenticity can rarely be proven. The
most extended quotation is the Aristotelian De audibilibus, which is preserved
only in Porphyrius's commentary (During 67.24-77.18) on Ptolemy's Harmonica
(see chapter 6, pp. 509-20 infra). For a study of the treatise, see H. B. Gottschalk,
"The De audibilibus and Peripatetic Acoustics," Hermes 96 (1968): 435-60.
2 See pp. 344-46 infra. For the most thorough study of this treatise, including
the question of authorship, see Barbera, Euclidean Division of the Canon (cf.
chapter 1, n. 23).
3 As it is to much of the specialized medieval Latin, Byzantine, and Arabic
literature on music. The influence of ancient Greek music theory on some of this
later literature is discussed in chapter 7.
4For examples, see Mountford and Winnington-Ingram, who write: " ... apart
from the fact that no theory can profess to give more than the osteology of an art,
the Aristoxenian theory, as it has come down to us, is unsatisfying" ("Music," in
OCD, 2d ed., 708); Winnington-Ingram: " ... but theory is dead unless it can be
illustrated by actual melodies" ("Greece, §I [Ancient]," in NGD, 7:659); or Henderson: "Such writers [i.e., the Greek theorists after the second century C.E. ],
however, cannot help us towards an understanding of contemporary music, as
Aristoxenus does for an earlier epoch. In their textbooks nothing is more depressing than the fossilization of the doctrine of melopoeia-musical composition-as
a mere branch of theoretical terminology" ("Ancient Greek Music," 375). By contrast, distinctions among the various types of "music theory" are commonly made
by musicologists in discussions of medieval and Renaissance Latin and Byzantine
music theory. For an overview, see Claude V. Palisca, "Theory, theorists," in
NGD, 18:741-55.
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compositional or performance practice. This does not mean, of
course, that the technical information cannot be applied to the
surviving fragments, but it does mean that the treatises must be
viewed within their own intellectual contexts, which differ
among the treatises, if they are to be properly assessed.
As long as its imperfections are understood, "ancient Greek
music theory" does provide a useful phrase in referring collectively to the specialized literature ranging from the Pythagorean
excerpts quoted in various sources to the treatises of Porphyrius,
Aristides Quintilianus, Alypius, and Bacchius Geron written
between the third and fifth centuries C.E. With their scientific and
technical view of ancient Greek music, all of them provide an
invaluable complement to the musical iconography, the other
types of literature, and the musical remains themselves.
There are two important and related matters that must be
borne in mind when considering the music theory of the Greeks.
First, the theory spans a period of over eight hundred years, only a
few centuries of which coincide with the flowering of ancient
Greek musical culture. Moreover, ancient Greek music theory
represents at least four major philosophical schools: Pythagoreanism, Platonism, Aristotelianism, and neo-Platonism, each of
which has its own conceptual framework, special uses of vocabulary, and objectives. Second, these conditions alone neither prove
nor disprove the relevance of the treatises' theoretical constructions to Greek musical culture of any of the periods prior to their
time. The various sources of all types-literary, iconographic,
archaeological, and musical-are sufficiently complementary to
suggest that the treatises of any period may represent in unaltered
form the theory of a much earlier period. The absence of complementary evidence, however, means nothing one way or the other.
A more difficult problem in considering ancient Greek music
theory is the nature of the sources themselves. Thousands of vase
paintings and pieces of sculpture exist from the very periods in
which they were created, as well as in later copies. The earliest
musical fragments are separated by a span of less than two hundred years from the first productions of the tragedies they represent, and if they are later compilations for an individual per-
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former, 5 they may even be contemporary with the time in which
they were performed. Likewise, most of the later pieces with
musical notation are contemporary with the theoretical works.
But of the independent theoretical works themselves, none survives in any medium older than the eleventh century C.£.,6 and ·
with a few exceptions, even those quoted in other sources exist
only in manuscripts of this period or later. The extent to which
these later copies preserve the form and content of any of the treatises is, in general, impossible to determine. It is also impossible to
be certain whether the titles and, indeed, even the author assigned
to the treatises in the manuscripts represent the actual author and
title of the treatise when it was first composed. There are also
prior and largely unexplored questions: To what extent were the
earliest treatises on ancient Greek music theory "composed" (in
the modern sense of the term) by an individual author? Did they
exist in some fixed written form or were they only later assembled
by disciples or from tradition? In rare cases, it is possible to see at
least some parts of the way in which a treatise "grows," even to
the extent of changing its entire method of argumentation, as it is
transmitted across the centuries.7
5As Comotti ("Words, Verse and Music in Euripides' Iphigenia in Aulis," 6970) thinks is the case with the oldest fragment, P.Leid. Inv. 510. See chapter 2,
pp. 111-16 and n. 182 supra.
6With the exception of a few fragments on papyrus. For a complete catalogue
of the manuscripts preserving ancient Greek music theory, see Mathiesen, Ancient
Greek Music Theory (cf. chapter 1, n. 22 supra; hereafter, this will be cited as
RISM BXI, followed by the page number or, in cases where an entire manuscript
description is relevant, the catalogue index number in boldface). For a history of
the dissemination of the theory, see chapter 7 and Thomas J. Mathiesen,
"Hermes or Clio? The Transmission of Ancient Greek Music Theory," in Musical
Humanism and Its Legacy: Essays in Honor of Claude V. Palisca, ed. Barbara R.
Hanning and Nancy K. Baker (New York: Pendragon Press, 1992), 3-35.
7Andre Barbera masterfully demonstrates this process in connection with the
Sectio canonis. See his Euclidean Division of the Canon and "Reconstructing Lost
Byzantine Sources for MSS Vat. BAV gr. 2338 and Ven. BNM gr. VI.3: What Is an
Ancient Treatise?" in Music Theory and Its Sources: Antiquity and the Middle
Ages, ed. Andre Barbera (Notre Dame, Ind.: Notre Dame University Press, 1990),
38-67. Latin and Byzantine theorists frequently adopted and adapted without
attribution whole sections of earlier theoretical works. See Thomas J. Mathiesen,
"Aristides Quintilianus and the Harmonics of Manuel Bryennius: A Study in
Byzantine Music Theory," Journal of Music Theory 27 (1983): 31-47; and idem, AQ
on Music, 5-6.
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Similar problems exist for other Greek literary remains, and it
should not be assumed for music theory that author attributions
or the content of the text itself are unreliable.B On the -contrary,
there is abundant evidence showing that the corpus of ancient
Greek music theory was regarded with particular interest and
treated with great care from the very beginnings of classical scholarship.9 In fact, the later musical treatises-along with anecdotal
works such as Athenaeus's Deipnosophistae and lexicographic
works such as Pollux's Onomasticon and Photius's Bibliothecaare in a real sense the first stages of this scholarship. There is no
reason not to trust the authenticity of the corpus of ancient Greek
music theory-independent treatises and fragments-but the
inherent limitations of the form in which it exists must be
recognized.
The tradition of scholarship on ancient Greek music theory
underscores a significance that goes beyond the evidence it supplies about the Greeks' own music. Ancient Greek music theory is
also significant as an intellectual monument that exerted a profound influence on later Latin, Byzantine, and Arabic musical
writings. Thus, it is important to consider the meaning of the theory not only in ancient Greek musical culture but also in the first
millennium C.E. As an intellectual monument, the significance
of ancient Greek music theory resides especially in later writers'
use and understanding of the literature, not in the degree to
which it presented them with an accurate picture of ancient Greek
music.

Overview of the Sources
When this general definition of music theory is applied to the
extant literature, the following group of authors writing independent treatises prior to the end of the fifth century C.E. can be identified with reasonable confidence:

8The potential problem is compounded by the process of modern textual criticism, which may produce a text that never existed at any time. See Andre
Barbera, "New and Revived Approaches to Text Criticism in Early Music Theory," Journal of Musicology 9 (1991): 57-73.
9See chapter 7 and Thomas J. Mathiesen, "Towards a Corpus of Ancient Greek
Music Theory: A New Catalogue raisonne Planned for RISM," Fontes artis musicae 25 (1978): 119-23 and 131-34; and idem, RISM BXI, passim.
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Aristoxenus
Cleonides
Nicomachus
of Gerasa
Theon of
Smyrna
Claudius
Ptolemy
Gaudentius
Porphyrius
Aristides
Quin tilian us
Bacchius
Geron
Alypius

375/360 B.C.E.Harmonica and Rhythmica
after 320 B.C.E.
2d century C.E. [?] Harmonica introductio
fl. 100-150 C.E.
Manuale harmonices
fl. 115-140 C.E.

fl. 127-148 C.E.

3d or 4th century
C.E.
232/3-ca. 305 C.E.
late 3d-mid 4th
century C.E.
4th century C.E.
or later
4th-5th century
C.E.

Expositio rerum mathematicarum ad legendum
Platonem utilium
Harmonica
Harmonica introductio
In Ptolemaei Harmonica
commentarium
De musica
Introductio artis musicael o
Introductio muszca

Sextus Empiricus and Philodemus of Gadara, too, devoted entire
works to the subject of music; nevertheless, as their approach was
principally philosophical, discussion of their treatises has been
incorporated elsewhere in this book, especially in chapter 2. Figures such as Athenaeus and Pollux might well be placed on the
list, but they were interested in music as polyhistorians, not as
lOin twenty-two of the manuscripts, a second treatise is attached with the
same title and author. On the basis of a little epigram that follows this second
treatise in some-but by no means all-manuscripts and refers to a "Dionysius"
and "The all-powerful Emperor Cons tantine ('tO V 1ta!l!l£ytcr'tov Oecrn6'tT\V Krovcr'taV'ttvov)," it has been conjectured that the second treatise is by Dionysius, who
would seem to have been a contemporary of Emperor Constantine the Great (ea.
272/73-337 C.E.). But in the earliest source of this treatise, Venetus Marcianus gr.
app. cl. VI/10 (Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 273), the epigram is separated from the
treatise by a space of several lines and immediately precedes the hymns generally attributed to Mesomedes, who lived during the reign of Emperor Hadrian
(117-38 C.E.). For a full discussion of this second treatise and Dionysius, see chapter 6, pp. 583-93 infra; on the hymns of Mesomedes, see chapter 2, pp. 56-58 supra.
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music theorists in the sense defined. Much of their work on
music has already been considered in chapters 2-3.
Added to this group of authors should of course be anonymous works such as the Euclidean Sectio canonis and the Plutarchean De musica. Although the latter is more nearly historical
than theoretical, it does include important technical and theoretical material that warrants its consideration under the topic of
music theory. There is also a set of anonymous treatises, commonly known as Bellermann's Anonymous, that contains unique
information on rhythmic notation, solmization, and compositional patterns. This is almost certainly a Byzantine work, but it is
probably based on earlier material.
It happens that this particular group of music theoriststogether with the Euclidean Sectio canonis, the Plutarchean De
musica, and the Harmonica by the Byzantine scholar Manuel
Bryennius (fl. 1300)-was identified as a set of authorities by the
Byzantine scholars who preserved the theorists' work in some
three hundred manuscripts. Not every work is transmitted in
every manuscript of course, but groups of treatises-and on occasion nearly the entire set-appear time and again.ll It seems reasonable therefore to take this set of treatises as the basis for the
study of ancient Greek music theory.
As already noted, there are, of course, works of music theory
that survive only as titles or as quotations within other treatises.
These fragments may contain valuable information, but they
must be considered within the context of the source that preserves
them, not as independent works in their own right. As they can be
read only through the filter of their excerptors, their authority, in
the last analysis, can be no greater than the source excerpting
them.

llsee Mathiesen, RISM BXI, xxix-xxxi. For a fuller discussion of the transmission of the corpus of ancient Greek music theory, see chapter 7 and Mathiesen,
"Hermes or Clio ?"
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Aristoxenus
Aristoxenus was certainly one of the most influential thinkers
in Athens of the late fourth century B.C.E., and his strong association with the theory of music earned him the general appellation
o Moucru(6<;. He was born at Tarentum (probably around 360
B.C.E.) in Calabria on the tip of the Italian peninsula, which was a
well-known center of Pythagoreanism.l2 His father, Spintharus
(also called Mnesias), was himself a musician and Aristoxenus's
first teacher. In his youth, Aristoxenus spent time in Mantineia,
where he studied music with Lamprus of Erythrai. Sometime
after 343 B.C.E., he went to Corinth and became acquainted with
Dionysius, the tyrant of Syracuse. Finally, Aristoxenus travelled to
Athens, where he became first a pupil of the Pythagorean philosopher Xenophilus of Chalcis and later a pupil of Aristotle. He
seems to have held a senior position among Aristotle's pupils and
expected to be named Aristotle's successor at the Lyceum. According to the Suda, the principal source of biographical information
about Aristoxenus, when Theophrastus was named instead to
head the Lyceum, Aristoxenus was intemperate in the expression
of his disappointment.13
The Suda states that Aristoxenus wrote 453 books on music,
philosophy, history, and every kind of education, but most of
these survive only in brief quotations in the work of later authors
such as Ammonius, Themistius, Diogenes Laertius, Stobaeus, and
especially Athenaeus, Plutarch, Porphyrius, and Iamblichus. It can
be deduced from these sources that Aristoxenus wrote biographies
of Pythagoras, Archytas, Socrates, Plato, and Telestes; general
works on the Pythagoreans; cultural and political works; a study of
12Tarentum (see map 2, p. 21) was also the birthplace of Philolaus, Lysis,
and Archytas.
13suda, s.v. 'Aptcr't6~evo~: Aptcr'to~evo~ uio~ Mv11criou 1:ou Kat L7nv8apou, JloucrtKou, &no Tapav'to~ 'tll~ 'l'taA.ia~. 8ta'tphva~ 8£ ev Mav'ttV£t<t <ptAO<JO<pO~ yeyov£, Kat
JlOU<JtK'fi €nt8EJltVO~ OUK Tt<J'tOX1l<J£V' aKOU<J'tlt~ 'tOU 't£ na'tp6~ Kat AaJ.Lnpou 'tOU 'Epu8pa{ou, £t'ta Sevo<ptAOU 'tOU Tiu8ayop£tOU, Kat 'tEAO~ 'Apt<J'tO'tEAOU~, ei~ ov ano8av6v'ta
u~pt<J£, OtO'tt Ka'tEAtn£ 'tll~ crxoA.fl~ 8ta8oxov 8e6<ppa<J'tOV' au'tOU 86~av JltYUATlV ev
'tOt~ aKpOa'tat~ 'tOt~ 'Apt<J'tO'tEAOU~ exov'to<;. yeyove 8£ ent 'tOOV 'AA.e~av8pou Kat 'tOOV
Jlt'tEn£t'ta xp6vrov' ro<; £tvat &no 'tll<; pta OAUJ.!nta8o<;, cruyxpovo<; ~tKatapxcp 'tql
ME<J<J1lvicp. cruvE'ta~a'to 8£ JlOU<JtKa 'tE Kat <ptA6cro<pa Kat icr1:opia<; Kalnav-ro<; Et8ou<;
nat8eia<; · Kat &ptSJ.!oUv'tat au1:ou 1:a ~t~A.ia ei<; uvy' (Bekker 170). The best modern
source for Aristoxenus's biography is still Laloy, Aristoxene de Tarente (see
chapter 1, n. 20 supra).
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the tragedians; convivial essays; theological works; and a series of
treatises on all aspects of music, including the history and science
of music, musical acuity, dance, musical instruments, and the harmonia of the soul. Several of these, at least, were composed in
multiple "books" {'ta ~t~A.ia), and the number given in the 51J-da
should not be taken as 453 independent titles.14
It is difficult to know whether references made by other Greek
and Latin writers to this or that work of Aristoxenus constitute
the actual titles of these works or whether they are merely general
references to a work, for example, "on music" (1tepl J..LOUcrtKflc;).lS
Nevertheless, for the sake of convenience, these sorts of references will be taken as actual titles.
The only works that survive in relatively substantial form are
the so-called Harmonica and Rhythmica,16 although there are also
two excerpts-an extended one "On the chronos protos" and a
brief one "On tonoi"-preserved in Porphyrius's commentary on
Ptolemy's Harmonica 1.4. The first of these may very well be a part
of the Rhythmica and the second a part of the Harmonica.
Harmonica
The Harmonica is commonly represented in modern editions
and translations as composed of three books. Although this parallels most of the fifty codices preserving it, the arrangement is
misleading. The two earliest codices, which date from the twelfth
century C.E., present the "first book" under the heading "Before
the Elementa harmonica" ('AptO"'tO~EVOU 1tp0 t&v apJ..LOVtKOOV ()'tOt14The Aristoxenian fragments are conveniently collected in Wehrli, Aristoxenos. The Harmonica has been edited and translated a considerable number of
times, the Rhythmica somewhat less frequently. See the Bibliography under
"Aristoxenus" for a list of editions and translations.
15"Titles" attributed to Aristoxenus include "On Pythagoras and his associates" (llcpt Tiu9ay6pou Kat 'tiDV yvroptf.!(l)V autou ), "On the Pythagorean life"
(llcpt 'tOU llu8ayoptKOU ~{ou), "Pythagorean sayings" (llu8ayoptKat a1to<pacrct<;),
"Educational laws" (llatOeuttKot v6J..Lot), "Political laws" (lloAtttKot vof.!ot), "The
Customs of the Mantineians" (Mavttverov £811), "On tragic dance" (llcpt tpaytKfl<;
opxflcrero<;), "On tragedians" (llcpt tpaycpOo1tot&v), "Musical acuity" (MoucrtKll
aKpoacrt<;), "On melic composition" (llept jl£Ao1totta<;), "On choruses" (llept xop&v),
"On musical instruments" (llepl opyavrov), "On auloi" (llept auA.&v), "On auletes"
(llcpt auA'Jltrov), and "On the boring of auloi" (llept auA.&v tpflcrcro<;).
l6 Although these may not be t]:,.e titles Aristoxenus intended, they can be
conveniently retained for general reference to the two theoretical treatments.
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X£trov). The earlier of the two codices, the famous Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/3 once owned by Cardinal Bessarion, originally presented the "second and third books" as the first and second books of Elementa harmonica ('AptO''tO~EVOU apKOV [sic] O''t0tX£trov' 1tpW'tOV and 'AptO''tO~EVOU O''totxeirov apJ.LOVtKWV bEU'tEpov).
This codex was corrected and annotated by several later hands,
some of which may have begun their work not long after the
principal scribe completed the first set of texts. One of the first
"corrections" made was to change 7tpo 'trov in the first heading to
7tpro'tov; or, in other words, to change the sense of the heading
from "Before the Elementa harmonica" to "The First Book of the
Elementa harmonica." Then, of necessity, the 7tpro'tov and Beu'tepov of the second and third headings had to be changed to Beu'tepov and 'tpt'tov. The other codex, Vaticanus gr. 2338, is probably
younger by a few years. The first part of the "second book" was
omitted in this manuscript and only later added in the margin by
one of the several hands that corrected and annotated the manuscript. The heading itself, which does call this the "Second Book of
Elementa harmonica," may also have been a later addition; as it
happens, the heading for the "third book" omits a number
altogether .17
While the evidence of the titles in these two manuscripts is
not conclusive, it does suggest that there may be either two separate works-a preliminary or introductory treatment and the
more detailed "Elements"-or a single long work divided into at
least two major sections. Porphyrius's commentary on Ptolemy's
Harmonica provides some evidence on the matter. It contains at
least twenty identifiable references or quotations from Aristoxenus's Harmonica, and several of these attribute the reference or
quotation to a specific work. For example, at the end of his commentary on chapter 2 of the first book of Ptolemy's Harmonica,
Porphyrius, on the authority of a certain Didymus, describes Aristoxenus's views on the importance of perception in musical
17Jt is significant that the one other manuscript omitting the same extended
passage at the beginning of the "second book," Romanus Angelicus gr. 35 (Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 205), also omits the title. On these manuscripts and the complex
problem of their relationship, see Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 234 and 270; Barbera,
"Reconstructing Lost Byzantine Sources," 38-67; Jon Solomon, "Vaticanus gr. 2338
and the Eicrayroy~ apj.!OVtK-.1," Philologus 127 (1983): 247-53; Jan, Musici scriptores
graeci, xvi-xxiv (Jan did not know Vaticanus gr. 2338); and da Rios, Elementa
harmonica, xx-xxix.
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judgments. These descriptions accord rather closely with the surviving passages at the beginning of the second book of the Harmonica as commonly represented. Porphyrius's source, however,
states that Aristoxenus makes these points in the introduction to
the first book of his Elementa harmonica, which is indeed the title
of this book in the earliest manuscript. Later, in his commentary
on chapter 4, Porphyrius refers to the first book of Aristoxenus's
De principiis (llEpt apxrov ), and this passage accords with a section
in the first book of the Harmonica as commonly represented.18
Porphyrius' s commentary would seem to indicate quite clearly
that the first and second books of the Harmonica as it is commonly known are actually two separate works, a preliminary
work on fundamental musical principles (De principiis) and a
comprehensive work on harmonic elements (Elementa harmonica). In fact, at the end of the De principiis, Aristoxenus himself
refers to the Elementa as if it were a separate work:
It was necessary to inquire of the certain manner of continuity and consecuity; .
from the foregoing this is clear. How it arises and what intervals are or are
not placed after what intervals will be shown in the Elementa. 19

At the beginning of the traditional second book of the Harmonica as commonly known, Aristoxenus outlines the subjects that
will be discussed and excludes both musical notation and the
aulos as suitable bases for the investigation of music. Then, he
refers to the current treatise as the Elementa:
Now for anyone who would wish to review the so-called harmonic study,
there are these things. As we are about to take up our study on the Elementa,
it will be necessary to first know certain things. It is not possible to discuss
this correctly without first beginning with three points: first, the phenomena must be correctly understood; second, anterior and posterior things must
be rightly separated in the phenomena; and third, a result and conclusion
must be duly estimated. As in every science, this one was established from
many problems, and it is proper that the principles be taken, from which
will then be shown the things beyond the principles. Now it will be necessary to turn our attention to two things: first, each of the problems taken as a
18For these passages, see Porphyrius In Ptol. Harm. 1.2 and 4 (During 28.2223 and 80.22). The passages are also discussed in Annie Belis, Aristoxene de
Tarente et Aristote: Le Traite d'harmonique, Etudes et Commentaires, 100 (Paris:
Klincksieck, 1986). She, however, concludes (pp. 47-48) that the three books as
commonly represented do form a single long work divided into two major sections.
l 9 ,·civa J..LEV oi'>v 'tp01tOV 'tO 't£ O'UV£XE<; Kat 'tO £~11<; 8c'i ~ll'tctV' crxc8ov 811/...ov eK
'tCOV £tP1lf..LEVrov · n&<; 8€ yiyvc'tat Kat 'tt J.lc'ta 'tt 8taO''t1lf..L<X 'tt8£'tai 't£ Kat ou 'tt8£'tat, ev 'tOt<; O''tOtX£tOt<; 8ctX8~0'£'tat (da Rios 37.1-4).
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principle will be both true and a phenomenon; second, it will be estimated by
the senses as among the first of the parts of the harmonic study. For what
requires demonstration is not taken as a principle. In general, it is necessary
to look closely into the establishment of a principle, lest we fall into a foreign land by making a principle out of a certain sound or motion of air and
lest, in making a sharp turn, we lose many of our friends. 20

Taken as a whole, the evidence seems compelling in favor of
identifying the traditional first book of the Harmonica as a treatise
entitled De principiis and the traditional second book as the first
book of a treatise entitled Elementa harmonica.21
Assessment of the traditional third book of the Harmonica is

more difficult.22 It is composed of a series of declarative statements, each of which is subsequently expounded. As noted just
above, the first book of the Elementa harmonica makes specific
2

0~'A J.lEV o-bv 1tpo(h£A.8ot 'tt<; av 1t£pt 'tll<; apJ.lOVlKll<; KaAOUJ.lEVll<; 1tpayJ.ta'teta<;
crxe36v EO''tl 'taU'ta. J.lEAAOV'ta<; 0' E1tlX£tp£tV 'tU 1t£pt 'tU O''tOlX£ta 1tpayJ.ta't£t<t 0£t
1tpOOtaV01l81lvat 'tU 'tOtUO£. O'tl OUK EV0EX£'tat KaA&<; au'tl,v Ot£~£A8£tV J.til 1tp0U1tap~avtrov 'tpt&v 'trov P11811croJ.t£vrov · 7tp&'tov J.lEV au't&v 'trov <patvoJ.t£vrov KaA&<;
A1l<p8EV'tCOV' e1t£l'ta Otoptcr8EV'tCOV EV aU'tOt<; t&v 't£ 1tpO'tEprov Kat 'tWV UO''tEprov
op8&<;, 'tpt'tOV 3£ 'tOU O'UJ.l~aivovt6<; 't£ Kat OJ.lOAOYOUJ.lEVOU Ka'tu 'tp01tOV O'UVO<p8EV't0<;.
e1tet o£ 1tacr11<; e1ttcr'tftJ.t1l<;, il 'tt<; eK 1tpo~A11J.ta'trov 1tAet6vrov cruv£cr't11Kev, apxu<;
1tpOO'llKOV EO''tl Aa~etv €~ ibv Oetx8ftcretat 'tU J.lE'tU apxa<;, avayKatov av Etll AaJ.t~avetv 1tpocr£xov'ta<; ouo 'totcroe · 7tp&'tov J.lEV o1tro<; &A-118£<; 't£ Kat <patv6J.tevov eKacr'tov EO''tat 'tOOV apxoet8&v 1tpO~A11J.lU'tCOV' e1tet9' 01tCO<; 'tOlOU'tOV otov EV 1tpOO'tOt<; U1t0
'tll<; aicr8ftcrero<; cruvop&cr8at 'tWV 'tll<; apJ.lOVtKll<; 1tpayJ.ta'teta<; J.lEprov · 'to yap 1tCO<;
a1tat'tOUV cX1t00£t~tV OUK eO''ttV apxoetOE<;. Ka86A.ou 3' EV 'tql &pxecr8at7tapa't1lP1l'tEOV,
01tCO<; J.lTt't' ei<; 'ti,V U1t£popiav EJ.l1tl1t'tCOJ.l£V an6 'ttVO<; cprovil<; Ktvftcrero<; a£po<; apx6J.lEVOt, J.lTt't' a-b KUJ.l1t'tOV't£<; ev'to<; 1tOAAU 'trov oiKeirov anoAtJ.l1tavroJ.t£V (da Rios
54.11-55.7). Barker's translation of this passage (Greek Musical Writings, 2:15859) omits altogether the point Aristoxenus makes about taking care in the establishment of a principle (ev 'tfP &pxecr8at 1tapa't11P1l'tEov) and spoils the final
metaphor of falling into a foreign land or taking a sharp turn and losing one's
companions. Moreover, by translating 1tpo~A1lJ.la as "proposition" rather than
"problem," he obscures the technical relationship between Aristoxenus's vocabulary and the vocabulary of the Aristotelian Problemata, which he calls "Problems" (Greek Musical Writings, 2:85). Macran's translation of the passage (The
Harmonics of Aristoxenus, edited with translation, notes, introduction, and index
of words by HenryS. Macran [Oxford: Clarendon, 1902; reprint, Hildesheim: G.
Olms, 1974], 197-98), contrary to Barker's dismissal of it, is much closer to
Aristoxenus.
21 Belis, Aristoxene de Tarente et Aristote, 34-35 (following Laloy, Aristoxene de Tarente, 36), observes that such an arrangement echoes Aristotle's scientific procedure as o-utlined at the very beginning of the Physica.
22Laloy (Aristoxene de Tarente, 38-39) sees the "third book" as a "seconde
redc.1ction" of the Elementa.
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reference to the necessity of establishing principles from the
investigation of problems, and it is noteworthy that in this "third
book," Aristoxenus on several occasions calls the declarative statements "problems" (7tpoBA~Jlata).23 If these are the problems
anticipated by Aristoxenus in the first book of the Elementa harmonica, their appearance as part of a second book of this treatise
would be quite proper. In style and approach, the "third book"
seems to contrast both with De principiis and with the first book
of the Elementa harmonica, although the general points made by
the declarative statements match quite closely the subjects articulated in these works. While Greek scientific treatises tend not to
change their style and approach to such an extent from book to
book, this "third book" could well be the second book of the
Elementa harmonica, exactly as it is titled in the earliest of the
manuscripts.
The series of problems-or, in other words, the second book of
the Elementa harmonica-is truncated at the point where it
begins to consider the species of the interval of a fourth. It may
originally have included the larger intervals described in the first
book of the Elementa harmonica, and indeed, truncation may also
have occurred at the beginning of the series. Nevertheless,
enough remains to provide a clear picture of the overall content,
structure, and design of the Elementa harmonica.
Aristoxenus is highly systematic in the internal arrangement
of each treatise and the relationship of the Elementa to De principiis. The systematic internal arrangement can be discovered most
easily in De principiis, which seems to have survived more or less
complete until a point very near the end. The following outline
shows the order and arrangement of topics; beginning with section Ill, the parenthetical references note the relationship of each
section to the "Outline of the Study" articulated in section 11. References to the page and line numbers of Rosetta da Rios's edition
of the text are provided in brackets.

23For the reference from the first book of the Elementa harmonica, see the
quotation on the previous page. References to the declarative statements as
"problems" appear in da Rios 75.16, 78.3-4, 85.9, and 85.15.
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Aristoxenus, De principiis
I. Introduction [da Rios 5-7.8]
IlL Motion (II A) [dR 13.7-15.5]
A. The Harmonic Treatise (n
A. Continuous
&pJ.LOVtKT, npayJ.Latcia)
B. Intervallic
B. The Harmonicists (oi &pJ.LOVtKot)
IV. Stretching and Loosening (II B) [dR
15.6-16.14]
II. Outline of the Study [dR 7.9-12.18]
A. Motion of the Voice (1, tl1~ cprovft~
A. Movement
KtVT\<H~) [dR 7.9-22]
B. Contrasted to Height and Depth
1. speaking
V. Height and Depth (II C) [dR 16.152. singing
17.2]
B. Loosening, Stretching (avccrt~,
A. Cause and Effect
en{tacrt~) [dR 7.23-8.2]
B. Contrasted to Stretching and
C. Height, Depth (~aputl'\~, o~Utll~)
Loosening
VI. Pitch (II D) [dR 17.2-18.21]
[dR 8.2]
D. Pitch (tacrt~) [dR 8.2-3]
A. Definition
E. Compass (1, tou ~apeo~ t£ Kat
B. Comparison with the Definition
o~eo~ ~h&tacrtc;) [dR 8.5-7]
of the Physicists
F. Intervals (8tacrt~J.Lata): General
C. Contrasted to Stretching and
[dR 8.7-9]
Loosening, Height and Depth
G. Scales (crucrt~J.Lata): General [dR VII. Compass (II E) [dR 19.1-20.14]
A. Magnitude
8.9-10]
H. Melos (J.LEAoc;) [dR 8.11-9.2]
B. Smallness
1. musical
VIII. Notes (II 0) [dR 20.15-21.16]
2. other
A. Definition
B. Function
I. Continuity, Consecution
IX. Intervals (II F) [dR 21.17-22.3]
(cruvexcta, £~ft~) [dR 9.3-4]
A. Magnitude
J. Genera (yev11) [dR 9.5-10]
B. Consonant, Dissonant
K. Intervals: Simple, Complex
C. Compound, Simple
(acruv8ctoc;, cruv8ctoc;) [dR 9.10D. Genus
12]
E. Rational, Irrational
L. Synthesis (cruv8ccrtc;) [dR 9.12X. Scales (II G) [dR 22.3-23.8]
10.9]
A. Magnitude
M. Scales: Perfect and Others
B. Consonant, Dissonant
(tEAEtov, aAA.ov) [dR 10.10C.
Genus
11.10]
D. Rational, Irrational
N. Mixing of Genera (J.LtyYUJ.LEvoc;
E. Conjunct, Disjunct, Combined
t&v ycv&v) [dR 11.12-17]
F.Gapped,Continuous
0. Notes (cp86yyot) [dR 11.17-19]
G. Single, Double, Multiple
P. Position of the Voice (o tile;
XL
Melos
(II H) [dR 23.9-24.15]
cprovl1c; t6noc;) [dR 12.1-18]
A. Speech
Q. Conclusion [dR 13.1-6]
B. Music
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XII. Genera (II J) [dR 24.16-25.4]
A. Diatonic
B. Chromatic
C. Enharmonic
XIII. Intervals (II K) [dR 25.5-28.2]
A. Consonant, Dissonant
B. Consonant
1. largest
2. smallest
C. Whole-tone
1. half-tone
2. third-tone
3. quarter-tone
XIV. Notes (II 0) [dR 28.3-35.8]
A. Order
B. Immovable
C. Movable
1. lichanos
2. parhypate
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3. pycnon and diatonic
tetrachord
a. harmonia
b. color
c. hemiolic color
d. whole-tone color
e. low diatonic
f. high diatonic
g. comparisons
XV. Continuity and Consecution (II I)
[dR 35.9-38.6]
A. Continuity
1. speech
2. music
B. Consecution
1. contrast with continuity
2. musical function
a. fourth notes
b. fifth notes

Aristoxenus begins De principiis by carefully delimiting the
subject, defining his terms, and pointing out the errors of his predecessors. The study called "harmonics," he observes, pertains to
the theory of scales and tonoi; the use of these scales and tonoi for
poetic coloration is part of the larger science of music.24 Earlier
authors, the Harmonicists, had based their theory on a single
genus in the range of an octave, which they had represented in a
series of diagrams. Aristoxenus asserts that such an approach
demonstrates nothing at all, and he derides the Harmonicists for
their errors.25

24'tUJ'XUYEl yap o.Oaa 1tpc0't11 'tiDY 8ECOP1l'tlKIDY' 'taU't11~ 0' ecr'ttY OO"a O"UV'tEtVEl
npo~ 'tl,v 'tiDY O"UO"'t11!-!U'trov 'tE Kat 'toY mY 8Erop{ay .... 'tU 8' &vro'tEpoY oaa 8EropEt'tat XPCO!-!EY11~ -f18n 'tll~ not11'ttKil~ 'tot~ 'tE aucr'tft!-!aat Kat 'tot<; 'toYot<; ouKe'tt 'taU't11<;
ea'tiv' aAAa 'tll<; 'taU't11V 'tE Kat 'tU<; aAAa<; 7tEptEXOUO"rt<; f1tlO"'tTt!-!11<;, Ot' d)y 1tUV'ta
8EropEt'tat 'ta Ka'ta 1-!0UO"tKTtY (da Rios 5.7-6.5). On the tonoi, see pp. 318 and 322-

23 infra.
25Aristoxenus' s assertion is supported to some extent by the scalar tables pre-

served in Ptolemy Harmonica 2.14, to which Aristoxenus would have objected as
fundamentally unmusical. In addition to the supposed scales defined by Aristoxenus, Ptolemy' s tables represent scales of Archytas, Eratosthenes, Didymus, and
Ptolemy himself. Among this group, only Archytas lived prior to Aristoxenus.
The identity of the Harmonicists remains a matter of conjecture. For one possible
explanation, see Andrew Barker, "~01 KAAOYMENOI ~APMONIKOI: The Predeces-
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Although the precise nature of the Harmonicists' diagrams
cannot be determined, they may very well have been something
like the diagrams produced by later monochord theorists, especially those concerned with the subtle tuning problems of the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries C.E.26 Diagrams of this sort
indeed show the "close-packing" (Ka'tanuKvrocrt<;) of intervals that
Aristoxenus describes as a feature of the Harmonicists' diagrams,
and since they are intended to illustrate all the locations where
pitches might be found rather than any actual scale, they also fail
to show, in Aristoxenian terms, anything at all about actual scales
or tonoi.
Aristoxenus refers to Ka'ta1tuKvrocrt<; on only two occasions in
the treatise De principiis. The first instance occurs in section
II/P, 27 where he observes that there is a close relationship among
scales, positions of the voice, and the tonoi, a relationship that
must be examined not by close-packing, as do the Harmonicists,
but rather in the reciprocal melodic relationships of the scales
themselves. Aristoxenus adds that some of the Harmonicists
actually did touch on this subject quite by accident when they
closely packed the diagram, but he does not explain how this may
have occurred.28 The second reference to Ka'tanuKvrocrt<; appears in
section XV when Aristoxenus contrasts continuity (cruvexcta) and
consecution (£~11<;). Here, he observes that musical continuity is a
matter of the nature of melody, not a series of consecutive notes

sors of Aristoxenus," Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society 24 (1978):
1-21.'

26see, for example, the diagram generated from Prosdocimo de' Beldomandi's Parvus tractatulus de modo monacordum dividendi, ed. and trans. Jan W.
Herlinger, Greek and Latin Music Theory, vol. 4 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1987), 118.
27References to sections within the treatise will follow the outline on pp.
300-301 rather than the traditional "section" numbers, which simply reflect the
pagination of Meibom's edition and have nothing to do with the actual structure
of the treatise.
28nept 8£ crucr'trtJla'troY Kat 't01tOY oiKetO'tll'tO~ Kat 'tiDY 'tOYOOY AEK'tEOY ou npo~
'tllY Ka'ta1tUKYOOO"tY ~AE1tOY'ta~ Ka8anep oi apJ.LOYtKOt aA,A,a 'tllY 1tp0~ UAArtAa
JlEAcp8{ay 'tiDY crucr'trtJla'troY ot~ ent 'ttYroY 'tOYOOY KEtJlEYOt~ JlEAcp8e'icr8at cruJ.L~atYEt
npo~ aA.A.rtA.a ( da Rios 12.8-12).
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closely packed together on a chart with the smallest possible
interval separating one from another.29
The very first paragraphs of De principiis, then, make it clear
that Aristoxenus intends to define and deal with a series of constituent parts in order to establish a more complete and correct
view of the musical reality of scales and tonoi, the two primary
building-blocks of musical composition. As might be expected,
this accords with Aristotle's method as described at the very
beginning of his Physica: in any object of inquiry, one begins with
its primary conditions or first principles and carries these forward
to the basic elements. 3D In Physica 1.2, Aristotle observes that there
must be but a single principle or more than one, and this leads
him to the primary topic of motion, which occupies Physica 3
(200b12-202b29). Because motion involves change of position,
Physica 4 (208a27-213all) is devoted to a consideration of the
meaning of "position" ('t61toc;), including the regions of up and
down and the matter of size and dimension. Thus, it is surely no
coincidence that the first and last principles in Aristoxenus's list
are "Motion of the Voice" and "Position of the Voice." He links
them in his initial outline (section II/ A), which is filled with
echoes of Aristotle's Physica:
First of all these things, it is necessary to distinguish, for future reference,
"motion of the voice," so that with respect to melos, it may be treated as a
position. It happens that there is not just one style of motion: this aforesaid
motion is begun either by our speaking or by our singing (it is evident that
"high" and "low" are present in both of these, and the motion in which high
and low occur is a motion with respect to position), but both are not the same
species of motion. What difference there is between both of these has not by
any means been carefully distinguished, and indeed, since this has not been
distinguished, it is not altogether easy to speak about a note and what it
really is. If we do not wish to be in the same class as Lasus and certain of the
Epigonians who think that a note has breadth, it is necessary to speak about
this a little more accurately.3 1

29 t;rrt1l'tEOV Oe 'tO <lUVEXE<; OUX roe; ot apJlOVtKOt ev 'tat<; 'tWV OtaypaJlJla'troV

Ka'ta1tUKVcOOEOtV cl1tOOtOOVat 1tetprov'tat, 'tOU'tOU<; cl1tO<patVOV'tE<; 'tWV cp96yyrov E~ll<;
&A.A.l1A.rov KEtcrSat otc; OUJl~E~1lKE 'tO eA.axtcr'tOV 8tacr't11Jla OtexetV a<p' au'trov ....
&A.A.a npoc; 1:~v 1:1lc; JleA.cp8iac; cpucrtv 1tetpa1:eov ~A.enetv Ka'tavoe'iv 'te npo9uJlOUJlevov
'tt Jle'ta 'tt necpuKev i1 cprovil 8tacr't11Jla 'tt9evat Ka'ta JleA.oc; (da Rios 36.1-5, 14-16).
30'tO'tE yap oi6Jle9a ytvrocrKEtv eKacr'tov, o1:av 1:a at'tta yvrop{crroJlEV 1:a np&1:a
Kat 'tac; apxac; 'tac; 1tpcO'tac; Kat JlEXPt 'tiDV cr'tOtXEtrov (Bekker 184a12-14).
31 I1p&1:ov JlEV oi>v &nav1:rov 1:1lv 'tll<; cprovilc; KtV1lcrtv 8toptcr't£ov 1:cp JlEAAOV'tt
1tpayJla'teucr9at 1tept JleAouc; au't~V 't~V Ka'ta 't01tOV. ou yap et<; 'tp01t0<; aU'tll<; rov
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After briefly introducing the remaining topics in section II/BP, Aristoxenus concludes (section II/Q) that these and only these
are the topics of harmonic science (apJ.lOVtKTt entcr'tllJ.lll); beyond
lies a more advanced science, about which he promises to speak at
the proper time. First, however, he intends to detail each topic of
this primary science.
In sections Ill-VI, Aristoxenus draws important distinctions
among continuous and intervallic motion of the voice; movement from low to high vocal register, by the analogy of stretching
and relaxing strings; the condition of height and depth, which
results from the process of stretching and relaxing; and pitch itself.
When the human voice moves its position continuously "so as to
seem to be nowhere stationary," Aristoxenus defines the result as
speaking. But when the voice moves from specific positions to
other specific positions-that is, it stands upon one pitch after
another, "stepping over the positions bounded by the pitches"-,
Aristoxenus observes that "this phenomenon is present not in
speaking but in singing."32 The more precise the intervallic positioning, the more accurate the melos will appear to the senses. In
order for the voice to move from one position to another, it must
stretch to a higher position and relax to a lower. These stretchings
and relaxings must be imperceptible in singing, and at the end of
each process, a position of height or depth will have been reached.
The action of stretching and relaxing is differentiated from the
condition of height and depth, and the actions and conditions
themselves are also differentiated. Thus, Aristoxenus identifies
"five items distinct from one another: pitch, height, depth, and in
addition to these, relaxing and stretching."33 The casual observer
'tUYXcXVEt · KtVEt'tat JleV yap Kat OtaAEYOJlfVCOV llJlCOV Kat JlEAqlOOUV'tCOV 'ti,V EipT}J.leVT}V KlVT}Otv-O~u yap Kat ~apu of}A.ov ro~ ev UJlq>O'tepot~ 'tOU'tOt<; EVEO'ttV' aU'tT} o'
ecr'ttV T, Ka'ta 't01tOV Ka9' nv o~u 't£ Kat ~apu yt"(VE'tat-aA.A.' ou 'taU'tOV £tOo<; 'tll<;
Ktvilcrero<; eKa'tepa<; ecr'tiv. e1ttJlEAro<; 8' ou8£vt 1tro1to't£ y£yevrt'tat 1t£pt 'tOU'tou
OtOptcrat 'tt<; eKa'tepa<; aU'tCOV i, Ota<popa · Kat 'tOt 'tOU'tOU Jlil Otoptcr9eV'tO<; OU 1tcXVU
p~8tov £i1t£tV 1t£pt <p96nou 'tt 1tO't' EO'ttV. avayKatov 8£ 'tOV ~OUAOJ.!EVOV Jlil 1tcXOX£tV
o7t£p Aacro<; 't£ Kat 'trov 'E7ttyov£irov 'ttve<; e1ta8ov, 1tAa'to<; au'tov oirt8ev't£<; exetv,
ei1t£tV 1t£pt <XU'tOU JllKpov aKpt~ecr'tepov (da Rios 7.9-22). On Lasus and Epigonus in

connection with this passage, see also chapter 3, p. 271 supra.
32 ... rocr't£ JlT}O<XJ.!OU OOKEtV tcr'tacr8at. ... U1t£p~aivoucra J..teV 'tOU<; 1t£ptEXOJleVOU<;
U1t0 'tCOV 'tcX<J£(0V 't01tOU<; ... 'tOV 'tOU'tO <patVOJlEVOV 1tOt£tV ouKe'tt A.ey£tV <pacrlv &A.A.'
~OEtv

(da Rios 14.14, 13.18-20, and 14.16-17).

330'tt J..teV o.Ov 1teV't£ 'taU't' ecr'ttV aA.A.ilA.rov E'tepa, 'tacrt<; 't£ Kat O~U'tT}<; Kat
~apU'tT}<; 1tpo<; 8£ 'tOU'tOt<; avecri<; 't£ Kat E1tt'tacrt<;, ...

(da Rios 18.18-20).
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might think that height and depth are synonymous with pitch,
but Aristoxenus recognizes the need for a more functional definition: for now, he simply states that pitch is "a certain hesitation
and positioning of the voice."34
Aristoxenus realizes that by defining pitch as hesitation and
position, he seems to contradict the physical definition of sound
as a pulsation of the air. He therefore clarifies that the terms in his
definition refer to a specific condition of pitch in which the
motions that produce it remain stable. The simple physical definition of pitch provides no basis for differentiating among pitches:
all pitches are motion. Aristoxenus's definition, by contrast, is
more subtle because it allows for differentiation of pitch by position, and in consequence the relationship of one pitch to another
in the context of a musical phenomenon can become an important part of its definition.
With the broadest phenomena of music established, Aristoxenus now undertakes to provide essential limitations in sections
VII-X. While the compass between depth and height may be limitless in physical theory, in terms of harmonic science, the compass is clearly subject to the limitations of human and instrumental voices, or in other words, "the production of sound and the
discrimination of it, that is, the voice and the hearing."35 In the
case of the smallest compass, Aristoxenus thinks the voice and
hearing reach their limits with the smallest diesis, approximately
a quarter tone. He concedes that hearing can extend beyond the
largest compass a voice can produce, but this does not alter his
premise: in terms of practical musical sounds, "the compass of
depth and height will not be extended into infinity with respect to
either position. "36
In the outline of section II, Aristoxenus had not proposed to
discuss notes in detail until section XIV, but in order to further
define compass in musical terms as a series of intervals and scales,
he must define a note (<p86yyo<;). He has used the term a few times
in passing prior to this point, but now in section VIII he clarifies
its meaning by carefully building his definition on terms he has
34)lovil 'tt~ Kat cr'tacrt~ 'tll~ <provfl~ (da Rios 17.3-4).
35np6~ 'tc 'tO <p9cyyO)lcVOV Kat 'tO Kptvov. 'taU'ta
(da Rios 19.11-12).

o'

ecr'ttV

t1

't£ <provi) Kat

'h

UKOll

3611 'tou ~apeo~ 't£ Kat 6~£o~ Ota'tacrt~ ouK ci~ &nctpov e<p' eKa'tcpa Ktvrt9ilcr£'tat
(da Rios 20.9-10).
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already introduced and developed: <prov'll (voice), tacrt<; (pitch), and
<p8eyyoJ.Lat (produce a sound):
To speak briefly, a falling of the voice on one pitch is a note. Then, it
appears to be a note as such because it is ordered in a melos and stands harmonically on a single pitch. Now such is a note.3 7

The definition is at once economical and highly sophisticated. It
distinguishes among a voice, which is merely articulate sound; a
single pitch, which is merely a position of a voice; and a note,
which is a production of sound at a single relative ordered position within a coherent musical composition, a melos.38
Building on his definition of the note, Aristoxenus quickly
observes that an interval (BtacrtllJ.La) is bounded by two notes of
different pitch while a scale (crucrtllJ.L<X) comprises more than one
interval. In a sense, he had already assumed the concept of an
interval in distinguishing between continuous and intervallic
motion of the voice, but this more specific, albeit brief, restatement in the context of his newly concentrated definition of the
note helps to focus definition of the interval in terms of musical
function. Aristoxenus recognizes that there may be some objections to these brief definitions: "For it is hard in all things, especially those in principle, to say that a definition is both unassailable and a critical interpretation, and especially in the case of these
three things: note, interval, and scale."39 With this request for
37 <H>V'tOJ.HO~ J,LeV o.Ov eine'iv <provfl~ 1t'trocrt~ E1tt J.Ltav 'tacrtv 0 <p86yyo~ ecr'tt. 'tO't£
yap <pa{ve'tat <p86yyo~ etvat 'totou'to~ oio~ ei~ J.LeA.oc; 'ta't'tecr8at ftpJ.LocrJ.Levov ('to)
ecr'tavat E1tt J.Lt&~ 'tacreroc;. 0 J.LeV o.Ov <p86yyo~ 'tOtOU'tO~ EO''ttV (da Rios 20.16-19).
3Bon the meaning of melos, see chapter 2, pp. 25-26 supra. Previous editors
such as Meibom, Marquard, Westphal, and Macran have found the passage inadequate and have emended it by reading (hav ft <prov'h <pavn ecr'tavat in place of da
Rios's simpler reading ('to) ecr'tavat. Barker's translation (Greek Musical Writings, 2:136) follows the emended text and reads "for it is when the voice appears
to rest at one pitch that there seems to be a note capable of being put into a position in a harmonically attuned melody." The emended text, however, obscures
Aristoxenus' s meaning on a number of points: most important, it is clearly not his
point that a note is capable of being placed in a melos when it appears to rest on a
single pitch but rather that it is a note because it stands on a single pitch ordered
in a melos. It is the context that differentiates a note from a pitch, not the characteristic of it being a single pitch, which would provide no basis for differentiating between a note and a pitch.
39xaAe1tOV yap unep naV't(l)V J.LeV l()(l)~ 'tCOV £v apxn A.6yov cXV€1ttA1l1t'tOV 'te Kat
8t1lKPt~roJ.LeV1lV EPJ.LllVetav exov'ta P118flvat, oux tlKtcr'ta 8£ 7tept 'tptrov 'tOU'trov,
<p86yyou 'te Kat 8tacr't-flJ.La'toc; Kat crucr't-flJ.La'to~ (da Rios 21.13-16).
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forbearance, he proceeds to a development in the two following
sections (IX-X) on intervals and scales. The definition of the note,
of course, will be considerably expanded in section XIV.
· Aristoxenus stresses the primacy of intervals by formulating
five distinctions-magnitude, consonant or dissonant, simple or
compound, genus, and rational or irrational-that also provide
the first four distinctions applied to scales. Only the third distinction cannot be applied to scales because by definition, all scales
contain within themselves more than one interval. Three additional distinctions are then posited for scales: conjunct, disjunct,
or combined; gapped or continuous; and single, double, or multiple. Each of these, Aristoxenus promises, will later be explained,
and in fact, a discussion of conjunct, disjunct, and combined scales
does appear in the Elementa. In the midst of it, the surviving treatise is truncated. Nevertheless, a reasonably clear view of all these
distinctions survives in later treatises, if not always in Aristoxenus's own distinctive language.40
.To this point, with the exception of section VIII, Aristoxenus
has followed the order of topics outlined in section 11/ A-G. Each
of these topics can be applied to some extent both to the speaking
and to the singing voice. Motion, stretching and loosening, height
and depth, pitch, compass, and even interval and scale (sections
III-VII and IX-X)-none of these has to be conceived in specifically musical terms, and Aristoxenus is clearly aware of the duality as he develops the concepts. In section XI, however, Aristoxenus uses the duality of the term "melos" itself to concentrate his
focus on the specifically musical.
Now that these matters concerning melos have been distinguished and
defined, we should attempt to outline what indeed is the nature of melos. It
has been defined that motion of the voice in melos must be intervallic, and so
musical melos is distinguished by this from speech-song. Speech-song is said
to be a sort of melos composed of the accents in the words, for this stretching
and loosening is natural in speaking. 41 Since harmonious melos must be comprised not only of intervals and notes but also needs a synthesis of a certain

40see chapters 5 and 6 infra.
41 For a full discussion of the natural rise and fall of pitch inherent in the
Greek language, and the extent to which the accents are indicative of it, see
Stanford, Sound of Greek (see chapter 2, n. 87); and W. Sidney Alien, Accent and

Rhythm: Prosodic Features of Latin and Greek: A Study in Theory and Reconstruction, Cambridge Studies in Linguistics, vol. 12 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973).
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kind and not happenstance-it is evident that the comp.rising of intervals
and notes is a common thing, for it arises even in anharmonious melos-, so,
since this is true, the greatest part and fullest inclination towards the correct arrangement of melos has to be understood in terms of synthesis and its
individual nature. It is evident that musical melos will, on the one hand,
differ from melos arising in diction by its use of intervallic motion of the
voice and, on the other hand, differ from anharmonious and faulty melos in
the difference of the synthesis of simple intervals. As to this synthesis, it
will be shown in the future what is its manner; for now, let us generally say
only this much: although there are many differences of harmonious melos
with respect to the synthesis of intervals, nevertheless, there is a certain
thing that, with respect to every harmonious melos, is said to be one and the
same thing; it has so great a function that if this is removed, harmoniousness
is removed. This will be the single matter of the treatise as it proceeds. Now
let musical melos be thus distinguished from the others.42

As has been characteristic of Aristoxenus, this section, too, is
concerned with developing subtle definitions that address the
musical phenomena. By emphasizing that the intervals must be
organized in a certain manner, Aristoxenus distinguishes between
simple intervallic motion of the voice, as earlier defined, and a
certain type that may properly be termed musical melos. The key
is "synthesis," by which Aristoxenus means a coherent musical
arrangement of intervals. Although the concept has appeared in
De principiis prior to this point, especially in section II/L, Aristoxenus does not clarify its meaning until section XV:

42ro{yrrov 8' OU'tO)~ acproptO"f.lEVO)V 'tc Kat 1tpo8t11P11f.lEVO)V 1tcpt f.lEAOU~ &v clll ll!ltV
1tctpa-r£ov uno-ru1t&crat -ri 1tO't' £cr-rtv 'h cpucrt<; au-rou. o-rt !lEV o-\)v 8taO"'tll!la'ttKilv £v
au-rcp 8ct 'tllV 'tll~ <provl1~ KtVllO"tV ctvat 1tpO€tP11'tat, OOCJ'tc 'tOU Y£ A.oyro8ou~ Kcxroptcr'tat -rau-rn -ro !loucrtKov !lEAo~ · A.eyc'tat yap 8il Kat A.oy&8£~ 'tt !lEAo~, to cruyKctf.lcvov
EK 'tOOV n:pocrcp8t&v -r&v ev 'tOt~ OVO!laO"tV. cpUO"tKOV yap 'tO E1tt't€tV€tV Kat avtevat ev
-rep 8taAeyccr8at. E1t£t 8' ou !lOvov EK 8taO"'tll!lcX'trov 't£ Kat cp86yyrov cruvccr'tavat
8ct 'tO llP!lOCJ!lEVOV !lEAO~, aA.A.a npocrbct'tat cruv8£crcro~ 'ttVO~ 1tOtU~ Kat ou 'tll~ -ruxou0"11~-811A.ov yap ro~ 'tO y' EK 8taO"'tllf.lcX'tO)V 'tc Kat cp86yyrov O"UVcCJ'tavat KOtVOV
EO"'ttV' un:apxct yap Kat 'tfP avap!lOO"'tq>-, rocr-r' f1tct8il 'tou8' OU'tO)~ EX£t, 'tO !lEYtO"'tOV
!lEPO~ Kat 1tA€tCJ'tllV exov p01tllV ci~ 'tllV ope&~ yt"(VO!lEVllV crucr-racrtv 'tOU !lEAOU~ ('to)
1tcpt -rilv cruv8ccrtv 1tOU Kat 'tllV 'taU'tll~ i8tO'tll'ta U1tOA1l1t'tEOV ctvat. crxcOOV <>n cpav£p6v, o-rt -rou !lEV ent -rl1~ A.£~cro~ ytyvo!l£vou f.lEAou~ -rep 8tacr'tll!la'ttKil xp1lcr8at -rn -rl1~
cprovil~ KtVllO"ct 8totcr£t 'tO !lOUO"tKOV !lEAO~, 'tOU ()' avap!lOO"'tOU Kat ~tllJ.tap'tllf.lEVOU 'tU
'tU~ cruv9£crcro~ Otacpop~ 'tll~ 'tWV acruv9£'troV OtaO"'tll!lcX'tO)V. 1tcpt ,~ EV 'tOt~ E1tct'ta
8ctx81lcrc'tat 'tt<; ecr'ttv au'tll~ 6 -rp6no~, nA.'hv enl -rocrou-r6v y' cipilcr8ro Ka86A.ou Kat
vuv, o'tt noA.A.a~ exov-ro~ Otacpopa~ 'tou 'hP!lOcr!l£vou Kata 'tllv 'trov 8tacr'tll!la-rrov cruv8ccrtv, oJ.tro~ ecr"tt 'tt -rotou-rov oKa-ra nav'to~ TtP!lOO"!levou pT\8-.lcrc-rat £v 't£ Kat 'tau-r6v,
'tOtaU'tllV exov OuVa!ltV oYav au'tnv avatpOU!lEVllV avatpctV 'tO llP!lOO"!lEVOV. anA.ouv 8'
ecr-rat npo!oucr11~ 'tll~ npay!la'tcta~. 'to f.lEV o-\)v f.lOUO"tKov f.lEAo~ &no 'trov &A.A.rov ou'tro~
acpropicr8ro (da Rios 23.9-24.13).
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It is apparent that there is a certain nature of continuity in melody, as there
is in diction in terms of the synthesis of letters; for in the nature of speaking,
the voice, with respect to each of the syllables, places one of the letters first
and second and third and fourth and so on for the rest of the numbers; not
every one after every one, rather there is a certain natural outgrowth of the
synthesis. This is nearly the same in singing where the voice places, with
respect to continuity, the intervals and the notes, observing a natural synthesis, not singing every interval after every interval, whether equal or
unequal. 43

Contrary to this natural musical synthesis are the closely
packed diagrams of the Harmonicists, which suggest that one
might sing every pitch or any set of pitches, one after another,
without regard to musical logic. In fact, when Aristoxenus first
introduces the concept of synthesis in section II/L-M as one of the
important topics to be treated, he notes that the Harmonicists and,
in particular, Eratocles failed to properly understand this crucial
musical concept and, in consequence, the musical phenomena
themselves.
Aristoxenus's references to Eratocles, though offered in passing, nevertheless make it clear that Aristoxenus regarded the
fourth and the fifth, not the octave, as the primary intervallic or
scalar components of music and music theory. Eratocles, it seems,
was simply interested in the possible cyclic orderings of the intervals in an octave, which led him-long before Ptolemy's Harmonica-to observe seven species.44 Aristoxenus derides this
43<paive-rat 8£ 'tOtaU'tll 'tt~ <pUcrt~ etvat 'tOU cruvexou~ ev -rn J.leAcp8{~ ota Kat ev
-rn AE~et 1tept -r'hv -r&v ypaJ.Lj..lcX't(OV cruv9ecrtv. Kat yap ev 'tql 8taAE')'ecr9at <pUO"et 11
<prov'h Ka9' eKacr-rnv -r&v ~uA,A,a~&v 7tp&-r6v -rt Kat 8eu-repov -r&v ypaJ.LJ.La-rrov
-rt91l<H Kat -rp{-rov Kat -re-rap-rov Kat Ka-ra 'tOU<; AOt1tOU~ apt9J..LOU<; rocrau-rro<;, ou 1tnV
f.le'ta 1tnV' aAA' EO"'tt -rotau-rn 'tt~ <pUO"tK'h au~ncrt~ -rfl~ cruv9€crero~. 1tapa1tAf\O"tro~ 8£
Kat ev -rip J.leAcpOetV EOtKeV 11 <prov'h -rt9evat Ka-ra cruvexetav -ra 're OtaO"'tTlf.!U'ta
Kat 'tOU~ <p9oyyou~ <pUO"tKllV 'ttVa cruv9ecrtv 8t<pUAa-r-roucra, OU 1tnV J..Le'ta 1tnv 8uiO"'t1'\f.LU J.leAcp8oucra ou-r' tcrov OU't' avtcrov (da Rios 35.10-36.1).
44Ptolemy's Harmonica is discussed on pp. 429-94 infra. For an overview of
the various species of the octave, fifth, and fourth, and their treatment in early
theoretical sources, see Andre Barbera, ~~'Octave Species," Journal of Musicology 3
(1984): 229-41. Inasmuch as Ptolemy's theoretical formulations of octave species
and their related tonoi are commonly reported in modern textbooks and works of
scholarship as if they were full and accurate representations of the ancient Greek
theoretical system, it is important to stress two points: first, Ptolemy' s seven
octave species are adaptations from earlier sources; and second, Aristoxenus, five
hundred years earlier than Ptolemy and the only author of a surviving treatise
nearly contemporary with the music of the Periclean Age, rejects this approach
as entirely at variance with the phenomena.
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mechanical manipulation because it does not take into account
the possible species of the fifth and fo11rth and the various musical syntheses, which would produce many more than seven
species.45
With melos firmly established as a musical phenomenon,
Aristoxenus must return to the topics of intervals (section XIII)
and notes (section XIV) in order to define them· in more specific
musical terms. But first, in section XII, he introduces the three
melodic genera: diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic. He remarks
merely that the diatonic is the oldest and most natural, the chromatic somewhat younger, and the enharmonic the highest and
most difficult for the senses. Their intervallic components are
gradually specified in the course of section XIII.
Aristoxenus's earlier description of intervals involved five distinctions-magnitude, consonant or dissonant, simple or compound, genus, and rational or irrational-but now, because his
focus has been concentrated, he proposes to subsume the first
within the second. The smallest consonant interval is a fourth
and any consonant interval added to the octave will also be consonant.46 Building on his earlier observations in section VII about
the potentially infinite but practically limited expansion of magnitude, he proposes that the interval of a double-octave-and-a-fifth
is the largest range of a human or instrumental voice. Larger
45Eratocles (fl. fifth century B.C.E. ?) is unknown apart from Aristoxenus' s
references. Aristoxenus also criticizes the formulation of seven octave species in
the Elementa (see pp. 333-34 infra). From at least as early as the sixteenth century, it has been regularly and commonly asserted by scholars that Aristoxenus
conceptualized an equally tempered octave, but in fact Aristoxenus's treatises
show little interest in the octave, and within the intervals of the fourth and
fifth, his system does not exhibit equal temperament. See Malcolm Litchfield,
"Aristoxenus and Empiricism: A Reevaluation Based on His Theories," Journal of
Music Theory 32 (1988): 51-73.
46Jt is important to note that Aristoxenus, although undoubtedly raised
within the Pythagorean tradition (see p. 294 supra), quite deliberately avoids
any of the traditional so-called Pythagorean ratios or explanations for these
consonances, and in fact, by observing that consonant intervals added to the
octave remain consonant, he is implicitly contradicting the common Pythagorean
proof that the interval of an octave-and-a-fourth is dissonant because it cannot
be expressed with a multiple or a superparticular ratio. For a fuller discussion of
this matter, seep. 325 infra and Andre Barbera, "The Consonant Eleventh and
the Expansion of the Musical Tetractys: A Study in Ancient Pythagoreanism,"
Journal of Music Theory 28 (1984): 191-223.
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intervals, such as the triple or quadruple octave, might be produced if the range were taken from the highest note produced by
one instrument or voice to the lowest produced by another,47 but
this does not alter his basic premise that the magnitude of consonant intervals is limited by musical practice: "It is evident from
the preceding statements that in the small dimension, the nature
of melos gives the fourth as the smallest of the consonant intervals, and in the large dimension, the largest is defined by our
capability."48
Although the interval of a fifth has been barely mentioned by
Aristoxenus to this point, he takes it for granted as one "of the
first consonant intervals" {'trov npro-rrov cruJ. uprovrov ), and by subtracting the interval of a fourth from it, he now produces the wholetone interval (-ro 'tOVtatov ouicr-rru.ta). This is then parted into three
divisions-the half-tone, third-tone, and quarter-tone-to match
respectively the diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic genera.
Returning to the topic of notes, Aristoxenus proceeds in section XIV to explore them in detail. He begins by relating the interval of a fourth to the "tetrachord," which derives its name from
the fact that it contains four notes. Aristoxenus does not draw any
special attention to this observation, which may seem self-evident, but it is nevertheless important: if the interval of a fourth
were extended over the close-packed diagram of a Harmonicist, it
could easily encompass many more than four notes. In associating
his smallest consonant interval with the tetrachord, Aristoxenus
once again links the more general definition with the more specific musical manifestation and implicitly stresses that consideration of notes must accord with musical phenomena rather than
hypothetical possibility.
The tetrachord from hypate to mese is then posited for use in
examining each of the genera; Aristoxenus sees no need to define
these note-names since they are "so well known to the adherents
of music."49 This tetrachord is chosen because it contains two
47For this possibility with respect to the auloi, see pp. 194 and 213-14 supra.
48o·n. J.Lev ouv e1tt J.Lev 'to J.LtKpov ft 'tou JlEAou~ cpucrt~ au't'h 'to 8u1 'ttcrcraprov
EAUXt<J'tOV a1to8{8rocrt 'tOOV <JUJ.L<provrov' E1tl 8£ 'tO J.LEY<l 'tU ft!J.c'tEp~ 1tffi~ 'tO JlEYt<J'tOV
opt~c't<lt 8uvaJ.Lct, crxc8ov 8flA.ov EK 'tOOV cipn!J.EVIDV (da Rios 27.8-11 ).
49yvroptJ.Lro'ta'tT\ 'tOt~ a1t'tOJlEVot~ JlOU<JtKfl~ (da Rios 29.1-2). The precise state of
the technical vocabulary-that is, the names of notes and tetrachords and the
conception of the Greater, Lesser, and Perfect Immutable Systems-prior to the
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movable notes-the parhypate and lichanos, which define each
genus according to their position-bounded by notes that are
immovable-the hypate and mese-and therefore do not change
their position from one genus to the next.SO The lichanos, Aristoxenus proposes, may move over the range of a whole-tone, while
the parhypate moves only within the limited range of a diesis,
that is, a quarter-tone. The notes can never overlap, "for whenever the parhypate and the lichanos reach the same pitch, the one
stretching and the other loosening, there the positions have an
end."5 1 If the interval between the lichanos and the hypate is
smaller than the interval between the lichanos and the mese, the
smaller interval is called a pycnon (nuKv6v).
With this general outline of the notes in a tetrachord and their
relative functions and positions, Aristoxenus quite casually proposes that the interval of a fourth is equivalent to two-and-a-half
tones, and then, in a somewhat laborious fashion involving division of the whole-tone into twelve parts, he gradually defines six
specific pycna, as illustrated in figure 51. Later theorists may
expand the division of the tone into twenty-four parts, express the
divisions in terms of ratios instead of parts, or provide somewhat
different names for the various pycna, but Aristoxenus's basic
design remains the standard for all subsequent theorists who concern themselves with the subject of genera.52

time of Aristoxenus is, of course, unknown, but it is probable he could take for
granted his audience's acquaintance with much of the basic terminology preserved in the treatise of Cleonides. Readers unfamiliar with this terminology
may wish to examine the figure on p. 374 infra.
50 Aristoxenus does not, of course, associate these notes with any specific
pitches, but the tetrachord might be conveniently envisioned as the fourth
bounded by the pitches e' and a'.
Slotav yap E1tt 'tltV autitv tacrtv chptKOlV't<Xt 11 't£ 1t<XpU1tcX't11 Kat ft A.txav6~,
J..LeV E1tt't£tVOJ..LEVrt ft o' avt£J..LEV11, 1tEpa~ exoucrtv oi 't01t0t (da Rios 30.14-16).

ft

52For a useful survey of the genera across the theoretical tradition, see Andre
Barbera, "Arithmetic and Geometric Divisions of the Tetrachord," Journal of
Music Theory 21 (1977): 294-323.
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Figure 51.

After specifying the various positions for lichanoi and parhypatai, Aristoxenus is quick to dispel any implication that these
might be six specific and fixed points. Rather, the positions are
ranges within which the notes may fall,53 according to the particular coloration of the music. Thus, the specific points on which
lichanoi and parhypatai might fall are potentially unlimited in
number.
This conception is extraordinarily bold. All at once, it seems,
Aristoxenus casts aside the traditional Pythagorean ratios, with
their inherent limitations for illustrating subtle but nonetheless
real divisions of musical space, replacing ratios with a fundamentally spatial concept that is perfectly suited to express a range of
potential movement. This new conception would be attacked by
later theorists and scholars to the present day as empirically faulty
and impossible in terms of Pythagorean mathematics, but Aristoxenus did not intend the conception to be empirically or mathematically verifiable: it is, rather, a geometric idealization perfectly
53Jn the Elementa, Aristoxenus will refer to each of these as a" shade" (xp6a.);
in De principiis, he uses the term only once in passing, when he states "it is necessary to speak about them [i.e., the positions of the lichanos and parhypate] with
respect to their genera and shades" (1tepl 8£ 'trov Ka'ta ('ta) y£v11 te Kat 'ta<;
xp6a.<; AfK'tEOV [da Rios 30.18-19]).
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in keeping with a treatise De principiis in the Aristotelian tradition. In the Topica (6.6 [145a15]), Aristotle identifies three types of
sciences: poetical, practical, and theoretical. Poetical science deals
with phenom~n~, practical science deals with the actual performance of a task, and theoretical science, highest of the three, transcends the limitations of sensory experience in the exercise of pure
reason.5 4 As Aristotle defines it in Metaphysica l.l, "the theoretical sciences have more of the nature of wisdom than the poetical;
it is evident then that this science is wisdom about certain causes
and principles."55 Although Aristoxenus is concerned with an
accurate observation of musical phenomena as the basis for his
theory, he makes it clear at the very beginning of De principiis
that the subject of his study is "first among the theoretical sciences," and later, in the Elementa, he obsetves that ~'~what requires
demonstration is not taken as a principle." Thus, the principia are
intended to be conceptual, not demonstrable.56
Aristoxenus's discussion of melos, genera, intervals, and notes
in sections XI-XIV departs somewhat from the order of topics proposed in the outline of section II (II/H, J, K, and 0), but it forms a
logical unfolding of principles. With the establishment of intervallic ranges within which individual notes can mark out the
various genera, Aristoxenus quite reasonably turns his attention
in section XV to one of the topics so far omitted: continuity and
consecution (II/I). Although a departure from the order of the
outline, it is difficult to envision how the placement of notes one
after another could have been properly treated prior to this point.
Continuity and consecution, as already noted,5 7 are closely
related to musical logic, or synthesis; the opposite of musical continuity and consecution is the impression conveyed by the closely
54Aristotle Ethica Nicomachea 10.7 (1177a12-1178a8).
SSai 8£ 9eroprrruca1 -r&v 1tOt1l'ttKrov flUAAov. o-rt flEV o.Ov ft cro<p{a 1tepi -rtva<;
ai-rta<; Kat apxa<; E<T'ttV E1ttcr'tilfl11, 311A.ov (Bekker 982a1-3).
561tpcO't1l -r&v 9eropll'tt1CCOV (da Rios 5.8); 'tO yap 1tffi<; a1tat'tOUV cX1tOOet~tV OUK
ecr-rtv apxoetOe<; (da Rios 55.3-4). See also pp. 321-22 infra. For an excellent assessment of Aristoxenus's conceptual achievement, see Richard Crocker, "Aristoxenus
and Greek Mathematics," in Aspects of Medieval and Renaissance Music: A
Birthday Offering to Gustave Reese, ed. Jan LaRue (New York: W. W. Norton,
1966), 96-110. Litchfield, "Aristoxenus and Empiricism," 51-73, explores the idealism of Aristoxenus and debunks the common notion of Aristoxenus' s treatise as a
fundamentally empirical compendium.
S7see pp. 308-9 supra.
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packed diagrams of the Harmonicists, composed of the smallest
possible intervals placed one after another. Such a diagram
implies, according to Aristoxenus, that the voice might be
expected to sing as many as twenty-eight consecutive dieses, when
in fact the voice cannot sing more than two consecutive dieses. He
observes that if the voice sings two dieses in ascent, the next
interval must be the remainder of a fourth, or "eight times the
smallest diesis or smaller by a wholly tiny and unmelodic interval" ;58 if the voice sings two dieses in descent, the next interval
must be at least as large as a whole-tone. It is important to note
that Aristoxenus qualifies this state1nent by conceding that the
remainder of the tetrachord after subtracting the two enharmonic
dieses may be slightly smaller than the remaining twenty-four
parts (see figure 51). This is, of course, true, and it demonstrates
that far from being unaware of the mathematical or empirical
problems in his spatial conception, he was acutely aware of them.
They do not matter, however: as the interval is musically negligible, it is irrelevant to the theoretical conception.

Aristoxenus does not, of course, mean that the voice could not
physically sing more than two dieses in sequence, but rather that
the voice cannot sing more notes than exist in the musical sense
he has defined. For example, after the hypate, parhypate, and
lichanos (the lower three notes of his tetrachord) have been sung
in ascent, separated by two enharmonic dieses, the only remaining
58'tou'to 8' EO''ttv ll'tOt OK'tanA.acrtov 'tTl~ £A.axtcr't11~ Otecrero~ 11 J.LtKpip 'ttvt nav'teA&<; Kat aJleAcponncp eAa't'tov (da Rios 36.9-11). Andrew Barker (Greek Musical Writings, 2:145, n. 17; and "Aristides Quintilianus and Constructions in Early
Music Theory," Classical Quarterly n.s. 32 [1982]: 184-97) observes that the reference to twenty-eight consecutive dieses is problematic, since there are only
twenty-four in the octave. There are, however, several possible explanations.
The range between the Hypodorian and Hyperlydian tonoi is an octave and a
tone, or in other words, twenty-eight dieses. If a Harmonicist constructed a diagram of the fifteen tonoi accommodating all the possible pitches, it would be in
the shape of a wing (such a diagram is described by Aristides Quintilianus De
musica 1.11) and the two central tetrachords would indeed encompass twentyeight consecutive dieses. In the Elementa, Aristoxenus in fact ascribes just this
sort of closely packed diagram to the Harmonicists (see pp. 326-27 infra). It
might be countered, however, that beginning with Cleonides, later Greek theorists attribute only thirteen tonoi to Aristoxenus, asserting that the two highest
tonoi were added by younger theorists. Nevertheless, in the surviving parts of
the Elementa, Aristoxenus makes no such statement and firmly ascribes to the
Harmonicists the naming of the tonoi.
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note is the mese above. If, on the other hand, a second tetrachord
were assumed above and the two tetrachords were separated by
the tone of disjunction, after the paranete, trite, and paramese had
been sung in descent, only the mese of the tetrachord below could
follow. Figure 52 may help to illustrate the arrangement.
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Figure 52.

This single example is, of course, hardly adequate to explain all
the possible instances of musical logic. Aristoxenus promises a
fuller explication in the Elementa.59
Having established that intervals cannot simply be strung
together without regard for the functional reality of musical notes,
59"How it [i.e., continuity and consecution] arises and what intervals are or
are not placed after what intervals will be shown in the Elementa" (n&<; be

ev

y{yve-rat Kat -r{ J.t£'ta -r{ 8uicr-rrtJ!<X -r{9e-ra{ 't£ Kat ou -r{9e-rat,
Oetx9ftcre-rat [da Rios 37.2-4]). See also p. 297 supra. Aristoxenus

-rot<; cr-rotxe{ot<;

does not refer to
specific notes in formulating his principle, but the following principle of "fourth
and fifth notes" makes it clear that figure 52 represents the case he has in mind,
though he might not have used these particular note names to describe the upper
tetrachord. Even if the two tetrachords were conjunct and used different genera,
as in this example:
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it would still be impossible for the descending interval to be smaller than a

whole-tone.

Music Theory I: Aristoxenus
Aristoxenus begins to formulate the larger principle of "fourth
and fifth notes." On this principle, either the fourth note in
sequence should form the consonance of a fourth, the fifth note
should form the consonance of a fifth, or both the fourth and fifth
notes should form their respective consonances. A cursory examination of figure 52 will confirm the principle. Although it is not
specifically stated, the principle requires that there be no change of
genus from tetrachord to tetrachord; if there were, not every
fourth or fifth sequential note would produce the required consonance. When such a case occurs, it produces a modulation.60
Just as Aristoxenus's treatment of motion and position of the
voice echoed Aristotle's Physica 3-4, his conception of continuity
( O''UV EX Eta) and consecution ( e~fl <;) is clearly derived from Physica
5-6. In Physica 5.3 (226b34-227a15) in particular, Aristotle provi~es
definitions of £<pe~flc; (consecution) and cruvexec; (continuity) that
Aristoxenus can assume as a point of departure in developing his
own parallel terminology.61
De principiis is truncated in the middle of a series of short postulates and definitions: a consonance formed by one pair of notes
and preserved when moving to the next pair of notes indicates
that the notes are co·nsecutive; a simple interval in any genus
cannot be subdivided; a consonant interval cannot be subdivided
into exclusively simple intervals; a sequence is movement
through consecutive notes (with the exception of the extremes);
and a straight sequence moves in the same direction.62 It is not
clear how much of the treatise may be missing: the outline of section II suggests that only consideration of the perfect scale (11/M),
mixing of genera (II/N), and position of the voice (II/P) had yet to
be discussed. The first two of these subjects are examined by later
theorists, perhaps in terms similar to those Aristoxenus originally
employed, but the sense of Aristoxenus's fuller definition of position of the voice is more difficult to reconstruct. He seems to sug60for a consideration of modulation, see pp. 387-89 infra.
6l For a more detailed consideration of Aristoxenus's debt to Aristotle, see
Belis, Aristoxene de Tarente et Aristote.
62 Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.12 provides a somewhat fuller definition of sequence: a straight sequence moves up by consecutive notes, while a returning sequence moves down by consecutive notes. A revolving sequence, which is used
in modulations, ascends through the synemmenon and descends through the
diezeugmenon (e.g., a', b~ ', c", d", e", d", c", bq ', a').
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gest in section II/P that his view of position of the voice would be
an alternative for the explanation of the Harmonicists:
Since each of the scales placed in a certain position of the voice is sung and
... the melos that arises in it does not acquire just a haphazard difference but
nearly the greatest difference, it would be necessary for one taking up the
aforesaid study to speak of the position of the voice in general and with
respect to each part, inasmuch as is just-that is, only so far and inasmuch as
the nature of the scales themselves warrants. Concerning the close relationship between scales and positions and the tonoi, it is necessary to speak
looking not towards close-packing as the Harmonicists do but towards the
reciprocal melody of the scales, which, as they lie on the tonoi, happen to
be sung reciprocally.63

Here again, as in so many other definitions, Aristoxenus emphasizes the musical nature of the phenomena. The tonoi, it seems,
ought not to be considered an arbitrary series of octaves, separated
one from another by some amount and overlaid in a closely
packed diagram, but rather a series of vocal positions in which the
melodies can be related one to another in musical terms.
With the principles of scales and tonoi thus established, Aristoxenus can now turn his attention to the elements. He is, in fact,
conscious of the role of the Elementa as a sequential work when
he writes near the beginning: "As in every science, this one [i.e.,
the study of harmonics] was established from many problems, and
it is proper that the principles be taken, from which will then be
shown the things beyond the principles."64

oe

63e1t£t
'tOOV O'UO''t'llJ.Hl'tffiV EKUO''tOV ev 't01tql 'ttVt 'tll~ <provfl~ 'te9£v J.LcAcpOet'tat
Ka{, ... 'tO ytyYOJ.LcVOV ev atYtcp J.LEAO~ ou 'tllV 'tUXOUO'UV AaJ.L~aV£t 8ux<popav aA.A.a
crxe8ov 't~V J.L£YtO''t11V, avayKatov av £t1l 'tql 'tllV eip11J.LEV11V J.Lc'taXetptsOJ.LEVql npayJ.La'tetav 1t£pt 'tOU 'tll~ <provfl~ 't01tOU Ka86A.ou Kat Ka'ta J.LEpo~ eine'iv e<p' OO'OV EO''tt
8iKatOV. EO''tt 8' E1tt 'tOO'OU'tOV eq>' OO'OV 'tOOV O'UO''t11J.LU'tffiV au'troV 0'11JlUtV£t q>UO't~.
1t£pt o£ CJUO''t11J.LU'tffiV Kat 't01tOV oiK£tO't1l'tO~ Kat 'tWV 'tOVCOV A£K'tEOV ou 1tp0~ 'tllV
KU'tU1tUKVCOO'tV ~AE1tOV'ta~ Ka8anep oi apJ.lOVtKOt aA./...a 't~V 1tp0~ aAA11Aa JlcAcp8iav 'trov crucr't11J.La'trov ot~ enl 'ttvrov 'tovrov K£tJ.LEVot~ JlcAcp8e'icr8at O'UJ.l~aivet npo~
aA.A.11A.a (da Rios 11.19-12.12). Cf. pp. 302-3 supra. Other theorists speak of position of the. voice in the same manner: Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.12 and
2.14; Cleonides Harmonica Introductio 12; Gaudentius Harmonica Introductio 1;
Bacchius lntroductio artis musicae 44; and Bellermann's Anonymous 23, 33-44, and
63-64 (Najock 82.5-8; 94.4-100.8; and 112.5-114.3).

n

64£1t£t 8e nacr11~ E1tt(j't,Jl11~, 11 'tt~ EK 1tpO~A11JlU'tffiV 1tAet6vrov O'UVEO''t11K£V' apxa~
1tpOO'TlKOV EO''tt /...af3e'iv e~ <bv 8etx8,cre'tat 'tU J.Lc'ta apxa<; (da Rios 54.19-21).
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Elementa harmonica
Like De principiis, Aristoxenus's Elementa exhibits a systematic internal arrangement, and it is the Elementa that first articulates the seven categor~es of harmonics frequently repeated by
later Greek theorists: genera, intervals, notes, scales, tonoi, modulation, and melic composition. Many modern scholars have subsequently taken these categories as if they were a standard and
universally accepted theoretical model for the Greeks, but in fact
Aristoxenus actually frames them within two other categories:
hearing and intellect on the one hand and comprehension on the
other. Moreover, the order and number of the categories varies in
subsequent treatises and some of the later theorists ignore them
altogether. Nevertheless, the seven categories build upon the
topics of De principiis and provide a highly effective means of
analyzing musical phenomena.
The following outline shows the order and arrangement of
topics, and the parenthetical references once again note the relationship of each section to the overview Aristoxenus provides in
section I/B, "Identification of the Study," followed by the relationship to the sections of De principiis given in italics. References to
the page and line numbers of Rosetta da Rios's edition of the text
are provided in brackets.
Aristoxenus, Elementa harmonica
Book I
I. Prologue [da Rios 39.4-55.7]
A. Need for an Outline [da Rios
39.4-41.12]
B. Identification of the Study
[da Rios 41.13-55.7]
1. general [da Rios 41.1342.7]
2. hearing and intellect
(aKoil, <havota) [da Rios
42.8-44.9]
3. genera (y£v11) [da Rios
44.10-45.2]
4. intervals (Ota<J'tllJl<X'ta)
[da Rios 45.3-9]
5. notes (<p96yyot) [da Rios
45.10-18]

6. scales (crucr'tilJla'ta) [da
Rios 45.19-46.16]
7. tonoi ('tovot) [da Rios
46.17-47.16]
8. modulation (Jlcta~oA.-.1)
[da Rios 47.17-48.3]
9. melic composition
(JlcAo1toffa) [da Rios 48.410]
10. comprehension is the
value of the study [48.1155.7]
a. false comprehension
based on instruments
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b. true comprehension
i. the phenomena
ii. the order
iii. result and
conclusion

II. Genera (B 3, XII) [da Rios 55.8-11]
Ill. Intervals (B 4, XIII) [da Rios
55.12-57.12]
A. Magnitude [da Rios 55.1256.1]
B. Consonant, Dissonant [56.157.12]
1. consonant
a. fourth
b. fifth
c. octave
d. combinations
e. differences
IV. Notes (B 5, XIV) [da Rios 57.1365.20]
A. Immovable [da Rios 57.13-16]

B. Movable [da Rios 57.16-59.17]
1. lichanos
2. other
C. Pycnon and Diatonic
Tetrachord [da Rios 59.1765.20]
1. harmonic
2. color
a. mild
b. hemiolic
c. whole-tone
3. diatonic
a. mild
b. intense
V. Scales (B 6, X, XV) [da Rios 66.172.6]
A. Consecution of Notes
1. consonant
2. dissonant
B. The Fourth
C. The Fifth

Aristoxenus, Elementa harmonica
Book II
I. Scales (B 6 continued) [da Rios
73.4-92.17]

A. Conjunct, Disjunct [da Rios
73.4-92.5]
1. consecution
2. pycnon
3. ditone

4. whole-tone
5. half-tone
6. combinations
a. general
b. diatonic
c. color and harmonia
B. Species [da Rios 92.6-17]

In its surviving form, De principiis begins with a matter-of-fact
tone, albeit somewhat polemical, and proceeds along clearly identifiable Aristotelian lines, but Aristotle himself is never mentioned in the treatise. The Elementa, by contrast, is more consciously literary. Section I, the Prologue, begins and ends with the
metaphor of the author leading his audience along the road of his
discourse. Aristoxenus begins by marking out "the more easily
travelled road on which we may march," and at the end, he recalls
the metaphor with the caution: "In general, it is necessary to look
closely into the establishment of a principle, lest . . . in making a
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sharp turn, we lose many of our friends."65 Several subjects are
framed by this metaphor. First, Aristotle is described relating the
story of the bewilderment of Plato's audience when hearing his
lectures on the Good.66 They thought Plato was going to speak
about wealth, health, strength-some magical prosperity-but
when he actually explained the Good in terms of mathematics,
geometry, and astrology, they were angry or disappointed. Aristoxenus observes that Aristotle, learning from this, prefaced his own
lectures with an outline, just as Aristoxenus himself has done in
De principiis and will do in the Elementa. Next, Aristoxenus clarifies the value of harmonics: learning is neither sufficient in and
of itself to make a musician or improve an individual's ethos, nor
is it insignificant and valueless. He states:
Learning is not properly despised by one who has a mind-and this will
become evident as our discourse proceeds-nor is it so much as to be selfsufficient for everything, as some people believe. Many other things, as is
always said, belong to the musician, for the study of harmonics is a part of
the habit of the musician, just as is the study of rhythmics, metrics, and
instruments. 67

Without referring to the Pythagoreans by name, Aristoxenus
clearly distinguishes between his approach, which attempts to
"grasp all the phenomenal principles," and the approach of his
predecessors, who "speak irrelevantly, ignoring the senses as not
being exact, build contrived causes, pretend that there are certain
ratios of numbers and reciprocal velocities in which the high and
the low arise, and propose considerations totally alien to all things
and completely oppo~ite to the phenomena."68 Aristoxenus, by

n

65fficr1t£p of>ov ~af>tcr'tEOV p~Otov 1t0p£UID).l£8a (da Rios 39.5-6); Ka86A.ou 3' EV
-rep &pxecr8at napa'tllPll'tEov, onro~ J!ll't' ... a-?> KcXJ.l1t'tOV't£~ evto~ noA.A.a -r&v
oiK:eirov anoAtJ!navroJ!EV (da Rios 55.4-7).
66It is not certain which, if any, specific work Aristotle may have had in
mind, since Plato develops the notion of the Good over several works. See Julian
Marias, History of Philosophy, trans. Stanley Applebaum and Clarence C.
Strowbridge (New York: Dover, 1967), 52-53.
67 ou3et£pov 3£ -rou-rrov &A.118€~ ecr-rtv, out£ yap euKa-ra<pp6vllt6v ecrti ttvt o~
vouv EX£1 'tO J.lcleT\J.la-f>ilA.ov 3' Ecr'tat 1tpOtOV'tO~ 'tOU A.6you-, OU'te 'tT\AlKOU'tOV rocrt'
au-rapK£~ etvat 1tp0~ 1tcXV'ta, Ka9a1t£p OtOV'tat 'tlVe~. 1tOAAa yap oil Kat £-repa
u1tapxet [il], Ka9a1tep &et A.eye-rat, -rep J.toucrtKcp · J!Epo~ yap ecr-rtv 11 &pJ.tovtKil
npayJ!at£ia til~ tou J!OUcrtKou e~£ro~, Ka9an£p 11 't£ pu9J.ttKll Kat 11 J!E'tptKll Kat 11
opyaVtKll (da RiOS 41.4-11).

6811J!Et~ 0' a.pxa~ 'te 1t£tpiDJ.t£9a Aa~£tV <patVOJ!EVa~ U1tacra~ (da Rios 42.5-6); oi
J!eV CtAAO'tptoA.oyouv'te~ Kat -rnv ).lev atcr91l<HV EKKAtVOV'te~ cb~ o-?>crav OUK aKpt~fl,
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contrast, will grasp all the phenomena through hearing (aKof})
and intellect (Btavota): the sense of hearing will ascertain characteristics of the phenomena, but intellect will consider their function (BuvaJ..Lt<;). Both are essential, Aristoxenus observes, for accurate judgment. In De principiis, Aristoxenus employed the spatial
conceptions of geometry for some of his explanations of intervals
and the genera, and here, he observes that the geometer-unlike
the carpenter, turner, or other artisans-does not use his senses to
judge the accuracy of a line or shape. Nevertheless, for the musician, Aristoxenus thinks accuracy of the senses occupies "nearly
the rank of a principle."69 Only sensitive hearing can convey to
the intellect different positions and durations of the movable and
immovable notes. Still, it is the intellect that determines the functions of various magnitudes, intervallic and rhythmic.
These observations lead Aristoxenus to enumerate his famous
seven categories, and he notes in each case that earlier treatments
have been inadequate, mistaken, or non-existent. When he speaks
of the tonoi, he once again takes exception to the Harmonicists by
name, implying that their identification of a series of tonoi separated by some small interval results simply in a closely packed
diagram and not in any useful understanding of musical phenomena. Some of the Harmonicists arranged the tonoi in the
ascending order of Hypodorian, Mixolydian, Dorian, Phrygian,
and Lydian, with the first three separated from each other by a
half-tone and the final three by a tone. Others, however, who base
their assumptions on the aulos think that the ascending order
should be Hypophrygian, Hypodorian, Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian,
and Mixolydian, with the first three separated from each other by
three dieses, the Dorian and the Phrygian by a tone, and the last
three once again by three dieses.70 But this account "is like the

VOll'tU~ 8£ Ka'ta<JKeuasov'te~ ai'tta~ Kat <pacrKOV'te~ Aoyou~ 8£ 'ttVa~ apt9J..L&V etvat
Kat 'tUXll n;po~ aAAnAa EV oi~ 'tO 'te o~u Kat 'tO ~apu ytyve'tat, 1tclV't(I)V aAAO'tptro-

'tcl'tOU~ A,6you~ A,eyov'te~ Kat evav'ttro'ta'tou~ 'tot~ <patvoJ..Levot~

(da Rios 41.19-42.3).
On Aristoxenus's concern with sensory perception, see Andrew Barker, "Music and
Perception: A Study in Aristoxenus," Journal of Hellenic Studies 98 (1978): 9-16.
69<JX£0ov ecr'ttV apxil~ £xoucra. 'ta~tv (da Rios 42.21-22).
700n Aristoxenus's remarks about the aulos, see chapter 3, pp. 194 and 213-15

supra.
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sequence of days: when the Corinthians observe the tenth day, the
Athenians observe the fifth, and others the eighth."71
Aristoxenus concludes his Prologue with a long and difficult
consideration of musical comprehension (il 'tll<; J.!OUO"tKll<; ~uvEat<;).
Music is a phenomenon passing through time, not a frozen
moment in time; thus, it is both a Becoming ('to ytyvoJ.!EVov) and a
Having Become ('to ycyov6<;). In order to comprehend music, one
must have sense (a.la811at<;) of the Becoming and memory (J..LVllJ..L11)
of the Having Become. Even two thousand years later, such an
explanation of the phenomenon of music seems very modern,
and it is in marked contrast to the purely systematic descriptions
of the Harmonicists and the mathematical descriptions of the
Pythagoreans. Aristoxenus mentions neither group in this brief
formulation, but his subsequent argument makes it clear that he
has the Harmonicists at least in mind.
For Aristoxenus, all the individual and technical details of
music are merely manifestations that lead to comprehension. He
observes: "It will happen that we completely miss the truth when
we do not make judgment the end and sovereign but rather the
subject of judgment the sovereign and end." The Harmonicists,
he asserts, "have it backwards when they think that placing some
apparent thing is the end of comprehension, for comprehension
is the end of every visible thing."72 Musical notation and the characteristics of the aulas-two apparent preoccupations of the Harmonicists-have no place in the study of harmonics. Notation
simply tells the reader the size of the various intervals but nothing about the function of the intervals or the notes that form
them. Aristoxenus concedes that notation may make it easier for
amateurs to see something of the nature of music, but this is not
the aim of harmonics. Likewise, the aulas is merely a medium
through which the nature of music is expressed under the control
71 €otKE tft 'tOOV ilJ.teprov ayroyft ... oiov otav Kop{v8tot J.teV b£KcX't11V ayroatv
'AS,vatot be 1tEJ.l1t't11V E'tEpOt 8£ 'tlVE~ oy86,v (da Rios 46.20-47.1). Cf. pp. 314-15

supra.
72ot11J.tap'tT\KEvat yap auJ.tP'llae'tat 'taA.,eou~, £av 'to J.tev Kptvov J.lll't£ nepa~ J.lll't£
Kuptov notroJ.lEV, 'tO 8£ KptVOJ.lEVov Kupt6v 'te Kat nepa~ (da Rios 52.1-4); E1tet9' O'tt
(nepa~) 'tOU ~uvtevat 'tt8ev'te~ <pavepov 'tt epyov ro~ otovtat avanaAtV 'tt8eaO"tV ·
1tCXV'tO~ yap o<p9aAJ.lO<pavou~ epyou nepa~ EO"'ttV 1, ~UVeO"l~ (da Rios 51.10-13). For a
discussion of Aristoxenus's sense of "comprehension," see Flora R. Levin, "Synesis
in Aristoxenian Theory," Transactions of the American Philological Association
103 (1972): 211-34.
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of the senses; neither it nor any other instrument is an embodiment of that nature.
With this, Aristoxenus is ready to close his prologue and begin
specific investigation of the elements. He reminds his audience
that the phenomena must be correctly understood, the sequence
of phenomenal events correctly discriminated, and a result and
conclusion estimated. Then, recalling his opening metaphor, he
cautions that the elements must be carefully identified, "lest, in
making a sharp turn, we lose many of our friends."73
The balance of Book I of the Elementa is devoted to the topics
of genera, intervals, notes, and scales. Much of this material is
simply an elaboration of the definitions in De principiis.
In connection with the genera (section II), Aristoxenus once
again uses the terms he employed in section XIV of De principiis
to identify the three types of melos as diatonic, calor, and harmonia,74 but he now adds that melos can also be a mixture of these or
common to all of them. He had alluded to this point in section
II/N of De principiis when criticizing the inadequacy of the Harmonicists,75 but there is no elaboration in any of the surviving
sections of the Elementa. Aristides Quintilianus's De musica 1.12,
however, does refer to "choice" (A.flwu;), "mixing" (J.tt~t~), and
"usage" (xpflcrt~) as the three parts of melic and rhythmic composition. For melic composition, he defines mixing as the arrangement of notes, positions of the voice, genera, and scales; for rhythmic composition, as the combination of rhythms. No doubt a
melos exhibiting a mixture of genera was one that involved a
modulation of genus-one of the types of modulation specified in
several of the treatises-and a melos common to the genera was
one using only notes that might be interpreted in any of the
genera. 76
In section Ill, turning his attention to intervals, Arl.stoxenus
recalls the first two distinctions of De principiis: by magnitude and
by consonance or dissonance. As the two distinctions were consolidated in De principiis, section XIII, Aristoxenus now simply states
73Jl11't' a.O x:aJ.L1t-rov-r£<; £v-ro<; 1to'A'Aa -rrov oix:E{rov a1toAtJ.L1tavroJ.LEV (da Rios
55.6-7). On this passage, see also pp. 298 and 320-21 supra.
74Although in section XII of De principiis, he used the more familiar adjectival forms "chromatic" and "enharmonic."
75see pp. 317-18 supra.
76Qn modulation, see pp. 387-89 infra.
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that there are eight magnitudes of consonance; all other intervals
are dissonant. Only the first three magnitudes, however, are actually named: the fourth, the fifth, and the octave. In De principiis,
Aristoxenus had propose_d· that any consonant interval added to
an octave produced a larger consonant interval, and the proposition is repeated here, with the acknowledgment that he differs on
this matter from his predecessors-certainly an oblique reference
to the Pythagoreans. 77 Thus, the remaining intervals must be the
octave-and-a-fourth, octave-and-a-fifth, double octave, doubleoctave-and-a-fourth, and double-octave-and-a-fifth-exactly the
interval earlier identified by Aristoxenus as the practical limit of
the human or instrumental voice.
As a transition between section Ill on intervals and section IV
on notes, Aristoxenus recalls a number of the striking definitions
of De principiis, section XIV: the fifth exceeds the fourth by a tone,
the fourth equals two-and-a-half tones, and the tone may be
parted into half-tones, third-tones (the smallest chromatic diesis),
and quarter-tones (the smallest enharmonic diesis).78 Without
specifically referring to it, he then reminds his audience of the
important principle of continuity and consecution: even though a
tone may be separated into certain small parts, it does not follow
that all these parts may be sung consecutively one after another.
The discussion of notes in section IV is based on the same typical tetrachord-bounded by hypate and mese-employed in De
principiis, and although there are some slight differences in the
terms applied to them, the pycnon and the various shades of the
tetrachord are defined in a manner equivalent to the definitions
of De principiis.79 A large portion of the section, however, is
devoted to a refutation of an unattributed earlier argument, the
thrust of which seems to have been this: if the lichanos and parhypate move within the tetrachord and therefore define intervals
of varying size, these two notes should also have a variety of
77see p. 310 supra.
78See pp. 312-13 supra. Aristoxenus does not defend his proposition that the

fourth equals two-and-a-half tones until he turns to a systematic demonstration
of the interval in section V /B (pp. 327-29 infra).
79 See figure 51 on p. 313. In the Elementa, Aristoxenus calls the harmonia
"enharmonic" (evapJ,L6vto<;), the lowest shade of the color "mild color" (J.taAaKov
xp&J.ta) and the low and high diatonic "mild and intense" (J.taAaKov 8ui'tovov,
cruv'tovov 8ux'tovov ). The intervallic dimensions, however, are identical.
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names because intervals should be defined by one and only one
pair of names. Aristoxenus points out that many different notes
may bound the interval of a fifth-as, for example, nete and mese,
paranete and lichanos, trite and parhypate, and paramese and
hypateBO-and if it were necessary to have different names for
every possible interval, an infinite number of names would be
required. But the argument fails in and of itself, Aristoxenus
observes, because "nothing of this is in accord with the display of
the sense" and uto assume either that equal intervals be bounded
by the same names or that unequal intervals be bounded by other
names is to do battle with the phenomena." Rather, "each of the
genera moves with a motion unique to the sense," and while the
magnitudes of the intervals are not the same in each shade, .othe
species of the tetrachord is the same."Sl
Once again, Aristoxenus's counter-argument seems very modern: the ear detects the unique functional quality of a genus, from
which the intellect is able to conclude the species of the tetrachord.
This judgment has everything to do with the dynamic context of
the music and nothing to do with the names of the notes or the
sizes of the intervals.
Having dispensed with the opposing position, Aristoxenus
again describes the pycnon and each of the shades. He concludes
section IV with a further point not made in De principiis.
Although the parhypatai and lichanoi move within certain
ranges, this movement must always be proportional: the interval
between the hypate and parhypate must never be greater than that
between the parhypate and the lichanos.
Book I of the Elementa harmonica closes with a discussion of
scales. In De principiis, Aristoxenus stressed that the closely
packed "scales" of the Harmonicists did not accord with musical
logic because they ignored the principles of synthesis and continuity and consecution. He therefore begins his discussion of scales in

80Keeping in mind that none of the notes in the Greek system can ever be
defined as having a certain fixed pitch, these fifths could be envisioned as e"-a',
d"-g', c"-f', and b'-e'.
81ou8ev 'tou'trov ecr'tt npo<; 'ti,v 'tll<; aicr91lcrero<; <pav'tacr{av (da Rios 60.7-8); 'to 8'
&~tOUV 11 'tU tcra 8taO""Cllf·HX"Ca "COt<; CXU"COt<; OVOJ.lCXO"tV optl;ea9at 11 "CU &.vtaa e't€pot<;
J..Laxecr9at 'tot<; <patvoJ..Livot<; ecr'tt (da Rios 62.1-3); i8iav yap 81, Ktvncrtv eKacr'tov 'trov
yev&v Ktve'i'tat npo<; 'tilv atcr9ncrtv (da Rios 60.15-16); 'to 8' et8o<; 'tou 'te'tpax6p8ou
'tCXU'tO (da Rios 61.11-12).
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the Elementa by reviewing these principles, once again stressing
that definitions must always follow "the nature of melos" (il 'tOU
JlEAouc; qrucru;). The language of the Elementa of course contrasts
with the explanations in De principiis, but the same principles are
stated: an infinite number of notes cannot simply be strung
together; and if a melos ascends or descends, the intervals formed
by notes separated by four or five consecutive degrees in the scale
must form the consonant intervals of a fourth or a fifth.82
Aristoxenus has thus far been content to define dissonant
intervals simply as all those that are not consonant, but now he
observes that the limited number of consonances are much more
easily identified by the senses than are all the different types of
dissonant intervals. Nevertheless, the senses can produce and
identify specific dissonant intervals by means of consonance. Aristoxenus is most interested in the ditone and the small interval
that represents the difference between the fourth and the ditone83
because, as these are the principal dissonant intervals within the
tetrachord, they are the most important in actual musical phenomena. He first proceeds to demonstrate the location of a ditone
through the use of ascending and descending fourths and fifths.
No notes are named because the procedure can be applied at any
point. If, for example, one moved through the sequence e'-a'-d'g'-c', the ditone e'-c' would be determined. Likewise, the small
dissonant interval that represents the excess of a fourth over a
ditone can be measured and identified by positing, for example,
the fourth e'-a' and moving through the sequence a'-d"-g'-c"f' to produce the half-tone e'-f'.
Such a demonstration in a discussion of scales may at first
seem incongruous, but'Aristoxenus intends to use these dissonant
intervals as part of the explanation of his smallest scale, the tetrachord. On two earlier occasions (De principiis, section XIV; Elementa, section Ill), he casually asserted that the interval of the tetrachord, the fourth, equals two-and-a-half tones. Recognizing that
this assertion cannot be supported by Pythagorean mathematics
and quite correctly anticipating criticism on this point from subse82See pp. 308-10 and 314-16 (especially figure 52) supra.
83For Aristoxenus, the ditone is equivalent to two whole-tones; for the
Pythagoreans, it is expressed as the ratio 81:64. The excess of the fourth over the
ditone is commonly called the "leimma" in Pythagorean treatises, expressed by
the ratio 256:243; for Aristoxenus, it is a "half"-tone.
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quent theorists, he applies the technique of the preceding demonstration as an explanation, given entirely in prose, without the aid
of any note names, diagrams, or symbols. Nevertheless, figure 53
can be easily constructed as an illustration of his argument.
Fifth
Fourth
Ditone

X

A

B

c

D

y

I

I

I

I

I

I

Fourth
Ditone

Fourth
Figure 53.

First, the interval of a fourth, A-D, is hypothesized, and then, one
ditone B-D is located below D, the upper pitch of the fourth, while
a second ditone A-C is located above A, the lower pitch of the
fourth. The remainders A-B and C-D must be equal excesses of
the fourth over the ditone because the ditones are equal. A second
set of fourths, X-C and B-Y, is then taken by consonance, and the
excesses X-A and D-Y must be equal because they have been produced by equal extensions in opposite directions. The large interval, X-Y, that now results must be evaluated by sense. If the result
is dissonant, the fourth is not equal to two-and-a-half tones, but if
it is adjudged to be a fifth, the fourth must be equal to two-and-ahalf tones, Aristoxenus argues, for the following reason. By definition (section Ill/B), a fifth is larger than a fourth by one wholetone; as the excesses of a fifth over a fourth, X-B and C-Y are
whole-tones; X-A, A-B, C-D, and D-Y are equal because in every
case they represent the excess of a fourth over a ditone, which is,
by the preceding demonstration, equal to two whole-tones; the
whole-tones X-B and C-Y are divided into the equal half-tones,
X-AlA-B, C-D, and D-Y; therefore, the fourth equals two-and-ahalf tones. Anticipating questions about the initial condition,
Aristoxenus notes that the interval X-Y cannot be a fourth
because it is the result of extension in both directions beyond the
initial dimension of a fourth; as the extensions X-A and D-Y
were less than a tone, it is evident that the sum cannot be as large
as an octave; the only consonant magnitude between the fourth
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and the octave is the fifth; therefore, if the interval X-Y is consonant, it must be a fifth.
Objections to Aristoxenus's demonstration can be raised on
various mathematical grounds, some of which appear in the
Euclidean Sectio canonis and the treatises of Theon of Smyrna,
Ptolemy, and Boethius. Aristoxenus, by background and training,
would certainly have been aware of these objections, but here, as
elsewhere in De principiis and the Elementa, his demonstration is
neither mathematical nor empirical. Rather, it is cast in a totally
new spatial logic that mathematical objections cannot address, and
although it is possible to test the demonstration on a monochord
with reasonable results, the empirical validity is less important
than the demonstration's conceptual idealization.84
At this point in the surviving manuscript sources, the "first
book" of the Elementa ends. There may have been additional
material, but it is also possible that the Elementa continues
without a break in the "second book."85 In any case, the "second
book" does continue the discussion of scales, with particular
emphasis on various types of conjunction and disjunction.
Expanding his view beyond the single tetrachord and building
on the earlier principles of consecution and synthesis, Aristoxenus observes that consecutive tetrachords may be either conjunct
or disjunct. Conjunct tetrachords share a common note in the
middle (e.g., e'-f'-g'-a' and a'-b~ '-c"-d"); disjunct tetrachords
are separated by a tone (e.g., e'-f'-g'-a' and b'-c"-d"-e"). On the
principle of "fourth and fifth notes," if fourth consecutive notes
produce the interval of a fourth, the tetrachords are conjunct,
while if fifth consecutive notes produce the interval of a fifth, the
tetrachords are disjunct.
Seemingly conscious of some debate about these two possible
structures for consecutive tetrachords,86 Aristoxenus adds that
scales formed of conjunct tetrachords are common by position and
necessarily similar, while scales formed of disjunct tetrachords are
separated from one another and may have similar species of tetra84on this famous demonstration, see Litchfield, "Aristoxenus and Empiricism," 61-65; see also pp. 313-14 supra.
85see pp. 295-99 supra for a discussion of the structure of Aristoxenus's Harmonica in the surviving sources.
86He states: "Some of my listeners have been in doubt about consecution"
("H8n 8£ 'tt<; ll1t0p'JlO'E 'tiDY UKOUOV'tCOV 1tept 'tOU e~ft<; [da Rios 74.3]).
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chords.87 In order for tetrachords to be considered consecutive,
there must either be no tetrachord between them, or if there is an
intervening tetrachord between tetrachords of similar species, it
must not be dissimilar. In this case, all three tetrachords would
form a consecutive scale. On the other hand, if two hypothetical
tetrachords were dissimilar but consecutive, no tetrachord at all
could ~e placed between them. Aristoxenus does not give specific
examples, but it is easy to see that the principle of "fourth and fifth
notes" requires either that the pattern of the tetrachords remain
the same if there are more than two or that tetrachords of dissimilar species be immediately adjacent.BB
In his earlier discussions of synthesis, continuity, and consecution, Aristoxenus has stressed that notes can only be placed and
identified according to musical logic. Now, as he begins to define
more complex scales, he reminds his audience that an interval
such as a tone or ditone is not simple or complex by definition but
rather by its place within the musical system. The ditone, for
example, may be either simple or complex. When there is a potential intervening note, as in the ditone formed by the mese and the
parhypate in the diatonic genus (e.g., a'-£'), it is complex; the
lichanos (g') could have divided this interval. When there is not,
as in the same ditone formed by the mese and the lichan.os in the
enharmonic genus, it is simple; there is no note between the mese
and the lichanos. Likewise, the half-tone between the parhypate
and the hypate (e.g., f'-e') in the diatonic genus is simple because
there is no note between parhypate and hypate, but the same halftone between the lichanos and the hypate in the enharmonic
genus is complex because the parhypate (e*') could intervene.
One unique interval, however, is the "tone of disjunction" in
scales comprised of disjunct tetrachords, and Aristoxenus recognizes that its function has not yet been defined. He minimizes its
importance: since this tone is bound on either side by immovable
notes of the upper and lower tetrachords, it is not actually a part of
87Barker (Greek Musical Writings, 2:171, n. 5) thinks that Aristoxenus cannot
mean to limit the "tetrachords" to those bounded by immovable notes, but in fact
Aristoxenus has been very careful to differentiate between the interval of a
fourth, which may be bounded by numerous pairs of notes, and tetrachords proper,
which are always bounded by immovable notes.
88For an example of a pair of tetrachords of dissimilar species that nevertheless adheres to the principle of "fourth and fifth notes," seen. 59 supra.
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either of them, and it therefore plays no role in the definition of
the various genera. It can, however, be considered as an expansion
of the tetrachord, and thus it has some impact on Aristoxenus's
next subject: the potential intervallic progressions in each genus.
If intervals can only be divided according to their place in the
musical system, it follows that they can only be compounded in
the same manner. In most of the balance of this "second book" of
the Elementa, Aristoxenus provides detailed explanations of
many of the possible logical progressions. The progressions prohibited on the principles of synthesis and "fourth and fifth notes"
are most easily stated, but in addition, Aristoxenus provides a
number (but by no means all) of the approved progressions. These
can be easily summarized in the following table.
Interval

Diatonic

Pycnon

Does not exist.

Ditone

Does not exist as a simple
interval.

Whole-tone

No more than three consecutive whole-tones may occur.
A semitone may not both
precede and follow.

Semitone

Two consecutive semitones
may not occur in ascent or
descent. A whole-tone may
_2recede or follow.

Chromatic and enharmonic89
Two consecutive pycna may
not occur in ascent or descent.
A ditone may precede or follow in ascent or descent. A
tone may follow only in
descent.
Two consecutive ditones may
not occur in ascent or descent.
A pycnon may precede or follow in ascent or descent. A
tone may follow only in
ascent.
Two consecutive whole-tones
may not occur in ascent or
descent. A ditonc may follow
in descent, a pycnon in
ascent.
No more than two consecutive dieses may occur in
ascent or descent.

89Jn the chromatic genus, "the interval from the mese to the lichanos is substituted for the ditone and the interval results according to each shade and the
magnitude of the pycnon" COJ.Lotro~ o' E~Et Kat E1tt 'tiDV XPIDJlU'tOOV nA.'hv 'tO 't€
J.LBcrll~ Kat A.txavou OtacrtllJ.La JlE'taAaJ.L~avetat avtt Ott6vou to ytyv6J.Levov Ka8'
EKU<J'tllV xp6av Kat 'tO 'tOU 1tUKVOU J.Leye8o~ [da Rios 85.1-4]).
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In formulating such a detailed set of progressions, Aristoxenus
anticipates the objection that the size of the intervals within the
pycnon and the remainder of the fourth vary according to the
shade of the genus. While noting that these progressions might be
perceived as "unlimited roads" (&net pot 63oi), he reminds his
audience that "with respect to the magnitudes of intervals and the
pitches of notes, it does appear that these are infinite in melos, but
with respect to functions, species, and placements, these are finite
and organized things. ''90 The progressions are a matter of dynamic
movement rather than static linking of certain intervallic magnitudes. To emphasize this point, he restates most of his progressions as a series of "roads" leading to and from the various notes
of the pycnon, thereby stressing the functional progression from
one note to another. Along the way, the precise structure and
function of the pycnon itself are also elaborated.
With the "infinite magnitudes of intervals" in mind, Aristoxenus attempts to generalize the three genera by considering the
number of possible different intervals in each when the tone of
disjunction is added to the generic tetrachord.91 In its highest
shade, the diatonic genus might have only two different intervals,
tone and half-tone, but as the parhypate moves downwards, there
would be three intervals, two equal and two unequal. When the
lichanos moves downwards, four unequal intervals would result.
Only in the diatonic can there be three consecutive simple intervals-the whole-tone-thus only the diatonic can have as few as
two different intervals. The chromatic and the enharmonic genera would always have at least three different intervals: the tone,
the interval larger than a tone that exists between the upper note
of the tetrachord and the upper note of the pycnon, and the intervals within the pycnon. They could, however, have four different
intervals if the intervals in the pycnon were unequal.

90Ka'tu f.!EV o-ov 'tu f.leye8n 'trov 3tacr'tnf.la'trov Kat 'tu~ 'trov q>86yyrov 'tacret~
a1tetpa n;ro~ q>atve'tat etvat 'tu 1tept f.lEAo~, Ka'tu 3£ 'tu~ 3uvaf.!et~ Kat Ka'tu 'tu
e18n Kat Ka'tu 'tu~ Secret~ 1te1tepacrf.!eva 'te Kat 'te'tayf.!eva ( da Rios 86.8-12).

Andrew Barker provides a detailed examination of the various progressions in
"Aristoxenus' Theorems and the Foundations of Harmonic Science," Ancient Philosophy 4 (1984): 23-64.
91 Figure 51 provides a clear illustration of the sizes of the intervals in the
six basic shades. At this point, however, Aristoxenus goes beyond these six
shades in considering the notes of the pycnon as infinitely variable.
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On the surface, this section of the Elementa seems to stress and
belabor the obvious, but in fact Aristoxenus is developing a very
sophisticated point. In a piece of music, the character of the genera
is not perceived in a particular order of specific intervals arranged
sequentially in a static scale; it is perceived in characteristic
dynamic progressions of intervals, or "roads," that differ in ascent
and descent. These dynamic progressions are readily recognizable,
regardless of the notes that unfold them and even though the
exact sizes of the intervals may vary from piece to piece. In order
to convey the characteristic quality of the genera, the theorist does
not need to specify every possible note and interval but rather the
relative sizes of intervals and their typical patterns of succession.
So, Aristoxenus is able to reduce the infinite number of possible
arrangements to a manageable series of archetypal genera.92
The final surviving section of the Elementa explores the various "species" (Etbo~) of the scales, beginning with the species of the
fourth. Any scale may have its intervals conceptualized in various orders, and each of these would constitute a species of that
scale. In the case of the fourth, Aristoxenus defines three species:
first, with the pycnon at the bottom and the ditone at the top; second, with the ditone in the middle, one interval of the pycnon on
the bottom, and the other on the top; and third, with the pycnon
at the top. Although it is not specified in his description, these
species assume a pycnon divided into equal intervals.93
It would appear that Aristoxenus must have proceeded to
identify species of the fifth and the octave, continuing perhaps
with a discussion of the Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems. He
suggests in the outline of De principiis (section II/M) that these
subjects had been inadequately treated by Eratocles, and in the outline of the Elementa (section I/B/ 6), he criticizes the followers of
Pythagoras of Zacynthos and Agenor of Mytilene for limiting their

92 All of this, of course, is a further instance of Aristoxenus' s debt to
Aristotle's system of definition and classification, especially as it appears in the
Categoriae and Metaphysica.
93Jn this section, Aristoxenus seems to anticipate some question about his use
of the term ctOoc; and asserts that in his usage, it is synonymous with axil Jla
(form), a term he has used in similar contexts on a number of earlier occasions. For
a thorough examination of the species in Greek theoretical writings, see Barbera,
"Octave Species," 229-41.
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examination to only some of the possible species.94 Nevertheless,
Aristoxenus does not say he intends to examine species of the fifth
and the octave, and it is clear throughout the Harmonica that he
considers the fourth to be the principal subject for examination.
The outline of the Elementa does, however, certainly suggest that
the treatise must have originally included-or must have been
intended to include-treatments of tonoi, modulation, and melic
composition. These subjects do appear in later treatises, but it is
regrettable that they do not survive in Aristoxenus's own penetrating formulations.95
·
Even in its fragmentary state, Aristoxenus's Harmonica is an
extraordinary work. As Aristoxenus seems to have anticipated,
later theorists would criticize various aspects of his demonstrations, especially those that challenged the traditional laws of
Pythagorean mathematics, or missing his larger conceptual aims,
would reduce his system to a series of simple descriptions. A theorist such as Cleonides, for example, would construct a virtual
epitome of the "Aristoxenian" system, while one such as Claudius
Ptolemy would preserve and advance a system strongly reminiscent of the Harmonicists. None of the later theorists-Greek or
Latin-seems to have realized Aristoxenus's strikingly modern
conceptual base and undertaken to develop it.
Rhythmic a
The treatise commonly known today as the Elementa rhythmica is clearly but a small fragment of Aristoxenus's original
treatment, and unlike the Harmonica, it is preserved in only three
manuscripts. The earliest of these, Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl.
VI/3, dating from the twelfth century and the earliest source for
the Harmonica as well, presents the treatise as the "second book"
of Aristoxenus's Elementa rhythmica ('Aptcr-co~£vou pu8J.ttKrov
cr-cotXEtrov. bEU'tEpov ). This text, as it survives today, is truncated
after only four folios by the end of the manuscript on f. 95v; an
94cf. pp. 309-10 supra.
95The very short fragment "On tonoi" preserved in Porphyrius's commentary
to Ptolemy' s Harmonica 1.4 may derive from this section. It, however, simply
states that while there are an infinite number of theoretical pitches within the
fourth (since the intervals constituting the fourth can be divided infinitely), in
terms of musical logic, there are only six. This is perhaps a reference to the six
shades of the three genera.
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early annotation in the lower margin notes that a hundred following folios are missing. While the annotation certainly does
not mean that the balance of the Elementa rhythmica occupied
one hundred folios, a thirteenth-century source, Vaticanus gr. 191,
which is indirectly related to the earlier codex, does preserve a bit
more of the text. The third codex, Vaticanus Urbinas gr. 77, dating
from the sixteenth century, preserves the same amount of text as
found in Vaticanus gr. 191 but titles it the "third book" of the

Elcmenta rhythmica.96
As conjectured earlier in this chapter, something of the content-if not the style-of missing sections of the Harmonica can
perhaps be reconstructed from later theoretical sources, and this
may be equally true for the Rhythmica. Several sources are of particular importance: an extended excerpt "On the protos chronos"
(IIcpt tOU 1tpcOtOU xp6vou) directly attributed to Aristoxenus in
Porphyrius's commentary on Ptolemy's Harmonica 1.4; the sections on rhythmics and metrics in Aristides Quintilianus' s De
musica; fragments 9 and 2687 of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri; the socalled Excerpta Neapolitana; and a short introduction to rhythmics (llpoAaJ.l~avof..LEVa Ei<; t'hv pu8f.ltK'hv E1ttO'tllf.l11V) by the
eleventh-century Byzantine scholar Michael Psellus. These
sources will be drawn into the discussion on the following
pages.9 7
96for fuller descriptions of these manuscripts, see Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 214,
255, and 270. Lionel Pearson suggests on pp. xi-xii of his edition and translation of
the Elementa rhythmica (see chapter 2, n. 43) that the three manuscripts were
copied one from another in chronological order, but the actual process is much
more complex than that. On these manuscripts and the problem of their relationship, see Mathiesen, "Ars critica and Fata libellorum: The Significance of Codicology to Text Critical Theory," in Music Theory and Its Sources: Antiquity and
the Middle Ages, ed. Andre Barbera (Notre Dame, Ind.: Notre Dame University
Press, 1990), 19-37 (especially pp. 34-35); idem, "Aristides Quintilianus and the
Harmonics of Manuel Bryennius," 31-47; idem, "Hermes or Clio?"; and Barbera,
"Reconstructing Lost Byzantine Sources," 38-67.
97Both Aristides Quintilianus and Psellus will be considered separately in
chapters 6 and 7. For Porphyrius' s excerpt, see the text in During 78.23-79.28
(reprinted, with English translation, in Pearson, Elementa rhythmica, 32-35); for
Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.13-29, see the text in W.-I. 31.3-52.23
(English translation in Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 94-113); and for the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, see B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, "IX. Aristoxenus PY8MIKA
CTOIXEIA," Oxyrhynchus Papyri 1 (1898): 14-21 and plate III; J. R. Rea, "2687.
Aristoxenus, ~Pu9fltKa C-rotxeta?" Oxyrhynchus Papyri 49 (1968): 15-25 (a photo-
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At the beginning of the usecond book" of the Elementa rhythmica, Aristoxenus refers to a preceding discussion in which he
observed that there are many natures of rhythm (o'tt J.LEV 'tou pu8J.LOU 1tA£tou~ Eicrt qrucr£t~) and commented on their different types.
Now he proposes to speak about the type that is applied to
music.98 This is certainly reminiscent of his approach in the Harmonica (especially in De principiis), where he began with more
general considerations and then applied them specifically to
music.
graph of the reassembled papyrus appears as plate II; the text, together with an
English translation, appears in Pearson, Elementa rhythmica, 36-44); and especially L. E. Rossi, "POxy 9 + POxy 2687: Trattato ritmico-metrico," in Aristoxenica, Menandrea, fragmenta philosophica, ed. Francesco Adorna, Studi e testi per
il corpus dei papiri filosofici greci e latini, iii; Accademia toscana di scienze e
lettere «La Colombaria», Studi, xci (Florence: Olschki, 1988), 11-30.
The Excerpta Neapolitana (also known as Ptolemy's Musica) were so called
by Karl von Jan because of their appearance in two manuscripts preserved in the
Biblioteca Nazionale in Naples. A text appears in Jan 411-21, but the tradition
of this set of excerpts is more complex than Jan or Pearson (Elementa rhythmica,
xix, 28-31) suggest. Neither of them realized that the excerpts dealing with
rhythm Gan's 9-15 and 20-22) first appear in one of the earliest surviving sources,
Vaticanus gr. 2338 (RISM BXI, 234); thereafter, they also appear in Parisinus gr.
3027 (RISM BXI, 101), Bononiensis gr. 2432 (RISM BXI, 158), Florentinus Riccardianus gr. 41 (K.II.2) (RISM BXI, 176), and Neapolitanus gr. 260 (III.C.2) (RISM
BXI, 201).
Pearson (Elementa rhythmica, xix) states that Psellus' s introduction (Prolambanomena) is preserved in five manuscripts; the text he presents (pp. 20-27),
however, is based on a collation of only two, the fourteenth-century Venetus Marcianus gr. 524 and the sixteenth-century Monacensis gr. 98. One of the five in Pearson's list, Upsaliensis gr. 47 (RISM BXI, 293), does not in fact contain this particular Psellus text, although it does contain other works by the author. Though
Pearson' s Elementa rhythmica suggests otherwise, it is important to note that no
thorough and systematic investigation of the manuscripts containing Psellus's
musical writings has yet been made (see chapter 7 infra), and there are most
probably additional sources for this treatise.
98vuv o£ llJllV 1tcpt aU'tOU AcK'teov 'tOU EV JlOU<JtKll 'tU't'tOJleVOU pu9J..LOU (Pearson
2.3-4; for a full listing of other editions and translations of the Elementa rhythmica, see the Bibliography under "Aristoxenus"). As to the other types of
rhythm, Aristides Quintilianus (De musica 1.13) states: "The term 'rhythm' is
used in three ways: it is used for motionless bodies (as we speak of a eurhythmic
statue), for all things that move (for so we say that someone walks eurhythmically), and in particular sense for sound" CPu9J..Lo<; 'to{vuv KaA£t'tat 'tptx&<; ·
AE"{c't<lt yap E1tl 'tc 'tiDV UKtVfl'troV (j{J)j.l<X't{J)V [ro<; <p<lJlcV cUpU9JlOV avOpt<lV'ta] KU1tt
nav'trov 't&v KtvouJ..Levrov [ou'tro<; yap <paJ..LcV cupu9J..Lro<; 'ttva ~aoil;ctv] Kat ioiro<; ettt
<provil<; · [W.-I. 31.3--6]; Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 94).
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In the Harmonica, Aristoxenus was concerned with identifying
the most basic and irreducible elements of harmonics in his seven
categories of genera, intervals, notes, scales, tonoi, modulation,
and melic composition, but he was also very much interested in
such subtle and sophisticated matters as correct identification of
the phenomena, musical logic, and comprehension. The Elementa rhythmica exhibits some of the same approach. First, chronos (xp6vo~), or time, and the sensing of it are identified as basic
principles in the science of rhythm. Then, he distinguishes
between rhythm and something rhythmized by drawing an analogy with form and something formed. A body can be formed in
various ways, but the particular body is not the same as the form
itself. Likewise, various melodic or verbal patterns, for example,
can be rhythmized in various ways, but any particular rhythmization is not the same as rhythm itself. Neither form nor rhythm
come into being unless there is something to be formed or
rhythmized. 99
Since undifferentiated chronos cannot divide itself, a rhythmized pattern divides the chronos. Aristoxenus observes, however, that not every division of chronos is rhythmic. Indirectly
recalling the principles of synthesis, continuity, and consecution
developed in the Harmonica, he notes that his audience is familiar with the synthesis of letters and intervals, which allows only a
few combinations. The same principle applies to chronoi, "for
many symmetries and orders of chronoi appear to be quite alien to
the sense, while a certain few are suitable and can be applied to the
nature of rhythm."lOO Thus, a rhythmization can be arrhythmic as
well as rhythmic, and it can be found in diction, melos, and bodily
motion. Diction divides chronos "by letters, syllables, words, and
99This bears a strong resemblance to Aristoxenus's formulation of Becoming
and Having Become in the Prologue of the Elementa Harmonica (see p. 323
supra). Here, Aristoxenus uses the passive participles pu9f..Lt~Of..l£VOV and O'XT\f..l<X'tt11
11
~6J..Levov to express his concepts of something rhythmized" and something
formed." This analogy probably recalls Plato's theory of forms,· but as crxilf..la and
O'XT\f..l<X'tt~ro are also used in reference to the various poses of the body in dance (cf.
Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.13-14; 2.4, 6, 10), it is quite possible Aristoxenus intends the analogy to relate the visual dimensions of dance to the temporal
dimensions of rhythm. Cf. Psellus Prolambanomena 2 and 13 (Pearson 20 and 24).
1001toA.A.at J..LEV yap au'trov cruf..LJ..LE'tptat 't£ Kat 'ta~Et<; aA.A.6'tptat <pa{vov'tat 'tll<;
aicr9ilcrero<; o.Ocrat, OAtyat Oe 'ttV£<; OtKEta{ 't£ Kat OUV<l't<lt 'tax911vat Et<; 'tllV 'tOU
pu9f..Lou <pucrtv (Pearson 6.5-8). Cf. Excerpta Neapolitana 11 (Pearson 28).
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all such things; melos by its own notes, intervals, and scales; and
motion by points, forms, and whatever else is a part of
motion. "101
If chronos is to be divisible, there must be some basic smallest
unit of time. Aristoxenus calls this the "protos chronos" (np&to~
xp6vo<;) and observes that it may contain only a single note, syllable, or point. The double duration is described as "diseme," the
triple as "triseme," the quadruple as "tetraseme," and so on. Aristides Quintilianus (De musica 1.14) echoes Aristoxenus's definition of the protos chronos and refers to rhythmic patterns extending to twenty-five chronoi.
In the Harmonica, Aristoxenus took great pains to derive his
principles and elements from the dynamic phenomena of music.
Thus, the characteristics of a particular note or interval were not
inherent but depended on their functions within a musical context. Using the analogy of an interval in harmonics-which may
be either simple or complex depending on the notes that form itand the same terminology, Aristoxenus remarks that chronos,
too, may be simple or complex: simple if it is occupied by a single
syllable, note, or point; complex if occupied by·more than one. In
an absolute sense, chronos is simple if it is not divided by any
rhythmized pattern, complex if divided by all rhythmized patterns, and both simple and complex if divided by some rhythmized patterns but not by others. Truly simple chronos, then, is
the protos chronos; complex chronos always contains more than a
single syllable, note, or point; and chronos both simple and complex contains only one divisor of one type (that is, from diction,
melos, or motion) and more than one from the other types. These

lOloiov ypaJ,LJ,Lacrt Kat cruA.A.aPat<; Kat pflJ.Lacrt Kat 1t<icrt 'tOt<; 'tOtOU'tOl<;. 'tO of.
J.LEAO<; 'tOt<; eaU'tOU <p96yyot<; 't£ Kat Otacrn1J.Lacrt Kat crucr't~J,Lacrtv. 'h of. Ktvncrt<; crnJ.Letot<;
't£ Kat crx~J.Lacrt Kat et 'tt 'tOtOU'tOV Ecr'tt X:tV~crero<; J!Epo<; (Pearson 6.18-21 ). Pearson
translates (hacr't~J.Lacrt Kat crucr't~J.Lacrtv as "silent intervals and groups of notes,"
but this misrepresents Aristoxenus's technical terminology from the Harmonica.
The "points and forms" are poses and gestures used in dance and rhetoric; Plutarch
Quaestiones convivales 9.15 (747b-748d) describes some of them. For a modern
scholarly description, see Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals, 171-76 and
246-57. On rhythm in diction, melos, and motion, cf. Aristides Quintilianus De
musica 1.13; Psellus Prolambanomena 3, 5, and 13 (Pearson 20, 22, 24); Excerpta
Neapolitana 20 (Pearson 30).
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categories could indeed encompass all possible rhythmized
patterns.102
At the beginning of the Elementa rhythmica, Aristoxenus
observed that the sensing of chronos was basic to the science of
rhythm. In order for the complex divisions of chronos to be
sensed, they must be articulated in some way, and Aristoxenus
accordingly turns his attention to the role of the foot (1tou<;). Some
feet consist of two chronoi, others of three, and still others of four.
Although feet may have more than four chronoi as they are
employed in rhythmic composition, they will never have more
than four points in their basic structure. In each case, these points
involve motion upwards (&vro) and downwards (Ka'tro). A few
paragraphs later, Aristoxenus associates upward motion with the
familiar term "'arsis" (apat<;) and downward motion with the less
familiar term ~'~basis" (~&at<;). The ratio of arsis to basis in a foot
may be equal (e.g., two chronoi to two chronoi, as in dactylic
or anapestic
feet), duple (e.g., 2:1 or 1:2, as in trochaic
or
iambic
feet), or irrational, that is, "an irrationality between the
two ratios recognizable to the sense, between the equal and the
duple; this foot is called an irrational choreic."103 Aristides Quintilianus (De musica 1.17) cites two irrational choreics, an iamboid
and a trochoid. He describes the iamboid as like a dactyl in rhythm
and an iamb in diction, with a long arsis and two theses. Such a
description suggests that the rhythmic pattern would be
like
the dactyl, but the value of the long syllable would be less than the
total value of the two short syllables, producing in terms of duration a foot closer to the iamb,
(i.e., something like '"'~). The
trochoid is described as an inversion, with two arses and a long
thesis. Both would indeed have ratios between equal and duple.
Although Aristoxenus himself does not provide a description
of the irrational choreic, he is anxious to clarify his sense of the
term ~'~irrational." Reminding his audience of the inadequacy of
-'-J\.J

'-J\.J-

-'-J

'-J-

-'-J\.J'

'-J-

102Aristides Quintilianus's definitions of simple and complex rhythms (De
musica 1.14) differ: his simple rhythms are those composed of just a single genus
of foot, the complex have two or more, and the mixed (described more fully in
1.17) combine different genera into complex patterns such as dochmiacs and
prosodiacs. Cf. Psellus Prolambanomena 7 and 16 (Pearson 22 and 26).
103 ecr'tat ()' fl &A.oyia Jlc'ta~u <iuo A.6yrov yvroptJlrov 'tU aicr8ftcrct, 'tou 't£ tcrou
Kat 'tOU OutA.acriou. K<lAEt'tat o' oi>to<; xopctO<; aA.oyo<; (Pearson 12.27-30). Cf.
Excerpta Neapolitana 10 (Pearson 28).
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numbers to demonstrate the various real musical intervals and
the functional meaninglessness of a twelfth-tone, Aristoxenus
points out that "irrational" here means only that the ratio cannot
be expressed in simple integers. In terms of actual usage, however,
a rhythm is rational if it is appropriate to the rhythmic
composition.104
In the fragment "On the protos chronos" preserved by Porphyrius, Aristoxenus observes that inasmuch as rhythms may move
at any number of different paces, or tempi (ayroyai), it might
appear that there would be a potentially infinite number of protoi
chronoi, defying any attempt at scientific classification. Recalling
his argument in the Harmonica against an infinity of potential
intervallic dimensions, Aristoxenus points out that the notion of
infinity is hostile to every science, and moreover, feet are, in fact,
not constructed with an infinity of chronoi.lOS Although the protos chronos may move at different tempi, in terms of its function
within any given foot and its ratio to the other durations, it will
always remain the same: the tempo of the protos chronos does not
change in any way its function within a rhythmic complex. As in
the Harmonica, Aristoxenus here again reduces a potential infinity to a manageable series of archetypal genera-in this case,
rhythmic genera.
The tempo of a rhythm is closely related to its magnitude
(J.lEY£8o<;), the first of seven distinctions Aristoxenus specifies for
rhythmic feet. His other distinctions-some of which also appear
in the Harmonica-are by genus, rational or irrational (pll'tO<;,
104Aristoxenus hypothesized the twelfth-tone in order to demonstrate "irrational" intervals in the Harmonics (see p. 313 supra). He never actually refers to
the Harmonica in the Elementa rhythmica, but the references to harmonics, the
analogies drawn between harmonics and rhythmics, and the employment of
parallel terminology certainly recall the Harmonica-or point towards it, if the
Elementa rhythmica is the earlier work. Psellus Prolambanomena 8-12 and 14-16
(Pearson 22-26) largely parallels Aristoxenus' s description of rhythmic feet,
including extension to twenty-five chronoi, description of arsis and basis, typical
ratios of arsis to basis (Psellus adds 3:2, 3:1, and 4:3), irrationality, and analogy
with harmonics. The Excerpta Neapolitana 9-14 (Pearson 28, 30) are highly
abbreviated but also describe the rhythmic foot, arsis and thesis, rhythmic
ratios (including 3:2 but not 3:1 or 4:3), and rhythmic extension to twenty-five
chronoi.
105£tvat yap 1tOAEJ.LtOV 1tcXO'at~ 'tat~ E1ttO''tTlJ.!Ut~ 'tO a1t£tpov ... ; ... OU't£ yap
n60a<; cruv-ri9cJ.LEV EK xp6vrov anciprov (Pearson 32). Cf. pp. 305, 310, and 332-33
supra.
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a_A.oyo<;), simple or complex, division (<itatpEat<;), form, and antithesis (avti8eat<;).106 For each of these, he supplies a simple definition; in several cases, the definitions can be expanded from other
sources.
For the first distinction, Aristoxenus simply states that feet can
differ from one another with respect to magnitude. In Book I of
the Elementa harmonica (section I/B/2), however, he elaborates
on the relationship between magnitude and tempo:
When the ratio by which the genera are distinguished is constant, the magnitudes of the feet change because of the function of tempo; and when the
magnitudes are constant, the feet become dissimilar. The same magnitude
can be both a foot and a conjunction. It is evident that the differences of divisions and forms come from a certain constant magnitude. To speak generally,
rhythmic composition is subject to many and all kinds of motions, but the
feet, by which we mark the rhythms are always simple and the same. 107

Aristides Quintilianus provides an even clearer definition in De
musica 1.19, where tempo and magnitude are specifically related:
Tempo is the speed or slowness of the chronoi, for example, whenever, while
preserving the proportions that the theses make to the arses, we present the
magnitudes of each chronos in different ways. The best tempo for rhythmic
exposition is a certain intermediate dimension of the theses and arses. 108

Earlier (1.14), when listing the seven distinctions of Aristoxenus,
although without specific attribution, Aristides Quintilianus
observed that a triseme foot differs from a diseme foot with
respect to magnitude. Thus, it seems clear that rhythmic theory
considered magnitude to be a matter both of the number of protoi
chronoi and of their tempo within a rhythmic foot_l09
106Psellus Prolambanomena 16 mentions the first five of these distinctions.
107Kat yap Jlevov'to<; 'tou A.6you, Ka8' ov <hroptcr'tat 'ta yev11, 'ta Jley£9,
KtVEt'tat 'tOOV 1tOOrov Ota 'tllV 'tllC;; ayroyilc; OuVaJltV, Kat t&v Jleye9&v JleVOV'tOOV
UVOJ.lOtOt y{yvov'tat oi 1tOOe<;. Kat 'tO aU'tO JlEye9oc; 1tOOa 't£ Ouva'tat Kat crusuy{av.
<>ilA.ov ()' o'tt Kat ai 'trov Otatpecrerov 'te Kat crxllJla'trov (Ota<popai) 1tepl J.!Evov 'tt
Jleye8oc; y{yvov'tat. Ka96A.ou ()' ei1tetv ;, Jlev pu9Jlo1toiia noA.A.ac; Kat nav'toOanac;
Ktvncretc; KtVet'tat, oi ()£ 1tOOe<; otc; <J11JlatVOJ.le9a 'touc; pu9~-touc; U1tAac; 't£ Kat ta<;
au'tac; aei (da Rios 43.16-44.3). A "conjunction" (syzygy) is the composition of two
simple and dissimilar feet; references to syzygy appear in P.Oxy. 2687.
lOB 'Ayroyil ()£ E<J'tt pu9JltKll xpovrov 'tcXXO<; 11 ~paOu'tn<;, otov (i'tav 'tCOV A.6yrov
O'qlSOJlEVOOV ouc; ai eecret<; 1tOtOUVtat 1tpoc; 'ta<; apcretc; Ota<poproc; EKUO''tOU xp6vou ta
Jley£9, 1tpocr<pep00Jleea. aptO'tll ()£ ayroyil pu9JltK11c; EJ.l<paaeroc; ;, Ka'ta JlEOOV 'tCOV
9eaeroc; Kat 'trov &pcrerov 1toai1 Otacr'tacrtc; (W.-I. 39.26-30 [rejecting Tyrwhitt's
emendation adopted by W.-I.]). Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 102.

109This may help to explain the ostensible confusion in the Excerpta Neapolitana 14-15, where various genera are described as being in diseme, triseme,
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The second and third distinctions pertain to the ratios between
the arsis and the thesis-whether they are equal, duple, or "any
other of the eurhythmic chronoi"110_while the fourth distinction covers feet that are compounded from smaller rhythmic feet.
Aristides Quintilianus (De musica 1.14 and 17) adds that complex
feet are composed of two or more genera, such as the dochmiacs
(first dochmiac: v-1-v-; and second dochmiac: v-1-vvl-vvv) and
prosodiacs (three-feet prosodiac: vvlv-1-v; four-feet prosodiac:
vvlv-1-vlv-; and two-conjunction prosodiac: -vv-1--vv ).111
The final three distinctions involve different arrangements of
the feet. Feet may have divisions in differing locations, the parts
that comprise their forms may be arranged in differing orders, and
the positions of arsis and thesis may be exchanged. These three
distinctions are closely related. A foot such as -- could be divided
into -vv or vv- or vvvv; each of these is a different division and
each results in a different form. Antithesis might be possible in
these feet, but Aristoxenus seems to envision cases where the
ratio between arsis and thesis is unequal. Aristides Quintilianus
(De musica 1.14) offers the same sort of definition for antithesis:
one foot has the larger chronos leading and the smaller following,
while the other is the opposite.
The fragment of the Elementa rhythmica concludes with a listing of the basic genera of rhythmic feet: dactylic, iambic, and paeonic. The dactylic is in equal ratio, the iambic in duple ratio, and
the paeonic in sesquialteran ratio;112 the precise distribution of the
chronoi to arsis and thesis depends on the particular rhythm.
These magnitudes are, respectively, tetrasemes, trisemes, and pentetraseme, or pentaseme tempo (a:yroyf}). Their difference, then, is a difference in
magnitude, but it is equally true that if the tempo of the protos chronos remained
constant, the pace of a rhythmic foot with a greater number of chronoi would be
slower than the pace of one with fewer chronoi. Psellus Prolambanomena 1 makes
it clear that the tempo of a text could be flexible; there was not one more or less
fixed duration for a protos chronos. In addition, P.Oxy. 2687 (9) and the Excerpta
Neapolitana 21 make it clear that the grammatical meter of a syllable may be
overridden by a rhythmic pattern; for examples in the musical fragments, see
Mathiesen, "Rhythm and Meter," 159-80.
110() ()' (f).."J...ov 'ttVa "COOV eupu9J.HOV xpovrov (Pearson 16.2-3).
111For examples of dochmiacs and prosodiacs in Archilochus and in a surviving fragment of ancient Greek music, see chapter 2, pp. 73 and 117-20 supra.
112cf. Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.15-16; Psellus Prolambanomena 17;
Excerpta Neapolitana 13.
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tasemes. For the tetrasemes and pentasemes, ratios such as 3:1 and
4:1 are theoretically possible, but Aristoxenus dismisses them in
favor of 2:2 and 3:2. In addition, hexaseme magnitudes can be
taken in the iambic or dactylic genus, as 2:4 or 3:3 (but not 5:1),
while octaseme magnitudes can be considered dactylic. Aristoxenus does not consider any ratio of heptaseme magnitudes to be
rhythmic, and even Aristides Quintilianus (De musica 1.14) says
merely that "some also add the sesquitertian,"113 i.e., 4:3.
The fragment of the Elementa rhythmica does not provide
sufficient information to determine with certainty which sections
would have followed the truncation of the treatise in the surviving sources. Aristides Quintilianus refers to five parts of rhythmics (De musica 1.13): protos chronos, genera of feet, tempo, modulation, and rhythmic composition. The first three of these are
treated to some extent in the surviving portion of Aristoxenus's
Elementa rhythmica as well as in Aristides Quintilianus's treatise,
which also includes brief treatments of rhythmic modulation
(J.Le~aBoA-1, puSJ.LtKft) and rhythmic composition (pu8J.Lon:ot"fa). Are
these perhaps derived from the lost portions of Aristoxenus's Elementa rhythmica? Aristides Quintilianus follows his discussion
of rhythmics with one on metrics, concluding Book I of his treatise with a brief definition of poetry,114 but as metrics and poesy
are clearly distinct fields, it seems unlikely these represent sections
lost in the Elementa rhythmica.
By contrast, Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 9 and 2687, the extended
fragment on rhythmics preserved on papyrus, may represent part
of a work by Aristoxenus, perhaps even part of the Elementa
rhythmica. The text of the papyrus and its reconstruction are open
to varying interpretations, and this is not the place for a detailed
consideration.115 In any event, the fragment provides one of the

1131tpO<J'tt9eacrt o£ 'ttVE~ Kat 'tO E1tt'tpt'tOV (W.-I. 33.30); cf. Psellus Prolambanomena 9. In De musica 1.18, Aristides Quintilianus describes a series of possible
ratios for a dekaseme rhythm, rejecting all those that do not produce some combination of equal, sesquialteran, and sesquitertian ratios.
114on these subjects, see pp. 538-41 infra.
115Rossi ("POxy 9 + POxy 2687," 11) proposes a date between the first and
second centuries C.E.; earlier scholars have dated it to the mid-third century C.E.
See n. 97 supra; Pearson, Elementa rhythmica, 36-44 and 77-86; Theodore
Reinach, "Les nouveaux fragments rhythmiques d' Aristoxene," Revue des etudes
grecques 11 (1898): 389-418; and Willem John Wolf£ Koster, "Quelques remarques
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precise topics conjectured as missing from the other sources of the
Elementa rhythmica: rather specific comment on rhythmic composition, including references to tempo, division, conjunction,
and form. The language and approach certainly suggest Aristoxenian vocabulary and principles, but they are also reminiscent of
Aristides Quintilianus's treatise. Suffice it to say that the papyrus
provides ample evidence of the application of theoretical
principles to the analysis of complex rhythmic patterns.
Though known today only through a series of substantial fragments, short excerpts, and intriguing titles, Aristoxenus's work
still conveys an extraordinary array of remarkable insights. His
treatises form the basis for the later technical-or "Aristoxenian"-theorists, and even later writers such as Ptolemy and
Boethius who disagreed with Aristoxenus, perhaps because they
misunderstood him, could not ignore his theoretical conceptions.
With the possible exception of Ptolemy himself, certainly no other
Greek theorist exerted a comparable force on the development of
later music theory.

The Sectio Canonis
If Aristoxenus's Harmonica and Rhythmica represent the best
examples of the application of Aristotelian science to music, the
Sectio canonis represents the fullest and most systematic surviving application of Pythagorean mathematics to very specific musical topics: consonance, the magnitudes of certain consonant intervals, the location of movable notes in an enharmonic tetrachord,
and the location of the notes of the Immutable System on a
monochord. Aristoxenus is not mentioned in the Sectio canonis,
but some parts of the treatise can be viewed as a defense of traditional Pythagorean measurements of musical intervals against
Aristoxenus's-or some other theorist's-geometric conceptions
of pitch space.
The content, method, and even the authorial attribution of the
Sectio canonis evolved over time as it was studied and copied by
the various scribes and scholars who preserved it in the surviving
manuscript sources. Unlike any of the other treatises that make
up the corpus of ancient Greek music theory, the Sectio canonis

sur 1'etude de rythmique Ox. Pap. 2687(9)," Revue des etudes grecques 85 (1972):
47-56.
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exists in three quite distinct versions: a long version in Greek,
which is, with one exception, al\vays transmitted in the manuscripts in tandem with the Harnzonica introductio, a treatise now
commonly ascribed to Cleonides., though in twenty of these thirtytwo manuscripts, the Sectio canonis itself is attributed to Euclid;116
a shorter version in Greek preserved in Porphyrius's commentary
to Ptolemy's Harmonica 1.5, where the treatise is attributed to
Euclid; and a still shorter version in Latin preserved without attribution in Boethius's De institutione musica 4.
In a recent monograph, Andre Barbera has provided an
exhaustive study of the evolution of this treatise from a relatively
short and straightforward collection of propositions employing
Pythagorean arithmetic to a longer series in which the Pythagorean propositions were enlarged to embrace specific musical issues
by the addition of a short introduction on musical physics and a
series of musical corollaries. All this was gradually recast in terms
of Euclidean geometry, leading finally to the long Greek version
known commonly in the Renaissance and thereafter, a version
that includes a consideration of the movable notes in the enharmonic tetrachord and, at the end, a full-fledged division of a
monochord-a sectio canonis (or, in Greek, Ka'ta:toJ.L'h Kav6vo~)
from which the treatise takes its name. In this long form, the Sectio canonis may be viewed as comprising four sections: the introduction, nine mathematical propositions, the musical corollaries,
and the enharmonic passage-a refutation of the geometric division of the tetrachord-, followed by the location of the notes of
the "Immutable System" on a monochord.117

116For a discussion of the conflicting attributions of Cleonides's Harmonica
introductio, see pp. 366-68 infra.
117Barbera, Division of the Canon (see chapter 1, n. 23), 1-3, 38-62. For other
editions and translations of the Sectio canonis, see the Bibliography under "Cleonides" and "Euclid." On this treatise in general, see Andrew Barker, "Methods
and Aims in the Euclidean Sectio canonis," Journal of Hellenic Studies 101 (1981):
1-16 (response in Andre Barbera, "Placing Sectio canonis in Historical and Philosophical Contexts," Journal of Hellenic Studies 104 [1984]: 157-61); Alan C.
Bowen, "Euclid's sectio canon is and the History of Pythagoreanism," in Science
and Philosophy in Classical Greece, ed. A. C. Bowen, Sources and Studies in the
History and Philosophy of Classical Science, vol. 2 (New York: Garland, 1991),
164-87; Flora R. Levin, "Unity in Euclid's 'Sectio canonis,"' Hermes 118 (1990):
430-43; Thomas J. Mathiesen, "An Annotated Translation of Euclid's Division of a
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The protracted evolution of the treatise, as well as a number of
internal inconsistencies, make Euclid's authorship quite unlikely.
There is, however, some evidence in favor of Euclid: the shorter
version of the Sectio canonis quoted by Porphyrius is attributed to
Euclid, treatises on music and on the canon are ascribed to Euclid
by Arabic scholars from the tenth century onward, and later
Byzantine scholars such as Theodorus Metochites (1270-1332)
refer to Euclid as an author who wrote on musical subjects.
Porphyrius's attribution is telling, but it is important to recall that
it applies only to the shorter version of the Sectio canonis, which
includes just the mathematical propositions and the musical corollaries; the introduction, enharmonic passage, and the canon
itself do not appear, though they may already have been a part of
the treatise. References after Porphyrius cannot be positively identified with the Sectio canonis and may simply derive from Porphyrius's attribution or manuscripts that attribute the Sectio canonis and the Harmonica introductio to Euclid. The evidence of the
manuscripts must, however, be used with caution. As already
noted, their testimony varies: while some attribute the treatise to
Euclid, eleven of them include the Sectio canonis as a subsection
of Cleonides's Harmonica introductio. Although the authorship
and date of the Sectio canonis must remain open, it probably had
evolved into more or less its final form in late antiquity, that is,
sometime between the fourth and sixth centuries C.E.118 An earlier date is possible, but even if such a late date is correct, this
would not reduce the significance of the treatise. The Sectio canonis unquestionably contains important Pythagorean material
known and applied by musical theorists ranging from before the
time of Aristoxenus well into the Middle Ages and beyond. As
such, it is one of the most important early theoretical sources.
The introduction to the Sectio canonis defines the physical
basis of sound as a series of motions; without motion, which produces a percussion (1tAllYil) of air, there would be no sound and, by
implication, no subject for the Sectio canonis. The author associates denser motion with greater string tension and higher pitch,
sparser motion with lesser string tension and lower pitch. InasMonochord," Journal of Music Theory 19 (1975): 236-58; and Bartel Leendert van
der Waerden, "Die Harmonielehre der Pythagoreer," Hermes 78 (1943): 163-99.
118A full investigation of the question of authorship appears in Barbera,
Division of the Canon, 3-36.
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much as pitches are related to the number of motions of a string
(or, in more modern terms, the vibration rate of the string), it follows that the pitches of notes are comprised of certain numbers of
parts, and this allows them to be described and compared in
numerical terms and ratios. The author's audience is thereby prepared for the following series of mathematical propositions and
musical corollaries. First, however, some basic premises and terminology are introduced: notes can be related to one another in
one of the three principal numerical ratios-multiple, superparticular, and superpartient; some notes are consonant, some dissonant; consonant notes make a blend (Kp&atc;), while dissonant
notes do not; and consonant notes form either a multiple or a
superparticular ratio with one another.119
It can hardly be coincidence that both Aristoxenus's Harmonica
and the Sectio canonis begin by addressing the relationship
between sound and motion, although their particular perspectives
differ. Aristotle spends a considerable amount of time drawing
distinctions between motion and rest in Physica 5-6, with occasional references to sound, while in De anima 2.8, he comments at
length on sound as a percussion (1tA1l'Yll) of air perceived by the
hearing, with specific reference to high and low sounds and the
relationship between rate of motion and pitch. The introduction
to the Sectio canonis clearly reflects the context of Aristotelian
acoustics. At the same time, in its relationship of pitch to number
and the concomitant comparison of pitches and intervals by
means of number, discoveries strongly associated with Pythagoras,
the introduction has a decidedly Pythagorean flavor.120

119Multiple ratios are those in which the greater term is some exact integral
multiple of the lesser term (nx:x, where n is an integer greater than 1); superparticular, those in which the greater term contains the lesser once, plus one integral
part of the lesser ([x +one integral part of x]:x, where xis an integer greater than
1); superpartient, those in which the greater term contains the lesser once, plus
more than one integral part of the lesser ([x + m]:x, where x is an integer greater
than m and m is an integer greater than 1 that cannot evenly divide x). It is
important to note the underlying but unstated limitation to the tetraktys of the
decad (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4), which can produce the fourth (4:3), fifth (3:2), octave (2:1),
octave-and-a-fifth (3:1), double octave (4:1), and various other intervals by
addition and subtraction of this basic set. For a detailed discussion of the introduction, see Barbera, Division of the Canon, 48-58.
120Porphyrius's version of the Sectio canonis omits the introduction.
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The nine mathematical propositions embody the most basic
Pythagorean principles of adding and subtracting intervals (Otacr'tftJ.la'ta).121 The propositions do not specifically state that these
should be construed as musical intervals, but the context certainly
allows them to imply musical terms. Each proposition is constructed with an introductory statement, in either conditional or
positive terms, followed by a proof. Although there are differences
of detail among the versions, all nine propositions appear in all
the versions of the Sectio canonis; the Latin version preserved by
Boethius ends after the ninth proposition.l22 The propositions
may be summarized as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

If a multiple interval doubled makes some interval, the new interval
is multiple.
If an interval doubled makes a multiple whole, the original interval
itself is multiple.
No mean number-neither one nor many-can fit proportionately
between the terms constituting a superparticular interval.
If a non-multiple interval is doubled, the whole is neither multiple
nor superparticular.
If an interval doubled does not make a multiple whole, the original
interval was not multi2le.
The duple interval is composed of the two largest superparticular
intervals, the sesquialtera (i.e., 3:2) and the sesquitertia (i.e., 4:3)
(two proofs are provided for this statement).
Adding a duple and a sesquialteran interval produces a triple
interval.
Subtracting a sesquitertian interval from a sesquialteran interval
produces a sesquioctaval (i.e., 9:8) interval.
Six sesquioctaval intervals are greater than one duple interval.

In the Greek versions of the Sectio canonis, the musical corollaries are generally presented in two different forms: one commonly known in the Renaissance and thereafter, in which the
corollaries appear as propositions 10-16; and another form, perhaps more authoritative, in which the first corollary appears as

121A useful and accessible introduction to Pythagorean mathematics is provided by Richard Crocker, "Pythagorean Mathematics and Music," Journal of
Aesthetics and Art Criticism 22 (1963-64): 189-98 and 325-35; and Sir Thomas
Heath, A History of Greek Mathematics, 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1921;
reprinted., New York: Dover, 1981), 1:65-117.
122See Barbera, Division of the Canon, 38-60, 118-49, 188-217, and 234-57.
The logic of each demonstration is detailed in the annotations to these pages.
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proposition 10 and the rest are collected as proposition 11.123 The
corollaries and the mathematical propositions on which they rest
may be summarized in the following table, where column A
shows the common Renaissance numbering of the propositions;
B, the more authoritative numbering; C, the corollary; and D, the
propositions on which it is based.
10

B
10

11

11a

12

11b

13

11c

14

11d

A

/

15

11e

16

11f

c

D

Introduction and
propositions 2-3.
Introduction and
The intervals of both a fourth and a
propositions 4-5.
fifth are superparticular.
Propositions 6-7 and
The octave interval is duple, combined
from the fifth (the sesquialtera) and the 10-11 (11a).
fourth (the sesquitertia), the two largest
superparticular intervals; the interval
of an octave-and-a-fifth is triple; and
the double octave is quadruple.
The whole-tone interval is sesquiProposition 8.
octaval.
The octave is less than six whole-tones. Propositions 9, 12
(11b), and 13 (11c).
The fourth is less than two-and -a -half Proposition 14 (11d).
tones; the fifth is less than three-and-ahalf tones.
Propositions 3 and 13
The whole-tone cannot be divided into
(11c).
two or more equal intervals
The octave interval is multiple.

Propositions 10-11 and 15 refer to specific notes in the Immutable
System as part of their demonstrations, and as in the Harmonica
of Aristoxenus, the names of the notes are simply employed without any explanation. There will, however, be some illustration of
the actual location of these notes in the monochord division that
forms the conclusion of the long version of the Sectio canonis.
Nevertheless, it is apparent here, as in Aristoxenus's Harmonica,
that the names of the notes were so well established they could
simply be taken for granted by the theorists.
To this point, where the shorter Greek version preserved by
Porphyrius terminates, the musical corollaries concentrate exclusively on the consonant intervals and the whole-tone; propositions 10-13 are purely positive, but propositions 14-16 imply a
counter-position being refuted. Though Aristoxenus is never
123see ibid., 39-40, 150-71, 218-25.
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mentioned, propositions 15 and 16 directly contradict his demonstration of the equal division of the whole-tone and the fourth as
comprised of two-and-a-half tones.124 If Aristoxenus or some of
his followers are intended as the object of refutation, at least this
much of the Sectio canonis must post-date his treatise. On the
other hand, if Aristoxenus is not the object of refutation because
the Sectio canonis is contemporary or pre-dates him, his demonstrations must have been derived from an earlier tradition, now
forgotten.
None of the musical corollaries has thus far exhibited any concern for the smaller intervals that define the various genera articulated by Aristoxenus. The long version of the Sectio canonis,
however, continues with a passage devoted to the location of the
movable notes within enharmonic tetrachords: on the one hand,
the paranete and the lichanos, and on the other, the parhypate
and trite.125 In the division of the monochord, which concludes
the long version of the Sectio canonis, locations -will also be determined for the movable notes within the diatonic tetrachords, but
no locations are provided for the specifically chromatic notes.
The method for locating the notes in an enharmonic tetrachord is identical to the method of ascending and descending
fourths and fifths Aristoxenus employed to locate and identify the
ditone and the leimma. In the Sectio canonis, an initial note, the
mese, is established, after which the pattern of ascending-fourthdescending-fifth is twice applied to locate the lichanos, a ditone
lower. If the mese were envisioned on its conventional a', the pattern would be a'-d"-g'-c"-f', with the lichanos on f'. By starting
from a nete envisioned on its conventional e", the paranete (c")
could be discovered in the same manner.
With the pycnon established by the presence of the ditone, the
enharmonic passage, relying on proposition 3, observes that the
movable notes within the pycnon (i.e., the parhypate or the trite)
cannot divide it into two equal parts. Aristoxenus is, of course, not
mentioned, but here again, unless he borrowed from earlier
sources, it is difficult not to see this passage as a pointed refutation

124see pp. 312-14, 325, and 327-29 supra.
125In the version commonly known in the Renaissance and thereafter, this
passage is divided into propositions 17 and 18.
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of the spatial conception that allowed him to posit an equal division of any musical interval.126
The division of a monochord that concludes the long version
of the Sectio canonis is actually comprised of two separate divisions: the first provides locations for all the fixed notes of the diatonic genus in the Immutable System, as well as the lichanos
hypaton; the second, locations for the remaining movable notes
in the diatonic genus (the monochord is displayed in figure 54).127
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Figure 54.
The first division-locating points A, B, D, E, G, H, K, L, E>, and
Z-employs only the consonant intervals of the octave, the fifth,
and the fourth. It seems incongruous for the lichanos hypaton
(point G) to be located in the first division, but it does sound a
fourth higher than the lowest note, the proslambanomenos (point
A) and is used to locate the nete synemmenon (point Z), an octave
higher than the lichanos hypaton. The second division employs
the sesquioctaval whole-tone interval, as well as the consonant
intervals of the fifth and the fourth. Both divisions together allow
one "to mark the canon according to the so-called Immutable
System."128
On the whole, the Sectio canonis remains quite abstract. No
interest is shown in any of the musical phenomena or basic con126see pp. 312-14 and 327-29 supra.
127In the version commonly known in the Renaissance and thereafter, the two
divisions are presented as propositions 19 and 20.
128rov Kav6va Ka'taypa'lfat Ka'ta 'to KaA.ouf.icvov aJlc'tapoA.ov crucr'tllfla

(Barbera 178.1).
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ceptual issues Aristoxenus considered so important. In a sense, it
represents precisely the sort of limited diagrammatic view of
music theory for which the Harmonicists were so severely criticized by Aristoxenus. While it is true that the line drawings associated with the Sectio canonis in some of the manuscripts were
probably not part of its earliest form,129 the structure of the
demonstrations and the division of the monochord itself are
nevertheless expressed in diagrammatic terms. Moreover, the Sectio canonis says nothing at all about the ways in which one note
might or might not move to another; it makes no specific reference to the various genera, although the enharmonic genus is certainly produced by the demonstrations of propositions 17-18; and
it is limited to a single two-octave display. The Sectio canonis
does, however, present the clearest and most systematic view of
the traditional Pythagorean truths about the fundamental principles of consonance that governed music and the harmonious
structure expressed in the Immutable System. Although a precise
date cannot be assigned to the Sectio canonis, the division of the
monochord demonstrating the Immutable System provides one
of the earliest-if not the earliest-specifications of the notes in
the ancient Greek musical system.
The Pythagoreans were not, in any case, particularly concerned
with deducing musical scie1-:~e from complex musical phenomena
because the imperfection of temporal things naturally precluded
their conveying more than a pale reflection of higher reality. The
important truths about music were instead to be found in its
harmonious reflection of number. As a mere temporal manifestation, the employment of this harmonious structure in actual
pieces of music was of decidedly secondary interest.
In a very real sense, the Sectio canonis and Aristoxenus's Harmonica establish the two basic positions of ancient Greek music
theory. For some reason, no further music theory was written in
Greek-or, at least, none that is known-until its revival in the
second century C.£.130 When it revives, the Pythagorean and Aris129Barbera, Division of the Canon, 40-44 and Appendix.
130The De musica of Philodemus of Gadara is more properly a work of
philosophy than one of music theory. In the first and second centuries B.C.E., two
Roman authors did write in Latin about music: Marcus Terentius Varro (116-27
B.C.E.) and Polio Vitruvius (fl. first century B.C.E.). Varro's writings on music are
lost, although his Disciplinarum libri IX may have been the source of the musi-
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toxenian positions develop, compete, and combine, first in the
treatises of Plutarch, Cleonides, Nicomachus of Gerasa, Theon of
Smyrna, and Claudius Ptolemy, and later in the writings of Gaudentius, Porphyrius, Aristides Quintilianus, Bacchius Geron, and
Alypius.

cal lore in Censorinus's De die natali (see chapter 7 infra). Vitruvius's remarks
are included chiefly in his De architectura 5.4-5, but references to music occur
here and there throughout the treatise (for an edition and English translation,
see Vitruvius, On Architecture, 2 vols., ed. and trans. Frank Granger, Loeb
Classical Library [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1931-34]).
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Music Theory 11:
The Revival
he second century C.E. enjoyed a long period of imperial stability and prosperity under emperors Trajan (reigned 98-117
C.E.), Hadrian (reigned 117-138 C.E.), Antoninus Pius
(reigned 138-161 C.E.), and Marcus Aurelius (reigned 161-180
C.E.). Their support for learning and systematic education was
reflected in the establishment of libraries as a common form of
public and private munificence. Trajan, for example, founded the
Bibliotheca Ulpia, which survived into the fifth century, while
Hadrian established the Athenaeum after the model of the
Museum at Alexandria. Emperor Hadrian was particularly interested in Attic culture and its preservation, and his successors continued the revival. The new libraries, together with imperial support, provided means and incentives for the study, copying, and
comparison of early texts, and it is certainly no coincidence that
antiquarians such as Pausanias and Pollux prospered during this
period.l Likewise, the study of ancient Greek music theory
accorded perfectly with the antiquarian interests of the age.

T

Plutarch
Plutarch of Chaeronea (ea. 50-ca. 120 C.E.), descendant of an old
and respected family in Boeotia,2 was certainly one of the most
important Greek authors of his time. As a youth, he studieci with
Ammonius and later travelled widely, visiting Athens, Egypt, and
1 L. D. Reynolds and N. G. Wilson,

Scribes and Scholars: A Guide to the
Transmission of Greek and Latin Literature, 3d ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991), 2431 and 45-48.
2see

map 1, p. 20.
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Rome. For the last three decades of his life, he was a priest at
Delphi and participated in the revival of the shrine under Trajan
and Hadrian. He was also influential in government; the Suda
states that Trajan granted him consular privileges.3 A profound
student of biography, rhetoric, logic, philosophy, and antiquities,
Plutarch advocated the dual patriotism of Greece and Romegreat educator and great power. He wrote more than two hundred
separate works, of which some fifty biographies, seventy-eight
other works comprising the so-called Moralia, and a few fragments are extant today.4
Included among the Moralia but almost certainly not the
actual work of Plutarch, the dialogue De musica contains a wealth
of information on ancient Greek musical life, and together with a
number of authentic works by Plutarch, it was an important
source used rather extensively in earlier chapters of this book.s
Although the Plutarchean De musica is not primarily a work of
music theory, it does contain some technical material that should
be considered at this point.
The De musica, it will be recalled, is cast in the form of a dialogue presented by two speakers, Lysias and Soterichus, and moderated by the precentor, Onesicrates. At the end of the dialogue,
Onesicrates identifies Lysias as a "practicing kitharode" (XEtpoupyrov Kt8apcp86~), while Soterichus is presented as one more interested in the benefit, theory, function, and use of music.6 Lysias is
the first speaker. After describing a number of musical styles and
their "inventors," he turns-on the authority of Aristoxenus-to
the invention of the enharmonic genus by Olympus. 7 Employing
the notes paramese, mese, lichanos, parhypate, and hypate in the
3JlE'taOou<; o€ au'tcp TpataYO<; 1ll<; 'tiDY U1tU'tOOY a~ia<; 1tpOO"E'ta~£ J!TtOEYa 'tiDY
Ka'ta 'tllV 'IA.A.upioa apxoY'tOOY 1tap€~ 'tll<; aU'tOU "(VOOJ.lrt<; 'tt Ota1tpcl't't£0"9at (Bekker
864).

4For a study of Plutarch as Platonist, see John Dillon, The Middle Platonists,
80 B.C. to A.D. 220 (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1977), chapter 4.
See also D. A. Russell, "Plutarch," in OCD, 1200-1201.
Sseepp.32-34,59,61-66,72,75,82,85,88,92,103-5, 133,145,152-53,155,178,
217, 231, and 293 supra.
61tp0<; rocpEAEtaY Kat1tp0<; 9eroptaY, UAAU yap Kat 0UYaJ.ltY Kat XPTlO"lY JlOUO'tKll<;
(1146e [Ziegler 36.20-21]).
7on this figure, seep. 178; also pp. 59, 64, 133, and 223 supra. The Olympus
here is presumably the "elder" Olympus of mythic time.
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diatonic genus, this famous aulete, it seems, began to omit the
lichanos, resulting in a ditone between the mese and the parhypate, characteristics of the enharmonic genus. Lysias adds, however, that this special style or scale, which he calls "spondeion"
(cr1toV0£tov),8 is distinct from any of the three genera. Indeed, if the
paramese, mese, lichanos, parhypate, and hypate were envisioned
on their conventional pitches b', a', g', f', and e', the pentachord
would be reduced to an atypical tetrachord of b'-a'-f'-e'; although
the ditone between a' and f' is typical of the enharmonic genus,
the incomposite semitone9 between f' and e' is not.
This rather straightforward description is complicated by the
following passage, perhaps originating as a gloss, in which the
substantive "spondeion" gives way to the technical term "spondeiasmos" (cr1tov0£tacr~6<;), which seems to describe a particular
interval characteristic of spondeion melos.
Of these [i.e., the diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic genera], they put the
spondeion first, in which not one of the divisions shows its unique character,
unless one, thinking of the more intense spondeiasmos, conjectures that just
this is diatonic. It is evident, however, that such a proposition will be both
false and unmusical: false because it is less by a diesis than the tone associated with the leader; and unmusical because if one would place the unique
character of the more intense spondeiasmos in the function of the wholetone, it would result in placing two consecutive ditones, the one simple and
the other complex. The enharmonic pycnon now used in the meson tetrachord
does not seem to be the poet's; this is easy to see when one hears the ancient
fashion of aulos-playing: even the semitone in the meson tetrachord is
intended to be simple.lO

BJn general terms, a spondeion is a cup from which a libation-or "sponde"
(crnov3l})-is poured, and this quasi-enharmonic "spondeion" style was perhaps
originally associated with thank-offerings, truces, or initiation rites (Pollux
Onomasticon 4.79). Elsewhere in the Onomasticon (4.84), Pollux calls the fourth
part of the Pythic Nomos "spondeion," although Strabo Geographica 9.3.10
provides a different name (se~ pp. 24-25, 43, 59-60, and 63 supra). The phrase
"spondeion melos" also appears in Sextus Empiricus Adversus musicos 7 (Greaves
130.3-4), where Pythagoras is described as calling upon the aulete to play this
melos, thereby calming a group of drunken youths. Although he does not identify
it as "spondeion," Aristoxenus (Harmonica [da Rios 29.14-30.9]) does refer to a
noble style employing a "ditone lichanos" (o{tovo~ A.txav6~).
9 Because the lichanos has been omitted, there is no note to divide the
semitone between f' and e'; thus, it would be incomposite.
lOoe musica 1.11: 'tt9eacrt yap 'tOU'tffiV 1tpOO'tOV 'tO L1tOV0EtOV, ev ~ OUOEJ.lta 'tOOV
OtatpecrErov to tOtov EJ.l<patvEt, Et Jllt tt~ Et~ tov cruvtovrotEpov crnovOEtacrJ.lOV ~A.enrov
auto 'tOU'tO Ot<l'tOVOV etvat U1t£tl(cX<J€t€. BnA.ov 0' O'tt Kat 'lf€UOO~ Kat EKJ.l€Ae~ 9ncret 0
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Lysias does not explain the meaning of spondeiasmos, but Aristides Quintilianus, no doubt also drawing on a now-lost passage of
Aristoxenus, describes the interval, together with two other special types:
It remains necessary to speak about eklusis, spondeiasmos, and ekbole, for
the ancients employed these intervals for the different types of harmoniai.
A descent of three incomposite dieses was called eklusis; an ascent of the
same interval, spondeiasmos; and an ascent of five dieses, ekbole. These
were given names as modifications of intervals because of the scarcity of
their use. 11

Lysias's reference to the tone associated with "the leader" is also
somewhat obscure, but the Aristotelian Problemata 19.33 clarifies
that the mese could also be called "the leader." The tone associated
with the leader must therefore be the tone of disjunction between
the mese and the paramese.
Even with the clarifications of Aristides Quintilianus and the
Aristotelian Problemata, the passage is opaque, but it seems that
Lysias is trying to make two points. First, if the "more intense
spondeiasmos" is the next interval (c*"-b') above Olympus's original pattern and if the resulting pattern c*"-b'-a' were taken out
of context, it might be possible to envision just this as the typical
sequence of two whole-tones found in the diatonic genus. This is
false, Lysias observes, because the interval c*"-b' is not a whole
tone but only a spondeiasmos, three-quarters of a tone, a diesis
less than the tone "associated with the leader," that is, the true
tone of disjunction between the mese (a') and the paramese (b').
-rotol'rto -rt9c:i<; · 'lfeu8o<; J.LEV o-rt 8tecrc:t £A.a-r-r6v £cr-rt -r6vou -rou nc:pl -rov i,yc:J.L6va
KetJ.Levou · EKJleAe<; 8' o-rt, Kat c:t -rt<; £v -rn -rou -rovtaiou 8uvaJ.Lc:t -rt8c:i11 -ro -rou
cruv-rovro-repou crnov8c:tacrJ.LOU t8tov, crUJ.L~a{vot av 8uo E~ll<; -ri9c:cr9at 8{-rova, 'tO JlEV
&cruv9c:-rov' 'tO 8€ cruv9c:-rov. 'tO yap EV 'tat<; J.LEcrat<; £vapJ.LOVtOV 1t'UKVOV cp vuv xp&v-rat
ou 8oKc:t -rou notT}-rou c:tvat. p*8tov 8' £cr-rt cruvt8c:tv, £av tt<; &pxatKro<; -rtvo<;
auAOUV'tO<; aKoucrn. &cruv9c:-rov yap ~OUAe'tat c:tvat Kat 'tO EV 'tat<; J.LEcrat<; ilJ.Lt'tOVtOV
(1135a-b [Ziegler 10.2-14]).
11 tP11-r£ov A.otnov nc:pt EKAucrc:ro<; crnov8c:tacrJ.Lou -re: Kat EK~oA.n<; · Kat yap -rou-rrov
'tOOV 8tacr'tT}JlU't(l)V ;, xpc:ia 1tp0<; 'tU<; 8ta<popa<; 'tOOV apJ.LOVtOOV napetAT}1t't0 'tOt<;
naA.atot<;. EKAucrt<; J.LEV o.Ov EKaAc:t'to -rpt&v 8tecrc:rov &cruv9£-rrov &vc:crt<;, crnov8c:tacrJ.LO<; 8£ ;, -rau-rou 8tacr-ri1J.Lato<; £ni-raat<;, EK~oA.il 8£ nev-re 8tecrc:rov £ni-racrt<; ·
-rau-ra 8€ Kat na8T} 'tOOV (hacr'tT}JlU'tffiV 8ta 'tO crnavtov -rfl<; xpi)crc:ro<; 7tpOcrT}yopeUe'tO
(W.-I. 28.1-7). Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 92. Bacchius Introductio artis musicae 37
and 41-42 confirms the definitions of eklusis and ekb~le but does not define spondeiasmos. Soterichus, later (1141b) in the dialogue, observes that Polymnestus
made considerable use of eklusis and ekbole in his Hypolydian pieces. On Polymnestus, see pp. 59 and 64 supra.
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Moreover, even if one were to change the spondeiasmos into the
function of a full whole-tone by expanding the interval c*"-b'
into c# "-b, the result would be unmusical because two consecutive ditones (c# "-a' and a'-f') would then result: the former complex because the paramese can intervene; the latter simple because
Olympus has purged the lichanos, the note between the mese and
the parhypate. Lysias's second point is much clearer: the practice of
dividing the semitone in the enharmonic genus was a modern
invention; the auletes of Olympus's time considered it to be a
simple interval.
Lysias concludes his speech shortly after his discussion of the
spondeion, but Soterichus returns to the subject and, as is his fashion, expands upon Lysias's presentation. He agrees with Lysias
that Olympus and others of his time used relatively few notes in
their music. In fact, he states that they used only three notes; these
may well be the mese, parhypate, and hypate as described by
Lysias.12 Soterichus then adds, however, that while "the ancients"
omitted certain notes from the melos "in their libation style" (ev
'tip crJtovBeta~ov'tt 'tpo1tcp and £v 'tip crJtovBetaKip 'tpo1tcp), they
employed some of them in the accompaniments. The options are
summarized in the following table.
Note
all notes of the
hypaton tetrachord
trite diezeugmenon

Melos
omitted

Accompaniment
omitted

omitted

paranete
diezeugmenon
nete diezeugmenon

employed

employed as consonance with
the parhypate
omitted[?]

omitted

employed as a dissonance with
the paranete and a consonance
with the mese

12Lysias in fact describes Olympus's spondeion as moving to the parhypate
from either the mese or the paramese. In cases where the paramese was used,
perhaps the mese was also omitted, resulting in a three-note scale of paramese,
parhypate, and hypate. In this instance, however, if the paramese was indeed a
tone higher than the mese, the interval between the paramese and the
parhypate would be a tritone. While this might be possible, it is also possible
that Olympus's paramese was only a semitone above the mese (seep. 245 supra).
In this case, Lysias's description of the second ditone created by the spondeiasmos
would seem incorrect because the combination of the semitone (between the mese
and the paramese) and the spondiasmos would result in an interval of only five
dieses, not even close to a sequential ditone.
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nete synernmenon

omitted because the
musician would have
been ashamed of its
ethos

employed as a dissonance with
the paranete, paramese, and
lichanos

It is important to note that Soterichus does not assign any genus
to the notes in the tetrachords he describes, and the conventional
pitches of the two movable notes, the trite and the paranete diezeugmenon, are therefore uncertain. Nevertheless, Soterichus's
specifications of consonance and dissonance make it possible to
unravel his meaning.
The parhypate of Lysias's spondeion melos was earlier established on the conventional diatonic f', and Soterichus's trite diezeugmenon must therefore be c", exactly the position it would
normally occupy in the diatonic genus of the Immutable system. If
the trite diezeugmenon is c", the paranete diezeugmenon must be
d'' and the nete diezeugmenon e''. The latter note does indeed
form the consonance of a fifth with the mese (a'). Soterichus does
not state whether the paranete diezeugmenon is omitted or
employed in the accompaniment, but as the other accompanimental consonances have been fifths, it may well have been omitted: with the absence of the lichanos (g') in the spondeion melos,
there is no lower note with which it could form a fifth. It could, of
course, form a fourth with the mese.
If this interpretation of Soterichus's notes is correct, the presence of the nete synemmenon in the list may seem odd because in
the conventional diatonic arrangement, its pitch-though not its
function-is commonly presented as identical to the paranete diezeugmenon (d"). On the other hand, if the notes of the diezeugmenon tetrachord are assumed to be in the enharmonic genus to
accord with the quasi-enharmonic style of the spondeion melos,
the paranete diezeugmenon would fall on c" rather than d",
which the nete synemmenon would then provide. But in this
case, the trite diezeugmenon, presumably dividing the enharmonic pycnon, would fall on b*', and this would not be consonant
with the parhypate's f'. Moreover, it would violate the earlier
clear statements that there was no enharmonic pycnon in this
style and that it emerged from the diatonic genus.
In fact, it is not necessary to propose that Soterichus assumes
an enharmonic genus for these upper tetrachords, for he makes it
clear that the prohibition of the nete synemmenon in the melos is
a matter of its function, not its pitch. The spondeion melos is
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clearly centered on the hypate, parhypate, mese, and paramese. If
the synemmenon tetrachord were introduced by the nete synemmenon, it would effect a modulation eliminating the paramese,
which exists only in the diezeugmenon tetrachord, thereby changing the character, or "ethos," of the piece. It might, however, be
used in the accompaniment as a dissonance, where it would
indeed be dissonant with the paramese (b'). It is less clear why
Soterichus includes the lichanos-omitted from the spondeion
melos-and the paranete as additional dissonances. Perhaps the
tuning of the accompanying instrument is the issue here. The
tuning of the synemmenon tetrachord could produce a set of
pitches that would be rather different from those produced by the
tuning of the diezeugmenon tetrachord, and in this case, the d'' of
the nete synemmenon could in fact be dissonant with the d" of
the paranete diezeugmenon.13
Of greater importance than these theoretical details is the
information provided by this passage about the practice of accompanying melos-a subject of very little technical comment in
Greek texts. The passage unquestionably describes an instrumental
accompaniment (Kpouau;) above the vocal line, but it does not
state whether tpe accompaniment was note-for-note or intermittent. The Aristdtelian Problemata 19.16 confirms the use of accompaniments at concordant intervals and suggests that each vocal
note was in fact accompanied by two instrumental notes: the first
sounding the octave or unison, and the second a fifth-or perhaps
a fourth. Problemata 19.17-18 and 39 also speak of simultaneously
sounding musical lines, but in this case, each of the parts is
sung.14 Somewhat later in his speech (1141a-b), Soterichus states
13For a somewhat different view of the passage, see R. P. WinningtonIngram, "The Spondeion Scale," Classical Quarterly 22 (1928): 83-91; based on
this is Andrew Barker's "Appendix B" in Greek Musical Writings, 1:255-57.
14Like many other passages in the Aristotelian Problemata, these are somewhat obscure, especially in their use of the terms "antiphonon" ('tO av'tt<provov)
and "homophonein" (oJ.to<provctv). While it seems evident in 19.16 that the two
terms refer respectively to the octave and the unison, other theorists (including
Bacchius, Ptolemy, Gaudentius, and Aristides Quintilianus) use the terms "homophonia" or "homophonic notes" to refer to simple unisons, unisons in which the
pitches are the same but the functions of the notes differ, octaves, and compound
octaves. Problemata 19.16 does not make specific reference to fifths and fourths,
but 19.17 contrasts the sound of the fifth with that of the octave. At the end of
the problem, the contrast is enlarged to include the sound of the fourth. In view of
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that Archilochus introduced the practice of accompanying below
the vocal line, and his style is contrasted with the simpler style of
"the ancients," a contrast also specifically drawn by Plato's Athenian Stranger (Leges 7 [812d]).l5 These few sources suggest that
instrumental accompaniments must have gradually evolved
from unison or octave reinforcement of the vocal line into more
complicated patterns, first above the vocal line and later below.
The more complicated patterns would seem to have grown from
the practice of sounding a second consonant note immediately
after an octave or unison was sounded with the vocal note. Plato's
Athenian Stranger implies that by his time, the patterns had
become even more complicated than two instrumental notes for
every one vocal note, and this would accord with the virtuosity
ascribed to Timotheus and his followers, beginning in the fifth
century B.C.E.
Lysias made no reference to harmonics or mathematics in his
speech, but Soterichus is concerned with extending the discussion
of music beyond mere technical and historical considerations into
the "higher realm" of Pythagorean mathematics and music. Drawing on the famous passage in Plato's Timaeus (35b-36b) where the
demiurge produces a scale by applying the arithmetic and harmonic means to the duple and triple proportions of the psychogony,16 Soterichus describes the ways in which the Platonic ratios
should be assigned to specific musical notes (see figure 55).

the description provided by the Plutarchean Soterichus, it seems reasonable to
assume that the fifth, not the fourth, was the preferred consonance in instrumental accompaniments.
lSFor a more detailed examination of this latter passage, see pp. 73-74 supra.
16For a fuller discussion of this passage, see "Plato, from the Timaeus," in
Strunk's Source Readings in Music History, vol. 1, Greek Views of Music, ed.
Thomas J. Mathiesen (New York: Norton, 1998), 19-23. See also pp. 399, 409-10,
and 417 infra. These means are described in many other Greek scientific works,
including Aristides Quintilianus De musica 3.5 and Theon of Smyrna Expositio
rerum mathematicarum ad legendum Platonem utilium (Hiller 113-19); see pp.
426-27 infra. For a modern survey of all the means, see Heath, Greek Mathemat~cs, 1:85-90.
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The mese (8) provides the harmonic mean between
the nete diezeugmenon (12) and the hypate meson
(6); the paramese (9) provides the arithmetic mean.
Figure 55.

This famous Pythagorean· "harmonia"-also described in varying forms by Nicomachus, Aristides Quintilianus, Iamblichus,
and others-provides a perfect paradigm for music as an embodiment of rational numerical order and, by extension, universal
order. Soterichus emphasizes this point with a quotation from
Aristotle:
Harmonia is heavenly, having a godlike, beautiful, and divine nature.
Being by nature fourfold in function, it has two means, arithmetic and
harmonic, and its parts, magnitudes, and excesses appear in accord with
number and equal measure. Mele are rhythmized in two tetrachords. 17

Soterichus adds that this harmonia comprises the natures of the
Unlimited (i.e., even number), the Limited (odd number), and the
Even-Odd: even, in respect to the presence of four terms (12, 9, 8,
and 6), two of which, 12 and 8, are themselves even; odd, in
respect to the number 9; and even-odd, in respect to the number 6.
These definitions are typical of Pythagorean mathematics as preserved in Aristotle's Physica 3.4 (203a4-16) and Metaphysica 1.5
(985b23-987a28), Euclid's Elementa 7, Nicomachus's Introductio
l 7 £udemus fr. 47: lt 0' apJ.LOVta Ecr'ttV OUpavta, 'tllV <pUcrtV EXOUcra 9e{av Kat
KaA.i)v Kat OatJ.LOVtav. 'tE'tpaJ.Lepi)<; o€ -rn OUVUJ.LEt 1tE<pUKUta, ouo J.LEcrO'tll'tac; exet,
apt9J.Lrt'ttK{)v 'tc Kat apJ.LOVtK{)v, <patve-ra{ 't£ 'tU f.LEPll au-rfl<; Kat 'tU J.Leye9rt Kat ai
unepoxat Ka't' apt9J.LOV Kat icrOJ.LE'tptav · EV yap oucrt 'tE'tpaxopOot<; pu9J.LtSE'tat 'tU
J.LEAll (1139b [Ziegler 19.21-26]). Cf. Nicomachus Introductio arithmetica 2.29 and

Manuale harmonices 6 and 8-9; Gaudentius Harmonica introductio 11-12; Aristides Quintilianus De musica 3.3-6 and 24; and Iamblichus In Nicomachi arithmeticam introductionem.
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arithmetica 1.7-10, and Theon of Smyrna's Expositio rerum
mathematicarum.1B
11

11

While the meanings of even" and odd" are still familiar in
modern arithmetic, the other term, even-odd, echoes the complex
definitions of numbers developed by Greek mathematics. Plato
(Parmenides [143d-144a]), in addition to defining simple even and
odd numbers, conjectures numbers that are evenly-even, oddlyeven, oddly-odd, and evenly-odd. Euclid (Elementa 7.defs. 6-10)
provides more precise definitions: an even number is one divisible into two equal parts; an odd number, one not divisible into
two equal parts (or, an even number plus 1); an evenly-even
number, one measured by an even number an even number of
times; an evenly-odd number, one measured by an odd number
an even number of times; and an oddly-odd number, one measured by an odd number an odd number of times. He does not
define the oddly-even number, perhaps because it would be identical to the evenly-odd number. Theon of Smyrna (Expositio
rerum mathematicarum), however, presents more complex explanations. After defining prime numbers as numbers that can be
measured only by 1, he states that they are also called oddly-odd
numbers. Among the even numbers, he defines the evenly-even
numbers as those that are the product of even numbers and have
entirely even parts (e.g., 32, 64, 128, etc.); the evenly-odd numbers,
those measured by 2 and any odd number (e.g., 6, 10, 14, etc.); the
oddly-even, those that are the product of any two numbers-one
odd and the other even-and can be divided by 2 (e.g., 12 and 20).
Thus, 6 is an evenly-odd number under any of the definitions
because it is the product of an odd number (3) and the even
number 2. Under Theon of Smyrna's stricter definition, 12 should
be considered an oddly-even number, but under Euclid's more
general definitions, it could be considered even (12 + 2 = 6),
evenly-odd (4 x 3 = 12), or evenly-even (2 x 6 = 12). Soterichus, in
any case, defines 12 as an even number.
All this leads the Plutarchean Soterichus to one of his principal points: music is elevating, instructive, and useful. As such, it
forms an essential part of Greek paideia. With this preliminary
lBuseful and extended discussions of Pythagorean mathematics and music
may be found in Andre Barbera, "Persistence of Pythagorean Mathematics in
Ancient Musical Thought" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, 1980); and Heath, Greek Mathematics, 1:65-117.
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conclusion, he resumes his elaboration on Lysias's earlier discussion of the history of Greek music, showing how many of the
modern musical innovations have led music into its present low
estate. In consequence, "if one wishes to use music beautifully and
with discrimination, let him copy the ancient style; furthermore,
let him supplement it with other disciplines; let him appoint philosophy as a tutor, for it is sufficient to judge the proper measure
and use of music."19
On this premise-and no doubt following Aristoxenus, the
principal source for this section20_, Soterichus quickly reviews
the disciplines of harmonics and rhythmics, noting that they
alone are inadequate for the formation of judgments about the
ethical character of music. Rather, the larger critical perception of
the mind, drawing on a sharp sense of hearing, understands the
continuity of effects and forms judgments about the nature and
ethos of music. Although Soterichus's review merely echoes
details of the surviving sections of Aristoxenus's Harmonica and
Rhythmica,2l it does illustrate that the underlying philosophical
position of Aristoxenus's treatises was not entirely lost on later
writers who used and developed his material.
Soterichus draws his speech to a close with a quotation from
the famous hymn to Apollo (Iliad 1.472-74). Onesicrates then concludes the dialogue with an extension of Soterichus's philosophical position.22 On the authority of the Pythagoreans, Archytas,
Plato, and the rest of the ancient philosophers, Onesicrates
observes that music is of special value because without music, the
revolution of the universe and the motion of the stars neither
come into being nor are established, for god has arranged every19E i o.Ov 'tt<; ~OUAE'tat JlOUO"tKft KaA&<; Kat KEKptJlEVID<; xp1lcr9at, 'tOV apxa'iov
&ttoJ.HflEtcr9ro -rp6ttov, &JJ. .a Jl~V Kat -ro'i<; &A.A.ot<; au-r~v Jla9itJlacrtv &vattAT}pou,;ro,
Kat <ptA.ocro<piav etttO"'tT}cra,;ro ttat8ayroy6v · au1:11 yap tKav~ Kp'ivat 1:0 JlOUO"tKft
ttpettov Jl£'tpov Kat 1:0 XPftO"tflOV (1142c-d [Ziegler 27.16-20]).
20one passage (1143e) is almost an exact quotation of the Introduction to
Aristoxenus's De principiis (see pp. 301-4 supra).
21Cf. Aristoxenus Harmonica (da Rios 35.9-37.4, 41.4-44.9, and 66.1-68.9); see
pp. 309,314-16, and 322-24

supra.

22't~V yap 'tWV OV'tiDV <popav Kat 't~V 'tWV acr,;£prov KtV110"tV oi 1tEpt Tiu9ay6pav
Kat 'Apxu,;av Kat TIA.a,;rova Kat oi AOt1tOt 'troV apxairov <ptAOO"O<prov OUK aveu
JlOUO"tKll<; yiyvecr9at Kat O"UVEO"'tUVat E<paO"KOV. 1tUV'ta yap Ka9' apJ.LoVfav U1t0 'tOU
9eou Ka'tecrKeuacr9at <pacrtv (1147a [Ziegler 37.14-19]). For the hymn to Apollo,
seep. 29 supra.
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thing in accord with harmonia. With the introduction of this
important theme, which will return with Aristides Quintilianus
and the neo-Platonists, Onesicrates dismisses the banqueters.

Cleonides
The clearest and most concise summary of th_e technical details
of Aristoxenus's Harmonica is preserved in the Harmonica introductio now commonly attributed to Cleonides. In view of Aristoxenus's obvious disdain for the Harmonicists' purely abstract technical descriptions and his assessment of harmonics as merely preliminary to the larger and more important issues of musical logic
and comprehension, it is one of the historical ironies that the
general content of Cleonides's treatise began to be taken-perhaps
soon after it was written-as providing a reasonably complete and
coherent view of "ancient Greek music theory." In fact, it presents
no more than the basic technical system that by the time of the
Hadrianic revival had come to be regarded as Aristoxenian. Like
the products of most revivals, this system was only an imperfect
representation of the fullness and sophistication of Aristoxenus's
theory. Nevertheless, much more of his theory is lost today than
must have been the case in the first centuries C.E., and the representation provided by Cleonides's treatise does fill some of the
lacunae in the surviving source material. It is therefore a valuable
work, even in this limited context.
Nothing is known of Cleonides; his name is never cited by any
other early author, although large portions of his treatise are
appropriated by the Byzantine musicographer Manuel Bryennius
in his Harmonica, written around 1300 C.E. As already noted, the
Harmonica introductio is transmitted together with the Sectio
canonis in thirty-two manuscripts: in eleven of them, the treatise
is ascribed to Cleonides;23 in eighteen, to Euclid; in one, to Zosimus; and in Vaticanus gr. 191, which is actually a composite of
three manuscripts, the treatise appears in two of them but without
any authorial ascription. It is now commonly assumed that the
ascription to Euclid was projected onto the Harmonica introductio
by its association with the Sectio canonis as the latter gradually
became "Euclidean" in the course of its evolution. But the principal reasons for ascribing the treatise to Cleonides rather than
23In one of these, Parisinus gr. 3027 (RISM BXI, 101), the treatise has no title
and the ascription to Cleonides is in a later hand.
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Euclid are two simple facts: first, the treatise does not seem especially uEuclidean"; and second, the name of Cleonides is assigned
to the treatise in one of the two earliest and most important collections of ancient Greek music theory, the twelfth-century manuscript Vaticanus gr. 2338. In the other collection, Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/3, however, the treatise is ascribed to Euclid.24
The question of authorship becomes more complex when it is
enlarged to include the other versions of the treatise. In addition
to the version existing in tandem with the Sectio canonis, ten
manuscripts preserve a version of the treatise that omits the first
three sentences and begins <I>86yyo~ ~ev o?>v £cr~t <prov11~; six manuscripts contain a version enlarged by interpolations from the treatises of Aristides Quintilianus, Aristoxenus, and Bryennius; and
one manuscript preserves the version normally found in tandem
with the Sectio canonis but in this case without it. The first of
these versions is headed in eight of the manuscripts as uan excerpt
from the works of Pappus" (eK ~rov ~ou lla1t1tou), while two of
them have no heading; in every case, this version follows an
excerpt from the musical section of Theon of Smyrna's Expositio
rerum mathematicarum. The second of these versions is attributed to Euclid in four of the manuscripts, while in two of them, it
is specifically titled as anonymous. The final single exemplar is
attributed to Zosimus.25
24on the relationship of the Harmonica introductio to the Sectio canonis, see
pp. 344-46 supra, and Jon Solomon, "Cleonides: EI}:AfQfH APMONIKH; Critical
Edition, Translation, and Commentary" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill, 1980), 162-74. For full descriptions of Vaticanus gr. 191
and 2338 and Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/3, see Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 214,
234, and 270. For an early study on Cleonides, see Karl von Jan, Die Harmonik des
Aristoxenianers Kleoneides (Landsberg: Schaffer, 1870); the most important
modern studies are Solomon, "Cleonides"; idem, "Vaticanus gr. 2338" (see chapter
4, n. 17); idem, "Ven. Marc. gr. 322 and the MSS. of the Pseudo-Euclidean EILAfQfH APMONIKH," Classica et mediaevalia 37 (1986): 137-44; and idem, "The
Manuscript Sources for the Aristides Quintilianus and Bryennius Interpolations in
Cleonides' EI}:AfQfH APMONIKH," Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie 130
(1987): 360-66. For a comprehensive list of editions and translations of the treatise, see the Bibliography under "Cleonides" and "Euclid."
25For full descriptions of these manuscripts and the versions they contain, see
Mathiesen, RISM BXI: for the first of the three versions, 41 (no heading), 89, 158,
176 (no heading), 201, 219, 234, 238, 253, and 255; for the second, 109, 114, 183
(attributed to Anonymous), 228,229, and 282 (attributed to Anonymous); and for
the Zosimus attribution, 240.
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Altogether then, the Harmonica introductio survives in one
form or another in forty-nine manuscript copies contained in
thirty-nine different codices. Or, in other words, ten of the codices
contain the treatise twice. Nine of these contain both the "Pappus"
version and the version in tandem with the Sectio canonis; the
tenth is the composite manuscript, Vaticanus gr. 191.
The extremely unusual feature of multiple copies of the same
treatise in the same codex, even given the slight difference
between the "Pappus" and the tandem versions, attests to its complex textual history and the difficulty of ever assigning a specific
author or date to the treatise. For the historical reasons outlined
earlier and inasmuch as the title eicrayroyft (introductio) does not
seem to have been used as a title prior to the first century B.C.E., it
is quite unlikely the author could be Euclid. If the author were
Pappus, the distinguished Alexandrian mathematician, the treatise could be as late as the first part of the fourth century C.E., that
is to say, contemporary with the treatises of Aristides Quintilianus, Bacchius Geron, and Alypius. In comparison with the style
and approach of Pappus's other mathematical commentaries, this
seems unlikely and all but impossible. If the treatise were by
Zosimus, at least nineteen potential authors-ranging from the
first century B.C.E. to the ninth century C.E.-might present
themselves.26 But the attribution to Zosimus almost certainly
comes through a transposition of the subscription to the Sectio
canonis on f. 17r in Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/3, in which
it is stated that Zosimus corrected the text in Constantinople.27
Whether or not Cleonides was the author, the simple, straightforward style of the treatise and its content would suggest that it
was written no earlier than the second and no later than the
fourth century C.E.

26For a list and brief overview of authors with this name, see Barbera,

Division of the Canon, 9-13.
27The subscription is repeated in seven other manuscripts (see RISM BXI, 17,
39, 86, 154, 249, 255, and 264). See Barbera, Division of the Canon, 36-37 and 185,
n. 73.

Music Theory II: Cleonides
Echoing Aristoxenus's Harmonica, Cleonides's treatise begins
with simple definitions of the subject and the seven Aristoxenian
categories of harmonics. Each of these is then developed in order.
The following outline illustrates the arrangement, with parenthetical references relating each section to the surviving sections
of Aristoxenus's Harmonica: DP indicates De principiis; and EHl
or EH2 indicate the respective book of the Elementa harmonica
(references to the page and line numbers of Karl von Jan's edition
are provided in brackets28). Where the material of the Harmonica
{ntroductio matches surviving portions of Aristoxenus's Harmonica, the content is clearly based on the earlier treatise, which
must have existed at that time in a form more complete than was
known by the date of the earliest surviving manuscript sources.
The Harmonica introductio is not, however, a patchwork of verbatim excerpts or a paraphrase; rather, the author has attempted to
summarize in a systematic fashion each of the categories in order
to provide the most straightforward presentation of the "'harmonic science" (apflOVtKl, E1ttO"'t1lfl11). Thus, the parenthetical references in this outline are intended only to show the extent to
which Cleonides's treatments follow Aristoxenus's topics.

28Jan's edition has been used in this outline because of its ready availability.
The edition in Solomon's dissertation ("Cleonides," 114-44) and the extended
commentary on the treatise should, however, be used if available.
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Cleonides, Harmonica introductio
I. Introduction to Harmonics [Jan 179.3180.10]
A. Definition of Harmonics (DP
I/ A)
B. The Seven Parts of Harmonics
(DP VIII, XII; EHl I/B)
1. note (cp86yyo~)
2. interval (bt<XO"'tT}Jla)
3. genus (yevo~)
4. scale (crucr'tT}Jla)
5. tonos (-r6vo~)
6. modulation (J.Le-raBoJ.:f))
7. melic composition
(J.LeAotto tia)
II. Motion of the Voice Uan 180.11181.11] (DP Ill-VI)
A. Speaking/Continuous
B. Singing/Intervallic
1. pitch (-racrt~)
2. interval
3. stretching, loosening (&vecn~,

etti-racrt~)
4. height, depth

(Bapu-rT}~,

o~u-r11~)

5. notes
Ill. Genera [Jan 181.12-182.3] (DP XII,
XIV; EH1 IV /C)
A. Definitions
B. Diatonic
C. Calor
D. Harmonia
IV. Notes [Jan 182.4-187.2] (DP VIII,
XIV; EH1 IV)
A. Diatonic
B. Calor
C. Harmonia
D. Mixture of Genera
E. Stationary and Movable
1. stationary
2. movable

V. Intervals [Jan 187.3-189.8] (DP IX,
XIII; EH1 Ill)
A. Distinctions of Intervals
B. Magnitude
C. Genus
D. Consonant, Dissonant
E. Compound, Simple
F. Rational, Irrational
VI. Genera of Melos [Jan 189.9-190.5]
(DP XII, XIV; EH1 II, IV)
A. Definitions
1. diatonic
2. chromatic
3. enharmonic
4.common
5.mixed
B. Positions of Lichanos and
Parhypate
VII. Shades of Genera [Jan 190.6-193.2]
(DP XIV; EHl IV)
A. Definition of Shades
B. Harmonia
C. Chromatic
1. mild calor
2. hemiolic
3. whole-tone
D. Diatonic
1. mild diatonic
2. intense diatonic
E. Representation by number
VIII. Scales Uan 193.3-202.5] (DP X;
EH1 V; EH2 I)
A. Distinctions of Scales
B. Magnitude
C. Genus
D. Consonant, Dissonant
1. consonant scales
2. dissonant scales
3. forms of consonant scales
a. fourth
b. fifth
c. octave
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E. Rational, Irrational
F.Gapped,Continuous
G. Conjunct, Disjunct
1. three conjunctions
2. one disjunction
3. two Perfect Systems
a. lesser
b. greater
4. one Immutable System
H. Modulating, Non-modulating
1. single (scales with one mese)
2. not single (scales with two or
more mesai)
3. function of the mese
IX. Tonos [Jan 202.6-204.18] (DP II/P;
EHl I/B/7)
A. Definitions
B. Note
C. Interval
D. Position of the Voice

E. Pitch
X. Modulation [Jan 204.19-206.18] (DP
II/P; EHl I/B /8)
A. Definitions
B. Genus
c. Scale
D. Tonos
E. Melic Composition
XL Melic Composition [Jan 206.19207.7] (EHl I/B /9
A. Definitions
B. Sequence
C. Succession
D. Repetition
E. Prolongation
XII. Miscellaneous Definitions [Jan
8.15]
A. Diagram
B. Function
C. Melic Composition

A comparison of the two treatises reveals that the Harmonica
introductio is a reliable-albeit highly simplified-representation
of Aristoxenus's technical descriptions. While this may suggest
that Cleonides's treatments of the categories no longer surviving
in Aristoxenus's Harmonica-especially tonoi, modulation, and
melic composition-can fill the lacunae, certain cautions must be
kept in mind. First, in the course of simplifying and summarizing
Aristoxenus's theory, Cleonides's treatments strip away the characteristic language, the theoretical subtleties, and the larger philosophical considerations that are so central to Aristoxenus's purpose. At most, the Harmonica introductio can provide only a faint
reflection of Aristoxenus's original theory. Second, where treatments of the same category survive in both treatises, it would
appear that for the purpose of clarification, Cleonides added material that may not have been in Aristoxenus' s original treatment.
For example, the section on notes provides a comprehensive list
of all the Greek note names in the Immutable System, and it is
clear that Aristoxenus thought such a list unnecessary.29 An addition of this sort does not alter any technical point, but it does indicate that similar sorts of additions might have been made in
29see p. 311 supra.
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places where Cleonides's treatment cannot be checked against
Aristoxenus's original. The Harmonica introductio certainly preserves valuable information about the Aristoxenian tradition, but
it should not be regarded as a substitute for the authority of Aristoxenus's own text.
In the first sentence of his treatise, Cleonides implicitly recalls
Aristoxenus's treatise in his definition of harmonics:
Harmonics is the theoretical and practical science having to do with the
nature of the harmonious. And the harmonious is made up of notes and
intervals having a certain order.

Constant reference to "the nature" (;, cpucrt<;) of a topic under discussion is typical of Aristoxenus's treatises, and although Aristoxenus's own definition of this subject is much more elaborate and
fully developed, it is easy to see how a later writer might reduce it
to this simple definition. Cleonides's subsequent definitions of the
seven parts of harmonics are equally straightforward reductions of
Aristoxenus's more complex treatments:
A note is a melodic incidence of the voice upon one pitch.
An interval is bounded by two notes differing as to height and depth.
Genus is a certain division of four notes.
A scale is made up of more than one interval.
A tonos is any position of the voice, receptive of a scale, and without
breadth.
Modulation is the transposition of a similar thing to a dissimilar position.
Melic composition is the employment of the materials subject to harmonic
practice with due regard to the requirements of each of the subjects under
consideration. 30

With minor variations, most of these definitions are repeated by
later theorists such as Gaudentius, Aristides Quintilianus, Nicomachus, Theon of Smyrna, and Bacchius Geron, who also
develop them along the lines followed by Cleonides in the subsequent sections of his treatise.
30ci>86yyo<; J.lEV o.Ov ecr'tt <provfl<; 1t-r&cn<; EJ.lJ.leAll<; e1tt J.ltav -racrtv.
o£ 'tO 1tepteXOJ.leVOV U1t0 Ouo <p86yyrov UVOJ.lOtrov O~U'tll'tt Kat ~apU'tll'tt.
fevo<; o£ £cr-rt 1tOta 'te'ttaprov <p86yyrov OtatpeO't<;.
LUO''tllJ.la o£ £cr-rt 'tO eK 1tAet6vrov 11 evo<; OtaO''tllJ.lU't(t)V O'U'YKEtJ.lcVOV.
T6vo<; o£ ecrtt 't01t0<; 'tt<; til<; <provfl<; OeK'ttKO<; O'UO''tllJ.l<X'tO<; U1tAa-rn<;.
Mc:-ra~oA-1, o£ £cr-rtv OJ.lOlOU 'ttVO<; ei<; UVOJ.lOlOV 't01tOV J.le'ta8ecrt<;.
MeA01toi{a o£ £cr-rt xpftcrt<; -r&v U1tOKetJ.lEV(t)V til apJ.lOVtKU 1tpayJ.lU'tet<t 1tpo<; 'tO
oiKc:tov eKacr-rll<; u1to8ecrc:ro<; (Jan 179.9-180.10 [cf. Solomon 114.1.9-115.2.9]).
For a complete translation of the treatise, see "Cleonides, Harmonic Introduction," in Strunk' s Source Readings in Music History, vol. 1, Greek Views of Music,
ed. Thomas J. Mathiesen (New York: Norton, 1998), 35-46.
~tcXO''tllJla

Music Theory II: Cleonides
The definitions of sections II (motion of the voice) and Ill
(genera) quite clearly reflect surviving sections of Aristoxenus's
Harmonica, as shown in the outline, and both sections provide
clear illustrations of the extent to which Cleonides reduces Aristoxenus's complex investigations to a series of formulaic precepts.
Section II conveys in brief the Aristoxenian differentiations
among continuous and intervallic motion of the voice, stretching
and loosening, height and depth; pitch, and note,31 while section
Ill reduces Aristoxenus's complex measurements and definitions
of the genera into the simple patterns commonly repeated over
the subsequent centuries: in descending order, the diatonic genus
progresses by tone, tone, and semitone; the chromatic by trisemitone, semitone, and semitone; and the enharmonic by ditone,
diesis, and diesis; ascending order is the reverse in each case.32
Like Aristoxenus, Cleonides employs at this point the generic
terms "diatonic," "color," and "harmonia." The adjectival "chromatic" and "enharmonic" are typically reserved for references to
specific genera of melos or the various shades.
Section IV begins with a comprehensive listing of all the
names of the notes in the Immutable System, first in the diatonic
genus, then in the chromatic and enharmonic genera. A composite list, by "a mixing of the genera," is then provided. No such list
appeared in Aristoxenus's Harmonica because he could assume
his audience's familiarity with this sort of technical terminology.33 Cleonides's treatise, by contrast, as the product of historical
scholarship, cannot make any such assumptions. Moreover, Cleonides is interested in systematizing the material of harmonics
insofar as possible, and he therefore expands on his list of notes by
defining each of them as movable or immovable and as contained
within a pycnon or not; those within a pycnon are further classified as the bottom, middle, or top note of the pycnon. While Aristoxenus did distinguish between movable and immovable notes,
he was not much interested in providing comprehensive classifications of notes, which he would have considered irrelevant apart

31see pp. 304-5 supra.
32See pp. 312-13 and 324 supra.
33See p. 311 supra.
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from a musical context. The following tabulation illustrates Cleonides's definitions.34
Proslambanomenos (im, ap)
Hypate hypaton (im, bp)
Parhypate hypaton (mp)
[or, if enharmonic, b*]
Enharmonic lichanos hypaton (tp)
Chromatic lichanos hypaton (tp)
Diatonic lichanos hypaton (ap)
Hypate meson (im, bp)
Parhypate meson (mp)
[or, if enharmonic, e*']
Enharmonic lichanos meson (tp)
Chromatic lichanos meson (tp)
Diatonic lichanos meson (ap)
Mese (im, bp)
Paramese (im, bp)
Trite diezeugmenon (mp)
[or, if enharmonic, b*']
Enharmonic paranete
diezeugmenon (tp)
Chromatic paranete
diezeugmenon (tp)
Diatonic paranete
diezeugmenon (ap)
Nete diezeugmenon (im, bp)
Trite hyperbolaion (mp)
[or, if enharmonic, e*"]
Enharmonic paranete
hyperbolaion (tp)
Chromatic paranete
hyperbolaion (tp)
Diatonic paranete
hyperbolaion (ap)
Nete hyperbolaion (im, ap)

[a]
[b]
[c']
[c']
[c#']
[d']
[e']
[f']
[f']
[£#']
[g']
[a']
[b']

[c"]

[c"]
[c#"]

Trite synemmenon (mp)
[or, if enharP.:lonic, a*']
Enharmonic paranete
synemmenon (tp)
Chromatic paranete
synemmenon (tp)
Diatonic paranete
synemmenon (ap)
Nete synemmenon (im, ap)

[bb']

[bb']
[b']

[c"]
[d"]

[d"]
[e"]
[f"]

[f"]
[f~"]

[g"]

[a"]

34In the following table, the various classifications are given in parentheses:
immovable notes are marked im (all other notes are movable), notes not part of a
pycnon are marked ap, and notes that form the bottom, middle, or top of a pycrion
are marked bp, mp, and tp. The conventional pitch applied to each note by
current scholarship is provided in brackets (an asterisk represents the basic pitch
raised by a dies is).

Music Theory '11: Cleonides
Theorists such as Aristides Quintilianus will provide detailed
explanations of the meaning of each note- and tetrachord-name,
but Cleonides seems to be concerned simply with establishing the
names and order of the notes.
Section V provides one of the more comprehensive summaries of Aristoxenus's material: the same five distinctions of
intervals are presented, each with one or two simple examples.35
Like the other sections, however, section V avoids any consideration of the larger context typical of Aristoxenus's treatment. Once
again, Cleonides's definitions can be easily reduced to tabular
form.
Distinction by

Definition or example

Magnitude

which intervals are larger and which smaller (e.g.,
ditone, tone, semitone, fourth, fifth, octave, etc.).

Genus

which intervals are diatonic, chromatic, or enharmonic.

Consonance and
dissonance

consonant intervals are the fourth, fifth, octave, and
the like (consonant notes make a blend [Kpacrt~] of
sound); dissonant intervals are all those less than a
fourth and any intervals between the consonant inter..;.
vals (e.g., diesis, semitone, tone, ditone, tritone,
quadratone, quintatone, etc.; dissonant notes do not
blend and sound rough to the ear).36

35see pp. 306-7,310-11, and 324-25 supra.
36The surviving portions of Aristoxenus' s treatises do not include the observation that consonant notes blend while dissonant do not. The observation does,
however, appear in the introduction to the Sectio canonis (seep. 347 supra), and
it is repeated in a short passage attributed to Aelian the Platonist (fl. second or
third centuries C.E.), quoted by Porphyrius (During 96.8-10) in his commentary to
Ptolemy's Harmonica.
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Simple and compound

simple intervals are bounded by consecutive notes (e.g.,
hypate and parhypate, lichanos and mese); compound
intervals are bounded by non-consecutive notes (e.g.,
mese and parhypate, mese and nete); some intervals
can be either simple or compound, depending on the
genus (e.g., the semitone is compound in the enharmonic but simple in the chromatic and diatonic; the
tone is compound in the chromatic but simple in the
diatonic; the ditone is simple in the enharmonic but
compound in the chromatic and diatonic, etc.); every
interval smaller than a semitone is simple and every
interval larger than a ditone is compound.

Rational and irrational rational intervals have defined magnitudes (e.g., tone,
semitone, ditone, tritone, etc.); irrational intervals are
rational intervals reduced or enlarged by an irrational
interval.

The definition of rational and irrational intervals particularly distinguishes Cleonides from the Pythagoreans. For Aristoxenians,
the distinction between rational and irrational is primarily one of
function: if an interval (or a rhythmic pattern) is known and
employed within musical phenomena, it is rational; otherwise, it
is irrational. For Pythagoreans, however, rationality is a matter of
expressible numerical relationships (e.g., 3:2, 4:3, 2:1, etc.): if an
interval can be expressed in such a relationship, it is rational; if
not, it is irrational, even though-like the various sizes of Aristoxenus's semitones-it may be employed in practice.37
Sections VI and VII, on the genera and the shades, present a
very clear summary of Aristoxenus's definitions of the six generic
shades of melos: the enharmonic; the mild, hemiolic, and wholetone chromatic; and the mild and intense diatonic. Cleonides also
refers-as had Aristoxenus-to the possibility of mixed or common melos, but unlike Aristoxenus, he adds short definitions: a
mixed melos is one in which characteristics of two or three of the
genera appear; a common melos, one in which only the immovable notes are used.38 Cleonides then specifies the ranges of the
37See pp. 339-40 (and n. 104) and 346-47 supra.
38Cleonides: KOtVOV o£ 'tO EK -r&v £cr-rro-rrov cruyK£lJ.L£VOV. JllK'tOV o£ 'tO ev ql Ouo
~ 'tpct~ xapaK'tllP£~ Y£VtKOt Ef. Hpaivov'tat, otov bta'tOVOU Kat XPIDJla'tO~ ~ bta'tOVOU
Kat apJ.LOVta~

11

XPIDJ..La'tO~ Kat apJ.LOVta<; ~ Kat bta'tOVOU Kat XPIDJ.la'tO~ Kat apJ.LOVta~
J.LeAo~ £cr'tat ll'tOt

(Jan 189.14-18 [cf. Solomon 125.11.14-18]); Aristoxenus: nuv
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movable notes and presents their positions within each of the
shades, using Aristoxenus's terminology of tones, half-tones,
third-tones, and quarter-tones. Following this, the positions are
presented a second time in numerical equivalents, with the tone
divided into twelve equal parts. These calculations are clearly
derived from Aristoxenus's prose presentation, which compares
the various sizes of semitones with the common measure of the
twelfth-tone, but Aristoxenus himself never specifically presents
the shades in numerical terms.39 Indeed, Cleonides may be the
first theorist to have calculated the numerical equivalents from
Aristoxenus's prose. In view of his interest in methodically elucidating Aristoxenus's technical points, it seems remarkable Cleonides does not specify that his sequence of intervals is ascending.
Certainly, his audience could infer this from the conte~t, but Cleonides is normally very meticulous about such details. In any
event, his patterns are as follows (they may be conveniently envisioned as ascending from hypate to mese):
Harmonia
3 + 3 + 24
Mild color
4 + 4 + 22
Hemiolic color
472 + 472 + 21
Whole-tone color
6 + 6 + 18
Mild diatonic
6 + 9 + 15
Intense diatonic
6 + 12 + 12
A simple comparison with figure 51 (p. 313) will show that at their
fixed points, these dimensions are identical to Aristoxenus's. Theorists such as Nicomachus, Ptolemy, Aristides Quintilianus, Gaudentius, Bacchius Geron, and the Byzantine Manuel Bryennius
repeat similar mechanical descriptions of the genera, sometimes
in prose, sometimes with numerical equivalents. It is important
to note, however, that Aristoxenus takes some pains in his treatise to dispel any sense that the six shades are defined by fixed
points. Rather, his points are intended to mark off ranges within
which the movable notes may fall according to the coloration of
the music. The actual positions of the notes are potentially unlimited. Cleonides alludes to this by specifying the ranges of the movable notes, but in codifying Aristoxenus's theory, he once again
Ot<X'tOVOV

il XPOOJHX'ttKOV il

evapJlOVtOV

il

55.10-11).
39See pp. 311-13 and 325-26 supra.

JltK'tOV EK 'tOU't(OV

il

KOtVOV 'tOU't(OV ( da

Rios
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strips away the subtle distinctions Aristoxenus tries to make about
the function of the genera in analyzing musical phenomena.
Section VIII provides a very full description of the types of
scales and their various distinctions. Some of this material clearly
parallels surviving portions of Aristoxenus's Harmonica, but as
the second book of the Elementa harmonica is truncated in its discussion of scales, it remains uncertain whether all the material is
derived directly from Aristoxenus or from other sources. In any
case, the material of section VIII does address the distinctions
Aristoxenus outlined in the Harmonica (De principiis, section X):
magnitude; consonant or dissonant; genus; rational or irrational;
conjunct, disjunct, or combined; gapped or continuous; and
single, double, or multiple-or, in Cleonides's terms, modulating
and non-modulating. In the surviving portions of the Elementa
harmonica, however, the discussion is confined almost entirely to
the tetrachord, and Aristoxenus clearly considered the fourth and
the fifth, not the octave, to be the basic musical scales. While
Cleonides does devote a considerable portion of section VIII to
enumerating the species of the fourth and fifth, even more attention is paid to the seven octave species. As Aristoxenus criticized
his predecessors for their simple enumeration of the species of the
octave, it is difficult to feel confident that this portion of Cleonides's treatise is an accurate representation of the lost sections of
Aristoxenus's own work.40
Cleonides's definitions can be presented in tabular form.
Distinction by

Definition or example

Magnitude

lesser or greater scales (e.g., octave, tritone, fifth,
fourth, etc.).

Genus

scales are diatonic, chromatic, or enharmonic.

Consonant or dissonant

six consonant scales exist in the Immutable System:
fourth ( 2 ~ tones), fifth ( 3 M tones), octave (6 tones),
octave-and-a-fourth ( 8X tones), octave-and-a-fifth
( 9 X tones), double octave (12 tones); two others extend
beyond the Immutable System: double-octave-and-afourth ([14X tones]), double-octave-and-a-fifth ([15X
tones]). Dissonant scales are all those smaller than a
fourth and any scales between the stated consonant
scales.

40see pp. 307-11 and 326--34 supra.
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Rational or irrational

rational scales are composed of rational intervals (i.e.,
tone, semitone, ditone, tritone, etc.); all other scales
are irrational.

Gapped or continuous

scales composed of consecutive notes are continuous;
those omitting some number of possible notes are
gapped.

Conjunct or disjunct

conjunct scales link tetrachords together by common
notes; disjunct scales are composed of tetrachords of
similar form, separated by a tone of disjunction in the
middle.

Modulating or nonmodulating

modulating scales have two or more mesai; nonmodulating scales have only a single mese.

The first two distinctions are clear and require no comment. The
third distinction is certainly Aristoxenian in its acceptance of all
the octave compounds-extending to the double-octave-and-afifth-as consonances; the Pythagoreans, of course, would reject
the octave-and-a-fourth and the double-octave-and-a-fourth as
consonant because these larger intervals could not be expressed as
multiple or superparticular ratios. No doubt the double-octaveand-a-fourth and the double-octave-and-a-fifth would also be
rejected because their ratios could not be expressed with the numbers of the tetraktys of the decad.41 In addition, Cleonides follows
Aristoxenus in defining these intervals in terms of the number of
tones they contain, clearly ignoring the Pythagorean ratios. He
specifies that the "conjunct system"-that is, the Lesser Perfect
System-extends only to the fourth consonant scale, and employing the note-names, he provides an example for the span of each
scale.
Before proceeding to describe the remaining distinctions, Cleonides provides an extended listing of the "forms" (oxilJ.La'ta) of the
first three consonant scales: the fourth, the fifth, and the octave.
Aristoxenus referred to the "forms" as "species" just before the
truncation of the second book of the Elementa harmonica, but
then, apparently anticipating some confusion, added that his term
was synonymous with "form."42 Cleonides uses both terms in this
section, but the fact that he seems to prefer the term "form"-and,
as already noted, devotes so much space to the enumeration of the
41See pp. 310 (and n. 46), 324-25, and 346-47 (and n. 119)

42see p. 333 (and n. 93) supra.

supra.
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species of the octave-suggests that this material may not be
entirely derived from Aristoxenus. Nevertheless, these sorts of
descriptions of scalar species become common in the treatises of
the next several centuries: Nicomachus, Gaudentius, Ptolemy,
Aristides Quintilianus, Bacchius Geron, Bryennius, and others
describe at least some of the species articulated by Cleonides.43
Scale

Species

Examples

Fourth

three species: in Harmonia and
Color, bounded by either the
bottom, middle, or top notes of a
pycnon; in the Diatonic (numbers
representing tones), either X + 1 + 1;
1 + 1 + Yz; or 1 + Yz + 1.

hypate hypaton-hypate
meson (b-e'), parhypate
hypaton-parhypate meson
(c'-f'), or lichanos hypatonlichanos meson (d'-g').

Fifth

four forms: in Harmonia and Color,
bounded by either the bottom note
of a pycnon with the tone of
disjunction at the top, the middle
note of a pycnon with the tone of
disjunction second from the top, the
top note of a pycnon with the tone of
disjunction third from the top, or
the bottom note of a pycnon with
the tone of disjunction fourth from
the top; in the Diatonic, either X+
1 + 1 + 1; 1 + 1 + 1 + X; 1 + 1 + X + 1;
or 1 +X+ 1 + 1.

hypate meson-paramese (e'b'), parhypate meson-trite
diezeugmenon (f'-c"), lichanos
meson-paranete diezeugmenon
(g'-d"), or mese-nete
diezeugmenon (a'-e").

43See Barbera, "Octave Species," 229-41.
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Octave

seven species: in Harmonia and
Color, bounded by either the bottom
note of a pycnon with the tone of
disjunction either at the top, fourth
from the top, or first from the
bottom (i.e., the first, fourth and
seventh species); the middle note of
a pycnon with the tone of
disjunction either second or fifth
from the top (i.e., the second and
fifth species); or the top note of a
pycnon with the tone of disjunction
either third or sixth from the top
(i.e., third and sixth species); in
the Diatonic, either X + 1 + 1 + Yz +

hypate hypaton-paramese (bb'), called "Mixolydian";
parhypate hypaton-trite
diezeugmenon (c'-c"), called
"Lydian"; lichanos hypatonparanete diezeugmenon (d'd"), called "Phrygian";
hypate meson-nete
diezeugmenon (e'-e"), called
/.(Dorian"; parhypate mesontrite hyperbolaion (f'-f"),
called "Hypolydian";
lichanos meson-paranete
hyperbolaion (g'-g"), called
"Hypophrygian"; or mesenete
hyperbolaion (a'-a"),
1 + 1 + 1; 1 + 1 + Yz + 1 + 1 + 1 + ~; 1 +
called "Locrian" and
X + 1 + 1 + 1 + Yz + 1; Yz + 1 + 1 + 1 +
X + 1 + 1; 1 + 1 + 1 + X + 1 .+ 1 + ~; 1 "Hypodorian."
+ 1 + X + 1 + 1 + X + 1; or 1 + X + 1 +
1+ X +1+1.

In his discussion of the species of the octave, Cleonides applies an
ethnic name to each species, in addition ~o his specification of its
structure and typical bounding notes. Aristoxenus, by contrast,
seems to associate these names with their misapplication to the
tonoi by the Harmonicists.44 Although Cleonides may have
derived his descriptions of the octave species from some early
sources, he probably did not find this material in Aristoxenus's
Harmonica.45
Having completed his treatment of the forms, Cleonides
returns to the remaining distinctions among scales. The fourth
and fifth distinctions (see the tabulation on p. 379) are clear and
self-explanatory. In the sixth distinction, however, Cleonides
offers descriptions of the so-called Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems. Aristoxenus alluded to these in passing, without providing
any detail on their composition.46 Likewise, the Sectio canonis
44See pp. 322-23

supra.

45For a consideration of the relationship between Cleonides's descriptions
and Aristoxenus's treatise, see Jon Solomon, "Towards a History of Tonoi," Journal

of Musicology 3 (1984): 242-51.
46In section II/M of De principiis, Aristoxenus merely observes that "it is
necessary to speak of the arrangement of scales from intervals (both the others
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locates fifteen notes of the Immutable System but otherwise says
nothing about its construction. These scale forms must have been
standard by the fourth century B.C.E., but the earlier theorists
seem largely to have taken them for granted. It was left to later
theorists-including Cleonides, Nicomachus, Gaudentius, Aristides Quintilianus, Ptolemy, Bacchius, and Bryennius-to codify
the technical nomenclature of the two systems and their composit~ tetrachords that has become such an essential part of modern
descriptions of "anciPnt Greek music theory."
Cleonides begins by defining conjunction (cruva<p1l), that is, the
linking of two similar tetrachords by a common tone.47 Three
conjunctions exist, which he names "lowest," "middle," and
"highest." The lowest conjunction links the hypaton and meson
tetrachords (i.e., b-e' and e'-a'), the middle links the meson and
synemmenon tetrachords (i.e., e'-a' and a'-d"), and the highest
links the diezeugmenon and hyperbolaion tetrachords (i.e., b'-e"
and e"-a"). There is also disjunction (Bta~eu~t~) between the proslambanomenos and the hypate hypaton and between the mese
and the paramese. The Lesser Perfect System extends from the .
proslambanomenos through the lowest and middle conjunctions
to the nete synemmenon, while the Greater Perfect System
extends from the proslambanomenos through the lowest conjunction, across the disjunction, and through the highest conjunction to the nete hyperbolaion. The Lesser Perfect System, which
has the range of an octave-and-a-fourth, therefore contains three
conjunct tetrachords: hypaton, meson, and synemmenon; while
the Greater Perfect System, which has the range of a double
octave, contains four: two conjunct pairs-hypaton and meson,
and diezeugmenon and hyperbolaion-separated by a disjunction.
The hypaton and meson tetrachords are common to both systems,
while the other tetrachords are distinctive of their respective
systems. Finally, the Immutable System is a composite of the
Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems.

and the Perfect), showing from these how many there are and what their nature
is ... " (nept 'trov crt)(J'tav'trov £~ au't&v crucr'trtJla'trov AeK'teov nep{ 't£ 'trov &A.A.&v
Kat 'tOU 't£A£tOU, £~ EK£tvrov Cx1t00£tKVUV'ta<; n6cra 't' ecr'tt Kat no'i' U't'ta ... [ da
Rios 10.11-13]).
47The table on p. 374 illustrates the complete arrangement of all the notes in
each tetrachord and may assist the reader in following this paragraph.
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It is impossible to know to what extent this description represents earlier theoretical conceptions of a scalar superstructure for
ancient Greek music. If this structure was known to the Harmonicists and theorists such as Aristoxenus, it seems to have been
important primarily as a framework for nomenclature.
The final distinction of scales as modulating or non-modulating is only briefly addressed in Cleonides's Harmonica introductio. Aristoxenus had referred to the distinction of scales as single,
double, or multiple, and Cleonides's definition makes it clear that
the distinction is based on the number of "functional" mesai
within a scale. Cleonides offers very little explanation about the
function of the mese, but he does specify. that the mese governs
the functions of all the other notes: "It is from the mese that the
functions of the remaining notes are recognized, for how each of
them functions becomes apparent in relation to the mese."48 The
importance of the mese is confirmed by the Aristotelian
Problemata 19.20 (919a13-28), which observes that if the mese is
altered after the strings of an instrument have been tuned, the
entire melody will sound disharmonious when the instrument is
played; if, however, any of the other notes is altered, only the
altered note will sound awry. The Problemata explains this
peculiarity by stating that "all good mele" (nav-ra yap ta XPll<J-ra
JlEAll) use the mese more frequently than any of the other notes,
adding that the mese-like the grammatical conjunction "and"is a kind of musical conjunction. Problemata 19.36 (920b7-15)
further hypothesizes that the mese is so important because all the
other strings of the instrument are tuned to it. Both statements
are reasonable: the mese is not only an immovable note-and
therefore well suited to govern the tuning of an instr.ument-but
also the "pivot" note from which the scale may ascend either
through another conjunct tetrachord-the synemmenon-or
across the tone of disjunction and into the diezeugmenon
tetrachord. Several notes might function as mese, depending on
the placement of whole-tones and semitones in a scale and its
range. In fact, such shifts of mesai can be seen in a number of the

4 Ba1tO Oe 'tll<; J!ean<; Kat -r&v AOt1tOOV <p96yyrov ai OUVclflEt<; yvrop{sov-rat, 'tO yap
1tro<; €xetv EKaa-rov au-r&v 1tp0<; 't~V J..tecrnv<; <pavep&<; yive-rat (Jan 202.3-5 [Solomon

138.24.3-5]).
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musical fragments, 4 9 and these would presumably fit Cleonides's
definition of "modulating" scales.
Cleonides returns to the important subject of "function" at the
very end of his treatise (section XII), where three short definitions
are added. The second of these states: "Function is the order of the
note in the scale; or, function is the order of the note, through
which we recognize each of the notes."SO Aristoxenus himself
refers to function on a number of occasions, stressing that notes,
intervals, or rhythmic feet, for example, do not have intrinsic
functions but rather are perceived by the intellect to have a certain
function depending on the context.51 While Cleonides's definitions are more mechanical, they are close to Aristoxenus's point.
The most detailed discussion of function in terms of systematic
music theory is offered by Ptolemy in his Harmonica 2.5, where an
elaborate nomenclature of notes "by position" (Ka'ta 8£crtv) and
"by function" (Ka'ta 8uvaJ.Ltv) is developed. While Ptolemy's system can be applied to the surviving pieces of Greek music, the
extent to which it was recognized by other theorists remains
uncertain. 52
With the completion of his treatment of the various distinctions of scales, Cleonides turns in section IX to a consideration of
tonos. The topic, of course, forms a part of the outline of Aristoxenus's Harmonica, but as the second book of the Elementa harmonica is truncated prior to its discussion of tonos, it is difficult to
determine how much of Cleonides's material is derived directly
from Aristoxenus and how much from other sources.
Cleonides begins section IX by observing that the term "tonos"
('t6vo<;) is used in four ways: to refer to a note, an interval, a position of the voice, and a pitch. He then provides short fragments by
Terpander and Ion to illustrate the first usage and passes quickly
over the obvious second usage. The passage from Terpander refers
to the abandonment of an older style using only four tones in
favor of a new style with seven tones played on the phorminx.
49See, for example, the earlier discussions of the Delphic paeans and the
fragment from Euripides' s Iphigenia Aulidensis on pp. 55 and 115 supra.
50~UV<XJ..tl~ o€ EO"'tt 'tcX~t~ cp96yyou ev O"UO"'tllJ..Hl'tt, ~ OUV<XJ..U~ EO"'tt 'tcX~t~ cp96yyou,
Ot' ~~ yvropisoJ..t£V 'tWV cp96yyrov eKUO"'tOV (Jan 207.10-12 [Solomon 143.29.10-

144.29.12]).
51see pp. 306-8, 314, 318, 326-27, 331-33, 338-40, and especially 321-24 supra.
520n Ptolemy's discussion, see pp. 459-63 infra.
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The passage from Ion is more complex and subject to varying
interpretations: it refers to an eleven-stringed lyre arranged in ten
steps with three concordant paths of harmonia, in contrast to an
earlier lyre capable of producing only seven tones arranged in
fourths. This is not the place for an extended interpretation of
these passages, which is, in any event, irrelevant to Cleonides's
purpose: he introduces them simply as examples of the respective
musical styles of the seventh and fifth centuries B.C.£.53
Cleonides's use of the phrase "position of the voice" clearly
echoes Aristoxenus's Harmonica. In section II of De principiis,
Aristoxenus hinted at the close relationship between scales, positions of the voice, and the tonoi, but the sections of the Elementa
harmonica in which this subject would have been developed do
not survive. Nevertheless, it seems quite clear that Aristoxenus
regarded position of the voice and tonos as complementary but
not synonymous. Cleonides, however, follows his usual practice
of reducing Aristoxenus's theory to a simpler form. For him, the
positions of the voice are the various tonoi, and he attributes thirteen of them to Aristoxenus:
Hypermixolydian, also called Hyperphrygian;
Two Mixolydians, a higher and a lower, of which the higher is also called
Hyperiastian, the lower Hyperdorian;
Two Lydians, a higher and a lower, of which the lower is also called
Aeolian;
Two Phrygians, a higher and a lower, of which the lower is also called
Iastian;
One Dorian;
Two Hypolydians, a higher and a lower, the latter also called
Hypoaeolian;
Two Hypophrygians, of which the lower is also called Hypoiastian;
Hypodorian. 54
53on Terpander, see pp. 59, 61, 63, 66, 70, 74, 145,245,251, and 274 supra; and
on his association with seven strings, pp. 245-47. For a new discussion of the Ion
fragment, see Maas, "Polychordia and the Fourth-Century Greek Lyre." See also
Ugo Duse, "La lira di lone di Chio," Quaderni urbinati di cultura classica n.s. 4
(1980): 113-23; Levin, "The Hendecachord of Ion of Chios"; and Theodore
Reinach, "Un fragment d'Ion de Chios," Revue des etudes grecques 14 (1901): 8-19.
54fy1tepJ.Lt~oA:uoto~ Kat unep<ppuyto~ KaAouJ.Levo~ ·
J.Lt~oA.uotot ouo, o~u'tepo~ Kat ~apu'tepo~, 6lv b o~u'tepo~ Kat u1tepuxcr'tto~ KaAet'tat, b
~apu'tepo~ Kat U1t€p0ropto~.
A.uotot ouo, o~u'tepo~ Kat ~apu'tepo~, 6lv b ~apu'tepo~ Kat ai6A.to~ KaAet'tat ·
<ppuytot ouo, o~u'tepo~ Kat ~apu'tepo~, 6lv b ~apu'tepo~ Kat iacr'tto~ KaAet'tat ·

oe

oropto~ et~·
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Cleonides adds that the Hypermixolydian is higher than the
Hypodorian by an octave, and each of the tonoi begins op.e halftone lower than its predecessor. Although Cleonides does not
offer any notation to support his presentation, the later notational
tables of Alypius do show just such an arrangement. If the conventional pitching were applied to this arrangement, the tonoi
could be displayed as in figure 56.
Proslambanomenos
f

Hypermixolydian (or
Hyperphrygian)
High and low Mixolydian

High and low Lydian

High and low Phrygian

[

[

[

Hyperiastian

e

H yperdorian
Lydian

e~

d

Aeolian
Phrygian

c#
c
Q)

Iastian

High and low Hypophrygian

........,

u

Dorian
High and low Hypolydian

>
ro

0

[

[

B
B~

Hypolydian

A

Hypoaeolian
Hypophrygian

G

Hypoiastian

F#

Hypodorian

G#

F

Figure 56.55

intoA.uBtot Buo, O~U'tEPO<; Kat ~apU'tEpO<;, o<; Kat unoat6A.to<; KaAEt'tat.
U1tO<ppuytot Buo, rov 0 papU'tEpO<; Kat U1t0t<l<J'tt0~ KaAet'tat.
unoBropto<; (Jan 203.7-204.8 [Solomon 139.25.7-140.26.8]).

55The pitching applied by convention to the tonoi in the tables of Alypius
(i.e., F-g) does not, unfortunately, coincide with the conventional pitching normally applied to abstract descriptions of the notes in the Immutable System (i.e.,
a-a"). Both pitchings have been selected by modern scholars simply as a way of
keeping most of the various Greek notes on the modern musical staff when they
are represented in modern musical notation. It should always be kept in mind,
however, that the modern "pitch equivalents" applied throughout this chapter
and in other publications have no absolute pitch meaning. They are supplied
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If each tonos were extended from the proslambanomenos to the
nete hyperbolaion, its range would be two octaves. Thus, the overall range spanned by the lowest note of the Hypodorian tonos and
the highest note of the Hyperphrygian tonos would be three
octaves.
Cleonides attributes this arrangement to Aristoxenus, but in
section I/B/7 of the Elementa harmonica, Aristoxenus derides the
Harmonicists' arrangement of the tonoi, an arrangement quite
similar to Cleonides's presentation.56 It is therefore very difficult
to accept this as an accurate representation of Aristoxenus's own
treatment. It is much more likely that Cleonides has either borrowed such an arrangement from an earlier "Aristoxenian" treatise or, as he seems to have done elsewhere in his treatise, inadvertently conflated material from a Harmonicist treatise with
authentic material from Aristoxenus. On the other hand, Aristides Quintilianus presents a similar definition of the tonoi in De
musica 1.10, where he adds that "younger theorists" expanded
Aristoxenus's thirteen tonoi to fifteen by adding Hyperaeolian and
Hyperlydian at the top; in fact, just such a set of fifteen tonoi is
preserved in the tables of Alypius.57
The fourth usage of tonos-that is, as "pitch"-is related to
position of the voice and certainly recalls Aristoxenus. Cleonides
does not take tonos as simply synonymous to "a pitch" but rather
as conveying the sense of "a higher or lower or intermediate tone
of voice."58
In sections X-XI of the Harmonica introductio, Cleonides takes
up the final two topics of Aristoxenian harmonics: modulation
and melic composition. Here, too, it is difficult to determine how
closely this material follows Aristoxenus, whose own discussion
of the topics does not survive. In his outline of the Elementa harmonica (section I/B/8), Aristoxenus simply states:
it will be necessary to speak about modulation: first, what is this
"modulation" and how it arises-! am speaking of a certain effect that hap-

simply in the interest of making the relationships easier for modern musicians to
visualize.
56see pp. 301-2 and 322-23 supra.
57For a full diagram of the Alypian tonoi, seep. 599 infra.
58Ka8'
<pajlEV o~u'toVEtV 'ttva 11 ~apu'tovetv 11 jlEcrcp 'tip 'tll<; <provil<; 'tovcp
KEXPilcr9at (Jan 204.16-18 [Solomon 141.26.16-18]).
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pens in the order of melody-, then, how many modulations there are in all
and from how many intervals ....
Last of the parts is to speak about melic composition itself. Since among
the notes themselves there are no differences and so many and divergent
bodies of melos can arise from the same notes, it is evident that this should
arise from use. We call this "melic composition." 59

Cleonides's treatments certainly follow the structure of an
Aristoxenian demonstration. He begins by articulating four types
of modulation: in genus, scale, tonos, and melic composition. The
first two types are self-evident, and Cleonides says little, beyond
observing that a melody can shift from one genus to another and
scales can shift back and forth from conjunction to disjunction. 60
On the subject of modulation in tonos, he states that modulation
can occur from any one of the thirteen tonoi to any of the others.
This means that a modulation can involve shifting the tonos by
as little as a semitone or as much as an octave. Modulations
involving shifts of a consonant interval (for example, from the
Dorian to the Hyperdorian tonos or from the Phrygian to the
Hypophrygian tonos) or a whole-tone (for example, from the
Dorian to the Phrygian tonos or from the Phrygian to the Lydian
tonos) are the more musical. As to the others, the more pitches in
common between the two tonoi, the more musical the modulation, "because it is necessary for every modulation to contain
some common note, interval, or scale."61 The tables of Alypius
indeed show that tonoi related by a whole-tone, fourth, fifth, or
octave have more notes in common than tonoi related by other
intervals.
Modulation in melic composition, according to Cleonides, is a
matter of shifting from one ethos (~So<;) to another. He refers to
three types: diastaltic (Otacr'taA'ttK6v ), or elevating; systaltic (crucr597t€pt f.lE'ta~oA:ft<; av €t11 AEK'tEOV' 7tpW'tOV f.lEV aU'tO 'tt 1tO't' ea'ttV ;, f.lE'ta~oAi,
Kat 1tW<; ytyYOf.lEVOV-Aeyro 8' otov 1ta9ou<; 'ttVO<; <JUf.l~UtVOV'tO<; ev 'tTI 'tll<; f.l€Acp8ta<;
'tU~Et-, E1t€t'ta n6aat Et<JtV ai naaat f.lE'ta~oAat Kat KU'tU n6aa 8ta<J'tllf.lU'tU ...
TeAEU'tUlOV 8£ 'tO 1t€pt aU'tll<; 'tll<; f.l€A07tOiia<; (Et1t€tV). e1t€t yap ev 'tOt<; au'tot<;
<p96yyot<; a8ta<p6pot<; o.Ocrt 'tO Ka9' au'tOU<; 1tOAAat 't€ KO.t 1tO.V'to8a1ta.t f.!Op<pat f.lEArov
ytyvov'tat, 8'ftA.ov O'tt 1tapa 'ti,v xp'ftcrtv 'tOU'tO yevot't' &v. KUAOUf.lEV 8e 'tOU'tO
f.lEAonodav (da Rios 47.18-48.8).
60Cleonides does not specify that the mese is the pivot for shifting from
conjunct to disjunct patterns, but. this is apparent from his earlier discussion of
scales (see pp. 383-84 supra).
61£7tet81, avayKatov 1tacrn f.lE'ta~oA'ft KOtVOV 'tt U7tapxetV 11 cp96yyov 11 8ta<J't11f.lU
11 crua't1lf.la (Jan 205.18-19 [Solomon 142.27.18-19]).
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taAtu~6v),

or depressing; and hesychastic ('hcruxacrttK6v), or soothing. Cleonides associates diastaltic melos with a sense of magnificence, manly elevation of the soul, and heroic deeds; this type of
melos was used in tragedy. Systaltic melos conveys a feeling of
dejection and unmanliness suitable both to lamentation and
eroticism, while hesychastic melos-as the term itself impliesevokes a feeling of quietude and peacefulness suitable to hymns
and paeans. Descriptions of these three types of ethos also appear
in Aristides Quintilianus's De musica and Bryennius's Harmonica, the latter clearly borrowed from Cleonides's treatise.62
Cleonides' s simple three-fold distinction of ethos would seem to
be merely an attempt to describe melos in general as exalting,
soothing, or depressing, and the possibility of shifting from one
mood to another within a composition. Although Aristoxenus
employs the term "ethos" on a few occasions in passing, no threefold classification of types of ethos survives in his Harmonica, and
it seems unlikely it ever formed a part of this work.63
When Cleonides comes to the subject of melic composition
itself, a subject of great potential interest, it is disappointing that
he has almost nothing to say: melic composition is the use of
everything described in the previous sections. He then names and
briefly describes four types of musical gestures used in composition: sequence (&yoyyfl), succession (nAoKfl), repetition (n£t't£ta),
and prolongation (tovfl). In sequence, the melody moves up or
down by successive notes; in succession, the notes outline a
sequence of parallel intervals moving up or down (e.g., c-e-d-fe-g-f-a or c-f-d-g-e-a or other comparable patterns); and in repetition and prolongation, a note is either repeated or sustained.
Aristides Quintilianus offers somewhat fuller definitions of
62 Aristides Quintilianus describes the three types somewhat more briefly,
but his definitions are substantially identical to Cleonides' s. In the section on
harmonics (De musica 1.12), Aristides Quintilianus refers to a "medial" rather
than a hesychastic ethos, but when the three types are noted again in the section
on rhythmics (1.19), he does employ the term "hesychastic." The diastaltic and
systaltic ethoses are also mentioned in Ptolemy's Harmonica 3.11 (see p. 488
infra), where he relates the vertical movement of the stars to the genera of harmonics. Astrological associations of this sort are typical of the third books of
both Ptolemy' s Harmonica and Aristides Quintilianus' s De musica. For a study of
the three terms, see Solomon, "Diastaltic Ethos."
63The fullest treatment of musical ethos appears in Aristides Quintilianus's
De musica; see pp. 541-54 infra.
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sequence, succession, and repetition, perhaps derived from the
same source, but they do not provide a much clearer sense of the
gestures. Nevertheless, the differentiations are typical of Aristoxenus: all melodic patterns must either move up or down, repeat
the same pitch, or sustain a pitch. If the melody moves up or
down, it does so either through sequential notes or by a series of
skips. Aristoxenus perhaps developed these differentiations in his
characteristic manner, but even if Cleonides had access to a nowlost authentic treatment by Aristoxenus himself, his own treatise
would doubtless have reduced it to the purely technical descriptions of the sort found in this section.
Although Cleonides's Harmonica introductio is at best only a
highly abbreviated epitome, it is nonetheless a valuable supplement to the surviving fragments of Aristoxenus's theory. Moreover, it is quite apparent that later Greek theorists and modern
scholars even to the present day draw heavily-albeit perhaps
indirectly-from Cleonides's treatise for their own descriptions of
ancient Greek music theory." Cleonides' s Harmonica introductio
is therefore a fundamental source in its own right for the intellectual tradition of this theory. Still, it is apparent that a good deal of
his material cannot be .confirmed in any source earlier than the
second century C.E. While the scholars of the Hadrianic revival
certainly possessed more material from the preceding centuries
than survives today, it is impossible to determine all their
sources-let alone evaluate their authority. By the time of
Cleonides, the music and music theory about which he wrote had
lost the force of a living tradition and were in the process of
becoming fixed as a subject of scholarship.
11

Nicomachus of Gerasa
If Cleonides's Harmonica introductio stands as one of the best
examples of an Aristoxenian" treatise, the Manuale harmonices
CApJ..LOVtKilc; EYXEtptbtov) of Nicomachus is a prime example of the
resilience of the Pythagorean tradition in later Greek music theory. Nicomachus's Manuale is not, however, exclusively Pythagorean; rather, it represents the conflation of Aristoxenian and
Pythagorean elements typical of several of the Greek musical
treatises written in the second, third, and fourth centuries C.E.
Writers of this period-and not only music theorists-are nothing if not eclectic.
11

Music Theory 11: Nicomachus
Nicomachus is better known than many of the other Greek
musical theorists, though not so well known as Aristoxenus or
Ptolemy. His most famous work, the 1ntroductio arithmetica
( 'Apt8f.l1l'ttK~ £icrayroy~), seems to have been regarded in late antiquity and the early Middle Ages as a work of great importance in
preserving the fundamentals of Pythagorean number theory. As
such, it was the subject of numerous later commentaries and
translations. Apuleius of Madaura (b. ea. 123, d. after 170 C.E.) was
the first to translate the treatise into Latin, and a few centuries
later, it was translated anew by Boethius.64 In view of the complexity of the task, Apuleius probably could not have completed
his translation much earlier than 150 C.E., and this date provides a
reasonable terminus ante quem for Nicomachus' s floruit. For its
part, the short Manuale harmonices, which refers to the famous
Alexandrian astrologer Thrasyllus, was probably written after the
astronomer's death in 36 C.E. With these two termini, it is reasonable to suppose that Nicomachus lived at the end of the first and
the beginning of the second century C.£.65
In addition to the two complete works of Nicomachus surviving today, there was a work on the mystical properties of numbers
(8£oAoyouf..L£Va aptSf.lfl'ttKfl<;) and most probably a longer work on
music, perhaps an 1ntroductio musica (MoucrtKll £icrayroy~). Nicomachus himself refers in the Manuale harmonices to his inten64According to Cassiodorus Institutiones 2.7: . . . reliquae vero quae sequuntur ...
indigent arithmetica disciplina. quam apud Graecos Nicomachus diligenter
exposuit. hunc prius Madaurensis Apuleius, deinde magnificus vir Boethius
Latino sermone translatum Romanis contulit lectitandum" (Cassiodori senatoris
Institutiones, ed. R. A. B. Mynors [Oxford: Clarendon, 1961], 140.15-20). Apuleius's translation does not survive, but Boethius's does. In addition, Iamblichus,
Asclepius Trallianus, Ioannes Alexandreas Philoponus, and Proclus wrote
commentaries on Nicomachus' s Arithmetica. The fact of two Latin translations
within the span of approximately 350 years would alone attest to the importance
of Nicomachus' s work.
65The fullest study of Nicomachus's Manuale is Flora R. Levin, The Harmonics of Nicomachus and the Pythagorean Tradition, American Classical
Studies, no. 1 (University Park, Penn.: The American Philological Association,
1975). See also her . . . Nicomachus. Manual of Harmonics. Translation and Commentary" (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1967), published in a
revised edition as The Manual of Harmonics of Nicomachus the Pythagorean
(Grand Rapids, MI: Phanes Press, 1994); Barbera, . . . Pythagorean Mathematics,"
162-73; Heath, Greek Mathematics, 1:97-112; and Dillon, Middle Platonists,
352-61.
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tion of writing a longer introductio in several books, and parts of
this work may survive in the texts preserved in a number of
manuscripts as a Manuale harmonicum CApJ.Lovucov EYXEtptbtov)the "second book" of the Manuale harmonices.66 It has been
argued persuasively by Calvin M. Bower that the substance of this
longer work is represented in the first four books of Boethius's De
institutione musica, and the surviving Manuale harmonicum,
together with the material attributed to Nicomachus by Boethius,
provides strong evidence. that he did, in fact, complete this project.67 Likewise, parts of the work on numbers are preserved today
in a compilation attributed to the neo-Platonist Iamblichus,
although the attribution is probably false.68
Nicomachus's Manuale harmonices survives in thirty-nine
manuscripts, five of which preserve it together with the Arithmetica. Unlike the Sectio canonis and the Harmonica introductio
attributed to Cleonides, both of which have competing attributions, the Manuale harmonices is firmly assigned to Nicomachus
by all the manuscript sources, which describe it as having been
"dictated extemporaneously in accord with the ancient style."69 In
twenty-eight of the manuscripts, the so-called Manuale harmonicum follows the Manuale harmonices. It never appears without
the preceding work, but in nine of the manuscripts, the Manuale
harmonicum is divided into two separate parts, the second-and
longer-part simply titled "by the same Nicomachus" ('tou au'tou
NtKOJ.laxou) or as a scholion on the text (l:x6A.ta 'ttva Eic; 'tov
66There is a slight shift in meaning between apJlOVtKfl~ B')'X£tpt0tov (Manuale
harmonices) and apJlOVtKOV eyxetpi8tov (Manuale harmonicum), but it is of little
significance in determining whether these two works form a unit or are separate.
Some of the earliest manuscripts refer to the Manuale harmonices as apJlOVtKll~
eyxetpi<hov while others refer to it as the apJlOVtKOV eyxetpiOtOV.
67 See Bower, "Boethius and Nicomachus"; and Boethius, Fundamentals of
Music, xxiv-xxix. For discussion of Boethius' s role in the transmission of ancient
Greek music theory to the Latin West, see chapter 7 infra.
68For a new English translation, see Robin Waterfield, trans., The Theology
of Arithmetic: On the Mystical, Mathematical and Cosmological Symbolism of
the First Ten Numbers, foreword by Keith Critchlow (Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Phanes Press, 1988).
69The typical form of the title is: NtKOflcXXOU fep<X<J11VOU nuHayoptKOU apJlOvtK:fl~ eyxetptOtOV U1tayopeu8£v €~ U1tO')"UOU Ka'ta 'tO 1t<XAat6v. For a comprehensive
list of editions and translations of the Manuale harmonices, see the Bibliography under "Nicomachus."
I
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au'tov ). 70 Since this second part refers to Nicomachus by name, it
must indeed have been a scholion that was subsequently absorbed
into a collection of Nicomachean fragments. The first part, however, might very well contain authentic material by Nicomachus
himself. The title of the two parts together, Manuale harmonicum, could either have been extended from the first part to
encompass the whole, or a later scribe could have developed it by
attraction from the preceding treatise, the Manuale harmonices,
and applied it to an untitled collection of Nicomachean fragments
and scholia.
When the Manuale harmonices and Manuale harmonicum
appear together in the manuscripts, with a single exception, the
title of the former is slightly modified to indicate that it is the first
of two books. The single exception is, as might be expected, one of
the earliest manuscript collections of ancient Greek music theory,
Venetus Marcianus gr .. app. cl. VI/3. This famous manuscript has
already been noted in connection with the treatises of Aristoxenus
and Cleonides, the texts of which were copied onto the principal
writing area of the pages in the twelfth century C.E. The Nicomachus texts, however, were added to the manuscript in the thirteenth century, copied into the margins and surrounding the
twelfth-century text of _Aristoxenus's Harmonica. In this instance,
the Manuale harmonices is simply presented without any indication that it forms the "first book" of a larger work, and the Manuale harmonicum follows without its usual definition as the "second book."71
It is impossible to determine a specific relationship among
these texts, which are certainly different in content, approach, and
style. For purposes of this discussion, the Manuale harmonices
will be treated as an integral work and the Manuale harmonicum
will be considered separately as a collection of materials.
Manuale harmonices
In the first chapter of the Manuale harmonices, Nicomachus
addresses himself to a noble woman who has requested that he
70This second part begins UO'tt NtKOJl<XXO<; tl,v avro'tU't'f1V (Jan 271.16). The
manuscripts that divide the Manuale harmonicum at this point are described in
Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 7, 9, 38, 50, 124, 133, 155, 275, and 284.
7l For a full description of this manu~cript (270) and all the other Nicomachus manuscripts, see ibid.
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provide a concise treatment of harmonics. He states that because
he is traveling while composing the Manuale, his treatment must
be simple and brief. The Manuale, it seems, is to be sent to the
noble lady as soon as it is finished, but Nicomachus promises to
write a subsequent and fuller treatment of the subject in several
books when time permits. The longer treatment, however, will be
sent to her only at some later time, ~'~wherever I hear that you are
living" (ev8a &v 8uiy£tv UJlCt~ 1tuv8avroJ.Le8a). The identity of the
lady remains unknown, but it is striking that she too seems to be
traveling; her eventual place of residence is unknown to Nicomachus. If she, like Nicomachus, was from Gerasa, a Greek Palestinian city, perhaps both of them were fleeing the continuous conflicts between the Jews and the Gentiles, which eventually led to
the destruction of more than 900 Palestinian towns by Hadrian's
legions in the 130s C.E.
Whatever the biographical circumstances of Nicomachus's
composition of the Manuale, the epistolary style of the treatise is
nearly unique in ancient Greek music theory. Aristides Quintilianus addresses his friends Florentius and Eusebius at the very
beginning of De musica, but the treatise itself is formal and complex; there is nothing epistolary or extemporaneous about it. Only
Michael Psellus, nearly a millennium later than Nicomachus,
used this style in his ~'~letter on music," which may indeed have
been a letter, most probably addressed to Emperor Constantine IX
Monomachus. It is, of course, impossible to know whether Nicomachus actually composed the Manu.ale as a letter or whether the
style is merely a literary affectation.
Overall, the Manuale harmonices is arranged in twelve chapters, each with a descriptive heading:
Chapter
1

Heading
That this Manuale is a memorandum of the elementary teaching
of harmonics

. 2

On the two species of the voice-intervallic and continuous-and
their positions

3

That the first music among sensible types is viewed with respect
to the planets, while our music exists as an imitation of it

4

That the things pertaining to notes are organized by number

5

That Pythagoras, by adding an eighth string to the seven-string
lyre, established the octave harmonia
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6

How the arithmetic ratios of the notes were discovered

7

Concerning the division of the octave by the diatonic genus

8

Exegesis of the harmonic statements in the Timaeus

9

Evidence for the statements, derived from Philolaus

10

On the tuning of the notes through arithmetic ratios

11

On the double octave through the diatonic genus

12

On the progression and division of the notes by the three genera

After the introductory first chapter, Nicomachus begins in the
second chapter with the common Aristoxenian distinctions
among intervallic and continuous motion of the voice, position
of the voice, and compass.72 His treatment is brief, and in some
cases, he seems to slightly misrepresent the Aristoxenian position.
For instance, "position of the voice" for Nicomachus seems to
mean a broader register occupied by the continuous or speaking
voice and a narrower register occupied by the intervallic or singing voice; rather than the much more diverse and complex meanings-especially as a series of positions closely related to the
tonoi-suggested by Aristoxenus himself and developed by a theorist such as Cleonides. For the speaking voice, Nicomachus has
in mind a broad register defined not only by the up-and-down
motion of the voice but also by the linear points where speaking
begins and ends. For the singing voice, he seems to envision on
the one hand the limitations provided by certain smallest and
largest intervals and on the other hand the dynamic limitation of
the softest audible sound. These conceptions differ somewhat
from the Aristoxenian tradition, and it is noteworthy that Nicomachus attributes the distinctions of this chapter to "those of the
Pythagorean school" (oi a1to 'tou Ilu9ayoptKou OtOacrKaAEtou). No
mention is made of Aristoxenus. Perhaps Nicomachus is simply
appropriating and adapting this material in order to link it with
the larger Pythagorean aim of his treatise, or perhaps Aristoxenus
developed his own conceptions from an earlier Pythagorean
source also known to Nicomachus. But it is more likely that Nicomachus regarded Aristoxenus as a Pythagorean: Aristoxenus' s
birthplace, Tarentum, was a Pythagorean center, his early training
was in the Pythagorean tradition, and he wrote several books on
72Cf. sections 11/P, Ill, and VII in Aristoxenus's De principiis (see pp. 300-301
supra).
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the Pythagoreans. While a number of Aristoxenus's arguments in
the Harmonica are at variance with traditional Pythagorean mathematics, this may not have disqualified him as a Pythagorean in
the eyes of later adherents. Aristoxenus, after all, makes no
explicit criticism of the Pythagoreans in the Harmonica; rather, his
explicit criticism is reserved for the Harmonicists, who are clearly
not Pythagoreans.
Nicomachus builds on the concept of "position" ('t6no<;) in
chapter 3 by relating the relative planetary positions to the relative
positions of the notes in the heptachord bounded by the hypate
and the nete (or, as Nicomachus calls it, neate). The planets-or,
stars-actually produce pitches, according to the Pythagoreans, as
they rotate through the ether, and Nicomachus develops the etymology of star (acrtf)p) as something deprived of stasis (otao£ro<;
£ot£P1lJ..LEVo<;). From the characterization of stars as always running
(a£1 8£rov), the additional terms "ether" (ai8np) and "god" (8£6<;)
are derived. 73 Nicomachus then associates the seven stars of the
Greek astronomical system with the notes as shown in figure 57.
The name of each note is also given a short etymology. "Hypate"
is derived from una'tov, which means "highest," and this accords
with the fact that Kronos is the highest or most distant star with
respect to the earth. Likewise, "neate" is derived from veatov,
which means "lowest," and this accords with the closeness of the
Moon to the earth. The "mese," or "middle," accords with the Sun
because it is the middle of the seven stars. The names of the
remaining notes reflect their positions "beside" (nap a-) or
"above" (U1t£p-) these three principal notes, which bound two
conjunct tetrachords. Later, in chapters 5 and 11, Nicomachus will
explain how this heptachord was expanded into the octave and
double octave.74 For now, Nicomachus once again cites the press
of time but promises his noble reader a fuller explanation of all
these subjects in his subsequent treatise.

73on the "harmony of the spheres," see Aristotle De caelo 2.9. On the
etymologies, cf. Plato Cratylus 397d and 409b-410b; and Aristotle De caelo 1.3
(270b24).
74A similar explanation of the meanings of the note names, but with
somewhat different terms, appears in Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.6. For a
consideration of Nicomachus' s scales in connection with the tuning of the lyre, see
chapter 2, pp. 243-47 supra.
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Nicomachus's first heptachord
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(Pitches in parentheses represent the possible diatonic tuning, but this is not
specified by Nicomachus. As always, pitches follow the conventional modern
pitching for the Greater Perfect System.)

Figure 57.

Chapter 4 introduces the common Pythagorean acoustic
notions that sound is a beating of air which reaches the ear, and
various sounds can therefore be explained and related to one
another by the number of pulsations. Nicomachus's explanations,
however, are somewhat unusual. He suggests that even intensity
and timbre of sound are expressible as number: intensity is a matter of the number of parts of air under pulsation, while smooth
and rough sounds are a matter of even and uneven pulsation.
Rapid pulsation of course produces higher pitch, and slower pulsation lower pitch. A number of instruments are mentioned to
show the different factors that affect pitch on wind and string
instruments, but whatever the instrument, low and high pitch are
the result of a lesser or greater number of pulsations. 75
With the introduction of number as essential to the understanding of sound, Nicomachus is ready to explore in chapters 510 the expansion of the early heptachord into an octave and the
various ratios that regulate the intervals within the octave. He
begins by specifically attributing to Pythagoras the observation that
the extremes of a musical scale ought to form the most perfect
consonance, the octave, not the dissonance formed by the
extremes of the heptachord. In order to accomplish this, Pythagoras did not propose adding an additional note to the top or bottom
75on

these acoustic observations, cf. the Aristotelian De audibilibus (for
examples from this treatise, see chapter 2, pp. 185-86 and 215 supra) and the
introduction to the Sectio canonis (pp. 346-47 supra).
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of the heptachord, perhaps because the extremes had already been
identified as "highest" and "lowest." Rather, he added a new note
beside the mese; this new 'note would be called "paramese," while
the former paramese would now be called "trite" to indicate its
position as the third note in the scale (see figure 58).
Pythagoras's octochord
e"
neate
':€ (d")
paraneate
;j [ ( c")
trite
~
- -~.~ - - - - - - - - Pili?!!!~~~ - - whole tone
..c: [ {g')

~
~

(f')

e'

~;:rmese

(or lichanos)
parhypate
hypate

(Pitches in parentheses represent the possible diatonic tuning, but this is not
specified by Nicomachus. Here again, pitches follow the conventional pitching
for the Greater Perfect System.)

Figure 58.

Nicomachus does not refer to the tone between the mese and the
paramese as a disjunction (ota~EU~t~) because he is not yet speaking of the various scale forms and indeed has not yet even identified the new upper tetrachord as the diezeugmenon. He does,
however, observe the important role of this tone in forming the
interval of a fifth, either between the hypate and the paramese or
between the nete and the mese. Although he makes no reference
to Aristoxenus, his consideration of the fifth as a scale and his
emphasis on its importance echoes Aristoxenus's principle of
"fourth and fifth notes."76
At the end of chapter 5, Nicomachus identifies in passing the
-ratio of the fifth as sesquialtera (i.e., 3:2), noting that it is composed
of the sesquitertia fourth (4:3) ··and the sesquioctaval whole-tone
(9:8). These basic Pythagorean ratios, which have already been
encountered in the Sectio canonis, bring him in chapter 6 to the

76This is the principle that either every fourth note in a "musical" scale
must form the· consonance of a fourth or every fifth note the consonance of a fifth
or both fourth and fifth notes their respective consonances. See pp. 316-17 and
329-31 supra.
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famous story of their discovery by Pythagoras while walking one
day by a smithy.
The story of Pythagoras's discovery of the harmonic ratios is
told and retold by many writers, Greek and Latin, with certain
variations, 77 but its essence lies in the application of four numbers-12, 9, 8, and 6-to produce the Pythagorean "harmonia."
Nicomachus' s version has Pythagoras first detecting the consonant intervals of the octave, fifth, and fourth produced by the
striking of hammers of certain weights; then, after concluding that
the weight of each hammer is the distinctive factor in this phenomenon, he experiments with comparable weights by suspending them from identical and unison strings and discovers that the
proportion among the weights is 12:9:8:6. The physical impossibility of this story was already recognized as early as Ptolemy's Harmonica 1.8, and in the version of Aristides Quintilianus (De
musica 3.1), the experiment is not even attributed to Pythagoras.
Nevertheless, Nicomachus uses it as a way of introducing the
interlocking intervals already encountered in the Plutarchean
Soterichus's description.78 The phenomenon of the weights is
then extended, simply by definition, to string tension, windcolumn length, and percussion. Finally, Pythagoras is supposed to
have filled these large consonant intervals with the smaller
intervals of the diatonic genus.
In chapter 7, Nicomachus, once again recalling the principle of
"fourth and fifth notes" but without specific reference to it,
observes that if the heptachord or octochord should be measured
sequentially by the interval of a fourth or fifth, moving from
bottom to top, three patterns of whole-tones and semitones would
appear in the fourth and four in the fifth.79 ·He does not identify
these as "species" or "forms" of the scales, as do Aristoxenus a~d

77For example, Iamblichus (Vita Pythagorica 115-120), Censorinus (De die
natali 10), Macrobius (Comm. in Somnium Scipionis 2.1.8), Boethius (De
institutione musica 1.10-11), Gaudentius (Harmonica introductio 11), Isidore of
Seville (Etymologiae 3.16.1), and many later Latin writers. A useful survey of
the ancient literature on this story is provided in Levin, "Nicomachus. Manual of
Harmonics," 143-48.
7Ssee figure 55 (p. 363 supra).
79 Cleonides' s description of these species, or "forms," is much more detailed
than Nicomachus's; see the chart on pp. 380-81 supra.
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the Aristoxenians, but this is yet another echo of the Aristoxenian
tradition in Nicomachus's Manuale harmonices.
Chapter 8 is devoted to an explication of the two meansarithmetic and harmonic-employed by Plato in the Timaeus to
construct the Pythagorean "harmonia." Nicomachus begins with a
paraphrase of Plato's description (Timaeus 36a-b) of the means:
So, in each interval there are two means, one of these exceeding and
exceeded by the same part of the extremes, and the other exceeding and
exceeded by an equal number. H,e filled up the distance between the
sesquialteran and sesquitertian distances with the leimma of the
sesquioctave. 80

To the usual definitions of the means, as presented by Plato and
echoed by the Plutarchean Soterichus or Aristides Quintilianus,
Nicomachus adds observations about the characteristics of the
terms when subjected to various patterns of multiplication and
addition. In the case of the harmonic mean, when it is multiplied
by the sum of the extremes, it produces a number that is equal to
twice the product of the extremes. The arithmetic mean, if
doubled, will equal the sum of the extremes and, if squared, will
exceed the product of the extremes by the square of the difference
between the terms.Sl Nicomachus then refers to a "third mean,"
known as "ruling proportion" (Kuptro'tepo<; avaAoy{a), in which
two middle terms form various ratios with the extremes and the
product of the means is equal to the product of the extremes. This
proportion is represented by 12:9:8:6, which embraces geometric
proportion (12:8::9:6), harmonic proportion (12:8:6), and arithmetic

ev

80fficr't£
bcacr'tcp 8tacr't~Jla'tt 8uo Etvat JlECTO'tll'ta<;, 'tilv JlEV 'tUU'tql JlEpEt 'tiDY
aKprov aU'tiDV U1t£pexoucrav Kat U1t£P£XOJlEV1lV' 'tnv 8£ tcrcp JlEV Ka't' apteJlOV
U1t£pexoucrav' tcrcp 8£ U1t£P£XOJlEV11V. 'hJltOAtrov 8£ Kat e1tt 'tpt 'tO)V 8tacr'tUCT£0)V
8tacr'tacrtv 'tql 'tOU e1toy86ou A£tJ.!Jla'tt crUV£1tA1lPOU'tO (Jan 250.6-11). The fact that
Nicomachus paraphrases Plato rather than quoting him exactly has concerned
some modern scholars (see, for example, Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 2:259, n.
60), but in fact the paraphrase perfectly fits Nicomachus's chapter, which begins
with a description of the two means and ends with a description of the 9:8
interval as central to the "ruling proportion."
81In the harmonic proportion 12:8:6, the sum of the extremes is 18 and the
product is 72; 18 multiplied by 8 produces 144, equal to twice 72. In the arithmetic
proportion 12:9:6, the sum of the extremes is 18, equal to twice 9; 9 squared (81)
exceeds the product of the extremes (72) by 9, the square of the difference (3)
between the terms. These same observations are included respectively in Nicomachus Introductio arithmetica 2.25.4 and 2.23.5-6. Theon of Smyrna (Expositio
[Hiller 113-119]) provides similar descriptions of the means (see pp. 426-27).
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proportion (12:9:6), as well as the whole-tone ratio, 9:8, the
common measure of musical ratios and the difference between
the fifth and the fourth. 82
Like most authors of this period, Nicomachus is anxious to
show that his statements are accurate representations of ancient
authority. In chapter 9, then, he bolsters his descriptions with evidence derived from Philolaus, whom he identifies as a disciple of
Pythagoras.83 Nicomachus adds that other ancient authorities
could be adduced to support his statements, but for now, the testimony of Philolaus will have to suffice. Inasmuch as Book Ill of
Boethius's De institutione musica contains several additional references to Philolaus, as well as the Pythagoreans Eubulides and
Hippasus, Nicomachus's longer book must have provided his
noble lady with a fuller treatment of the subject.
Perhaps because of its unusual vocabulary,84 Nicomachus
departs from his usual practice of paraphrasing an author and proceeds to quote the following passage drawn from the first book of
Philolaus's Physica:
The magnitude of harmonia is "syllaba" and "dioxeian." Dioxeian is greater
than syllaba by a sesquioctave. There is a syllaba from the hypate to the
mese, a dioxeian from the mese to the neate. From the neate to the trite is a
syllaba, and from the trite to the hypate a dioxeian. There is a sesquioctave
between the trite and the mese, the syllaba is a sesquitertia, the dioxeian is
a sesquialtera, and the octave is duple. So, harmonia is five sesquioctaves
and two dieses; dioxeian is three sesquioctaves and a diesis; and syllaba is
two sesquioctaves and a dies is. 85
82The proportion is more fully described in his Introductio arithmetica 2.29.
See figure 55 (p. 363 supra).
83Philolaus was born in Tarentum, the birthplace of Aristoxenus and an
important center of Pythagoreanism. He was a contemporary of Socrates and
therefore not an immediate disciple of Pythagoras. For a full examination of
Philolaus, see Burkert, Lore and Science.
84The vocabulary of Philolaus's excerpt also appears in the writings of
Thrasyllus and Aelian, brief passages of which are quoted by Porphyrius in his
commentary on Ptolemy' s Harmonica (During 96.21-23 and 96.29-97.9), and in
Aristides Quintilianus's De musica 1.8 (W.-I. 15.8-11).
85apJ.tOVta~ 8£ J.tf'Y£80~ auA.A.a~a Kat 8t' O~ctav. 'tO 8£ 8t' O~ctav flctsov ta~
auA.A.a~a~ enoy86cp. eatt yap &no unata~ Ei~ Jleaav auA.A.a~a, &no 8£ Jleaa~ n6tt
V£atav 8t' O~ctav, &no 8£ VEU'ta~ e~ 'tpttav auA.A.a~a, &no 8£ tpita~ e~ unatav
8t' O~ctav. 'tO 8' ev f.lEacp tptta~ Kat JlEaa~ en6y8oov, 8£ auA.A.a~a ent'tpt'tOV, 'tO
8£ 8t' O~ctav clf.ltOAtOV' 'tO 8ta naaav 8£ 8tnA.6ov. OU't(l)~ apJlOVta 1teV't£ enoy86rov
Kat Ouotv OteaEOtV. 8t' O~ctav tpi' en6yooa Kat 0t£at~, auA.A.a~a o£ ou' en6y8oa
Kat 8icat~ (Jan 252.17-253.3).
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Recognizing the obscurity of this passage, Nicomachus explains
that Philolaus's trite is equivalent to the paramese of a heptachord, separated from the paraneate by three semitones. As the
heptachord was described in chapter 3 (see figure 57 supra), this
would not be true, but Philolaus's scale has to be bounded by the
octave of harmonia rather than the seventh of the old heptachord. He must therefore be referring to the pattern reflected in
his description of the octochord provided in chapter 5 (see figure
58 supra). Prior to Pythagoras's supposed addition of the eighth
note to create the full octochord, this scale could have been
envisioned as a heptachord. If Nicomachus's description is correct,
it would seem that the scale Philolaus is envisioning must have
had only three notes in the upper syllaba, while the lower syllaba
must have been a true tetrachord, once again containing the same
notes described earlier in chapters 3 and 5 (see figure 59 supra).
When the new note was added, Nicomachus now suggests, it
may not have been inserted between the mese and the trite, as was
asserted in chapter 5,86 but rather between the trite and paraneate,
thereby making the upper syllaba a full tetrachord, parallel to the
lower syllaba. With this new note, the trite would no longer have
been the "third" note in the upper syllaba; its name was therefore
changed to "paramese," and the new note, which was now "third"
from the top, became the trite.
Philolaus's scale
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(Pitches in parentheses represent the possible diatonic tuning, but this is not
specified by Nicomachus. Here again, pitches represent the conventional
pitching for the Greater Perfect System.)

Figure 59.

86There, however, the notes were called mese and paramese to accord with
the earlier description of the heptachord in his chapter 3. See p. 398 supra.
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To conclude his discussion of the relationship between music
and numbers, Nicomachus returns in chapter 10 to the points he
introduced in chapter 4. There, he suggested but did not precisely
define the relationship between pitch and the pulsation of air;
nevertheless, it was made clear that sound was regulated by number and could be measured in terms of specific numerical values.
Now, he observes that' these values are inversely related when
applied to length and pulsation.
Nicomachus provides an example using the monochord. If a
string is sounded, divided in half, and then sounded again, the
second pitch will, of course, be an octave higher. Thus, its frequency must be double that of the whole string (2:1), but its length
is only half (1:2). The same inverse relationship appears in the
case of the sesquialtera and the sesquitertia, and to strengthen the
force of his observation, he provides similar examples using the
aulos and the syrinx. At the end of the chapter, he adds the
remarkable observation that the size of the bore and the thickness
of a string also affect pitch in precise numerical ratio: doublestranded strings, for example, will produce pitches an octave
higher than quadruple-stranded strings of the same length.87
In the final two chapters of his Manuale harmonices, Nicomachus seems primarily interested in drawing his work to a close by
briefly laying out the names of the notes and tetrachords in the
Immutable System and providing some basic definitions of terminology. As he explains it, the system was first expanded by
adding a conjunct tetrachord above and below the old heptachord,
resulting in a total of thirteen notes spread across four conjunct
tetrachords.88 When the additional note was added to the old
heptachord (as he has already described), the mese was no longer
truly a "middle" note because there were now fourteen strings;
thus, another note was added at the bottom (the proslambanomenos) so that the mese would once again truly be in the middle,
8 7While the relationship between pitch, on the one hand, and bore and

thickness, on the other, is more complex than this, the general principle is commonly applied in the lower octaves of harpsichords, which are sometimes strung
with double-stranded strings to avoid the excessive length that would otherwise
be necessary. Nicomachus's observation certainly suggests that this principle
may have been applied to some of the Greeks' stringed instruments.
88 Although Nicomachus does not specify the interval spanned by this early
scale, it could be represented in the conventional pitching as extending from b to
g".
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with seven strings below and seven above.89 Moreover, the
proslambanomenos also enabled the system to complete a double
octave. To this double-octave system, the synemmenon tetrachord
was added as a "reminder" (unoJ..LVll<Jt<;) of the original heptachord.
In this way, Nicomachus introduces all five of the traditional
tetrachords and the locations of the conjunctions and disjunctions, as well as specifying the names of the notes, with some
explanation of their meaning, and the intervals between them.
Unlike many of the other theorists, however, he does not refer to
these sets of tetrachords as comprising the Greater, Lesser, or
Immutable Systems.90
In the first part of chapter 12, Nicomachus repeats, with some
minor variations, the common Aristoxenian definitions of a note,
an interval, a scale, consonance and dissonance, and the three
basic genera. To these traditional definitions he adds some elaborations of his own. For example, as might be expected from the
author of the Introductio arithmetica, he proposes an analogy
between the note and the mathematical monad, the incomposite
and primary element of number: "A note is an indivisible sound,
like a monad with respect to hearing."91 Aristoxenus had
remarked in De principiis that some of his predecessors erroneously conceived of notes as having breadth, and Nicomachus
would seem to be addressing this fallacy in his analogy, as well as
by quoting a more common definition, which he attributes to
"others" (evtot): a note is "a sound without breadth, non-intervallic with respect to position."92 Where intervals are concerned, he
strives to clarify the distinction between a ratio and a difference.
89The relationship of Nicomachus's description to the actual stringing and
tuning of the lyre is discussed in chapter 3 (see pp. 244-46 supra).
90For a tabular display, see p. 374 supra. At the end of the chapter, Nicomachus promises his noble patron that his longer work will provide a fuller
account of the discoverers of each note and all the details of tetrachordal division in all three genera, as well as a discussion of the Pythagorean Sectio canonis.
All of this appears in Boethius' s De institutione musica 1.20-26; and 3-4, once
again supporting Bower's argument that the treatise of Boethius preserves this
later treatise of Nicomachus (seen. 67 supra).
91<J>96yyoc; £cr-d <provl, a-roJ.Loc;, otov J.Lovac; Ka-r' aKo~v (Jan 261.4-5).
92nxoc; U1tAa-rl,c; Ka"ta "t01tOV a8uicr-ra-roc; (Jan 261.6-7). On Aristoxenus's concerns, seep. 303 supra. Aristides Quintilianus (De musica 1.14) draws a similar
analogy between the monad and the protos chronos, with which he further associates the syllable, the note, and a single form or physical gesture.
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Using the arithmetic mean as a particular instance, he notes that
the difference between the terms is always the same, while the
ratio between the terms is always different.93 Although it might
seem that Nicomachus is obliquely criticizing the Aristoxenian
emphasis on measuring the "differences" between intervals, in
his own definition of the consonance and dissonance of scales, he
takes a distinctly Aristoxenian position: consonant scales are those
in which the bounding notes, when simultaneously struck, blend
as if they were a single sound.94
Like Aristoxenus, Nicomachus bases his description of the
genera on the intervallic arrangement of the notes within a tetrachord, describing it in the prose terms of tone, semitone, and
diesis (which is defined as "half of a semitone") rather than as a
sequence of ratios or numerical measurements. Unlike Aristoxenus and Cleonides, however, Nicomachus does not refer to the
various shades of the genera; he describes only the diatonic,
chromatic, and enharmonic, noting that they are defined by the
positions of the movable notes, which are distinct from the stationary notes that bound the tetrachord.95 Then, after briefly noting that the octave does not truly equal six whole-tones-a common point of contention between the Pythagoreans and the Aristbxenians96-Nicomachus lists all the notes of the Immutable
System, including the appropriate enharmonic, chromatic, and
diatonic suffixes for the movable notes. His list is substantially
identical to lists provided by other theorists (as, for example,
Cleonides [see p. 374 supra]), but Nicomachus actually specifies
both the enharmonic and the chromatic/ diatonic parhypatai and
tritai.97

93For example, in the proportion 12:9:6, where 9 is the arithmetic mean
between 12 and 6, the difference between 12 and 9 or 9 and 6 is 3; the ratio 12:9
(i.e., 4:3) is not the same, however, as the ratio 9:6 (i.e., 3:2).
94 Cf. Sectio canonis intro. (see p. 347 supra), Cleonides Harmonica introductio
5 (p. 375 supra), Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.6, and Gaudentius Harmonica
introductio 8 (p. 502 infra)
95Nicomachus' s description is equivalent to the intervallic arrangement of
Cleonides's Harmonia, Whole-tone color, and Intense diatonic (seep. 377 supra).
96See Sectio canonis 14 (pp. 349-50 supra) and Nicomachus's own quotation
from Philolaus (pp. 401-2 supra).
97 Andrew Barker (Greek Musical Writings, 2:268, n. 101) thinks the absence
of this specification in other lists indicates that the parhypatai and tritai were
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The enumeration of the notes in the Immutable System would
hardly seem to be a suitable capstone for a Manuale harmonices,
but at this point, Nicomachus abruptly concludes his epistolary
treatise by begging the noble lady's forgiveness for the inadequacy
of his Manuale and promising once again a fuller treatment.
Please forgive the haste of such writing-for you know that you asked me
when I was altogether distrait in my journey-and in accord with your most
gentle as well as thoughtful manner, accept this as a sort of first-fruit and
propitiatory offering. If the gods are willing, expect the fullest and altogether complete treatment of these things to be immediately sent to you by
me at the earliest occasion. 98

Whatever caused both Nicomachus and his noble lady to be
uprooted and undertake a period of travel, they must have survived their relocation and eventually exchanged the promised
work. Although the loss of that treatment in Greek is lamentable,
fortune was kind to Nicomachus in preserving some semblance
of his text in the first four books of Boethius's De institutione

musica.99
Manuale harmonicum
Immediately following the Manuale harmonices in some of
the manuscripts are the fragments on music collected under the
title Manuale harmonicum and attributed to Nicomachus. These
are almost certainly comprised of scholia on his musical theory
and some additional passages, probably from the Introductio
musica, the promised longer work on music. As they stand, they
do not form a particularly coherent whole, but they do focus on
the general Pythagorean subject of the relationship between musi-

not originally movable; Nicomachus' s inclusion of both enharmonic and chromatic/ diatonic versions of these notes must therefore represent a later development. Against this interpretation, it is important to note that Aristoxenus is quite
clear that both the parhypatai and lichanoi moved in the various genera, as can
be seen in figure 51 on p. 313. ·
98rn~ o£ ypacpil~ tota1rt11~ tft enei~et cruyytvrocrKoucra-cruvoto9a yap, o-n £v
autft t'ft 00£U<J£t JlOt E1tE'ta~a~ navto{ro~ JlE't£mpcp-1Ca'ta 'tOV llJlEprotat6v <JOU
tp6nov Kat KOtv&v V011JlOVE<J'ta'tOV a1t60e~at JlfV ro~ anapxilv 'ttVa Kat E~EUJlEVt<J
JlOV, npoooexou o£ 9e&v €nt tpen6vtrov nA-11 peotatllv Kat 1tavtoiro<; £vteA.eo'ta't11V
TflV 1tEpt aut&v 'tOU'tOOV texvoA.oy{av au'ttKa JlUAa crot 1nt' EJlOU 1teJl<p91lcrOJlEV11V
JlE'ta 'tll<; 1tpOO't11~ a<pOPJlll<; (Jan 265.1-8).
99see pp. 391-93 supra.
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cal phenomena, number, and higher universal principles. The
general contents may be outlined as follows: lOO
Fragment

Subject

1

The discovery of the lyre by Hermes, and the transmission
of the lyric art from Orpheus to Terpander.

[ = Jan 266.2-17]

2
[= Jan 267.1-271.15]

The numbers with which musicians construct the intervals
of the fourth and fifth.

The names of the seven strings of the lyre and their associ[= Jan 271.16-273.24] ation with the seven planets, according to Nicomachus.
3

4
[= Jan 274.1-275.15]

The expansion of the number of strings from eight to the
twenty-eight required to sound all three of the genera.
Ptolemy, however, proposed that the number of tonoi is
the same as the number of species of the octave, i.e., 7.

5
[ = Jan 275.16-277.9]

The twenty-eight strings represent the harmonia of the
universe in expanding the sounds of the seven planets.

The consonance of the seven sounds and their relationship
6
[= Jan 277.10-280.11] to the tetraktys and the monad. Pythagoras's further discovery of the relationship between the three hypostases
(Existence, Sameness, and Difference), the planetary
sounds, and other harmonic numbers. The eighth sphere.
The twenty-eight strings with which instrument-builders
[= Jan 280.12-282.18] are concerned, how they are arranged in tetrachords, and
the relationship between the tetrachords and the harmonia of the universe.
7

Fragment 1, which has already been discussed in chapter 3,
recalls the traditional association of the lyre with Hermes, who
taught Orpheus how to play the lyre, and from him, the ancient
art subsequently passed to Thamyris, Linus, Heracles, Amphion,
and eventually Terpander. Terpander, in his turn, took the lyre to
lOOJn his edition of the fragments, Jan (Musici scriptores graeci, 266-82)
arranges the material in ten "chapters," but this seems to take little account of
the structure of the manuscripts or the content and style of the fragments.
Charles-Emile Ruelle, who provides the only modern-language translation of
the text (Nicomaque de Gerase. Manuel d'harmonique et autres textes relatifs a
la musique traduits en jran9ais pour la premiere fois, avec commentaire perpetuel
par Charles-Emile Ruelle, Collection des auteurs grecs relatifs a la musique, no. 2
[Paris: Baur, 1881]), arranges the material into seven fragments, and his
arrangement has been adopted here. For another discussion of these fragments,
see Barbera, "Pythagorean Mathematics," 173-78.
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Egypt, where he eventually gained the reputation as its inventor.
Some authorities, according to the fragment, continue to associate
the lyre with Cadmus, the son of Agenor.lOl
In the second fragment, a series of numbers is proposed to
describe the ratios of the fourth and fifth-and the smaller intervals they comprise. The intervening numbers in each instance are
obtained by ascending (£nt'tetVEtv) from smaller to larger numbers
or descending (avt£vat) from larger to smaller numbers in each
proportion. The notes (with their conventional pitching shown in
brackets ) and ratios are set forth as follows:
Fourth from parhypate hypaton to parhypate meson

192:216:243:256

[c', d', e', f']

Fourth from proslambanomenos to lichanos hypaton

216:243:256:288

[a, b, c', d']

Fifth from parhypate meson to trite diezeugmenon
[f ,g,a, b' ,c "]
Fifth from lichanos hypaton to mese
l

I

512:576:648:729:768

I

864:972:1024:1152:1296

[d', e', f', g', a']

The differences between the numbers are subsequently applied to
demonstrate that th.e leimma-256:243-is smaller than a true
half-tone.
It is noteworthy that the numbers for the fourth, though not
the note names, preserved in fragment 2 also appear in proportion in Boethius's De institutione musica 1.17-18 (cf. 2.28 and
2.31). Likewise, chapter 20 of the first book of De institutione
musica, entitled "Concerning the additions of strings and their
names" (De additionibus chordarum earumque nominibus),
begins with a specific reference to Nicomachus and carries the
story of the development of the lyre beyond the point where the
first fragment breaks off. If Boethius followed the exact design of
Nicomachus's longer work in the composition of his own treatise,102 these two fragments must have originally formed adjacent
sections of the first book of Nicomachus's Introductio musica.
Fragments 3-7, which in nine manuscripts are separated ·from
the previous two, provide characteristic neo-Pythagorean or neoPlatonic elaborations on the significance of strings of the lyre and
l0 1see p. 235 supra.
102As Bower, "Boethius and Nicomachus," hypothesizes.
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other technical aspects of music theory. Some part of these fragments may come directly from Nicomachus's 1ntroductio musica,
but they convey much more the character of scholia. Fragment 3,
for example, which paraphrases the association of the seven
strings with the seven planets as found in the Manuale harmonices 3 (see figure 57 supra), citing Nicomachus by name, comments
particularly on the odd association of the paraneate with Aphrodite rather than with Hermes, adding that this is "irregular, if
there is no mistake in the text."103 The scholiast then proceeds to
suggest an alternative to Nicomachus's account: it is the Moon
that should be associated with the hypate, Kronos with the
neate.104 Boethius, too, touches on the conflicting views in De
institutione musica 1.27.
The fourth fragment may very well have been a scholion to
the section of Nicomachus's 1ntroductio musica represented by
fragment 2 and perhaps Boethius's De institutione musica 1.20.
The story of Theophrastus of Pieria, Histiaeus of Colophon, and
Timotheus of Miletus adding strings to the lyre is dismissed as
simply an amusing tale, and the scholiast recalls that the Cheiron
of Pherecrates-which he perhaps knew from the fragment preserved in the Plutarchean De musica-pillories these musical
innovators. Nevertheless, as the musical system expanded, the
number of strings was gradually increased, eventually extending
to fifteen to incorporate in a double octave all the notes of a single
genus without the synemmenon tetrachord, eighteen to incorporate all the notes of a single genus with the synemmenon, or
twenty-eight to incorporate all the notes in all the genera in the
Immutable System. The scholiast adds that Ptolemy, for his part,
favored the double octave as encompassing the seven possible
octave species and, by extension, the seven tonoi. The reference is
unspecified by the scholiast, but it certainly accords with Ptolemy's
Harmonica 2.4 and 9.
The final three fragments, which may very well form a single
extended fragment, are quite typical of neo-Pythagoreanism and
neo-Platonism in their exploration of various numerical patterns
103a'taK'tro~, Et J.lll ypa<ptKOV Etll 'tO 1t'tUtO'J.l<X

(Jan 272.4-5).
104Levin, "Nicomachus. Manual of Harmonics," 93-103 (cf. Manual of Harmonics, 47-57), provides a detailed investigation of the various ancient conceptions of the relationship between the planets and the strings of the lyre. See also
pp. 428-29 infra.
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and the ways in which they relate to musical and natural phenomena. They certainly could represent additional sections of
Nicomachus's Introductio musica, although nothing of this sort is
included in Boethius's De institutione musica. If they are scholia,
on the other hand, it is not clear to which section of the Manuale
harmonices or Introductio musica they might apply. Though they
leave unspecified the particular sources on which they draw, these
can be easily surmised.
The twenty-eight strings of the lyre are likened to the seven
numbers of the famous duple and triple multiples used by the
demiurge in the psychogony of Plato's Timaeus:
1

4

8

27

If 1, the principle of all things, is added to 27, the number of
strings, 28, results. These twenty-eight notes are arranged in five
tetrachords, which represent beginning, middle, end, a conjunctive cooperation, and a disjunctive cooperation.l05 Returning to
the number 7, the author notes that each of the seven planets
produces a sound, corresponding to one of the seven vowels (a,£,
11, t, o, u, ro), which are like the mathematical monad and the point
in geometry. When the elements are combined with matter-for
example, the soul with the body or harmonia with strings-living
things, tonoi, mele, active functions, and divine perfections
result. Moreover, these planetary sounds can be symbolically
evoked by sounding the vowels.l06 The number 7 itself reveals
105A similar analogy appears in Aristides Quintilianus De musica 3.14 (see
pp. 565-67 infra).
106The author of the fragment refers specifically to his writing "on the number 7" (nepl £f30oJ..uxOo<;), and indeed many of the same parallels drawn in these
fragments appear in the section of the 8eoA.oyouJ.Leva -cil<; &pt8J.LT\'ttKll<; devoted to
the heptad (Waterfield, Theology of Arithmetic, 87-100). On the sounding of
the vowels, see Charles-Emile Ruelle, Le chant gnostico-magique des sept voyelles grecques, Memoires lus au congres international de l'histoire comparee, Be
section, histoire musicale, Paris, 1900 (Solesmes: Saint-Pierre, 1901) and Diane
Touliatos, "Nonsense Syllables in the Music of the Ancient Greek and Byzantine
Traditions," Journal of Musicology 7 (1989): 231-43.
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affinities with the numbers 4, 3, and 1, additional numbers drawn
from the psychogony of Plato's Timaeus, and the squares of the
two sides of the Platonic "lambda" (i.e., 22 .x 32) produce the number 36, a number of considerable astrological and musical significance.107 The number 4 leads the scholiast to comment on the
quaternery of 6:8:9:12, the famous Pythagorean "harmonia,"
which Nicomachus described in the Manuale harmonices as the
"ruling proportion."108 This series, which is the root of the tetrachords because it embodies two fourths (6:8 and 9:12), equals the
number 36 when it is combined, once again, with the primal 1
(i.e., 6 + 8 + 9 + 12 + 1 = 36). Finally, the number 36 is associated
with the eighth sphere, the fixed sphere of the zodiac, the sound
of which remains always the same and therefore does not enter
into the universal harmony.
Both the Manuale harmonices and the Manuale harmonicum
were used by later Byzantine musicographers such as George
Pachymeres and Manuel Bryennius, who relied on the authority
of Nicomachus in their descriptions of the planetary scales, the
role of Pythagoras in the expansion of the lyre from seven to eight
strings, and other Pythagorean lore. This was no accident or coincidence: later writers-and especially Byzantine scholars-were
captivated by the notion that music theory, as represented by neoPythagorean and neo-Platonic writers, could reveal higher universal and Christian truths. The treatises of Nicomachus marked
out a new path for later music theorists writing in Greek and, for
that matter, in Latin-a path that leads first to such complex
musico-philosophical works as Aristides Quintilianus's De
musica, Boethius's De institutione musica, and Martianus Capel~
la's De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii, and eventually to the neoPlatonic revivals of the Renaissance.109

107see, for example, Aristides Quintilianus De musica 3.12 and 23 (see pp.
564-65 and 572-74 infra).
p. 400 supra.
109For a useful discussion of the influence of neo-Platonism in Renaissance
lOBsee

music (albeit without much reference to the treatises of Nicomachus), see Gary
Tomlinson, Music in. Renaissance Magic: Toward a Historiography of Others
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993); and Ann E. Moyer, Musica scientia:
Musical Scholarship in the Italian Renaissance (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1992).
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Theon of Smyrna
Nicomachus's Manuale harmonices is merely a single representation of the second-century expansion of interest in Plato and
Pythagoreanism that eventually led to the formal neo-Platonism
of Plotinus (205-269 /70 C.E.). Plutarch's Platonicae quaestiones
and De animae procreatione in Timaeo, for example, attempt to
illuminate difficult Platonic passages, and especially the complex
psychogony in the Timaeus, while Albinus and Apuleius of
Madaura, who have sometimes been thought to represent a second "school" of Platonism outside Athens,110 provided general
guides to Platonism.
Smyrna, located at the head of a protected gulf on the western
coast of Asia Minor (see map 1 on p. 20), was a wealthy trading
center, much favored during the second century by the Roman
emperors. Albinus taught there in mid-century, and Theon must
have been active in the decades prior to this time. In his one surviving work, Expositio rerum mathematicarum ad legendum Platonem utilium, he quotes the same Thrasyllus to whom Nicomachus referred, as well as Archytas, Hippasus, Philolaus, Plato, Aristotle, Adrastus of Aphrodisias, and others.
As represented in modern editions, Theon's Expositio consists
of an introduction and three major sections: on arithmetic (1tEpt
apt8J.L11'ttKf\<;), on music (1tEpt J.LOUcrtKf\<;), and on astronomy (1tEpt
acr'tpOVOJ.Lta<;). In his introduction, Theon states that he will provide a summary of the "tradition of mathematical theoremsarithmetic, music, and geometry (and this with respect to both
stereometry and astronomy)-without which, as he [Plato] said,
the good life is .impossible."111 At the beginning of the section on
arithmetic, he restates the order as arithmetic, music, plane geometry, stereometry, and astronomy, adding that in the natural order
of things, music ought to come at the end because it deals with the
harmonia of the universe (ft 'tOU KOGJ!OU apJ.LOVta). This later
restatement might suggest that the surviving Expositio is incom110 An excellent survey of these writers is provided in Dillon, Middle
Platonists, 266-340 (Dillon, however, rejects the idea that Albinus and Apuleius
represent a definite and distinct sect of Platonism).

111 f.!a91lf.!a'ttKWV 9£COP1lf.!Utrov 1tapa0ocrtV, apt9f.!ll'ttKroV 't£ Kat f.!OUO"tKOOV Kat
Y£ffif.!£'tptKOOV 'tOOV 't£ Kata (j't£p£0f.!£tptaV Kat acrtpOVOf.!taV, (by XffiPts OUX OlOV 't£
£tva{ <pllcrt 'tUX£tV 'tOU aptcrtou Piou (Hiller 1.15-2.1).
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plete because there are no discrete sections on plane or solid
geometry, but perhaps the three large sections identified at the
beginning of the introduction are intended to encompass the five
categories stated at the beginning of the section on arithmetic. In
fact, the section on arithmetic does include consideration of various planar and polygonal numbers, while the section on astronomy includes some consideration of abstract spherical motion.112
The history of the text for the Expositio certainly does not
resolve the question of its completeness. Sixty text~ contained in
fifty-eight codices preserve all or some part of the introduc..tion
and first two major sections of the Expositio, but no single manuscript contains all three sections. The earliest of these manuscripts
is Venetus Marcianus gr. 307, a codex dating from the late
eleventh or early twelfth century and once part of the famous
library of Cardinal Bessarion. The entire codex is devoted to
Theon's Expositio, but it terminates at the end of the musical section.113 Venetus Marcianus gr. 303, a later codex dating from the
fourteenth or fifteenth century, preserves the section on astronomy. This section of the Expositio must have become separated
from the rest of the treatise at an early date, and it is possiblethough by no means certain-that other portions were separated
and eventually lost. In any case, as the manuscripts attest, the treatise came to be widely known in a form including at most the
introduction and the first two sections.114
As it happens, parts of the musical section of Theon's treatise
were also separately transmitted from an early date, sometimes
without any attribution to Theon. In Heidelbergensis Palatinus gr.
281, completed in 1040 C.E., a few folios (ff. 174r-179v) are devoted
to a "Division of a Musical Canon" (MoucrtKou Kav6vo~ Ka'ta'tOJ.t{]); this is comprised of three separate excerpts from the Expo-

112Heath (Greek Mathematics, 2:239-40) makes this same general observation. For a comprehensive list of editions and translations of the Expositio, see
the Bibliography under "Theon of Smyrna.'' Througout this section, references
will be to the text of Hiller (see chapter 1, n. 19 supra).
11 3For a full description of this manuscript, see Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 261.
11 4For no readily apparent reason, the treatise appears twice in this form in
one codex: Parisinus gr. 1817 (RISM BXI, 69). In another codex, Venetus Marcianus
gr. app. cl. Xl/30f (coil. 976.3) (RISM BXI, 274), the treatise breaks off just prior
to the end of the musical section, no doubt due to the loss of a few folios at this
point.
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sitio. Six other manuscripts preserve this same excerpt, and none
attributes it to Theon.l15 A somewhat later codex dating from the
thirteenth century, Venetus Marcianus gr. 512 (coli. 678), includes
a "Summary and Synopsis of the Whole of Music" (auyKE<paAa{roat<; Kat auvo'lft<; til<; OAll<; J.LOUatKll<;) attributed to Theon the Platonist, which consists of only the first few parts of the musical
section of the Expositio. Nine other manuscripts preserve this
excerpt, but unlike Venetus Marcianus gr. 512, all of them follow
it with the "Pappus" version of the treatise of Cleonides.l16
These truncations underscore the fact that the Expositio is
largely a pastiche of material, including lengthy quotations from
earlier authors. Nevertheless, a certain relationship among the
sections is established by the introduction, which conveys the
impression that the Expositio was intended as an elementary
introduction to the Pythagorean elements in Platonic philosophy-or, to the developing tradition of neo-Platonism. After
stressing the overarching importance of mathematics, Theon
observes that "only the philosopher is a musician" (J.Lovo<;
J.LOUatKo<; 6 <ptAoao<po<;) because only the philosopher will recognize
the beautiful form, rhythm, and harmonia that reflect the real
beauties of the Ideas. The final purpose of music is to unite and
harmonize, just as god is the harmonizer of dissonance through
music and medicine. Moreover, the five mathematical sciencesarithmetic, geometry, stereometry, music, and astronomy-can be
likened to Empedocles's five fountains of purification and the five
stages of initiation into the revelation of the authentic mysteries,
the fifth stage of which allows for a "likeness unto god, insofar as
possible."117 With this elevated view, Theon concludes that he
115Heidelbergensis Palatinus gr. 281 is described in Mathiesen, RISM BXI,
14; the six other manuscripts are 17, 52, 114, 172, 215, and 250.

116Venetus Marcianus gr. 512 is described in Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 266; the
other manuscripts are 41, 89, 176,201,219, 234, 238, 253, and 255 (this codex actually contains two versions of the treatise: the summary version and at the end of
the codex the full version of the introduction and the sections on arithmetic and
music). A tenth codex, Bononiensis gr. 2432 (15th century; RISM BXI, 158) should
probably be added to this group, even though it is missing the first part of the
excerpt because a number of folios have been lost near the beginning of the codex.
On the "Pappus" version of Cleonides's treatise, see pp. 367-68 supra. In addition
to these somewhatlogical excerpts, a few random fragments appear in Oxoniensis
Bodleianus Savilianus gr. 5 (RISM BXI, 145).
1170J!OtOOO't<; eec:p KU'tU 'tO Buva'tOV (Hiller 16.1-2).
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could commend the use and necessity of the disciplines at greater
length, "but so as not to seem to be vulgarly wasting time,"118 he
will begin his explanation of the theorems necessary for understanding Plato's writings.
Following the introduction, the section on arithmetic begins
with the brief observation that arithmetic theorems must form
the first subject of discussion because they are necessary in order to
understand the musical theorems. These, however, will not be
the theorems of practical music-making; rather, "we desire to
understand the harmonia in the cosmos and the music in the
cosmos."119 The balance of the first section then discusses the
principles of Pythagorean arithmetic, more or less paralleling the
topics in Nicomachus's Introductio arithmetica: the classification
of numbers, even and odd numbers and their subdivisions, prime
numbers, composite numbers, plane numbers (i.e., square, oblong,
triangular, and polygonal numbers, their gnomons, and their relationship to arithmetic progressions}, circular and spherical numbers, three-factor solid numbers, pyramidal numbers, and perfect,
abundant, and deficient numbers. Theon also includes a discussion of the side- and diameter-numbers (nAEuptKot Kat btaJ.tE'tptKot
apt8J.tot) of the Pythagoreans.120
· Theon, on the authority of Plato, dismisses the testimony of
the senses in the section on arithmetic, but in beginning the
section on music, he allows that the harmonia in the cosmos has
a sensible counterpart. In this section, he will accordingly consider
both types: the sensible, in terms of the traditional subjects of
ancient Greek music theory; and the intelligible, in terms of
number. In a number of the manuscripts preserving the Expositio,
marginal custodes mark out the subjects of the treatise, and those
in the musical section provide a useful outline of Theon's
treatment:

11 Rrou oe J.lll OoKetv aJtetpoKaAro~ ou:x'tpiPetv (Hiller 16.5).
11 9 opey6Jleea Oe 'tftV EV KOcrJlcp apJlOVtav Kat 'tftV EV 'tOU'tql JlOUcrtKftV
K<:x't<:xVOll<HXt (Hiller 17.2-3).
120for a very detailed treatment of this material, see Barbera, "Pythagorean Mathematics," 1-60; for a more condensed survey, see Heath, Greek Mathematics, 1:65-117 (especially 91-93, 97-113).
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Theon of Smyrna, Expositio rerum mathematicarum ad
legendum Platonem utilium (only De musica)
[Braces ({ }) indicate that the title is not present as a custos.]
1. Introduction. [Hiller 46.20]
2. What is a note and enharmonic
sound? [Hiller 47.18]
3. What is an interval? [Hiller 48.8]
4. What is harmonia? And, on the
difference of notes. [Hiller 48.12]
5. On intervals. [Hiller 48.16]
6. On harmonia and consonance. [Hiller
49.6]
7. On the tone. [Hiller 53.1]
8. On the semitone. [Hiller 53.8]
9. What is diatonic melos? [Hiller
53.17]
10. What is chromatic melos? [Hiller
54.16]
11. What is enharmonic melos? [Hiller
55.8]
12. What is a diesis? [Hiller 55.11]
13. What is a note? [Hiller 60.13]
14. What is a tone? [Hiller 66.14]
15. What is a leimma? [Hiller 67.13]
16. That the tone is not divided in two.
[Hiller 70.14]
17. What is a term? [Hiller 72.21]
18. In how many senses is "logos" used?
[Hiller 72.24]
19. What is a ratio of proportion?
[Hill er 73.16]
20. What is a term? [Hiller 74.8]
21. On proportion. [Hiller 74.12]
22. On equality. [Hiller 74.15]
23. What is a multiple ratio? [Hiller
76.8]
24. What is a superparticular ratio?
[Hiller 76.21]
25. On the superpartient ratio. [Hiller
78.6]
26. On the multiple superparticular.
[Hiller 78.23]

27. On the multiple superpartient.
[Hiller 79 .15]
28. What is the ratio of number to
number? [Hiller 80.7]
29. On prime ratios. [Hiller 80.15]
30. In what way do interval and ratio
differ? [Hiller 81.6]
31. On proportion and equality. [Hiller
82.6]
32. Proportion and mean differ. [Hiller
84.15]
33. On proportions. [Hiller 85.8]
34. On the leimma, which is in the
ratio 256:243. [Hiller 86.15]
35. {On the division of the canon.}
[Hiller 87.4]
36. On close-packing [Hiller 90.22]
37. On the tetraktys and the decad.
[Hiller 93.17]
38. How many tetraktues are there?
[Hiller 93~25]
39. On the decad. [Hiller 99.17]
40. On the monad. [Hiller 99.24]
41. On the dyad. [Hiller 100.8]
42. On the triad. [Hiller 100.13]
43. On the tetrad. [Hiller 101.11]
44. On the pentad. [Hiller 101.14]
45. On the hexad. [Hiller 102.4]
46. On the heptad. [Hiller 103.1]
47. {On the octad.} [Hiller 104.20]
48. {On the ennead.} [Hiller 106.3]
49. {On the decad.} [Hiller 106.7]
50. {On the ratio of proportions and
means.} [Hiller 106.12]
51. On equality, that it is the beginning
of proportions and how multiplication arises. [Hiller 107.10]
52. That proportions are resolved to
equality. [Hiller 110.19]
53. On forms. [Hiller 111.14]
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54. On solids. [Hiller 112.26]
55. What is the arithmetic mean?
[Hiller 113.18]
56. [What is] the geometric mean?
[Hiller 114.1]
57. What is the harmonic mean?
[Hiller 114.14]

58. What is the subcontrary of the
harmonic mean? [Hiller 115.5]
59. What is the fifth mean? [Hiller
115.12]
60. What is the sixth mean? [Hiller
115.20]
61. How are the means discovered?
[Hiller 116.8]

Theon discusses the "sensible" (aicr81l'tll) counterpart of the
harmonia of the cosmos in the first sixteen subjects, where he
reviews basic definitions of musical elements, drawing on various
authorities who are sometimes identified by name. In subject 2,
for example, he explains Thrasyllus's distinction between "enharmonic sound" and all the other types of sounds that exist in the
world: enharmonic sound is a distinct sound that can be related to
other higher and lower sounds, while the sound of thunder is
merely noise. In subject 5, he enlarges the traditional definition of
consonance by distinguishing between consonances that are "antiphonic" (av'tt<provov)-the octave and double octave-and those
that are "paraphonic" (1tapa<provov)-the fifth and the fourth.121
According to Theon's paraphrase of Adrastus's treatise on
harmonia and consonance (subject 6), sound itself is based on the
percussion .of air, and higher and lower pitches are caused by the
relative frequency of percussion. Related together, these sounds
produce intervals, which are consonant (including the antiphonic
and paraphonic intervals) or dissonant. Adrastus also accepts as
consonant any of the three primary consonant intervals combined
with one or more octaves. By accepting the compound interval of
an octave-and-a-fourth (8:3), he would seem to violate the common Pythagorean principle that only multiple and superparticular ratios can be consonant, and especially those contained within
the numerical quaternary 1, 2, 3, 4. Nevertheless, the interval is
certainly implied in the psychogeny of Plato's Timaeus, and both
Theon (paraphrasing Adrastus) and Gaudentius, commonly
viewed as falling within the Pythagorean tradition, clearly accept
121Gaudentius and Bacchius also refer to paraphonic intervals, but their definitions are quite different. For Gaudentius, paraphonic intervals are "between
consonant and dissonant," while for Bacchius, they are intervals in which either
the lower or the higher pitch is equally suited to the melos (it is possible,
however, that the text of Bacchius's treatise is corrupt at this point). See pp. 502
and 587 infra.
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the interval among the consonances.122 In practical terms, consonance is limited by ."position of the voice," which Adrastus
defines as the region within which sound can travel from high to
low and back again; this register is greater in some and lesser in
others.123 Within these registers, sounds cannot be combined in
any haphazard way in music but only in accord with certain
defined manners.
Within the context of "position of the voice," Theon provides
(subjects 7-8) the common definition of the tone as the difference
between the fifth and the fourth, adding the standard disclaimer
that the semitone is an incomplete tone, not a true half-tone. The
measure of tones and semitones is then used (in subjects 9-11) to
describe in prose terms the three basic genera of melos; ratios and
numerical measurements are not used at this point. Like Nicomachus, Theon does not refer to the various shades, but he does
make it clear that the genera are defined by the positions of the
movable notes, which are distinct from the stationary notes that
bound the tetrachord.
Diatonic

Semitone

Chromatic

Semitone

Enharmonic

Diesis

I Diesis

I

Tone
Semitone

I

Tone

Trihemitone
Ditone

Figure 60.
Under the broad rubric of subject 12 ("What is a diesis?") and
perhaps still paraphrasing Adrastus, Theon credits Pythagoras
with the discovery of the numerical relationships among sounds,
including the ratio of the octave-and-a-fourth, 8:3. Pythagoras's
experiments with the tension, length, and density of strings, suspended weights, the size and intensity of wind columns, the resonance of disks, and vases filled with different levels of water-all
these are briefly recalled, but the stories themselves are not
repeated.124 Theon is interested in the Pythagorean mathematics,
122Little is known of Adrastus of Aphrodisias, who flourished at the end of
the first century C.E. On Plato's psychogony, see pp. 362 (and n. 16) and 409-11
supra. For a fuller discussion of the matter, see Barbera, "Consonant Eleventh,"
passim.

123This definition is very similar to the one provided by Nicomachus in the
Manuale harmonices (see pp. 395-96 supra).
124Theon mentions both Lasus of Hermione and Hippasus of Metapontum as
figures who explored the acoustic qualities of vases filled with different levels
of liquid. On Lasus, pp. 75-77,271, and 303 supra.
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not in the legends surrounding Pythagoras himself. Even so, his
description of the Pythagorean ratios is cursory, emphasizing the
basic tetraktys of 1:2:3:4 rather than the harmonia of 12:9:8:6
described by the Plutarchean Soterichus and Nicomachus. The
basic tetraktys does not include the important intervals of the tone
(9:8) and the diesis (256:243}, but at this point, Theon simply notes
these ratios._In subjects 13-16, he will show how the ratios of the
basic tetraktys are added and subtracted to produce larger and
smaller intervals.
In subject 13 ("What is a note?"}, Theon begins with. the familiar Aristoxenian definition of the note: "a falling of the voice on
one pitch is a note."125 This definition leads to the observation
already encountered in the introduction to the Sectio canonis and
the Manuale harmonices of Nicomachus that as the pitch of notes
is based on the relative velocity of pulsation, the relationships
between notes can be compared in terms of number. Theon credits
this principle to Eudoxus and Archytas but observes that Adrastus
expanded on it by recognizing that the senses could judge the size
of the intervals, while the ratios confirmed their judgment.
Theon then accordingly provides the ratios for the fourth (4:3),
fifth (3:2), octave (2:1), octave-and-a-fourth (8:3}, octave-and-a-fifth
(3:1), and double octave (4:1), as well as the ratio for the wholetone (9:8}, the difference between the fifth and the fourth.
The twin cubes of the psychogony in Plato's Timaeus would, of
course, actually extend the scale to four octaves and a sixth (i.e.,
27:1). Aristoxenus, Theon explains, limited the extension of the
scale to two octaves and a fifth for practical reasons, but Plato was
trying to express the full harmonia of the solid body of the universe. Theon is also anxious to reconcile the apparent disagreement between writers who associate larger numbers with lower
pitches and those who draw the opposite association. He is aware
of the ostensible conflict between the measurements of pitch by
frequency and by_ string- or wind-column length, but he explains 'it
by suggesting that lower pitches have an intrinsically greater force;
thus, the lowest sounds are properly associated with the largest
numbers. Recognizing that he seems to be drifting from his subject, Theon returns to the basic Pythagorean tetraktys, remarking
125<p96yyov o€ etvat <provft~ 1t'trocrtv e1tt J.!tav 'tacrtv (Hiller 60.13). For Aristox-

enus' s definition, see p. 306 supra. The definition is repeated by Cleonides (p. 372)
and Gaudentius (p. 501 infra).
'
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that Plato gave priority to the interval of the fourth. The fifth,
although a primary consonance, is defined in terms of the fourth:
it is separated from the fourth by a tone, precisely the definition
given by Aristoxenus.126
In the next several subjects (14-16), Theon reviews the numerical calculations necessary to produce the smallest consecutive
integers that will demonstrate the ratios comprising the fourth,
the same numbers described in the second fragment of th.e Manuale harmonicum attributed to Nicomachus and in Plutarch's De
animae procreatione in Timaeo (1020c-e):127
192:216:243:256 (i.e., 8:9 + 8:9 + 243:256)
Theon adds that some prefer to double the numbers so that the
series can be extended to a full octave:
384:432:486:512
As expressed by these larger numbers, the ratio of the diesis, or
the leimma, no longer exhibits a difference of 13 between its two
terms. Theon (or Adrastus?) states that Plato defined the number
13 as the leimma, adding immediately that Plato did not mean to
define the difference but rather the ratio between the terms as the
leimma. The ratio of course is the same no matter how many
times the terms are doubled. This confusion about the leimma, as
well as the large numbers, suggests that Theon may very well be
trying to reconcile the tradition of Pythagorean commentaries,
such as Plutarch's De animae procreatione in Timaeo and the
Timaeus itself. In De animae procreatione in Timaeo (1017f and
1022a), the same large numbers appear and the leimma is indeed
defined as the number 13; in the Timaeus, on the other hand,
Plato does not define (see 36b) the leimma as the number 13 but
rather as the ratio 256:243.
In any event, Theon proceeds to demonstrate in terms of
Pythagorean mathematics that the tone cannot be divided into
two equal semitones-a point already demonstrated in the Sectio
canonis as an implicit refutation of Aristoxenus's geometric division of musical space.l28 He recognizes, however, that the geo126Elementa harmonica I (III/B/b) (da Rios 57.1-2).
127see p. 408 supra. Plutarch attributes the identification of these large num-

bers to Crantor (ea. 335-ca. 275 B.C.E.) and Eudorus (fl. ea. 25 B.C.E.), both of
whom wrote commentaries on the Timaeus.
128see pp. 312-13,327-29,349-51, and 405 supra. For a thorough discussion of
the mathematics, see Barbera, "Pythagorean Mathematics," 185-87.
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metric conception of dividing a tone in half has a certain allure
and might even be possible in ideal terms. Nevertheless, in his
view, the conception is false in practical terms because when any
object is divided, a small part of it is lost: a bridge, no matter how
thin, will occupy _some small portion of a string; when a shaft is
cut into parts, some of the material is lost. Likewise, any action
repeated will produce slightly different results: two identical punctures cannot be made; a string cannot be plucked twice with
exactly the same force; a finger cannot be dipped into ink twice to
exactly the same degree.
With the exception of subjects 35-36 ("On the division of the
canon" and "On close-packing"), the balance of Theon's section on
music is devoted to the "intelligible" (vo11-rf1) harmonia of the
cosmos, which is revealed through numbers. He begins (subjects
17-18) with two definitions: term (opos) and logos (A,6yos). A term
is a particular with respect to number, magnitude, function, mass,
and so on. Logos, on the other hand, has many meanings, including language, reasoning, calculation, speech, and the like. Theon,
however, is primarily concerned with Plato's sense of the term:
According to Plato, "logos" is used in four ways: mental thought without
sound; the flow of the voice coming from mental thought; the explanation of
the elements of the whole universe; and the ratio of proportion. It is concerning this ratio of proportion we now propose to speak. 129
Subjects 19-29 form a sort of Pythagorean primer touching on
the distinctions between ratio and proportion (19-21); equal, mul-

tiple, superparticular, superpartient, and multiple superparticular
or superpartient ratios (22-27); ratios such as that of the leimma
(256:243), in which the numbers have none of the relationships
outlined in the previous subjects (28); and prime ratios, those
expressed in the smallest possible integers (29).130
Subjects 30-33 are somewhat more advanced. Theon first
explains (30) that interval and ratio are distinct. The ratios 1:2 and
2:1, for example, are different, but both contain the same interval.
All ratios are based on a fundamental measure of equality, and
proportions, which can be either continuous (e.g., 1:2:4) or discon129Kata 8€ TIA.atrova tetpax&~ A.£y£tat A.6yo~, t1 t£ 8tavota aveu <p96yyou
U1t0 8tavoia~ Kat t&v 'tOU OAOU crtotxeirov un68ocrt~ Kat
0 'tll~ avaA.oy{a~. vuv 8€ 1tpOK£t'tat 1tept 'tOU 'tll~ uvaA.oy{a~ A.6you Sll't£tV (Hiller
73.11-15).
Kat 'tO l..le'ta <provfl~ peUI..la

n

130on these ratios, see chapter 4, nn. 119 and 121 supra.
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tinuous (e.g., 6:3::4:2), are composed of ratios. Theon also observes
(32-33) that proportions are distinct from means: any number
falling between two extremes is a mean, but only certain numbers
are proportional means. There are three of these: the arithmetic,
the geometric, and the harmonic.131 A fuller discussion of the
proportional means, however, is deferred until Theon returns to
the subject at the end of the musical section. Subject 34 ("On the
leimma, which is in the ratio 256:243") simply recalls the material
of subjects 14-16.132
Having defined the various ratios, Theon seems to return
temporarily to the "sensible" counterpart of the "intelligible" harmonia by presenting Thrasyllus's division of a monochord (subjects 35-36). While it might be thought this division would be
similar to that of the Sectio canonis, it is in fact rather different.
Thrasyllus is concerned with showing a close relationship
between the tetraktys of the decad-1, 2, 3, 4-and the process of
the division. He therefore follows this pattern by dividing the
string in half, then in thirds, and then in fourths; the Sectio canonis, by contrast, begins by marking the string into fourths. In Thrasyllus's canon, each subsequent division can subsume all the previous divisions because it contains a greater number of parts.
Thus, three equal parts A, B, and C can show the ratios of 3:1
(ABC:C) and 3:2 (ABC:BC), as well as the ratio of 2:1 (AB:B or
BC:C). Four equal parts A, B, C, and D can show all the previous
ratios, as well as 4:3 (ABCD:BCD) and 4:1 (ABCD:D). After describing in prose the ratios of the various notes one to another, he
assigns a number to each note to facilitate visualization of their
sequence and numerical relationship:

131the arithmetic mean, it will be recalled, exceeds the lesser extreme by
the same number as the greater extreme exceeds the mean (e.g., 12:9:6; 9 exceeds 6
by 3, and 12 exceeds 9 by 3). The geometric mean is in the same ratio to the lesser
extreme as the greater extreme is to the mean (e.g., 1:3:9). The harmonic mean
exceeds and is exceeded by the same portion of the extremes (e.g., 12:8:6; 8 exceeds
6 by a third of 6 [2] and 12 exceeds 8 by a third of 12 [4]). The harmonic mean is
also sometimes described as the mean producing excesses in the same ratio as the
extremes (e.g., 12:6 =2:1; 12- 8 =4 and 8- 6 = 2; 4:2 =2:1). See pp. 362-63 and 399401 supra and (for formulas) 427 infra.
132cf. Hiller 67.21-68.12 and 86.15-87.3.
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Figure 61.
Like the Sectio canonis, Thrasyllus employs only the consonant intervals of the fourth, fifth, and octave in the first part of
his division, but unlike the Sectio canonis, he fails to locate three
of the fixed notes: the hypate hypaton, the paramese, and the nete
synemmenon. These, together with the various movable notes,
are located in subject 36 ("On close-packing") by filling in the
intervals with sesquioctaval whole-tones. By including both the
diatonic and chromatic positions, with the sole exception of the
chromatic lichanos hypaton, Thrasyllus's division does indeed
show the close-packing criticized by Aristoxenus. The Sectio canonis, by contrast, includes only the diatonic positions (overlooking
the trite synemmenon) in its division. Thrasyllus even suggests
that an enharmonic division can be created by omitting the diatonic movable notes. But as this would leave the chromatic movable notes in place, Thrasyllus probably meant that both positions
of the upper movable notes should be removed, thereby leaving
only two intervals between the stationary notes: an incomposite
ditone as the upper interval and a diesis as the lower interval.133
Once again, Thrasyllus turns to number as a way of facilitating
visualization of the relationship of all these notes, but he provides only the initial number that is to be assigned to the nete
hyperbolaion: 10,368. The successive numbers, he says, can easily
be computed by anyone who has followed the ratios already
133This is precisely the type of early enharmonic pattern described by the
Plutarchean Lysias. See pp. 358-59 supra.
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described, and in fact, 10,368 is the smallest common denominator
that will accommodate all the ratios (expressed as integers) over
the two octaves from nete hyperbolaion to proslambanomenos.134
nete hyperbolaion

10,368

diatonic paranete hyperbolaion

11,664

chromatic paranete hyperbolaion

12,288

trite hyperbolaion

13,122

nete diezeugmenon

13,824

diatonic paranete diezeugmenon (= nete synemmenon)

15,552

chromatic paranete diezeugmenon

16,384

trite diezeugmenon (=diatonic paranete synemmenon)

17,496

paramese

18,432

trite synemmenon

19,683

mese

20,736

diatonic lichanos meson

23,328

chromatic lichanos meson

24,576

parhypate meson

26,244

hypate meson

27,648

diatonic lichanos hypaton

31,104

[chromatic lichanos hypaton (note not specified by
Thrasyllus)]

32,768

parhypate hypaton

34,992

hypate hypaton

36,864

proslambanomenos

41,472

Theon now resumes his consideration of the "intelligible"
harmonia of the cosmos by further defining various groups of
four, each of which is a tetraktys, and exploring in some detail the
components of the most important of these, the tetraktys of the
decad (subjects 37-49). Theon identifies the second tetraktys, the
double and triple multiples of the psychogony in Plato's Timaeus
(see p. 410 supra), as nearly equal in importance to the tetraktys of
the decad because the two of them together encompass "the musical, geometric, and arithmetic ratios of which the harmonia of the

134For a similar numerical display, see the Harmonica introductio of Gaudentius (pp. 504-5 infra).
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universe is composed."135 The tetraktues can be readily summarized as follows:
First tetraktys
Second tetraktys
Third tetraktys
Fourth tetraktys
Fifth tetraktys
Sixth tetraktys
Seventh tetraktys
Eighth tetraktys
Ninth tetraktys
Tenth tetraktys
Eleventh tetraktys

the decad: 1, 2, 3, 4 (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10)
duple and triple multiples: 1, 2, 4, 8; 1, 3, 9, 27 (i.e.,
unity, side, square, cube)
magnitudes: point, line, plane, solid
simple bodies: fire (equivalent to 1), air (2), water (3),
earth (4)
forms of simple bodies: pyramid (equivalent to fire),
octahedron (air), icosahedron (water), cube (earth)
growth: seed (equivalent to 1), growth in length (2),
growth in width (3), growth in thickness (4)
societies: man (equivalent to 1), family (2), village
(3), city (4)
faculties of judgment: intellect (equivalent to 1),
science (2), opinion (3), and sense (4)
animals: the three parts of the soul (rational, thymic,
and epithymetic) and the body
seasons: spring, summer, fall, and winter
ages: childhood, adolescence, maturity, and old age

Tetraktues 3-7 are defined by Theon as material and sensible, and
all of them are seen as harmonically arranged in the composition
of the universe. Nevertheless, the first tetraktys remains the most
important because of its symbolic return to unity in the sum of its
numbers. 136
Theon's treatment of the mystical properties of each of the
numbers from 1 to 10 is similar to treatments preserved in Plutarch's De animae procreatione in Timaeo, Aristides Quintilianus's De musica (especially 3.6), and the 8EOAO)'OUJ.LEV<X apt8J.L11'ttKfl~ sometimes attributed to Iamblichus. 1 is, of course, given
priority because everything is seen as emanating from it; indeed, it
is not really a number but the generator of number. 2 represents
the first possibility for motion, multiplication, addition, composition, and relationship. 3 represents the first plane figure because it

E~

135'tOU<; 'tc J.lOUcrtKOU<;

Kat

ycroJ.lc'tptKOU<; Kat apt8J..Lll'ttKOU<; A.6you<; 1tcptexoucrat,

6lv Kat 'h 'tOU 1taV'tO<; apJ..LOVta crUVEG'tll (Hiller 96.10-12).

l36Jn other words, 10 represents a return to 1 at a new level, that of tens: 10 is
1 ten, 20 is 2 tens, 30 is 3 tens, and so on. Likewise, 100 represents a return of 1 at
the level of hundreds, and so on.
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accommodates length and breadth, while 4-the first square
number-represents the simplest solid figure, a triangular pyramid with four faces and four apexes. 5 is the mean term between
any two terms whose sum is 10, and it is the first to embrace the
smallest even and odd numbers, 2 and 3. 6, the first number to be
the sum of its aliquot parts (i.e., 1 + 2 + 3 = 6), is also the first
number capable of illustrating all three means between two
extremes-a point to which Theon will later return-and is symbolic of marriage.l37 7, as a prime number, is not the product of
any two smaller numbers and it cannot be multiplied to produce
any other number in the decad. Nevertheless, it came to be associated with the minimum number of months of gestation for a
living fetus (and the minimum number of weeks in which the
fetus is fully formed), the number of years for the full development of teeth, and in various multiples, the number of years
marking important life cycles, the number of orifices in the head,
the number of viscera, and so on. 8 is the first cube (and the number of spheres in the universe), while 9 is the first odd square. And
10, finally, contains "the nature of both even and odd number,
motion and absence of motion, good and evil. "138
In subjects 50-61, Theon introduces the names of the various
plane and solid figures and the six proportions with which the
Pythagoreans were much concerned, showing how they are all
related through the principle of equality and how the mean terms
may be discovered. All these proportions and means, as well as
four others, are also described in Nicomachus's Introductio
arithmetica 2.22-28. Theon's illustrations are conveyed through
137Aristides Quintilianus (De musica 3.12-13) makes considerable use of the
number 6 in his exploration of the metaphysical properties of music. Various reasons are given for associating the number 6 with marriage, but the most common
are those viewing it as a product of the numbers 3 and 2, which are in turn associated with male and female, ethereal and material, and so on. For further references, see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 40-44 and 167-69; Ernest G. McClain, "Musical
'Marriages' in Plato's Republic," Journal of Music Theory 18 (1974): 242-72; and A.
J. H. Vincent and T. Henri Martin, Passage du traite de la musique d'Aristides
Quintilien relatif au nombre nuptial de Platon. Traduit et annote. Suivi de deux
notes de Th. Henri Martin, l' une sur l'epoque de Aristide Quintilien et sur celle de
I'astronome Claude Ptolemee (Rome: Impr. des sciences mathematiques et
physiques, 1865).
138£Jliteptexoucra 1tCicrav qn)crtv EV'toc; au-cilc;, &p-c{ou 't£ Kat 1tEpt't'tOU KtVOUJlEVOU
't£ Kat cXKtVll'tOU aya8ou 't£ Kat K<lKOU (Hiller 106.7-10) ..
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simple numerical examples intended to illuminate rather confusing prose descriptions, but the essence of the descriptions can be
most efficiently captured in algebraic terms.

arithmetic

Terms
x>y>z
(X - y) = (y - Z)
or
x+z=2y

Example
xyz
321

geometric

xly=ylz

421

Proportion

harmonic

subcontrary
fifth
sixth
Mean
arithmetic

geometric
harmonic

139

or
xz=y2
xlz = (x- y)l(y- z)
or
(x + z)y = 2xz
xlz = (y- z)l(x- y)
yI z = (y - z) I X - y)
xly = (y- z)l(x- y)

643

653
542
641

Formula

(x-z)

y

=z

y

= -+-

y

=

+ -2-

X

Z

2

2

or
or

X+ Z

2

y=~
y = z +

z(x- z)
x+z

_.;....~

Theon does not give formulas for computing the subcontrary,
fifth, or sixth means, although they can easily be deduced.140
At this point, Theon rather abruptly concludes the musical section and passes to the section on astronomy. As noted above, most
of the surviving manuscripts of Theon's treatise do not include
the section on astronomy. There are, however, two parts of the
139Recognizing that the product of the extremes will not always be a square
number, Theon supplies a geometric in addition to the arithmetic demonstration.
140For a fuller discussion of the basic Pythagorean proportions and means, see
Heath, Greek Mathematics, 1:84-115 and 2:238-44; and Barbera, "Pythagorean
Mathematics," 42-49 and 179-85. See also pp. 362-63, 400-401, and 422 supra.
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astronomical section that bear directly on music. The marginal
custodes give the subjects as "On the position of the planets" and
"Matters pertaining to the myth of Pamphylian in the Respublica." The second of these simply quotes Plato's famous description (Respublica 10.14) of the planetary circles and the sphere of
the stars, on each of which was seated a Siren, emitting a single
tone. The eight tones together formed a perfect harmonia.
The myth of Pamphylian is introduced, it would seem,. as
Theon's way of correcting Alexander of Aetolia's rather poetic
description of the seven planets and their subsequent arrangement with the earth and the starry sphere, which he quotes (or
paraphrases) in the previous subject. The arrangement is shown
in figure 62.
Alexander of Aetolia' s Verse
Sphere of the stars, giving the nete synemmenon
semitone
Sphere of Kronos
semitone
Sphere of Zeus
semitone
Sphere of Ares
Sphere of the Sun, giving the mese
Sphere of Aphrodite
Sphere of Bermes
Sphere of the Moon

fourth

tone
trihemi tone
semitone
fifth
semitone
tone

Sphere of the Earth, giving the hypate
Figure 62.

Theon does not allow this arrangement to stand unchallenged. He
proceeds to correct Alexander's observations, noting that the
hypate sounds a fourth with the mese; the upper note should be
the nete diezeugmenon, if the overall scale is to form an octave;
as an immobile object, the earth should render no sound; and the
arrangement of intervals produces neither the diatonic nor chromatic genera. By contrast, Eratosthenes, according to Theon, proposed the initial order of earth, moon, sun, and Hermes, while
the "mathematicians" (J..La811J..La'ttKo{) preferred the order moon,
sun, Hermes, Aphrodite (some exchange the positions of Hermes
and Aphrodite), Ares, Zeus, Kronos, and the starry sphere. The

Music Theory 11: Ptolemy
intervallic pattern in Alexander's verse does seem problematic,
but the order of planets no doubt represents the same early tradition exhibited in fragment 3 of the Nicomachean Manuale harmonicum (cf. Manuale harnzonices 3) and Boethius's De institu-

tione musica

1.27.141

Theon of Smyrna's Expositio rerum mathematicarum ad
legendum Platonem utilium, for all its imperfections, represents a
type of Platonic handbook for which there was considerable
demand in the second century. Aristides Quintilianus almost certainly relied on it for some of the material in Book Ill of his De
musica, and together with the treatises of Nicomachus, the Expositio exerted a good deal of influence on the development of neoPlatonism. The large number of surviving manuscripts of the
Expositio attests to its continuing popularity well into the
Renaissance .142

Claudius Ptolemy
Perhaps second only to Aristoxenus, the figure of Claudius
Ptolemy dominates the history of ancient Greek music theory,
especially as it was conceived by Latin, Byzantine, and Arabic writers of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. Ptolemy's detailed
discussion of various tuning systems, as well as his knack for
simplifying and systematizing the apparently diverse testimony of
earlier theorists, gave his Harmonica particular appeal to later
writers for whom ancient Greek music theory was a matter of
scholarly interest rather than a matter of immediate philosophical
concern-as it had been for Aristoxenus-or the preservation of a
relatively recent cultural past-as it was for writers such as
Plutarch, Cleonides, and Ptolemy himself. Modern scholarship,
too, has favored Ptolemy's treatise to the extent of adopting substantial portions of the Harmonica as if it represented actual

141For a fuller discussion of this passage, see Thomas J. Mathiesen, "Music,
Aesthetics, and Cosmology in early Neo-Platonism," in Paradigms in Medieval
Thought: Applications in Medieval Disciplines, ed. Nancy van Deusen and Alvin
E. Ford, Medieval Studies, vol. 3 (Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 1990), 3764. See also pp. 396-97 and 408-9 supra.
142For an overview of Theon's significance, see Dillon, Middle Platonists,
397-99. On the influence of neo-Platonism in Renaissance music (here too, without
much specific reference to Theon), see Tomlinson, Music in Renaissance Magic; and
Moyer, Musica scientia.
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musical practice and a stable and consistent theory shared by any
number of ancient writers.143
This assessment of Ptolemy's Harmonica, however, ignores his
well-known reputation for adapting the work of earlier authors to
produce an ideal and efficient system of his own conception. His
most famous treatises, the Almagest and the Geographica, have
been shown to represent a summation of earlier astronomical and
geographical observations, rather than Ptolemy's original work,
and they frequently contain-at least as preserved in modern
times-erroneous or anomalous data.144
Whether or not Ptolemy's Harmonica deserves a position of
special authority as a treatise on ancient Greek music theory, it
was already thought sufficiently important in the third century
C.E. to earn an extended commentary by Porphyrius. Boethius
adopted portions of it in the sixth century in his De institutione
musica, as did Al-Farabi in his tenth-century Kitab al-musfqi
al-kabzr and Bryennius and Pachymeres in the late thirteenth and
early fourteenth centuries in their treatises. Moreover, the Harmonica was very widely circulated in manuscript. Many of the
musical humanists relied on it in their own musical writings, and
it has been the subject of extensive scholarship from that time to
the present day.
Although Ptolemy is certainly one of the most famous scientists and scholars in the fields of astronomy, geography, and
astrology, not to mention music, almost nothing is known about
his life. He was probably born at Ptolema1s in Egypt; one Arabic
tradition supposes that he lived to the age of 78. The latest
recorded observation in the Almagest would seem to date from
151 C.E., and as Ptolemy refers to the Almagest in the Geographica
and the Tetrabiblos, it is not unreasonable to suppose that he lived
at least into the 160s. The tremendous amount of detail contained
143The number of examples could be easily multiplied, but as typical cases,
one might mention the treatments of Isobel Henderson, R. P. Winnington-Ingram,
Albrecht Riethmiiller and Frieder Zaminer, and M. L. West (see chapter 1, nn.
31-36).

144There is a vast quantity of scholarship on this subject. For a review, seeS.
J. Goldstein, "Problems Raised by Ptolemy's Lunar Tables," Journal for the History of Astronomy 13 (1982): 195-200. Owen Gingerich ("Was Ptolemy a Fraud?"
Quarterly Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society 21 [1980]: 253-66) concludes
that Ptolemy simply selected data to fit his theories.
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in all his treatises suggests access to a large library. It would therefore seem probable that Ptolemy had some connection with the
Museum and Library at Alexandria.145
Several versions of a Byzantine scholion to the last part of
Ptolemy's Harmonica assert that he died before completing it;
while this could certainly explain its unfinished state, there is no
way of knowing whether the assertion is true. It certainly is true,
though, that the Harmonica remained in an incomplete state
until the fourteenth century, when it received extensive text critical work at the hands of Nicephorus Gregoras (1295-ca. 1359) and
his student Isaac Argyros.
As it survives even in the earliest manuscripts, the Harmonica
is comprised of three books, and as restored by Gregoras and Argyros, each book contains sixteen chapters. In his edition of 1930,1 46
Ingemar During arranged eighty-four manuscripts into three large
classes: m, which he considered to represent the purest though
incomplete version of Ptolemy's original treatise; f, an early
Byzantine attempt at completing and emending the text; and g,
representing the text critical work of Gregoras, which drew readings from both the m and f classes, favoring the readings of the m
class and offering numerous emendations and "corrections" to
the text. In addition, a subclass of g (labeled A) comprises three
manuscripts representing Argyros' s own version of the text of
Gregoras, this time favoring the readings of the f class. During also
acknowledged that seven of the manuscripts could not be readily
placed in any of the classes; these he considered to be of a "mixed

type."
In fact, there are ninety-two codices containing all or part of the
Harmonica: eighty-four preserve the complete treatise and in one
case, Matritensis gr. 4713,147 two versions; an additional five
codices contain only Book I (sometimes in fragment) or Book Ill;
145The most detailed discussion of the evidence for Ptolemy's biography is
Franz Boil, Studien iiber Claudius Ptolemiius. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der
griechischen Philosophie und Astrologie (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1894). See also
P. Leander Schonberger, O.S.B., Studien zum 1. Buch der Harmonik des Claudius
Ptolemiius, Beilage zum Jahresbericht des humanistischen Gymnasiums Metten
(Augsburg, 1914).
146see chapter 1, n. 20 supra. For a complete list of editions and translations,
see the Bibliography under "Ptolemy."
147see Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 62.
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and three codices contain only Book Ill, chapter 16. While
During's three classes do represent in general the various states of
the Harmonica, they are not as neat as he suggests, and his
assignment of manuscripts to one or another of the classes does
not always withstand scrutiny.
The earliest codex containing the Harmonica is Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. Vl/10, the primary exponent of During's m class.
Once part of Vittorino da Feltre's library in Mantua, this codex of
the late twelfth century was subsequently owned by George Trivizias, a Uniate priest associated with Cardinal Bessarion. The codex
eventually passed into the collection of the monastery of St.
Michael in Murano, and in the late eighteenth century, it was
finally transferred to the Marciana.148 Three thirteenth-century
codices-Vaticanus gr. 186, 191, and 192-represent a state of the
text similar to that of Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/10, but
they are certainly not copied from it. In these early manuscripts,
many of the chapter headings in Books II and Ill have been omitted, chapters 9-14 (or 10-14 in Vaticanus gr. 191) of Book Ill have
been elided, and Book Ill ends with a fragment of chapter 14. The
tables of genera and tonoi that form an important part of Book 11,
chapters 14-15, have been omitted in Venetus Marcianus gr. app.
cl. Vl/10 and Vaticanus gr. 186. Space has been provided for them,
however, and they are present in the other two codices, albeit in
an incomplete form.149 They may have been present in some
form in earlier manuscripts that no longer survive, but it is more
likely that these are the first stages of their reconstruction.
The earliest exponent of During's f class is Monacensis gr. 36la,
a codex comprised of fascicles ranging in date from the thirteenth
through the sixteenth century. The first book of Ptolemy's Harmonica was copied in the late fifteenth century, while the second
and third books were copied in the thirteenth century. The primary distinguishing features of this class are the presence of a
considerable number of scholia and a passage in the middle of
chapter 9 of Book Ill that becomes chapter 16 of Book Ill in the g
class. This latter characteristic does not, however, appear at all in
nine of the manuscripts During assigns to his f class, and in five of
them, the passage is placed in the margin as if it were a scho-

14Bsee ibid., 273.
149for full descriptions, see ibid., 210 and 214-15.
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lion.150 Moreover, a number of the manuscripts in the f class
include chapters 14-16 of Book Ill, a primary characteristic of the g
class, while others do not. The tables missing in the manuscripts
of the m class are sometimes present in the f class, but here too,
they are often absent or incomplete. On the other hand, manuscripts of the -f class exhibit numerous additional diagrams and
charts not included in any modern edition.
In During's g class, the Harmonica takes on the complete form
in which it has come to be generally known. This class is based on
a large fourteenth-century codex, Vaticanus gr. 198, which also
includes Nicomachus's Introductio arithmetica and Manuale
harmonices, Porphyrius's commentary on Ptolemy's Harmonica,
the Harmonica of Manuel Bryennius, Ptolemy's Almagest, and a
considerable number of mathematical and astrological treatises.
According to a scholion found in a number of the manuscripts,151
Nicephorus Gregoras edited and corrected the entire treatise, as
well as completing the missing chapters 14-15 of Book Ill. In addition, he moved the interpolation or marginal annotation to Book
Ill, chapter 9, found in some of the £-class manuscripts, to the end
of the treatise, where it became chapter 16, the final chapter.
Somewhat later, Argyros, in his own version, filled the apparent
lacuna in Book II, chapter 14, and this version is preserved in
three codices: Vaticanus gr. 176 and Norimbergensis gr. Cent. V
app. 38 of the fourteenth century and Parisinus Supplementarius
gr. 449 of the fifteenth century.l52
Gregoras's great opponent, the monk Barlaam of Calabria,
objected to his completion on the grounds that the language is not
Ptolemy's, the planetary associations are incomplete or inconsistent with Ptolemy's earlier treatments, and the initial words of
chapter 16, "Let no one think (M{) tt~ B£ oi£cr8ro)" cannot be the
beginning of a chapter since they imply some preceding text.
Although Barlaam's refutation ('AvacrKeul, ei~ ta 7tpocrte8evta 'tpta
Ke<paAata tat~ t£Aeutatat~ E7ttypa<pat~ tou tpttou trov tou IltoA£J..Latou apJ..LOVtKOOV BapAaaJ..L J..lOvaxou) is not entirely convincing, it
does provide an example of the seriousness with which Byzantine
150see ibid., 31, 45, 102, 179, and 227 (passage added in margin); and 137-38,
211-12,217,237, and 289-91 (passage not present).
151 This scholion exists in several forms. For transcriptions, see During, Harmonielehre, lxxx-lxxxii.
152For full descriptions, see Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 27, 114, and 208.
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scholars viewed their work on the corpus of ancient Greek music
theory.153
While the state of the manuscripts does leave some uncertainty about particular details of the content and structure of Ptolemy's Harmonica, its overall design and approach are clear. The
following outline shows the order and arrangement of the three
books.
·

1

Book I
Concerning criteria in
harmonics.

2

What is the business of
the Harmonicist?

3

How height and depth
are established with
regard to sounds.
Concerning notes and
the differences among
them.

4

Bookll
How the ratios of the
customary genera could
be recognized as well by
the senses.
Concerning the use of
the canon in comparison
to the so-called Helicon
instrument.
Concerning species in
the primary
consonances.
Concerning the perfect
system and that only
this is a double octave.

Book Ill
How in general one could
both use and judge the
ratios by means of the
fifteen-string canon.
Methods with regard to
the division up to the
double octave, through
only eight notes.
In what sort of genus one
must establish harmonic
function and its science.
That the function of
harmoniousness is
immanent in all things
more perfect by their
natures, but it appears
most especially in
human souls and the
rotations of the heavens.

153The refutation is preserved in at least twelve manuscripts (see Mathiesen,
RISM BXI, 75, 152, 178, 182, 202, 276, 283, 211-12, 217, 255, and 265). Contrary to
During's assertion (p. xc), it is not included in Parisinus Coislinianus gr. 172. Barlaam' s dispute with Gregoras grew out of his opposition to the hesychast movement, which was particularly associated with the monastery on Mt. Athos and
defended by Gregory Palamas and, at first, Nicephorus Gregoras. Barlaam was
eventually excommunicated for his opposition to hesychasm. For a survey of this
controversy, see George Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State, rev. ed.,
trans. Joan Hussey (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1969), 512-22.
Barlaam's refutation of Gregoras's completion of the Harmonica is included in
During, Harmonielehre, 112-21. For During's consideration of the controversy, see
pp. lxxxiii-lxxxviii.
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5

Concerning doctrines
held by the Pythagoreans in their hypotheses of consonances.

How the names of the
notes are taken with
regard to position and
function.

6

That the Pythagoreans
have improperly
inquired into matters
concerning the
consonances.
How the ratios of the
consonances could be
more wisely defined.

How the conjunct magnitude of an octaveand-a-fourth has the
popular repute of being
a perfect system.
Concerning modu1ations How the modulations of
according to the soharmoniousness are like
called tonoi.
the circumstantial modulations of the soul.
That the extremes of
Concerning the similarthe tonoi must be
ity of the perfect system
defined by an octave.
and the circle through
the middle of the
zodiac.

7

By what manner the
ratios of the consonances will be
irrefutably shown
through the monochord
canon.
9 That the Aristoxenians
improperly compare
the consonances by
intervals rather than
by notes.
10 That they do not wisely
hypothesize the consonance of the fourth as
two-and-a-half tones
11 How the octave would
be displayed to the
senses through the
eight-string canon as
less than six tones.
12 Concerning the division
of the genera by Aristoxenus and the tetrachords of each genus.
8

How consonant intervals
coincide with the primary differences of the
soul, with their kindred
species.
A comparison of the genera of harmoniousness
and those corresponding
to the primary virtues.

How the consonant and
dissonant intervals of
harmoniousness are similar to those of the
zodiac.
How the excesses of the That the sequence of the
notes is like the motion
tonoi would be wisely
perceived.
of the stars in longitude.

That only seven tonoi,
equal in number to the
species of the octave,
must be proposed.

That the tonoi must not
be laid out by
semitones.

How the motion of the
stars in altitude is cornpared to the genera in
harmonia.

Concerning the inconve- That the modulations
nience of the monochord according to the tonoi
canon.
are harmonious with the
passing of the stars in
latitude.
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13 Concerning the division Concerning this: Didyof the genera and tetra- m us the musician seems
to have developed the
chords by Archytas.
canon.
14 A demonstration that
Exposition of the numnot one of the divisions hers producing the division of the octave in the
preserves the truly
emmelic.
immutable tonos and
each of the genera.

Concerning the analogy
of the tetrachords and
their aspects with
regard to the sun.
The stationary notes of
the perfect system could
be compared by certain
prime numbers to the
primary spheres of the
stars in the cosmos.
How the ratios of the
15 Concerning the division Exposition of the numhers producing the divi- kindred motions could be
of the tetrachords by
understood through
genus according to fair
sions of the customary
numbers.
reason and appearance. genera in the seven
tonoi.
How the combinations of
Concerning what is
16 How many and which
planets
could be cornon
the
lyre
and
singable
genera are more pleaspared to the combinathe kithara.
ing to the ear.
tions of the notes.

In Book I, Ptolemy first provides preliminary definitions of
harmonics, sound, height and depth, and consonance. This quite
naturally leads him to a consideration of Pythagorean and Aristoxenian definitions of consonance and particularly their divisions of the tetrachord and octave, represented respectively by
divisions attributed to Archytas and to Aristoxenus himself. All
this is neatly arranged in seven pairs of chapters. By showing that
the conclusions of his predecessors were unsatisfactory, Ptolemy
sets up the eighth pair of chapters, which introduce his own ideal
system-a system he will develop more fully in Book II. There is,
however, more to the design of Book I than a simple exposition of
technical detail.
The sixteen chapters of Book I seem to group themselves into
eight pairs, and it may be no coincidence that the first sentence,
which provides definitions of harmonics and sound, is comprised
of two phrases of fifteen and eleven words. The eight pairs of
chapters may suggest the eight notes of the octave, which Ptolemy
considers the most perfect of the consonances, and the fifteen
words of the first phrase may well remind the reader of the fifteen
notes of the perfect system, which Ptolemy describes in Book II,
chapter 4, while the eleven words of the second phrase suggest the
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conjunct system of an octave-and-a-fourth, which Ptolemy treats
in Book II, chapter 6.154
Whether or not these numerical patterns are intentional, the
subjects of the eight structural pairs of chapters in Book I can be
defined as follows:
1. On harmonics and sounds (chapters 1-2)
2. On the different characteristics of sounds and notes (chapters 3-4)
3. On Pythagorean consonances (chapters 5-6)
4. How to define the consonances more accurately (chapters 7-8)
5. On Aristoxenian consonances (chapters 9-10)
6. Against the integer analysis of Aristoxenus (chapters 11-12)
7. Against the proportional analysis of Archytas (chapters 13-14)
8. On the proper divisions of the tetrachord (chapters 15-16)155

In other words, Ptolemy devotes Book I to defining the topic in
broad terms and summarizing the methods and conclusions of
his predecessors, while also showing that they are unsatisfactory.
This allows him then to describe his own ideal system, which will
be more fully developed in Book II.
Ptolemy's treatment of each subject in, Book I reveals his characteristic interest in detail. He begins abruptly by defining harmonics as a "function perceptive of the differences among sounds
with respect to high and low; sound is an effect of beaten air-the
first and most fundamental of things heard."156 This definition
does not recall in any way the seven Aristoxenian categories of
harmonics or even Aristoxenus's own somewhat more general
definition of harmonics as pertaining to the theory of scales and
tonoi. From the very beginning, Ptolemy parts company with
those for whom harmonics is primarily the study of musical phenomena as judged by the senses.

154For a more detailed investigation of these matters, see Jon Solomon, "A
Preliminary Analysis of the Organization of Ptolemy's Harmonics," in Music
Theory and Its Sources: Antiquity and the Middle Ages, ed. Andre Barbera
(Notre Dame, Ind.: Notre Dame University Press, 1990), 68-84. Some manuscripts,
however, add the particle f.LEV at the beginning of the first phrase or delete one of
the definite articles {'t6); either of these changes spoils the pattern.
155Adapted from Solomon, "Preliminary Analysis," 81.
156~ApJ.LOVlKll Ecr'tt ouva~uc; Ka'taA'Jl1t'tlK~ 'tOOV EV 'tOte; 'tfO<potc; 1t£pt 'tO o~u Kat 'tO
~apu Ota<pop&v' 'tfO<poc; o£ 1ta8oc; aepoc; 1tA1lcrcrOJ.LEVOU-'tO 1tpOO'tOV Kat YEVtKcO'ta'tOV
'trov aKoucr't&v (During 3.1-3).
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Two criteria pertain to harmonics: hearing, which is fit to
judge matter and effect, and reason, which is suited to judge
species and cause. Hearing, like the other senses, is approximate
and needs to be bounded and guided by reason. After providing a
number of examples of the limitations of the senses, Ptolemy then
draws an image of hearing and sight as servants of the theoretical
and rational part of the soul; reason judges their evidence, and
they agree with the judgment of reason.
With this relationship established, Ptolemy introduces in the
second chapter the "harmonic canon" (Kavrov apJ..LOVtKo<;), which
provides an accurate measure that can be applied as a corrective to
the deficiencies of sense perception. Ptolemy is clear, however,
that in a proper theory, the evidence of the senses and the evidence of reason will accord: their judgments apply to different
aspects, but all''the works of nature have been crafted with some
reason and an orderly cause, and nothing is produced by nature at
random or as happenstance."157 The Pythagoreans made the mistake of ignoring the evidence of the senses and described musical
intervals with ratios that were at variance with the phenomena.
The Aristoxenians, for their part, regarded reason as merely incidental and applied numbers not to the pitches that define the
intervals but to the intervals themselves. The problems with both
these approaches will be more fully elucidated, Ptolemy promises,
but first he must define the characteristics of sounds and notes,
the subject of chapters 3 and 4.
Ptolemy avoids the typical descriptions of sounds and notes
that appear in many of the Aristoxenian treatises, choosing
instead to explore some of the reasons for the different qualities of
sound: smooth and rough, loud and soft, light and forceful. While
these qualities are related to material characteristics and conditions, an additional pair-high and low-is taken by Ptolemy to
be a quantity rather than a quality. In this, he shares the view of
earlier theorists who had noted that pitch is a matter of frequency
of vibration.158 It then remains for Ptolemy to observe-as had
157'tcl 'tll~ q>U<J£0)~ epya f..LE'tcl A.6you 'ttVO~ Kat 'tE'tayf..LEVT\~ at'tta~ OT\f..LtOupyouf..LEVa Kat f..LT\OEV EiKil, JlT\OE ro~ E'tUXEV cbtO'tEAOUf..LEVOV {nt' aU'tll~ (During 5.20-22).
Theon of Smyrna also regards music as comprised of both a sensible and an intelligible part (see p. 415 supra).
158cf. especially the introduction to the Sectio canonis and Nicomachus
Manuale harmonices 4 (see pp. 346--47 and 397 supra). Many of the points made in
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Aristoxenus-that height and depth of pitch are potentially
unlimited, but in practical terms, there are limitations. Even here,
however, the limitations of hearing are still greater than the limitations of instruments and, by extension, of the voice itself.
Within the spectrum of high and low, sounds can be identical
(isotonic [icr6tovo<;]) or different (anisotonic [avtcr6tovo<;]) in pitch.
If they are different, they can be continuous or discrete. Continuous sounds have nothing to do with harmonics, Ptolemy states,
while discrete sounds, which he calls "notes" (<p86yyot), are properly part of harmonics because they can be related one to another
in ratio on the basis of their respective quantities. Musical
(EJ.LJleAet<;) notes are those that fit together in a manner pleasing to
the ear, while unmusical (EKJleAet<;) notes are the opposite. Ptolemy concludes chapter 4 by observing that the term "consonant"
(CJUJ.L<provo<;) is derived from the term "voice" (<provf)), which refers
to the most beautiful of the sounds. In reference to notes, "consonant" means that they strike the ear as similar.
These characterizations are reminiscent of earlier and contemporary treatises, but they also exhibit some striking differences, For
Aristoxenus, consonance and the musical or unmusical character
of notes are certainly matters involving the ear, but they are fundamentally defined by a larger musical logic. The Pythagoreans,
for their part, are largely unconcerned with questions of musicality and sensory perception, considering consona~ce to be defined
by higher numerical truths. Ptolemy is dissatisfied with both positions, and in the next four chapters, he takes up the Pythagorean
view and shows its weaknesses.
Ptolemy's survey of the traditional Pythagorean definitions of
the consonant intervals (the fourth, the fifth, the octave, the
octave-and-a-fifth, and the double octave) could have been based
on a treatise such as the Sectio canonis, a significant portion of
which Porphyrius provides as part of his commentary on chapter
5, or' Theon of Smyrna's Expositio or perhaps some other similar
treatise. Ptolemy makes a point, however, of the Pythagoreans
excluding the interval of an eleventh-i.e., the octave-and-athis chapter could be derived from the Aristotelian De audibilibus, which is preserved only in Porphyrius' s commentary on Ptolemy's Harmonica (see chapter 6,
pp. 509-20 infra). Flora Levin provides a detailed study of the treatments of
Nicomachus and Ptolemy in her "1tA:rryt1 and 'tacrt<; in the Harmonika of Klaudios
Ptolemaios," Hermes 108 (1980): 205-29.
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fourth-from the consonances because its ratio (8:3) was neither
multiple nor superparticular. While this interval was indeed
implicitly excluded in the Sectio canonis, both Theon of Smyrna
and Gaudentius accepted it as a consonance.159 In any case, Ptolemy will base some of his criticism of the Pythagoreans on the
exclusion of the eleventh as a consonance.
Ptolemy regards the pitches forming the interval of an octave
as homophones (oJ..to<provot) and therefore as functionally identical.
Other intervals are either consonant, such as those already identified, or musical, such as the "whole-tones and the rest of the intervals of that sort."160 In consequence, a note that forms the consonant interval of a fourth with the upper note of an octave forms
by extension the same functional interval with the lower note.
The same is true for the fifth and the octave-and-a-fith. Thus, the
compound fourth and the compound fifth must be consonant,
just as are the simple fourth and fifth. That the compound fifth
should be consonant merely because it is in a multiple ratio (3:1),
while the compound fourth should be dissonant because its ratio
is neither multiple nor superparticular, Ptolemy considers illogical, and he rejects the premise by considering these intervals as
compounds.
Other weaknesses and inconsistencies are found in the Pythagorean tradition. First, there was the Pythagorean exclusion from
the consonant realm of multiple and superparticular ratios those
that extended beyond the number 4-5:4 and 5:1, for instance.
Second, the Pythagoreans employed a procedure for determining
the relative consonance of intervals. In this procedure, a ratio of
unity (1:1) was subtracted from the ratio of a musical interval and
the smaller the sum of the remaining numbers, the more consonant the interval.161 Ptolemy correctly observes that this procedure works only for ratios expressed in their smallest terms, but
even in this case, he thinks it is false because it defines the interval of an octave-and-a-fifth as more consonant than the interval
of the fifth. In terms of pure acoustics, however, the octave-and-a159see pp. 417-19 supra and 503 infra.
160oi 'tovtatot Kat 'trov 'totou'trov oi A.ouro{ (During 15.15).
161 For example, in the ratio 2:1, if 1 is subtracted from each side, a total of 1
is left; subtracting 1 from each side of the ratio 3:2 leaves 2 and 1, for a sum of 3; in
the case of 4:3, the sum is 5; in the case of 3:1, the sum is 2; in the case of 4:1, the
sum is 3; and so on.
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fifth is in fact the purer interval, and this may well be the point of
the Pythagorean demonstration. Likewise, the octave-and-afourth, while certainly consonant in terms of Ptolemy's definitions, does occur later in the harmonic series than any of the other
intervals accepted as consonant by the Pythagoreans, and in pure
acoustic terms is relatively more dissonant than any of them.
While Ptolemy regards the procedure of subtracting unity from
ratios as fundamentally flawed, he does accept the notion that the
closer an interval is to unity, the more consonant it will be. The
ratio of the octave, 2:1, is nearest to equality "because its excess is
equal to and the same as the amount exceeded" ;162 as a compound
of the octave, the double octave would be the next most consonant interval. Next in order are the sesquialteran and sesquitertian ratios, the fifth and the fourth, not because these intervals are
themselves near equality but rather because they are superparticular ratios that divide the octave most nearly into two equal parts.
A compound of the octave with the fourth or fifth forms the next
pair of consonant intervals, for the reasons already explained.
These are followed by the "musical" ratios, that is, superparticular
ratios corresponding to intervals smaller than the fourth-intervals such as the tone (9:8) and "as many as make up the smallest
of the consonances."163 Ptolemy is not explicit at this point, but
the phrase allows for the variously sized tones such as 10:9 and
11:10 he will later introduce.
As a conclusion to his review of Pythagorean theories of consonance, Ptolemy turns to the canon, which as he noted in chapter
2 should be used to correct any deficiencies in sense perception. By
explicitly rejecting other instruments of measurement such as the
aulos, the syrinx, weights attached to strings, percussion of hammers, disks of different sizes, and vessels filled with different
quantities of liquid, Ptolemy certainly recalls the history of the discovery of musical ratios by Pythagoras and others as told by Nicomachus and especially Theon of Smyrna.164 Ptolemy's use of the
canon is, however, rather different from the divisions described
in the Sectio canonis or in Theon of Smyrna's Expositio; he is not
interested at this point in defining the locations of all the notes in
162tilv U1tepoxilv tO"llV £xrov Kat tilv aut~V 'tql U1t£P£XOJlfVql (During 15.25).
l63ocrot cruvtt9£acrt tilv £A-axicrt11V t&v cruJ.t<provt&v (During 16.15-16).
164see pp. 399 and 418-19 supra.
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the Greater or Lesser Perfect Systems but only in demonstrating
the various basic proportions and intervals. He begins this task by
insuring that the string of the monochord and the bridges are
functioning properly. This is done by dividing the string in half.
The halves are then compared one to another, and if the tones
produced are unison, the string is true.165 From this point, each
half functions as an independent string, and each half, subdivided
into various smaller divisions, represents a side of the ratios 4:3,
3:2, 2:1, 8:3, 3:1, and 4:1. Sounding any of the segments on one half
against any of the segments on the other half will then produce
the expected interval.
Using this demonstration as a point of transition, Ptolemy
concludes that the Pythagoreans were correct in their discovery of
the ratios of concords, even if they misunderstood their causes
and consequently erred in some of their assumptions. The Aristoxenians, on the other hand, are charged with rejecting the fundamental Pythagorean ratios and failing to supply any reasonable
alternative. In particular, the Aristoxenian tradition of conceptualizing intervals in linear rather than arithmetic terms is the subject of special criticism in chapters 9 and 10.
According to Ptolemy, the Aristoxenians regarded notes as bodiless (acrroJ.UX'tot) and the intervals themselves as bodies (crroJ.La'ta).
This makes no sense to Ptolemy because, in the first place, the
character of an interval is defined by the relationship between the
two notes that form it; indeed, without two notes, there could be
no interval. In the second place, if the intervals were envisioned
on a canon, the linear quantity of two comparable intervals would
differ if one were formed by a pair of higher pitches (say, f and c')
and the other by a pair of lower pitches (say, c and g).
Aristoxenus would certainly have agreed that intervals are
defined by notes, and as his descriptions of intervals are idealizations of phenomena, he is never concerned with comparing particular instances of intervals. Although Aristoxenus does state in
the Harmonica (De principiis, section II/ A) that earlier theorists
such as Lasus and certain of the Epigonians were mistaken in
thinking that a note has breadth, he does not state that a note is

165Qne of the halves is itself divided in half, and these two halves are also
compared to insure that the string is true. The rest of the comparisons, however,
involve only the two halves of the entire string.
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bodiless. In fact, his definition is purely phenomenal: a falling of
the voice on one pitch is a note."166
Ptolemy is almost certainly basing his criticism on the type of
definition provided by Cleonides: a tonos is any position of the
voice, receptive of a scale, and without breadth"; or by Nicomachus: a note is a sound without breadth, non-intervallic with
respect to position," a definition he merely ascribes to others."167
The argument of chapter 9 of the Harmonica suggests that Ptolemy relied more heavily on later treatises representing to his
mind the Aristoxenian tradition than he did on a careful reading
of Aristoxenus's treatise itself. If so, it may explain some of the
apparent misrepresentations in Book II of the Harmonica.
In chapter 10,. Ptolemy reviews Aristoxenus's description of a
method for proving that the fourth equals two-and-a-half tones
and demonstrates in mathematical terms the impossibility of the
proof. The Sectio canonis had of course already provided such a
demonstration, but Ptolemy offers his own treatment in terms of
specific numerical ratios, which can be summarized as follows:
11

11

11

the fourth

=

2048:1536

is composed of
1728:1536
one 9:8 whole-tone
=
1944:1728
a second 9:8 whole-tone =
2048:1944
the leimma (256:243)
=
a third 9:8 whole-tone 2187:1944 is not divided
in half by 2048:1944
for
20:19 < 2048:1944 < 19:18
16:15 < 2187:2048 < 15:14
19:18 < 16:15
In modern terms, this could be expressed as follows:
.2.
8

+

.2.
8

+ _]_ :~= ± or 243
.J8

3

64-Vs :~= .i3 or 1.3423931 :~= 1.3333333168

Because no superparticular ratio can be divided into two equal
halves (as had been demonstrated by the Sectio canonis), a true
166see pp. 303 and 305-6 supra.
167see FP· 372 and 404 supra.
16Bsee Litchfield, "Aristoxenus and Empiricism," 64.
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half tone, in Ptolemy's view, should somehow exist between the
two nearly equal ratios, 17:16 and 18:17, that comprise the ratio
18:16 (i.e., 9:8). So, he proposes the ratio 258:243 on the following
formulation:

adding 15 to

18:17 <a half tone< 17:16
·X7 of 243 < 15 < X6 of 243
243 will produce an intermediate

interval

258:243 is indeed slightly larger than the leimma 256:243 in the
ratio 258:256, i.e., 129:128.169
Ptolemy pursues this line of argument in chapter 11, which is
devoted to the purportedly Aristoxenian extension of a fourth of
two-and-a-half tones to an octave of six tones. It also provides as a
kind of excursis the extraordinarily acute observation that the
relationship between pitch and the tension of a string is identical
to the inverse of the relationship between pitch and the diameter
of a string.170 The chapter demonstrates that the sum of six 9:8
intervals would produce an interval greater than an interval in
the ratio 2:1, with the difference between them close to the ratio
65:64. Ptolemy is much more prolix, but his demonstration
amounts to the same proof already provided by the Sectio canonis
in propositions 9 and 14. In the Sectio canonis, the large numbers
provided in proposition 9 produce a difference in the ratio
531441:524288, which is indeed very close to the ratio 65:64 (i.e., ea.
64.8732:64).
In fact, Aristoxenus himself never claims that the octave is
equal to six whole-tones, whether or not the whole-tones are in
the ratio 9:8; the surviving sections of Aristoxenus's Harmonica
are concerned almost exclusively with the interval of the fourth
and the tetrachord.171 This claim could, however, be extrapolated
from his statements, and later Aristoxenian theorists such as
Cleonides (Harmonica introductio 8), Aristides Quintilianus (De
musica 8), and Gaudentius (Harmonica introductio 9) do describe
the octave as containing six tones. The treatises of Aristides Quin169For a fuller explanation of Ptolemy's mathematics, see Barbera, "'Pythagorean Mathematics," 306-9. For a discussion of Aristoxenus's demonstration and
its meaning, see pp. 311-13 supra.
170Barbera ("Pythagorean Mathematics," 309-13) provides a detailed discussion of this matter.
171see pp. 332-34 supra.
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tilianus and Gaudentius are later than Ptolemy's Harmonica, but
they must be reflecting a commonly held position, whether or not
derived directly from Cleonides.l72 Here again, it seems that
Ptolemy is more concerned with the representations of the contemporary Aristoxenians than he is with the writings of Aristoxenus himself.
Ptolemy concludes his critique of the Aristoxenian school by
summarizing, largely without comment, the divisions of the genera. In chapter 12, he reviews the common distinguishing features
of movable and immovable notes, the presence or absence of a
pycnon, and the six shades, giving the divisions both in prose and
in numerical terms. Aristoxenus, of course, describes his shades
entirely in prose and in much more detail than is provided here.
Cleonides, on the other hand, provides prose definitions that are
similar to those of Ptolemy, as well as numerical representations.
Ptolemy's numerical representations double the numbers provided by Cleonides, perhaps to avoid the fraction 4X, used in the
description of the hemiolic color; the same doubling is used by
Aristides Quintilianus (De musica 1.9).173
Ptolemy's initial discussion of the Pythagoreans concentrated
on the limitations of their proportional theory of musical consonance, without any consideration of its actual application in
describing the various genera. He therefore returns to the
Pythagoreans in chapter 13 by criticizing the proportional divisions of the genera provided by Archytas, "who, of all the
Pythagoreans, was the most devoted to music."174 This will allow
him in chapter 14 to assert that the Pythagoreans and Aristoxenians alike failed to describe the genera in a way that would accord
with both sense and reason, and of course the anticipated response
to such an assertion is the presentation of his own divisions in
the final two chapters of Book I.

172Jt should be recalled that the refutation of a six-tone octave, as well as a
two-and-a-half-tone fourth and a three-and-a-half-tone fifth, already appears
in the Sectio canonis, but it cannot be stated with any certainty that Aristoxenus
is the target of this refutation. See pp. 349-50 supra.
173see pp. 313 and 377 supra and 531 infra.
174JlaAtcr'ta 'tOOV nu9ayopetrov f1ttJleA119et<; JlOU<JtKll<; (During 30.9-10). Archytas, like Aristoxenus, came from Tarentum and was considered to be one of the
greatest authorities on music. Plato visited Archytas in 387 B.C.E.
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Archytas, according to Ptolemy, posited only the three basic
genera, each of which had an interval of 28:27 at the bottom of the
tetrachord. At the top of the enharmonic tetrachord, the first
interval was the large 5:4_, while in the diatonic it was the 9:8
whole-tone. The middle intervals, therefore, must be 36:35 in the
enharmonic genus and 8:7 in the diatonic. The chromatic was
defined in relation to the diatonic. The interval between the two
notes falling second from the top in the diatonic and chromatic
tetrachords should be the traditional Pythagorean leimma_,
256:243, and this wc.uld create at the top of the chromatic tetrachord an interval of 32:27 and in the middle an interval of 243:224.
Archytas, it seems, did not provide any integers to demonstrate
these ratios, but Ptolemy proposes a set of smallest integers by way
of demonstration:
enharmonic

chromatic

diatonic

1512

1512
5:4

32:27
256:243

1890
36:35

1701
8:7

243:224

1944

1944
28:27

2016

9:8

28:27

28:27
2016

Figure 63.

In chapter 14, Ptolemy dismisses the divisions of Aristoxenus
and Archytas in short order. As a Pythagorean, Archytas is
· assumed to accept only superparticular ratios, and the chromatic
genus clearly includes two intervals that are not superparticular.
Moreover, the various proportions of the two intervals forming
the pycnon in the enharmonic and chromatic genus are objectionable: on the one hand_, the lowest interval is too small in the
chromatic genus and too large in the enharmonic; and on the
other hand_, the middle interval in the enharmonic is smaller
than the lowest interval, when it should be either equal or larger.
It is ironic_, however, that Ptolemy would seem to derive these
objections from the principles of Aristoxenus (Elementa harmonica I_, section IV /C)_, since Ptolemy is clearly critical of the Aristoxenian tradition. Archytas is also criticized for positing only a
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single version of each genus, while Aristoxenus proposed too
many versions of the chromatic and too few of the diatonic. Aristoxenus further erred, according to Ptolemy, in thinking that the
two intervals of a pycnon could be equal and in placing the location of the parhypate in the whole-tone shade of the chromatic
genus too high, thereby putting it in the same place as the parhypate of the intense shade of the diatonic genus.
Ptolemy offers no particular evidence on these points; they are
simply asserted. But the assertions are necessary in order to provide grounds for the fo.rmulation of his own divisions, which-as
the titles of the next two chapters state-accord with "fair reason
and appearance" and are "more pleasing to the ear."
Chapter 15 is devoted to a rather complex prose description of
Ptolemy's alternative divisions. Since he has earlier defined the
superparticular ratios as "musical," it is reasonable for him to
begin with the fundamental postulate that all the ratios defining
the intervals in the tetrachord must be superparticular. To this is
added the observation that the tetrachord should be divided into
two or three intervals as nearly equal as possible. The number 3 is
given additional significance by virtue of the fact that all the primary consonant intervals (except for the octave-and-a-fourth) differ from unity by no more than 3.175 Finally, he posits that the
lowest interval in each genus should be smaller than any of the
others, that the two intervals in a pycnon should collectively be
smaller than the remaining interval, and that in the diatonic
genus, .no one interval should be larger than the other two taken
together.
At this point, the sesquitertian ratio of the tetrachord is given
three basic divisions, each containing two superparticular ratios:
5:4 + 16:15, 6:5 + 10:9, and 7:6 + 8:7; there are no other possible
purely superparticular divisions of the ratio 4:3. The division containing the large ratio 5:4 will, of course, represent the enharmonic genus, while the divisions involving 6:5 and 7:6 will be
used for the chromatic genus. The smaller intervals must now be
175Jn the ratio 2:1, the greater term exceeds the lesser by 1, which is equal to
the lesser term; in 3:2, the greater exceeds the lesser by 1, which is half the
lesser; in 3:1, the greater exceeds the lesser by 2, which is double the lesser; in 4:3,
the greater exceeds the lesser by 1, which is a third of the lesser; and in 4:1, the
greater exceeds the lesser by 3, which is three times the lesser. See pp. 440-41

supra.
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divided to produce the remaining intervals of the tetrachords.
They could have been divided into two unequal ratios simply by
doubling both terms and inserting a mean (e.g., 16:15 = 32:30,
which can be divided into 32:31:30), but because Ptolemy has
placed such emphasis on a tripartite division-and perhaps
because he wants to emphasize inequality in the two intervals-,
he triples each term and then selects the three terms that form
superparticular intervals. The ratio 16:15, for example, becomes
48:45, which can be parted into 48:47:46:45, producing three nearly
equal intervals. But as only two are needed to complete the tetrachord and they must both be superparticular, the pattern 48:46:45
is selected. This same procedure is repeated for the other ratios,
and the ratios are demonstrated in their smallest common integers as follows:
enharmonic
mild calor
intense calor
106260

106260

106260

5:4

6:5

7:6

132825

127512

123970

24:23

15:14

12:11

138600

136620

135240

46:45

28:27

22:21

141680

141680

141680

Figure 64.

These three divisions contain pycna, and Ptolemy now creates
three more, each lacking a pycnon. He first proposes simply to
exchange the order of intervals in his initial two-fold division.
Thus, the order 5:4 + 16:15 would become 16:15 + 5:4, 6:5 + 10:9
would become 10:9 + 6:5, and 7:6 + 8:7 would become 8:7 + 7:6.
Unfortunately, the first pattern does not work; if 16:15 is placed as
the upper interval and 5:4 is further subdivided in the same
manner as already demonstrated (i.e., 5:4 = 15:12, which can be
parted into 15:14:13:12) to produce the two lower intervals, each of
the resulting superparticular ratios, 15:14 and 14:12, will be larger
than 16:15, and this is contrary to the pattern Ptolemy is trying to
develop. The second and third pairs are more successful. 6:5 can be
divided into 18:16:15 (i.e., 9:8 and 16:15) to produce the intense dia-
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tonic, and 7:6 can be divided into 21:20:18 (i.e., 10:9 and 21:20) to
produce the mild diatonic.
While these patterns have a certain logical appeal, Ptolemy is
confronted with the awkward fact that he has proposed a set of
divisions in which the venerable ratio 9:8 never represents the
upper interval. The superparticular ratio 9:8 cannot be combined
with any other single superparticular ratio to produce the ratio 4:3,
and it will not therefore fit into the pattern he has been trying to
develop. He accordingly simply proposes to combine it with 8:7
because the two have not yet appeared together in one of his divisions. To fill out the fourth, he adds the interval represented by
the ratio 28:27, producing the whole-tone diatonic. Once again, the
ratios are demonstrated in their smallest common integers:
mild diatonic whole-tone diatonic intense diatonic
504

504

504

8:7

9:8

10:9

576

567

560

10:9

8:7

9:8

640

648

630

21:20

28:27

16:15

672

672

672

Figure 65.

These divisions in hand, formed by reason, Ptolemy concludes
chapter 15 by challenging the most musical of men (oi f.!OUO"tKro'ta'tot) to test them on a canon and thereby determine that sense,
too, judges the divisions to be altogether satisfactory. Such a test is,
of course, important because Ptolemy has earlier asserted that the
evidence of reason and the judgment of sense will accord in a
proper theory. The conclusion makes it clear that Ptolemy is not
especially concerned with presenting here a set of divisions actually used in Greece ma11y centuries earlier; rather, he is presenting
his own theory, which he regards as superior to the patterns
described by the Aristoxenian theorists or preserved in the Pythagorean tradition.
Book I draws to a close with Ptolemy's rejection of the enharmonic and mild chromatic for two reasons: first, their lower
intervals are too small and, second, the intense chromatic is more
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agreeable to the ear because it is initially comprised of two nearly
equal ratios (7:6 and 8:7). The importance of equality was established in chapter 7, and Ptolemy stresses it here as a way of providing a logical link to his formulation in this chapter of his ideally
patterned genus, called the "equal diatonic, because it divides the
tetrachord "into three nearly equal ratios, with equal excesses.n176
The equal diatonic genus is a logical modification of the
intense diatonic. Ptolemy takes the ratio 4:3, triples it, and inserts
the intervening numbers to create the proportion 12:11:10:9-in
other words, a genus composed of the pattern 10:9, 11:10, and
12:11. He recognizes that this pattern can be extended to the interval of a fifth by adding a 9:8 tone of disjunction: 9:8, 10:9, 11:10, and
12:11; and if the ratios are then repeated to extend the span to an
octave, they can be demonstrated with these integers:
equal diatonic
18

20
9:10

22
10:11

27

24
11:12

8:9

36

33

30
9:10

11:12

10:11

Figure 66.

Ptolemy acknowledges that this genus may at first seem to have a
"rather foreign and boorish character, but otherwise it is gentle,
and especially when practiced by the ear.n177 He adds that, like the
whole-tone diatonic, it does not shock the senses. Ptolemy advocates that the other genera be used in a mixture with the wholetone diatonic, the softer genera in the tetrachords below the tone
of disjunction and the more intense genera in the tetrachords
above.
A mixing of genera was identified by Aristoxenus in his Harmonica (De principiis, section 11/N) as one of the basic topics of
harmonic science, but his discussion of the topic does not survive
in the Elementa, nor does it appear to any great extent in the later
Aristoxenian treatises. Ptolemy's conception, in any case, does not
seem to be based on theoretical treatments but rather on practical
tunings on the lyre and kithara, some of which he calls "hard,
(cr'tEpEa), "mild,~,~ (J.LaAaKa), /.(modal"" ('tpontKa), "hypermodaln
(unep'tpona), and "modulatory, (J.LE'taBoA.tKa; associated with par176Ei~ 'tpEt~ 'tou~ 1tap{crou~ A.6you~

OtatpE9ev'toc; ev

tcrat~

1taAtv

U1tEpoxa'i~

(Diiring 38.16-17).
177~eVt1CID'tEpov
liA.A.ro~ Kat

JlEV 1tffi~ Kat aypotlCO'tEpov nSo~ lCU'ta<pavi}crE't<Xt,
JlaAAOV cruyyUJ!V<XSOJlEVOV 'tat~ aKoa'i~ (During 38.30-32).

1tpO<J1lVE~ 0'
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ticular tonoi such as the Lydian and Iastian), while others are
named after the notes around which they apparently center, such
as "parhypatai" and "tritai." The tunings are further explored in
Book Il. Here, it is simply observed that the whole-tone diatonic is
used alone in the hard, hypermodal, and trite tunings; it is mixed
with the intense chromatic in the mild and modal tunings, with
the mild diatonic in the parhypate tuning, and with the intense
diatonic in modulatory tunings.
Ptolemy recognizes that the intense diatonic, which he has created by a rational process, is actually almost identical to the venerable tetrachord comprised of two 9:8 whole-tones and the leimma
of 256:243. The bottom interval of the intense diatonic-16:15-is
larger than 256:243 only by the very small ratio 81:80, while the
upper interval of the intense diatonic-10:9-is smaller than 9:8
by the same very small ratio 81:80. In other words, the difference
between Ptolemy's intense diatonic and the classic tetrachord
comprised of two equal whole-tones and the leimma is negligible
and would certainly not have been recognized in tuning an
instrument or in singing. Indeed, Ptolemy concedes that the classic form is the one musicians "wrongly use" (x:ataxproJlevrov).
Even though this classic form does not exhibit his logical patterns based on superparticular ratios, Ptolemy can hardly fail to
accept it. He closes Book I by observing that the leimma, while not
superparticular, can still be easily determined by subtracting a
ditone-two 9:8 whole-tones-from the interval of a fourth. The
genus does therefore exhibit a certain logic of its own, and he proposes to call it the ditonal diatonic genus.
In Book II, Ptolemy turns his attention to various means of
demonstrating divisions of the tetrachord, including descriptions
of the strengths and weaknesses of several types of canons; to the
species of the primary consonances: the fourth, the fifth, and the
octave; and to a comparison of several tunings of the genera,
building on the descriptions offered in Book I. The bulk of Book
II-and the part that has attracted the greatest amount of modern
commentary-is devoted to a development of Ptolemy's theory of
the tonoi.
Unlike Book I, Book II does not exhibit a highly systematic
organization in pairs of chapters, but this may reflect the complexity of its transmission rather than Ptolemy's original intent. In
two of the four earliest manuscripts, some of the chapter headings
and the extensive tables that appear in chapters 14-15 in the g-
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class manuscripts (to a greater or lesser extent) are altogether
absent, and the tables are incomplete in the other two. It is therefore impossible to know the extent to which Book 11 as it is represented in modern editions and translations, based heavily on the
g-class manuscripts, preserves Ptolemy's original design.178
The first chapter of Book II is intended to demonstrate that
some of the divisions of the tetrachord set forth in the previous
book on the logical grounds of superparticular ratios can also be
determined aurally. The demonstrations are not, however, the
series of maneuvers on the canon that might be expected in order
to produce the precise location of each pitch in the various tetrachordal genera. Rather, they are based on axiomatic assumptions
about the sizes of intervals in some of the tunings mentioned in
passing in chapter 16 of Book I. Through a process of comparing
tetrachords to these axiomatic tunings, Ptolemy suggests that one
might thereby deduce the size of some of the intervals.
The first pattern, ranging from the nete to the paramese of the
so-called modes,179 is simply defined as representing the intense
chromatic. This pattern is replicated with the lowest pitch of a sec. ond tetrachord in unison with the paranete of the first. Through a
comparison of the two tetrachords, it can be demonstrated that the
single upper interval of the intense chromatic, 7:6, is indeed larger
than the remaining interval of the pycnon, 8:7, because the pitch
of the nete in the first tetrachord is higher than the pitch of the
paranete in the second tetrachord. With the same initial tetra-

178Barker (Greek Musical Writings, 2:346, n. 119) is wrong in stating that the
bulk of "the chapter (though not the tables) was missing from the texts on which
the scholars and copyists who transmitted all existing MSS relied." He would
seem to be following During (Harmonielehre, lxxii) in the observation that the
tables in chapter 14 are present in the manuscripts, but During is incorrect on this
point and in any case certainly does not extend it to bear on "all existing MSS."
See pp. 431-33 supra.
179'trov KaA.ouJ.L£vrov 'tponov (During 42.12). Later, in chapter 16 of Book II,
Ptolemy returns to the various tunings he mentioned in chapter 16 of Book I, and
one of these is called "the modes" (oi 'tponot), which does in fact exhibit an upper
tetrachord in the intense chromatic genus. It is not certain whether this should be
associated-here or in chapter 16-with the "modal" ('tpontKa) tuning described
in Book I. The scholiasts were also uncertain of the meaning at this point; one of
them explains the phrase as meaning that this tetrachord turns back and forth
between the diezeugmenon and the synemmenon (cf. During 42). This may very
well be correct; see n. 181 infra.
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chord as before, a third tetrachord is then defined, ranging from
the paramese to the parhypate, the mese and lichanos in unison
respectively with the paranete and paramese of the first. Thus, the
paramese of this new tetrachord must, by definition, be a 9:8
whole-tone higher than the mese; the interval between the lichanos and the mese must be equal to the pycnon of the first, i.e., 8:7;
and the interval between the lichanos and the parhypate makes
up the remainder of the fourth in the ratio 28:27. The pattern of
this third tetrachord therefore represents the whole-tone diatonic
genus.lBO
whole-tone
diatonic

intense
chromatic

nete
7:6

paranete
8:7

trite
paramese

7:6

8:7

paramese
mese

9:8
8:7

lichanos
parhypate

28:27

Figure 67.
Now Ptolemy proposes a new tetrachord, ranging from the
trite to the lichanos of the so-called Iastiaeolian,181 which he con180In the figures that accompany this chapter in some of the manuscripts, a
series of numbers is provided to demonstrate the ratios, in addition to the letterand note-names applied to some of the strings in the text itself (see During 42.143.18). In the interest of clarifying the demonstrations, I have omitted some of
this material.
Barker (Greek Musical Writings, 2:317, n. 9) states that the lowest note of the
third tetrachord, a note Ptolemy simply calls "chromatic in the hard tuning," is
the chromatic lichanos meson. If one thinks of these notes in terms of fixed
pitches, it might indeed fall on a pitch that in other contexts would be in unison
with the chromatic lichanos, but as it forms the fourth note of a tetrachord with
the paramese, it must be the parhypate in terms of function or position. In fact,
this very pattern appears in the modal, trite, and hypermodal tunings described
by Ptolemy (see figure 75 [p. 475 infra]).
181't&v KaAouJ.tevrov iacr'ttatoA.{rov (During 43.19). This is among the modulatory tunings defined in Book II, chapter 16, and is probably the same as the Iastian mentioned among the tunings in chapter 16 of Book I. The tetrachord Ptolemy
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cedes was customarily tuned in the classic pattern of two 9:8 tones
and the leimma, or in other words, in his ditonal diatonic genus.
In chapter 16 of Book I, Ptolemy had observed in passing that the
modulatory tunings should make use of the whole-tone diatonic
and intense diatonic genera; consequently, he now proposes that
"we should hold to the precise character rather than to ease of
modulation"182 and make the leimma slightly larger and the
upper interval slightly smaller, thereby producing the pattern of
the intense diatonic, 10:9, 9:8, 16:15. All this notwithstanding, he
reverts to the original ditonal diatonic tetrachord and compares it
to the tetrachord ranging from the mese to the hypate in the "parhypate tuning," which by the definitions of chapter 16 in Books I
and 11 will represent the mild diatonic genus, 8:7, 10:9, 21:20.
Finally, the mild diatonic tetrachord is compared to a tetrachord of
the intense chromatic genus, 7:6, 12:11, 22:21. In each case, the sizes
of the intervals are deduced by noting that certain pitches are
higher or lower than the model tetrachord and then presuming
the ratios to accord with those already defined in logical terms for
each genus.
No actual demonstration of the ratios is provided because
Ptolemy takes the tunings as axiomatic phenomena. Since his
method requires that sense and reason accord with one another, it
only needs to be shown by comparing tetrachords that the senses
do indeed detect various pitches in the genera as higher or lower
in respect to one another. If they are, they confirm the size of the
intervals determined by reason. It is important to reiterate at this
point that in his logically constructed patterns and demonstrations based on contemporary practices of tuning, Ptolemy is not
posits (9:8, 9:8, 256:243) would indeed fit a modulation between the Iastian and
Aeolian tonoi. The trite diezeugmenon in Aeolian tonos (e' in the conventional
pitching) is equivalent to the nete synemmenon in Iastian; a whole-tone lower is
the Iastian paranete synemmenon (d'), and a whole-tone lower than that is the
Iastian trite synemmenon (c'); descending by the final interval, the leimma,
brings the sequence to the Iastian mese and the Aeolian diatonic lichanos meson
(b). In a real sense, the pattern is indeed "lastiaeolian" because it can proceed in
either tonos. Ptolemy will later introduce his thetic and dynamic nomenclature
as a means of naming the notes, especially in an ambiguous tetrachord such as
this. Here, the nomenclature must be thetic Aeolian, but the sequence of intervals
is dynamic Iastian.
l82 'Eav J.LEV'tot tou <ilcpt~ou<; ii9ou<; ex6J.Levot Kat f.lll tou 1tpoxeipou tll<; f.lE'ta.~oA.il<;
1tOtOOJ.LEV (During 44.6-7).
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providing a historical consideration of the ancient Greek genera
but rather his own ideal system. This is clearly true as well for the
balance of the material presented in Book II.
In chapters 2, 12, and 13, Ptolemy returns to the subject of the
canon, a subject he had already treated to some extent in chapters
2 and 8 of Book I. His purpose in the earlier treatment was
twofold: first, to identify the canon as an instrument capable of
providing an accurate measure of various musical ratios, and
then to make use of it as part of his demonstration of the inadequacy of the Pythagorean tradition of harmonics. In Book II, on
the other hand, Ptolemy wants to provide a whole series of numbers producing-as the titles of chapters 14 and 15 state-"the
division of the octave in ... each of the genera" and "the divisions
of the customary genera in the seven tonoi." These numbers can
only be determined on some sort of harmonic canon, and Ptolemy's purpose here would seem to be a consideration of a few
types of canons and their inherent deficiencies. This will allow
him to propose his own alternative.
The first canon, which Ptolemy identifies as a "helicon," is also
described by Aristides Quintilianus in De musica 3.3. Neither theorist regards it as his own invention, and it no doubt derives from
a simple geometric model widely used to demonstrate the basic
Pythagorean harmonia.183
1

2

3

4

6 (G)
12 (A)

8 (F)
6 (D)

6 (H)

Figure 68.

183see pp. 363, 399, and 411 supra. Porphyrius In Ptol. Harm. 2.2 (During
157.15-16) says that the instrument was named for Mt. Helicon, the hill in Boeotia that was the seat of the Muses.
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The model is particularly appealing in that it does not require any
complex measurements: all the consonances as well as the wholetone can be produced by the simple processes of constructing a
square, dividing lines in half, and extending lines from one point
to another. If the vertical lines are assumed to be strings, string 2 is
exactly halfway between strings 1 and 4, the diagonal extending
from the top of string 1 exactly bisects string 4, and string 3 is
placed parallel to strings 2 and 4 exactly at the point where the two
diagonals cross. If bridges are placed at the points where the diagonals cross the strings, strings 1 and 4 exhibit the ratio of 2:1 (A:H);
strings 2 and 3 the ratios of 4:3 (E:B), 2:1 (D:C or F:E), 3:2 (D:E), and
9:8 (CD:F); strings 3 and 4 the ratios of 4:3 (F:H) and 3:2 (G:E); and
other combinations of strings exhibit such additional ratios as 3:1
(A:E), 8:3 (F:B), and 4:1 (A:B).
By extending the diagonal that began at the top of string 1 to a
point in line with the bottom of string 4, Ptolemy proposes a version of the helicon in which the diagonal becomes a pivoted
bridge. As the bridge is moved downwards, the overall pitches of
the four strings will rise but the ratios of the new segments one to
another will remain the same, thus demonstrating the effective
shift from one tonos to another.
1

2

3

4

/

I

t
12 (A)
9 (C)

8 (E)
6 (G)

Figure 69.

For purposes of demonstrating actual -genera in the various
tonoi, Ptolemy regards both versions of the helicon as defective.
In the traditional version, it is necessary to move individual
bridges on each string to create the specific intervals in every
genus and every tonos. His modified version is not much better,
he concedes, because in this version, the strings themselves have
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to be moved to different positions in each genus in order for them
to sound the proper pitches as stopped by the single pivoted
bridge. Once the genus has been tuned, however, it can be transposed to other tonoi simply by pivoting the bridge.184
In chapters 12 and 13, Ptolemy reverts to the single-string
canon, or monochord-earlier described in chapter 8 of Book I-,
in order to dismiss it and instruments such as the lyre, kithara,
aulos, and syrinx as wholly inadequate to measure and sound the
complex divisions to be set out in chapters 14 and 15. Ptolemy
regards the monochord as an instrument actually used in performance as well as in the measurement of intervals, and his assessment of its deficiences would seem to be based as much on its relative musical clumsiness as on the obvious difficulty of sounding
multiple specific pitches simultaneously on a single string. In
chapter 13, he describes the attempts of Didymus the musician185
to resolve some of these difficulties. by positioning the bridge so
that both sides of the string would sound usable notes. For
example, if the string were divided into three equal parts and the
bridge were placed at one of these positions, one side of the string
would form the ratio of 2:3 with respect to the entire string, while
the other side of the string would form the ratio of 1:3 with respect
to the entire string and 1:2 with respect to the first side; thus, the
intervals of a fifth, an octave, and an octave-and-a-fifth could all
be sounded from a single position of the bridge. While Ptolemy
acknowledges that this may be useful for demonstrating certain
stationary notes or basic Pythagorean ratios, it is of no use in constructing the various smaller intervals in which he is interested.
Still, Didymus's method did allow him to construct divisions
for the chromatic and diatonic genera,186 and there was certainly

l84Further detail on the precise means by which the strings can be positioned
and sounded is deferred until the end of chapter 16, at which point Ptolemy can
make use of the measurements of chapter 15. For a fuller discussion of the helicon,
see Barbera, "Pythagorean Mathematics," 336-41.
185Probably the same Didymus quoted by Porphyrius in his commentary on
chapter 2 of Book I and possibly the grammarian and musician named Didymus
who lived at the time of Nero (37-68 C.E.), according to the Suda.
186 And perhaps for the enharmonic genus, which is shown in one of the
tables in chapter 14. Nevertheless, Ptolemy explicitly states in chapter 13 that
Didymus did not make a division for the enharmonic genus, and it is important to
keep in mind that the tables in chapter 14 do not exist in the earliest manu-
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more to it than is conveyed by Ptolemy's brief description. According to Ptolemy, Didymus's chromatic, comprised of the pattern 6:5,
25:24, and 16:15, was "not at all musical" (J.LllbaJ.Lro<; EJ!J!eAou<;)
because the middle interval is smaller than the bottom interval,
and in his diatonic, comprised of the pattern 9:8, 10:9, and 16:15,
the middle interval should be larger than the interval at the topas Ptolemy arranges it in his own intense diatonic. In addition,
according to Ptolemy, the bottom intervals of both genera should
not be the same size; the bottom interval of the diatonic should be
smaller (though in Ptolemy's own divisions, this is not always the
case). These are the same sorts of objections Ptolemy raised against
the divisions of Archytas in chapter 13 of Book J.187
Ptolemy believes that Didymus and o·ther earlier theorists were
misled in their divisions because they relied on the monochord.
He insists, rather, that only on an instrument of eight strings
tuned to equal pitch can the various divisions be properly constructed, and with this assertion, he prepares the ground for the
tables of chapters 14-15 and the introduction to them that forms
the last part of chapter 13.
While the tables of chapter 14 primarily demonstrate the sorts
of divisions Ptolemy has been describing, those of chapter 15 relate
to Ptolemy's special theory of the tonoi, developed in chapters 311. It is therefore necessary to return now to ·these earlier chapters
before considering the tables themselves.
Ptolemy bases his restructuring of the tonoi on the earlier theory of the species of the octave, and he begins by providing a
simple summary of the three species of the fourth, the four
species of the fifth, and the seven species of the octave. Although
the means he chooses to demonstrate the species differ somewhat
from those of his predecessors, the species themselves are exactly
as Cleonides demonstrated them in section IX of his treatise;
Ptolemy does not, however, apply the ethnic names to the species
of the octave until chapter 11.188 The three basic consonances may
be combined to form scales, the subject of chapter 4, but for
Ptolemy, the only perfect scale is one that contains all the species
of the basic consonances. Thus, the octave is not a perfect scale,
scripts. Didymus's enharmonic division as it now appears in the tables could very
well have been a later reconstruction (see pp. 431-33 supra).
187See pp. 446-47 supra.
188See pp. 379-81 supra.
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even though it was considered so by "the ancients" (oi na/\atoi).
Likewise, since the octave-and-a-fourth cannot contain all the
species of the octave and might not even contain all the species of
the fifth, it too cannot be considered a perfect scale. Ptolemy does
not actually refer to this scale as the Lesser Perfect System, but he
clearly has it in mind here. The double octave, however, can
accommodate all species of the fourth, fifth and octave, and it
alone is therefore a true perfect scale.
These definitions certainly differ from those of any earlier
theorist. While Aristoxenus does allude to a perfect scale (De principiis II/M), it is never defined in the surviving sections of the
Harmonica and he never discusses the Greater and Lesser Perfect
Systems as such. Cleonides, on the other hand, specifically refers
to the Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems in his Harmonica introductio. Once again, it would seem that Ptolemy relied on later
Aristoxenian treatises for his sense of the earlier tradition.
In chapter 5, Ptolemy introduces the special nomenclature that
will be necessary for the formulation of his theory of tonoi in
chapters 8-11. He proposes that the traditional names of the fifteen notes of the double octave, proslambanomenos through nete
hyperbolaion, should actually be understood in two ways: by position (Seat~) and by function (BuvaJ.Lt~)-in other words, a "thetic"
and "dynamic" nomenclature.l89 When understood by position,
that is, in thetic terms, the name of a note simply indicates its
place within the series: in respect to the hypate meson, for
example, the mese will be three notes higher and the hypate hypaton will be three notes lower. Named by position, the notes indicate nothing about their overall pitch or the size of the interval
from one to the next. But when understood by function, that is, in
dynamic terms, the name of a note indicates its relationship to a
specific sequence of intervals typical of any one of the genera. In
this respect, the mese and the paramese, for example, will be the
lower and upper notes bounding the tone of disjunction; in one of
the diatonic genera, the hypate meson and the lichanos hypaton
will bound the interval of a tone, while the hypate meson and
189see, for example, Reinhold Issberner, "Dynamis und Thesis," Philologus
55 (1896): 541-60; Reginald P. Winnington-Ingram, Mode in Ancient Greek Music
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1936; reprint, Amsterdam: Hakkert,
1968), 63-65; and then later Reese, Music in the Middle Ages, 39-41; Henderson,
"Ancient Greek Music," 353-58; West, Ancient Greek Music, 221; etc.
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parhypate meson define some kind of semitone (the precise size
of the interval always depending on the tuning of the particular
genus); and so on. Ptolemy then uses this nomenclature to identify the seven species of the octave, precisely as Cleonides had
defined them, but still without the ethnic names.190
While this type of nomenclature may seem unwieldy in comparison to a system based on fixed pitches, it actually provides a
relatively effective means of describing a series of notes and intervals that can be established at any pitch and in any particular tuning. The two nomenclatures are envisioned as parallel patterns
that may be aligned at any point to produce a particular sequence
of intervals (represented by the dynamic nomenclature) against a
stable sequence of available notes (represented by the thetic
nomenclature).191 In chapter 11, Ptolemy will define these alignments as a series of seven possible tonoi, finally employing the
ethnic names associated with the seven octave species by Cleonides. Three of these tonoi are shown in figure 70 as an example of
the way in which the dynamic sequence of intervals is superimposed upon the thetic sequence of notes, which always remains
the same (the full set of tonoi appears in figure 71).
There is no evidence prior to Ptolemy's Harmonica of this type
of parallel nomenclature, but earlier theorists do pay considerable
attention to the function of the individual notes. For Aristoxenus,
function is one of the most important criteria for comprehending
any musical phenomenon. Likewise, both speakers in the Plutarchean De musica recognize the defining function of the tone of
disjunction when they describe the effect of the spondeiasmos.192
Cleonides, however, provides the most straightforward definition
at the very end of his Harmonica introductio: "Function is the
order of the note in the scale; or, function is the order of the note,
190see pp. 379-81 supra.
191 In fact, Ptolemy has already demonstrated the process in chapter 1 of
Book II when describing the tetrachord of the Iastiaeolian, but without employing his new nomenclature. See nn. 180-81 supra. This system is quite similar to the
later medieval system of hexachords (which are dynamic) superimposed on the
system of letters (which are thetic). The letter C, for example, might be dynamically construed as ut, fa, or sol; or with the introduction of the conjunctae, even as
mi or la. For a description of the conjunctae, see The Berkeley Manuscript, ed. and
trans. Oliver B. Ellsworth, Greek and Latin Music Theory, vol. 2 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984), 53-67.
192see especially pp. 322, 330-31, and 357-61 supra.
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through which we recognize each of the notes." Earlier, in section
VIII of the treatise, he had given particular importance to the
mese, remarking that it determines the functions of all the rest of
the notes.193 Here again, Ptolemy seems to be taking Cleonidesor some common tradition-as his point of departure in developing the parallel nomenclatures as part of his restructuring of
the theory of the tonoi within a single characteristic octave.
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Ptolemy recognizes of course that his listing of the names of
the notes in chapter 5 omits those of the synemmenon tetrachord,
the tetrachord used in the Lesser Perfect System of an octave-anda-fourth, traditionally accepted as a part of the theoretical system.
In order to bolster his premise that only the double octave is perfect, he sets out in chapter 6 to show why the synemmenon tetrachord-and concomitantly a separate conjunct scale based on the
octave-and-a-fourth-is unnecessary. The argument is simple: (1)
the conjunct scale was used by the ancients to modulate from one
tonos to another; (2) if a modulation of the tonos a fourth higher
or lower is assumed, it provides an additional tetrachord identical
to the synemmenon; (3) the same effect can thereby be achieved;
and (4) the conjunct scale is therefore redundant. Ptolemy adds
that the ancients knew only the Dorian, Phrygian, and Lydian
tonoi, separated one from another by a whole-tone. Since they
accordingly could not modulate to a tonos a fourth higher or
lower, they adopted the conjunct system to create the same effect.
Elsewhere in chapters 6 and 7, however, he observes that the pitch
of the tonoi can in theory be shifted up or down infinitely.
The argument is not very convincing. In the first place,
Ptolemy never identifies uthe ancients"; indeed, they are mentioned only here and in chapter 4. Most-if not all-of Ptolemy's
earlier demonstrations have been based on the traditions of the
Aristoxenians and Pythagoreans, but far more than three tonoi are
already well attested by the sixth century B.C.E.,194 long before the
development of any theoretical Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems, which form the crux of the argument. Finally, while the
synemmenon tetrachord was certainly used in modulations,195
there is no evidence in the treatises or the musical fragments to
suggest that these represent a conceptual modulation of the tonos
up or down a fourth_l96 But Ptolemy's argument is, of course, not

194These three tonoi certainly occupied primary positions, however, as is
attested by descriptions of the Trimere Nomos (see pp. 64-65 supra) and the
dithyrambs of the school of Timotheus and Philoxenus (seep. 80 supra), and by
Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.11 (seep. 534 infra), which considers the
Dorian, Phrygian, and Lydian tonoi as three basic types (all the others hypertonoi, hypotonoi, or mixed tonoi).
19Ssee n. 181 supra for an example of the process.
196see, for example, pp. 115 and 387-88 supra.
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fundamentally historical; his concern is to reduce the theory to its
simplest and, for him, most rational form.
In chapters 7-11, Ptolemy finally establishes his new theory of
the tonoi. First, he acknowledges that the term "tonos" has been
applied to shifts of the entire series of notes to a higher or lower
pitch, observing as well that the number of tonoi, though conceptually infinite, is limited by three defining characteristics: the
interval between the lowest and highest actual tonos, the number
of tonoi that can be placed between the extremes, and the interval
between the tonoi. According to Ptolemy, some earlier writers
proposed that the interval between the lowest and highest tonos
was an octave, while others thought it was smaller or larger; some
proposed that the tonoi should be separated by semitones, while
others identified different intervals. In fact, this general definition
of tonos accords quite well with Cleonides's description of thirteen
tonoi spanning the interval of an octave and separated by semitones, an arrangement he attributes to Aristoxenus.197 Ptolemy,
however, rejects this usage. Tonos is, rather, a distribution of
pitches within a hypothetical range-a "characteristic octave," as
will later become clear-enabling any melos to be sung within
.that range_l98
With this new definition of tonos, Ptolemy observes that since
the octave represents the interval from which all successive intervals are simply functional replications of previous intervals,199
now compounded with the octave, there is no point in extending
the tonoi beyond the octave; these would simply be redundant.
Because there are only seven species of the octave, there only need
be seven tonoi. Three of the seven should be the Dorian, Phry197The attribution to Aristoxenus, however, is most probably erroneous (see
pp. 385-87 supra). Aristoxenus describes some of the arrangements of tonoi proposed by the Harmonicists, which he dismisses as useless (see pp. 322-23 supra).
198Ptolemy's two conceptions of tonos are somewhat similar to the modern
musical distinctions between transposition and modulation. For example, a
melody in C major confined to the single octave c'-c" transposed up a fifth to G
major (assuming equal temperament), apart from sounding higher and perhaps
brighter, would retain exactly the same countour and sequence of intervals, but
within the octave g'-g". On the other hand, a melody within the single octave
c'-c" that modulated from C major to G major would require--or at least implythe alteration of f' to f#' and the corresponding "functions" of each scale degree.
These alterations can be easily seen in figure 71 (p. 465 infra).
199As he proposed in Book I, chapter 6.
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gian, and Lydian, which Ptolemy associated in chapter 6 with uthe
ancients"; they are assumed to be separated one from another by a
tone. The fourth tonos is then determined by making the "first
consonant modulation" (1tpro111v JlE'ta~oA.i,v auJ..L<provov) a fourth
above the Dorian; this tonos is called the Mixolydian because of its
proximity to the Lydian. The remaining three tonoi-Hypodorian, Hypophrygian, and Hypolydian-are formed by modulating
a fourth below their respective primary tonoi. If a redundant
eighth tonos were added an octave above the Hypodorian, it
would be called the Hypermixolydian.
It is certainly no coincidence that the names of these seven
tonoi are equivalent to the ethnic names applied to the species of
the octave by Cleonides, and Ptolemy himself finally associates the
names of the seven tonoi with the species of the octave. In fact,
his tonoi are simply redistributions of these species within the
characteristic octave.
Ptolemy has now satisfied the first two defining characteristics:
the interval between the lowest and highest tonos and the number of tonoi between the extremes. To demonstrate the third characteristic, the intervals between these new tonoi, Ptolemy begins
with the highest tonos (excluding the redundant Hypermixolydian), the Mixolydian, and then by tuning up and down by fourths
and fifths,200 he locates in order the Dorian, Hypodorian, Phrygian, Hypophrygian, Lydian, and Hypolydian, each of which is distributed within the central characteristic octave bounded by thetic
hypate meson and nete diezeugmenon. Figure 71 illustrates the
resulting arrangement, notated with the conventional pitching.
When the tonoi are distributed in this way, the intervals
between them must be construed in terms of some constant note,
such as dynamic mese. In that case, it is then clear that two pairs of
tonoi-Mixolydian and Lydian, Dorian and Hypolydian-are separated by a semitone and all the others are separated by a tone.

200Ptolemy had previously demonstrated that these produced functionally
equivalent notes within an octave: that is, tuning up a fourth or a fifth from the
lower pitch of an octave will produce the same pitch as tuning down a fifth or a
fourth from the upper pitch of an octave.
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c" (lm)
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pm

b~' (phm) b' (lm)

m

a' (hm)

a' (phm) a' (lm)

lm

g' (lh)

g#' (hm)

g' (phm) g' (lm)

ph m

f' (phh)

f#' (lh)

f#' (hm)

hm

e' (hh)

e' (phh)

e' (lh)

e" (th)

d" (pnd) d#" (nd)

e" (pnh) e" (nh)
d" (th)
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c#'' (pnd) c#" (nd)

c" (th)

b' (m)

b' (pm)
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f' (phm) f#' (lm)

f#' (m)

f#' (pm)

e' (hm)

e' (lm)

e' (m)

e' (phm)

Abbreviations for the names of notes:
proslambanomenos (=pl)
paramese (=pm)
hypate hypaton (=hh)
trite diezeugmenon (=td)
parhypate hypaton (=phh)
paranete diezeugmenon (=pnd)
lichanos hypaton (=lh)
nete diezeugmenon (=nd)
hypate meson (=hm)
trite hyperbolaion (=th)
parhypate meson (=phm)
paranete hyperbolaion (=pnh)
lichanos me son (=lm)
nete hyperbolaion (=nh)
mese (=m)
Figure 71.

While Ptolemy's approach does have some appeal as a logical
system, it is unlikely that it represents either a historical view of
the tonoi or a description of contemporary practice. Many centuries earlier, Aristoxenus had specifically repudiated such figures
as Eratocles and the followers of Pythagoras of Zacynthos and
Agenor of Mytilene for limiting their view to a mechanical
manipulation of the seven octave species or other intervallic patterns-a method certainly similar to Ptolemy's-and the Harmonicists in general for their discussion of the tonoi and for basing their theory on a single genus in the range of an octave, which
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they had represented in a series of diagrams.20l Moreover, even
the musical fragments dated to a period more or less contemporary with Ptolemy tend to exhibit a much wider range of tonoi and
distribution of relative pitch than Ptolemy's characteristic octave
would suggest. His system did, however, have a profound impact
on later theorists.202
At the end of chapter 13, Ptolemy proposed that the various
divisions of the genera-and, by extension, the tonoi-could only
be properly demonstrated on a canon with eight strings tuned to
equal pitch, and he promised to present a series of tables
providing the canonic measurements, worked out to the sixtieth
part of the basic unit of measure. Taking Aristoxenus's division of
the fourth into thirty parts, Ptolemy divided the octave itself into
sixty parts, with 60 and 120 as the extreme numbers. From these
were calculated the points bounding the tone of disjunction, that
is, 90 and 80. The intermediate notes were then calculated on the
basis of the ratios in each genus.
The tables themselves appear in chapter 14 after a short introduction listing the ratios for each division of the enharmonic
genus (or parts in the case of Aristoxenus's division), but the
extent to which they actually present Ptolemy's intentions cannot
be known. As already noted, they are altogether absent in the earliest manuscripts and exist for the most part in various incomplete states in later manuscripts. The form in which they have
come to be known in modern editions and translations is almost
certainly a reconstruction by Nicephorus Gregoras and Isaac Argyros. This would not have been extremely difficult to do; with the
exception of the chromatic and diatonic divisions of Eratosthenes,203 all the divisions had either been described prior to
chapter 14 or presented in its brief introduction.
20lsee pp. 301, 309-10, 322-23, and 333-34 supra.
202Especially Boethius, Byzantine theorists such as Pachymeres and Bryennius, and a number of Renaissance theorists such as Johannes Gallicus, Franchino
Gaffurio, Francisco de Salinas, Henry Glarean, and others. See Claude V.
Palisca, Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought (New Haven, Corm.:
Yale University Press, 1985), chapter 11 ("Greek Tonality and Western Modality").
203The divisions of Eratosthenes are probably not historically accurate. See
Paul Tannery, "Sur les intervalles de la musique grecque," Revue des etudes
grecques 15 (1902): 336-52; but also Andre Barbera, "Arithmetric and Geometric
Divisions of the Tetrachord," Journal of Music Theory 21 (1977): 294-323.
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In the following three tables (figures 72-74), based on those of
chapter 14, each of the genera is attributed to a particular figure:
Archytas, Aristoxenus, Eratosthenes, Didymus, and Ptolemy himself. Under the heading for each figure, the appropriate canonic
measurements, as given in Ptolemy's-or his Byzantine redactors'-sexigesimal fractions, are shown in the left column, under
the heading "length." The center column shows the ratios of the
intervals or, in the case of Aristoxenus's divisions, the parts.204
The right column adds an equivalent representation of the intervals in cycles per second, with the 9:8 ratio in the center of each
octave taken as representing the tone of disjunction formed by the
mese and paramese, the mese pitched at a' 440.205

204In the manuscripts, the ratios or Aristoxenian parts are normally not distributed among the canonic measurements but rather are simply listed at the bottom of each column. The Aristoxenian parts have been distributed here only
among the measurements of the lower tetrachord because it is only in that tetrachord where they represent the numerical difference between the canonic numbers. In fact, however, the Aristoxenian parts cannot be accurately represented in
this system of string lengths, although the intervals that result are close to those
described by Aristoxenus. In any event, the tables misrepresent Aristoxenus' s
divisions: he himself never projected them onto the octave (see pp. 333-34 supra).
205 As always, this pitching is purely conventional. There have been numerous studies of these scales, where the intervals are most often given in cents
(among others, see, R. P. Winnington-Ingram, "Aristoxenus and the Intervals of
Greek Music" Classical Quarterly 26 [1932]: 195-208; and Barbera, Arithmetric
and Geometric Divisions"). I have opted, however, to show the pitches in cps
because this makes it much easier for a musician to visualize the relative position of each pitch in the octave (or to tune the pitches on an electronic or conventional keyboard). The calculations are derived from Malcolm Litchfield,
Ancient Greek Tunings in Cycles per Second," unpublished document for a recording of each of these scales on a synthesizer. With the exception of the Aristoxenian tunings, the movable notes within the tetrachords were calculated on the
basis of the intervallic ratios, not the string lengths; the Aristoxenian tunings
were calculated on a constant based on the thirtieth root of the ratio 4:3. All cps
are rounded off to the first decimal place.
In somewhat different form, the Ptolemaic tables also appear in During,
Harmonielehre, 70-73; idem, Ptolemaios, 86-88; and Barker, Greek Musical
Writings, 2:347-50. It is unfortunate that in the published translations, exact
fractions are given, based on a calculation of the ratios in the various divisions.
While these fractions in some cases represent the specific ratio more accurately
than the sexagesimal forms, they misrepresent the practical purpose of the numbers, which is to identify specific points along a constant measure where the
strings are actually to be stopped by the bridges.
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Music Theory II: Ptolemy
particular theory of the tonoi, each of which is now displayed in a
pair of tables, the first representing the characteristic octave
bounded by thetic nete diezeugmenon and hypate meson and the
second representing the lower octave bounded by thetic mese and
the proslambanomenos. For purposes of demonstration, the table
representing the lower octave is intended to represent effectively
the upper octave as well, bounded by nete hyperbolaion and mese.
Moreover, with the exception of the Hypolydian tonos, each of the
tables representing a tonos in the lower octave is identical to one
of the tables representing a tonos in the characteristic octave
because there can only be eight projections of the octave across the
dynamic range from proslambanomenos to nete hyperbolaion.
Each display is further distributed across a series of five scales
exhibiting the particular mixtures of the whole-tone diatonic with
other genera, as Ptolemy had advocated at the end of Book 1.206
The first scale shows the mixture of the intense chromatic with
the whole-tone diatonic; the second, the mild diatonic with the
whole-tone diatonic; the third, the whole-tone diatonic unmixed
with other genera; the fourth, the ditonal diatonic with the
whole-tone diatonic; and the fifth, the intense diatonic with the
whole-tone diatonic. A final table combines all the various numbers into a single grand complex, "so that both the great number of
positions and the magnitude of the distance determined by each of
the notes in every displayed modulation may be evident to us."207
Like those of chapter 14, the tables of chapter 15 are almost certainly a later reconstruction; the descriptions at the beginning of
the chapter and elsewhere in Books I and II provide information
sufficient to calculate all the numbers.208 Aristoxenus would most
206see pp. 450-51 supra.
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(During 75.19-22). The tables appear in all the translations (During,

Ptolemaios, 91-98; and Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 2:352-55). Although
there are a few misprints in During's translation, his version of the tables is still
the most valuable because (following Ptolemy' s own description of the tables at
the beginning of chapter 15) he has added columns showing the thetic and
dynamic equivalents of the numbers, which make it much easier to visualize the
way in which Ptolemy's thetic and dynamic nomenclatures interact to produce
the necessary intervals.
208 As usual, Barbera ("Pythagorean Mathematics," 324-32) presents the
most lucid account of the calculations required to create the tables.
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probably have disapproved of all these tables and surely of the
final table as an example of "close-packing" (Ka'tanuKvroat~), characteristic of the Harmonicists' diagrams.209 In any case, because
they represent Ptolemy's particular arrangement of the tonoi, it is
doubtful that his tables preserve any historical diagrams known to
Aristoxenus; they are simply characteristic of the type.
Ptolemy now concludes Book II by relating the tables to the
practical tunings of the lyre and the kithara, already introduced at
the end of Book I. The first and third scales represent the mild and
hard tunings used on the lyre, while on the kithara, the tunings
are defined in terms of specific scales appearing in particular tables
of the tonoi in the characteristic octave. Thus, the first scale in the
table of the Hypodorian tonos represents modal tuning; the second in the Dorian, parhypate tuning; the third in the Hypodorian,
trite tuning; the third in the Phrygian, hypermodal tuning; the
fourth in the Hypophrygian, the modulatory Iastiaeolian; and the
fourth in the Dorian, the modulatory Lydian (see figure 75).
Inasmuch as each of these tables is identical to another table
representing some other tonos, it is unlikely that Ptolemy
regarded these tunings as associated with particular tonoi.210 They
do, however, represent characteristic patterns that might indeed
have been used in practice. For example, both modulatory tunings-and only those two tunings-exhibit an identical set of
ratios, including two pairs of 9:8 whole-tones, one pair around the
mese and the other placed either at the bottom (Iastiaeolian) or
the top (Lydian), with all the remaining ratios distributed accordingly in the characteristic octave. These four whole-tones would
make it easy for the performer to modulate up or down a wholetone-precisely the example given by Ptolemy in the first chapter
of Book II211-or indeed a ditone, a fourth, a fifth, or a sixth. The
hypermodal tuning resembles the modulatory tunings in having
a pair of 9:8 whole-tones, and its upper tetrachord is identical to
the upper tetrachord of the Iastiaeolian, while its lower tetrachord
is identical to the lower tetrachords of the modal and trite tunings.

209See pp. 301-2,309,322,333-34, and 465-66 supra.
210Though this is proposed by Barker (Greek Musical Writings, 2:357-61).
211see pp. 452-53 supra.
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The hypermodal tuning could thus be used in conjunction with
the Iastiaeolian, the trite, or the modal tunings for a further modulation by a fourth or fifth. Finally, the trite and parhypate tunings are identical, with the exception of the position of the thetic
parhypate, and their names probably derive from the functions of
the notes. The parhypate tuning falls exactly in the characteristic
octave, and indeed, it is the parhypate that is distinctive; the trite
tuning, on the other hand, falls exactly in the upper octave, where
the tritai predominate (further relationships among the tunings
can easily be observed in figure 75).
Since Ptolemy is so specific in attributing these tunings to
actual practice on the lyre and kithara, and since any of these tunings could be pitched at any level, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that these may have been the utonoi" used for all practical
purposes in Ptolemy's day, his more complete and rational system
notwithstanding. Moreover, while the range of difference among
the various semitones (i.e., 28:27, 21:20, and 256:243) is somewhat
greater, the difference among the various whole-tones (i.e., 10:9,
9:8, and 8:7) used in any of the tunings would be only ea. 7-9 cps in
the upper tetrachord and ea. 4-6 cps in the lower tetrachord. In
practical terms, this is negligible on instruments such as the lyre
and the kithara, which could not in any case have produced or
maintained exact tunings-as Ptolemy himself admits in Book II,
chapter 12-because of their construction and the effect of plucking on the strings.212 If these were the practical "tonoi" used in
Ptolemy's day, their most distinctive feature would not have been
the actual size of the intervals but rather the order of intervals
within the octave.
With its extraordinary technical detail, it is hardly surprising
that Book II of Ptolemy's Harmonica attracted so much attention
from later music theorists and scholars. After all, it purports to
answer many of the questions later writers had about ancient
2121 make a point of this because it has been common in modern scholarship
on the subject of ancient Greek tunings to work out elaborate descriptions of supposed scales indicating the number of cents by which a pitch is sharp or flat (see,
most recently, West, Ancient Greek Music, 170-71) as if the Greeks' instruments
were modern tone generators capable of producing and sustaining time and time
again specific subtle gradations of pitch. While it is clear that their instruments
were capable of producing sophisticated shadings of pitch, they could not have
produced--except by mere chance--an entire scale of pitches specified with a tolerance of +I- 6-9 cps.

Music Theory 11: Ptolemy
Greek music theory. How were the ancient genera actually constructed and how were they measured? What were the relative
merits of the Pythagorean and Aristoxenian approaches? How did
the tonoi actually work? How were the lyre and kithara tuned?
How were modulations effected? Moreover, as it became known
in the g-class manuscripts (and from there, in later editions and
translations), it provided handy tables that could easily be used to
construct modern instruments on which the various scales could
be sounded and perhaps used in new compositions that might
once again exhibit the powers attributed to ancient music.213 Yet it
is clear that much of Book II is Ptolemy's own systematic theoretical creation, however much it may also represent actual practice
in second-century Alexandria. While less clear, it also seems to be
the case that Ptolemy used later epitomes, such as the treatise of
Cleonides, for his knowledge of the earlier tradition, and thus historical accuracy cannot be assumed in his treatment, even if that
had been his purpose.214
Book Ill of the Harmonica is especially problematic. In the earliest manuscripts, it ends just after the beginning of chapter 14. In
the g-class and some of the £-class manuscripts, later Byzantine
redactors have completed (or restored) these chapters, but their
work was controversial even at the time.215 Moreover, the book is
also an odd mixture of practical and metaphysical material. The
first two chapters, which provide further information on the
manipulation of the canon, would seem to have more properly
belonged in Book II, while the remaining chapters, dealing with
the metaphysical and astrological display of harmonics, at times
contradict points made in Book II. There is no easy solution to any
of these problems.
In the first two chapters, Ptolemy describes a number of ways
in which a full double octave scale can be demonstrated. It would
be possible, of course, to sound the entire scale on a canon of fifteen unison strings, but the upper notes would tend to be less
213Perhaps the best example of this is G. B. Doni's Lyra Barberina (see chapter 3, n. 245 supra), which was influenced by the earlier studies of Girolamo Mei,
Vincenzo Galilei, and Giovanni Bardi (see Palisca, Humanism, 303-32).
2l4see, for example, pp. 443-45, 447, and 458-66 supra. For a fair assessment
of the significance of Ptolemy's Book II, see Barbera, "Pythagorean Mathematics," 332-35.
21Ssee pp. 431-34 supra.
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sonorous than the lower because the resonating part of the string
would become shorter and shorter. Ptolemy prefers instead a
canon in which eight thinner strings are tuned an octave higher
than the remaining seven strings.216 Thus, when the same stringlength measurements are applied on both halves of the canon, the
full two-octave scale will accordingly be produced, but without a
loss of sonority in the higher notes because the same string
lengths will resonate as in the lower octave.
Perhaps recognizing that a fifteen-string canon might not be
readily available, Ptolemy also demonstrates various other ways
in which the full double octave can be sounded. With a set of
eight unison strings, a common bridge can be placed so that each
string is divided into a 2:1 ratio, thereby producing two tones an
octave apart. Each side of each string can then be further divided
to produce all the desired pitches in the respective octave. Of
course, the pitches produced on the shorter part of the string will
once again be relatively less sonorous, and so Ptolemy suggests
that four of the strings be tuned either a fifth or an octave higher
than the other four. This allows the pitches to be sounded with
relatively greater string lengths. In some cases, the canon can be
divided by a single bridge, and in other cases, separate bridges will
have to be positioned at the appropriate spots, determined by
applying or adapting the measurements given in the tables in
chapter 15 of Book II. Ptolemy makes it clear, however, that the
bridges must be constructed so as to insure that they do not stretch
the strings, and especially not to unequal degrees, since that would
of course alter their pitch.
All of this very practical advice suddenly gives way in chapters
3-4 to an expression of wonderment at the rationality of all these
harmonic relationships. Ptolemy observes that all things are based
on the principles of matter, movement, and form. Movement, in
particular, has to do with cause and means, and harmonia should
be considered a cause rather than underlying material or form.
Causes, too, are grouped into three types, one associated with
nature, another with reason, and the third with God. Here again,
harmonia is associated with the middle term, reason. Reason,
216Ptolemy clearly recognized that pitch and resonance were directly
related to the tension and scale of the strings. In practical terms, shifting the
string scale from the first to the second octave also helps to equalize the tension
throughout the canon.

Music Theory .II: Ptolemy
which is particularly interested in order and· symmetry, encompasses mind (vou~), art (tEXV11), and custom (£8o~). In terms of
music, harmonia is associated with each of these: the mind discovers proportions, they are exhibited by art, and custom enables
them to be grasped by experience. Since this general process is
essential to reason, no science should be content with merely a
theoretical grasp of the beautiful; demonstration and practice are
also necessary.
The most rational sciences-for Ptolemy, astronomy and harmonics-strongly depend on sight and hearing, which he views
as the two most complementary senses.217 Something seen can be
communicated to the hearing through speech; something heard
can be communicated to sight through writing and diagrams. Or,
as Ptolemy puts it: "Through interpretations, hearing alone
demonstrates things seen; through writing, sight alone announces
things heard."218 Moreover, both have the most direct access to
the rational part of the soul, and in the objects that they sense,
both apply a standard ·of beauty as well as pleasure. From these
complementary senses, which are like sisters to each other, are
born astronomy and harmonics, both of which depend on arithmetic and geometry.
This general hierarchy is largely derived from the traditions of
Plato and Aristotle, probably as filtered through the Stoics.219
With it in place, Ptolemy can observe that due proportion, while
found to some extent in everything that has movement in itself,
will be found especially in "the motions of the more perfect and
the more rational in nature, that is, among divine things, the
motions of the heavens, and among mortal things, certainly the
217Aristides Quintilianus (De musica 3.14) also considers hearing and sight
to be the two highest senses. On the senses, cf. Plato Timaeus 61c-69a.
218,ta J.LEV opa:ta J.LOVroc; 'h aKO~ OctKVUOU<Ja Ota 'tOOV EPJ.LllVct&v, 'tU o' aKOU<J'tU
J.Lovroc; 'h <htnc; a1tayyf).;Aoucra Ota 'trov u1toypacp&v (During 94.1-3). Ptolemy
emphasizes the complementary functions by using in the first phrase a verb
("demonstrates") commonly associated with visual images, and in the second
phrase, one ("announces") commonly associated with orality.
219There are obvious echoes of Plato Respublica 7.11-12 (530c-d) and
Timaeus 27c-29d and 47e-56c; Aristotle Physica 2.1, 8 (192b9-21, 198b10-199b30)
and Metaphysica 7.7-9 (1032a13-1034b10) and 12; and elsewhere. For a more
complete listing of possible sources, see During, Ptolemaios, 266-70; Barker, Greek
Musical Writings, 2:371-74; and Jon Solomon, trans. and ann., "Claudius Ptolemy
Harmonics" (unpublished typescript), 155-61.
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motions of human souls."220 These motions parallel on higher
planes the harmonic ratios of the notes, and in the following
chapters, Ptolemy will explore this harmonic paradigm.
Ptolemy focuses on the human soul in chapters 5-7, which he
views as comprised of two parallel sets of three parallel parts: on
the one hand, intellectual, sensitive, and habitual parts; and on
the other hand, rational, thymic, and epithymetic parts. Some
aspects of this arrangement suggest earlier treatments of the soul
by Plato and Aristotle, but in view of Ptolemy's evident use of
more contemporary sources for his discussion of the technical
subjects in Books I and II, it is much more likely he drew on early
neo-Pythagorean or neo-Platonic sources to develop his complex
of associations in Book III.221
Within the Platonic tradition, the intellectual and rational part
of the soul was concerned especially with the higher powers and
virtues, while the other parts, which as a group form the irrational part of the soul, were primarily concerned with physical
senses and characteristics. In Plato's Respublica 4.14-15, it becomes
clear that the thymic part of the soul pertains especially to spirit,
while the epithymetic part is the seat of the appetites. A hierarchy
is obvious: the rational should control and prevail over the irrational, just as all intellectual things always have sense and habit.
All things that have sense also have habit, but they do not necessarily have intellect; only some things that have habit also have
sense.
These same qualities may be identified in the octave, fifth, and
fourth: the octave always contains the fifth and fourth, while the
fifth always contains the fourth. Thus, the octave can be likened to
the rational and intellectual part of the soul, the fifth to the
thymic and sensitive part, and the fourth to the epithymetic and
habitual part. Since each consonance has a certain number of
species, identified earlier in the Harmonica, each species can be

220ai>tat S£ eicrtv ai t&v 'tEAEtO'tEprov . . . Kat AoytKroteprov tac; <pUO'Etc;, roe; E1tt
J.Lev t&v 9e{rov ai t&v oupav{rov, €1tt Se t&v 9vrtt&v ai t&v av9pro1ttvrov J.LUAtcrta
wux&v (During 95.20-22).
221solomon, "Harmonics," 162-65; and During, Ptolemaios, 270-72, identify a

number of possible sources. Aristides Quintilianus makes use of the same threefold structure of the soul comprised of rational, thymic, and epithymetic parts as
the basis for his own even more complex web of associations. For Aristides Quintilianus, see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 27-29.
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All these parts in relation one to another should form a grand
concord; in the soul, this grand concord is the disposition of righteousness (OtKatoauvll), while the entire harmonia of the system
represents the disposition of the philosopher.
Adding to the threefold binary arrangement of the soul, Ptolemy proposes another structure by dividing principles (&pxai)
into the theoretical and the practical, each of which has three genera: on the theoretical side, the natural, the mathematical, and the
theological; and on the practical side, the ethical, the domestic,
and the political (see figure 77). These are viewed as differing in
magnitude and worth, accordingly lending themselves to comparison with the three harmonic genera, which of course have internal variations in the magnitudes of their intervals.
Principle
theoretical
natural---mathematical-- theological

practical

~

ethical--- domestic--- political

enharmonic--- chromatic--- diatonic
Figure 77.

Ptolemy emphasizes the reciprocal nature of the central terms.
The mathematical genus relates to both the natural and the theological genera, no doubt because of the primary importance of
number; the domestic genus is of course inextricably linked to ethical and political matters; and the intermediate nature of the
chromatic genus has been stressed throughout Books I and 11.222
With these pervasive relationships, it naturally follows that
the various tonoi-and especially modulations from one tonos to
222Jn De musica 1.5, Aristides Quintilianus divides music into theoretical
and practical parts, but his subdivisions of these parts are rather different from
the ones proposed by Ptolemy. He emphasizes the intermediate position of the
chromatic genus in his explanation of its name (De musica 1.9), and in De musica
3.11, he describes a much more elaborate set of relationships among the genera,
consonances, the soul and the body, and so on (see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 42-43,
76-77, 84, and 177-79).
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another-could affect the disposition of the soul. Intermediate
tonoi such as the Dorian are considered moderate in mood;
higher tonoi such as the Mixolydian, activating; and lower tonoi
such as the Hypodorian, relaxing and ennervating. Ptolemy does
not offer a full explanation of why this is so, but like the neo-Platonists, he suggests that the soul has a natural resonance with the
musical ratios:
Indeed, our souls are thoroughly affected together with the actualities of
the melody, recognizing as it were the kinship of the ratios of its own constitution and modelled by the movements peculiar to the specific character of
the mele, so that sometimes they are led into pleasures and relaxations and
other times into wailings and contractions, sometimes stupefied and put to
sleep and other times stimulated and awakened, sometimes turned to rest
and moderation and other times to madness and divine suffusion, and so on,
when the melos itself modulates and leads our souls to the dispositions
established from the similarity of the ratios. 223
A much fuller explanation of· musical ·ethos is provided by
Aristides Quintilianus in his De musica. In fact, almost all of Book
II pertains to the influence of music on behavior, including some
rather remarkable observations about various therapeutic methods, while Book Ill provides an elaborate metaphysical treatment.224 Because a number of the technical terms employed by
Ptolemy in this section are unusual but also used in similar contexts by Aristides Quintilianus and Sextus Empiricus, it is clear
that their descriptions represent a tradition of musical psychology
rather than merely idiosyncratic attempts at developing musicoethical paradigms.225

223'totyap't0t Kat 'tat<; ivepyeiat<; au'tat<; 'tll<; JlEAcpOta<; GUJl1tacrxoucrtv TtJliDV
aV'ttKpU<; ai 'JIUXat, 'ti,V cruyyevetaV OOG1t£p t1ttytVOOGKOUcrat 'tiDV 'tll<; iOta<; crucr'tacrero<; Aoyrov Kat 'tU1tOUJl£V<Xt 'ttcrt KtVllJlacrtV oiKetot<; 'tat<; 'tiDV JlEAIDV iOtO'tp01ttat<;, rocr'te 1tO'te J..LeV ei<; ftoovu<; Kat Otaxucret<; ayeaSat, 1tO'tE o€ ei<; OtK'tOU<; Kat
crucr'toAa<;, Kat 1tO'te J..LeV Kapoucr9a{ 1tro<; Kat Ka'taKOtf..Ltsecr9at, 1tO'tE OE 1t<lpOpJlUG9at Kat oteye{pecrSat, Kat no'te J..Lev ei<; ftcruxiav 'ttvu Kat Ka'tacr'toA.l,v 'tpenecrSat,
1tO'tE o€ ei<; otcr'tpov Kat evSoucrt<XcrJlOV' aAAO't£ aA.A.ro<; 'tOU JlEAOU<; <XU'tOU 1'£ JlE'ta~aAAOV'tO<; Kat 'tU<; 'JIUXU<; i~ayov'to<; t1tt 'tU<; tK 'tll<; OJlOtO'tT\'tO<; 'tiDV A.6yrov cruvtcr'taJleVa<; ota9£cret<; (Diiring 99.25-100.7).
224See chapter 6, pp. 541-82 infra.
225For a fuller listing of important sources pertaining to this section of Ptolemy's Harmonica, see Solomon, "Harmonics," 168-70; During, Ptolemaios, 272-73;
Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 27-37; and Adversus musicos 15-22 (Greaves 141-49) and
Greaves's introduction (pp. 21-22, 25-26, and 28).
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Before undertaking the remaining chapters of Book Ill,
Ptolemy summarizes the observations he has thus far made about
the affinities of the human soul and harmonia:
Homophones and consonances are arranged by the primary parts of souls,
ideals of the musical by ideals of the virtues; differences with respect to the
genera of the tetrachords are arranged to the genera of virtues by worth and
magnitude, and the modulations by tonos to the alternations of ethoses in
the cycles of life.226

Similar affinities can be observed in the motions of the heavens,
and Ptolemy must now draw the Harmonica to a close with a
demonstration of "the underlying principles of the heavens perfected by the harmonic ratios."227
Ptolemy begins by developing a series of associations with the
zodiac, a detailed description of which appears in his Tetrabiblos
1.9-18. 228 As the zodiac was considered to be comprised of twelve
constellations-or signs-within a circle or sphere, it lent itself
naturally to various musical parallels: the cyclic nature of the
positions and functions of the notes in the tonoi (at least as
Ptolemy had developed the concept in Book II), the twelve wholetones in the double octave, the harmonic ratios that result when
the circle is cut into various arcs, and so on.
The relationship between the cycles of the zodiac and the notes
in the double octave from proslambanomenos to nete hyperbolaion can be easily visualized. In his discussion of the tonoi,
Ptolemy emphasized the cyclic redistribution of the notes against a
fixed thetic characteristic octave, with the result that proslambanomenos and nete hyperbolaion were functionally equivalent,
mese marking a mid-point. In the circle of the zodiac, then,
proslambanomenos and nete hyperbolaion might be conceived as
representing one equinoctial point, while mese represents the
opposite equinoctial point at the other end of the diameter. The
226ai J.LEV oJ.Locproviat Kat cruJ.Lcproviat 'te'tayJ.L£vat Ka'ta 'ta 1tpro'ta JlEPll 'trov
wux&v' ai o£ 'tiDV EJlJleAet&v io€at Ka'ta 'tft io€a~ 'tOOV &pe'tOOV' ai o£ 1tept 'ta
y€v11 'trov 'te'tpax6porov Ota<popat 'tot~ Ka'ta &~iav Kat J.!Eye9o~ y€vecrt 'trov &pe'trov,
ai o£ Ka'ta 'tOU~ 'tOVOU~ Jle'ta~oA.at 'tat~ 'tcOV ,;e&v EV 'tat~ ~tro'ttKat~ 1teptO''tclO'eO'l
1tapaA.A.ayat~ (During 100.20-24).
227'tft~ 'tOOV oupavirov U1to9€cret~ Ka'ta 'tOU~ apJ.LOVlKOU~ <JUV'teAOUJlEVa~ A.6you~
(During 100.25-26).
228 A useful introduction to the zodiac appears in Grillot de Givry, Witchcraft, Magic, and Alchemy, trans. J. Courtnay Locke (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,.
1931; reprint, New York: Dover, 1971), 220-39.
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diameter divides the circle into two equal parts and the ratio of
each half of the circle to the whole is 2:1, just as the mese divides
the double octave in half and stands in the same ratio to the
extreme notes. Ptolemy notes that diametrically opposed signs
within the zodiac are the most active and associates this with
notes that form an octave. But inasmuch as opposition, which is
one of several "aspects" of the signs, is considered disharmonious,229 this particular association seems inexplicable.
The zodiac also includes such aspects as trine, quartile, and
sextile, and in the Tetrabiblios 1.13, Ptolemy specifically associates
these aspects with the consonant ratios 3:2 and 4:3. Now, in chapter 9 of the Harmonica, he sets forth a circle of twelve parts cut
into arcs by various lines illustrating opposition (AB), trine (AC),
and quartile (AD) (see figure 78).
A

D

B

Figure 78.

Like the figure of the helicon (figure 68), this figure represents
numerous examples of consonant ratios, as well as the 9:8 wholetone. For example, 'the octave (2:1) is demonstrated by arcs
ABCDA:AB, ABC:ADC, and AB:AD; the fifth (3:2) by arcs
ABCDA:ABC, ABCD:AB, and AB:ADC; and the fourth (4:3) by arcs
ABCDA:ABCD, ABC:AB, and ADC:AD. The compound intervals
are represented by arcs ABC:AD (8:3, the octave-and-a-fourth),
ABCDA:ADC or ABCD:AD (3:1, the octave-and-a-fifth), and
ABCDA:AD (4:1, the double octave). And finally, the whole-tone
is represented by arcs ABCD:ABC. If the shapes implied by these
ratios were extended throughout the circle, the fifth would be like
a triangle (i.e., trine), the fourth like a square (i.e., quartile). For its

229Ptolemy Tetrabiblos 1.13.
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part, the tone represents one-twelfth of the circle, equivalent to
one of the signs of the zodiac.
This preliminary description allows Ptolemy to conceptualize a
fuller display of the aspects of the zodiac. Although he does not
provide an additional figure, one might be easily constructed from
the text.
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Figure 79.
A circle comprised of twelve parts can accommodate only three
species of squares-ADGJ, BEHK, and CFIL (shown here with
dashed lines)-just as there are only three species of the fourth,
and only four species of triangles-AEI, BFJ, CGK, and DHL
(shown here with dotted lines)-just as there are only four species
of the fifth. The twelve parts of the circle also correspond to the
twelve whole-tones (more or less) in the double octave.230
Aristides Quintilianus presents a more complete and involved
set of musical associations with the circle of the zodiac in De
230solomon, "Harmonics," 171-76, provides a number of useful references pertaining to Ptolemy's astrological model, as does During, Ptolemaios, 273-75. In
his translation of chapter 8-9, Barker (Greek Musical Writings, 2:380-84) seems
not to have recognized that when Ptolemy refers to "diameters," "squares," and
"triangles," he is not referring simply to geometric shapes but rather is employing the astrological terminology for the aspects of the zodiac.
Ptolemy does not draw this additional association, but it may not be entirely
coincidental that the ratio 12:11 appears as the smallest interval in his equal
diatonic genus (see pp. 450 and 472 supra) and as the intermediate interval in his
intense chromatic genus (see pp. 448 and 470 supra).
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musica 3.23, and in fact, marked parallels run throughout the last
few chapters of Ptolemy's Harmonica and the last part of Aristides
Quintilianus's De musica.23l Neither author was unique, however, in detecting musical designs in the cosmos. Contemporary
with Ptolemy, both Plutarch (especially in Platonicae quaestiones
and De animae procreatione in Timaeo) and Theon of Smyrna (in

Expositio rerum mathematicarum ad legendum Platonem utilium) exhibit this sort of incipient neo-Platonic cosmology.232
Consonance is not the only level on which analogies must be
drawn in order to demonstrate the paradigmatic nature of music.
Ptolemy identifies five additional musical phenomena for further
analogies: the movement of consecutive notes up or down, the
genera, the tonoi, the tetrachords, and the notes. All of these
involve astronomical parallels with the movements of the stars
and the planets, as these were understood at the time.
Long before Ptolemy's time, astronomers had made sophisticated observations about the movements of the heavens, many of
which are conveniently summarized in Theon of Smyrna's Expositio. He explains that the starry sphere, in which is found the
zodiac, moves from east to west around an axis passing through
the poles (the Earth, of course, is understood as the center of the
construction). The planets, which also move from east to west
with the universe as a whole, move as well at unequal rates from
setting to rising-that is, from west to east-with respect to the
zodiac, which is oblique to the three parallel circles of the tropic of
summer, the tropic of winter, and the celestial equator, inclined at
an angle of ea. 23.5° to the celestial equator (figures 80 and 81
exhibit these circles and the circle of the zodiac). The axis of planetary movement is perpendicular to the zodiac. Because the planets
move at differing speeds, some of them-such as the sun and the
moon-always appear to be moving more slowly than the zodiac,
while others sometimes appear to be moving ahead, stopping, and
then moving backwards, phenomena caused by the planets themselves moving either in eccentric circles or in epicycles. Three particular types of planetary motion thus resulted: by longitude, that
is, movement around the zodiac; by altitude, that is, movement
towards and away from the earth; and by latitude, that is, move231see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 48-51 and 193-95.
232see pp. 395-412 supra. For a general treatment of music and cosmology, see
Mathiesen, "Music, Aesthetics, and Cosmology," 37-64.
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ment between the two tropics. Ptolemy bases several of his analogies on these three types of movement.233
Ptolemy likens the arc created by the rising and setting of the
planets to the arc created by a continuous ascending and descending sequence of notes from lowest to highest. The lowest notes are
like the points of rising or setting because these are the points
where appearance and sound begin and end, while the highest
notes are like the intermediate position of the planets because
these are the points most distant from the vanishing point. This
type of musical motion might thus be seen as analogous to longitudinal movement.
If the planets move in epicycles as they pass through the heavens, they experience movement by altitude inasmuch as their distance from earth will be greater at apogee and lesser at perigee.
Moreover, if the rotation of their epicycles is in the same direction
as their orbital rotation, the overall velocity of their rotation will
range from greatest at apogee to least at perigee.234 Building on
these premises, Ptolemy associates the enharmonic genus with
the slowest planetary velocity, the diatonic with the greatest velocity, and the chromatic with the intermediate. He recognizes, of
course, that this analogy is more effective for the chromatic genus
than for the other genera: planets intermediate in distance will
also always be intermediate in velocity, but the velocity of the
others at any given point will depend on the rotation of their
epicycles.
The third form of movement, by latitude, suggests parallels
with modulations among the tonoi (see figure 80). Of Ptolemy's
seven tonoi, the Dorian occupies the most central position, and it
is accordingly likened to the celestial equator (circle D). The Mixolydian and Hypodorian are then naturally assigned respectively to
the tropics of summer and winter (circles A and G). Four addi-

233These motions are summarized by Theon Expositio (Hiller 134-35); for the
rest, see Theon Expositio (Hiller 129-33 and 147-72). A useful survey of early
Greek astronomy (with helpful diagrams) is provided by G. E. R. Lloyd, Early
Greek Science: Thales to Aristotle, Ancient Culture and Society (New York: W.
W. Norton, 1970), 80-98; and idem, Greek Science after Aristotle, Ancient Culture
and Society (New York: W. W. Norton, 1973), 53-74.
234The moon's epicycle rotates in contrary motion. The sun may be considered
as moving on an eccentric circle or an epicycle; in the latter case, it too rotates in
contrary motion (Theon Expositio [Hiller 175]).
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tional circles are needed in order to cut the circle of the zodiac into
its twelve parts, but Ptolemy's description of the method by which
this results is extremely vague; a fair knowledge of astronomical
principles is simply assumed. Figure 80, however, may clarify his
analogy.235 As the various circles surround the sphere, the circle
of the zodiac touches the tropics of summer and winter at only a
single point (1 and 12). Since it actually crosses the other circles,
there are two points of intersection, one on each side of the
sphere. The celestial equator is intersected at points 6 and 7, and
the remaining points of intersection are readily apparent.

F

__________
G _____________
--------------------1~
_ _

Figure 80.

Ptolemy does not specifically associate the other tonoi with the
four new circles, but the sequence of the tonoi outlined in Book 11
make it clear that the Lydian would correspond to circle B, the
Phrygian to C, the Hypolydian to E, and the Hypophrygian to F.
Since the synemmenon tetrachord had been eliminated by
Ptolemy earlier in the Harmonica, it is a simple matter to draw
parallels between the four remaining tetrachords, the four phases
of the moon, and the various oppositions that create risings and

235Jn two-dimensional drawings, the zodiac is sometimes shown ascending
towards the left, sometimes towards the right. There is no difference; it is simply

a matter of the rotation of the sphere.
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settings of planets other than the sun.236 Thus, for example, the
first lunar crescent is considered to be like the hypaton tetrachord,
the former marking the first waxing of the moon, the latter the
first few notes of the scale; the first half-moon to the meson; the
second half-moon to the diezeugmenon; and the final crescent to
the hyperbolaion. As each tetrachord contains approximately twoand-a-half tones and there are also two tones of disjunction, the
total number of tones, twelve, corresponds to the twelve signs of
the zodiac, although this association is not explicitly stated by
Ptolemy.237
In the earliest manuscripts, the Harmonica ends abruptly just
after the beginning of chapter 14 in Book Ill, and the last part of
the treatise was completed by Nicephorus Gregoras and Isaac
Argyros.238 While the supplements they provided in Book II were
largely based on descriptive prose found elsewhere in the treatise,
the material added to Book Ill seems to have been primarily
extrapolated from chapters 8 and 9. Gregoras begins by recalling
the ratios and shapes described in chapter 9 (see figures 78-79
supra). The 360 degrees of the circle can be organized into such
aspects as opposition (180°), trine (120°), quartile (90°), and sextile
(60°), and he associates these points respectively with proslambanomenos, hypate meson, nete diezeugmenon, and nete hyperbolaion. In fact, however, if 180° is to be the proslambanomenos,
then 90° should correspond to the mese, 60° to the nete diezeugmenon, and 45° (which corresponds to semi-quartal aspect, representing an eight-fold division of the circle) to the nete hyperbolaion. Gregoras may not have wanted to extend the numbers as far
as an eight-fold division since Ptolemy does not include this particular aspect in the Tetrabiblos, but in any case, the set of associations remains problematic. In the very next chapter, Gregoras
236These are succinctly described in Theon Expositio (Hiller 136-38). Theon
observes that conjunctions with the sun, i.e., appearances (<pacret~) and disappearances (x:puwet~) or risings (ava'toA.ai) and settings (8ucret~), differ for each planet.
Kronos, Zeus, and Ares always set in the evening and rise in the morning; the
moon rises in the evening; Hermes and Aphrodite sometimes rise and set in the
evening, sometimes in the morning.
237No diagrams survive in these chapters, but During (Ptolemaios, 133)
-unlike Solomon and Barker-supplements his translation with a helpful figure. Solomon (,Harmonics," 182-83) does, however, supply a number of useful references to supporting passages in the Almagest and the Tetrabiblos.
238See pp. 431-34 supra.
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implicitly associates 90 with the mese as the mean between the
octave formed by 60 and 120, and this suggests that the error in
chapter 14 may be scribal. If so, it occurred very early in the transmission: Barlaam recognized this defect in his Refutatio239 and
included it as one of the many criticisms leveled at Gregoras's
work.
In chapter 15, Gregoras draws out additional mathematical
ratios. 90 forms a mean between 120 and 60, creating the two first
consonant ratios, 4:3 and 3:2, together with the octave represented
by the extremes. In respect to the 360 degrees of the full circle, 90
forms the ratio of the double octave. The circle can, of course, also
be considered in terms of the twelve signs of the zodiac, and all
the necessary harmonic proportions will appear here as well,
whether in terms of pure numerical ratios or in terms of the various polygons already shown by Ptolemy in chapter 9.
The significance of chapter 9 to Gregoras's completion of the
Harmonica is underscored by the fact that he derived the final
chapter of Book Ill from an interpolation or gloss to chapter 9 that
appears in the £-class manuscripts, that is, those representing a
Byzantine redaction prior to the time of Gregoras.240 In this gloss,
Kronos (Saturn) is associated with nete hyperbolaion, Zeus
(Jupiter) with nete diezeugmenon, Ares (Mars) with nete synemmenon, and Aphrodite (Venus) with mese. Kronos is further
associated with the sun, Ares with the moon. As the planets align
themselves in the various aspects, they bring good or evil, in
accord with the harmonic ratios and the various triangles of the
zodiac they occupy (see figure 81).241
239see p. 433 supra.
240Jt also appears independently in four manuscripts, together with Barlaam's Refutatio in Neapolitanus gr. 262 (III.C.4) (14th-15th century), Vaticanus
Urbinas gr. 77 (16th century), Lugdunensis Bibliothecae Publicae gr. 16D (17th
century), and Lugdunensis Perizonianus gr. Q.22 (17th century). See Mathiesen,
RISM BXI, 203, 255, 276, and 283.
241The author of the gloss (I am assuming it is not Ptolemy) takes it for
granted that the reader will be familiar with the triangles of the zodiac,. which
are described in Ptolemy Tetrabiblos 1.18. Each triangle is formed by three signs
of the zodiac. The northwest triangle embraces Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius,
which are governed by the sun (day) and Zeus (night); the southeast triangle
touches Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn, governed by Aphrodite (day) and the moon
(night); the northeast triangle is outlined by Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius, governed by Kronos (day) and Hermes (night); and the southwest triangle is formed
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This arrangement of planets differs from the arrangement
described by Nicomachus in chapter 3 of his Manuale harmonices,
Theon of Smyrna in his Expositio, and Aristides Quintilianus in
Book Ill, chapter 21 of his De musica.242 In all these sources, the
various planets fill out a heptachord, two heptachords (in the case
of Aristides Quintilianus), or an octave.
If the gloss were logically extended by supplying the remaining
planetary associations in accord with the order of their orbits, it
might be supposed that the sun, which falls between Ares and
Aphrodite, would be associated with the paramese; Hermes,
by Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces, governed by Ares, with Aphrodite (day) and the
moon (night).
242See pp. 396-97 and 428 supra, and 570-71 infra. For general introductions to
these "harmonies of the spheres," see Karl von Jan, "Die Harmonie der
Spharen," Philologus 52 (1894): 13-37; Theodore Reinach, "La musique des
spheres," Revue des etudes grecques 13 (1900): 432-49; Fritz Erckmann, "Spharenmusik," Zeitschrift der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft 9 (1907-8): 417-25;
Jacques Handschin, "Die Lehre von der Spharenharmonie" and "Die Spharenharmonie in der Geistesgeschichte," in Gedenkschrift Jacques Handschin (Bern:
P. Haupt, 1957), 359-69; and Gunther Scheda, "Planeten und Spharenmusik in der
neronischen Kaiserideologie," Hermes 94 (1966): 381-84.
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which follows Aphrodite, with the hypate meson; and the moon
with the hypate hypaton. The earth, as the stable center of the
universe, might not be supposed to produce any note, although
Alexander of Aetolia did associate it with the lowest tone of his
scale, according to Theon of Smyrna; perhaps it is supposed to represent the proslambanomenos. On the other hand, the so-called
Canobus Inscription, commonly attributed to Ptolemy, assigns the
moon to the hypate meson and Hermes to the same note as
Aphrodite, while the proslambanomenos is associated with the
lower two elements, earth and water, and the hypate hypaton
with the higher two elements, air and fire.243
The gloss-and the Harmonica as a whole-ends abruptly
with some observations about the planetary aspects: Kronos is
normally considered an evil planet, but when it is moderated by
Zeus or is in trine with the sun, it can be positive; all its aspects
with the moon or Aphrodite are negative. Ares is considered generally negative, but when it is in trine with the moon or Aphrodite, it too can be positive; its aspects with the sun and with Zeus
are negative. All this accords with the Tetrabiblos but ignores the
ways in which the characteristics of the aspects are modified by the
various houses and the signs of the zodiac.
It is simply not possible to reconstruct with any certainty the
precise content and arrangement Ptolemy may have had in mind
for the final chapters of his Harmonica. The text that Gregoras
extracted to create chapter 16 was well suited as a gloss to chapter 9,
but as a final chapter intended as the capstone to a comprehensive
work on harmonics, it is, as Barlaam discerned, clearly inadequate.
In the end, one conclusion is inescapable: as it has survived,
the Harmonica begins a decline in Book II that rapidly accelerates
until the end of Book Ill. The polemical tone of Book I of the
Harmonica can scarcely be reconciled with the belief that Ptolemy
himself would have allowed all the inconsistencies of Book Ill to
pass without comment, and in the form completed by Gregoras
243Barlaam recognized the logical inconsistency of assigning one of the
planets to the nete synemmenon when Ptolemy had earlier proposed that the
synemmenon tetrachord was superfluous, as well as numerous other deficiencies.
Nevertheless, modern scholars have tried valiantly to make the last chapters
seem coherent. In the case of chapter 16, various solutions are provided by During,
Ptolemaios, 136 and 281-84; Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 2:390-91; and
Solomon, "Harmonics," 187-88.
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and Argyros, the treatise cannot be taken as a full and accurate
reflection of Ptolemy's intentions. Nevertheless, the multiple versions of the text, the glosses transmitted with it in a number of
manuscripts, and the contemporary refutation of Barlaam provide
unusual evidence of the extent to which scientific books of this
sort might be reworked and supplemented in the course of preserving them for later readers. In its scope and wealth of detail,
not to mention the originality of its own theoretical analysis, the
Harmonica goes far beyond the other musical treatises of the second century C.E. Even in its defective state, it represents the full
flowering of the historical, antiquarian, and scientific interests
that were so typical of the period, and as such, for better or worse,
the Harmonica came to be regarded by Latin, Byzantine, and
Arabic writers of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance as the preeminent treatise on ancient Greek music theory.
The musical treatises of the second century C.E. reflect the first
stage of scholarship in the field of ancient Greek music theory,
and two trends are immediately apparent. On the one hand, the
author of the Plutarchean De musica was primarily interested in
literary and historical matters. He was concerned with the "inventors" of music and the various traditions they established, the
musico-poetic forms, and musical style, ethics, and metaphysics;
theoretical detail appears primarily as an adjunct to larger historical considerations. Presented in the broad form of a dialogue, the
author clearly aspires to a certain literary quality.
On the other hand, authors such as Cleonides and Theon of
Smyrna were interested first and foremost in technical and theoretical considerations, particularly as these could be distilled and
thereby made readily accessible to readers to whom "ancient
Greek" culture-that is, especially the period extending roughly
from the fifth through the first part of the third century B.C.E.appealed as a subject of rediscovery and revival. While neither
seems to have been much concerned with literary style as such,
both authors adopt a position of disinterested scholarship, providing clear and effective summaries of their topics and preserving in
many cases technical details that no longer survive in earlier
sources.
Between these two positions, the treatises of Nicomachus and
Ptolemy exhibit both trends. Nicomachus's Manuale harmonices
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is unique among the early musical treatises in its epistolqry style,
and like the Harmonica of Ptolemy, it is marked by a strong
awareness of the competing Pythagorean and Aristoxenian traditions, which it attempts to some extent to reconcile. Ptolemy's
Harmonica emphasizes technical issues supported by a wealth of
theoretical detail, but its overall design-whether or not the final
realization is actually Ptolemy's-clearly points to a metaphysical
view of music as a paradigm for a higher universal order and
understanding.
As would be expected, later Greek musicographers developed
these trends, which nevertheless also underwent considerable
transformation in the period of late antiquity. In the treatises of
Bacchius and Alypius, technical and theoretical considerations are
reduced to little more than a catechism and a series of tables. By
contrast, the treatise of Aristides Quintilianus develops an
extended and intricate complex of music theory, ethics, and metaphysics, going far beyond the incipient neo-Platonism of Nicomachus and Ptolemy. Gaudentius clearly follows several of his
predecessors in attempting both a certain literary style and a synthesis of Aristoxenian and Pythagorean traditions.
Subsequent writers, beginning with Boethius and Martianus
Capella and extending into the Renaissance and beyond, were profoundly influen.ced in their conceptions of ancient Greek music
and music theory by the second-century treatises, which asked and
answered many of the same questions that interested later musicians. The extent to which these answers actually reflected the
earlier traditions cannot be precisely measured, but their impact
on the conception of ancient Greek music theory cannot be
overestimated.
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Late Antiquity
y the close of the second century C.E., the great empire of
Marcus Aurelius had fallen into desuetude. Under Cornmodus (reigned 180-1 January 193), the absolute power of the
emperor, effectively eclipsing the Senate, spread a perpetual terror
over Rome, the citizenry increasingly retreated from public life,
and the economy of the empire began to collapse. After his assassination, ·a succession of more than twenty emperors followed
over the next century, some surviving a mere matter of weeks,
until the extended reigns of Diocletian (284-305) and Constantine
(306-23 in coalition, 324-37 as sole emperor). But even during this
period of turmoil, and later in the fourth and fifth centuries, the
emperors continued a practice that accorded special privileges to
teachers and education, while individual cities established municipal schools, which continued to offer instruction in the various
disciplines of the classical tradition. Nor were the new Christian
schools indifferent to the ways in which the classical tradition
could be reshaped to serve Christian aims.l Thus, Greek music
theory remained a subject of interest and importance during the
last centuries before the fall of Rome in 455 and the end of the
Western empire in 476.
In the third, fourth, and fifth centuries, Greek music theorists
were less absorbed with the historical, antiquarian, and scientific
concerns that had characterized the treatises of the second century.
For the most part, their concerns were scholastic and perhaps practical, but at least one writer viewed the Greek musical tradition in
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Irenee Marrou, A History of Education in Antiquity, trans. George
Lamb (London: Sheed and Ward, 1956), 299-329.
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larger allegorical and religious terms. The distance of their treatises from the living tradition of ancient Greek music was considerable-though it is difficult to assign precise dates to these later
writings. They represent the extremes between technical compendia and elaborate literary works, anticipated in earlier treatises: on
the one hand, the careful scientific categories and definitions of
earlier treatises were taken out of context and reduced to little
more than a didactic catechism in the treatise of Bacchius Geron;
on the other hand, the conscious literary style of the Plutarchean
De musica or Nicomachus's Manuale harmonices was expanded
to extraordinary lengths in the treatise of Aristides Quintilianus. It
is also particularly noteworthy that discussions of musical notation are prominent in the later treatises, while in the earlier treatises, notation is either dismissed as insignificant2 or simply not
mentioned at all. The prominence of notation suggests that the
later treatises were written for a limited audience of initiates,
musical or otherwise. In fact, both Gaudentius and Aristides
Quintilianus make it clear in their treatises that they are not
addressing a general audience of musical amateurs, and the Introductio musica of Alypius could hardly have been intended for
anyone other than a specialist.
The clearly distinct theoretical trends of these later treatises
give them a particular significance in the history of ancient Greek
music theory in their own right. But of greater importance, three
of the theorists-Gaudentius, Aristides Quintilianus, and Alypius-were the immediate sources for writers such as Cassiodorus
and Martianus Capella who together with Boethius were the earliest to preserve and transmit the tradition of ancient Greek music
theory to the Latin readers of the Middle Ages. Thus, these later
Greek writers represent both the final stages of Greek music theory in antiquity and, as filtered through their Latin interpreters,
the first stages of ancient Greek music theory as it was known in
the Middle Ages.
Gaudentius
In the Harmonica of Claudius Ptolemy, the Aristoxenian and
Pythagorean approaches to harmonics are presented as fundamentally opposing formulations, to the advantage of Ptolemy's exposi2Aristoxenus Elementa harmonica I (section I/B/10 [da Rios 49.1-51.7]).
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tion of his own system. Yet this opposition, which has now
become a commonplace of modern scholarship, is anything but
clear in the corpus of ancient Greek music theory as a whole. As
has been seen, writers such as Nicomachus and Theon of Smyrna,
obvious Pythagorean adherents in their approach, make use of
material associated with the Aristoxenians, and Aristoxenus himself, born in a Pythagorean center and thoroughly familiar with
the Pythagorean tradition, reserves his criticism for the Harmonicists, who were certainly not Pythagoreans.3 Gaudentius, too, conflates Aristoxenian and Pythagorean approaches to harmonics in
his Harmonica introductio but departs from the model of his
predecessors by concluding his treatise with a partial explanation
of the Greek notational system.
Nothing is known of the life of Gaudentius. He is not mentioned by any of the Greek musical writers of the second century
C.E., but Cassiodorus knew his treatise, which must therefore
have been written prior to the sixth century. Cassiodorus read
Gaudentius's work in a Latin translation credited to the otherwise
unknown Mutianus and used the treatise in his own discussion
of the musical consonances. He cites Gaudentius both at the very
beginning of the section on music (Institutiones 2.5) and at the
end, where he singles him out for special praise: "if you read him
over again with close attention, he will open to you the courts of
this science."4 While a precise date cannot be assigned to Gaudentius, the eclecticism, content (especially the section on notation),
and literary style of his treatise suggest that it was probably written
in the third or fourth century C.E.
The Harmonica introductio is transmitted in thirty-one manuscripts, the earliest of which is the twelfth-century Vaticanus gr.
2338, one of the two earliest and most important collections of
ancient Greek music theory, which also contains the Sectio canonis and the treatises of Aristoxenus, Cleonides, and Theon of
Smyrna.s Unlike all of the earlier treatises, the textual tradition of
the treatise of Gaudentius is relatively uncomplicated: there are
no multiple attributions, and with certain variants, the form is
consistent. In the earliest manuscripts, the treatise is not obvi3See

pp. 390, 395-98, 404-5, and 419-21 supra.
4" quem si sollicita intentione relegatis, huius scientiae vobis atria patefaciet" (Mynors 149.17-19).
Ssee Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 234.
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ously associated with any other text, but in later manuscripts, it is
commonly copied following the treatise of Alypius-probably
because of the parallel sections on notation-and preceding either
the Manuale harmonices of Nicomachus or the Expositio rerum
mathematicarum ad legendum Platonem utilium of Theon of
Smyrna, no doubt because of the Pythagorean associations.6
Gaudentius begins his treatise with the arresting statement: "I
sing for the intelligent; uninitiated, close the door!"7 By paraphrasing a traditional Orphic command, he captures the reader's
interest at once and endows his treatise with a certain aura of mystery.s The opening statement is not, however, merely a rhetorical
flourish: in defining the subject of his treatise, Gaudentius wants
to stress its specialized nature and the importance of a refined
sense of hearing joined to the intellectual capacity for reason. He
warns the reader at the outset:
Whoever has come to hear the discourse but does not hear a note plainly and
has not trained his hearing, let him go away and close the door on these
sounds, for his ears-though present-will be stopped up by a sense that
does not know beforehand the matters of this discourse. As we begin, let us
speak on the voice to those exactly trained by experience. 9

Gaudentius's emphasis on aural acuity combined with reason
recalls Aristoxenus's maxim in the first book of the Elementa
harmonica: "For the musician, exactness of sense has nearly the
rank of a principle, for it is not possible for someone who senses

6for a comprehensive list of editions and translations of the treatise, see the
Bibliography under "Gaudentius." The translations used in this section come from
"Gaudentius, Harmonic Introduction," in Strunk's Source Readings in Music History, vol. 1, Greek Views of Music, ed. Thomas J. Mathiesen (New York: Norton,
1998), 66-85.
7 'AeiBro ~uve'totcrt, 9upa~ 8' e1ti8ea8e P£P11A.ot (Jan 327.3).
BcpSey~oJ.tat ot~ 8eJ.Ltc; ea1i · 8upac; 8' e1ti8ea8e P£P11A.ot, quoted by Pseudo-Justin
Martyr (fl. 3rd-5th century C.E.) in his Cohortatio ad gentiles. There is, of
course, no way to know whether Gaudentius adapted the quotation from this
source, but it does accord with the general Jloruit proposed for him.
9oc; Be ouoe cp86yyou Ka'taKourov ouoe 'tllV UKOllV yeyUJ.LV<XOJlfVO~ TlKEt 'tOOV
A.6yrov UKOUOOJlEVOc;, o-b'toc; U1tt't0) 'tac; 8upa~ E1tt8elc; 'tatc; aKoatc;. EJ.L<ppa~et yap 'tU
&1a Kat 1taprov 1cp Jlll 7tpoytvrocrKetv tau'ta aicr81lcret, 1tepl dlv oi A.6yot. A.eyroJ.Lev
Se llJ.LEt<; ap~cXJlEVOt 'tOt<; UKptP&~ EV 'tU 1tEtp~ YEYUJlV<XOJlEVOt~ 1tEpt cprovfl~ (Jan
327.14-20).
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poorly to speak well about things he does not sense in any way at
all."lO
Gaudentius defines his discourse as pertaining to the seven
traditional categories (notes, intervals, genera, scales, tonoi, modulation, and melic composition) associated with the Aristoxenians, although he never specifically mentions them-or Aristoxenus-in his treatise. Nevertheless, the first several sections are
written as if Gaudentius were an Aristoxenian. In the Harmonica,
Aristoxenus is much concerned with distinctions involving
motion and position of the voice (De principiis, sections 11/ A and
11/P) and the identification of patterns that might be considered
melodic or unmelodic (De principiis, section XV, and Elementa
harmonica II, section I/ A). Gaudentius too begins with these same
topics, in wordings that suggest he is following Aristoxenus's
Harmonica itself. This leads him in section 2 to the familiar
definition of a note ("a note is the falling of the voice upon one
pitch; pitch is a tarrying and standing of the voice"), expanded by
the further statement: "Whenever the voice seems to stop on one
pitch, we say that the voice is a note that can be ordered in
melos."ll While the first part of the definition is repeated in
many of the later Aristoxenian sources, the full definition appears
only in Aristoxenus (De principiis, section VIII).l2 Such instances
suggest very strongly that Gaudentius relied directly on Aristoxenus rather than one of the Aristoxenian intermediaries. This is
unusual for a later treatise, as is Gaudentius's mention of chronos
within an introductory treatise on harmonics. Aristoxenus, of
course, wrote a separate treatise on rhythm, but rhythm is mentioned only briefly in the first book of his Elementa harmonica I
(section 1/B/1-2).
In the next several sections of the treatise, Gaudentius proceeds
to define, in terms familiar from earlier treatises, intervals, tonoi,
scales, and genera. But he does not simply appropriate earlier
10-rip o£ )lOUO"tKql O"XEOOV EO"'ttV &pxil~ exoucra 'ta~tv 11 'tll~ aicr9ilcrcro~ aKpt~Eta,
ou yap evoexc'tat <pauA.ro<; aicr9avoJ.1EVov c.O A.eyEtv nEpt -rou-rrov 6lv J.1110eva -rp6nov
aicr8avc'tat (da Rios 42.21-43.2).
11<P86yyo<; Oe EO"'tt <provft<; 1t'tOOO"t<; E1tt )ltav 'tcXO"tV. 'taO"t<; o£ JlOVll Kat O"'taO"t<; 'tll<;
<provft<;. O'taV o.Ov 11 <prov'h Ka'ta )ltav 'tcXO"tV EO"'tavat o6~n, 'tO'tE <paJ.lEV <p96yyov Etvat
-r'hv <prov'hv otov ei<; JlEAo<; -ra't'tccr9at (Jan 329.7-11).
12<provft<; n-r&crt<; ent Jltav -racrtv o <p86yyo<; ea-ri · -ro't£ yap <paiv£-rat <p96yyo<;
Etvat -rotou-ro<; oto<; ei<; JleAo<; -ra-r-rccr8at llPJ.lOO"Jlevov (-ro) £cr-ravat ent Jlt&<; -racrcro<;.
oJlEV o.Ov <p86yyo<; -rotou-ro<; ecr-riv (da Rios 20.16-19). See pp. 305-6 supra.
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material; it is clearly reshaped and adapted for his particular audience. In his discussion of intervals (section 3), for example, Gaudentius observes that the distinction between consonant and dissonant (or "inconsonant" [acruJl<provov ], as he sometimes says) and
between musical and unmusical "lies for the most part in the difference of the sound; nevertheless, it lies to a small extent in reason,"13 a statement that harkens back to the opening of the treatise. Gaudentius promises to elaborate on this point later in the
treatise, and when he returns to the subject of intervals (in sections 8-9), he provides a unique definition of the paraphonic
(1tapa<provov) interval. According to Theon of Smyrna, the paraphonic intervals-the fifth and the fourth-are a subclass of consonance, distinct from the purer antiphonic (avtt<provov) intervals,
the octave and the double octave. Gaudentius, however, defines
the paraphonic intervals as "between consonant and dissonant,"
giving as examples the three tones from parhypate meson to
paramese and the two tones from diatonic meson to paramese;
these sound consonant, he says, when employed in the instrumental accompaniment.14 This is a remarkable definition on several counts: first, Gaudentius is clearly referring to the intervals of
a tritone and a ditone; and second, the statement implies that by
the time of Gaudentius, such intervals might have been commonly used in instrumental accompaniments.
When Gaudentius turns his attention to the genera (sections
5-6), he dutifully refers to the enharmonic and chromatic genera,
briefly describing their intervallic patterns, but adds that in the following discussion of scales, he will employ only the diatonic
genus because "the use of the remaining two genera seems to
have lapsed."15 Later in the treatise (section 16), though, he does
provide a numerical diagram for the intense chromatic genus
(Btaypa.JlJla xproJlattKou yevou~ cruvt6vou). Apart from this appearance, the characterization of one of the chromatic genera as
"intense" is distinct to Claudius Ptolemy and his commentator,
Porphyrius (all the other theorists refer to a "whole-tone" chro13£v 'tU 'tou ilxou J.uxA.tcr'ta a1t6K:et'tat · ou f..lilv aA.A.a K:at 'tip A.6ycp f..ltK:pa (J an
330.18-19).
14oi J.!E<lOt J.!EV <JUf..l<pOOVOU K:at bta<provou,
be 'tU Kpoucret <patVOf..leVOt <JUf..l<p<OVOt.
rocr1tep E1tt 'tpt&v 'tOVffiV <patVe'tat U1t0 1tapU1tcl'tll~ f.!E<J<OV E1tt 1tapaf.!E<ll1V K:at E1tt
8uo 'tovrov a1to J.!Ecrrov Ota't6vou E1tt 1tapaf.!ecr11v Gan 338.3-7). Cf. p. 417 supra.

ev

lS'tffiV 8£ AOt1tiDV buotv

'h xpflcrt~ ElCAeAOt1tevat K:tVbUVeUet Gan 332.2-3).
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matic genus). While Gaudentius's division is not the same as any
of Ptolemy's divisions, his use of this distinctive phrase certainly
suggests an acquaintance with either the Harmonica of Ptolemy or
Porphyrius's commentary. Likewise, in his description of all the
notes of the Greater and Lesser Perfect Systems (sections 6-7),
there are numerous references to the position (Seat<;) and function
(ouvaJ..Lt<;) of the notes, suggesting once again that Gaudentius was
familiar with the nomenclature of Ptolemy.
Gaudentius's discussion of the consonant intervals (sections 910) follows Aristoxenus, Cleonides, Theon of Smyrna, and
Ptolemy in accepting the interval of an octave-and-a-fourth as
consonant, but it is remarkable that he presents these intervals
not only in Aristoxenian terms as the number of tones contained
in each interval but also in Pythagorean terms as numerical ratios,
even though the Pythagoreans regarded this interval as dissonant.
In order to present the octave-and-a-fourth as a consonance occurring within the double octave, 4:1, Gaudentius adopts a series of
integers based on 24 and 6. Thus, the consonances may be
expressed in numerical terms as 24:18 (the fourth), 24:16 (the fifth),
24:12 (the octave), 24:9 (octave-and-a-fourth), 24:8 (octave-and-afifth), and 24:6 (the double octave).l6 These two sections represent
the clearest example of Gaudentius's conflation of Aristoxenian
and Pythagorean methods, but they also mark a shift in the treatise from the predominantly Aristoxenian material of sections 1-9
to the Pythagorean material of sections 10-16.
The famous story of Pythagoras's discovery of harmonic phenomena while passing by the smithy appears as the centerpiece of
Gaudentius's treatise in an account similar though not identical to
Nicomachus's Manuale harmonices 6.17 Having reviewed
through this story the basic Pythagorean ratios and the means of
measuring them on the canon, Gaudentius reminds his readers
that the leimma (256:243), while commonly called a semitone, is
less than half a tone; the remaining part, also commonly called a
16Cassiodorus

uses Gaudentius's ratio 24:9 (although the number 9 has been
misrepresented as 8 in the manuscript tradition) in describing the interval of an
octave-and-a-fourth, and extensions of the Pythagorean pattern to the number 24
appear in later medieval treatises such as the Scholica enchiriadis. For a survey
of ancient and medieval views of octave-and-a-fourth as a consonance, see Barbera, "Consonant Eleventh," passim.
17See p. 399 supra.
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semitone, should properly be termed an apotome (2187:2048).
Gaudentius does not identify the source of these particular definitions, and they do not appear in any earlier surviving Greek treatise. They do appear, however, in Book Ill, section 5 of Boethius's
De institutione musica, where they are specifically attributed to
Philolaus. The work of Philolaus was also known to Nicomachus,
who refers to it in his Manuale harmonices but without including
these particular definitions. While the Manuale harmonices
could not have been Gaudentius's source, there is another possibility: if the first four books of Boethius's De institutione musica
are indeed an accurate representation of all or part of Nicomachus's lost De musica, as has been proposed, Gaudentius might
have known and drawn on this other work of Nicomachus for
the Pythagorean material in his own treatise.18
In any case, Gaudentius provides two diagrams of monochord
divisions, the first one (section 15) representing the classic Pythagorean scale comprised entirely of 9:8 tones and the leimma, the
second (section 16) representing the "intense chromatic genus"
comprised of two 9:8 tones of disjunction, both the leimma and
the apotome, and a remaining interval in the ratio 32:27.19
20736
18432
17496
16384
13824
13122
12288
10368
9216

proslambanomenos
9:8
hypate hypaton
256:243
parhypate hypaton
2187:2048
lichanos hypaton
32:27
hypate meson
256:243
parhypate meson
2187:2048
lichanos meson
32:27
mese
9:8
paramese

18See pp. 391-92 supra. In view of Cassiodorus's strong endorsement of Gaudentius' s treatise, it is also possible that Boethius may have derived some of his
material from Gaudentius.
19Neither of these diagrams is actually present in the manuscripts, but Gaudentius' s references to the numbers and ratios in the divisions are sufficient to
restore them.
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8748
8192
6912
6561
6144
5184

256:243
trite diezeugmenon
2187:2048
paranete diezeugmenon
32:27
nete diezeugmenon
256:243
trite hyperbolaion
2187:2048
paranete hyperbolaion
32:27
nete hyperbolaion

This ratio 32:27 is distinctive because it matches the ratio of the
upper interval of Archytas's chromatic as described by Ptolemy;
the ratios for the two lower intervals in Archytas's chromatic,
however, differ from Gaudentius's version.20 It might be assumed
that Gaudentius's division would match Ptolemy's own division
for the "intense chromatic," since the phrase is distinctively Ptolemaic, but in fact it does not: Ptolemy's division is 7:6, 12:11, and
22:21. Gaudentius's division very probably represents a traditional
chromatic scale in which the two lower intervals exactly comprise
a 9:8 tone, with the upper interval containing the balance of the
fourth, i.e. 32:27.
In sections 17-19, Gaudentius reverts to an Aristoxenian tone
in his discussion of the various species of consonant intervals. He
first recalls which notes are stationary and which movable and
then defines the various species of the fourth, the fifth, and the
octave. His descriptions of the species of the fourth and the fifth
largely follow the descriptions found in the Aristoxenian treatises,21 but when he comes to the description of the species of the
octave, he once again reveals himself as a reader of Aristoxenus,
not just a mere compiler of excerpts from earlier Aristoxenian
treatises. Gaudentius observes that there are actually twelve
species because the three species of the fourth and the four species
of the fifth can be combined with each other in various ways.
Nevertheless, he adds, there are really only seven "melodic and
consonant" (EJ..lJ..lEid1 Kat <JUJ..l<prova) species, which are then
described not only in terms familiar from the treatise of Cleonides
but also in terms of their constituent species of fourth and fifth.
The first octave species, for example, is described by Cleonides as
20see p. 446 supra.
21See, for example, p. 380 supra.
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extending from hypate hypaton to paramese; it has the tone of disjunction at the top and is known as the Mixolydian. Gaudentius,
on the other hand, is unconcerned with the location of the tone of
disjunction because he views the octave as comprised of the first
species of both the fourth and fifth, with the fourth on the bottom,
represented in the pattern extending from the hypate hypaton to
the paramese. When Gaudentius reaches the fourth species, the
order is reversed: this octave too is comprised of the first species of
both the fourth and the fifth, but now with the fifth on the bottom, represented in the pattern extending from the hypate meson
to the nete diezeugmenon. As if it were an afterthought, Gaudentius adds at the very end of the section the ethnic names for each
octave species.22
All this is a very pronounced echo of Aristoxenus: the section
of Aristoxenus's Elementa harmonica in which he might have
considered the species of the octave no longer survives, but in the
outline (Elementa harmonica I, section I/B I 6), Aristoxenus criticizes his predecessors for limiting their examination to seven
octave species; earlier, in the De principiis (section II/M), Aristoxenus criticized Eratocles's cyclic orderings of the intervals in an
octave, deriding this mechanical manipulation because it did not
take into account the possible species of the fifth and fourth and
the various musical syntheses, which would produce many more
than seven species.23 In addition, Aristoxenus dismisses the ethnic names as deriving from their misapplication to the tonoi by
the Harmonicists. Gaudentius could hardly have formed his view
of the species of the octave from the treatises of Cleonides, Nicomachus, Theon of Smyrna, or Ptolemy alone; rather, he seems to
have based his treatment on Aristoxenus's own writings, supplemented by the later tradition.
Gaudentius turns his attention to musical notation in section
20, beginning with an incisive explanation of the purpose of
musical notation and the need for more than a single sign for
each note-name (e.g., proslambanomenos, hypate hypaton, etc.).
The "musical signs" (crflJ!Eta J!OU<JtKa) were developed, he says, so
22for an excellent overview of the several theorists' treatments of species,
see Barbera, "Octave Species," passim; and for a general treatment of the
Pythagorean elements in Gaudentius's treatise, see Barbera, "Pythagorean
Mathematics," 188-96.
23see pp. 309-10 and 333-34.
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that the names would not have to be written for each note and in
order to indicate the particular pitch of the note, depending upon
the tonos. Such a clear statement about notation is not found in
any other surviving Greek treatise (though there is perhaps an
echo of this in Boethius's De institutione musica 4.3), but Gaudentius was aware of other treatises that described the notational system. In observing that each note "can be augmented by as many
semitones as there are," he recognized that the statement leaves
much unsaid and accordingly added: "but from the diagrams in
the Introductions to Music, one could easily learn how the augmenting is signified by the different signs."24 Gaudentius may
have had in mind the type of "wing diagram" included in Aristides Quintilianus's De musica or the type of diagram he himself
describes in section 22:
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24oaot<; napau~avea8at Suva-rat -r&v cp86yyrov eKaa-ro<; fuu-roviot<; (Jan 348.1718); 'tO Be 01tffi<; 1tapau~aVOJl€VO<; [ev] bta<p6pot<; 01lJl€tOt<; a1t001lJlatve-rat, EK 'tWV
OtaypaJlJlU't(OV ev -rat<; JlOUOtKat<; eioayroyat<; p~Otro<; &v 'tt<; Ka'taJla8ot (Jan
349.1-4).
25The diagram is missing in the manuscripts, but it can easily be restored in
accord with the tables preserved in the treatises of Aristides Quintilianus and
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In the surviving form of the treatise, Gaudentius does not
describe every symbol in the chart, nor does he explain how they
were determined; they are simply presented as a set of symbols. In
section 21, he refers only to the first three, which are defined as
ascending by semitone. The first and second of these can signify
only proslambanomenos, but the third could signify either
proslambanomenos or hypate hypaton. He explains that the symbols continue until the thirtieth semitonal degree, after which the
signs are repeated, beginning from the nineteenth degree (~), with
an acute accent added to indicate the higher pitch. Gaudentius also
offers the traditional explanation of the pairs of signs as representing the diction (AE~t~) and the instrumental accompaniment
(Kpouot~)-the two types of notation that have come to be known
as vocal and instrumental notation. In addition to the basic set of
signs, he mentions a set of "equivalent signs" (oJ.lO'tova), which at
one time were used to represent dieses in the enharmonic and
chromatic genera. As he had earlier observed, these genera had
fallen into disuse, and so the signs came to be used simply as
indifferent alternatives for their parallel sets. Once again, he refers
to other theoretical treatments of notation: "There is comment on
them in the Introductions."26
In section 22, Gaudentius probably described each of the signs
in the chart, but only the first six (and their equivalents) remain.
Each "description" refers to a letter of the alphabet or an accent
and any modification that may have been applied to it. For
example, the first pair is described as "half-phi on its side and
reversed half-phi" ('tO flJ..tiqn nAaytov Kat llJ.lt<pt &nco'tpaJ.LJ.lEVov ), the
third as "reversed double sigma and double sigma" (crtyJ.La OtnAouv
&nccr'tp<XJ.lJlEVOV Kat crtyJ.La OtnAouv ), the fifth as "omicron with a
downward stroke and eta" (ou KcX'tffi ypaJ.LJ.LilV EXOV Kat 11), and SO
on. The treatise closes with four tables showing the notational
signs in the diatonic genus for the Hypolydian, Hyperlydian,
Aeolian, and Hypoaeolian tonoi, the last of which breaks off in
the middle. It is probable that the missing descriptions of the other
signs and a table for the Lydian tonos preceded the table for the
Hypolydian tonos. Likewise, it is reasonable to assume that the

Alypius (see pp. 599 infra). The conventional pitches are shown in brackets above
the Greek symbols. See Mathiesen, "Gaudentius," 81-85.
26ctprrtat Oe 1tcpt a{YtOOV EV 'tat~ cicrayroyat~ (Jan 350.17-18).
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table for the Hypoaeolian tonos, originally complete, was followed
by tables for the ten additional tonoi, including the two added by
the "younger theorists."27
Although Gaudentius's treatise is truncated in the middle of
the table of the Hypoaeolian tonos, as the treatises survive today,
only the tables of Alypius-an author also mentioned by Cassiodorus-provide a more complete representation of ancient Greek
notation.28 In Alypius's treatise, tables were clearly intended for
each of the fifteen tonoi in each genus; it is doubtful, though not
impossible, that Gaudentius originally included tables for any
genus other than the diatonic.
The consistency of the notational symbols as they appear in
surviving pieces of Greek music and in the treatise of Gaudentius-not to mention Alypius, Aristides Quintilianus, and Bacchius Geron, who will be discussed later in this chapter-attests to
the importance of musical notation in antiquity. One might wish
Gaudentius had provided a fuller explanation of the origin and
development of the notational system, as well as comment on
interpretation and performance practice, but those are matters that
could hardly have b~en of interest to an author of his time. While
Gaudentius seems to have been a close reader of earlier Greek
music theory and indeed to have known a number of treatises no
longer extant, his was a scholastic tradition concerned with the
preservation of an archaic culture, not with historical or aesthetic
analysis.
Gaudentius must have been known throughout the Middle
Ages only as an tantalizing shadow in the references of Cassiodorus. Despite Cassiodorus's early praise of this treatise, it was preserved in a comparatively small number of manuscripts. In the
sixteenth century, however, the treatise was known to Giovanni
Del Lago, Gioseffo Zarlino (Istitutioni harmoniche 3.5), Girolamo
Mei, Francisco Salinas (De musica 2.9), and others.29
Porphyrius
In keeping with their historical and scholastic interests,
authors such as Plutarch (and the author of the Plutarchean De
27see pp. 385-87 supra and 599 infra.
2Ssee pp. 596-605 infra.
29See Bonnie J. Blackburn, Edward E. Lowinsky, and Clement Miller, eds., A
Correspondence of Renaissance Musicians (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991), document 96.
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musica), Athenaeus, Theon of Smyrna, and others writing during
the second, third, and fourth centuries C.E. regularly included "in
their own works quotations or paraphrases drawn from earlier
authors, sometimes as the basis for comment, sometimes with the
intent of presenting an important literary document for its own
sake, and sometimes, it would seem, simply for literary effect. The
later authors' works themselves, however, are intended to stand
as original treatments of their subjects. The specific literary forms
of the epitome and the commentary, by contrast, are intended to
stand together with the earlier works on which they are based.
Both these forms enjoyed considerable popularity during this
same period and provided alternative means through which
authors could display their historical and scholastic interests.
Epitomes are generally related to an explicit earlier source,
although a work such as Cleonides's Harmonica introductio,
which may be an epitome of Aristoxenus's Harmonica, is not for~
mally predicated on the earlier treatise. In any case, by its nature as
a self-contained work, an epitome could stand alone, if necessary.
Commentaries, however, by their nature address a specific earlier
source and were never intended to stand alone. Porphyrius's
extended discussion of Ptolemy's Harmonica, for example, represents a true commentary in which various passages from an earlier work, specifically identified, are excerpted to provide a basis
for further excurses, often involving extended quotations from
other early works, and for explanation and analysis. While a
commentary is not primarily original, it may well preserve material attributed to earlier authors, otherwise unknown. In historical
terms, these epitomes and commentaries are of particular importance because they were read frequently in later centuries, sometimes in place of the earlier texts to which they are related. Indeed,
this type of work, together with the compilation, would enjoy a
popularity far into the Middle Ages, providing readers at least
faint connection with the literature of the past.30
Much of the important material preserved in Porphyrius's In
Ptolemaei Harmonica commentarium, the sole example of a pure
commentary on a Greek musical treatise, has already been intro-

30 As Reynolds and Wilson note (Scribes and Scholars, 250), "there is still
much to be written on the scholiasts and grammarians of late antiquity." See also
Scribes and Scholars, 31-33.
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duced in earlier chapters of this book.31 Nevertheless, the commentary as a whole deserves some consideration as the unique
example of this particular literary form in the field of ancient
Greek music theory.
Porphyrius (232/3-ca. 305 C.E.) was born of Syrian parentage at
Tyre, where he was named Malkos. He studied first in Athens
with Longinus (ea. 213-273 C.E.) and then went to Rome in 263,
where he joined the school of Plotinus (205-270 C.E.) for six years.
He sojourned for a time in Sicily and, at Plotinus's request,
promised to organize and edit his master's teachings. From his
time in Rome, Porphyrius already possessed forty-five of Plotinus's individual "treatises"; the final nine were sent to him by
Plotinus himself in 269 and 270. After Plotinus's death, Porphyrius returned and fulfilled his promise by arranging the fiftyfour "treatises" into six sets of nine, which he accordingly called
Enneades.32 In this form, Plotinus's neo-Platonic philosophy
enjoyed a wide circulation and came to have a lasting influence.
Porphyrius himself was a prolific writer whose work ranged
from introductions and commentaries on Plato and Aristotle to
metaphysics, the history of philosophy, the various religions of
his day, literary criticism (including allegorical interpretations of
Homer), and technical works on grammar, rhetoric, and medicine. These works include his famous refutations of Christianity
(destroyed in 448 under Theodosius II) and the Book of Zoroaster,
a life of Pythagoras, and the Isagoge, which had a profound influence on medieval logic through the Latin translations of Marius
Victorinus and. Boethius. Many of the surviving writings are
doubtless fragments of larger works.
Porphyrius's In Ptolemaei Harmonica commentarium is preserved in seventy-one codices, which represent two basic forms of
the commentary, one of them extending only through chapter 4 of
Book I of Ptolemy's Harmonica, the other extending through
chapter 7 of Book Il. In his 1932 edition of the commentary,33
31Seepp.3,9, 10,28, 160,182-83,186,226-27,288-89,292,294-97,334-35,340,
345-47, 349,353, 375,401,430,433,439, and 457 (n. 185) supra.
32Most of these details are derived from Porphyrius' s own "Life of Plotinus
and the Order of His Books" (for a text and translation, see Plotinus in Seven
Volumes, ed. and trans. A. H. Armstrong, Loeb Classical Library [Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1966-88], 1:2-85).
33see chapter 1, n. 20 supra.
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Ingemar During arranged his manuscripts into four classes: m,
which he considered to represent the earliest surviving version of
the commentary, that is, the one extending only through chapter 4
of Book I; g, representing the text critical work of Gregoras, perhaps based on some manuscript of the m class that contained the
commentary extending through chapter 7 of Book II; A, a version
completed by Isaac Argyros;34 and h, a shortened synopsis of the
commentary arranged in one hundred excerpts.35
The earliest codex containing the commentary is Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/10, the primary exponent of During's m class,
just as it was for his m class of Ptolemy's Harmonica.36 Fifteen
codices fit within this class.37 In three additional codices, the
commentary for chapters 1-4 of Book I is set out in a separate section, just as in the other fifteen codices, but the balance of the
commentary through chapter 7 of Book II then appears in two following sections. Two of these codices, Parisinus Supplementarius
gr. 449 and Vaticanus gr. 176, represent the version of the commentary prepared by Isaac Argyros (During's A class), in which the
author of the two following sections is erroneously identified as
Pappus. The third codex, Parisinus gr. 2454, represents an example
of the way in which sixteenth-century scribes often completed
texts they regarded as fragmentary by adding material from
parallel manuscripts. In this codex, the commentary for chapters
1-4, ending on f. 59v, has been extensively collated by a second but
contemporary hand; following three blank folios, the second hand
34Gregoras and Argyros also prepared versions of Ptolemy' s Harmonica; see
p. 431 supra. For a complete list of editions and translations, see the Bibliography under "Porphyrius."
35The synopsis is preserved in only seven manuscripts, described in Mathiesen, RISM B/XI, 107, 175, 125, 195, 204, 230, and 242. According to During, it was
also preserved in Hamburgensis inter phil. 87, but this manuscript has been missing since the end of World War II. The version preserved in Parisinus Supplementarius gr. 59 (107), unlike the other versions, also includes the preface to the
commentary.
36see p. 432 supra.
37These manuscripts are described in Mathiesen, RISM B/XI, 5, 20, 34, 80,
163, 170, 197, 200, 210, 219, 238, 255, 256, 263, 273. During would also include 111,
202, 211, but this is erroneous: 111 is a seventeenth-century collection of notes and
transcriptions by Ismael Bouillaud, containing only a small portion of the commentary copied from 80; 202 contains only the preface to the commentary; and 211
includes the commentary for all of Book I, but not for Book II.
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adds the balance of the commentary derived from a manuscript of
the g class.38
During based his g class on Vaticanus gr. 198, here again the
same codex he used for the g class of Ptolemy's Harmonica.39
Forty-two codices include the longer version of the commentary,
generally divided into two parts, the first for Book I, and the second for chapters 1-7 of Book IL For the most part, these include
the various chapter headings and excerpts from Ptolemy's treatise
to assist the reader in following the commentary, but some significant variants do appear.40
From this conflicting evidence, it is impossible to determine
whether Porphyrius completed a commentary on all of the Harmonica; why the commentary on the first four chapters (the m
class) is so much more detailed and prolix than the commentary
extending from chapter 5 of Book I through chapter 7 of Book II
(found in the g~class manuscripts); why this earlier part of the
commentary might have become separated from the rest; ap.d
whether Porphyrius himself was in fact responsible for the additional material represented in the g-class manuscripts. It cannot be
simply assumed that the commentary as it has come to be known
in modern editions represents a finished or complete work.41
In any event, the primary purpose of the commentary seems to
have been the assessment of Ptolemy's theoretical position and
the identification and quotation of earlier sources that Ptolemy
failed to acknowledge, which might bolster or refute his argu38See descriptions in Mathiesen, RISM B/XI, 83 (the balance of the commentary added in a second hand); and 114 and 208 (the balance of the commentary
added under the name of Pappus).
39see p. 433 supra.
40The codices in this group also exhibit significant lacunae, and in one
instance (Escorialensis gr. 556 [Q.IV.4]), the text is falsely attributed to Theon of
Alexandria. Two codices in this group, Cantabrigiensis Trinitatis gr. 1308
(0.5.27) and Upsaliensis gr. 52 (see Mathiesen, RISM B/Xl, 119 and 294), were
unknown to During. He includes Oxoniensis Collegii Universitatis gr. 140 (149) in
this group, but I have not counted it among the forty-two because it actually
includes only a fragment of the commentary.
41 Bengt Alexanderson (Textual Remarks on Ptolemy' s Harmonica and Porphyry's Commentary, Studia graeca et latina Gothoburgensia, no. 27 [Goteborg:
Universitet, 1969], 6) observes " ... I am aware that still many problems remain.
Especially the text of Porphyry seems to me to be in a worse state than During
thought."
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ments. Thus, it is quite different from all the other treatises that
have come to comprise the corpus of ancient Greek music theory.
Indeed, the commentary is not particularly interested in the technical material of chapters 4-16 of Book I and chapters 1-7 of Book
11 of the Harmonica; it concentrates instead on the basic principles
of harmonic and acoustic theory as well as on assigning Ptolemy a
theoretical position between Pythagoras and Aristoxenus. Little or
nothing here has not already been fully explored in the earlier
treatises.
The commentary is addressed to a certain Eudoxius, and its
primary value, even in its own day, was almost certainly the
inclusion of quotations drawn from earlier literature. The most
extensive of the quotations preserves the Aristotelian De audibilibus, which contains a good deal of information on the nature of
sound and the various causes of different types of sounds,
whether found in the voice or in instruments.42 The commentary
also includes a substantial quotation of the Sectio canonis; fragments attributed to Archytas; passages from the writings of Aristotle, Aristoxenus, and Thrasyllus,43 among others; and extended
quotations from otherwise unknown works by Ptolema1s (a study
on the Pythagorean elements in music), Didymus (a comparison
of the Pythagorean and Aristoxenian theories of music), Heraclides (an introduction to music), Aelian (a commentary on the
Timaeus), Theophrastus (a work on music), and Panaetius (a
treatment of the ratios and intervals in geometry and music).
Much of the material in these unknown works also appears elsewhere, but the way in which Porphyrius relates it to passages in
Ptolemy's Harmonica is of some interest.44

42This treatise has been considered in chapters 3 and 5. See pp. 160, 185-86,
198,202-4, 211, 215-16,233,397, and 438-39 supra.
430n the Sectio canon is, se~ chapter 4, p. 346; on Archytas' s Fragment 1, see
chapter 3, pp. 172-73 and 183 supra; Archytas's Fragment 2 provides his definition of the three means: arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic (on these, see
chapter 5, pp. 362-63, 400-401, 422, and 426-27 supra); on Porphyrius and Aristoxenus, see chapter 4, pp. 295-97 and 334-40 supra; and on Thrasyllus, see chapter 5,
pp. 391, 412, 417, 422-24 supra (Porphyrius's excerpts from Thrasyllus are very
brief and merely provide additional definition of intervals).
44Apart from During's edition of the commentary, the fullest studies are
Boil, Studien iiber Claudius Ptolemiius; and Schonberger, Studien zum 1. Buch der
Harmonik des Claudius Ptolemiius (see chapter 5, n. 145 supra).
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The quotations drawn from the work of Ptolema1s of Cyrene
and Didymus45 are presented by Porphyrius in immediate succession as he comments on three passages drawn from the second
chapter of the first book of the Harmonica. In the first passage,
Ptolemy has defined the "harmonic canon" as an instrument used
by students of harmonics to make precise measurements that- can
be used to correct the perceptual deficiencies of senses.46 Porphyrius offers some preliminary terminological comments about
the "canon" and "canonics" and then introduces Ptolema1s' s
remarks found in her Pythagorean Elements of Music (£v ,;'fi
llu8ayoptKft 'rll<; f.lOU<JtKll<; cr,;otxetrocret), which is set out as a kind of
catechism with questions leading to a series of straightforward
explanations.47 Here, she explains that "canonics," a term associated primarily with the Pythagoreans, is equivalent to the more
modern term "harmonics." Since canonics was concerned with
the rational discovery of the basic harmonic ratios, the preeminent instrument on which these could be demonstrated came to
the called a "canon," although the aulos and syrinx were also
employed in canonics. Thus, a Canonicist is distinct from a Musician because the former takes ratio as a point of departure while
the latter takes perception; in a larger sense, though, both are
"Musicians." Canonics is related both to music and to mathematics: to music in its interest in defining such things as the various types and sizes of intervals; and to mathematics in its ability
to show that such musical elements as notes and intervals are
actually based on number.48
The second passage drawn from the Harmonica pertains to
Ptolemy's assertion that in a proper theory, the evidence of the
45Nothing

at all is known of Ptolema1s except that she is a woman (which is
determined only by the gender of the Greek; Porphyrius makes no comment on the
matter); on Didymus, identified by Ptolemy with the cognomen "the musician,"
see chapter 5, n. 185 supra.
46see chapter 5, p. 438 supra.
47This characteristic is also found in the treatise of Bacchius Geron. See pp.
583-93 infra.
48It is not always possible to tell where Porphyrius's quotations end. In his
edition, During tends toward viewing the quotations as only short passages followed by Porphyrius's development or gloss of the material; in his translation of
most of the longer excerpts (Greek Musical Writings, 2:229-44), Barker sometimes
ignores During's terminal quotation marks and takes all the material as if it
came from the earlier source.
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senses and the evidence of reason will accord, even though their
judgments apply to different aspects.49 This is an unusual position, as Porphyrius underscores with a second excerpt from
Ptolema!s. She observes that while the Pythagoreans are willing to
accept the evidence of the senses as a "guide for reason" (oBrryo~
tou A.6you), reason alone takes priority whenever it fails to accord
with the senses. The Musicians who follow Aristoxenus, by contrast, rely on their instruments and sensory perception, which
often fail to accord with principles of canonics.' Although Porphyrius makes no comment on this characterization, it is significant that Ptolema1s distinguishes Aristoxenus himself, who
would certainly not have regarded instruments as a suitable
ground for judgment,SO from the Musicians who follow him.
The final passage pertains to the balance of Harmonica 1.2, in
which Ptolemy points out that both the Pythagoreans and the
Aristoxenians are mistaken in their positions, promising to
explain the problems more fully as he proceeds.51 For comment,
Porphyrius contents himself with a final quotation from Ptolema1s and two passages from Didymus. Ptolema1s's excerpt basically repeats the passage Porphyrius had quoted only a few lines
earlier, but with the significant addition that Aristoxenus himself
regarded both reason and the evidence of the senses as inextricably
linked. She observes, correctly, that for Aristoxenus the evidence
of the senses cannot establish anything without reason, but neither is reason sufficient to establish anything without taking the
evidence of the senses as a point of departure. Thus, sensory perception leads in order, while reason leads in power.52
Didymus confirms Ptolema!s's characterization of Aristoxenus's position, while also adding further detail to the distinctions
drawn between the groups favoring either reason or sensory perception. According to Didymus, those who favor sensory perception are instrumentalists (opyavtKot) and vocalists (<provacrKtKot),

49see chapter 5, p. 438 supra.
50Aristoxenus Elementa harmonica I {I/B/10); see chapter 4, pp. 319 and 32324 supra.
Slsee chapter 5, p. 438 supra.
52Aristoxenus Elementa harmonica I (I/B/2); see chapter 4, pp. 314 and
(especially) 321-24 supra.
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who rely primarily on habituation (cruv~9Eta), while those who
favor reason are, of course, the Pythagorearis.53
Chapter 3 of the first book of Ptolemy's Harmonica deals with
the establishment of height and depth with regard to sounds.
Ptolemy avoided the descriptions of sounds and notes appearing
in many of the Aristoxenian treatises, exploring instead some of
the reasons for such sonic qualities as smooth and rough, loud
and soft, light and forceful.54 The commentary on this chapter
includes the whole of the Aristotelian De audibilibus, the larger of
the two quotations from Aelian's commentary on the Timaeus,
Theophrastus's work on music, and the excerpts from Heraclides's
introduction to music and Panaetius's work on the ratios and
intervals in geometry. With all this material, Porphyrius develops
a rich context within which to view Ptolemy's concern with both
the quantitative and qualitative aspects of musical sound.
Porphyrius begins by affirming that the Pythagoreans regarded
height and depth of sounds as matters of quantity, not quality. In
support, he introduces Heraclides,ss who describes in his Musical
Introduction (£v tft MoucrtKft Eicrayroyft) how the Pythagoreans discovered that musical intervals are a blending of quantities. Each
sound, according to their view, is made up a of certain quantity of
percussion (1tA11YTt),56 which occurs so rapidly that the ear is not
53In the m- and g-class manuscripts, the two passages from the treatise of
Didymus are separated by a demonstration of the ways in which sense and reason
might perceive the three types of notes in a pycnon. During (Ptolemaios, 145-49)
thinks this is a glossed quotation from Archestratus, introduced by the final
words in the first passage of Didymus: "And there are others who give a place to
both sense and reason, although they give a sort of privilege to reason; Archestratus is of this group" (aAAot 8' £icr{v, ot aJHpo't£pa JlEV 'tt9€acrtv atcr9rtcrtv 't£ Kat
'A6yov, il<>rt 8£ 'tcp 'A6ycp npovoJ.tiav 'ttva a7tobtb6acrtv, ibv ecr'tt Kat 'Apxecr'tpa'to~
[During, 26.27-29]). Argyros, however, joined the two Didymus passages in his
edition (the A class), eliminating altogether the interpolation, which he must
have regarded as suspect. It certainly interrupts the argument of Didymus, and
the two passages make much more sense without the interpolation.
54see chapter 5, pp. 438-39 supra.
55This is perhaps Heraclides Ponticus the Younger, who studied at Alexandria with the famous Didymus of Alexandria and later taught in Rome during
the time of Claudius and Nero. It is barely possible that Heraclides was the
father of Didymus "the musician" (see n. 45 supra). Heraclides's excerpt is
translated in Barker, Greek Musical Writings, 2:235-36.
56This recalls the beginning of the Sectio canonis; see chapter 4, pp. 346-47

supra.
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aware of the individual pulsations but only of a continuous
sound. This is rather like the effect produced by a single spot of
color on a whirling cone: as the cone spins, the eye is no longer
aware of the individual spot but sees instead a circle surrounding
the cone.
After bolstering this quantitative position with short passages
drawn from Archytas and Democritus, Porphyrius introduces a
long quotation from Aelian's commentary on the Timaeus (Ei~ tov
T{J.Latov ), which provides various examples of the quantitative
relationship of sounds in musical instruments.57
Both Ptolemy and Porphyrius were aware of the limitations in
classing sounds only by number and recognized that sounds also
have a qualitative dimension. Porphyrius provides considerable
elaboration of his own on this point, with brief passages drawn
from Aristotle's Categoriae and De anima, but when he comes to
the point at the end of chapter 3 where an analogy is drawn
between the vocal windpipe (apt11pia) and the aulos, he turns to
three long quotations from Theophrastus, Panaetius, and the
Aristotelian De audibilibus.
Theophrastus begins by insisting on a distinction between
notes as they function within a musical complex and as they
might be viewed in simple quantitative terms. He recognizes that
the quantitative aspect-that is, the number of pulsations that
may produce a certain pitch or other ways in which pitches might
be assigned certain numbers so that the ratios between them can
be compared-is not without value, but he maintains that if notes
were only number, then anything else that partakes of numbers,
such as various colors, might also be part of a melos. On the other
hand, if number is simply an attribute or characteristic of notes,
the notes themselves may have other intrinsic differences. Theophrastus asserts that the quantities assigned to notes are entirely
relative, and as examples to support his argument, he observes
that in musical instruments, such additional quantities as the relative thickness and tension of strings and the force of breath
required to produce a vocal tone or pitch on the aulos will be
inversely related to other numerical quantities associated with

57This material has been discussed in chapter 3, pp. 186-87, 196-97, and 216;
chapter 5, pp. 375, n. 36, and 401, n. 84 supra.
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high and low pitch.58 Likewise, the intervals themselves, in all
their various sizes, are not the basis of melos, because if one or
more intervals were removed, the pitches that can be organized
into a melos would still remain. Theophrastus accordingly concludes that "music has but one nature: the motion of the soul that
arises from the release of evils brought about by the passions; if
there were not this motion, there would be no nature of music."59
This conclusion anticipates Aristides Quintilianus's emphasis on
music as a means of freeing the soul from the passions, both of
which may hearken back to the theories of Damon.60
Porphyrius immediately follows the excerpt from Theophrastus with a shorter passage drawn from On the Ratios and Intervals
in Geometry and Music (7tept 'trov Ka'ta yEroJ..LE'tptav Kat J..LOt><JtKl}v
Aoyrov Kat OtaO'tflJ.lU'trov) by Panaetius the Younger,61 in which he
explains that while consonant intervals are typically described by
mathematicians in terms of ratios, the quantitative relationships
underlie but do not constitute the characteristic quality of the
interval. Moreover, while the mathematical relationships discovered on the canon enable specification of the various intervals,
the numbers in the ratio do not individually represent or describe
the notes in an interval; rather they represent the objects that produce the notes-an important distinction. Finally, Panaetius adds
the familiar objection to the notion that an interval in the ratio
9:8 can be divided in half.
58 Along the way, Theophrastus also notes the acoustic phenomenon that
high pitches are highly directional, while low pitches are not, as well as noting
some of the characteristics of resonance in musical instruments. On Theophrastus
and the aulos, see chapter 3, pp. 198-218 supra.
59 J.tia
<pU<H<; til<; JlOUO'tKll<;. KtVllO't<; til<; vuxfl<; ~ Kat' U1tOAUO'tV ')'tVOJlEVll t&v
OUl ta 1tcX911KaK&v, 11 Ei Jlll ~V, ouo' av;, til<; JlOUO'tKll<; <pUO't<; ~V (During, 65.13-15).
A translation of the full excerpt appears in Barker, Greek Musical Writings,
2:111-18; but see also Alexanderson, Textual Remarks, 32-40.
60for example, in De musica 2.6~7 and 3.25. See pp. 545-48 and 576-78 infra.
An extended treatment of this fragment is provided by Edward A. Lippman,
Musical Thought in Ancient Greece (New York: Columbia University Press, 1964;
reprint, New York: Da Capo, 1975), 157-66; Andrew Barker, "Music and Mathematics: Theophrastus against the Number-Theorists," Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society 23 {1977): 1-15; and idem, "Theophrastus on Pitch
and Melody," in Theophrastus of Eresus, ed. W. Fortenbaugh et al. (New Brunswick: Transaction Books, 1985), 289-324.
61This author is otherwise unknown.
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The commentary on chapter 3 closes with a lengthy quotation
from the Aristotelian De audibilibus.62 Porphyrius includes this
passage because by drawing many parallels between the human
voice and musical instruments, it complements the same parallels drawn by Ptolemy between the windpipe and the aulos.
With the exception of the extended quotation from the Sectio
canonis in the commentary to chapter 5,63 most of the balance of
Porphyrius's commentary is little more than a gloss on Ptolemy's
text, and in fact the glosses become progressively shorter until the
end of Book I. In the commentary to Book II, only the names of
Plato and Aristotle are even mentioned (apart from Ptolemy's
name, of course), and the material, while still presented in the
form of a· commentary, is essentially an epitome of Ptolemy's text.
Unlike the treatises of Cleonides, Ptolemy, Gaudentius, and
Alypius, all of which are mentioned by Cassiodorus, Porphyrius's
commentary does not seem to have been known by any musical
writer in the Middle Ages, with the possible exception of Manuel
Bryennius; although he never mentions Porphyrius by name, he
may have made use of the commentary for some of the sources
quoted in his own Harmonica. If Porphyrius's commentary-in
whatever form-was known at all to medieval readers, they
would surely have been discouraged by its prolixity and lack of
any immediate appeal in either technical or literary terms. As an
entirely anomalous work in the context of the other Greek
writings on music, Porphyrius's work simply faded from view
until its value as a treasury of source material was recognized in
the writings of Carlo Valgulio (fl. 1480-1509), Giorgio Valla (14471499), and Franchino Gaffurio (1451-1522).64

62The De audibilibus was discussed earlier in chapters 3 and 5 (see n. 42
supra). The treatise and its possible authority are discussed by Gottschalk, "The
De audibilibus and Peripatetic Acoustics" (see chapter 4, n. 1); Barker, Greek
Musical Writings, 2:99-109, provides an English translation; for reference to an
alternative translation, see chapter 3, n. 65 supra.
63Qn the Sectio canonis, see chapter 4, p. 346 supra.
64For example, in Valgulio's Prooemium in musicam Plutarchi ad Titum Pyrrhinum (Brescia: Angelo Britannico, 1507); Valla's De expetendis et fugiendis
rerum opus (Venice: Aldo Romano, 1501), book 11, chapter 4; and Gaffurio's
Theorica musice (Milan: 1oannes Petrus de Lomatio, 1492), ff. aviv and aviiir; and
idem, De harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus (Milan: Gotardus Pontanus,
1518), ff. XV1r, XXv, and LX1v. See Palisca, Humanism, chapters 4-5.
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Aristides Quintilianus
The scholastic tradition of late antiquity is dominant in the
treatises of Gaudentius, Bacchius Geron, and Alypius, but it was
not the only intellectual tradition of the time. The rise of neoPlatonism in the third century, especially as expressed in the writings of Plotinus, led to a renewed interest in elaborate philosophical discourse, encompassing the allegorical, ethical, and metaphysical properties of music. To some extent, this interest was already
apparent in the treatises of Nicomachus and Theon of Smyrna,
and especially in the final part of Book Ill of Ptolemy's Harmonica,
but none of these authors attempted to show how each element of
harmonics, rhythmics, and metrics might be viewed as a grand
paradigm for the overarching soul of the universe. This was the
task Aristides Quintilianus set for himself.65
There has been considerable debate about Aristides Quintilianus's identity and floruit, but the outer limits within which his
treatise De musica could have been written are clearly defined: in
Book 11, Aristides Quintilianus refers to Cicero, who died in 43
B.C.E.; and a substantial section of Book I is appropriated by Martianus Capella in the ninth book of his De nuptiis Mercurii et
Philologiae, composed between 410 and 439 C.E. Aristides Quintilianus's treatise must therefore date no earlier than the first century B.C.E. and no later than the fourth century C.E.
Various arguments have been advanced for dating the treatise
to the first or second centuries C.E. For instance, in some of the
manuscript sources for the treatise, the author's name is given as
'Aptcr'teiBou KOtV'ttAu:xvou, while in others, it appears as 'Aptcr'teiBou
'tou KOtV'ttAtavou. The latter form, considered together with Aristides Quintilianus's emphasis on rhetoric and grammar, led to the
supposition that Aristides might be the son or freedman of M.
Fabius Quintilianus (ea. 30/35-ca. 95 C.E.), the author of the Institutio oratoria. As other alternatives, both the Christian apologist
Marcianus Aristides, who lived during the reign of Hadrian (117138 C.E.), and Aelius Aristides (117 or 129-ca. 181 C.E.) have been
proposed as identities for Aristides Quintilianus, largely on the
basis of similar interests in metaphysics and medicine and the
similarity of names, but the arguments are not persuasive.
65 Much of the following treatment of Aristides Quintilianus and his treatise
originally appeared in Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 1-57 et passim.
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It has also been noted that although Aristides Quintilianus
mentions many names in his treatise, he does not refer to
Claudius Ptolemy, who of course wrote his own extensive treatment of ancient Greek music theory arranged in three books.
Since Aristides Quintilianus states that he wrote his treatise
because there was no other complete and systematic treatment of
the subject and he does not seem to be aware of Ptolemy's tonoi, it
has been proposed that Aristides Quintilianus must predate
Ptolemy.66 But there are several other possible explanations: if
Aristides Quintilianus did know the Harmonica of Ptolemy, he
may still have considered that his treatise offered a different type
of systematic treatment, since in fact it is conceptually and inherently quite different from Ptolemy's treatise, or he may have
deliberately misrepresented it to promote his own treatise; he
knew only the incomplete version of Ptolemy's treatise,67 or his
knowledge of it was limited to Porphyrius's commentary, which
in its longest form extends only through Book II, chapter 7; or he
simply did not know Ptolemy's Harmonica at all.
In any_ event, the contents of the treatise itself make a date in
the first or second century C.E. unlikely. At the very beginning of
the treatise (De musica 1.1), Aristides Quintilianus addresses his
friends Eusebius and Florentius, typical Christian names that are
not found in Greek literature prior to the third century. While it
has been tacitly assumed that such an address was merely a literary device, in fact there are numerous letters written to Antiochenes named Eusebius and Florentius between 355 and 393 by Libanius of Antioch (314-ca. 393 C.E.), influential rhetorician and literary figure. In a letter of 357 to Aristainetus (Ep. 591), Libanius
refers to an admired fellow citizen Mariades, whom he characterizes as a rhetorician, agreeing that Aristainetus rightly calls him
Aristides. Thus, a Eusebius, a Florentius, and the rhetorician Aristides were all located in Antioch and connected to one another in
the mid-fourth century through Libanius.68 Moreover, in conservatism, antiquarian interests, and stylistic terms, there are numerous similarities between the writings of Libanius and Aristides
66Meibom, Antiquae musicae auctores septem, 2:[iv] and 235, concluded that
Aristides Quintilianus was a contemporary of Plutarch.
67see pp. 431-33 supra.
68L. Zanoncelli, "La filosofia musicale di Aristide Quintiliano," Quaderni
urbi-'tati di cultura classica 24 (1977): 91-93.
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Quintilianus. The overall vocabulary and style of De musica are
decidedly neo-Platonic, reflecting or at least suggesting specific passages in the Enneades of Plotinus, the writings of Porphyrius, and
the De communi mathematica scientia and De mysteriis of Iamblichus (ea. 250-ca. 325 C.E.): noteworthy examples are the invocation (Book I, section 3), the several sections dealing with the soul
(especially Book II, sections 2, 8, and 17; and Book Ill, sections 7
and 25-27), the differentiation between the sublunar and ethereal
regions (Book II, sections 17 and 19; Book Ill, sections 7, 12, and 20),
and references to the Mysteries (Book Ill, sections 21 and 27). An
especially telling example appears near the end of Aristides Quintilianus's treatise (Book Ill, section 27), where he refers to the doctrine of the soul's escape from the cycle of reincarnations through
the power of philosophy, a doctrine associated especially with Porphyrius rather than with Plotinus. Aristides Quintilianus also
refers to the "helicon" (Book Ill, section 3), first described by Claudius Ptolemy (Book II, chapter 2) and explained at greater length
by Porphyrius in his commentary; Aristides Quintilianus comments on "those who" use this type of canon to demonstrate the
various harmonic consonances, thereby making it clear that his
description is derived from an earlier, albeit unidentified source.
Although the treatise shows strong evidence of third- and
fourth-century literature, it is certainly true that neo-Platonic and
neo-Pythagorean themes pre-date Plotinus, Porphyrius, and Iamblichus. As has already been noted, Nicomachus's Manuale harmonices, chapter 3 and Ptolemy's Harmonica Book Ill relate music
and Platonic or Pythagorean cosmology. Their treatments, however, are very different from Aristides Quintilianus's treatise, and
it cannot be determined whether Aristides Quintilianus knew
these particular works. It is almost certain that he did draw on
such second-century authors as Theon of Smyrna, Ptolemy, Plutarch, and Hephaestion. Parallels can also be found with the treatises of Cleonides, Gaudentius, and Bacchius, but as their dates are
not beyond question, they offer no positive evidence in dating
Aristides Quintilianus.
Aristides Quintilianus remains unmentioned by name in any
datable source earlier than Martianus Capella, or indeed in any
early source at all, with a single exception: his name appears in
connection with a passage from De musica 1.5 cited in a scholion
nept npocrcpB{ac;, which is ascribed to Porphyrius in a number of
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manuscripts;69 the scholion also appears, but without the attribution to Porphyrius, in Vaticanus gr. 14, a manuscript of the thirteenth century. If this scholion were indeed written by the neoPlatonist Porphyrius, it would place Aristides Quintilianus
between Plotinus and Porphyrius or perhaps as a contemporary of
Porphyrius in the late third century. The scholion, however, is
also ascribed to George Choeroboscus (fl. 8th century C.E.) in at
least one manuscript,70 and as Choeroboscus was a grammarian,
this attribution may 'vell be correct. In this case, it would not add
to the limitation of Aristides Quintilianus's floruit already provided by Martianus Capella.
Taken as a whole, the evidence supports a floruit in the late
third or early fourth century C.E., more or less contemporary with
Gaudentius. Within this range, however, it is not possible to place
a more precise date on the composition of the treatise itself.
Aristides Quintilianus's De musica is preserved complete in
fifty-six manuscripts, the earliest of which are the twelfth-century
Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/10 and the thirteenth-century
Vaticanus gr. 192, both of which have already been encountered as
the earliest sources for the treatise of Ptolemy.71 The Venetian
manuscript also contains the commentary of Porphyrius, the
Plutarchean De musica, the treatises of Bacchius and Dionysius,
and the so-called Bellermann's Anonymous, while the Vatican
codex is a composite of three earlier manuscripts containing a
wide range of scientific texts on music, geometry, optics, and
astronomy. Substantial excerpts from Aristides Quintilianus's De
musica appear in nine other manuscripts,72 and part of the treatise is embedded in the treatise of Cleonides in six additional
manuscripts.73
69oxoniensis Bodleianus Baroccianus gr. 116 (14th century), from which
numerous other manuscripts were copied.
70Hauniensis gr. 1965. On this scholion, see Alfred Hilgard, ed., Scholia in
Dionysii Thracis artem grammaticam, Grammatici graeci, I/3 (Leipzig: Teubner,
1901; reprint, Hildesheim: Olms, 1979), 128-50 (and corresponding prefatory
material); Aristides Quintilianus appears on p. 136. See also Christian Hannick,
"Antike Uberlieferungen in der Neumeneinteilung der byzantinische Musiktraktate," Jahrbuch der Oesterreichischen Byzantinistik 26 (1977): 169-71.
71Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 215 and 273; see also p. 432 supra.
72Jbid., 41, 63, 96, 101, 171, 193, 270, 279, and 281.
73Ibid., 109,114,183,228-29, and 282.
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The De musica of Aristides Quintilianus is neither a handbook
(£yxetptbtov) nor an introduction (eiaayroyil) on the technique or
science of music. Rather, a wide range of materials-musical,
philosophical, medical, grammatical, metrical, and literary-are
woven together into an intricate and elaborately unified philosophical discourse in which music provides a paradigm for the
order of the soul and the universe. The treatise reflects a highly
systematic plan in its organization into three books, the first
beginning with a proem and invocation and the third concluding
with a peroration and valediction. Within this overall plan, the
language is rigorous, systematic, and highly complex, enabling the
author to develop implicit and explicit relationships among all
the disparate types of material.
The design of the treatise is stated in the proem (1.1-3), written
as if Aristides Quintilianus were addressing two friends, Florentius and Eusebius. Although the two do not reappear in the treatise, their presence at the beginning suggests that Aristides Quintilianus intended his work to be seen as a continuation of the tradition of the musico-philosophical dialogue. He may have had in
mind as an immediate model the Plutarchean De musica, but in
any case, he was certainly influenced by Plato's dialogues. The
proem introduces various other arts and sciences, comparing
them to music, which is presented as an art that transcends time
and physical nature and offers a key to the order of the soul and
the universe. Nor does Aristides Quintilianus neglect the practical
reasons for studying music: it is both refreshing and beneficial. All
these virtues notwithstanding, he believes music has fallen into
disfavor and is no longer fully understood. He contends that no
other treatise gives a full treatment of the art, by which he means
a study in which the technical, ethical, and cosmological aspects of
music are viewed as a grand paradigm leading to philosophy as
the epistemological goal. In this way, Aristides Quintilianus suggests the design of the treatise: it will begin with a study of the
technical details of music (Book I), proceed to consider the effect of
music on character and its role in education (Book 11), and conclude with an exegesis of number, the soul, and the order of the
universe (Book Ill).
The proem concludes with an invocation to Apollo, who is
associated with the neo-Platonic notions of unitary proportion
(A.6yo<; EVtato<;) and pure form (etbo<; euay£<;). By clearly establishing
his design and philosophical base, Aristides Quintilianus follows
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the advice of Aristotle's Rhetorica (3.14) in providing the necessary focus for interpreting the content of the ensuing sections. In
fact, the proem is recalled many times throughout the treatise,
unifying the discourse and reminding the audience that the treatise is a continuously unfolding argument, not a simple compendium of unrelated materials.
Aristides Quintilianus quite naturally begins (section 4) by
reviewing traditional definitions of music:
Music is a science of melos and of those things contingent to melos. Some
define it as follows: "the theoretical and practical art of perfect and instrumental melos"; and others thus: "an art of the seemly in sounds and
motions." 74

While none of these definitions exactly matches definitions found
in earlier treatises, the first two suggest the Aristoxenian tradition,

and the third, in its concern with seemliness, the ethical and educational tradition of Plato and Aristotle.75 Dissatisfied with these
definitions and subtly modifying the third, Aristides Quintilianus
formulates his own new definition: "we define it more fully and
in accordance with our thesis: 'knowledge of the seemly in bodies
and motions,"' 76 by which he establishes his approach through
neo-Platonist epistemology. Most of the terms employed in these
definitions are explained in the balance of section 4 and will
reappear over and over again in ever broadening contexts as the
treatise unfolds. At least some of the explanations are familiar. In
particular, the discussion of sound and types of motion recalls
Aristoxenus's De principiis, sections II/ A-B, II/P-Q, III-IV I A, and
XI; Cleonides' s Harmonica introductio, section II; Nicomachus' s
Manuale harmonices, chapters 2, 4, and 12; Gaudentius's Harmonica introductio, section 1; and Ptolemy's Harmonica 1.1. This will
be Aristides Quintilianus's practice throughout Book I: he will

74MoucrtKTt EO'ttV bttcr'trtf.lll J.lEAOU<; Kat 'tOOV 1t£pt f.!EAO<; OUJ.l~atv6vtrov. opisovtat

3' aut'hv Kat ro8i. 'tEXV11 9erop'J1'ttKll Kat npaK'ttKll 't£A£tOU f.lEAOU<; Kat opyavtKOU.
aA.A.ot 8£ outro<;· 'tEXV1l 1tpE1tOV'tO<;
Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 74.

ev

<provat<; Kat Ktvftcrecrtv (W.-I. 4.18-21).

75The definitions are closely echoed by Bellermann's Anonymous 12 and 2930 (Najock 76.1-3, 92.1-12) and Bacchius Introductio artis musicae 1. Cf. also
Cleonides Harmonica introductio 1 Gan 179.3-4).
76f1J.tet~ 8£ teAerotepov aKoAou8ro~ te tft npo8ecret · yv&crt~ tou npe1tovto~
crroJ.lacrt Kat Ktvftcrecrtv (W.-I. 4.22-23, but without W.-I.'s emendations).
Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 75.

ev
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make abundant use of earlier sources, but almost always without
citing any authors.77
With the definitions in hand, Aristides Quintilianus creates in
section 5 his famous array of the various subclasses of music:
Natural

natural
[ arithmetic

Technical

harmonics
rhythmics
[
metrics

Theoretical
[
Music

melic composition
rhythmic composition

Application
[
Practical
Expression

poesy

instrumental
odic
[
theatric

Figure 83.

Each of these subclasses will be explored and interrelated in an
ever more complex fashion as the treatise progresses. For now, the
final subclass, theatric expression, is defined as concerning the
various bodily motions suited to pieces of music. This brings Aristides Quintilianus back to the subjects of motion (including ascent
and descent) and the familiar definitions of pitch and a note. All
this recalls not only Plato's Theaetetus (181c-d) and Aristotle's
Physica 3.1 (201a10) but also the more specific technical definitions
of Aristoxenus's De principiis and Cleonides's Harmonica introductio.7B As might be expected, harmonics is the first of the subclasses to be discussed in any detail, and after outlining the seven
traditional Aristoxenian categories (in the order notes, intervals,
scales, genera, tonoi, modulations, and melic composition), Aristides Quintilianus attends to each of these in turn.
Aristides Quintilianus's treatment in sections 6-12 largely follows the Aristoxenian model, perhaps derived in part from the
77 Most of these parallel passages are identified and cited throughout
Mathiesen, AQ on Music. There is little point in repeating all these citations
here, and readers interested in particular parallel passages should refer to my
earlier publication.
78see pp. 303-6 and 371-75 supra.
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treatise of Cleonides, though many points differ in specifics. Like
the earlier Aristoxenian treatises, Aristides Quintilianus observes
that while the number of notes in nature might be infinite, there
are really only twenty-eight functional notes, each of which he
names, providing as well an explanation of the meaning of each
of the note names and defining each as movable or immovable, as
occupying a certain position within the pycnon or not, and as consonant, dissonant, or unison. He applies five further distinctions
to notes: by pitch, by participation in one or more intervals, by participation in one or more scales, by position of the voice, and by
ethos. The first three of these are self-explanatory, but Aristides
Quintilianus promises that he will have more to say about position of the voice later in the treatise, adding that ethos may be
affected by the types of notes in a piece of music. This will be a
matter of considerable significance in Books 11 and Ill of the treatise. For now, he takes position of the voice to be more or less
synonymous with tonos-as had Cleonides, who was probably
simplifying Aristoxenus's more subtle conception.79
Aristides Quintilianus's discussion of intervals, scales, and
genera (sections 7-9), while repeating familiar Aristoxenian doctrine,so in some cases also preserves important and subtle concepts largely forgotten by the later Aristoxenians, such as Aristoxenus' s important concept of "synthesis," the coherent arrangement of musical intervals. In observing that no more than two
tones, semitones, and dieses can be placed in sequence, Aristides
Quintilianus echoes Aristoxenus's earlier dismissal of the Harmonicists' "close-packing" (KatanuKvrocrt~) of small intervals in
their diagrams.81 He does not specifically mention the Harmonicists, Pythagoreans, or Aristoxenians in this part of his treatise, but
Aristides Quintilianus seems to be aware of the different camps as
he defines his terms. First employing Aristoxenian terminology
and a tone divided into twelve equal parts, he acknowledges the

79see also pp. 317-18 and 384-87 supra; and cf. Aristoxenus De principiis, sections Ill-VI; Cleonides Harmonica introductio 2, 4, and 12; Nicomachus Manuale
harmonices 11-12; Gaudentius Harmonica introductio 2, 8, and 17; Bacchius Introductio artis musicae 20 and 43; and Bellermann's Anonymous 23, 33-44, and 63-64
(Najock 82.5-8; 94.4-100.8; 112.5-114.3).
80Especially as articulated by Cleonides; see pp. 375-84 supra.
Slsee pp. 302, 309-10,314-15,327, and 330-32 supra.
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Pythagorean objection as he explains the meaning of the term
semitone:
and the half of the tone-or what is loosely about equal to a tone, for they
do not say that the tone is cut into equal parts as if this can truly be done
equally-was called the semitone.s 2

But when he adds to these definitions a diagram (figure 84) purporting to set out the "harmonia of the ancients" (1, napa 'tot<;
apxatOt~ apJ..LOVta), with the first octave comprised of twenty-four
dieses and the second of semitones, he does not seem to recognize
it as just the sort of diagram Aristoxenus might have deplored for
its close-packing.
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Figure 84.

The diagram itself is frequently garbled in the manuscripts,
but a good portion of it can be restored with relative certainty.83
82i,J.lt'tovtov 8e ll'tOt 'tO f\J.ltO'U 'tOU 'tovou ~ 'tO arc'Aroc; 'tovcp rcaparc'Aflcrtov · ou yap
<pacrtv eic; tcra 'tEf.!V£0'8at 'tOU'tOV, rocrrcep tcrro~ K:<Xt 'ta'An8e~ exet (W.-I. 12.9-11). On
Aristides Quintilianus's discussion of intervals, cf. Aristoxenus De principiis, sections 11/K, IX, XIII; Aristoxenus Elementa harmonica I, section Ill and Elementa
harmonica II, section I; Cleonides Harmonica introductio 5; Nicomachus Manuale
harmonices 12; Gaudentius Harmonica introductio 3; and Bellermann's Anonymous 58 (Najock 108.1-5).

83The Arabic numerals in figure 84 are of course merely transcriptions of the
original Greek numerals. See F. L. Perne, "Recherches sur la musique antique,"
Revue musicale 3 (1828): 433-41 and 481-91; 4 (1829): 25-34 and 219-28; J. F.
Bellermann, Die Tonleitern und Musiknoten der Griechen (Berlin: Forstner, 1847;
reprint, Wiesbaden: Sandig, 1969), 61-65; Henri Potiron, "Les notations d' Aristide Quintilien et les harmonies dites Platoniciennes," Revue de musicologie 47
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The similarity of so many of the signs in this diagram to those in
the tables of Alypius makes it reasonable to assume these are pitch
notes, and if pairs were provided for notes 15 and 20, a sufficient
number of symbols would be present in octave 1 (rows 1 and 3 or
rows 2 and 4) to notate twenty-four dieses, with note 2 as the initial pitch. In fact, this initial shape does bear some resemblance to
the lowest note in the tables of Alypius, the proslambanomenos of
the Hypodorian tonos: ..a.. Moreover, in his later discussion of
notation in section 11, Aristides Quintilianus refers to the symbol
·>.<· as preceding the first pitch of the Hypodorian; it is therefore
possible that this symbol belongs in row 1 with the pitch notes,
marking the beginning of the series. In octave 2 (rows 5 and 6), a
final symbol (48) would be necessary to fill out the pattern.
With a few exceptions, the notation is based on pairs of symbols, rotated around some axis and further reflected between the
upper and lower rows, a pattern of rotation also appearing in the
instrumental notation in the tables of Alypius, with their parallel
vocal and instrumental notations.84 Here, however, the purpose
of the parallel rows is not immediately apparent; the even (or
odd) rows may represent simply a process of dittography, an alternative pattern of rotation, or perhaps even a set of options to indicate whether the line is moving upwards or downwards.BS Aristides Quintilianus provides no further explanation of this diagram,
and a fully convincing interpretation of it remains elusive. In sections 9 and 11, where other notational diagrams appear, he
employs the conventional vocal and instrumental notation of the
tables of Alypius.
·unlike Cleonides and Gaudentius, Aristides Quintilianus does
not include the octave compounds in his description of scales, nor
does he provide a separate discussion of the various species of
fourth and fifth, although he is clearly aware of this material (he
states: "There is also a difference among the scales according to
(1961): 159-76; R. P. Winnington-Ingram, "The First Notational Diagram of Aristides Quintilianus," Philologus 117 (1973): 243-49; Jacques Chailley, "La notation
archa!que grecque d'apres Aristide Quintilien," Revue des etudes grecques 86
(1973): 17-34; and Martin L. West, "Analecta musica," Zeitschrift fiir Papyrologie und Epigraphik 92 (1992): 42-46.
84see pp. 598-605 infra.
85Jt is also possible that the diagram is a late invention in which the patterns are followed for their own sake rather than for any actual musical meaning.
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species"86). He follows Aristoxenus (but not Cleonides or Gaudentius) in recognizing that scales may be "common" as well as
"conjunct" or "disjunct," and he recalls the ancient terms for the
fourth, fifth, and octave (syllaba, dioxeian, and harmonia) as a way
of introducing his list of the traditional seven octave species
together with their ethnic names. It is noteworthy that these
terms appear in Nicomachus's Manuale harmonices (in the
famous passage attributed to Philolaus) and Porphyrius's commentary to Ptolemy's Harmonica (in passages attributed to Thrasyllus and Aelian) but not in any of the Aristoxenian treatises.87
In describing the genera, Aristides Quintilianus expands the
twelve-part division of the Aristoxenian tone, which he had used
in his consideration of intervals, to a twenty-four-part division,
no doubt to avoid such fractions as are encountered in Cleonides's
description of the shades.BB Otherwise, the descriptions are identical. But Aristides Quintilianus also includes a few brief statements
about possible melodic progressions for the genera, including
sequence (&yroy~) and succession (nAoK1l)-terms that return,
together with repetition (1tE't'tEta), in the section (12) devoted to
melic composition. Cleonides includes all these terms as well as a
fourth term, prolongation (tovil), in his section (XI) on melic
composition, and it is not clear why Aristides Quintilianus would
have anticipated the terms at this point in his treatise.
Aristides Quintilianus concludes his consideration of the genera with his well-known description of the "divisions, which the
exceedingly ancient peoples used for their harmoniai"89 (figure
85). Although not genera in the abstract, these scales do represent
noteworthy gapped sequences and most probably enharmonic
genera. All of them fall within the Hypolydian tonos and are
notated in common Alypian notation. The disjunctive nature of
the scales supports the descriptions of early scales offered in the
86£crtt 8£ a:\Ytrov Kat

i1

Ka't' £t8o~ 8tacpopa (W.-I. 14.12-13).

87Cf. Aristoxenus De principiis, sections II/G and X; Elementa harmonica I,
sections I/B/6 and V; and Elementa harmonica II, section I; Cleonides Harmonica
introductio 8; Nicomachus Manuale harmonices 12; Gaudentius Harmonica introductio 4, 6-7, 9, and 19; and Bellermann's Anonymous 51 and 62 (Najock 104.5-7;
110.7-112.4). On Philolaus, see pp. 401-2 supra.
BBsee pp. 313 and 377 supra.
898uxtpEO'£t~, ate; Kat oi 1tUVU naAatO'tU'tOt 1tpoc; 'tU~ apJ.!OVtac; KEXP11V'tat (W.-I.
18.5-6).
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Plutarchean De musica (1134f-1135b, 1137b-e, and 1141b-c) and
Aristoxenus's De principiis (section X), where gapped scales are
specifically mentioned. The scales have also attracted attention
because both the Dorian and the Phrygian contain all the pitch
notes found in the Orestes fragment of the third century B.C.E.90
Lydian

Dorian

RVCOENZE
L 1 C K ~()I} c U

<I>CPniZEA&
(f)C u :> < cU ::J '1

[e*f abb*c' e'e*']

fg a a *a# d' e' e*'f' a']

Phrygian

Iastian

<I>CP n I ZE AU
FC u (~)< r:: U (::l) Z
fg a a * a# dIe Ie *If' g']

<r> L 1 c n <

Mixolydian
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r

[e e* f g aa*a# e']

1RVCMI
[e e* f a

L1

C

1

d']

cn

[e e* f a

1

C]

[* = 1I 4 tone in ascent]
Figure 85.

It is impossible, of course, to know Aristides Quintilianus's
source for these scales. Just prior to presenting the scales, he recalls
Plato's characterizations of the Mixolydian and Intense Lydian as
threnodic and the Iastian and Lydian as convivial and indulgent.
From this, Plato concludes, as Aristides Quintilianus quotes him:
"it seems that you have the Dorian and Phrygian left over."91 The
scales may indeed be early or they may have been derived from a
commentary on Plato's Respublica.92 Whether or not the scales
90see pp. 116-20 supra.
91KtvOuveuet crot 8roptcr-rl AeAetcp8at Kat <ppuytcr-r{ (W.-I. 19.6-7). Cf. Plato
Respublica 3.10 (399a). After this statement, Socrates does indeed allow that
these two harmoniai should be permitted in the ideal state.
92Aristides Quintilianus does not say these are the scales of Plato's Respublica, although they are often described as such in the scholarly literature. After
outlining the constitution of each scale, he simply states that "Plato in the Respublica surely calls these to mind when he says that both the Mixolydian and
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are truly early, the presence of notational diagrams in both
sections 7 and 9 provides a further example of the importance of
musical notation to the later theorists.
In his treatment of tonoi and modulation (sections 10-11),
Aristides Quintilianus quickly passes over alternative definitions
of the term "tonos" (such as "note," "pitch," or "interval," all of
which are provided by Cleonides) in order to concentrate on its
meaning as a "scalar mode" ('tp61to~ crucr'tllJl<X'ttK6~). Cleonides had
attributed thirteen tonoi, or "positions of the voice," to Aristoxenus, and Aristides Quintilianus repeats this attribution, adding
however that "younger theorists" (oi vero'tepot) have expanded this
group to fifteen, "so that each tonos might have a low, medial,
and high pitch."93 The proslambanomenoi of the fifteen tonoi
intense Lydian are threnodic, while the Iastian and the Lydian are convivial
and exceedingly indulgent" ('tot>'trov BilKat o9eto~ TIA.a'trov £v 'tU TioAt't£t<t JlVllJlO-

veuet Af:yrov 9pllVID0et~ JlEV etvat 'tllV 't£ Jlt~OAUOta'tt Kat 'tllV auV'tOVOAUOta'tt, aUJl1tO'ttKa<; o£ Kat A.iav avetJ.L£Va<; 'ti)v 'tt iacr'tt Kat AUOtO"'tt [W.-1. 19.2-5]). In his

Music and Musicians in Ancient Greece (p. 154, n. 9), Warren Anderson accuses me
of mistranslating this passage and misunderstanding Aristides Quintilianus' s
emphasis. But in fact I do note the emphasis in my translation ("surely calls
these to mind"), which preserves as well the sense of all words based on the root
JlVllJl-, i.e., memory, remembrance, recollection, and so on. Anderson wishes to
believe that these are the scales Plato knew and envisioned in this passage of
the Respublica (" ... Aristides' extremely explicit declaration-recently misinterpreted-that they are the modes Plato had in mind when he gave directions concerning which ones should or should not be countenanced for the music of his ideal
city-state."). When he says that Aristides Quintilianus "could hardly have
phrased his statements more emphatically ... or more plainly," I agree: saying
that Plato called these to mind is hardly synonymous with a declaration of fact
or identity, and had Aristides Quintilianus wished to do so, he could have written that the modes just described are the modes Plato knew and envisioned in the
Respublica. I believe Aristides Quintilianus, like any good musicologist, was
aware that he could not know the specific scales in use seven centuries or more
before his own time-and certainly not in a specific author's conception-and
thus chose to say exactly what he did say: these are scales of "exceedingly
ancient" people, and "Plato in the Respublica surely calls these to mind." As I
stated in my commentary (p. 20; also criticized by Anderson), "With this, he
[Aristides Quintilianus] does not in any sense state that the exceedingly ancient
peoples are to be thought contemporary with Plato or that Plato claims these
particular note patterns as his own." Thus, I stand by my assertion that it is not
apt to describe these as the scales of Plato's Respublica.
9301tffi~ y' av EKaa'to~ ~apU'tll'tU 'tt EXOt Kat JltOO'tll'ta Kat O~U'tll'ta (W.-I.
21.3-4). In fact, just such a set of fifteen tonoi is preserved in the tables of
Alypius. Seep. 599 infra.
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span an octave and a tone and would be arrayed (given the conventional pitching) as in figure 86:
Aristoxenus

Proslambanomenos

Hypermixolydian (or Hyperphrygian)

High and low Mixolydian

High and low Lydian

High and low Phrygian

[

[

[
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Bb

[
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A
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Hypophrygian

G#
G

Hypoiastian

F#

Hypodorian

F

Figure 86.94

Although there are now fifteen tonoi, Aristides Quintilianus
adds that tonoi other than the Dorian, Phrygian, and Lydian were
primarily used in instrumental compositions. He follows the earlier Aristoxenians in observing that while modulations among
the tonoi were always possible and could involve shifts of as little
as a semitone, modulations involving shifts of a consonant interval (for example, from the Dorian to the Hyperdorian tonos or
from the Phrygian to the Hypophrygian tonos) were more graceful.95 In order to demonstrate the commonalities among the
tonoi, which provide a basis for determining points at which
modulations might be made, Aristides Quintilianus employs
Alypian notation to provide three diagrams: one arraying the
94see pp. 385-86 (and n. 55) supra.
95see pp. 387-88 supra.
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symbols by semitone; another displaying them by tone; and finally
"a diagram of the modes akin to a wing" (1t'tepuyt o£ 'to ouiypa~~a
'tOOV 'tpo7tov yiv£'tat TtapaTtAflcrtov ), which illustrates the various
relationships among the tonoi. This final diagram is not preserved in the manuscript tradition, but it can be reliably restored
(figure 87).96 Aristides Quintilianus provides no explanation of
the symbols; he seems to assume that his readers will understand
their meaning, even though he states that in order to conceal
musical esoterica, his diagrams will use letters "instead of the letters in use."97 Inasmuch as the symbols in these three diagrams
are recognizable as those preserved in the treatises of Gaudentius
and Alypius, it would seem that Aristides Quintilianus knew of
other notational systems in current use (perhaps including the
notation exhibited in figure 84) and that Alypian notation may
have been primarily used to record compositions in literary works
or for archival purposes rather than to provide notation actually
used in performance.
In any event, for each tonos, the diagram of the modes provides the symbols for all the notes from proslambanomenos
through mese, including the symbols for both the chromatic (or
enharmonic) and diatonic lichanos. It clearly illustrates that modulations between tonoi separated by only a semitone, tone, or
ditone have relatively few commonalities, while modulations
separated by one of the consonant intervals tend to function as
extensions of the tonos to a lower or higher level. Aristides Quintilianus does not provide any elaboration, but it is readily apparent that modulations are effected by the same symbols representing different functional notes, just as Cleonides had observed in
his discussion of scales.98
96See Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 21-24 and 90-91 (from which the figure is
taken, but with a few minor corrections); and Rudolf Schafke, ed., Des Aristeides
Quintilianus Harmonik (Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1976), 10-11 and 30.
9 7 x:al 01t(1)~ 'tU KO.'ta J!OUO'tK~V cl1tOPP1l't<X cruyx:pU1t'tffiJ.l€V eux:6A.ro~, clV'tt 'tiDV ev

xpi}cret YPO.JlJ.UX'tffiV ('ta) KO.'ta 't~V 'tOVtKl,v £x:9ecrtv U1toyeypa.J!J!EVO. KO.'t<X'tU't'tOV't€~

(W.-I. 23.22-25).
98see pp. 383-84 supra. In figure 87, the conventional pitch indicated for
columns 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, and 39 in the Dorian, Phrygian, and
Lydian tonoi (and their Hypo- and Hyper- forms) must be read a half-step
higher when the symbol represents the chromatic (or enharmonic) lichanos.
Because Alypian symbols may represent various functions of notes, they cannot
always be assigned a fixed pitch.
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Music Theory Ill: Aristides Quintilianus
At the very end of section 11, almost as if it were an afterthought,
Aristides Quintilianus mentions three special terms used to
describe unusual intervallic patterns: eklusis, a descent of three
incomposite dieses; spondeiasmos, an ascent of three incomposite
dieses; and ekbole, an ascent of five dieses. These terms also
appear in the Plutarchean De musica, although without specific
definition, but it is more likely that Aristides Quintilianus
derived his material from the Aristoxenian tradition.99
The first of the three parts of Book I concludes with a discussion of melic composition, which once again exhibits significant
parallels with the treatise of Cleonides. For Aristides Quintilianus,
melic composition is a matter of creating a complex of such technical elements as genus, tonos, and scale that will best serve the
overall type and character of the composition in order to create an
ethos (~So~) most suitable for paideia. He identifies choice (Afl\jlt~),
mixing (J.tt~t~), and usage (xpilcrt~) as the three basic parts of this
process. Choice pertains to the selection the proper scale and position of the voice; this is followed by mixing the notes, positions of
the voice, genera, and scales, within which three types of musical
gestures-usage-are possible: sequence (ayroyft), succession
(1tAOKTt), and repetition (1tE't't£ta).100 Three forms of sequence are
employed: straight (eu8£ta), in which the melody ascends by consecutive notes; returning (avaKUJ.l1t'toucra), in which the melody
moves oppositely; and revolving {nEpt<pEpft~), particularly used for
modulation, in which the melody shifts between conjunct and
disjunct tetrachords while moving up and down. Succession
describes a pattern in which the notes outline a series of parallel
intervals moving up or down (e.g., c-e-d-f-e-g-f-a or c-f-d-g-ea or other comparable patterns), and repetition is a matter of
knowing which notes should be used (and how often) and which
not.101
Aristides Quintilianus remarks that the particular notes used
will indicate the ethos of the composition, and in Books II and Ill,
99See pp. 357-60 supra.
100Cleonides adds a fourth, prolongation ('tov'll). Seep. 389 supra.
101 Examples of sequence and succession appear in the famous Epitaph of
Seikilos: the first half of line 2 exhibits sequence and lines 3-4 exhibit succession.
See p. 149 supra. Additional melodic figures are described in Bellermann's
Anonymous, but these doubtless pertain more to Byzantine than to ancient Greek
music.
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he will develop this point in a series of elaborate descriptions of
the masculine and feminine characteristics of notes (and other
musical elements) and the ways in w_hich the notes convey cosmic
harmony through a process of emanation and mimesis. But at
this point, he largely follows Cleonides in identifying three types
of ethos: diastaltic (btacr-ta/vttK6v ), or elevating; systaltic (crucr-taA.'tt Kov ), or depressing; and medial (J..LEcrov ), or soothing, which
evoked quietude.l02 Three "modes" of melic composition in
accord with major musico-poetic types-dithyrambic, nomic, and
tragic-are also identified and related to ethos, but as the first part
of Book I closes, the reader can hardly anticipate the conclusion to
which all this is leading.
The second part of Book I (sections 13-19) deals with rhythmic
theory, and it quickly becomes clear that Aristides Quintilianus
will adhere to the order of divisions and classes delineated in section 5. There, the technical class of the theoretical division encompasses the subjects of harmonics, rhythmics, and metrics, complemented by the application class of the practical division, comprised of melic composition, rhythmic composition, and poesy.
Harmonics and melic composition were treated in the first part of
Book I, rhythmics and rhythmic composition will occupy the
second, and a consideration of metrics and poesy will conclude
Book I. The remaining classes, the natural (from the theoretical
division) and expression (from the practical division) will be covered in Books II and Ill.
Much of the material on rhythmics is once again drawn from
Aristoxenus,103 but parallels with Hephaestion's Encheiridion and
Dionysius of Halicarnassus's De compositione verborum may also
be detected.104 Aristides Quintilianus's rhythmic theory follows
the same design as that of the preceding part, employing many of
the same stylistic patterns. First, some preliminary definitions are
offered (section 13), recalling the definitions of sections 4 and 5.
According to Aristides Quintilianus, the term "rhythm" may be
used in three ways:

l02cieonides calls the medial "hesychastic" (ilcruxcxc1'ttK6v ). See pp. 388-89

supra.
103See pp. 334-44 supra.
104see chapter 2, nn. 42-43 supra.
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is used for motionless bodies (as we speak of a eurhythmic statue), for all
things that move (for so we say that someone walks eurhythmically), and in
a particular sense for sound ....1os
In this last sense, rhythm is a "scale of chronoi" (crucr'tllJ.UX EK xp6vrov), following some order, articulated by "arsis" and "thesis,"106
and perceived both visually and aurally. Rhythm in music pertains to the melody, the text, and bodily movement, but it can also
exist apart from melos in dance and in poetry. Rhythm has a
direct relationship to the power of a melody: if there is too little
variety, the melody will be inexpressive. In section 19, Aristides
Quintilianus accordingly adds that rhythm molds and moves
melos, seeing it as a masculine, active force operating on the feminine, passive character of melos.
Section 14 begins with a consideration of the first of the five
parts of rhythmics: the "protos chronos" (1tpro'to<; xp6vo<;), the
smallest unit of rhythm and equivalent to a short syllable, parallel
to notes and intervals (discussed in sections 6 and 7), the basic
units of harmonics; then, Aristides Quintilianus proceeds to take
up the seven different types of rhythmic feet, parallel to the seven
differences of scales (section 8), as well as the three rhythmic
genera-equal, sesquialteran, and duple-, like the three melodic
genera considered in section 9. All of this follows Aristoxenus
quite closely, although in some places Aristides Quintilianus adds
supplemental detail.107
Sections 15-17 provide a summary of the generic types of
rhythmic feet: the dactylic (with arsis and thesis in equal ratio), the
iambic (in duple ratio), and the paeonic (in sesquialteran ratio);
and possible combinations producing more elaborate and varied
rhythms. Each type is illustrated with detailed descriptions of
composite and incomposite rhythmic patterns, useful in defining
the groupings of long and short syllables that appear in verse.lOB
Some rhythmic theorists apparently conceived rhythm in
terms of numbers of chronoi, divided on the basis of mere
it

105A_eyetat yap E1tt '!£ trov aKtv'lltrov <JOOf.HX'tOOV (ro~ cp<Xf.!£V eupu8fJ,OV avbptavta) Ka1tt 1tcXV'tOOV '!WV KtVOUIJ.eVOOV (OU'!CO~ yap <p<Xf.1£V £UpU8fJ,OO~ 'ttVa J3a0tS£tV)
Kat i<Hro~ E1tt <provil~ (W.-1. 31.3-6).
106see p. 339 supra.

107see pp. 340-43 supra for a discussion of the types of rhythmic feet and
genera, including passages from this section of Aristides Quintilianus's treatise.
lOBsee Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 97-100.
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numerical ratios into rhythmic feet, apart from any consideration
of their function within a meter. Without naming them, Aristides Quintilianus refutes their approach in section 18 in an argument reminiscent of Aristoxenus's refutations of the Harmonicists-although nothing like this survives in his Elementa rhythmica. The process described by Aristides Quintilianus in fact suggests some characteristics of later medieval rhythmic theory,109
but apart from this passage, there is no evidence for such a
numerically based rhythmic theory in antiquity.
Tempo (ayol'y~), rhythmic modulation (f.!E'taPoA~ pu8f.itK~),
and rhythmic composition (pu8f.io1totia) are treated in section 19,
the last two of which parallel the respective sections (11 and 12) in
the first part of Book I. Aristides Quintilianus specifies twelve
types of rhythmic modulation and observes that rhythmic composition-like melic composition-involves choice, mixing, and
usage, and three types of ethos, although in this instance he
replaces "medial" with "hesychastic."110 By noting the "best rhythmic composition is that productive of virtue; the worst, that of
evil,"111 he anticipates the ethical considerations in Book II (especially section 15) of his treatise.
The final part of Book I, on metrics, varies somewhat in design
from the pattern of the first two parts. Section 20 treats phonic
elements, similar to what are now called phonemes, as equivalent
to notes (section 6). In fact, <p86yyoc;, note, also means "sound," and
the two definitions are parallel: "A note is the smallest part of
musical sound" and "An element is the smallest part of articulate
sound."112 Each of the types is defined; from these, syllables
(section 21) are composed, parallel to the intervals of harmonics
(section 7). Scales of syllables form metric feet (section 22, parallel
to section 8), each of which is discussed in sections 23-28113
(roughly parallel to sections 9 and 10 on the genera and tonoi).
109see John Stevens, Words and Music in the Middle Ages: Song, Narrative,
Dance and Drama, 1050-1350, Cambridge Studies in Music (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), chap. 12.
110see n. 102 supra.
111&ptO"'t1"\ 8£ pu8!-l01tOtia
(W.-I. 40.17-18).

KaKia~

<n

-rfl~) apc-rfl~ U1tO't£A£0"'ttK~, KaKtO"'tl"\ 8£

n -rfl~

112cpS6yyo~ 1-1£v o-0v €cr-rt <provfl~ €f.l!-l£Aou~ 1-1£po~ €A.axtcr-rov (W.-I. 7.15-16) and
1:-rotxctov 1-1£v o-0v €cr-rt <provfl~ €vap8pou 1-1£po~ €A.axtcr-rov (W.-I. 41.3-4).
113see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 107-13.
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The final section (29), like those of the prior parts of Book I,
defines "the object of the science of metric" (o aKo1to<; -rfl<; Jle'tptKfl<;)
as poetry, the final subclass of the application class of the practical
division of music. Aristides Quintilianus does not actually say
much about this subject, beyond observing various structural possibilities: poems might be written in single meters or might make
use of several different meters; some have stropic correspondence
while others do not; some antistrophes follow the order of meters
in the strophe while others reverse the order; and so on. Most of
this echoes descriptions in Hephaestion's Encheiridion.
Aristides Quintilianus' s sections on rhythm and meter certainly provide the most extensive and detailed treatments of the
subject in the corpus of ancient Greek music theory, and they are
among the most important early sources for the study of these
fields, even apart from music.114 In his vocabulary and development of definitions, Aristides Quintilianus carefully conjoins
harmonics, rhythmics, and metrics, emphasizing the inextricable
relationship among the fields. This alone should mark his treatise
for special distinction, but in the subsequent books, he will extend
his consideration far beyond these technical classes to explore
much larger relationships explaining the ethical and educational
power of music.
The treatise's second book concentrates on an examination of
the role of music in education. Here, Aristides Quintilianus
applies the elements of harmonics, rhythmics, and metrics to the
larger consideration of ethics and, in so doing, pursues the outline
of the proem: "To me, there is especially apparent a specific good
in the art, for its [music's] utility is considered not like the rest of
the subjects that respect one matter or a small interval of time, but
every age and the whole of life, every action should at last be set
in order by music alone."llS Later in the proem, he had observed
that music is suitable for children "because of the good things
deriving from melody and for those advancing in age because it

114The value of early rhythmic and metric theory within the field of
modern metrics is a highly controversial matter. I discuss some of the issues in
"Rhythm and Meter" (see chapter 2, n. 43 supra).
ll5£J.Lot o£ JlUAtO''ta KUK£tVO 'tft~ 'tEXVll~ tOtOV aya8ov cruvop&.'tat. ou yap 000'1t£p
ai AOt1tat 1t£pt J.Ltav UA11V 1tpayJ.LU't(OV ll1t£pt xp6vou (haO"'tllJlU JltKpov XPll<HJ.LEUOUO'a
9eropet'tat, &A.A.a 1t&.cra J.LEV 'hAtKta Kat O'UJ.l1ta~ ~{o~, a1tacra o£ 1tp&.~t~ JlOUO'tKTI J.LOVTI
't£AEro~ av Ka'taKOO'J.L119£t11 (W.-I. 1.14-19).
'
'
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transmits the beauties of measured diction and, simply, of discourse as a whole,"116 while for those who have reached maturity,
music is valuable in its ability to explain the nature of numbers, to
reveal the harmonia117 present through number in all bodies, and
ultimately to reveal the ratios of the soul and the universe. The
educational role of music is therefore not limited to childhood but
functions throughout life.
These notions are echoed at the beginning of Book II in the
form of five questions: (1) can music teach? (2) can it do so usefully? (3) can it teach all men? (4) can only a single type of melic
composition teach? and (5) might there be some benefit to the
types of music rejected as useless for education? The answers are
deferred until an explication of the soul is completed (sections 23) because "just as it is not possible to discern each of the other arts
until we understand on what it bases its effort, so also we are not
able to learn paideia in music unless we have first discerned the
soul upon which it bestows every care."118
The treatment of the soul, as well as the discussion of the five
questions and additional material appearing in Book 11, is developed by Aristides Quintilianus from a variety of sources, the identity of which has been the subject of some debate.119 Whatever the
116-ro!c; eK JleAcpOiac; &ya9o1c; Kat 1tpopaivoucn -ra -re -rflc; EJlJle-rpou A.e~eroc; Kat
a1tA.&c; A.6you O'UJ.l1tav-roc; 1tapaOtOoucra KaAAll (W.-I. 2.9-11).

117While "harmonia" may have a limited technical meaning in most of the
other treatises, synonymous (more or less) with tonos, Aristides Quintilianus is
very much aware of its larger philosophical meaning. For a consideration of this
important term, see Thomas J. Mathiesen, "Problems of Terminology in Ancient
Greek Theory: APM ONIA," in Festival Essays for Pauline Alderman, ed. Burton
Karson (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 1976), 3-17; and P.
Bonaventura Meyer, (APMONIA. Bedeutungsgeschichte des Wortes von Homer bis
Aristoteles (Zurich: Gebriider Leemann, 1932).
t

118ffi0'1tep yap ouo£ 'tOOV &A.A.rov 'texv&v eKUO''tllV ot6v 'te Otayv&vat, 1tptv E<p'

cll 'ti}V 0'1tOU0i}v 'tt9e'tat Ka'taVOTtO'atJleV, OU'tiD£ OUOE 'ti}V Ka'tU JlOUO'tKi}V 1tat0etaV

Buva'tOV JlaSetV Jlil 1tpO'tepov wuxflc; ilJltV' ~<; 1tacrav 1t0let'tat -ri}v e1tt)leAetav' OteyVIDO'Jlevnc; (W.-L 53.9-13).
119The debate centers on the degree to which Book II represents a source for

the theories of Damon of Athens and perhaps even preserves actual Damonian
fragments. The principal proponents of Book II as a source for Damonian theories
are Hermann Deiters, De Aristidis Quintiliani doctrinae harmonicae fontibus,
Programm Diiren (Bonn, 1870); and Hermann Koller, Die Mimesis in der Antike
(Bern: Francke, 1954). Rudolf Schafke, trans., Aristeides Quintilianus von der
Musik (Berlin: M. Hesse, 1937), 104-41, supports the premise, but with caution.
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actual sources for Aristides Quintilianus's treatment, the concepts
are all characteristic of the neo-Platonic school (especially the writings of Plotinus and Porphyrius, but also perhaps Iamblichus) and.
reflect material derived from (or drawn directly from) the known
works of Aristotle, Theophrastus, Heracleitus, Galen, Plutarch,
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Cicero, and especially Plato.
Book 11 is separated into three main parts: sections 1-6 comprise the first part, sections 7-16, the second; and sections 17-19,
the third. The first part begins with the opening questions and the
explication of the soul, proceeds to a preliminary answer to question 3 (and implicitly, therefore, also to questions 1 and 2), then
offers a survey of "the ancients"' views of the impact of music on
character and the reasons for its force, followed by a demonstration of the validity of the ancient notions, which is based on a
description of the Roman use of music (drawn from Cicero's writings) and a description of civic and ethnic characters. The part
concludes with a summation-of considerable rhetorical beautyon the ethical force and value of music.
The concepts presented in this part (with the exception, of
course, of the segment on Cicero and Rome) are closely related to
at least four works of Plato: Phaedrus, Timaeus, Respublica, and
Leges.12o A considerable number of precise parallels could be
drawn, but a few may suffice here as examples of Aristides Quintilianus's use of this material. In section 2, Aristides Quintilianus
notes that the soul cannot be present on earth unless it is contained by a body, which descends to its proper depth, a close parallel of Phaedrus 246-248.121 He observes that the one who manages
the universe contrives that the soul be the satrap of bodies;
likewise, Timaeus 34c notes that the soul is to be the ruler of the
body and the body, the ruled. The notions of (1) the Ideas, "the
beautiful things from that place" (ta EKEt8Ev KaAa), and the "foreRefutation of the Damonian connection is provided by Gerald F. Else, '"Imitation'
in the Fifth Century," Classical Philology 53 {1958): 73-90; and Carnes Lord, "On
Damon and Music Education," Hermes 106 {1978): 32-43. See also Fran<;ois
Lasserre, "La posterite de l'ethique damonienne," in Plutarque, De la musique
(Olten and Lausanne: URS Graf-Verlag, 1954), 80-87; Warren D. Anderson, Ethos
and Education in Greek Music (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1966), 7481; and Zanoncelli, "Filosofia musicale," 77-81 (n.b. n. 116).
120Most of these concepts also appear in Plotinus's Enneades, as well as in the
work of Aristotle.
121cf. Plotinus Enneades IV.8.[6].
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knowledge of sensible objects" (1, 'trov beupo np6vota);122 (2) the
two parts of the soul, rational and irrational; and (3) forgetfulness
are all found in Phaedrus 245-248, 253e and Timaeus 41e-42d. The
twofold distinction of the irrational part of the soul, that is, the
epithymetic (£nt8UJ..LT\'ttK6v) and thymic (8uJ..LtK6v) parts, appears in
Aristotle's Ethica Nicomachea 1.13, and a general treatment of the
soul similar to Aristides Quintilianus's as it will develop
throughout Books II and Ill is preserved in Plato's Respublica 4.15
(440b-441c).123
Sections 3 and 4 appear to be based on the notions of Plato's
Leges 2 and Aristotle's Politica 8. Both of these refer to the lively
nature of children and the value of music in their education. Section 4 introduces the reason for the force of-music, or its actuality:
mimesis (J..LtJ.!T\O"t<;), the leading concept in musical education and
inextricably related to the notion of similarity (oJ..Lot6't1l<;). Because
of the natural attraction of the soul to something that is like to
one or another of its parts,124 mimetic arts may affect the soul on
earth for better or worse. Mimesis in music is not simple imitation of things but rather is an imitation of life itself, capable of
raising the soul once again to the harmonia of the universe. This
is why it is the most powerful art, as Aristides Quintilianus
observes, "since it makes its mimesis not through one sensory
perception but through many."125 As the most powerful art, it
must especially be a part of the education of children because of
the role of habituation (cruv1}8£ta) in education, and the need for
music to be controlled in Plato's ideal state is therefore quite
apparent.126 The conclusion of section 4, which deals with the
122on the ruling power of the soul, cf. Plotinus Enneades IV.7.[2], eh. 84; on
the Ideas, cf. Plotinus V.9.[5].
123cf. Plotinus Enneades IV.1-5.[21, 4, 27, 28-29]. See Mathiesen, AQ on
Music, 115-17.
124cf. Plato Timaeus and Sophist; Aristotle Metaphysica 1.6.
125ou Ot<X J.lta~ aicr91lcrcro~, Ot<X 1tA£tOVCOV o£ 1tOtO'UJ.lEY11 'ti,V JllJ.lll<JtV (W.-I. 56.1112). Cf. Aristotle Poetica 1 (1447b24-29).
126cf. Plato Respublica 3.8 (395d), 7.6 (522a); Leges 2 (668a-671d; n.b. 669bd). The subject of mimesis is philosophically complex and the literature dealing
with it is considerable. In addition to the works cited inn. 119 supra, useful treatments will be found inS. H. Butcher, '"Imitation' as an Aesthetic Term," in Aristotle's Theory of Poetry, 121-62; Werner Jaeger, Paideia: Die Formung des griechischen Menschen, 2d ed. (Berlin: W. de Gruyter, 1936); and H. I. Marrou, Histoire.
See Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 117-20.
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application of music in life's activities and the relationship of
music with moods, including divine suffusion, appears to be
related especially to Aristotle's Politica 8.7.
Section 5 delineates the therapeutic power of music. Each of
the parts of the soul-the epithymetic and thymic parts of the irrational and the rational part itself-is associated with a mood: the
epithymetic with pleasure (i,Bov~), the thymic with pain (A:U7tfl)
and anger (opy~), and the rational with divine suffusion (ev8oucrtacrJ..t6<;). For each of these, a mode might be applied to lead the
mood back to a correct condition by means of mimesis.127
All this leads to section 6, where it is concluded that the
ancients (here clearly Plato) believed it necessary to practice music
throughout life and establish certain mele, which they called
"nomoi."l28 Still, the ancients were concerned that just the right
balance and type of musical study be pursued, lest men develop an
improper ethos.129 Some, according to Aristides Quintilianus, did
not understand Plato's views in the Respublica and so banished
music altogether from the ideal state; others believed Plato
intended to banish only those sorts of mele associated with pleasure. But Aristides Quintilianus proposes that Plato would allow
music for amusement as well as for paideutic purposes, pointing
out that amusement and paideia are not mutually incompatible:
"For neither is every enjoyment contemptible nor is enjoyment
the end of music, but rather amusement arises as a contingent
attribute and the object that precedes is its benefit to virtue."130
Aristides Quintilianus bolsters the accuracy of these ancient
notions not with additional ancient authority but rather by turning to a more contemporary example: Rome. As is his usual prac127This section again reflects Aristotle's Politica 8.7 and also the Theophrastus fragment preserved in Plutarch's Quaestiones convivales 1.5.2 (623a-d),
where the same three moods are introduced. On this passage, see Hermann Abert,
Die Lehre vom Ethos in der griechischen Musik (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartel,
1899; reprint, Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1968), 18 and 25; and Mathiesen, AQ on
Music, 121-22.
128see pp. 58-71 supra.
129p}ato Respublica 3.10; Leges 7 (799e-800a), 3 (700b ), 4 (722d-e), and 5
(734e).
l300U't£ yap a1tacra 'tEp'lft<; fl£f.!1t'tOV OU't£ 'tll<; flOUcrtKfi<; CX.U'tT\ 'tEAO<;, UAA' 'h flEV
wuxayroy{a KCX.'ta 'tO (j'\)fl~£~T\KO<;, crK01tO<; be 0 1tpOK£tfl£VO<; 11 1tp0<; ape'ti)V cO<pEA£ta
(W.-I. 60.29-61.3). Cf. Plato Respublica 3.10; Leges 2 (658e-6659c) and 7 (802a-e).
See Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 122-24.
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tice (especially necessary here because of the sudden shift from
Hellenic ideals to Roman history), he links this material with the
previous. Some, he has said, did not understand Plato's views;
now he adds that this number includes Cicero himself (in his own
De re publica131 ), who "reviles music and censures it as inferior,"
except when it suits his purposes, as in his defense of Roscius the
dancer: then, he praises the dancer as having "passed into mankind with the foreknowledge of the gods."132 A shift of focus to
Rome having been accomplished, Aristides Quintilianus then observes that music has always played an important role in Rome,
first helping to educate Romans in the time of Numa (trad. 715673 B.C.E.), later serving prominently in the military in the form
of musical codes that allowed commands to be conveyed secretly
and at once, and of greatest importance, rearing refined men to
serve as leaders of the Republic.
A consideration of the effect of music on character and the way
in which entire peoples reflect their musical culture rounds out
Aristides Quintilianus's explication of the paideutic force of
music.133 The two passions (1ta811) of the irrational part of the
soul-spirit (8u~6<;) and desire (E1tt8u~ia)-may be led to flawed
and undesirable ethoses or may be delighted and reformed. This
latter state is expressly ascribed by Aristides Quintilianus to the
Greeks, although by mentioning the reform of entire cities and

131Cicero's De re publica exists only in fragment; the section on music is not
preserved. For reference to an edition and translation, see chapter 2, n. 220 supra.
132J..lOUcrt~V AOtbopEtV 'tE Kat ro~ <paUAllV eu9uvEtV ... aU'tOV 1tpovo{~ 9e&v £~
&v9pro1tou~ 1tEpeA.9e'tv (W.-I. 61.7-8, 12-13). Aristides Quintilianus employs
heavy irony worthy of Cicero himself when he describes the speaker in De re
publica as "the one speaking against music in the Republic of the Roman Cicero; I,
for my part, would not say that such things have been said by Cicero" {tov ev tot~
Ku<:eprovo~

'tOU tProJ,Latou lloAt'ttKOl~ 'tU Ka'ta J.!OUcrtKtl~ P119EV'ta.

ou yap £yroy'

av

<patllV eKetvc:p ta totauta eipilcr9at [W.-I. 61.4-6]). An oration in defense of Roscius
exists only as a fragment, in which the passage recalled by Aristides Quintilianus is not preserved-if in fact it was originally a part of this oration (for a text
and translation, see Cicero in Twenty-Eight Volumes, vol. 6, Pro Publio Quinctio,
Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino, Pro Quinto Roscio comoedo, De lege agraria I., II., Ill.,

trans. John Henry Freese, Loeb Classical Library [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1930], 274-327).
133Probably based on Plato's comments in Respublica 4.11 (435e-436a) or a
commentary on this passage.
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peoples, the Romans are also implied through his previous
example. 134
Now the conclusion of the first part of Book II is drawn: music
is the most powerful paideutic force, beginning from the earliest
age; music molds ethos and may also be used as a means of
determining ethos; music is, therefore, useful and must be taught
to the young and to those of every age. This conclusion directly
answers the first three questions put at the beginning; questions 4
and 5 have been answered in the course of the treatment but are
not specifically recalled here. As is usual in Aristides Quintilianus's conclusions, similes and metaphors are introducedalong with an abundance of expressive adjectives-to give the
summation special power and beauty.135
The second part of Book II (sections 7-16) deals with what Aristides Quintilianus calls "the perfect actuality of music," which is
defined as "a suitable notion ... , seemly diction, a scale akin, harmonia of notes, qualities of rhythm, and use of instrument ...
made homologous."136 This part builds directly on the first part of
Book II-for its discussion of notion-and on all of Book I in its
discussion of diction137 (based on 1.20-21), s~ale, harmonia, and
rhythm (based 1.6-29). The comments on instruments introduce a
new application of the previous material and lead directly into the
third part of Book II, which focuses specifically on instruments.
The second and third parts of Book II together provide a full con134See Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 126-27.
135Ibid., 127-28.
l36 'Ev 'teAetct 0~ jlOUO'tKftc; evepyetct Kat evvota Aajl~ave'tat 1tp6a<popoc; Kat
AE~tc; 1tpE1tOUO'a Kat O'UO''tllJ.la 1tapanA.f}atov Kat apJ.lOVta cp96yyrov Kat pu9J..LOU

85.21-24). For Aristides
Quintilianus, "actuality" is achieved form and its attendant power; thus, the
perfect actuality of music is a transcendent perfect Idea-Form of music, not simply
a piece of music on earth. The conception is probably derived from Plotinus
Enneades II.5.[25] or IV.7.[2], eh. 83 , but it may also come from Porphyrius
Sententiae (xli, p. 40,6).
137By "notion" (evvota), Aristides Quintilianus means a leading concept held
in the mind, governing action or the creation of art. Notions are intellections of
intangibles and are therefore higher than conceptions, which relate to the mental constructions of tangibles (cf. Plato Timaeus 47a, Philebus 59d, and Phaedo
73c; and Aristotle Ethica Nicomachea 10.9 [1179b15] and Metaphysica 12.8
[1073b12]). "Diction" is the fourth part of tragic composition (Aristotle Poetica 6
[1450a9]), discussed at length by Aristotle in Poetica 19-22 (1456b8-1459a16).

1tOtO'tll'tec; Kat opyavou xpftatc; OjlOAOYOUjlEVll (W.-I.
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sideration of the expression class (instrumental, odic, and theatric)
of the practical division of music-one of the two classes not discussed in Book I.
The pattern of this part follows that of the first part. Just as
Aristides Quintilianus began the first part with an overview of its
subject (in the form of questions), so here he begins with his definition of the relationship of notion, diction, harmonia, and
rhythm. Likewise, just as the questions of the first part were
deferred for an explication of the soul because the soul is the base
of musical paideia, so here a section on the soul is introduced
because the soul, when contained by a body, is the seat of the passions, which in turn affect and are affected by the notions.
Section 8 recalls some of the characteristics of the soul earlier
delineated in sections 2 and 3, and the sources are no doubt largely
the same. But in this section, Aristides Quintilianus concentrates
on the dual nature of bodies, and this specifically calls to mind the
Symposium (187-193) of Plato and the discussions of the soul in
Plotinus (Enneades IV.7.[2]). The soul takes on certain masculine
characters, certain feminine characters, and sometimes a certain
mixture of characters,138 characters basically following the natures
set out at great length by Plato in the Leges and Respublica.
Because characters differ, notions predicated on these characters
will also differ. Aristides Quintilianus has earlier observed (2.4)
that will (~ouAfl) is the primary operative force in life and music
imitates the characters and passions of life through its notions.
Therefore, the training of notions is of paramount importance
since these affect in turn the soul's ethos.
The next two sections, 9 and 10, discuss at considerable length
the shaping of notions through ethical education. There are two
classes of ethical education: the therapeutic (8cpa1tEtYttK6v), subdivided into the meiotic (J.LEtro'ttK6v) and the anairetic (avatpE'ttK6v)
species;139 and the opheletic (ro<pEAfl'ttK6v ), subdivided into the
diateretic (Ota'tflPllttK6v) and the prosthetic (1tpoo8E'ttK6v) species.
The four processes are then demonstrated in fourteen Homeric
passages subjected to critical analysis. The purpose of this is to
show ways in which the notions can be developed by applying literary devices, or tropes (such as epithets, metaphors, similes,
138see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 129-31.

139These two techniques-diminution and transference-are still commonly
used in modern psychiatry.
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periphrases, etc.), to specific concepts in odic expression, one of the
subclasses of the practical division of music. Each of the literary
devices demonstrates one or more of the processes of ethical
education.1 40
It is difficult to determine Aristides Quintilianus's sources for
this section of literary criticism, but it may be reasonably assumed
that the technical exegeses derived from works such as those by
Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Hephaestion-rather than the
earlier works of Aristotle and Theophrastus-and the allegorical
interpretations (which appear chiefly in section 17) from works
such as the Quaestiones Homericae and Porphyrius's De antro

nympharum.
Aristides Quintilianus joins the next topic (section 11) to the
previous by continuing the use of quotation. Here Aristophanes,
"the most cheerful of the comic poets" (6 <patBp61:a1:o<; 1:rov KroJltKrov), is introduced to divert the discourse to the topic of diction.
The elements, which were introduced in Book I where they had
been described chiefly by their measure, are now described by their
sounds,141 which will be used in the ensuing section to assign
them masculine and feminine characteristics.
Sections 12-14 take the technical discussions of Book I on
notes, intervals, and scales and associate these with the masculine,
feminine, and medial characters developed to this point. Certain
notes are distinguished as masculine, others as feminine, and still
others as a mixture of both. These same qualities may then be
applied to intervals and to scales. The genders of notes are identified by first assigning genders to the seven vowels and then by
associating the notes of the tetrachord with four of the vowelsepsilon, alpha, eta, and omega-through a system of solmisation.
The four vowels are characterized, respectively, as medial (but
more feminine), medial (but more masculine), feminine, and
masculine; to each a tau is added, apparently to facilitate the actual
singing of the solmisation. Thus, the entire Perfect System can be
solmised as follows:142
140see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 131-39.
141 Ibid., 139-40.
142The solmisation is also exhibited in Bellermann's Anonymous 2.77 (Najock
126.1-128.4), but with -rro as the syllable for the proslambanomenos. Bellermann's Anonymous 2.86-92 (Najock 140.1-142.6) actually employs the solmisation
to illustrate certain musical gestures.
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proslambanomenos
hypate hypaton
parhypate hypaton
lichanos hypaton
hypate meson
parhypate meson
lichanos meson
mese
paramese
trite diezeugmenon
paranete diezeugmenon
nete diezeugmenon
trite hyperbolaion
paranete hyperbolaion
nete hyperbolaion

'tE

-ra
't1'\
'tOO

-ra
't1'\
'tOO
'tE

mese

-ra

-ra

trite synemmenon
paranete synemmenon
nete synemmenon

't1'\

'tl'\
'tOO

'tOO

-ra

-ra
't1'\
'tOO

-ra

Figure 88.
In the diatonic genus, with the exception of the interval between
alpha and eta, all the solmised intervals are whole-tones.
Although not stated at this point in the treatise, Book Ill, section
21 makes it clear that the syllable applied to the mese depends on
its movement: if it falls within the synemmenon tetrachord, it
must be solmised with 'ta; otherwise, it will be solmised with
't£.143 From the characters assigned to these syllables, it follows
that certain scales, modes ('tpo7tot), and instruments will be masculine, feminine, or medial depending on their emphasis on certain genders of notes (though the gender of instruments is also
affected by other factors, which are discussed in sections 16-19 of
Book 11), and they may therefore be used-following the four processes of ethical education-to affect ethos.144
"The disciples of Damon" (oi 7tEpt ~aJlrova), which surely
included Plato, are named in section 14, and the Damonian source
143This system, with its single pair of syllables surrounding the semitone and
its doubly inflected mese, bears a striking resemblance to medieval hexachord
solmisation.
144see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 140-46.
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of Aristides Quintilianus's treatment of the ethical force of notes,
intervals, and harmoniai has accordingly been discussed at length
by many commentators. It remains impossible to draw definite
conclusions,145 yet it is clear at least that these concepts introduced
by Aristides Quintilianus provide the structural link between the
technical considerations of Book I (in the technical and application classes of the theoretical and practical divisions of music) and
all of Book Ill, which will deal with the natural class of the theoretical division of music as the capstone of the treatise.
Section 15 deals with the last of the parts of "the perfect actuality of music" derived from Book I: rhythm. The different rhythmic patterns laid out at length in Book I are not repeated here;
instead, the rhythmic ratios-simple and composite-are associated with affective qualities. The assignment of these qualities is
supported in this instance with a medical analogy to pulse beats
and observations of character exhibited in, as Aristides Quintilianus puts it, "the modes of walking" (ai Ttope'iat)-a particularly
apt parallel for rhythmic patterns. So, those (rhythms or persons)
stepping equally with goodly length are orderly and manly in
ethos, those stepping equally but with quite little steps are lowly
and ignoble, and so on.146
The final section of the second part of Book 11 touches on
delivery (uTtoKptcrt<;) (i.e., the forms or poses set by the body to support each of the notions expressed in the music) and the masculine, feminine, and medial characters of instruments used in the
accompaniment of song.147 The brief.sentences on delivery simply
point out that the mimeses of bodily motions can help to instill
dignity and manliness. The importance of bodily motion in musical expression has already been introduced by Aristides Quintilianus: this is in fact one of the subclasses, the theatric, of the
expression class of the practical division of music. The theatric
subclass is defined (1.5) as that "in which bodily motions homolo145See n. 119 supra and Robert W. Wallace, "Damone di Oa ed i suoi successori: Un' analisi delle fonti," in Harmonia mundi: Musica e filosofia nell'antichita: Music and Philosophy in the Ancient World, ed. Robert W. Wallace and
Bonnie MacLachlan, Biblioteca di Quaderni urbinati di cultura classica, vol. 5
(Roma: Edizioni dell' Ateneo, 1991), 30-53.
146see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 146-48.
147The subject is treated in Pickard-Cambridge, Dramatic Festivals, 126-35
and 156-76. See Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 148-51.
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gous to the underlying mele are also employed."148 Each of the
forms is later (1.14) associated with the other smallest units of
rhythm, melos, and diction. Speaking of the protos chronos, Aristides Quintilianus comments: "it is considered in diction in
respect to the syllable, in melos in respect to the note or one interval, and in motion of body in respect to one form."149 The visual
aspect of bodily movement makes its mimetic force especially
strong, and Aristides Quintilianus' s treatment reflects the substance of Plato's Leges 7 (814e-816e) quite clearly.150
Instruments must also be considered in a study of music's
actuality because the ethos of each instrument will have an effect
on the listener. Since particular qualities have already been associated with the masculine, feminine, and medial characters, it is a
simple matter for Aristides Quintilianus to observe which
instruments are masculine (because vehement, grave, or rugged),
feminine (because mournful or high-pitched), and medial. Only a
few instruments are specified,151 but the others are not difficult to
categorize, Aristides Quintilianus notes, because "we have in general the characteristics by which we shall subjoin the particular
instruments."152 Instruments must be selected so that the natures
of the harmoniai, rhythms, and the instruments themselves are
compatible.
The second part of Book II concludes with the observation that
the purest forms must sometimes be modified lest the extremethrough contrarietyl53-lead ethos in a direction opposite to the
goal. Medial forms, however, can be safely employed for effective
ethical education, and in the course of the second part, Aristides
Quintilianus provides a full discussion of the expression class of
the practical division of music: instrumental expression in sections 16-19 (together with a brief reference to theatric expression
148£v

~

A.outov

1tapaAaJ.t~avov-rat

Kat

cHoJ.!a'tu(at

Ktvi}crEt~

OJ.!oAoyot

-rot~ iHtoKEtJ.!evot~

J.!eAEcrt

(W.-l. 6.22-24).

149Scropct-rat yap ev J.Lev A.e~ct ttcpt cruA.A.a~i}v, ev 8£ JleAct ttcpt <p96yyov ~ ttcpt
ev 8tacr't'JlJ.!a, ev 8£ Ktvilcrct crcOJlU'tO~ 1tcpt ev crxflJ.!a (W.-I. 32.16-18).
150cf. Plato Leges 2 (654e-657a, 668b-671b) and 7 (795e-796d).
151see pp. 161-62 supra.
152£x6v'tCOV TtJ.!OOV 1Ca86A.ou xapaK-rflpa~ ot~ 'ta Ka9' ElCUcr'tOV U1tO'tU~OJ.!eV (W.1. 85.16-17).
153cf. Aristotle Metaphysica 10.4, 7-10 and Ethica Nicomachea 2.8
(1108b27-35); and Plato Theaetetus 186.
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in section 16) and odic expression in sections 9 and 10. This is fully
appropriate within the Book on the educational force and value of
music, for as Aristides Quintilianus has earlier said (1.5), the practical division is also called the educational.
By concluding the second part with a brief study of instruments, Aristides Quintilianus links this part to the third, which
deals with the question why instruments have so great a power
over the soul. The pattern is once again the same: the question is
deferred until the soul, which "is moved naturally by music
through instruments,"154 is subjected to its third analysis.
Two arguments on the soul are introduced; the first posits "the
soul is a certain harmonia and harmonia exists through numbers."155 Because music is also organized by numbers, the passions
are moved through mimesis or sympathy. This argument is postponed to a later time-in fact, to Book 111.156 The second argument
proposes that an instrument possesses a specific nature because of
its conjunction with a soul. The conjunction of the soul and the
body is then explored in a passage of considerable poetic beauty

that may derive from Plotinus and Porphyrius157 and is in any
case certainly highly reminiscent of Plato's Timaeus. Each of Aristides Quintilianus's three treatments of the soul becomes progressively more complex and poetic. In this treatment, the actual
construction of the body is delineated: the lines of the planetary
orbits are plaited into a latticework of strands (or arteries), the surfaces of the orbits become membranes, and the aeroid breath of the
earthly region is infused. The concept is then supported with four

154<:>-rt J.!EV yap 'lfUXft KtVet'tat q>UcrtK&~ U1t0 'tll~ (h' opyavrov J.!OU<JtKll~. (W.-I.
86.14-15).
155apJ.!OVta 'tt~ 1, 'lfUXft Kat apJ.!OVta Ot' apt9J..troV (W.-l. 86.20-21).
156The argument follows Plato Phaedo 86c (cf. with 92-94) and Timaeus; and
Aristotle Politica 8.5 (1340b18-19) and De anima 1.4.
15 7Plotinus Enneades IV.8.[6]; IV.3.[27]; V.2.[11]; IV.7.[2]; and Porphyrius
Sententiae 32. See also Andrew Smith, Porphyry's Place in the Neoplatonic
Tradition: A Study in Post-Plotinian Neoplatonism (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1974),
1-19. A. J. Festugiere ("L' Ame et la musique d'apres Aristide Quintilien,"
Transactions of the American Philological Association 85 [1954]: 55-78) provides
an incisive study of this part of the treatise and notes many additional parallels,
including the Corpus Hermeticum and Proclus's commentary on the Timaeus.
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allegorical interpretations of Homer, two fragments from Heracleitus, and a medical explanation)SS
With this construction, Aristides Quintilianus observes that
instruments themselves are similarly caused to sound: string
instruments with strands, wind instruments with breath. Therefore, the soul will naturally experience sympathetic responses to
instruments, and this is proven with an example of the sympathetic vibration of strings.159 The two types of instruments are
then assigned the same sort of ethical characters earlier associated
with the other parts of musical actuality. Because the string
instruments represent the higher regions (through their relation
to the lines of the planetary orbits), they are better; the wind
instruments resemble the lower regions (through their use of
breath) and so are inferior. This demonstrates, as Aristides Quintilianus observes, the famous legend of the contest between
Apollo and Marsyas.160
In the final section, the characters and the instruments themselves are associated with various mythic figures such as the
muses, Apollo, and Athena, who typify the differing passions and
ethoses, and thus the discussion of the ethico-paideutic force and
value of music is concluded.161 With the introduction of music's
relationship to the planetary spheres in the concluding part of
Book II, Aristides Quintilianus gives a foretaste of the subject and
approach of Book Ill.
The third book of the treatise deals with the remaining class of
the two divisions introduced in Book I, section 5: the natural class
of the theoretical division. As this class was in turn divided into
the arithmetic subclass and the natural subclass, Book Ill is
lSSsee Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 151-54. In the medical explanation, Aristides Quintilianus refers to the common Greek medical opinion that the soul
moved through the arteries, which contain breath (see Guido Majno, The Healing Hand: Man and Wound in the Ancient World [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975], 330-37).
159The notion of cosmic sympathy may derive from Plotinus Enneades
IV.3.[27], eh. 11; IV.4.[28], chs. 40-41. Cf. Plato Phaedo 92-94. Porphyrius (Ad
Gaurum 11.4) also describes the phenomenon of sympathetic resonance. Evanghelos Moutsopoulos explores the subject in "MoucrtKl, KtVTlcrt~ Kat 'lfUXOAoy{a ev
'tOt~ ecrxa'tOt~ llAa'tCOVtKOt~ ~haA.6yot~,'' Athena 64 (1960): 194-208; and "Sur la
"participation' musicale chez Plotin," Philosophia 1 (1971): 379-89.
160see pp. 179-82 supra.
161See Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 155-57.
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divided into two large parts paralleling these subclasses, the first
part occupying sections 1-8, the second comprised of sections 9-27.
For their exposition, these sections draw upon the phenomena
exposed in Book I and their ethico-paideutic force delineated in
Book II. Here, the author finally reaches the capstone of his work,
the ultimate goal of music, foretold in the proem:
But for those still older, it [music] explains both the nature of numbers and
the variety of proportions; it gradually reveals the harmoniai that are,
through these, in all bodies; and most important and most perfect and concerning a thing difficult for all men to comprehend, it is able to supply the
ratios of the soul-the soul of each person separately and, as well, even the
soul of the universe.162
The nature of numbers and variety of proportions is the subject of
the first part of Book Ill, while the harmoniai of bodies and the
ratios of the soul are treated in the second part.
The first part of Book Ill begins (sections 1-5) by offering a discussion of the various arithmetic demonstrations of musical
intervals, which is intended "to make each of the intervals in
music clear by strict perception through numbers."163 In this way,
material from the technical class of the theoretical division (in
Book I) is raised to the abstract level of the natural class since the
natural order and power of numbers is axiomatically assumed.
Many of the traditional numerical demonstrations are surveyed
here, including (1) weights suspended from strings;164 (2) the
usual arithmetic determinations of the ratios of tones, semitones,
and dieses, and of the interval content of the fourth; (3) monochord divisions; (4) the helicon, although with no mention of
Ptolemy; (5) plane figures; and (6) arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic proportions. Each of the demonstrations is quite clearly

l621tpotouat 5€ 'tllV 't£ 'trov &pt9J.L&v €~11YOUJ.!EV11 qrucrtv Kat &vaA.oyt&v 1tOtKtA.{av' apJ.!OVta~ o€ 'tU~ Ota 'tOU't(l)V €v 1tUO't O'IDJlaO'tV U1tOq>atVOUO'a, 'tO J.!EYtO''tOV (o€)
oi, Kat 't€A€ID'ta'tOV Kat 1t€pt 'tOU OUO'KCl'tClAll1t'tOU 1tUO'tV &v8pro1tot~ 'lfUXll~ 'tll~ 't€
Ka8' eKaO''tOV, fl811 o€ Kat 'tll~ 'tOU 1tClV'tO~ A.6you~ exoucra ttapacrx€cr8at (W.-I. 2.1117).
163a'tpex:ei Ka'taAll\jl€t 'tTI Ot' apt8J.LroV eKaO''tOV 'tOOV ev J.!OUO'tKft 5taO"'t11JlU'tOOV
E1t€V01lO'ClV (W.-I. 94.9-11).

<raq>11Vt~€tV

164The demonstration is associated with Pythagoras in Nicomachus
Manuale harmonices 6, but Aristides Quintilianus does not attribute it to
Pythagoras here. See pp. 399 and 503-4 supra.
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presented in the treatise,165 and, except for the first, none presents
any unusual physical or mathematical difficulties.
The source or sources for these demonstrations are uncertain
because most of them appear so often in so many different combinations. There are, however, three sources that contain the majority of the demonstrations. The first of these is Plutarch's De animae procreatione in Timaeo, which includes the identical plane
figures as well as some additional material paralleling passages in
later sections of Book Ill (for instance, sections 12 and 19). This
commentary might well have been a principal source for Aristides
Quintilianus; in fact, Plutarch is almost certainly the source for
the quotation at the very end of Book Ill, thus emphasizing Aristides Quintilianus's familiarity with this author. The description
of the helicon probably came from Porphyrius's commentary on
Ptolemy's Harmonica,l66 and the description of the monochordas well as several of the other demonstrations-is most likely
derived from Theon of Smyrna's Expositio rerum mathematicarum ad legendum Platonem utilium.l67 That Theon's Expositio
was used by Aristides Quintilianus is further supported by some
striking similarities between Theon's introduction and the first
part of Book Ill of Aristides Quintilianus's treatise, particularly in
the Platonic and Pythagorean references. Moreover, Theon's references to initiation into the Mysteries parallel Aristides Quintilianus's own references in the second part of Book IIJ.168
The first four demonstrations lead Aristides Quintilianus
(section 4) to question why, since there are so many intervals, only
certain intervals are considered consonant. The answer is given in
the next two demonstrations where the numbers and proportions
of the first four demonstrations are related to plane figures
(section 4) and from there to proportions and solids (section 5).
According to the argument, because only certain of the numbers
and proportions can be related to primary geometric figures, only
certain intervals can be considered consonant in nature. These
two demonstrations are necessary steps (and are the next logical
steps) because they lead the abstraction of the numbers to the
165see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 159-67.
166Porphyrius In Ptol. Harm. 2.2 (During 157.11-20).
167Theon Expositio (Hiller 87-93). See pp. 422-24 supra.
16Ssee pp. 414-15 supra.
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metaphysical geometric forms that will be used for the model of
the universe in the next part of Book Ill. Aristides Quintilianus
describes the formation of the plane figures as follows:
Since the perfect scale is considered in duple ratio, and this is resolved into
the sesquialteran and sesquitertian ratio, we determine in numbers the first
sesquialteran, three, the first perfect among numbers; and the first sesquitertian, four, the first plane in geometry. We set forth straight lines equal to
these numbers cutting one another at right angles, of which the one line to its
part will have the sesquialteran ratio, the other, the sesquitertian. 169 Since
we have determined points on the lines by the underlying monads, if we
should conduct parallels, a whole area in one way is produced for us from
twelve monads as we set forth the ratios in accord with geometry; and in
another way, in accord with arithmetic, the complement of the perfect numbers will be demonstrated upon thirty-five monads. Each of the parallelograms comprised of the parts of crosswise straight lines and of the whole
line and its part170 will demonstrate the aforesaid ratios of the consonant
intervals and neither more nor less than these. 171

Although the figures themselves are not preserved in the
manuscripts, the same figures are described in Plutarch's De animae procreatione in Timaeo 1018a-b, and they can easily be reconstructed:

169These are lines A and Bin figure 89. The characterizations of the numbers
follow Theon Expositio (Hiller 46.14-19; 26.14-18).
170That is, lines A, B, C, and D. The parts of the crosswise lines are demonstrated in the smaller figure; the whole lines and their parts are demonstrated in
the larger figure, which also embodies the smaller figure and all its complements. The four segments of the larger figure also demonstrate the famous
Pythagorean harmonia of 6:8:9:12 (see pp. 363 and 394 supra). The number 35
(represented in the larger figure) will be important in the cosmological demonstrations later in Book Ill.
171E1t£t 'tOtVUV 'tO crucrt11Jla 'tO 'tEAEtOV EV Ot1tAacr{ovt 9eropettat A.6ycp, oi>to<; B'
avaAuetat Et<; 't£ 'tO llf.ltOAtOV Kat E1tt'tpt'tOV' AaJ.L~cXVOJlEV apt9J.LOU<; ilJ.ttOAtOV JleV
1tprotov 'tOV tpta Kat 'tEAEtOV 1tprotOV (ev) apt9J,Lot<;, E1tt'tpt'tOV Be 1tprotov 'tOV tecrcrapa Kat 1tprotOV E1tt1teBov EV yeroJ.LE'tpt~, ta<; 'tOU'tOt<; tcra<; eu9e{a<; 'tEJlVOUcra<;
aAAilAa<; 1tp0<; 6p9a<; EKtt9eJ,Le9a, rov i1 JleV 1tp0<; 'tO autil<; JlEpo<; 'tOV llJltOAtOV A.6yov' i1
Be 'tOV E1tttpt'tOV £~et. Kat B~ G11JlEtrov llJllV EV autat<; A1lcp9evtrov Kata ta<; U1tOKEtJlEVa<; JlOVaBa<; ei 1tapaAAi1Aou<; ayayotf..!EV' 'tO JleV OAOV llf.llV EJl~aBov 1tll JleV
BroBeKa y{vetat J.LovaBrov Kata yerof..letptav tou<; A.6you<; eKtt9ef..tevot<;, 1tll Be Kata
apt9J.L1l'ttKllV tptaKOV't<X1tEV't£ 'tEAOOV to t&v apt9J.L&V GUJl~OAOV KataBetx91lcretat.
eKacrtov Be trov U1t0 trov f.lEprov t&v eu9euov €vaAAa~ K<Xt U1t0 OA11<; Kat JlEpou<;
1t£ptEXOJ.LEvrov 1tapaAA11AoypaJ.LJ.LroV tou<; 1tpoetp11f..lEVou<; t&v cruf..!<provrov Btacrt'llJ.Latrov E1ttBe{~et A.6you<; Kat oute 1tAe{ou<; toutrov oute €A.attou<; (W.-1. 99.29100.15).
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Figure 89.

Building on the proportions described in section 4, Aristides
Quintilianus explains the mathematical characteristics of the
three means (arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic), although his
method for determining the harmonic mean differs somewhat
from the descriptions found in Nicomachus's Manuale or Theon
of Smyrna's Expositio.172 In order to be able to relate these means
more closely to the squares and cubes described in Plato's
Timaeus, he describes the harmonic mean as the result of inserting arithmetic means in the middle of a geometric proportion and
accordingly lays out the plane geometric proportion of 2:4:8 (based
on squares) and the solid geometric proportion of 3:9:27 (based on
cubes). Then, by inserting arithmetic means between each of the
terms, he produces the plane proportion 2:3:4:6:8, in which 4 is the
harmonic mean between 3 and 6, and the solid proportion
3:6:9:18:27, in which 9 is the harmonic mean between ·6 and 18.
Two additional harmonic means, 4 and 12, can be inserted within
this proportion to produce the "musical, solid proportion"
(J.tOU<JtKl, <J'tepea avaA.oyia) of 3:4:6:9:12:18:27, although Aristides
Quintilianus does not describe how these additional means could
have been determined by using his method. The entire complex
embodies all the proportional types and the various consonances:
3:2

4:3

1111

3:2

~

3 : 4 : 6 : 9 : 12 : 18 : 27
L_J

L__j

3:2

3:2

harm. arith. geom.

Figure 90.

172see pp. 362-63, 400-401 (and n. 81), 422, and 426-27 supra.
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The same definitions of numbers and the same (or similar) definitions of proportions are also found in Theon's Expositio (Hiller 46;
35; and 113-19). All this material is Platonic, and indeed all of
Book Ill of Aristides Quintilianus's treatise is closely related to the
notions of Plato's Timaeus and the "Myth of Er" in Book X of
Plato's Respublica.
In section 6, the first twelve numbers are given specific associations that will later be involved in Aristides Quintilianus's metaphysical demonstrations in the second part of Book Ill. The first
ten, of course, form the decad, which was of great symbolic importance to the Pythagoreans and Platonists. According to Theon of
Smyrna, it contained "in itself the nature of both even and odd, of
that which is in motion and that which is motionless, of good and
of evil."173 The associations assigned to the numbers are clearly
derived from ancient sources, as is seen in Aristides Quintilianus's constant references to "they" and "them," and in view of
the earlier apparent uses of Theon, it seems likely that here too he
is one of the sources for these characterizations:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

beginning of the concord of the whole universe and creative cause
matter
the universe
the solid
sensory perception
perfection of body, or marriage174
chastity
material body
music
the first concord

Figure 91.

Aristides Quintilianus adds two numbers to this group because
his later treatments will draw heavily on the number 12. No particulary good association would seem to have come to mind in
connection with the number 11: Aristides Quintilianus simply
173;, J!EV'tot OeKa~ 1tav'ta 1tepaivet 'tov &pt9J.t6v, EJ.t1tept€xoucra 1t&crav <pucrtv
EV"CO~ aU'tll<;, ap'ttOU 'te Kat 1tept't"COU KtVOUJ!EVOU 'te Kat aKtVft'tOU &ya9ou 'te Kat
KaKou (Hiller 106.7-10). The decad is only one of eleven forms of the tetraktys
discussed by Theon (see pp. 424-26 supra).
174on 6 as the marriage number, see Plato Respublica 8.3 (546b-d). McClain,
"Musical'Marriages'," 242-72, provides an interesting study of this passage. ,
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associates it with the ratio 12:11, the remainder when the diesis
33:32 is subtracted from the tone. The number 12, however, he
characterizes as "the most musical of the numbers" (J.l01HJt Kro'ta'toc;
apt8J.lrov), for this one can be arrayed in the proportion 12:9:8:6:4:3,
which embodies all the familiar Pythagorean consonances, as well
as the 9:8 tone.175
Section 7 provides Aristides Quintilianus's defense against the
anticipated charge of inconsistency for proposing to expound
musical nature precisely through numbers while at the same time
suggesting (in sections 2-3) that some musical intervals may be
irrational. The resolution of this seeming paradox, he asserts, lies
in the fact that the actual instruments on which intervals may be
sounded are merely a poor imitation of their perfect metaphysical
counterparts, which do embody the perfection of number. Moreover, worldy perceptions are also hampered by their surroundings
and cannot offer true understanding. Thus, he concludes:
music itself also has a beginning from the whole universe, just like other
things-to speak in a not unconvincing manner-and by its mixture with bodily matter falls away from its precision and excellence in numbers, since at
least in the regions above us, it is strict and incorruptible. So also we are
powerless to make the divisions of the intervals equal, and we have defective consonances of scales because our bodily density is a hindrance. 176
These notions could be derived from any number of sources, but
the presence in this section of the analogy with the sculptor calls
to mind Plotinus's Enneades V.8.[31], eh. 1, while the duality of
regions, the unreliability of perceptions, and the function of
mimesis suggests Enneades II.1.[40], Plato's Phaedrus and Respublica 10.1-3, and Aristotle's Metaphysica 1.6 (987b).
The first part of Book Ill draws to a close in section 8 as Aristides Quintilianus supports the association of music and numbers
through a series of parallels drawn from painting, medicine, social
ethos, and political structure. These are important not only
because they supply additional evidence but also because they
175For fuller explanations of the numbers and their meanings, see Mathiesen,
AQ on Music, 167-69.
176flOUcrtld,Y 811 Kat aU'tllY UPXllY J.!EY EXetY eK 'tiDY OACOY' rocr1tep Kat 'tU aAAa,
ei1tetY OUK an{8aYOY' -en 8£ 1tp0~ 'tllY <iCOJ.!a'ttKllY UA11Y fll~et 'tll~ Ka'tU 'tOU~ apt8J.!OU~
U1t01tt1t'tetY aKpt~eta~ 't£ Kat aKpO'tll'tO~, e1tet EY ye 'tOt~ U1tEp lllla~ 't01t0t~ a'tpeKll~
'tE ecr'tt Kat a8ul<p8opo~. OU'tCO~ Kat 'tU~ Ei~ tcra 'tOOY 8ta<i't1lflcX'tCOY 8tatpecr£t~
a8uYa'tOUJ.!EY Kat 'tU~ 'tiDY (jU<i'tllflcX'tCOY <iUJ.!q>COYta~ eAAt1t£t~ EXOJ.!EY 'tll~ <iCOJ.!a'ttKTl~
naxutll'tO~ napefl1t08t~oucr11~ (W.-I. 105.18-25).
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provide a way of linking this first part of Book Ill through parallel
subjects to Books I and II: painting was introduced in Book I, section 1, and Book II, section 4; medicine was used for analogy in
Book I, section 2, and Book II, sections 6, 15, and 16; considerations
of ethos occupied much of Books I and II; and the political structure of Rome was noted in Book II, section 6. In this way, Aristides
Quintilianus shows the clear relationship of the arithmetic subclass of the theoretical division of music to all the other classes
previously treated.177
Some of the material in section 8 is developed from Aristides
Quintilianus's earlier remarks, but additional specific sources are
also suggested. Painting as mimetic of primary nature through
forms and shades as specified by physiognomy reflects Aristotle's
Physiognomonica 2 (806a19-806b3); the ratios of palpitations and
periodic fevers are treated in Galen's De differentia pulsuum
1.8,29; 2.13-14; 3.3; the consonance of society is discussed in Plato's
Leges 3 (689d) and Respublica 3.12 (402c-d);178 and the order of the
military and social structure "in the best republics" (£v 'tat<; apicr'tat<; 1tOAt'tc:tat<;) is described in Pliny's Naturalis historia 33.7-8.
Aristides Quintilianus now concludes: "To have organized
these things so palpably through numbers and means, but not
music, is to suspect nature of being wholly ignorant and unrefined."179 This makes it clear that all the classes discussed up to
this point-all the technical discussions of Book I, all the ethical
and paideutic considerations of Book II, and the arithmetic exegeses of the first part of Book Ill-are encompassed in this final subclass, the natural, which is the subject of the final part of Book IlL
Sections 9-27 are intended, as Aristides Quintilianus states, to
"work through the particulars of what is discussed in music, making quite plain the similarity of each particular to the universe
altogether."180 Since all other beautiful things exhibit concord
with the universe, music too must have such a relationship. Yet
177see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 172-74.
178These same two passages are also quoted in Theon Expositio (Hiller lOll), which may actually be Aristides Quintilianus's source.
179't0 81, 'taU'ta JlfV OU'tro<; evapy&<; bt' apt9J..LroV Kat JlEO"O'ti)'troV O"UV£O"'tavat,
JlOUO"tKi,v be J..Lil av t)1t0VO£tV 7tcXV't£Aro<; UJ..La8ou<; Kat UJ..LOUO"OU 'ti,V <pUO"tV EO"'ttV (W.-1.
107.9-12).

l80'ta Ka8' EKacr'ta 'tWV ev JlOUO"tKft A£YOJlEVOlV bt£~l0lfl£V EKUO"'tOU 'ti,V 7tp0<; 'tO
O"UJ..L7tav OJ..LOtO'tll'ta btacra<pouv't£<; (W.-1. 107.13-15).
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music is distinct from the other arts and sciences and is higher in
value because it alone "offers a counterpart of the harmonia of the
universe."181 This statement once again recalls the proem where
Aristides Quintilianus proposes the unique value of music and
observes that music is able to supply the ratios of the soul-the
soul of each person separately and even the soul (or, the harmonia) of the universe.182
The proem is also recalled in section 9 by the renewed invocation of Apollo. Here, Aristides Quintilianus makes plain that the
material he is about to treat is of special moment, dealing with a
subject-the harmonia of the universe-shrouded in mystery and
secrecy.183 This second invocation is thus of structural importance
in the design of the treatise because it stresses the identity of the
final part of Book Ill with the goal of the treatise stated at the
beginning of Book I. In this way, it balances the form of the entire
discourse. At the very end of Book Ill, Apollo will be thanked for
sustaining the author and guiding his work to its termination,
and so the form will be closed and complete.
The first four principal categories of Book I (sections 6-9)notes, intervals, scales, and genera-and the preliminary discussion of music's motion and matter (section 4) are related in Book
Ill to universal motion (section 10) and matter (section 11). Musical motion reflects the universal because it too is incorporeal;184
musical matter, which is the motion of sound, is like universal
matter because it represents both the continuous and the discontinuous.185 Notes have been defined as both stationary and movable, and things in the universe, likewise, are stationary by region
or function, or are movable in the sense of changing from life to
death and good to evil.l86 Intervals in music, which may exhibit
different dimensions, also have their universal counterpart. The
ethereaL body, as a plane figure, exhibits two dimensions, like the

18Ltll<; 'tOU 1t<XV'tO<; apJ.LOVta<; 'tTtV ciKro <PEpct (W.-I. 107.24).
182cf. p. 555 supra.
183cf. Plotinus Enneades VI.9.[9], eh. 11.
184Musical motion is the motion of sound, and sound, as a condition (defined
in Book I, section 4), is not itself corporeal.
185cf. Aristotle Physica 3 and Metaphysica 7.
186various types of motion are described in Plato Theaetetus 181c-d and
Leges 10 (893b-894d) and Aristotle Physica 3.1 (201a10) and Categoriae 15a13.
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parhypate, which may be separated from the hypate by a diesis or a
semitone. The lower bodies, by contrast, are solid and exhibit three
dimensions, like the lichanos, which may be separated from the
parhypate by a diesis, a semitone, or a tone. If the different dimensions of the parhypate and lichanos are taken together, it is clear
that a group of intervals may exhibit closeness or openness of
position, and this matches the greater or lesser densities of material bodies. Finally, the infinite power of nature is limited by the
power of the Demiurge, and so all material existence, all beauty is
based on limit and reason.
Section 11 follows this same method of analogy for scales and
genera. The triadic nature of the universe is reflected in a series of
parallels as follows:
1.

[1.

Incorporeal
Medial
Corporeal

Octave
Fifth
Fourth

Divine
Mortal
Inanimate

2.

[1.

One dimension
Two dimensions
Three dimensions

Line
Plane
Solid

Enharmonic
Calor
Diatonic

3.

[1.

Enharmonic
Calor
Diatonic

One shade
Three shades
Two shades

Creative force
Nature
Matter

2.
3.

2.
3.

2.
3.

Spiritual essence
Nature
Sensible body

Figure 92.

All the material in sections 10 and 11 is complementary to the
notions in Plato's Timaeus, but specific sources for Aristides Quintilianus's treatment remain elusive. These sections are intended
to draw some of the material from Book I together with the metaphysics of this part and thereby show them simply as subsidiary to
this higher order and preliminary to its understanding. In view of
this purpose and since this could only have been done previously
by a treatise similarly constructed (which Aristides Quintilianus
has asserted does not exist), it is quite likely that the specific relationships have been set out by Aristides Quintilianus himsel£.187
Sections 12 and 13 concentrate on parallels of number, music,
and the universe. Aristides Quintilianus begins by anticipating an
objection to the last of his groups in the previous section (group 3
in figure 92). The diatonic genus is associated with the number 2
(two shades) in the third group and the number 3 (three dimen187see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 175-79. ,
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sions) in the second group, but this is not a contradiction, he
asserts, because in matters of magnitude (the second group) the
ethereal is plane while the material is solid, and in matters of
power (the third group) the ethereal is perfect 3 while the material
is imperfect 2. The reason for this interchange is the marriage of
the ethereal and the material, which yields the number 6, "the
first number completed by its own parts."188
All the numbers in music exhibit these sorts of relationships,
Aristides Quintilianus observes, and having already demonstrated the parallels of the octave, fifth, and fourth in section 11,
he now proceeds to show complements for the tone, semitones,
and dieses. In the ratio of the tone, 9 and 8 represent respectively
the number of the starless sphere and the number of the sphere of
the zodiac. Multiplying them by 2 to produce ratios of semitones,
18:17:16, yields the plane numbers 18 and 16, which have areas
equal to their perimeters and show "the symmetry of what surrounds and is surrounded-the body and the soul."189 17, the
natural mean to both, represents the natural exchange and emanation of the moon towards the earth. Multiplying the terms
again to produce ratios of dieses, 36:[35]:34:[33]:32, yields tl1e number 36, which is the first number at once square and triangular and
which represents "the first fashioning of the human animal,"190
or, the base for the number of days in which a child may be born.
This contention is not demonstrated at this point but anticipates
sections 18 and 23, where various multiples of numbers produce
210 (the cube on the square of 6, minus the marriage number, 6),
which is the number of days in which a seven-month child is
fully formed.191 Even the number of notes in a tonos, set out in
1881tp&-rov 'tote; au-rou JlEP£<H aUJ.l1tAllPOUJ.l£VOV (W.-I. 112.5-6). That is, 1 + 2 + 3
[Hiller 45]).
189-rnv aUJ.lJ.lE'tptav 1t£pt£xov-r6c; 't£ Kat 1t£pl£XOJ.!EVOU, 'lfUXflc; K<Xt aroJ.la'toc_; (W.-1.
112.21-22). 16, as a square, has an area of 16, equal to the sum of its four sides; 18,
as a rectangle with sides of 3 and 6, has an area of 18, equal to the sum of its four
sides.
190&v8pro1ttvou ~cpou -rnv 1tpro-r11v D£tKvuat DllJ.ltoupy{av (W.-I. 112.26-27). 36 is
a square with sides of 6 and a triangle with sides of 8. On the types of numbers,
see Theon Expositio (Hiller 26-46).
1916 x 6 x 6 - 6 = 210; 7 x 30 = 210. A fuller treatment of 36 and its relationship to 216 and 210 appears in Plutarch De animae procreatione in Timaeo
1018a-d and 1027f-1017d, which together with Aristotle Historia animalium 7.3
is probably Aristides Quintilianus's source.

= 6 (cf. Theon Expositio
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various ways, is equivalent to the 28 lunar days and the 29 days in
the month)92 Sections 12 and 13 draw arithmetic demonstrations
and enumerations from Book I, section 10, and from Book Ill, section 1, into the higher natural class and thus parallel sections 10
and 11, which concentrated on sections 6-9 of Book !)93
The association of five fourths, three fifths, and two octaves in
the Perfect Immutable System with the senses, elements, and
virtues occupies sections 14-16. These complete the preliminary
relation of the technical with the natural class of music and introduce a similar relationship of material from Book II; the entire
complex might be diagrammed as in figure 93.194 The three fifths
are first identified in Book I, section 8, as the meson, synemmenon, and diezeugmenon; the two octaves as synemmenon and
diezeugmenon. When the terms u synemmenon" and "diezeugmenon" reappear at this point in the treatise, their purpose is not
particularly intended to signify specific musical segments of the
Perfect Immutable System but rather to distinguish between those
elements that are linked (synemmenon) and those that are disjunct (diezeugmenon). As Aristides Quintilianus states:
Since there are two species of the octave, the first, among mankind, shows
four of the faculties of sense together, the actuality of which comes from
external conditions and from our own powers alone; the second shows sight as
greater, which does not bring about action with two things joined together,
but rather is in need of a third, light, for aid. And in the universe, the first

192There are twenty-eight notes altogether when the Greater and Lesser
Perfect Systems are combined and each of the movable notes is separately named
by genus (see the chart on p. 374). Further parallels with the number 28 appear in
Nicomachus Manuale harmonicum 4-5 and 7 (see pp. 407-11 supra). Singing the
Greater Perfect System in ascent and descent, in a single genus and without
repeating the topmost note, results in twenty-nine notes, fifteen up and fourteen
down.
193see Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 179-81.
194AH of this material is clearly based on a combination of the earlier parts
of the treatise (especially Book I, section 8, and Book 11, sections 6-9) with the
Timaeus and Leges 1 (631c-d) and 12 (963a-964b). With the exception of discretion (crrocppocruv11) and judgment (cpp6v11crt~), Aristides Quintilianus has hardly
mentioned the virtues or elements up to this point in the treatise, but they will
now become much more important in his treatment. On the four primary virtues,
see Plato Euthdemus 279-281, Respublica 4.6-8, and the passage from Leges cited
above.
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scale will show the material and what is moved in a straight line and the
other will show the ethereal and the region of orbital movement. 195

> <

Fourths
Hypaton

Touch

Earth

Discretion

Meson

Taste

Water

Synemmenon
Diezeugmenon
Hyperbolaion

Smell
Hearing
Sight

Air
Fire
Ether

Abstinence from
illegal pleasure
Reasonable use
of legal pleasure

Righteousness
Manly spirit
Judgment
Fifths

Hypaton/Meson Touch/taste
(A-e)

Earth/water

Synemmenon
(f-ct)

Smell

Air

Diezeugmenon
(d'-a')

Hearing/ sight

Fire/ ether

Righteousness/ discretion
(epithymetic part of
the soul)
Manly spirit
(thymic part
of the soul)
Judgment
(rational part
of the soul)

Octaves
Synemmenon
(A-a)
Diezeugmenon
(a-a')

Touch/taste/
smell/hearing
Sight

Earth/water
air/fire
Ether

Irrational part
of the soul
Rational part
of the soul

Figure 93.

With these associations, Aristides Quintilianus is able to show
in section 17 how music presents a paradigm for "every age and
the whole of life" (1tiiaa JlEV 'hAtK:ta Kat crUJ.t1ta<; ~{o<;). As was
195()uetv ()£ eicSotv OV'tOtV 'tOU cSux 1tacr&v 'tO flEV 1tp6-repov EV f.LEV av8pro1tcp
'tE't'tapa bT}AOt -r&v aicr8T}'tT}p{rov aJ.La, ot<;
't£ 'tOOV EK'tO<; npayJ.UX'troV Kat
-rrov llJlE'tEprov bUVUJlEO>V JlOVOV l) evepyEta, 'tO ()£ bEU'tEpov opacrtv ro<; J.!Etl;ova, f\-rt<;
ou cSuetv crUVEAT}Au86-rotv a1tO't£A£t 'tODpyov &A,A,a Kat 'tpt'tOU 1tpocrbEt'tat 'tOU <pro-ro<;
ei<; E1ttlCOup{av. EV ()£ 'tql 1taV'tt 'tO JlEV np6'tepov crucr'tT}JlU 'tOV UAtKOV Kat E1t'
eu8e{a<; KtVOUJlEVOV' 8a-repov ()£ 'tOV ai8£pt0V Kat KUKAO<pOpT}'ttKOV bT}AcOcret 't01tOV

an6

(W.-I. 115.8-16). See Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 181-84.
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demonstrated in Book II, music can lead towards virtue or vice,
and this is like the relationships of the meson, synemmenon, and
diezeugmenon tetrachords. The first tetrachord always has the
same beginning and reflects youth, "in the course of which we all
live similarly and yield equally to the passions."196 The mese is a
turning point, manifesting the two paths one may take after
childhood: virtue or vice. The synemmenon, being shorter, manifests the easy and sweet nature of evil. Just as a scale slips easily
and imperceptibly into the synemmenon, so the path of vice is
easy to follow. By contrast, the diezeugmenon, with its wholetone shift, shows the intense transference into the power of
virtue. The path of virtue is more difficult but is perfect, just as
the octave formed by the meson and diezeugmenon is perfect,
while the seventh formed by the meson and synemmenon is
imperfect.
Diezeugmenon (adulthood)
Meson (youth)
e

f

g

(m:~
I

b

c'

d'

bb

c'

d'

e'

virtue

vice

Synemmenon (adulthood)
Figure 94.

The section concludes with an allegorical passage from Hesiod's
Opera et dies (287-292) suggesting the associations Aristides Quintilianus has drawn.
Look, badness is easy to have, you can take it by handfuls without effort.
the road that way is smooth and starts here beside you. But between us and
virtue the immortals have put what will make us sweat. The road to virtue
is long and goes steep up hill, hard climbing at first, but the last of it, when
you get to the summit (if you get there) is easy going after the hard part. 197 ·

196Ka9' ~V a1taV'tE~ PtOUJ.LEV 't£ OJ.LOtro~ Kat 1ta9&v E1tt0"11~ 'h't't00J.LE9a (W.-I.
116.17-18).

197'ti,v J.LEV yap KaKO'tll'ta Kat iA.a8ov ecr'ttv €A.£cr9at P1118{ro~ · A.ei11 J.LEV 686~,
J.LUAa 8' eyyu9t vatet · 'tll~ 8' apE'tll~ i8pro'ta 9eot 1tpo1tapot9ev e811Kav a9ava'tot ·
J.taKpo~ 8e Kat op9to~ OtJ.LO~ E~ au'ti,V Kat 'tPTlXU~ 'tO 1tpOO'tOV. E1ti,v 8' ei~ aKpov tKTtat,
P1lt8t11 81, E1t£t'ta 1tEAEt xaAE1tft 1tEp eoucra (W.-I. 117.12-17). Translation by Richmond Lattimore (Hesiod: The Works and Days, Theogeny, Shield of Herakles
[Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1959]).
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The passage was well known and widely quoted in antiquity; Aristides Quintilianus may have known it not from Hesiod but from
Plato's Leges 4 (718e-719a), where it appears more or less in full, or
from Respublica 2.7 (364c-d), where it is abbreviated.
The Hesiod quotation acts as an intermed.iate conclusion to the
material of sections 9-17. It is clear at this point that Aristides
Quintilianus has been concentrating on the relationships of music
and number with the lower level of terrestrial existence and all its
universal attributes. In the next segment, sections 18-23, he will
draw out the creation of terrestrial existence and its relationship to
the body of the universe (the planets, prim.ary elements, and so
on) through further musical and numerical demonstrations.
The consideration of the body of the universe begins with the
creation of animals in section 18. This creation is illustrated in the
perfect (or, "marriage") number, 6,198 which provides a base for
the harmonic proportion 6:8:9:12. The sum of these numbers is 35,
the number of days it was thought to take for the fetus of sevenmonth children to form distinct parts.199 35 multiplied by 6 produces 210, the "number equal to the daily cycles of seven-month
children"200 (i.e., 7 x 30 days = 210). If the numbers in the rhythmic ratios 1:2:3:4 are added, the number 10 results. Adding this to
35 yields 45, the preliminary gestation period for nine-month children. Likewise, 45 multiplied by 6 produces 270, the number of
days in which nine-month children are born alive (i.e., 9 x 30 days
= 270). Eight-month children cannot be born alive because the
necessary base number, 40, cannot be produced except by omitting
some of the numbers of the harmonic and rhythmic ratios. These
same ratios also exhibit bodily beauty in symmetry and therefore
show that music is an illustration of the abstract nature of beauty;
it is not simply beauty itself.
Aristides Quintilianus may have developed this section from
traditional Pythagorean lore (which associated 6, 8, 9, and 12,
respectively, with the four humors: lacteus, sanguineus, caro, and
corpus), drawing on the work of Censorinus, Varro, and others.
But in view of his apparent widespread use of Plutarch's De animae procreatione in Timaeo, it seems more likely that he may
198see p. 559 supra.
199cf. p. 426 supra.
200icrapt8J.LOV 'tat~ 'tWV fJt't<XJlTtVffiV 1tept68ot~ llJlepllcrtat~ (W.-1. 118.1-2).
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once again have turned to this treatise (1017e-1018d) as well as
Aristotle's Historia animalium 7.3-4 (for the material on the viability of the fetus) and Plato's Respublica 3.12.201
In section 19, Aristides Quintilianus expands the interrelationships to include the primary elements and seasons, no doubt
drawing on the Timaeus (55d-56b, especially for the associations
of elements, forms, and numbers) and Plutarch's De animae procreatione in Timaeo (1028f, for the relationship with the seasons).
The arrangement can be set out as follows:
Fire
Earth

Pyramid

4

Summer

Cube

Autumn

Air

Octahedron
Icosahedron

6
8
12

Water

Spring
Winter

Figure 95.
Two of the elements, fire and water, are angle forms associated
with "creative bodies," while the other two, earth and air, are
plane forms associated with "affective bodies." These associations,
derived from the Timaeus (56c-57c), pertain to the transformations of the primary elements.
From the demonstration of the complements among the primary elements, the creation of animals, the seasons, number, and
music, Aristides Quintilianus concludes (section 20) that "there is
... in the body of the universe a palpable paradigm of music,"202
and in the next five sections, this conclusion is further supported
by material apparently drawn from Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos 1.6-7,
12-13, 18, 23;203 Theon's Expositio (Hiller 118-19); and, of course,
Plato's Timaeus and Plutarch's De animae procreatione in

Timaeo.
Section 20, as an introduction to sections 21-24, points out that
though the movements of the universe must produce sound
according to the laws of physics, universal sounds are imperceptible to most because their ears are not adapted to hear the sounds.
This explanation is distinct from the traditional one preserved by
Aristotle's De caelo 2.9, reflecting Aristides Quintilianus's differ-

20lsee Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 185-86.
202 "Ecr"ttv o.Ov Kav 'tip 'tou nav'tos oroJ.La'tt napaOetyJ.La J.LoucrtKlls £vapy£<;
(W.-I. 119.21-22).

203or perhaps from Porphyrius's introduction to the Tetrabiblos.
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ent point of view: the sounds can be heard by special persons of
sufficient virtue and knowledge.204
Since the planetary movements do emit sounds, some of the
planets are more masculine, some more feminine, and some
medial in accord with the distinctions set out in Book 11, sections
12-14. The order is given in section 21, where specific characteristics are also assigned to masculine, feminine, and medial natures.
Moon

Wet

Epsilon

Hermes

Dry

Alpha

Aphrodite Wet

Eta

Feminine
(slightly
masculine)
Masculine
(slightly
feminine)
Feminine

Night

Proslambanomenos

Day

Hypate
hypaton

Night

Parhypate
hypaton
Lichanos
hypaton
Hypate
meson

Sun

Dry

Omega

Masculine

Day

Ares

Dry/wet

Alpha

Night

Zeus

Temperate

Eta

Masculine
(somewhat
feminine)
Feminine

Night

Kronos

Dry

Omega

Masculine

Day

Parhypate
meson
Lichanos
meson

Figure 96.
The four triangles of the zodiac205 are then associated with the
four tones of the synemmenon as follows:

204Aristotle, while rejecting it, refers to the common argument that the sound
is not heard consciously because it is constant from birth. For a useful survey of the
subject, see Levin, "Nicomachus. Manual of Harmonics," 80-103; and Mathiesen,
AQ on Music, 188-90.
205The four triangles are:
Signs
Governors
I.
N.W.: Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius Sun (day) and Zeus (night)
II. S.E.: Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn Aphrodite (day) and Moon (night)
Ill. N.E.: Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius Kronos (day) and Hermes (night)
IV. S.W.: Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces Ares, Aphrodite (day), and Moon
(night)
See Ptolemy Tetrabiblos 1.18.
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First triangle
Second triangle
Third triangle
Fourth triangle

Three signs206
Three signs
Three signs
Three signs

Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Masculine
/feminine

Alpha
Eta
~

Omega
Alpha

Mese
Trite synemmenon
Paranete synemmenon
Nete synemmenon

Figure 97.

And the seven remaining notes-those of the diezeugmenon and
hyperbolaion tetrachords-are assigned to the planets, but with
qualities now opposite,207 reflecting the fact that, as Aristides
Quintilianus observes, "they function in one way throughout the
night and in another way throughout the day."208
Moon
Hermes
Aphrodite
Sun
Ares
Zeus
Kronos

Alpha
Eta
Omega
Alpha
Eta
Omega
Alpha

Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Masculine

Paramese
Trite diezeugmenon
Paranete diezeugmenon
Nete diezeugmenon
Trite hyperbolaion
Paranete hyperbolaion
Nete hyperbolaion

Figure 98.

The arrangement described by Aristides Quintilianus is quite
different from that preserved in Nicomachus's Manuale harmonices 3, Ptolemy's Harmonica 3.8-16, or Theon's Expositio (Hiller
138-43).209 It is impossible to determine the exact source for this
section, although the characteristics assigned to the planets and
the details of the zodiacal arrangement do follow Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos 1.4-23.
In several of the sections of Book Ill, Aristides Quintilianus
appears to be developing his own relationships and demonstrations to pull together the various materials already introduced
and to focus them on his epistemological goal. In section 22, the
206The signs are Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces. Cf. pp. 491-93 (and n. 241) supra.
207The Sun and Kronos, though still masculine, are now reflected by the
medial alpha instead of the strictly masculine omega. Mathiesen, AQ on Music,
190-92.
208£'tepro~ yap Ota VUK'toc;, aA.A.roc; o£ Ot' llJ.lEpac; Ouva'tat (W.-I. 122.25-26).
See Ptolemy Tetrabiblos 1.7.
209see pp. 396-97,409,428-29, and 484-94 supra.
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fifteen notes of the Greater Perfect System are associated with the
fifteen tonoi of Book I, section 10, and the zodiac itself, as introduced in Book Ill, section 21.
Moon
Hermes
Aphrodite
Sun
Ares
Zeus
Kronos

Hypodorian
H ypoiastian
Hypophrygian
Hypoaeolian
Hypolydian
Dorian
Iastian

Zodiac

Phrygian

Moon
Hermes
Aphrodite
Sun
Ares
Zeus
Kronos

Hyperlydian
H yperaeolian
Hyperphrygian
H yperiastian
Hyperdorian
Lydian
Aeolian

Daytime
actualities

Nighttime
actualities

Figure 99.

The Hypodorian is initially associated with the moon as the lowest of the planets, and the subsequent tonoi, notes, and planets
move up sequentially. Inasmuch as the two sequences of planets
result in only fourteen parallels, the zodiac itself is introduced in
the middle of this section to provide the fifteenth. In this case, it
parallels the mese-the position it also occupied in the previous
section-and the Phrygian tonos. The arrangement described by
Aristides Quintilianus associates contrasting tonoi with each
planet. For example, the moon in its daytime actuality parallels
the Hypodorian while in its nighttime actuality it parallels the
Hyperlydian. Likewise, Zeus is Dorian in the day and Lydian at
night. Finally, since certain rhythms and instruments have
already been related to the modes in Book II, these associations are
extended to the planetary powers, which clarifies their ability to
affect mankind through universal mimesis.210
Section 23 continues the association of the zodiac with musical
numbers and the creation of life, building upon sections 12 and 18.
The zodiac is partitioned into twelve parts, the signs from Aries to

210Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 192-93.

Music Theory Ill: Aristides Quintilianus
Pisces,211 which parallel the twelve whole-tones in the Greater
Perfect System (Book I, section 10). This number is also embodied
in the first right-angle triangle that can be constructed with
entirely rational sides: 3 + 4 + 5 = 12, and the triangle in turn suggests the existence of seven-month (4 + 3) and nine-month (4 + 5)
children, composed of feminine and masculine numbers, while
further proving the "unviable and lifeless birth of eight-month
children"212 because they are the sum of the masculine numbers,
3 and 5.
The triangle may also be subjected to further sorts of mathematical manipulation, resulting in meaningful numbers, for
example: 33 + 43 + 53 = 216 (210, the number of seven-month children, plus 6, the marriage number); (3 x 4 x 5) + 216 = 276 (270, the
number of nine-month children, plus 6); 3 = 2 + 1, or 2:1; 4 = 2 + 2,
or 1:1; 5 = 3 + 2, or 3:2; and two of the sides exhibit the ratio 4:3.
Moreover, the sum of the sides, 12, multiplied by 3, the first perfect number, produces 36, the number of ascendants.213 Multiplying 36 by 10 produces the number of degrees in the zodiac,214
and the circle of the zodiac embraces the proportional angles and
figures illustrated in figure 100.
Angles AB, AD, BC, and CD are four right angles; angles AE,
EF, FB, BG, GH, HC, Cl, IJ, JD, DK, KL, and LA are twelve acute
angles; one hexagon, BELDIH, embraces six acute angles; one
square, ABCD, embraces three acute angles per side; one triangle,
AGJ, embraces four acute angles per side; and one discordant line,
AH, may be drawn. The hexagon shows equal ratios to itself and
the sesquialteran to the square. The triangle shows the sesquitertian ratio to the square and the duple to the hexagon. Five angles
show no consonant ratio (line AH), and six angles, the diameter,
are consonant with every figure (6:4, 6:3, 6:2, or 3:2, 2:1, 3:1). From
this figure, Aristides Quintilianus concludes that harmonic ratios
211 Ptolemy Tetrabiblos 1.9.
212&'tpO<pOV yovnv Kat a~rov 'tflV 'tOOV OK'taJ..Lflvrov (W.-I. 124.12).

213Celestial space is arranged in twelve parts called "houses," each of
which includes thirty degrees of the zodiac and corresponds to a phase of human
life. The first house, the ascendant, contains the stars and planets rising over the
eastern horizon; the powers and characteristics of the planets were modified by
their combination with various signs of the zodiac and the houses in which they
appeared. See de Givry, Witchcraft, Magic, and Alchemy, 220-39.
214cf. Ptolemy Tetrabiblos 1.13 and Harmonica 3.9 (see pp. 484-87 supra).
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are those where the larger number shows the smaller through
consonance, though it cannot be divided by the smaller, that is,
6:4, 8:6, and 9:6; while the rhythmic ratios are those where a single
number is partitioned in the arsis and the thesis, that is, 5 or 7 (3 +
2 or 4 + 3).215 This same treatment of rhythmic ratio appears in
Book I, sections 14 and 18.
A

c

Figure 100.
Sections 24 and 25 concentrate on the highest of the musical
relationships: the relationship of music and the soul of the universe.216 Aristides Quintilianus makes clear the distinction
between this segment and the material discussed up to this point
when he declares: "that not only the body of the universe but also
the soul was organized and is considered through consonant
numbers, the ancient and wise men affirmed confidently."217 Section 24 is based on a very close paraphrase of Plato's Timaeus 35ac, but the psychogony also appears in Plutarch's De animae procre215Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 193-95.
216Sections 9-17 concentrated on the lowest of the relationships, music and
terrestrial existence, while sections 18-23 focused on the intermediate relationship of music and the body of the universe.
217Kat J.L'hv ou 'to cr&J.La 'tou 1tav'to~ J.Lovov &'A'Aa Kat 'tllV "rux'hv 8t' &pt9J.L&v
cruJ. uprovrov auvea'tavat Kat 9eropeta9at 1ta'Aatoi 'tE &v8pe~ Kat ao<pot 8naxupiaav'to
(W.-I. 125.29-31). It should be noted that this highest relationship is not analogous to Boethius's musica mundana (De institutione musica 1.2), which would
clearly be included in Aristides Quintilianus's intermediate hypostasis, while
musica humana and musica instrumentalis would fall within the lowest hypostasis. Aristides Quintilianus's three hypostases are similar to those of Plotinus
(Enneades IV.8.[6], eh. 6; V.4.[7], eh. 1; VI.9.[9], eh. 1ff; V.1.[10], eh. 10; and
V.2.[11]).

Music Theory Ill: Aristides Quintilianus
atione in Timaeo. In view of his other apparent uses of this work,
it is quite possible that Aristides Quintilianus's explication of this
passage is derived, at least in part, from Plutarch.218
The arrangement of the soul of the universe (as described by
Aristides Quintilianus) may first be set out in a series of
diagrams.219
Inseparable Essence~
Separable Essence

Mean Essence

Inseparable Same --------------- Mean Same _ _ _ _ ___, Soul
Separable Same
Inseparable Other - - - - _
______-- Mean Other
Separable 0 th er
Soul
1
Judgment
2
Manly spirit

3
Discretion

4
Righteousness

9

27
Incorporeal, indivisible
(rational)

8
Bodily depth
(natural and affective)

Proportions
Arithmetic
Geometric
Harmonic

homoeomery of the soul

=

bodily depth
soul and body together

Figure 101.
The suspension of the numbers is also represented by Aristides
Quintilianus in the form of a straight line and a curve.

218For a thorough study of the Platonic psychogony, see F. M. Cornford,
Plato's Cosmology; The Timaeus of Plato Translated with Running Commentary
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1937), especially pp. 60-97. The Platonic
"Myth of Er" (Respublica 10) is also recalled here.
219Qn the soul, see Proclus 2.155 and Cornford, Plato's Cosmology, 61; the
proportions are derived from Timaeus 35c-36a.
'
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1

2

3

4

9

8

27
Figure 102.

In this figure, 9 precedes 8 because it is but a square of 3 and therefore a lower power than 8, which is a cube of 2. The curve of even
numbers is better for bodies because it is lighter and purer; but for
souls, the curve is fickle and affective (because bodily). In contrast,
the straight line of the odd numbers is inferior for bodies because
it is lower (27 being a lower number than 8 in position on the diagram) and therefore more material; but for souls, the straight is
better because it is expressive of equality and identity, of concavity
and convexity together.
In the last part of section 24, Aristides Quintilianus turns to an
explanation of the two circles of Timaeus 36b-37b. Here, he states
that Plato contrives the consonance of the parts of the soul
through the sesquitertian ratio, which, he says, signifies animation by length, breadth, and depth. This ratio is represented by the
seven circles cut from the circle of the Other, four of which rotate
in ratio to the other three.22o Aristides Quintilianus associates
these two circles (i.e., the one made up of the even numbers and
the other made up of the odd) with the zodiacal appearances: 221
the even circle with the practical part of the universe, the odd
with the theoretical. In this way the whole order of the universe
provides a paradigm for the two divisions of music introduced in
Book I: the theoretical and the practical. This association-the first
with the full divisions rather than with classes or subclassesmarks the rounding out and completion of the treatise.222
With this delineation of the soul of the universe, Aristides
Quintilianus is now able to focus attention in section 25 on the
only subjects introduced earlier in the treatise that have still not
220see Cornford, Plato's Cosmology, 74-93; cf. Ptolemy's treatment of similar
material in his Harmonica (pp. 487-94 supra).
221see Ptolemy Tetrabiblos 1.12-14 and Plutarch De animae procreatione in
Timaeo 1028a-1030c.
222Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 195-99.

Music Theory Ill: Aristides Quintilianus
been specifically related to the order of the universe: divine suffusion and melic and rhythmic composition. Divine suffusion223
has earlier been associated with the rational, higher part of the
universe, the soul of the universe. Likewise, melic composition,
rhythmic composition, and poesy are complexes of their parts,
united in one whole, and so parallel the whole universe, which is
a complex of its own parts in one unitary proportion.224
Aristides Quintilianus observes that the soul is inclined
towards terrestrial life through a loss of judgment, that is, through
a departure from the One, which was associated with judgment
(<pp6v11crt~)-the highest of the four virtues225-in the previous
section. Because of its ignorance and forgetfulness, it must be
restrained by melody, which restores ratio and proportion
through mimesis. Music is therefore a suffusion of the divine.
This notion is conveyed in section 25 by references to the soul's
descent, the effect of music on character, and the authority of
Homeric quotations-all of which are clearly based on Book II and
relate the material of Book 11 to Book Ill. In addition, the references to judgment throughout Book Ill relate it to Book II (section
2) and Book I (section 1), clearly revealing the way in which the
author patterns his use of terms and gradually unfolds the full
force of his argument. For instance, the association of judgment
with the soul of the universe, the One, is not fully revealed until
Book IlL Once this association is revealed, the earlier references
become clearer and take on enlarged meaning, just as the third
book as a whole enlarges and elevates the material of the first and
second books.
Melic and rhythmic composition illustrate the cosmos of matter and the cosmos of the soul. This is easily demonstrated on the
basis of the preceding sections of Books II and Ill where four of the
vowels have been associated with musical notes, genders, and
primary elements; and where the proportions of the arses and
theses have been illustrated.

223see pp. 544-45 supra.
224A reflection of the first hypostasis of Plotinus (Enneades VI.9.[9], chs. 4
and 7; V.4.[7], eh. 1; V.2.[11], eh. 1; and Porphyrius Sententiae).
225The others are manly spirit (&vop{a), discretion (crrocppocruvn), and righteousness (oucatocruvn).
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Figure 103.

To these is added tau, because-as Aristides Quintilianus now
reveals-"its form is akin to the plectrum and it is sacred to god,
who, a phrase of the wiser men declares, is the plectrum of the
universe." Tau is associated with ether, which "accords living
power to the other elements"226 just as the consonant allows the
vowels to be clearly voiced and distinct. Consequently, music
reflects the cosmos of the soul through the movement of the
notes while the cosmos of matter exists in the ordering of the
elements.
Rhythm, too, is related to the cosmos: the thesis signifies the
creation of individual beings and the arsis, their death. Aristides
Quintilianus asserts that just as there is no rhythm unless both
arsis and thesis are present, so also creation leads to death and
death is the starting point of creation.
Aristides Quintilianus also observes in section 25 that there are
two types of melody and two types of rhythm: one type of melody
moves in a straight line, one note after another in sequence,
another moves by "modulation of the order of the letters";227 one
type of rhythm is constant, another modulates. If melic and
rhythmic composition are mimetic of the cosmos, there must also
then be two types of cosmic movement, that is, two types of
future; this implicit proposition leads to the last two sections of
the treatise. 228
At the beginning of section 26, Aristides Quintilianus supports
the contention that there are two types of future by analogies with
life cycles and political cycles and, of course, by references to
Homer. These demonstrate two types of future: the "what-will-be"
(y£VllOOJ.L£Vov) and the "what-may-be" (J.LEAAov). The what-will-be,
seated in the region above the Moon, is necessary, divine, and
2261tAllKtpcp -re yap £a-rt -ro axflfla 1tapa1tA.ilatov, iep6v -re £a-rt 8eou ov -rou
etvat 1tAf1K-rpov o -rrov aocpro-reprov a1tocpa{ve-rat A.6yo~ (W.-I. 130.10-13); tot~
A.ot1totc; l;rottKilv Buvaf..LtV flEtaBtBouc; (W.-I. 130.14-15). See pp. 549-50 supra.
22711 Be Kat flEta~oA.'hv y{ve-rat -rile; -r&v a-rotxeirov (-ra~ero~ ·) (W .-I. 130.3).
228Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 199-202.
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Music Theory Ill: Aristides Quintilianus
unalterable; the what-may-be, seated here, is uncertain and possible. Things that are "contingent in general" ('ta Ka86Aou
O"UJ.l~a{vov'ta) are necessary; things that are "contingent in part"
( 'ta E1tt J.!Epou<; O"UJ.l~aivov'ta) are alterable.229 The material of this
section quite clearly reflects the notions of Plotinus's Enneades
11.3.[52], eh. 9, and 111.1.[3], eh. 1; and Plato's Leges 4 (709a-c) and 11
(923a).
The two futures are represented in music. Melody that moves
in a straight line consists of notes that are contingent in general; it
is therefore a paradigm of the what-will-be. Melody in which the
notes move disjunctly and not always in sequential order shows
the what-may-be. This emphasis on contingency, combined with
the analogy of melody, recalls the earlier definition of melos
(Book I, section 4), gives it an enlarged meaning, and stresses once
again the way in which all the earlier technical constructions are
simply paradigmatic for the metaphysical discussion of Book Ill;
they were not in fact intended at all for simple demonstration of
the technical rules of music. So, when Aristides Quintilianus
defined music in Book I, section 4 as "a science of melos and of
those things contingent to melos,"230 he was not simply speaking
of a group of mutually interdependent parts but rather of a chain
of necessary relationships predicated on one another, a larger
sense stressed in his association of this definition with his own
definition: "But we define it more fully and in accordance with
our thesis: 'knowledge of the seemly in bodies and motions."'231
Since music is a paradigm of the futures, modulation in music
may also reflect modulation (or, change) of the what-may-be. The
final section explains the means by which this is to be accomplished. Here again, the association of this enlarged sense of modulation with the earlier treatments (Book I, sections 11 and 19;
Book II, section 14) stresses the relationship of the three books and
the method of Aristides Quintilianus's discourse.232
229 All this is further developed by Aristides Quintilianus in his interpretation of Herodotus's oracle (Historiae 9.43). See Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 203-4.
The reference to Lachesis, aside from its relationship to the oracle, calls to mind
the "Myth of Er" in Plato Respublica 10 (especially 14-16).
230£1ttO''t~Jl1l JlEAou~ Kat 'trov 1tcpt JlEAo<; cruJl~atvov'trov (W.-1. 4.18-19).
231llJlct<; 8£ 't£A£ID'tcpov aKoAou9ro<; 't£ 'tU 1tpo9£crct · yv&crt<; 'tou 1tp£1tov-ro<; ev
crroJ.tacrt Kat Ktv~crccrtv (W.-I. 4.22-23, without his emendations). Seep. 526 supra.
232Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 202-4.
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And now, the epistemological goal of the treatise is reached.
There is an escape from the "inconvenient concatenation of
nature" (o acruJ.!<popo<; -rfl<; <pucrero<; EipJ.Lo<;) through the "divine
transference of philosophy," which releases "the soul from its passionate clinging to bodies" and produces, with the aid of virtue, "a
man worthy of the valuable things, scientifically versed in the
foreknowledge issuing from the divine and the similar."233 This,
of course, refers to the soul's function of contemplating the divine
forms and the One, the foreknowledge of which, as Aristides
Quintilianus once again points out here, has been forgotten by the
soul in its descent into the body. Philosophy, therefore, provides a
means for the soul to know and hence to reascend to its original
source.234 This goal recalls the very beginning of the treatise,
where Aristides Quintilianus inquired which god should be
invoked "because one is subject to the ascent of the soul ... " ('tt<;
av6Bcp XPIDJ.!EVO<;).
Philosophy perfects every knowledge, and music is its "greatest
consort and attendant" (ft J.!Eytcr'tll cruvvoJ.!o<; Kat o1tab6<;). Both
music and philosophy must be respected and accorded their
proper places, even though both are inferior to the greater Mysteries.235 Music should be practiced and taught because it transmits the beginnings of every aspect of learning (as was also
observed in the proem, Book I, section 1) and is, moreover, an
agreeable preliminary to philosophy. With these observations as
the culmination of his treatise, Aristides Quintilianus confirms
the point clearly unfolding throughout the treatise: music as the
palpable paradigm of the body and soul of the universe provides a
model for learning the higher philosophical contemplation that
leads to divine transference.236
233J.lOV11 Ofl'ta 'h Seta Bux qnA.ocro<p{a~ J.le'tacr'tacrt~ a'tpeKTt~ 'te Kat ~£~ato~ £~
J.le'ta~oA.l}v, 'tTl~ J.!EV 1tpo~ 'tU crroJ.la'ta 1tpocr1ta8eia~ a1toA.uoucra 'tllV wuxi}v, 'tTI ()£
J.te9£~et 'tTl~ &pe'tTl~ &~tov 'tov 'trov 'ttJ.ttrov E1ttcr'ti}J.tova 'tTl~ 1tapa 'tou 9eiou Kat OJ.to{ou
1tpovo{a~ a1tepyasoJ.tEV11 (W.-I. 133.11-16).
234on the matter of the soul's escape through philosophy, see Smith, Porphyry's Place in the Neoplatonic Tradition, 56-80. On the virtues and preparation for contemplation, see Plotinus Enneades 1.2.[19] and 1.3.[20]. On the soul's
contemplation of the One, see Enneades VI.9.[9].
235Qn the Mysteries, see Plotinus Enneades VI.9.[9], Iamblichus De mysteriis,
and the discussion in Smith, Porphyry's Place in the Neoplatonic Tradition, 8399.

236Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 204-6.

Music Theory III: Aristides Quintilianus
Aristides Quintilianus now quickly concludes his treatise with
a valediction to Apollo, "who urged on my impulse to this point
and led my attempt to the end" ;237 in this way, the overall structure of the treatise is closed and balanced. If anything has been
omitted, it is "not so bad" (ouo' ou'tro KaK&<;),238 because the treatise can stand as a model for a later treatment that may surpass
this one in its attempt-as Aristides Quintilianus proposed at the
very beginning-to present the art whole, to show every substance of it in bodies and every semblance in sound and number,
and, finally, to reveal the order of the soul of each person and of
the universe.
Aristides Quintilianus's treatise occupies a unique position in
the corpus of ancient Greek music theory. First, it is the only one
of the three known large-scale treatments239 from antiquity to
survive in complete form, apparently as originally conceived and
composed by the author. Moreover, it contains an enormous
amount of technical detail, a good portion of which seems to accurately represent material drawn from much older sources. While

other treatises provide additional or more complete technical
detail on one point or another, none develops a fuller treatment
of musical ethos and only the last part of Ptolemy's Harmonica240
makes a comparable attempt at a musical metaphysics. Finally, the
grand scope of its conception and realization set it apart. No other
Greek musical writer responded to Aristides Quintilianus's offer
of his treatise as a model to be surpassed, at least not until the
fourteenth century when Manuel Bryennius drew heavily upon
2 3 7 'tql 'tE E<; 'tOO£ 'tflV OPJ.lflV 1tpO'tpE\jl<lJ.!EVql Kat e<; 'tEAO<; ayay6v'tt 'tflV
E1tlXEtPllO'lV (W.-I. 134.7-8).

238This phrase is derived, probably, from a story preserved in Plutarch De
tranquilitate animi 467c-d and also in Septem sapientium convivium 147c. It
seems likely that the former is the source because this very passage relates to the
changing of the direction of fortune and therefore closely parallels the subject of
the last two sections of the treatise. The story tells of a young man who threw a
stone intending to hit his dog. The stone hit his stepmother instead, whereupon
he exclaimed: "Not so bad!" The story may be thought ironic, and perhaps Aristides Quintilianus is injecting a note of humor here. In view of its context in
Plutarch, however, it seems more likely that he intends to suggest an association
with Plutarch's own treatment.
239The others, of course, are the Harmonica (including the De principiis) of
Aristoxenus and the Harmonica of Claudius Ptolemy.
240If it actually represents Ptolemy's intentions. See pp. 490-93 supra.
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Aristides Quintilianus-and other early writers-in the construction of his own Harmonica in three books. Byzantine scholars
such as George Pachymeres and Bryennius realized that in adapting the neo-Pythagorean and neo-Platonic music theory of antiquity, they could develop a speculative music theory for their own
time, but their treatises are hardly comparable to the treatise of
Aristides Quintilianus.241
Among early Latin writers, both Martianus Capella and Boe- thius employed Greek sources in composing their own extended
treatments of music, Boethius drawing on Nicomachus and
Ptolemy for his De institutione musica, Martianus Capella virtually excerpting Aristides Quintilianus's Book I, sections 5-19, for
Book IX of his De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii. While neither
author's work could be seen as a direct development of Aristides
Quintilianus's approach, both works did maintain the tradition of
the musico-philosophical treatise, albeit in rather different ways,
and their influence in the Middle Ages, which varied according to
time and place, insured the survival and growth of the broad
speculative view of music.
Aristides Quintilianus wrote at the very beginning of his treatise: "The contempt of most people for this subject has above all
persuaded me to set to work on this treatise, proposing to demonstrate the kind of learning they improperly· hold in disgrace."242
Substantial portions of his treatise were read throughout the
Middle Ages in the work of Martianus Capella and later in the
treatise of Manuel Bryennius, but neither writer mentions him by
name, nor does he appear in Cassiodorus's list of important
authors at the end of the section on music in his Institutiones.
Lost in the contempt he himself identified, his name and his
work as a whole seem to have been largely forgotten until the end
of the fifteenth century when Franchino Gaffurio read the treatise
in a translation by Francesco Burana and cited Aristides Quintilianus in his Theorica musice (1492), Practica musice (1496), and De
harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus (1518).243
241 For a consideration of Pachymeres and Bryennius, see Mathiesen, "Aristides Quintilianus and the Harmonics of Manuel Bryennius," and pp. 656-67 infra.
242 'EJle oe e1tftpev e1ttXetpftcrat 'tip cruyypaJlJl<X'tt JlaAtcr'ta JlEV 11 'trov 1tAetcr'trov

1tepl 'tO 1tpayJ..La 6A.tyropia, E1ttOet~at 1tP01lP11JlEvov otov J..La011Jla ou 1tpocr11Kov'tro~ Ot'
a't~Jlta<; &youcrt (W.-I. 2.23-26).
243Mathiesen, AQ on Music, 6. Seen. 64 supra.
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Bacchius
If the De musica of Aristides Quintilianus represents the one
extreme of philosophical complexity in the corpus of ancient
Greek music theory, the small musical catechism preserved under
the title of Introductio artis musicae by the author known as
Bacchius Geron represents the opposite extreme. Here, theory is
reduced to a series of simple questions and answers,244 presenting
a mixture of definitions and traditions that cannot be assigned
exclusively to any one school. The treatise must have been
intended as nothing more than a schoolbook of sorts, perhaps not
unlike the scholastic catechisms of the thirteenth century in
which the theory is no longer a living tradition or even an object
of historical or antiquarian interest but simply a part of the necessary learning expected of the educated man.
Indeed, a somewhat enigmatic epigram found in a number of
manuscripts lends support to this point. Bacchius's Introductio
artis musicae is usually-but not always-followed in the manuscripts by a second distinct treatise that nevertheless carries the
same title and identifies Bacchius as its author. Most-though not
all-of these manuscripts include in close proximity to the second
treatise this epigram:
Of music, Bacchius Geron described
the tonoi, tropoi, mele and consonances.
Echoing him, Dionysius writes.
The all-powerful Emperor Constantine
he shows to be a wise lover of the works of art.
For one who, of every wise subject of instruction,
has been seen as discoverer and giver,
it is most unseemly to be a stranger to music. 245
Beyond its allusion to Bacchius, the epigram is not clearly associated with the first treatise. In fact, when the first treatise appears
alone, it is never accompanied by the epigram, and even in its earliest appearance together with the second treatise, the text is separated from the epigram by a large space. When it does appear, the
244Cf. the excerpt from the treatise of Ptolemai:s (pp. 515-16 supra).
245Tf1<; J.LoucrtKll<; £A.e~e BaKxeto<; yeprov, I -r6vou<; -rp6xou<; J.LEA1l -re Kat cruJ.uprovia<; · I -rou-rcp cruvcpoa L\tovucrto<; ypacprov I -rov xaJ..LJ.LE'Ytcr-rov oecr1to't1lV Krovcr-rav-rivov,
I crocpov epacr-rnv OetKVUcrt 't£XV1lJ.lcl'tOOV. I 'tOV -r&v U1tclV'tOOV yap crocp&v 1tatOeuJ.lcl'tOOV. I E<peupe-rilv 't£ Kat 00't1lV 1t£<p11VO'ta I 'taU'tTl<; 1tpocrflKeV ouOaJ..L&<; etvat ~evov
(Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 36; cf. Jan 285. 1-8).
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epigram is usually followed by the musical hymns attributed to
Mesomedes (second century C.E.). Despite the fact that the epigram might seem more directly connected to the hymns than to
either of the treatises, it has commonly been taken to refer to the
second treatise, the attribution of which is accordingly modified
(even in some of the manuscripts) to Dionysius and dated to the
reign of Constantine the Great (306-337 C.E.). The epigram could,
however, refer just as well to another emperor of the same name,
including the Byzantine Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (905959 C.E.), known for his support of classical scholarship.
The second treatise is not based on questions and answers.
Written in straightforward prose, it remarks on the fallibility of
the senses (sight, smell, taste, touch, and hearing) in making consistent quantitative discriminations: musicians must accordingly
turn to the canon for precise measurements.246 Most of this
appears verbatim, but without attribution, in Bryennius's Harmonica (2.6). The second treatise concludes with eight theorems
demonstrating the proportions for the consonant octave, fifth,
fourth, twelfth, and fifteenth; the eleventh, which is regarded
here as dissonant; the tone; and the impossibility of dividing the
tone into two equal parts. The theorems-and especially those on
the eleventh and the division of the tone-conflict with the
answers provided in the first treatise; indeed, the second treatise is
entirely different from the first in approach, style, and content.
Whether or not the epigram refers to the second treatise and correctly identifies its author, its attribution to Bacchius in the manuscripts is surely mistaken, most probably the result of an inadvertent connection of the end-title247 of the first treatise with the
beginning of the second.
Though the first and second treatises-and Bacchius and
Dionysius-have been taken as contemporaneous, this cannot be
demonstrated on any compelling grounds, and the epigram is of
no use in dating either treatise. The unassuming character, routine and eclectic content, and style of the first treatise, however,
suggest a period no earlier than the fourth century C.E., while the
Pythagorean tone of the second treatise could fall almost any246Here again, cf. the excerpt from the treatise of Ptolemai:s.
247In Greek manuscripts, it is common for the title of a treatise (which normally includes the name of the author in the genitive) to be repeated at the end
of the text, thereby marking its conclusion.
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where within the range between the two emperors Constantine.248 Like most of the other authors of the smaller treatises,
Bacchius and Dionysius remain shadowy figures.
The first treatise is transmitted in twenty-nine manuscripts,
the earliest of which are the twelfth-century Venetus Marcianus
gr. app. cl. VI/3,249 where in imperfect form it surrounds part of
Aristoxenus's Harmonica as a marginal text added by a thirteenthcentury hand, and Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/10,250 where
it appears together with the second treatise. It is commonly transmitted with Bellermann's Anonymous either preceding or following; sometimes with the treatise of Manuel Bryennius or Aristides Quintilianus replacing Bellermann's Anonymous; and occasionally with the entire complex in varying orders. The strong
association of the "Bacchius" treatises with Bellermann's Anonymous suggests that the scribes regarded them as later treatises in
the Byzantine tradition, which is certainly not impossible.
The first treatise is divided into two large parts: the initial
eighty-eight questions and answers deal with definitions of common terms and concepts in harmonics, while questions 89-101
deal with definitions in rhythmics (a question-and-answer complex is occasionally replaced by a simple declarative statement).251
The topics can be readily displayed in tabular form:

248For a comprehensive list of editions and translations of the treatises of
Bacchius and Dionysius, see the Bibliography under the respective names.
249Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 270.
250Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 273.
251For the sake of convenience, the numbering preserves that of Jan's edition,
which is not, however, based on any indications in the manuscripts.
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1. What is music and who is a
musician?
2. How does music arise and what
sorts of things arise by nature and
by practice?
3. Of what is music compounded?
4. What is a note in general?
5. What is a scale?
6. What is an interval?
7. What is the least part of something sung?
8. What is the least of the intervals
and what is a diesis, the double
of the diesis, and the double of
the semitone?
9. What is a tone?
10. What is consonance?
11. How many and which are the
species of consonance in the Perfect System, and which notes
show them?
12. The fourth, fifth, octave, octaveand-a-fourth, and double octave
are composed of how many tones?
13. How many and which are the
intervals of a fourth in the range
of the double octave?
14. How many and which are fifths?
15. How many and which are
octaves?
16. How many and which are octaveand-a-fourths?
17. How many and which are octaveand-a-fifths?
18. How many are double octaves?
19. What is melos?
20. What is a pycnon?
21. What is genus and how many and
which genera are sung?
22. How is the harmonic genus sung?
23. How is the chromatic genus sung?
24. How is the diatonic genus sung?

25. According to us, the diatonic is not
sung in the order of a pycnon.
Why is that?
26. What is a tetrachord?
27. How many and which are species
of tetrachords?
28. How many and which are tetrachords in the Immutable System?
29. How many and which are notes in
the Immutable System?
30. How m·any and which of these are
stationary?

31. How many and which are
movable?
32. How many and which are the low
tones of pycna?
33. How many and which are the
highest tones of enharmonic,
chromatic, and diatonic pycna?
34. How many and which are not part
ofapycnon?
35. Why do we say that notes are
stationary?
36. The movable notes are bounded by
these. Through them, all intervals descend or ascend, except
two.252
37. Which are these two, how do
they move, and in what genus?
38. How many and which conjunctions
arise in these, and which notes
join them?
39. What is disjunction, how many
and which ones, and by which
notes?
40. How are the species consonant
with one another?
41. What is eklusis?
42. What is ekbole?
252Eklusis and ekbole (see pp. 358-61
and 537 supra), which are further defined in
§§37 and 41-42.
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43. How many and which are the
species of notes, and which are
hypatoid, parhypatoid, and
lichanoid?
44. How many and which are the
positions of the voice?
45. How many and which are the
conditions of melody? What is
descent, ascent, hesitation, and
stasis?
46. Those singing three or seven modes
sing which ones?
47. Which of the modes is higher,
what are the rest of the modes in
descending order, and what intervals separate them? 253
48. What is a mode?
49. What is melos of succession?254
50. How many and which are the
modulations?
51. What is modulation in scale?
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

What is modulation in genus?
What is modulation in mode?
What is modulation in ethos?
What is modulation in rhythm?
What is modulation in the tempo
of rhythm?
What is modulation by thesis in
rhythmic composition?
What is modulation?
What is dissonance?
What is unison?

253These are seven basic "modes"
(Mixolydian, Lydian, Phrygian, Dorian,
Hypolydian, Hypophrygian, and Hypodorian) described in the previous question,
and the intervals between them follow the
pattern also described by Cleonides and
Aristides Quintilianus. See pp. 385-86 and
533-36 supra.
254Qn succession, see pp. 389 and 537

supra.

61. What is paraphonia ?25 5
62. What is a diagram?
63. What type of chords [e.g., tetrachord, pentachord, etc.] are the
synemmenon and diezeugmenon?
64. What are composite and incomposite intervals in general?
65. How do we define the mese?
66. How many dieses are in the tone
and in the semitone?
67. What is the first element that
pertains to music? Cf. §§4 and 2937.
68. In how many ways do we use the
term "tone" in music and what is
a tone? Cf. §§6-18.
69. How many and which are the
genera of notes? Cf. §§4 and 2937.
70. How many and which are the
species of notes? Cf. §§4 and 2937.
71. How many and which are the
species of consonance? Cf. §§4 and
29-37.
72. Is an interval perceived by hearing or by intellection? Cf. §§6-18.
73. By what magnitude is an interval
known? Cf. §§6-18.
74. How many perfect scales are in
the Immutable System? Cf. §§2640.
75. How many species of fourth are
there? Cf. §§26-40.
76. How many species of fifth? Cf.
§§26-40.
77. How many species of octave? Cf.
§§26-40.
78. What is melos? Cf. §19.
79. What is genus? Cf. §§20-25.
2SSsee pp. 417 and 502 supra.
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80. There are seven positions of tetrachords by which melos is defined:
conjunction, disjunction, subdisjunction, adjunction, subconjunction, paradisjunction, and superdisjunction. Cf. §§44-45.
81. What is conjunction? Cf. §§44-45.
82. What is disjunction? Cf. §§44-45.
83. What is subdisjunction? Cf. §§4445.
84. What is adjunction? Cf. §§44-45.
85. What is subconjunction? Cf. §§4445.
86. What is paradisjunction? Cf.
§§44-45.
87. What is superdisjunction? Cf.
§§44-45.

88. How many and what are the types
of modulation? Cf. §§50-58.

89. All species of meter and mixed
rhythm are measured by syllables, feet, and catalexes.
90. What is a syllable?
91. What is basis?
92. What is catalexis?
93. What is rhythm?
94. From how many and what sort of
chronoi is rhythm combined?
95. What is a short, a long, and an
irrational?
96. How many of these chronoi are
combined in rhythm?
97. What is a form, a name, and a
function?
98. What is an arsis and a thesis?
99. Some rhythms are simple, some
are complex.
100. How many and which rhythms
are there? How many are simple
and how many are complex?
101. What are the ten types of
simple rhythms?

For the most part, Bacchius's catechism is dominated by the
Aristoxenian approach. For example, in the answer to question 8,
the tone is clearly and without apology described as comprised of
two semitones and four dieses. Likewise, in response to quest,on
12, Bacchius describes the sizes of the fourth, fifth, octave, octaveand-a-fourth, octave-and-a-fifth, and double octave simply in
terms of the number of tones and semitones; no Pythagorean
ratios are ever employed, and there is no hint of the controversies
surrounding these measurements.256
Nevertheless, Bacchius's treatise is not merely an interrogatory
reflection of the Aristoxenian tradition as conveyed by Cleonides.
The treatises of Gaudentius, Aristides Quintilianus, and to some
extent Ptolemy had blurred distinctions among the Pythagoreans,
Harmonicists, and Aristoxenians to such a degree that by the time
of Bacchius, neither the questions nor the answers were entirely

256see pp. 327-29,349, and 443-44 supra.
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clear. In fact, within the first part, a certain amount of repetition
occurs, especially in questions 67-88, regarded by Jan as representing a rather inept supplement in which the Aristoxenian tradition
of the first sixty-six questions -is mixed with later theory.257 The
traditional topics of notes, intervals, scales, genera, tonoi, modulation, and melic composition are therefore explored several times
with different types of questions and occasionally with conflicting
answers, some of which (11, 13-18, 29-34, and 38-42) make use of
Alypian musical notation.
While almost nothing in the treatise is completely new, several of the answers, especially in the section on rhythmics, provide useful clarification or confirmation of other sources. For
example, questions 37, 41, and 42 provide confirmation of the definitions of eklusis and ekbole that appear in Aristides Quintilianus's De musica (1.11); questions 50-58 combine elements of
rhythmic and melic modulation to create a somewhat fuller definition of modulation, although in question 88 the treatise reverts
to a simple description of the four traditional melic types; and the
answer to question 72 seems quite conscious of addressing the
complementary relationship of the senses and intelligence in
forming musical judgments, a relationship observed by both
Ptolemy and Gaudentius:
Is an interval perceived by hearing or intellection?
Intellection. If it were by hearing, even a layman who hears an aulete or a
string-player or a singer would know what an interval is. But according to
some, it seems to be intellection and hearing, for it is impossible to have
intellection without hearing things.258

Questions 80-87 expand on the traditional distinctions of conjunction and disjunction by introducing and defining a series of
related terms. Subdisjunction (u1to8ta~£U~tc;) describes two tetrachords set an octave apart, such as the hypaton and diezeugmenon or the meson and hyperbolaion; adjunction (e1ttcruvaqrft),
three consecutive conjunct tetrachords, such as the hypaton,
meson, and synemmenon; subconjunction (u1tocruvaqrft), two
tetrachords with the interval of a fourth between them, such as
257Jan, Musici scriptores graeci, 285-90.
258A\rro o~v 'to Buxcr'tnJ.ta von16v ecr'ttv ~ aKoucr't6v; Non16v. ei yap ~v aKoucr'tov,
Kat 0 iOtcO'tllc; aKourov aUATl'tOOV ~ \jlaA'tOOV ~ cbB&v ilBet &v 'tt E<J'tt 'tO OtU<J'tllJ.ta. Ka1' £v{ouc; Be von'tov Kat aKoucr'tov BoKei etvat· &Buva'tov yap ecr'tt voflcrat J.tn
aKoucrav'ta (Jan 307.20-24). On Ptolemy and Gaudentius, cf. pp. 438 and 500.
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the hypaton and synemmenon; paradisjunction (1tapaOtasEu~t~),
two tetrachords that overlap at the interval of a tone, such as the
synemmenon and diezeugmenon; and superdisjunction (u1tEpOtasEu~t~), two tetrachords with the interval of an octave between
them, such as the hypaton and hyperbolaion. These are certainly
not Aristoxenian terms, since with the exception of paradisjunction, they describe relationships that could hardly occur within
Aristoxenus's theory of musical logic. Rather, they exhibit a purely
intellectual propensity for defining every possible relationship
among the structural components of harmonics.
Like the preceding eighty-eight questions, the second part of
the first treatise, dealing with rhythmics, is primarily derived
from Aristoxenian theory.259 Question 93 (What is rhythm?),
however, elicits an answer that does contain material not found
elsewhere, and moreover, material that is attributed to much
earlier authorities:
A measuring of chronos when there is a certain sort of movement; according to
Phaedrus, rhythm is the measured setting of syllables placed one to another
in a certain way; according to Aristoxenus, rhythm is chronos divided with a
view to each of the things that can be rhythmically organized; according to
Nicomachus, it is orderly motion of chronoi; according to Leophantus, it is a
composition of chronoi considered in proportion and symmetry to each other;
and according to Didymus, it is a configuration of a certain sound-sound configured in a certain way makes rhythm, and rhythm arises either in diction
or melos or bodily motion. 260

The definition attributed to Aristoxenus is close to one surviving
in his Elementa rhythmica 9 C'~"chronos is divided by the things
rhythmically organized with respect to the parts of each of

pp. 334-44 supra.
60·.Pu9J.to~ o£ 'tt EO"'tt; Xp6vou KO.'tO.flE'tPllO"t~ fle'ta Ktvilcrero~ ytVOflEVll 1tOtU~
'ttVO~. Ka'ta o£ <l>atOpov pu9J.t6~ EO"'tt cruA.A.a~&v KelflEVffiV 1t(J)~ 1tp0~ aA.A.f1A.a~ Eflfle'tpo~ 9£crt~. Ka'ta o£ 'AptO"'tO~eVOV xp6vo~ OtTIPllflEVO~ e<p' EKUO"'t!p 'tOOV pu9flt~ecr9at
OUVO.flEVffiV. Ka'ta o£ NtKOflO.XOV xp6vrov eU'tO.K'tO~ KlVllO"t~. Ka'ta o£ Ae6<paV'tOV
XPOVffiV cruv9ecrt~ Ka'ta avaA.oy{av 'te Kat O"Uflfle'tptav 1tp0~ EO.U'tOU~ 9eropOUflEVffiV.
Ka'ta o£ .1tOUflOV <pmvil~ 1tOtU~ O"XllflO.'ttO"flO~.-'h flEV oi>v <prov'h 1t0t(J)~ O"XllflO.'ttcr9etcra
pu9flOV U1tO'teAet, yive'tat o£ oi>'to~ 11 1tept AE~tv 11 1tept flEAO~ 11 1tept O"WflO.'ttK'hv
x:iv11crtv (Jan 313.1-12). Phaedrus may be the fabulist (ea. 15 B.C.E.-50 C.E.), but it
is impossible to be sure; the definition attributed to Nicomachus does not appear
in any of his surviving works; Leophantus is otherwise unknown; and Didymus
may be the same theorist known to Ptolemy (seep. 457, n. 185 s·upra) and Porphyrius (see pp. 514-17 supra).
259see
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them"261), which also identifies diction, melos, and bodily motion
as the three rhythmically organized elements of music, and it certainly accords as well with the section on rhythmics in Aristides
Quintilianus's treatise. This may bolster confidence in the accuracy of the other definitions, which contribute to the relatively
meager remains of ancient Greek rhythmic theory.262
Parts of the first treatise are also preserved in an untitled anecdoton surviving in several manuscripts. In each case, the anecdoton follows a group of unattributed excerpts from Theon's Expositio rerum mathematicarum ad legendum Platonem utilium, and
it is usually followed in turn by a fragment of text corresponding
in part to Bellermann's Anonymous, section 103.263 The anecdoton, which does not preserve the questions and condenses the
answers to some degree, is arranged as follows:
Anecdoton

I

Bacchius

1

=

11. How many and which are the species of consonance in the Perfect System?

2

44. How many and which are the positions of the voice?

3

=
=

4

=

5

=

6
7

=

45. How many and which are the conditions of melody? What is
descent, ascent, hesitation, and stasis?
46. Those singing three or seven modes sing which ones?
47. Which of the modes is higher, what are the rest of the modes in
descending order, and what intervals separate them?
48. What is a mode?
49. What is melos of succession?
11. Which notes show the species of consonance in the Perfect
System?
12. The fourth, fifth, octave, octave-and-a-fourth, and double
octave are composed of how many tones?

There is no obvious reason for this particular set of topics to have
been extracted from Bacchius's treatise, but the anecdoton is typical of the way in which later Byzantine scholars adapted and
appropriated earlier material in their own writings. The earliest of
the manuscripts in which it appears is the eleventh-century
26l~tatpet't<Xt o€ 0 xp6voc; U1t0 'tcOV pu9J.LtS0JlfVOOV 'tOte; EKU<J'tOU <XU'tcOV J.Lepecrtv
(Pearson 6.15-16). See pp. 337-39 supra.
262For some discussions of which, see chapter 2, n. 43 supra.
263Qn the unattributed excerpts from Theon of Smyrna, see pp. 413-14 supra.
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Heidelbergensis Palatinus gr. 281,264 a manuscript closely associated with Michael Psellus (1018-ca. 1078), well known for his
compendia on various subjects. Psellus himself quite possibly
prepared the anecdoton, as well as the other musical excerpts with
which it is associated.265
Manuel Bryennius does not incorporate the anecdoton as such
into his Harmonica, but he does seem to have known and made
use of Bacchius's Introductio. In particular, Book Ill, chapter 11
repeats the distinctive definitions of the seven types of conjunction and disjunction found elsewhere only in Bacchius's questions 80-87. While there could have been some earlier common
source known to Bryennius, it is much more likely that he appropriated them from Bacchius. As has already been noted, Bryennius certainly knew the second treatise-that is, the one perhaps
attributable to Dionysius-, and since this treatise is only transmitted together with the first treatise in all known manuscripts
prior to the time of Bryennius,266 he must surely have had both of
them at his disposal.
The second treatise provides a further example of Byzantine
appropriation. Bryennius quotes the first half almost verbatimand of course without any attribution-in Book II, chapter 6, the
chapter introducing the "harmonic canon" (1tEpt 'tOU apJlOVtlCOU
Kav6vo<;). To prepare his readers for the divisions displayed in the
next nine chapters, Bryennius wished to show the fallibility of the
senses, and the second treatise offered him a series of vivid
examples illustrating "that every irrational sense provides only a
rough and inexact impression of the respective subjects."267 The
eye can distinguish in broad terms such characteristics as color,
quantity, size, distance, and direction, but it cannot detect subtle
degrees of difference among or within these characteristics; likewise, the senses of smell, taste, and touch are equally imprecise.
264Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 14. This manuscript is primarily devoted to the
works of Psellus, Photius, Theodorus, and other Byzantine writers. The anecdoton
also appears in 17, 52, 114, 172, 215, and 250. See pp. 651-54 infra.
265for a discussion of Psellus and his interest in ancient Greek music theory,
see pp. 643-55 infra and Mathiesen, "Hermes or Clio," 8-14.
266Jn fact, it appears alone only in the sixteenth-century Parisinus gr. 3027
(Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 101).
267ucnt ()£ E<J'tt 1t<icra aA.oyo<; atcrS,crt<; 1tUXUJ!ep&<; 1tUV'tOOV 'tCOV 1tpOK€tJ.Levrov
1tpayJ.Latrov 1tOtOUJ.LeV'Jl clV'tlA'Jl'1ftV Kat OUK aKpt~&<; (Jonker 174.12-13).
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For the sense of hearing, the second treatise provides two distinctive examples of its imprecision. If a lyre were tuned by a skilled
musician and then taken to another musician for tuning, the second musician would immediately make adjustments in the tuning on the basis of his own aural sense, which will be distinct and
individual. If five lyres were carefully tuned to each other in succession and the first and last lyres were then compared, they
would not sound in tune because the small variations in tuning
that had occurred in each case would only be perceptible to the ear
when they were magnified by comparing the initial and final tunings. Therefore, only through a process of weights and measures is
it possible to come to a fully accurate understanding of such subtle
differences, and this is the purpose of the harmonic canon.
Bryennius does not include the theorems that originally concluded the second treatise because he intends the following chapters to convey a much more elaborate set of divisions. In any case,
the theorems concluding the second treatise merely echo once
again the traditional Pythagorean demonstrations of the basic
consonances and the tone, as well as those showing that the
octave-and-a-fourth cannot be a consonance and the tone cannot
be divided into two equal parts.
The treatises of Bacchius and (perhaps) Dionysius were ideal
sources for later writers looking for simple definitions, free of
context and the complicated technical arguments characteristic of
many of the other treatises. If either or both of them were actually
written in late antiquity, it is unlikely they were intended for any
but the most mundane purposes. Though a new point or observation occasionally emerges in these treatises, they convey most
of all the sense of an ancient theoretical tradition now moribund.
Alypius
Like the other treatises of late antiquity, the Introductio musica
of Alypius cannot be assigned a precise chronological position. In
a sense, this hardly matters because with the exception of a few
introductory sentences, it is not a treatise at all but simply a tabular description of the ancient Greek musical notation that has
accordingly come to be known as "Alypian." With minor variations, this notation appears in every surviving fragment or piece
of ancient Greek music, including the earliest fragments from
Euripides's Orestes and Iphigenia Aulidensis and the Delphic
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hymns.268 Since the notation is certainly not contemporary with
the compilation of the tables, the date of the treatise is of relatively
little importance in interpreting its content. Nevertheless, the
period of composition is not wholly irrelevant.
Alypius's name is not mentioned by any of the Greek musical
writers, but Cassiodorus includes him in his list of important
Greek musical authors (Institutiones 2.5), together with Euclid
(i.e., Cleonides), Ptolemy, and Gaudentius. The treatise may also
have been known to Boethius: De institutione musica 4.3-4
employs Alypian notational symbols for the Lydian tonos in all
three genera; however, the symbols are not attributed to Alypius
and might have been derived from other sources, possibly including Nicomachus or Gaudentius.269 Whether or not Boethius
knew the treatise, the endorsement of Cassiodorus alone is sufficient to indicate that Alypius must have completed his Introductio musica prior to the sixth century C.E. Additional pieces of
evidence pertain to the earlier terminus. First, the name
"Alypius" is not otherwise attested prior to the fourth century;
second, as has already been noted, writers securely dated prior to
the third century exhibit a general lack of interest in musical notation; and third, the treatise is routine and devoid of any literary
pretense. When all the evidence is taken together, it strongly suggests that Alypius was a younger contemporary of Gaudentius and
Aristides Quintilianus. Thus, he most probably compiled his
Introductio musica during the period between the latter part of
the fourth century and the end of the fifth century C.E.270
The treatise is preserved in thirty-four manuscripts, the earliest of which is, once again, the twelfth-century Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/3,271 the same manuscript preserving the
earliest version of Bacchius's treatise, added in the margins by a
thirteenth-century hand. In view of Aristoxenus' s dismissal of
notation as useless for the study of harmonics, it is ironic that
Alypius's treatise immediately follows Aristoxenus's Harmonica
in the main body of this codex, an arrangement occurring at least

pp. 41-57, 110-21, and 149 supra.
269see p. 504 (and n. 18) supra.
270For a comprehensive list of editions and translations of the treatise, see
the Bibliography under "Alypius."
271Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 270.
26Bsee
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as often in the codices as the more logical pairing of the treatises of
Gaudentius and Alypius.
A short section in prose precedes the tables and provides some
preliminary definitions. Reflecting the later Aristoxenian tradition, Alypius observes that music (J.toucrtKll) embraces the three
disciplines of harmonics (apJ.lOVtKfl), rhythmics (pu9J.ttKil), and
metrics (J.lE'tptKfl). Harmonics, first in order and primary, is concerned with "a function critical and perceptive of musical and
intervallic notes and the differences among them," a definition
recalling the opening sentence of Ptolemy's Harmonica.272 After
listing the seven Aristoxenian topics of harmonics (notes, intervals, scales, genera, tonoi, modulation, and melic composition),
Alypius states that he will begin by representing the fifteen modes
(tp61tot) or tonoi, starting with the Lydian, in two sets of notational symbols (crllJ.lEta), one for text (A.e~t<;) and one for instruments (Kpoucrt<;), or, as they have come to be known in modern
scholarship, vocal notation and instrumental notation. The prose
section then concludes with the names of the stationary and
movable notes, together with incomplete observations about their
positions within the pycnon. This much could have been readily
paraphrased from material in the treatises of Cleonides and
Aristides Quintilianus, although Alypius's treatment is far from
complete.
Inasmuch as every surviving version of the treatise breaks off
before all the tables have been presented, it is possible that additional prose discussions of the seven Aristoxenian topics were
originally included-or at least intended by the author. When
Alypius states in the introductory section that he wishes to begin
by representing the notation of the modes, a continuation of the
treatise beyond the tables is surely implied. Moreover, Gaudentius
twice refers to discussions of notation that are to be found in the
"Introductions,"273 and if Alypius's Introductio musica was typical
272Kpt'ttKllV 'ttVa ouvaJ..LtV exoucra Kat KataA111t'ttKl,v t&v Ef.!f.!EAIDV Kat OtaG't'llJ..La'ttKIDV <p96yyrov Kat t&v EV autot~ ytVOf.!EVOOV Ota<pop&v (Jan 367.7-9). Cf.
Ptolemy's definition: "Harmonics is a function perceptive of the differences
among sounds with respect to high and low; sound is an effect of beaten air-the
first and most fundamental of things heard" CApJ.LOVtKll ecrtt OuVaJ.tt~ KataA111t'ttx:l,
t&v EV 'tOt~ 'JIO<pot~ 1tEpt 'tO o~u Kat 'tO papu 8ta<pop&v' 'JIO<pO~ 8£ na9o~ &epo~ 1tA1lcrGOf.!EVOU-'tO np&tov Kat yevtKrotatov t&v aKoucrt&v [During 3.1-3]). See p. 437

supra.

273see pp. 507-8 supra.
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of the sort of treatise Gaudentius had in mind, there should have
been more to it in its original state. But even if a portion of the
treatise following the tables has been lost or was never completed,
the tables themselves are of great value because they provide the
most complete record of the notational symbols, a basis for determining the system on which the notation is based, and a means
for transcribing the existing pieces of music.
According to Cleonides (section XII) and Aristides Quintilianus
(1.10), Aristoxenus identified thirteen tonoi, to which, Aristides
Quintilianus adds, the "younger theorists" (oi VEOO'tcpot) appended
two more, expanding the number to fifteen.274 In this arrangement, each of the five ethnic tonoi (Lydian, Aeolian, Phrygian,
Iastian, and Dorian) is joined by a low (u1to-) and high (u7tEp-)
form. Alypius follows this later tradition in his tabular representations of the tonoi: the table for each basic tonos is immediately
joined by tables for the low and high forms (e.g., Lydian, Hypolydian, Hyperlydian, Aeolian, Hypoaeolian, Hyperaeolian, and so
on). In each case, Alypius provides the name of the note (proslambanomenos, hypate hypaton, and so on); a short description of
the shapes of the tvvo notational symbols (e.g., defective zeta and
horizontal tau), vocal and instrumental; and the notational symbols themselves. The first fifteen tables provide the notation for
the tonoi in the diatonic genus, after which the cycle is repeated
for the chromatic genus.
The cycle was apparently repeated a third time for the enharmonic genus, but the tables are imperfect for the Aeolian tonoi
and break off altogether in the middle of the Hyperphyrgian
tonos. These general defects already appear in Venetus Marcianus
gr. app. cl. Vl/3275 and are substantially repeated in all other
manuscripts and later editions of the treatise. Moreover, with the
exception of the tables for the Lydian tonos, the symbols in the few
surviving tables of the enharmonic genus are identical to those in
the corresponding tables of the chromatic genus. The only difference appears in the notation for the chromatic and enharmonic
genera of the Lydian tonos, where a stroke (/ or \)passes through
the symbols for the upper movable notes of each tetrachord (that
is, the lichanos hypaton, lichanos meson, paranete synemmenon,

274see pp. 533-34 supra.
275For a full description of the defects, see Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 270.
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paranete diezeugmenon, and paranete hyperbolaion) in the chromatic genus. If this were an accurate reflection of the notational
distinction between the chromatic and enharmonic genus, it
\Vould be a simple matter to restore the missing tables, but the
evidence is hardly compelling. In the first place, if the stroke were
an indication of the chromatic genus, it should appear in the
other chromatic tables as well. But as the symbols for the upper
movable notes of the tetrachords in the chromatic tables are
already distinct from those in the diatonic tables, there is no obvious reason for adding the further distinction of the stroke. On the
other hand, if the original purpose of the stroke was to indicate
the enharmonic versions of the chromatic symbols, perhaps at
some point the symbols for the enharmonic and chromatic genera
of the Lydian tonos were inadvertently exchanged as the tables
were being copied, with the descriptions themselves subsequently
modified to accord with the symbols.276 It is also conceivable,
especially in view of the well-attested decline of the enharmonic
by the late fourth century B.C.E., that exactly the same notation
was in fact used for the chromatic and enharmonic genera by the
time the notation reached the form Alypius describes, leaving it
up to the performers to decide which genus was most appropriate
to the piece. In this case, the stroke might simply have been the
work of an enterprising copyist who thought some distinction
between the two genera was necessary; inasmuch as the stroke was
not part of the tradition, it was not preserved-with the single
exception of the Lydian tonos in the chromatic genus-as the
tables were copied and recopied over the centuries. While
numerous other hypotheses could be formulated, no fully convincing solution to the anomalies in the tables is finally possible.
Even without the enharmonic set, the tables of Alypius provide clear confirmation of much that is written about the tonoi in
the earlier treatises. In the most obvious instance, each of the
tonoi following the lowest (Hypodorian) is one semitone higher
overall, and the proslambanomenoi of the lowest and highest
(Hyperlydian) tonoi span an octave and a tone, just as is described

276Jt is equally possible that the entire complex of symbols and descriptions
was copied in the wrong place. As the initial scale in each subordinate set of
tables, these are also the most likely places for a scribe to make any of the hypothetical mistakes.
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by the theorists.277 The overall span between the proslambanomenos of the lowest tonos and the nete hyperbolaion of the highest is three octaves and a tone. Alypius does not lay out his tables
to show this relationship among the tonoi, but it is shown in
Aristides Quintilianus's diagram laid out "akin to a wing." The
tables of Alypius can be conveniently illustrated in a composite
form (figure 104).278
Although the tables of Alypius do not make it immediately
apparent, the symbols for both the vocal and instrumental notation follow a triadic pattern in which the first symbol represents a
certain pitch; the second, the pitch raised by a diesis (chromatic or
enharmonic); and the third, the pitch raised by two dieses (the
dieses might be as small as quarter tones or as large as semitones).
In the vocal notation, the triads are formed of three-letter groups
(e.g., A-B-r, il-E-Z, and so on), while in the instrumental notation,
they are formed of a basic shape rotated 90° and 180° around a
central axis (or sometimes reflected). The basic set of symbols for
the instrumental notation, which is generally thought to be the
earlier, accounts for two octaves (A-a'279) of the span of three
octaves and a tone; two additional symbol-triads are added below
this set (on F and G); above this, five of the symbol-triads are
277see pp. 385-87 and 533-35 supra.
278For Aristides Quintilianus's diagram, see pp. 535-36 supra. In figure 104
(adapted from Jan, Musici scriptores graeci, folding table), the symbols for the
chromatic inflection of the lichanos or paranete are given in parentheses, the
diatonic inflection in brackets; the pitch of the chromatic inflection is a halfstep lower than the pitch notated for the diatonic inflection. The letters across
the top of the chart indicate the following notes: a, proslambanomenos; b, hypate
hypaton; c, parhypate hypaton; d, chromatic lichanos hypaton; e, diatonic
lichanos hypaton; f, hypate meson; g, parhypate meson; h, chromatic lichanos
meson; i, diatonic lichanos meson; j, mese; k, trite synemmenon; 1, chromatic
paranete synemmenon; m, diatonic paranete synemmenon; n, nete synemmenon; o,
paramese; p, trite diezeugmenon; q, chromatic paranete diezeugmenon; r, diatonic
paranete diezeugmenon; s, nete diezeugmenon; t, trite hyper~olaion; u, chromatic
paranete hyperbolaion; v, diatonic paranete hyperbolaion; w, nete hyperbolaion. White noteheads indicate immovable notes; black, movable. The numbers
on the left side of the diagram indicate the following tonoi: 1, Hypodorian; 2,
Hypoiastian; 3, Hypophrygian; 4, Hypoaeolian; 5, Hypolydian; 6, Dorian; 7,
Iastian; 8, Phrygian; 9, Aeolian; 10, Lydian; 11, Hyperdorian; 12, Hyperiastian;
13, Hyperphrygian; 14, Hyperaeolian; 15, Hyperlydian.
279 As always, all the pitches in this description and in the charts sl:ould be
taken as merely conventional, not as indicative of any absolute pitch.
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repeated with the addition of an apostrophe to extend the upper
range (on b'-f"); and a final symbol (Z') is added for the highest
pitch (g"). Various alphabetic origins have been proposed for the
instrumental symbols,280 but the shapes may just as well be purely
arbitrary. The basic set of symbols for the vocal notation, on the
other hand, makes use of the Ionic alphabet and must therefore
not be much older than the fifth century B.C.E. With only twentyfour characters, arranged in eight symbol-triads, this set can
account for only a single octave. In Alypius's pattern, the octave
(f-f') falls in the center of the overall span. In order to extend this
pattern to match the instrumental notation, the first seven triads
appear in inverted or otherwise "defective" forms (as Alypius
describes them) below the basic set (on F-e); the two final triads TY-<I> and X-"lJ'-Q are inverted and added above the basic set (for g'
and a'); just as in the instrumental notation, five of the symboltriads are repeated with the addition of an apostrophe to extend
the upper range (on b'-f"); and a final symbol (U ')is added for the
highest pitch (g")
The modern staff cannot represent the subtle gradations of
pitch (and functions of pitch within a melodic complex) indicated
by Alypian notation, but a general idea of the inflections indicated
within each symbol-triad may be gathered from the following display (figure 105).281 Pattern I represents the vocal notation; pattern
II, the instrumental. In each case, the symbols in row 1 represent
the staff pitch; the symbols of row 2 represent the pitch raised by
an enharmonic or chromatic diesis; and the symbols of row 3 represent the pitch raised by two enharmonic or chromatic dieses.

280see, for example, Rudolf Westphal, Harmonik und Melopoie der Griechen
(Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1863), 389ff; idem, Die Musik des griechischen Alterthumes (Leipzig: Veit, 1883), 155ff; D. B. Monro, The Modes of Ancient Greek
Music (Oxford: Clarendon, 1894), 68-75; Otto Gombosi, Die Tonarten, 78-82; Andre
Bataille, "Remarques sur les deux notations melodiques de l'ancienne musique
grecque," Recherches de papyrologie 1 (1961): 5-20; Heinrich Husmann, Grundlagen der antiken und orientalischen Musikkultur (Berlin: W. de Gruyter, 1961),
78-80; Jacques Chailley, "Nouvelles remarques sur les deux notations musicales
grecques," Recherches de papyrologie 4 (1967): 201-16; West, "Analecta musica,"
36-42; and idem, Ancient Greek Music, 259-63.
281 Henderson, "Ancient Greek Music," 358.
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Figure 105.

While this system might seem unnecessarily redundant in the
notation of pitch, especially if rows 2 and 3 are envisioned as.
sounding a semitone and tone higher than row 1, the purpose of
the notation was not to signify abstract pitches but rather to signify
specific pitches and functions of notes in a tonos. Thus, in terms
of function, the symbols of row 1 could represent either fixed or
movable notes within a tetrachord; the symbols of row 3 could
represent either fixed or upper movable notes of a tetrachord; and
the symbols of row 2 could represent only the lower movable note
of a tetrachord.
Although the logic of the arrangement of the patterns for a system of notation intended to represent fifteen tonoi extending over
the range of three octaves and a tone has long been the object of
controversy and various conjectures for "improvements," including a proposal that the vocal pattern might originally have begun
a third higher,282 the arrangement is not as illogical and inconsistent as it may seem. In fact, it accords quite well with earlier theoretical testimony about the tonoi.
If, as is commonly assumed, the instrumental notation was the
older system, it probably originated as a tablature and needed
therefore only a sufficient number of symbols to indicate the various possible notes in the Perfect System. The symbol-triads
arrayed in figure 105 on the central two octaves A-a' could do just
that. Moreover, in this placement, the sequence of symbols in
their upright form corresponded to the sequence of tones and
semitones in the Greater Perfect System.

282 Ibid., 358-63.

For comprehensive studies of the notational system, see
Egert Pohlmann, Griechische Musikfragmente: Ein Weg zur altgriechischen
Musik, Erlanger Beitrage zur Sprach- und Kunstwissenschaft, vol. 8 (Niirnberg:
Hans Carl, 1960); and J. Murray Barbour, "The Principles of Greek Notation,"
Journal of the American Musicological Society 13 (1960): 1-17.
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The vocal notation, by contrast, seems to have been associated
from the first with the various tonoi; while these were not set on
any fixed pitch as an entire complex, they did bear intervallic relationships one to another. When the vocal and instrumental notations were linked-whether this occurred first in the displays that
became common in the treatises of late antiquity or whether it
had already occurred in practice-, additional symbol-triads were
needed to modify the system of tablature into a system that now
indicated relative pitch. Likewise, when the notational focus
changed from tablature to a relative pitch-based system, the vocal
notation became dominant because as an alphabetic notation, it
was inherently more logical and intuitive. This change in focus is
evident in the descriptions of Aristides Quintilianus and Gaudentius, both of whom clearly have the vocal notation in mind when
they describe the arrangement of the symbols. Both Aristides
Quintilianus and Gaudentius indicate that the ascending notation
of the tonoi followed the alphabet in reverse order. Aristides
Quintilianus begins with a supine Q and moves up by dieses until
he comes to the fourth sign, <P, no doubt also intended to be
supine, although he does not actually describe it; this symbol is
defined as representing the proslambanomenos of the Hypodorian tonos, a tone higher than supine Q.283 Gaudentius omits
discussion of the symbols below the proslambanomenos of the
Hypodorian tonos-the purpose of which remains unclear in
Aristides Quintilianus's description-and simply states that this
proslambanomenos was notated with a supine half-phi (~ or ...o ).
While Gaudentius includes the instrumental symbols in his
descriptions of the pairs, he clearly regards the vocal notation as
regulating the pattern.284 These descriptions accord reasonably
well with the tables of Alypius, which describe the vocal and
instrumental symbols for the proslambanomenos of the Hypodorian tonos as ureversed supine half-phi and supine half-phi."285
If the pattern were then extended upward, following the inverted
with the upright forms, the triad A-B-r would fall just where it
does in figure 105.

283 Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.11.
284Gaudentius Harmonica introductio 21-22.
285~J. ttcpt 1tAaytov a1t£cr'tpaJ.LJ.Levov Kat ilJ.Licpt 1tAaytov (Jan 382.3-4).
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The instrumental notation was not simply aligned with the
bottom of the vocal notation because of its strong traditional association with the "natural" form of the Perfect System, which in
the new system of tonoi now became associated with the Lydian
tonos and its hypo- and hyper- forms, the very tonoi that both
Alypius and Gaudentius place first in their tables.286 Thus, since
two more symbol-triads were needed in the vocal notation to
match the upper two triads of the instrumental notation, it was
reasonable to begin once again with the alphabet in reverse order, ,
that is, with the triad X-\}1-Q, now rotated on a different axis. For
its part, the instrumental notation needed two symbol-triads to
match the two lower triads of the vocal notation, and in fact these
seem to have been adapted from their counterparts in the vocal
notation, in the first case by taking the note Gaudentius describes
as a double sigma (e) and rotating it 90° and 180° around a central
axis, and in the second case by reversing or rotating all three symbols of the vocal triad, the upsilon losing its identity and becoming simply a reversed supine tau:

~

c..

w

-f.

3 T

At this point, the notation could accommodate an overall
range of F-bb' (see figure 105). With these pitches, every one of
the thirteen tonoi attributed to Aristoxenus could be sung at least
as far as its mese, while the Dorian tonos and all the lower tonoi
could be sung in full, just as Aristides Quintilianus states (1.10):
. . . some of the tonoi are sung in their entirety, some are not. The Dorian is
sung in full because the voice serves us as far as twelve tones and because its
proslambanomenos is in the middle of the Hypodorian octave. For the rest,
those lower than the Dorian are sung as far as the note consonant with the
nete hyperbolaion.

A few lines later, he once again observes that the Dorian tonos
defined an upper limit for the voice:
If the lowest note of the song falls above the Dorian, beginning in a higher
octave, we shall take it down an octave, ... 287
286Henderson, "Ancient Greek Music," 361-63, reaches a similar conclusion. It
seems likely that this association of the Lydian tonos with the natural form of
the Perfect System was simply an accident of the notation, as opposed to a
conscious preference for the older Lydian harmonia.
JleV JlEA<pOOUV't<lt (h6A.ou, oi Be ouxL 0 JleV o?>v Bropto~ (f'UJl1t<l~ JlEA<pBEt'tat
Bux 'to JlEXPt 'trov iJf't6vrov 't~v <prov~v 'hJ.ttV U1tllPE'tEtcr9at Kat oux 'tO J!Ecrov au'tou 'tov
7tpocrA.aJ.t~av6J.tevov 'tou Bta 1tacr&v etvat u1toBropiou · 'trov Be A.ot1tmv oi Jlev ~apu'tepot
'tou Bropiou JlEXPt 'tou OUJ!<provouv'to~ <p86yyou 'tft v~'tn 'trov u1tep~oA.airov .... ei B' o
287oi
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The final notes of the Dorian tonos are in fact the notes found in
figure 105 in row 3 of the column on a' (t, sounding bb '). Likewise, the highest notes of the six ancient harmonia described by
Aristides Quintilianus (1.9), those of the Dorian, are the notes in
row 1 of this same column (!, sounding a').288
By the time the final two tonoi were added by the "younger
theorists," a sufficient number of symbols would have been necessary to indicate any of the notes across a range of three octaves and
a tone: this required the addition of symbols for b'-g". As these
formed octaves above existing notes, the most direct way to notate
them was to repeat the symbols with the addition. of some markin this case an apostrophe-to indicate their higher octave. The
symbol-triads for b-f' were accordingly repeated for b'-f"; only a
single symbol for g' was repeated because there was no need for
any chromatic alterations of this final pitch. In fact, this is precisely the process described by Gaudentius, who states that musicians continued the primary pattern
until the thirtieth degree of semitones [i.e., from F to bb ']. They signed the
augmentation by semitone of the notes above these with the same signs over
again by affixing an acute accent, beginning from the nineteenth degree,
which has the sign omicron and kappa.289

In the vocal notation, the juxtaposition of these five upper
.1.

sets, ending on 0', with the former final symbol-triad ( J..) natu--e-

rally suggested to later scholars an irregularity in the structure, but
in practical terms, the new symbols were perfectly sensible. Musicians had become familiar with a system of notation extending
over two octaves and a fourth (F-bb '), which was adequate for the
description, and apparently the practice, of the older tonoi in use
at least through the time of Aristoxenus. When it became necesBapU'tepo<; 'tll<; cpOil<; cp86yyo<; UrtepeK1tlJt'tet 'tOU Orop{ou ['tO] Ota rcacr&v o~u<;
urcapxrov, Art'lfOJ.leea J.lEV <XU'tOU 'tO Ota 1tacrroY ertt 'tO Bapo<; (W.-I. 21.12-18, 22.6-9).
The tonoi lower than the Dorian can, of course, only be sung as high as their
respective netai hyperbolaion.
288see p. 532 supra. The ancient Dorian in Aristides Quintilianus De musica
1.9 should not be confused with the Dorian tonos in the tables of Alypius.
289J.l£Xpt 'tptaKOcr'tOU cr'ttXOU 'tiDY llJ.ll'tOYtCOY. 'ti,Y Oe Urtep 't<XU't<X K<X't' llJ.lt'tOYtOY
napaU~llcrtY 'tiDY <p86yyroy 'tOt<; <XU'tOt<; <11lJ.lelOt<; e~ urcapxil<; O~eta<; rtpocr8ev'te<;
ecrrtJ.letOUV'tO &reo 'tOU EVVe<XK<XtOeKU'tOU ap~UJ..leVOt cr-rixou, o<; EX£1 ou K<Xl Kclrtrta
crrtJ.letov Gan 350.4-9). In the chart described by Gaudentius (see figure 82, p. 507
supra), the note-pair omicron and kappa is the nineteenth pair.
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sary to extend the range to accommodate the new higher tonoi,
this was most easily and practically done through replication of
the symbols at the octave, though later observers viewed the junction of symbols (at a' and b' in figure 105) as anomalous.
The surviving portion of Alypius's treatise includes no comment on rhythmic notation, and there is no way of knowing
whether this would have formed a part of his treatment. Rhythmic signs do appear, however, in even the earliest musical fragments, and it is clear that the textual rhythm could be modified by
the music, even though the rhythm of a piece of music was governed in general by the natural poetic rhythm of the text.290 The
sole surviving description of rhythmic notation is preserved only
in Bellermann's Anonymous, which describes five types of signs:
duration, ligation, articulation, division, and rest (figure 106):
signs of duration

signs of ligation

rest

oixpovoc;

u<pev

Kcv6c;
(\or(\

'tpixpovoc;

'--'
KOOAOV

;,.___j

'tc'tpaxpovoc;
L_J

ncv'taxpovoc;
LLJ

signs of articulation
KOJl1tlO'JlOc;

+

or

t

JlcAtaJloc;

X or

sign of division between
a vocal and instrumental
section
Otaa'toAfl

7 or)

f

Figure 106.
The interpretation of these signs as they actually appear in
pieces of music is not always certain, but in general, the durational
signs increase the value of an individual note (or a group of notes
linked by a ligation sign) two-, three-, four-, or five-fold; the signs
of ligation normally indicate that a group of notes is equivalent to
whatever duration may be marked; the signs of articulation,
which fall between the two repeated notes to which they apply,
indicate either a hard (KOJ.!7ttaJ.L6<;) or soft (J.LeAtaJ.Lo<;) articulation;

290Extended descriptions of which appear in Aristoxenus Elementa
rhythmica and Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.13-29, as well as in numerous
specialized Greek treatises on rhythm and meter. See pp. 334-44 and 538-41
supra.
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the rest (KEVo<;) may appear alone or be combined with one of the
durational signs; and the sign of division (BtacrtoA.~) marks the
beginning of an instrumental interjection within a vocal piece.291
In his Elementa harmonica I (section 1/B/10), Aristoxenus dismissed notation as useless to scientific inquiry, and theorists
ignored it for the next several centuries. Nevertheless, it is clear
that several systems of notation existed during the period between
the fourth century B.C.E. and the fourth century C.E. Falling in the
province of the practitioner rather than the theorist, musical notation must have been developed and passed on as a skill together
with other details of instrumental technique and performance
practice. The earliest notated fragments of Greek music, which
date from the third century B.C.E., indicate that the system
described by Alypius must have been largely in place by that time.
Although these fragments and the other surviving pieces of
ancient Greek music do exhibit occasional symbols not immediately recognizable from any of the theoretical treatments, they are,
on the whole, clearly notated in the Alypian system, some in a
combination of vocal and instrumental notation, and others in a
single predominant form. Performers-especially professionalsno doubt learned how to interpret the unusual symbols and special combinations as part of their training. As these traditional
skills began to fade in late antiquity, a few writers undertook to
codify the basic notational symbols. Alypius was the most systematic, and while his tables are incomplete and leave certain questions unanswered, their symbols do enable the surviving notation
to be read for the most part in a sensible and musically coherent
manner.
Intrigued by his praise for Alypius, later readers of Cassiodorus's Institutiones seeking a copy of the treatise probably had
some difficulty finding one: like the treatise of Gaudentius, the
tables of Alypius are preserved in a comparatively small number
of manuscripts. Of course, these readers would not have known
from Cassiodorus's citation that Alypius described a system of
291 Examples of durational signs appear in the two Euripidean fragments, the
hy~s

of Mesomedes, and the Epitaph of Seikilos (which also includes examples
of signs of ligation), while examples of a diastole appear in the fragment from
Euripides's Orestes (see pp. 56, 111-20, and 148-51 supra); and examples of the
other signs appear in several of the other fragments (see Pohlmann, Denkmiiler,

passim).
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notation, a characteristic that might have added special interest to
the treatise for its relationship to the descriptions preserved in
Boethius's De institutione musica 4.3-4. But in any event, the
tables seem to have been largely forgotten and generally ignored
by later writers-East and West-until the time of Girolarno Mei
and Vincenzo Galilei.292

The conceptual brilliance of Aristides Quintilianus's treatise
with its wealth of material stands in sharp contrast to the narrow
didacticism of Bacchius's Introductio artis musicae, but both of
them are typical of the extremes characterizing the last centuries
before the fall of Rome in 455. Between these two extremes, the
treatises of Gaudentius and Alypius are of inestimable value in
providing the keys with which to decipher the musical notation,
as well as much other valuable information. Apart from the technical matters of notation, none of these treatises fills major lacunae in the tradition, nor do they provide the type of critical
engagement with the theory typical of the treatises of the second
century C.E. If those treatises can be regarded as representing the
first stages of scholarship in the field of ancient Greek music theory, the treatises of late antiquity might be seen both as developing
the trends of scholarship and as diffusing the ancient traditions
into the polarities of speculative (or mystical) and practical (or
technical) music theory, around which later medieval and Renaissance music theory would develop.
Boethius, Cassiodorus, and Martianus Capella drew heavily
upon the musical treatises of late antiquity together with those of
Ptolemy and perhaps Nicomachus, clearly regarding this Greek
literature as an important heritage to be preserved from a vanishing past. By providing a bridge between the Middle Ages and the
ancient tradition, the later Greek treatises assume an unexpected
importance in this heritage, the subject of our final chapter.
Though the treatises of late antiquity are themselves remote from
the tradition, in them, the dying embers of ancient Greek music
theory come to life one last time before flickering out.

292For a discussion of which, see Palisca, Humanism, 46-47.
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VII
The Tradition in the Middle Ages:
Survival and Transtnission
n the period between the last decades of the fifth century C.E.
and the establishment of the universities at Bologna, Paris,
Oxford, and Cambridge in the eleventh and twelfth centuries,
Greek was largely forgotten in the West, and knowledge of the
language that remained was primarily applied to theological· and
ecclesiastical matters rather than to the traditions of science and
art. Evep in the Eastern empire, the demands of church and state
on the one hand and the political and religious threats of Islam on
the other hardly provided an atmosphere in which the old traditions could retain their interest.
By contrast, the eastern migration of the Nestorians in the fifth
century to escape their Byzantine persecutors established a Greek
cultural center that was later assimilated by the 'Abbasid caliphs
in the expansion of Islam following Muhammad's death in 632.
As part of the process of assimilation in the eighth and ninth centuries, Greek technical and scientific treatises were translated into
Arabic (in some cases through Syriac as an intermediate language), as was a substantial portion of the Greek philosophical
tradition, especially the work of Plato and Aristotle. The House of
Wisdom, established in 832 by the caliph al-Ma'miin (reigned 81333), provided support for the masters of Greek, Syriac, and Arabic
charged with the task of translating this vast body of literature,
and with the growth of the Islamic empire in North Africa and
Spain, the newly translated literature traveled to regions where
the original texts had never been known or had long since been
forgotten. During the tenth century in Cordova, for example, the
Umayyad caliphs assembled an impressive library of ancient
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learning, which later found its way to the rest of Europe through
translation from Arabic to Latin.
While the outlines of this process are clear, the details of the
translation, dispersion, retranslation, and gradual assimilation of
this literature into the European music theory of the Middle Ages
remain elusive, in part because so many of the intermediate
works no longer survive. The Kitab al-fihrist ("Index to Arabic
Books") of lbn Al-Nadim, completed ea. 987 C.E., indicates that
Arabic translations of the Sectio canonis and treatises by Aristoxenus (including De principiis, Elementa harmonica, and Elementa
rhythmica), Nicomachus (apparently including the longer work
promised in the Manuale harmonices), and Euclid (probably the
treatise of Cleonides) were in circulation, and shortly thereafter,
commentaries-now lost-on both the Sectio canonis and Cleonides's Harmonica introductio were written by the eleventhcentury Egyptian physicist Ibn Al-Haitham (also known as
Alhazan). Internal evidence in the treatises of Al-Kindi (d. ea. 874)
and Al-Farabl (d. ea. 950) makes it clear that Ptolemy's Harmonica
and perhaps Aristides Quintilianus's De musica were also known
-at this time.l
Theorists such as Al-Kindi and Al-Farabl made ·use of the
material they learned from the Greek authors without engaging
in mere slavish appropriation; rather, they adapted theoretical
1Relatively

little attention has been paid to the role of Islamic scholarship
in the preservation of Greek music theory. Henry George Farmer's "Greek Theorists of Music in Arabic Translation," Isis 13 (1930): 325-33, provides a preliminary study, but Amnon Shiloah's The Theory of Music in Arabic Writings (c. 9001900), RISM BX (Munich: G. Henle, 1979) has prepared the ground for the more
comprehensive study that is still lacking. Likewise, the influence of Arabic music
theory on subsequent medieval Latin music theory has only been lightly explored
by Farmer's Historical Facts for the Arabian Musical Influence (London: Wm.
Reeves, 1930) and Al-Farabr's Arabic-Latin Writings on Music, Collection of Oriental Writers on Music, vol. 2 (New York: Hinrichsen, 1965); and by Don M.
Randel's "Al-Farabi and the Role of Arabic Music Theory in the Latin Middle
Ages," Journal of the American Musicological Society 29 (1976): 173-88. See also
Henry George Farmer, "The Music of Islam," in Ancient and Oriental Music, ed.
Egon Wellesz, New Oxford History of Music, vol. 1 (London: Oxford University
Press, 1957), 421-77. For a general treatment of the transmission of Greek scientific literature, see David C. Lindberg, "The Transmission of Greek and Arabic
Learning to the West," in Science in the Middle Ages, ed. David C. Lindberg, The
Chicago History of Science and Medicine (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1978), 52-90.
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premises and details to the music of their own time. Receptive to
the philosophical view of music as a paradigm for the larger harmony of the universe, Arabic theorists of the ninth and tenth centuries were nonetheless also quite interested in the physics of
sound and the scientific classification of melodic and rhythmic
elements. Some authors were willing to engage in pure speculation about musical phenomena, freely adapted from the Aristoxenian and Pythagorean traditions, but Al-Farab1 advocated that
theory be based on musical practice. In fact, one class of treatise
within the Arabic tradition emphasizes that theory and practice
must complement one another for the perfection of music.2
Beginning in the late tenth century, scientific treatises in
Arabic preserved in the Muslim courts of al-Andalus began to
find their way into northern Europe in Latin translation. A few
decades later, Hermannus Contractus (1013-1054) prepared an
adaptation of one of these treatises, De utilitatibus astrolabii, for
the monastery at Reichenau,3 and it is quite possible he came in
contact as well with traces of Greek music theory in the Arabic
treatises. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, as a result of the
reconquista of al-Andalus by the northern Christian states, a considerable amount of translation and adaptation of Arabic sources
took place, especially by such figures as Dominicus Gundissalinus
(fl. 1150), Gerard of Cremona (ea. 1114-1187), John of Seville (fl.
1133-1142), Robert of Chester (fl. 1141-1150), and Plato of Tivoli
(fl. 1132-1146).
Emerging from this surge of translation, Al-Farab1 appeared as
an authoritative link to the past through two treatises dealing
with music, commonly though not securely attributed to him: De
scientiis and De ortu scientiarum.4 The section on music in De
scientiis was known directly to Vincent of Beauvais (ea. 11901264), recommended by Roger Bacon (ea. 1214-1280) in his Opus
tertium, and appropriated by Gundissalinus in his De divisione
2Shiloah, Theory of Music in Arabic Writings, 5-7. For French translations of
many of the Arabic treatises, see Rodolphe d'Erlanger, La musique Arabe, 6 vols.
(Paris: Paul Guenther, 1930-59).
3Lindberg, "Transmission of Greek and Arabic Learning," 60-61.
4Six other works by Al-Farabi were translated during this period: De naturali auditu, De causis, De intellectu et intelligibili, De syllogismo, De tempore,
and Declaratio compendiosa super libris Rhetoricorum Aristotelis. See Farmer,
Al-Farabf's Arabic-Latin Writings on Music, 17.
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philosophiae. Jerome of Moravia, in his Tractatus de musica,
paraphrases Al-Farabi's general definition of music: "musica est
quae comprehendit cognitionem specierum harmoniae et illud,
ex quo componitur et quibus modis,"S as well as providing an
entire chapter "De divisione musice secundum Alphorabium,"
placed between chapters providing comparable definitions of the
divisions of music by Isidore of Seville and Boethius. Al-Farabi's
division of music into active and speculative parts, as well as his
description of these parts, is reminiscent of Aristides Quintilianus's division and description of the theoretical and practical
parts of music.6 Through the intermediary of Gundissalinus's De
divisione philosophiae, De scientiis was also known to Magister
Lambert. 7 De ortu scientiarum seems to have been less well
known, but it too reflects some traces of Aristides Quintilianus,
especially in its view of music growing from the roots of meter,
melos, and gesture, which are based on the senses of sight and
hearing.s
A thread unquestionably connects ancient Greek and medieval
Latin music theory through the Arabic tradition, but it is so thinly
stretched and entangled with the other threads passing through
such early Latin intermediaries as Censorinus, Calcidius, Macrobius, Augustine, Martianus Capella, Boethius, Cassiodorus, and
Isidore of Seville that it cannot be clearly traced. Of course, the
Islamic world was not concerned with preserving a foreign heriSHieronymus de Moravia, Tractatus de musica, ed. S. M. Cserba, Freiburger
Studien zur Musikwissenschaft, vol. 2 (Regensburg: Pustet, 1935), 9. There are
several Latin "translations" of Al-Farabi 's treatise, but Jerome's version must be
based on the version appearing in Vincent of Beauvais' s Speculum doctrinale,
which is shorter than the rest and reads: "Musica comprehendit cognitionem
specierum armonie, et illud ex quo componitur et quibus modis" (Music comprises a
recognition of the species of harmonia and that from which it is composed and in
which manners).
6see p. 527 supra.
7The passages in Magister Lambert's treatise are scattered about, but Farmer
(Al-FarabT's Arabic-Latin Writings on Music, 21-31) has arranged them synoptically with the other versions. Farmer's inclusion of the Quatuor principalia as
an example of the influence of Al-Farabi seems to stretch the point inasmuch as
the relevant passages in Quatuor principalia are removed from Al-Farabi by at
least two intermediaries. Randel (" Al-Farabi and the Role of Arabic Music Theory") offers further comment on the influence of De scientiis.
Bet Aristides Quintilianus De musica 1.13.
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tage but rather with transforming all that it assimilated into a new
religious, social, and intellectual order. The concerns of the Latin
West were rather different.
Latin writers of the first centuries of the Common Era were, on
the whole, uninterested in the Greek mathematical and scientific
disciplines; they were content to rely on such works as the Disciplinarum libri IX of Varro, which treated (in order) grammar, dialectic, rhetoric, geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, music, medicine,
and architecture; De architectura of Vitruvius; and the Naturalis
histo~ia of Pliny.9 Likewise, the writings of Cicero, Seneca, and
Quintilianus provided accessible alternatives to Plato and Aristotle, especially in the areas of politics, ethics, and rhetoric. As the
Latin West became less bilingual, first-hand knowledge of Greek
science and philosophy became less common among its writers.lO
Writers of this period could, however, make use of Greek
mathematical and scientific material in books more suited to their
time. The Latin schools needed manuals on the traditional disciplines laid out by Varro and commentaries on complex works of
the past, making the material accessible while at the same time
perhaps reinterpreting it to accord with such current philosophical or theological· movements as neo-Platonism and Christianity.ll Writers also responded to an interest in magic and the
supernatural that developed as individuals reacted to the increasing chaos of their society by losing confidence in the value of work
and reason and turning instead to supernatural determinism.12

9The Disciplinarum libri IX of Varro (116-27 B.C.E.) survives only in a few
passages attributed to Varro by later authors; on Vitruvius, see p. 1 supra; the
Naturalis historia of Pliny (23/24-79 C.E.) was intended to be a comprehensive
encyclopedia of human knowledge.
lOon the decline of Greek in the West, see Pierre Courcelle, Late Latin Writers and Their Greek Sources, trans. Harry E. Wedeck (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969), 147-48 and 411-21; see also Marrou, History of Education in
Antiquity, 259-64.

llon Greek commentaries of this same period, seep. 510 supra.
12For an excellent overview of this background, seeR. R. Bolgar, The Classical Heritage and Its Beneficiaries (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1954), 13-45; and Marcia L. Colish, Medieval Foundations of the Western Intellectual Tradition 400-1400, Yale Intellectual History of the West (New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press, 1997), chaps. 1-4. On the difficulty of distinguishing
between magic and religion during this period, see Richard Kieckhefer, Magic in
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Clear distinctions of type did not necessarily exist among these
works. A work such as Martianus Capella's De nuptiis Philologiae
et Mercurii or Censorinus' s De die natali might fill any number of
needs, and works such as Macrobius's In somnium Scipionis
commentarium might be found in the same library with Augustine's De musica.
The treatise of Censorinus (fl. third century C.E.), a Roman
grammarian and philosopher, provides a particularly good
example of the eclecticism and varied aims of these works. De die
natali, on birthday lore and other subjects, was composed for the
forty-ninth birthday of Censorinus's patron, Qu. Caerellius, in
238.13 The author states that he based his treatise on earlier commentaries, and inasmuch as Varro is the author most frequently
cited by Censorinus, the lost work of Varro is commonly assumed
to be the source for much of De die natali. It is not impossible,
however, that Censorinus also had direct knowledge of some of
the works by the more than one hundred authors to whom he
refers, including Anaxagoras, Aristotle, Aristoxenus, Epicurus,
Eratosthenes, Heracleitus, Hippocrates, Parmenides, Philolaus,
Plato, Pythagoras, and Theophrastus.
By tradition, the treatise is arranged into twenty-four "sections," but in stylistic terms, it is written as a single concise exposition on the measures and cycles of time as manifested in days,
months, years, periods of gestation, and the ages and durations of
life. According to Censorinus, these measures and cycles are
clearly exhibited in number, planetary motions, and the zodiac. In
section 10, Censorinus seeks to clarify them by briefly commenting
on "the rules of music and particularly those that have been
the Middle Ages, Cambridge Medieval Textbooks (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 36-42.
.
13 According to Cassiodorus Institutiones 2.5.10 and Priscian Institutiones
grammaticae 1.16-17; 14.6, 40-41, Censorinus also composed treatises on grammar
and accents. These works seem not to have survived, although some portions may
appear in the so-called Fragmentum Censorini, which were transmitted along
with De die natali in manuscripts and early editions until Louis Carrion separated and reorganized them in his edition of 1583 (Censorinus de die natali. Nova
editio Lud. Carrione recensente, augente et pristino ordini suo restituente. Eiusdem argumenti fragmentum incerti scriptoris antea cum eodem Censorini de die
natali libro continenter impressum, nunc vero ab eodem Lud. Carrione separatum,
correctiusque et capitibus aliquot ex veteri libro additis auctius editum [Lutetiae,
Aegidius Beysius, 1583]).
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igno~ed

by musicians themselves."14 Most of the definitions of
this chapter are in fact common in earlier sources, but the definition of music itself, "musica est scientia bene modulandi," is particularly noteworthy because it also appears in Augustine's De
musica 1.2, Martianus Capella's De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii
9.930, Cassiodorus's Institutiones 2.5.1 (where it appears in close
proximity to a reference to Censorinus), and Isidore of Seville's
Etymologiae 3.15. Definitions of pitch, interval, consonance, and
the three primary consonant ratios (4:3, 3:2, and 2:1) measured in
both Aristoxenian and Pythagorean terms lead to a review of the
discovery of the Pythagorean harmonia (6:8:9:12),15 which is
employed in section 11 to explain why seven and ten months
were thought to be the normal periods for human gestation.16
Section 12 briefly reviews the common associations of music
with the gods and humankind, including the influence of music
on the human body and soul, while section 13 describes the intervals between the planets and the musical ratios discerned in the
Greek planetary system.17 Although Censorinus is a bit vague in
his attribution of the material of section 13, the pattern he
describes is identical to the scale attributed to Alexander of Aetolia
by Theon of Smyrna.18 At the end of section 13, observing that the
charms of music have delayed him in his discourse, Censorinus
states that even an entire book could not exhaust the subject, and
the balance of De die natali makes no further reference to music.
The Fragmentum Censorini, traditionally arranged in fifteen
sections, lists the names of various famous melic poets and later
musicians (section 9); provides a useful summary of Latin rhythmics and metrics, with examples (sections 10 and 13-15); and lists
and briefly defines such traditional divisions of music as harmonica, organica, rhythmica, and crusmatica; thirteen of the tonoi,
14"aliqua de musicae regulis huic loco necessaria dicentur, eo quidem magis,
quod ea dicam, quae ipsis musicis ignota sunt" (Nicolaus Sallmann, ed., Censorini
de die natali liber ad Q. Caerellium [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1983], 15.20-22).
15see pp. 362-63,400-401,411,455, and 556-60 supra.
l6cf. Aristotle Historia animalium 7.3-4; Aristides Quintilianus draws similar associations in De musica 3.18 (see pp. 426 and 568 supra).
17In sections 12-13, Censorinus cites as his authorities Socrates, Aristoxenus,
Theophrastus, Epicurus, Asclepiades, Herophilus, Pythagoras, Eratosthenes,
and Dorylaus. Sallmann (pp. 21-22) provides an extensive list of loci paralleli.
lBsee p. 428 supra.
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matching the pattern described by Cleonides (cf. figure 56 [p. 386
supra]) but without the specific names for each of the high and
low tonoi; the Greek note names; and terms such as modus, carmen, tempus, and modulatio (sections 11-12). A brief comment
on the development of the kithara by Apollo, Terpander, and
Timotheus is included in section 12 (a similar treatment appears
in Boethius's De institutione musica 1.20).19
All this material is presented in a cursory fashion, without any
explanation and in most cases out of its original context and lacking many of the original details. Here, the theoretical materials are
merely an intellectual adornment, devoid of any real content.
A little more than a century later, Calcidius (fl. fourth or early
fifth century C.E.) completed his translation of Plato's Timaeus
(only to 53c) with accompanying commentary.20 Within the tradition of Christian neo-Platonism, Calcidius's commentary made
the Timaeus generally but imperfectly available to the Middle
Ages, although it does not seem to have been known to Macrobius or Isidore of Seville. The commentary is largely derivative,
but in his treatment of Timaeus 35b, Calcidius departs from tradition in asserting that geometry rather than harmonics holds the
fundamental position and is a substructure for the others.21 Several short chapters (40-55; pertaining to Timaeus 36a-37a) are
devoted to Platonic music theory and the World-Soul, at least part
of which would seem to have been derived either from Theon of
Smyrna or directly from Theon's source, Adrastus.22 The chapters
explain the Pythagorean harmonia (6:8:9:12) as it emerges from

19Here again, Sallmann (pp. 71-86) provides an extensive list of loci paralleli. For a review of the Pythagorean elements in Censorinus, see Barbera,
"Pythagorean Mathematics," 257-63.
20His work is dedicated to Hosius, long thought to be the bishop of Corduba
(d. 358), but it is also possible that the dedication actually refers to a Milanese
official of ea. 395 and that Calcidius was a Christian neo-Platonist active in
Milan whose writings were known to St. Ambrose (see Pierre Courcelle,
"Ambroise de Milan et Calcidius," in Romanitas et Christianitas: Studia Iano

Henrino Waszink A. D. Vi Kal. Nov. A. MCMLXXIII XIII lustra complenti
oblata, ed. Willem den Boer et al. [Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1973], 45-53).
21"geometrica vicem obtinet fundamentorum, ceterae vero substructionis"
(Ioh. Wrobel, ed., Platonis Timaeus interprete Chalcidio cum eiusdem commentario [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1876], 97.9-10).
22see pp. 417-20 supra.
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the duple and triple proportions described by Plato;23 the story of
Pythagoras's discovery of the consonant numbers by suspending
weights from strings (paralleling the version in section 10 of Censorinus's De die natali), rather than through the more familiar
myth of the hammers;24 the harmonic, arithmetic and geometric
means;25 and the typical numerical characterizations of the
fourth, fifth, octave, octave-and-a-fourth, octave-and-a-fifth,
double octave, the tone, and the leimma. Calcidius, like Gaudentius and Theon, considers the eleventh a consonance;26 this is
unusual in a treatise within the neo-Platonic tradition. Having
reviewed some of the technicalities of Pythagorean mathematics,
Calcidius then comments on Plato's famous image of the two
revolving circles of the cosmos and the duality of essence, the
Same and the Other, a subject also related to music by Aristides
Quintilianus in De musica 3.24.27 By interpreting Plato's creation
of the World-Soul in Christian terms, Calcidius attempts to show
points of agreement between the Platonic and Christian views of
the compound nature of the human being. In the section on the
use of sight and hearing (section 267), with reference to Timaeus
47d, Calcidius makes explicit the importance of music: "Without
doubt music rationally adorns the soul, recalling it to its ·old
nature, eventually making it as God the creator made it in the
beginning. "28
A similar type of commentary, perhaps written only slightly
later than Calcidius's, is Macrobius Ambrosius Theodosius's In
somnium Scipionis commentarium. The author, long thought to
have been the prefect in Spain (399-400 C.E.) or the proconsul in
Africa (410 C.E.) cited in the Codex Theodosius, was actually praetorian prefect in Italy in 430.29 In addition to his commentary, he
23see pp. 363,399-401,411,455,503-4, and 556-60 supra.
24see pp. 399 and 503 supra.
25see also pp. 362-63,400-401,422, and 426-27 supra.
26see pp. 417-19 and 503 supra.
27see pp. 574-76 supra.
28"Procul dubio musica exornat animam rationabiliter ad antiquam naturam
revocans et efficiens talem demum, qualem initio deus opifex earn fecerat"
(Wrobel 298.22-24). For a review of the Pythagorean elements in Calcidius, see
Barbera, "Pythagorean Mathematics," 273-76.
29 Averil Cameron, "The Date and Identity of Macrobius," Journal of Roman
Studies 56 (1966): 25-38.
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authored De verborum Graeci et Latini differentiis vel societatibus, a treatise comparing Greek and Latin verbs, and a Saturnalia. Both the commentary and the Saturnalia were dedicated to his
son, Fl. Macrobius Plotinus Eustathius, city prefect ea. 461.
Cicero's "Somnium Scipionis,"30 with its dramatic language,
images of the harmony of the spheres, and observations about the
nature and ascent of the soul, provided Macrobius with an ideal
basis for commentary on such subjects as the classification of
dreams, Pythagoras's discovery of musical consonance and Pythagorean number-theory, the nature of virtue, distinctions between
mortality and immortality, the neo-Platonic hypostases, movements of the celestial and planetary spheres and their harmonious
sound, and the superiority of Plato's view of the soul over Aristotle's. Book I, section 6, and Book II, sections 1-4, of the commentary were particularly central to the medieval understanding of
Pythagorean musical mathematics.31 The Saturnalia, with its
emphasis on Virgil, rhetoric, poetics, and such lighter topics as
food and drink, did not particularly suit medieval readers but
became far more popular in the Renaissance.32
The commentaries of Calcidius and Macrobius were widely
read in the Middle Ages, but Calcidius's commentary seems to
have had a more direct influence on later Latin music theory: it is
cited in glosses to Martianus Capella's De nuptiis Philologiae et
Mercurii attributed to John Scotus Erigena and Remy of Auxerre,

30The "Somnium Scipionis," which originally formed the close of Cicero's De
re publica, was the only part of De re publica known in the Middle Ages. Cicero
modeled the "Somnium Scipionis" on Plato's Myth of Er, which closes his Respublica. For reference to an edition and translation of Cicero' s De re publica, see
chapter 2, n. 220 supra.
·
31 These were most probably derived from Porphyrius' s commentaries, especially the commentary on the Timaeus, extensive fragments of which still survive. Macrobius does refer (i.19.20) to Ptolemy's Harmonica, but this material,
too, could have come from Porphyrius's commentary to Book I, chapter 7.
For a full translation of Macrobius's treatise, together with a valuable introduction, see Macrobius, Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, trans., with an
introduction and notes by William Harris Stahl, Columbia Records of Civilization (New York: Columbia University Press, 1952). For a review of the Pythagorean elements in Macrobius, see Barbera, "Pythagorean Mathematics," 276-81.
32courcelle (Late Latin Writers, 13-47) provides a useful overview of Macrobius's use and knowledge of sources in his writings. See also Bolgar, Classical
Heritage, 43-44.
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both the Musica and Scholica enchiriadis borrow from it,33 and
Calcidius is still occasionally cited by later musical writers such as
Bernelinus, Engelbert of Admont, Jacques de Liege, and Franchino
Gaffurio. By contrast, the earliest detected instance of a borrowing
from Macrobius in Latin music theory is a passage from Regino of
Priim's Epistola.34
Augustine's De musica, arranged in six books, is quite different
in nature from the work of Censorinus, Calcidius, and Macrobius.
Like Boethius and Cassiodorus in the following century, Augustine (354-430 C.E.) was concerned at first with preserving and
transmitting the heritage of the classical intellectual disciplines
arrayed by Varro, and he originally intended to write a treatise on
each of them.35 Nevertheless, it seems only De grammatica and
De musica were completed, and in the case of De musica, the
original plan was reduced from six books on rhythm and six on
melody to five on rhythm and a sixth on musical metaphysics, in
which musical number and proportion are seen as worthy of
study because they provide a means for discovering the harmonious plan of the Creator within the universe.36 This shift in
33see Nancy Phillips, "Classical and Late Latin Sources for Ninth-Century
Treatises on Music," in Music Theory and Its Sources: Antiquity and the Middle
Ages, ed. Andre Barbera (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press,
1990), 100-135 (Calcidius is discussed on pp. 126-31, Macrobius on p. 132).
34Michael Bernhard, Studien zur Epistola de armonica institutione des
Regino von Prilm, Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Veroffentlichungen
der Musikhistorischen Kommission, vol. 5 (Munich: Bayerische Akademie der
Wissenschaften, 1979), 39-42; see also Phillips, "Classical and Late Latin
Sources," 132. Michel Huglo, in his discussion of the use of these texts in medieval
universities, notes the relative distribution of medieval manuscripts of these
treatises, beginning in the eighth and ninth centuries ("The Study of Ancient
Sources of Music Theory in the Medieval Universities," in Music Theory and Its
Sources: Antiquity and the Middle Ages, ed. Andre Barbera [Notre Dame,
Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1990], 150-72). For translations of relevant passages from Censorinus, Calcidius, and Macrobius, together with a useful
commentary, see Joscelyn Godwin, The Harmony of the Spheres: A Sourcebook of
the Pythagorean Tradition in Music (Rochester, VT: Inner Traditions International, 1993), 40-45 and 60-70.
35 Augustine Retractiones 1.6; and Epistolae 101.3.
36 De grammatica (now lost) was completed prior to 387 C.E.; the first five
books of De musica were probably completed about the same time, while the
sixth was probably not written until 391. Because of the ostensible disjunction
between the first five books and the sixth, Book VI frequently appeared alone in
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focus no doubt reflects Augustine's conversion in 386 to the particular blend of neo-Platonism and Christianity taught by St.
Ambrose, the bishop of Milan. In 391, probably the same year in
which the sixth book of De musica was completed, Augustine
became a priest in Hippo (in North Africa), and in 395, he was
ordained bishop of Hippo.
The first five books of De musica are written in the form of a
dialogue between the Magister and the Discipulus, a pattern
already anticipated in the treatise of Bacchius Geron37 and one
that periodically recurs in later medieval Latin music theory. In
the first book, Augustine develops the greater importance of
music rather than grammar in understanding the proper movement of sound in language. Thus, when Augustine defines
"music" in chapters 2 and 3 of Book I as "scientia bene modulandi" and "scientia bene movendi," he is clearly grounding his
work in the Roman rhetorical tradition rather than in the traditions of Greek music theory. The balance of Book I is then devoted
to illustrating basic principles of proportion (following the Pythagorean traditions) and establishing that number provides the basis
for a true knowledge of music.38 While not denying the importance of number in harmonic terms, Augustine's interest (at least
at this point) is in the proportions of time,39 as these are expressed
in rhythm and meter. As he takes up his discussion in Book II, he
once again makes it clear that in the judgment of verse, the
grammarian employs the authority of grammar while the musician (musicus) employs reason and sense. Thus, Augustine clearly
recognized the primacy of music in defining the rhythm and

the manuscript transmission (see Huglo, "Study of Ancient Sources of Music
Theory," 170).
37see p. 583 supra.
38Knowledge lacking in theatrical performers ("cantores theatrici"), who
might have been particularly supposed in professional terms to be knowledgeable
about music (De musica 1.6).
39"Tempus est autem ad illos motus redire tractandos et discutiendos, qui huic
disciplinae proprie tribuuntur, et propter quos ista de numeris, de alia scilicet
disciplina, quantum pro negotio satis visum est, consideravimus" (De musica 1.23
[Patrologia cursus completus, series latina, ed. J. P. Migne, 221 vols. (Paris:
Garnier, 1844-1904), 32:1098]; for a somewhat different text [especially in regard
to the chapter headings], see Marzi, Aurelii Augustini de musica [see chapter 2,
n. 4~ supra]).
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meter of verse.40 Rhythm, meter, and verse, however, are not
synonyms for the same thing, and Augustine clarifies all these
terms in Book Ill, as usual with many examples to illustrate the
various points. Book IV then provides rather detailed treatments
of the various meters and the possibilities for their combination
in verse, while Book V describes and illustrates the various types
of verse.
The sixth book of De musica is wholly different in character
and focus. Number and proportion are now expanded from the
corporeal to the incorporeal: while the numbers in rhythmwhich are found as well in light, color, dance, and celestial harmony-are heard and exist in the memory, they are also eternal.
Five genera of number are outlined: in sound (sonus), in the
sense of hearing (sensus audientis),4l in the act of presentation
(actus pronuntiantis), in memory (memoria), and in discernment
(judicium). After considering the four virtues (judgment [prudentia ], discretion [temperantia ], fortitude [fortitudo ], and righteousness [justitia]),42 Augustine concludes that while music has a sensuous dimension, when it is organized according to the numerical
principles of proportion, it can also stimulate the soul to imitate
that harmony and lead it to a love of God.43 Book VI, as the capstone of De musica, certainly suggests parallels with Plato's

40on this controversial matter, see pp. 40-41 supra.
41 That is, the sense of hearing already has the capacity to comprehend the
number in sound even in the absence of sound.
42 0n the four primary virtues, cf. Plato Euthydemus 279-281, Respublica 4.68, and Leges 1 (631c-d) and 12 (963a-964b); Plotinus Enneades I.2.[19] and !.3.[20].
Cf. also the virtues as articulated by Aristides Quintilianus (pp. 575-77 supra).
43For a useful survey of Augustine's view of music, extending beyond De
musica, see Herbert M. Schueller, The Idea of Music: An Introduction to Musical
Aesthetics in Antiquity and the Middle Ages, Early Drama, Art, and Music
Monograph Series, vol. 9 (Kalamazoo: Medieval Institute Publications, Western
Michigan University, 1988), 239-56. See also Robert J. Forman, "Augustine's
Music: 'Keys' to the Logos," in Augustine on Music: An Interdisciplinary Collection of Essays, ed. Richard R. La Croix, Studies in the History and Interpretation
of Music, vol. 6 (Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 1988), 17-27. For a more
general study, see Henri Irenee Marrou, St. Augustin et la fin de la culture
antique, Bibliotheque des Ecoles fran<;aises d' Athenes et de Rome, vol. 145 (Paris:
E. de Boccard, 1949).
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Timaeus, which Augustine may have known from the partial
translation by Cicero.44
Augustine's De musica preserves a great deal of important
material on rhythmics and metrics that complements the surviving treatments of Hephaestion and Aristides Quintilianus, but
this does not come from any direct connection with the Greek traditions of music theory. In fact, during the period when he was
writing De musica, he knew little or no Greek.45 Augustine was,
however, very strongly influenced by the work of Porphyrius,
which he read in translation, and Book VI of De musica is clearly
neo-Platonic in tone and content. Unlike other late Latin writers
on music, Augustine's concerns changed in the course of his
life-in fact while writing De musica-from preserving and transmitting the venerable tradition of the disciplines to defining the
important role music could play in the context of a Christian
theology adapted from neo-Platonism.46
Contemporary with Augustine in North Africa, Martianus
Capella47 provided a fuller treatment of Varro's nine disciplines,
which, however, he reduced to the familiar seven by eliminating
medicine and architecture. His De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii
44Courcelle, Late Latin Writers, 169-70. If Calcidius was in Milan (see n. 20
supra) at the time of Augustine's conversion, it is possible Augustine may have
been influenced by his commentary on the Timaeus. Courcelle, however, rejects
(pp. 369-70) this hypothesis, which had been advanced by Marrou, St. Augustin,
34, and others.
45 As Augustine himself states in Confessiones 1.13.20 and Contra academicos
3.4.7 (Courcelle, Late Latin Writers, 153).
46For an overview of Augustine's knowledge of Greek and his contact with
Greek culture, see Courcelle, Late Latin Writers, 149-96. For the influence of
Porphyrius on Augustine, see Willy Theiler, Porphyrios und Augustin, Schriften
der Konigsberger Gelehrten Gesellschaft, geisteswissenschaftliche Klasse, vol.
10/1 (Halle: M. Niemeyer, 1933).
47Martianus Capella' s floruit is a matter of some controversy. In the introduction to his two-volume annotated translation, William Harris Stahl concludes that De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii must have been written between
410 and 439 C.E. (with the later date more likely), adding "To assign the work to
a date after 439 calls for extravagant assumptions ... " (William Harris Stahl,
with Richard Johnson and E. L. Burge, Martianus Capella and the Seven Liberal
Arts, 2 vols., Records of Civilization: Sources and Studies, no. 84 [New York:
Columbia University Press, 1971-77], 1:15). Nevertheless, Danuta R. Shanzer
("Martianus Minneus Felix Capella," in OCD, 932-33) proposes that the work
was not written till the last quarter of the fifth century.
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became one of the most popular works of the Middle Ages, summarizing the basic material the fifth-century world wanted to preserve from the disciplines.48 Moreover, the nine books (two on
the betrothal and marriage, followed by seven on the disciplines),
written in the form of a Menippean Satire in cilternating prose
and verse, were presented in the form of an elaborate neo-Platonic
allegory, with Martianus as a priest telling his son the story of
Mercury's search for a bride and Apollo's recommendation of
Philology, who is described as:
highly educated and well acquainted with Parnassus; upon her the constellations shine in close proximity; no hidden region can conceal from her the
movements of the stars through Tartarus, nor can thunderbolts hide from her
the will of Jove: she beholds under the sea the nature of wave-born Nereus.
She knows your circuits through the several kingdoms of your brothers: ever
watchful, with unsparing toil she penetrates the secrets of knowledge, so
that with her patient learning she can anticipate all that is given to the
gods to foreknow. Indeed, very often she has rights over us, impelling gods
under compulsion to obey her decrees; she knows that what no power of
heaven can attempt against Jove's will, she can attain. 49

Invited to vote on approval of the marriage, a council of the gods
offers its enthusiastic endorsement, and Book I draws to a close.
In Book II, Martianus continues with a description of Philology's elaborate preparations for her apotheosis and marriage to
Mercury. After a series of calculations on the marriage number
and the numbers of Mercury's secret name and her own, she
anoits herself with protective ointments and is dressed in special
clothing provided by her mother, Phronesis. The nine Muses visit
her, each one singing a song of tribute, followed by the four
virtues, Philosophy, and the three Graces. After purifying herself
of all mortal things, Philology is transfigured through consuming
48For an informative chart showing the relative distribution of manuscripts
of De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii, Book II of Cassiodorus's Institutiones, and
Isidore of Seville's Etymologiae, see Huglo, "Study of Ancient Sources of Music
Theory," 163.
49" ... doctissima virgo, I conscia Parrhasio cui fulgent sidera coetu, I cui nee
Tartareos claustra occultare recessus I nee Iovis arbitrium rutilantia fulmina possunt; I fluctigena spectans qualis sub gurgite Nereus, I quaeque tuos norit fratrum
per regna recursus, I pervigil immodico penetrans arcana labore, I quae possit
docta totum praevertere cura I quod superis praescire datum. quin crebrius in nos I
ius habet illa, deos urgens in iussa coactos; I et quod nulla queat superum temptare
potestas, I invito scit posse love" (Martianus Capella, ed. James Willis [Leipzig:
B. G. Teubner, 1983], 10.17-28); translation from Stahl, Martianus Capella, 2:14.
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an Orphic egg. Then, crowned with the herb of immortality (the
Leucas) and ascending through the spheres, together with her retinue of Muses and other attendants, she encounters all manner of
objects, spirits, demigods, gods, and other characters, until at last
she arrives at the starry sphere.so Here, she prays to the neoPlatonic three hypostases (the One, Mind, and World-Soul), the
powers Once and Twice, and the Maiden of the Source, after
which she passes into the region beyond the starry sphere and the
presence of the gods, their progeny, and the souls of such famous
ancients as Linus, Homer, Virgil, Orpheus, Aristoxenus, Plato,
Archimedes, Heracleitus, Thales, Democritus, Pythagoras, Aristotle, Epicurus, Zeno, and others.
The following books describe the tributes paid the wedding
couple by each of the disciplines, allegorically personified. The
first three, Grammar, Dialectic, and Rhetoric, expound at such
length they are eventually interrupted by the gods, who tell them
they are exhausting the patience of their listeners. Nevertheless,
the display of learning continues, and by the time Geometry has
completed her discourse-which contains far more geography
than geometrySl_and Arithmetic has arrived, Pleasure, one of
the handmaidens of Venus, whispers to Mercury that he is wrong
to postpone the nuptial couch and should terminate this display
of learning. Unpersuaded, Mercury tells Pleasure that he will be
ready when the time arrives but in the meantime will not give
offence by slighting any of the handmaidens.

50The scale described by Martianus Capella, most probably derived from
Pliny Naturalis historia 2.84, begins like that of Alexander of Aetolia
(described by Theon of Smyrna) and Censorinus (seep. 615 supra) but then differs
in the intervals placed between the Sun, Mars, Jove, Saturn, and the starry
sphere, which together with the intervals between the lower planets produce an
overall interval of between six- and seven-and-a-half tones (the text is ambiguous and can be read in various ways). As Martianus Capella states that the full
set of intervals traversed by Philology in coming to the starry sphere amounts to
six tones, it is likely that the upper intervals have become corrupted in the textual transmission. Cf. Schueller, Idea of Music, 261; and Joscelyn Godwin, Harmonies of Heaven and Earth (Rochester, VT: Inner Traditions International,
1987), 126, for differing interpretations.
Slstahl (Martianus Capella, 1:47-48) believes that this material is derived
from Books II-VI of Pliny's Naturalis historia and Solinus's Collectanea rerum
memorabilium.
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Arithmetic accordingly enters and presents an impressive display of Pythagorean numerology and number theory, doubtless
based-directly or indirectly-on Euclid, Nicomachus, and perhaps Theon of Smyrna. Numerous parallels with Macrobius are
also apparent, especially as Arithmetic expounds on the mystical
properties of each of the numbers from 1 to 10. All the gods, and
especially Mercury, were filled with admiration for Arithmetic's
display and fell silent. By contrast, when Astronomy completes
her display, there is n.o comment at all from the gods.52
At the beginning of Book IX, Venus complains, ~'~will there be
no end? Will learned teachers ever thwart conjugal pleasures?"53
Jupiter discovers that Harmony, Medicine, and Architecture
await, as well as the seven prophetic arts. Medicine and Architecture are excluded at once because they deal only with mortal and
mundane matter, and when Luna observes that she must soon
leave to begin her course through the sky, all the gods agree to
conclude with Harmony, who detests "the ever-increasing dullness and spiritlessness of the earthborn, resulting from their lack
of skill in melic verse. Having long since taken her departure
from earth, Harmony has rejected mortals and their desolated
academies." 54
As she enters, Harmony is described as a sublime figure,
whose melodious head was adorned with ornaments of glittering gold. Her
garment was stiff with incised and laminated gold and it tinkled softly and
52This may be due, however, to a lacuna in the text. Neverthelss, it is noteworthy that prior to the appearance of Astronomy, Martianus Capella introduces
a drunken Silenus, whose belch causes the gods to break their admiring silence
with laughter. Martianus is rebuked for this by Satire, who is supposed to have
told him the story he is now narrating-and embellishing-for his son. It is not
impossible that Martianus is expressing some antipathy to this particular discipline. If so, there is some irony in the fact that this section of the treatise continued to be popular and excerpted long after interest had faded in the other disciplinary sections of De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii (see Stahl, Martianus
Capella, 1:70-71). For a fuller discussion of the content and design of Books IIIVIII, see ibid., 1:98-201.
53'" quis modus' inquit 'erit? quonam sollertia fine I impedient thalamos
ludere gymnasia?"' (Willis 337.9-10); translation from Stahl, Martianus
Capella, 2:345.
54"exosa terrigenae stoliditatis ignaviam, quam meliorum indocilis auget
sine fine mortalitas. denique iam pridem homines dirutaque gymnasia abscedens
orbe terrisque damnavit ... " (Willis 342.17-19); translation from Stahl, Martianus Capella, 2:349.
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soothingly with every measured step and movement of her body.... In her
right hand Harmony bore what appeared to be a shield, circular overall,
with many inner circles, the whole interwoven with remarkable configurations. The encompassing circles of this shield were attuned to each other,
and from the circular chords there poured forth a concord of all the modes.
From her left hand the maiden held, suspended at equal length, several
small models of theatrical instruments, wrought of gold. No lyre or barbiton
or tetrachordon appeared on that circular shield, yet the strains coming
from that strange rounded form surpassed those of all musical instruments.
As soon as she entered the hall, a concord swelled from the shield. All other
music-which, by contrast with its sweetness, sounded dissonant-now
became silent. Then Jupiter and the other heavenly beings, recognizing the
grandeur of the higher melody, which was pouring forth in honor of a certain secret fire and inextinguishable flame, reverenced the profound ancestral song, and one by one arose in homage to extramundane intelligence. 55

Harmony begins by recounting the beneficial qualities of music
and especially its traditional powers to influence the behavior
both of mankind and of animals.56 With this elevating introduction, she then proceeds to recount the principles of harmonics,
rhythmics, and metrics, much of which seems to be closely based
on the treatise of Aristides Quintilianus, though Martianus
Capella never mentions his name.57 While Martianus Capella

55" cuius sonorum caput auri coruscantis bratteis comebatur, caeso etiam tenuatoque metallo rigens vestis, et omnibus ad motum gressumque rata congruentia
temperatum blandis leniter crepitaculis tinniebat. ... dextra autem quod dam gyris
multiplicibus circulatum et miris ductibus intertextum velut clipeum gestitabat,
quod quidem suis invicem complexibus modulatum ex illis fidibus circulatis
omnium modorum concinentiam personabat. laeva autem virginis quamplures ex
auro assimulatae parvaeque effigies theatralium voluptatum religatae aeque
pendebant. verum ille orbis non chelys nee barbiton nee tetrachordon apparebat,
sed ignota rotunditas omnium melodias transcenderat organorum. denique mox
ingressa atque eiusdem orbis sonuere concentus: cuncta illa, quae dissona suavitas
commendarat, velut mutescentia tacuerunt, ipseque tunc Iuppiter caelestesque
divi superioris melodiae agnita granditate, quae in honorem cuiusdam ignis
arcani ac flammae insopibilis fundebatur, reveriti intimum patriumque carmen
paululum in venerationem extramundanae omnes intellegentiae surrexerunt"
(Willis 347.7-348.2); the translation is lightly adapted from Stahl, Martianus
Capella, 2:352-53.
56The material is probably drawn from Varro, to whom Martianus Capella
refers at this point.
57 On Martianus Capella' s borrowings from Aristides Quintilianus, see
Hermann Deiters, Studien zu den griechischen Musikern. iiber das Verhiiltnis des
Martianus Capella zu Aristides Quintilianus, Program des Koniglichen Marien-
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may also have borrowed from Aristides Quintilianus the general
notion of the modern disregard for music, he does not try to preserve Aristides Quintilianus's subtle definition of music.58 The
earlier treatise simply provides him with a useful quarry of technical information that parallels, at more or less the same level,
the technical information provided for the other disciplines.
Material that would not have been in keeping with the narrative
structure of De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii, such as the various notational diagrams included in Book I, sections 9 and 11,59 is
omitted.
Harmony first offers some preliminaries, which she says are
necessary "in order to make the ensuing discussion more intelligible."60 After briefly describing the tone, semitone, and various
sizes of diesis; naming each of the notes, as well as referring to the
common definitions of pitch and the three primary consonant
intervals; and mentioning the fifteen tropoi, each of which comprises five tetrachords, Harmony moves ahead with a fuller
discussion.
To Lasus of Hermione61 is attributed a three-fold division of
harmony, which Martianus Capella gives in Greek: i>Au~6v, a1tEpyacrtt KOV' and e~ayyEA'tt KOV or ep J.lf\V E'U'ttKOV. While this particular
division is not found in the treatise of Aristides Quintilianus,
much of the order, structure, and detail of the following sections
(937-995) can be traced to his De musica, as is illustrated in the following table. Nevertheless, in a number of cases, significant supplemental detail must have been drawn from Cleonides's Harmonica introductio (or a similar treatise no longer known today)
and perhaps from Aristoxenus himself.

De nuptiis, Book IX,

De musica

section
937

1.4

938

1.5

Gymnasiums in Posen (Posen: Merzbach, 1881); and Stahl, Martianus Capella, 5354.
SBsee pp. 525-26 supra.
59see pp. 531-37 supra.
60"praedicta enim ideo prima dicta sunt ut altius tenerentur" (Willis 360.45).
61see pp. 74-76 and 303 supra.
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939
940
941-47
948-50
951-54
955-59
960-63
964
965-66
967
968-70
971-80
981-84
985-89
990-93
994-95

1.14 (cf. Cleonides §2)
1.5-6
1.6 (cf. Cleonides §4)
1.7 (cf. Cleonides §§5 and 8)
1.8 (cf. Cleonides §§8-9)
1.9
1.10 (cf. Cleonides §9)
Cleonides §13 (cf. 1.11)
1.12
Aristoxenus Elementa rhythmica
3-6
1.13 and 23
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.19

As Harmony concludes her discourse, to the delight of all the gods
and the wedding couple, Martianus Capella draws his story to a
close.
Readers of De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii would certainly
have encountered much more Pythagorean number theory62 and
Aristoxenian music theory than they would have found in any
one of the other Latin writers of this time, but the theories emerge
as fragments of arcane knowledge, remote from the experience of
medieval readers, as Harmony herself declares. No reader could
have formed any clear conception of the tradition of Greek music
theory from De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii. Nevertheless,
though passing in and out of favor over the centuries, the influence of Martianus Capella's work on the medieval imagination
and its conception of the seven liberal arts cannot be overestimated.63 Works such as this, while demonstrating only a tenuous

62For a review of the Pythagorean elements in Martianus Capella's treatise,
see Barbera, "Pythagorean Mathematics," 281-85.
63for an interesting comparison of the relative influence of Boethius and
Martianus Capella, see Michael Masi, "Boethius and the Iconography of the
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understanding of the Greek disciplines, were of utmost significance in maintaining the receptiveness to ancient traditions that
would eventually lead to the humanistic reconception of ancient
Greek music theory.
The burst of activity at the end of the fourth century and the
beginning of the fifth century C.E. came to a close with the fall of
Rome in 455 and the end of the empire in 476 when Odoacer (also
known as Odovacar) deposed Romulus Augustulus. Odoacer
himself was eliminated in 493 by Theoderic, who for the next
thirty-three years ruled over the Western regions as King of the
Ostrogoths. Educated in Constantinople, Theoderic prized Greek
culture as well as valuing the administrative abilities and traditions of the Roman senatorial class, from which Anicius Manlius
Severinus Boethius (ea. 480-525/26 C.E.) descended.64
Boethius was raised by the powerful senator Q. Aurelius
Memmius Symmachus, who eventually became his father-in-law
and for whom he held life-long admiration and respect. Unlike
his predecessors among the other Latin writers who had turned
their attention to music, Boethius was fully bilingual and had
studied Plato, Aristotle, commentaries, and Greek scientific works
that formed a part of the academic program of the neo-Platonic
schools of Athens and Alexandria.65 Boethius feared that this
knowledge would be lost in the decline of civilization he and
Symmachus perceived. In a letter to Symmachus and in his
commentaries, Boethius states his intention to prepare paraphrase
translations of the major Greek scientific works on arithmetic,
music, geometry, and astronomy (which he calls the quadrivium
in his work on arithmetic [De institutione arithmetica 1.1]); all of
Aristotle's work on logic, ethics, and physics, together with commentaries; and all of Plato, again with commentary. Finally, he
will show the inherent harmony of the two philosophical

Liberal Arts," Latomus: Revue d' etudes latines 33 (1974): 57-75 and plates VIIXV.
64For an excellent survey of Roman and Gothic politics, and Boethius's life as
viewed against that background, see Henry Chadwick, Boethius: The Consolations of Music, Logic, Theology, and Philosophy (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981).
65courcelle (Late Latin Writers, 273-318) thinks that Boethius studied with
Ammonius in Alexandria but acknowledges that the assumption cannot be proven
(Chadwick [Boethius, 20] agrees).
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schools.66 Boethius was not able to carry out this astonishing program, but his surviving work includes a commentary on Cicero's
Topica, translations (in some cases with commentary) of Porphyrius's Isagoge and Aristotle's Topica, Analytica priora, Categoriae,
Sophistici elenchi, and De interpretatione, an introduction to
Peripatetic logic, various theological works, the famous De consolatione philosophiae (which recalls Martianus Capella's work in
its alternating structure of prose and verse), his work on arithmetic, and a substantial portion of his work on music.
Boethius's De institutione musica is unquestionably one of the
great monuments of medieval music theory, and its influence,
especially from the ninth century forward,67 can hardly be overestimated. It is by far the most substantial early medieval work in
Latin devoted entirely to music, and its technical content conveyed a much fuller view of the traditions of Greek music theory
than the works of Censorinus, Calcidius, Macrobius, or Martianus
Capella.
As Calvin M. Bower has demonstrated, De institutione musica
was typical of Boethius's other early works (such as De institutione arithmetica and the works on logic) in being a kind of
~~'translation," but for Boethius, the process of translation meant
absorbing the earlier author's work, along with the glosses and
marginalia found in his sources, and then "turning it into the
Roman style."68 For the first four books of De institutione musica,

66Courcelle, Late Latin Writers, 276-77. For a consideration of the intellectual program envisioned by Symmachus and Boethius, see ibid., 322-30.
67see Huglo, "Study of Ancient Sources of Music Theory," 171-72. Among the
most important studies of Boethius's De institutione musica should be included
Calvin Bower's annotated translation (see chapter 2, n. 84 supra); Boethius. Fiinf
Biicher iiber die Musik, aus der lateinischen in die deutsche Sprache iibertragen
und mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der griechischen Harmonik, sachlich
erkHirt von Oscar Paul (Leipzig: F. E. C. Leuckart, 1872; reprint, Hildesheim: G.
Olms, 1973); Leo Schrade, "Music in the Philosophy of Boethius," Musical Quarterly 33 (1947): 188-200; James Haar, "Musica Mundana: Variations on a
Pythagorean Theme" (Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard, 1960); Henri Potiron, Boece:
Theoricien de la musique grecque (Paris: Bloud & Gay, 1961); Ubaldo Pizzani,
"Studi sulle fonti del 'De Institutione Musica' di Boezio," Sacris erudiri 16 (1965):
5-164; and Chadwick, Boethius, 78-101.
68"in Romanum stilum vertens" (Anicii Manlii Severini Boetii Commentarii

in Librum Aristotelis Perihermeneias editio secunda, seu maiora commentaria,
ed. Karl Meiser, 2 vols. [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1877-80], 2:79).
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Boethius probably drew on the longer but now-lost work on
music promised by Nicomachus in his surviving Manuale harmonices.69 The fifth book, which breaks off in section 19, is manifestly based on Book I of Ptolemy's Harmonica, and it is quite
likely that De institutione musica originally had-or was
intended to have-two further books corresponding to Books II
and Ill of Ptolemy's treatise.70
Book I of De institutione musica presents an introduction to
the study of music as it would have been understood by the
Pythagoreans, framed by two of the most famous and influential
formulations associated with Boethius: at the beginning (section
2), the three-fold division of musica into mundana, humana, and
instrumentalis; and at the end (section 34), the distinction
between those who make music-instrumentalists and poetsand the true musicus, "one who exhibits the faculty of forming
judgments according to speculation or reason relative and appropriate to music concerning modes and rhythms, the genera of
songs, consonances, and all the things which are to be explained
subsequently, as well as concerning the songs of the poets."71 This
latter formulation is, of course, intended to prepare the reader for
the detailed technical demonstrations of the following books,
while the first formulation appears in the context of preliminary
philosophical and historical observations about the power and
utility of music, leading Boethius to conclude:
From these accounts it appears beyond doubt that music is so naturally
united with us that we cannot be free from it even if we so desired. For this
reason the power of the intellect ought to be summoned, so that this art,
innate through nature, may also be mastered, comprehended through
knowledge. For just as in seeing it does not suffice for the learned to perceive
colors and forms without also searching out their properties, so it does not

p. 392 supra.
70Boethius, Fundamentals of Music, xxiv-xxix and xxxviii. For a fuller examination of Nicomachus as a source for De institutione musica, see Bower,
"Boethius and Nicomachus," passim, which builds and expands upon the earlier
69see

work of Pizzani, "Studi sulle fonti."
71"isque est musicus, cui adest facultas secundum speculationem rationemve
propositam ac musicae convenientem de modis ac rythmis deque generibus cantilenarum ac de permixtionibus ac de omnibus, de quibus posterius explicandum est,
ac de poetarum carminibus iudicandi" (Boethii De institutione musica libri quinque, ed. Godofredus Friedlein [Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1867], 225; translation from
Boethius, Fundamentals of Music, 51).
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suffice for musicians to find pleasure in melodies without also coming to
know how they are structured internally by means of ratio of pitches.72

Between these two formulations, basic Pythagorean tenets are
arrayed in six general sections concerning sound as quantity and
ratio (sections 3-8); reason, the senses, and Pythagoras's discovery
of harmonic principles (sections 9-11); the nature of the voice and
hearing (sections 12-14); the theory of intervals (sections 16-19);
the names, functions, and inventors of the various notes, their
arrangement into tetrachords, genera, and scales, and their association with the various planetary orbits (sections 20-27); and the
nature of consonance.73 Nearly all the concepts in these sections
echo surviving Greek sources, with the exception of the discussion of the "inventors" of the various notes (in section 20), which
has no parallel in any surviving earlier source. Moreover, the
material is presented in such a way that the reader can actually
form a reasonably coherent view of basic Pythagorean music theory, especially as it was absorbed by incipient neo-Platonic writers
such as Nicomachus.
Books II and Ill set out in mathematical terms, with regular
reference to Boethius's De institutione arithmetica (a translation
of Nicomachus's Introductio arithmetica), demonstrations of the
various Pythagorean tenets presented in Book I. Book II begins
with a brief introduction explaining that Pythagoras defined philosophy as the study of "whatever may properly and truly be said
"to be,"' that is, ~'~'forms, magnitudes, qualities, relations, and other
things which, considered in themselves, are immutable, but
which, joined to material substances, suffer radical change and are
altered in many ways because of their relationship with a change-

72"ut ex his omnibus perspicue nee dubitanter appareat, ita nobis musicam
naturaliter esse coniunctam, ut ea ne si velimus quidem carere possimus. Quocirca
intendenda vis mentis est, ut id, quod natura est insitum, scientia quoque possit
conprehensum teneri. Sicut enim in visu quoque non sufficit eruditis colores formasque conspicere, nisi etiam quae sit horum proprietas investigaverint, sic non
sufficit cantilenis musicis delectari, nisi etiam quali inter seconiunctae sint vocum
proportione discatur" (Friedlein 187; translation from Boethius, Fundamentals of
Music, 8). This chapter also includes the famous Spartan decree condemning
Timotheus of Miletus, preserved only in the treatise of Boethius (see pp. 67-68

supra).
73Possible sources and loci paralleli for all this material are provided in
Bower's annotations (Boethius, Fundamentals of Music, 1-51).
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able thing."74 Quantity is either continuous, in which case it is
magnitude, or discrete, in which case it is multitude; each of these
has both finite and infinite characteristics. Each of the four mathematical disciplines deals with a certain type of quantity: geometry
with fixed magnitude, astronomy with movable magnitude,
arithmetic with discrete quantity, and music with quantities in
relation to other quantities. With this introduction, Boethius is
ready to explore the theory of ratios (sections 4-11), the arithmetic,
geometric, and harmonic means (sections 12-17),75 the theory of
consonance (sections 18-20), and the identification of the various
ratios with their respective consonances (sections 21-31).76 Book
Ill then treats the smaller intervals, beginning (sections 1-4) with
the characteristic Pythagorean proofs that the tone cannot be
divided into two equal parts. Here again, this material parallels
quite closely the Pythagorean material found in the Sectio canonis
and the treatises of Nicomachus and Theon of Smyrna. Nevertheless, a few features are unusual: the discussion of the apotome
(Book Ill, section 5) has only one earlier Greek parallel in the treatise of Gaudentius, while the definitions of the comma, schisma,
and diaschisma (Book Ill, section 8), attributed to Philolaus, do not
appear in any earlier surviving Greek sources.77
Book IV centers around several divisions of the monochord,
the subject "toward which our whole effort has been directed,"78
which are used to develop a theory of modes. The first two sections provide a Latin version of the prologue and first nine
propositions of the Sectio canonis, which constitute the mathematical portion of the Sectio canonis preceding the specifically
74" quae proprie vereque esse diceretur ... Haec autem esse formas magnitudines qualitates habitudines ceteraque quae per se speculata inmutabilia sunt,
iuncta vero corporibus permutantur et multimodis variationibus mutabilis rei cognatione vertuntur" (Friedlein 227-28; translation from Boethius, Fundamentals of
Music, 52-53).
75see pp. 362-63, 400-401, 422, and 426-27 supra.
76 At this point, Boethius excludes the octave-and-a-fourth as a consonance,
even though he is clearly aware that other theorists, and Ptolemy in particular,
have allowed it. In Book V, sections 9-10 (which are based on Ptolemy's Harmonica), the octave-and-a-fourth is accepted as a consonance. On this matter, see pp.
325,379,417-19,439-41 and 503 supra.
77The most detailed discussion of the mathematics in Books I-III is provided
by Barbera, "Pythagorean Mathematics," 200-237.
78"quo tota tendit intentio" (Friedlein 301).
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musical corollaries and the monochord division itself.79 Either
Boethius (or his source) did not know or have access to the Sectio
canonis as it has been transmitted in its fuller Greek versions or
he decided to conflate the mathematical portion with a discussion
of notation (in sections 3-4)80 and a series of divisions arranged by
tetrachord in each of the three genera (sections 5-12), an arrangement quite distinct from the monochord divisions in the Greek
tradition. It is possible, however, to see these divisions as precisely
the type of division Nicomachus in his Manuale harmonices
promised to provide in his later, longer work.81
Following a brief consideration of the differences between the
fixed and movable pitches (section 13), Book IV turns to a description (sections 14-17) of the species of the fourth, fifth, and octave,
from which are derived eight "modes, which are also called
'tropes' or 'tones.'"82 While these ostensibly match the eight tonoi
identified by Ptolemy, they are displayed in a "wing diagram"
reminiscent of the one described by Aristides Quintilianus, a
unique arrangement quite foreign to Ptolemy's concept of a characteristic octave.83 The Book then closes (section 18) with an
explanation of a simple method for demonstrating the three primary consonances on a monochord. This section recalls Ptolemy's
Harmonica (1.8), although the correspondence is not exact.
At the beginning of Book V, Boethius provides a brief transition in which he notes that attention must be paid to differences
of opinion among ancient musicians and that certain advantages
79 Andre Barbera (Division of the Canon) has provided a detailed study of
this treatise, including consideration of the relationship of the Latin to the two
Greek versions. See pp. 345-48 supra and Barbera, "Pythagorean Mathematics,"
237-42.
80The sections on notation exhibit some parallels with the treatise of Gaudentius, which according to Cassiodorus existed in a translation by Mutianus (see
pp. 499 supra and 637 infra). Bower ("Boethius and Nicomachus," 14-19) thinks
these cannot have been drawn from Gaudentius because Boethius begins with the
Lydian mode and includes all twenty-eight signs while Gaudentius begins with
the Hypolydian and includes only eighteen. It is probable, however, that in its
original form, Gaudentius's treatise did include a full description of each noteshape and a table for the Lydian mode (see pp. 507-9 supra).
81see pp. 403-6 supra.
82"modi, quos eosdem tropos vel tonos nominant" (Friedlein 341).
83As Bower has observed ("Boethius and Nicomachus," 35-37). See also pp.
463-65 supra.
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are to be found in studying the ratios on an instrument of eight
strings rather than one. With these few words, he sets up the
beginning of his adaptation of Book I of Ptolemy's Harmonica,
which concentrates on these very topics.84 In sections 2-3,
Boethius summarizes Ptolemy's belief that a blend of the Pythagorean emphasis on reason with the Aristoxenian reliance on the
senses will lead to more accurate musical judgments. In sections
4-12, he reviews the Pythagorean method of .determining the
rational basis of musical sounds and intervals, rejects the m"ethod
as unnecessarily limiting, and supplies his own rational basis for
the classification of intervals. In sections 13-18, he turns his attention to Aristoxenus and Archytas, whose methods and tetrachordal divisions are criticized as a preparation for Ptolemy's presentation of his own improved divisions, which begins in section
19, just before Book V is abruptly truncated. ss
At the beginning of Book I, Boethius proposed a fuller discussion of musica humana and musica mundana, but these two subjects never return in the extant text. If the remaining two books of
Ptolemy's Harmonica had been included as Books VI and VII of
De institutione musica, with Boethius's normal adaptation, they
could perhaps have fulfilled the promise of Book J.86
Boethius's De institutione musica may be viewed as preserving more or less in full the longer treatise Nicomachus promised
to write, constituting both a Pythagorean treatise of singular
importance and, together with the Harmonica of Ptolemy, one of
the two major treatises between the tini.e of Aristoxenus and the
authors of late antiquity.87 In addition, it also represents the last
attempt of any Latin writer until the Renaissance to compose anything like a comprehensive treatment of ancient Greek music
theory. As John Caldwell writes:

84see pp. 436-51 supra.
BScf. pp. 439-47 supra for a description of the comparable sections in Ptolemy's Harmonica. As the titles for sections 19-30 remain at the beginning of
Boethius's Book V, it is possible from these to see that the remainder of Book V
would have followed the balance of Book I of Ptolemy's Harmonica.
86This assumes, of course, that Ptolemy actually completed Book Ill of the
Harmonica. On this matter and the content of Books II and Ill of the Harmonica,
see pp. 451-94 supra.
87Bower, "Boethius and Nicomachus," 41.
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[De institutione musica] is a difficult book today, and it will have been difficult in the early years of the sixth century. The educational system of the
ancient world was still nominally intact, but contemporary readership of
this book can only have been small. By one of those curious accidents of history it was to be of the most profound significance in the development of
Western musical thought from Carolingian times on; and that is the real
importance of Boethius for musical history.88

Boethius's successor as Magister officiorum in the service of
Theoderic, Flavius Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus (ea. 490-585
C.E.) shared his concern for the preservation of the Greek traditions of learning, but Cassiodorus did not attempt to match or
continue Boethius's program of individual translation. Rather, he
seems to have realized that these traditions could only be preserved within some sort of larger institution or community. He
accordingly founded with Pope Agapetus a Christian university in
Rome in 535, but it did not survive the continuing conflicts of the
next eighteen years, during which Rome passed back and forth
between the Byzantine generals and the Ostrogoth rulers. After
serving for a time in Constantinople, perhaps between 540 and
550, Cassiodorus returned to his ancestral estates in Calabria,
where he established a new monastery, Vivarium, which would
follow not the Benedictine Rule but rather a special cultural, intellectual, and educational rule in which reading and copying were
central to monastic life. This Rule was defined in particular by the
Institutiones divinarum et saecularium litterarum, a short bibliographic encyclopedia of Christian and secular studies, intended to
provide the basis for Christian higher education. Although Vivarium did not long survive the death of its founder, it was of great
importance in preserving ancient and early Christian literature
and it established a tradition of wide monastic learning that eventually influenced other monastic orders.89
The Institutiones is divided into two books, the first dealing
primarily with exegesis of scripture; the councils of Nicaea, Constantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon; early Christian history; the
lives of several of the most important early saints and abbots;
advice for the study of scripture; and the care and organization of
88John Caldwell, "The De Institutione Arithmetica and the De Institutione
Musica," in Boethius: His Life, Thought and Influence, ed. Margaret Gibson
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1981), 143.
89for a fuller study of Vivarium, its influence, and the date of its manuscripts, see Courcelle, Late Latin Writers, 331-409.
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the monastery itself. In the second book, Cassiodorus draws a distinction between the three preliminary arts (artes)-arranged in
the order grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic-and the four mathematic sciences, in the order arithmetic, music, geometry, and
astronomy. On the surface, the structure of the second book of the
Institutiones may suggest some resemblance to Martianus
Capella' s De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii, but the Institutiones
is free of literary pretensions and seeks to provide only the most
basic summary and bibliography for the disciplines.
Cassiodorus's treatment of music is brief, but even at that, it is
still considerably longer than his treatments of geometry and
astronomy. His point of departure is the treatise of Gaudentius,
which he tells his readers has been translated into Latin by ~'~Muti
anus, a man of great eloquence" (vir disertissimus Mutianus). At
the end of the section on music, Cassiodorus once again recommends the treatise of Gaudentius to his followers, for if they "read
it with close attention, it will open to you the courts of this
science."90 He also regards Censorinus as a musical authority and
has insured that the monastery possesses a copy (transscriptum) of
his work.91 Cassiodorus observes that Gaudentius identifies
Pythagoras as the discoverer of the beginnings of music, while
Clement of Alexandria attributes the origin of music to the Muses.
For his own part, Cassiodorus remarks on the close connection
between religion and music, observing that music is present in all
proper actions of life:
First, it is true that if we perform the commandments of the Creator and
with pure minds obey the rules he has laid down, then every word we speak,
every pulsation of our veins, is related by musical rhythms to the powers of
harmony. Music indeed is the knowledge of proper measurement. If we live
virtuously, we are constantly proved to be under its discipline, but when we
commit injustice we are without music. The heavens and the earth, indeed
all things in them which are directed by a higher power, share in this dis-

90" quem si sollicita intentione relegatis, huius scientiae vobis atria patefaciet" (Mynors 149.17-19). Translation from "Cassiodorus, from Fundamentals of
Sacred and Secular Learning," in Strunk' s Source Readings in Music History, vol.
2, The Early Christian Period and the Latin Middle Ages, ed. James McKinnon
(New York: Norton, 1998), 36.
9l In his reference to the copy of Censorinus's treatise, it is not entirely clear
whether Cassiodorus is referring to De die natali or to a separate work De accentibus-or indeed whether he knew of these as two separate works. See pp. 614-16
(and especially n. 13) supra.
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cipline of music, for Pythagoras shows that this universe was founded by .
and can be governed by music.92

Cassiodorus does not identify the source of these definitions, but
they certainly recall the broad neo-Platonic view presented by
Aristides Quintilianus in Book II of De musica93 and, especially in
the definition of music as the knowledge of "proper measurement," Censorinus's De die natali.94
From this general introduction, Cassiodorus turns abruptly to
technical definitions: music is the discipline that treats the relationships of number in sound; music encompasses the three subject of harmonics, rhythmics, and metrics; and musical instruments can be classified as string, wind, or percussion. These are
hardly unfamiliar definitions, but it is not clear whether Cassiodorus has derived them from a variety of sources or a single
source.95
When he turns his attention to the consonances and the fifteen tonoi, which occupy most of the balance of the section on
music, Cassiodorus is clearly drawing from Gaudentius and perhaps another author. Cassiodorus's definitions of the six consonances and their ratios match those provided by Gaudentius,96 but
in his definition of the consonance of the octave, he adds that this
consonance is "also called diocto," a special term found only
infrequently in the Greek sources: in Aristides Quintilianus's De
musica 1.8, Ptolemy's Harmonica 3.1, and the Aristotelian Prob92"primum, si Creatoris mandata faciamus et puris mentibus statutis ab eo
regulis serviamus. quicquid enim loquimur vel intrinsecus venarum pulsibus commovemur, per musicos rithmos armoniae virtutibus probatur esse sociatum. musica
quippe est scientia bene modulandi; quod si nos bona conversatione tractemus, tali
disciplinae probamur semper esse sociati. quando vero iniquitates gerimus, musicam non habemus. caelum quoque et terra, vel omnia quae in eis dispensatione
superna peraguntur, non sunt sine musica disciplina; nam Pythagoras hunc mundum per musicam conditum et gubemari posse testatur" (Mynors 143.8-19). Translation from McKinnon, "Cassiodorus," 32.
93see pp. 541-42 and 551-54 supra.
94see p. 615 supra.
95The three categories of harmonics, rhythmics, and metrics appear at the
very beginning of the surviving portion of the treatise of Alypius (see pp. 594-96
supra), one of the authorities cited by Cassiodorus at the very end of his section
on music. The treatise of Aristides Quintilianus discusses all these subjects,
including the various types of instruments, but Cassiodorus does not cite his name.
96See p. 503 supra.
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lemata (19.32). Cassiodorus does cite Ptolemy as an important
authority at the end of the section on music, but as Ptolemy rejects
the fifteen tonoi, he would not seem a likely source for this term.
Moreover, Cassiodorus clearly cites authors he has not read and
whose works were not held in the Vivarium library.97
Could Cassiodorus have known the Aristotelian Problemata or
the De musica of Aristides Quintilianus? Perhaps. Following his
discussion of the consonances, Cassiodorus embarks on a formulaic description of the relationship of the fifteen tonoi. No other
theorist describes the position of each tonos in relation both to its
neighbor and to every other lower tonos.98 This prose description,
however, could easily have been intended to take the place of the
wing diagram presented by Aristides Quintilianus (De musica
1.11) or perhaps by Gaudentius, if Cassiodorus possessed a complete copy of his treatise.99
Without attempting any explanation of the relationship
between the tonoi and the reputed power of music to influence
both animals and human character, Cassiodorus recalls the stories

of Orpheus and the Sirens, which he dismisses as myth, of David
and Saul, and of the physician Asclepiades. The musical cures of
Asclepiades are described more fully in Book IX (926) of Martianus
Capella' s De nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii, but in general, these
97Courcelle, Late Latin Writers, 336. In addition to Gaudentius, Censorinus,
and Clement of Alexandria, whose works were almost certainly present in the
library at Vivarium, Cassiodorus cites as Greek authorities Alypius, Euclid
(perhaps Cleonides?), and Ptolemy, whose works on music were probably not
present, and as Latin authorities Albinus, Apuleius of Madaura, and Augustine. It
is probable that Vivarium possessed Augustine's De musica but not the musical
treatises of Albinus and Apuleius (on Albinus and Apuleius, seep. 412 [and n. 110]

supra).
98Cassiodorus' s description of the Hyperlydian may serve as an example:
"The Hyperlydian, the newest and highest of all, exceeds the Hyperaeolian by
a semitone, the Hyperphrygian by a tone, the Hyperiastian by a tone and a half,
the Hyperdorian by two tones, the Lydian by two tones and a half, that is, by the
consonance diatessaron, the Aeolian by three tones, the Phrygian by three tones
and a half, that is, by the consonance diapente, the Iastian by four tones, the
Dorian by four tones and a half, the Hypolydian by five tones, the Hypoaeolian
by five tones and a half, the Hypophrygian by six tones, that is, by the consonance diapason, the Hypoiastian by six tones and a half, the Hypodorian by
seven tones" (translation from McKinnon, "Cassiodorus," 35-36).
99on the wing diagram, see pp. 534-36 supra; on the incomplete state of
Gaudentius' s treatise, see pp. 508-9 supra.
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stories would have been commonly known to anyone of Cassiodorus's background. They provide the basis for Cassiodorus's conclusion: unothing in things celestial or terrestrial which is fittingly
conducted according to the Creator's own plan is found to be
exempt from this discipline," which exhibits clear echoes of the
proem to Aristides Quintilianus's De musica.lOO
Cassiodorus's Institutiones was widely read in the Middle
Ages, but it presented only minimal traces of the tradition of
ancient Greek music theory, especially in comparison to Boethius's De institutione musica. It did, l1owever, identify the names
of a number of important musical authorities, and Cassiodorus's
own authority insured its influence on later medieval music
theory. The particular array of consonances (including the octaveand-a-fourth) and tonoi in the Institutiones, distinct from that
provided by Boethius, added to the increasingly muddled picture
presented by the later writers.lOl
With Isidore (ea. 560/564-636), Bishop of Seville, the lineage of
early medieval Latin writers with first-hand knowledge of the
Greek tradition of music theory comes to an end. Indeed, his Etymologiae, an "encyclopedia" of knowledge of late antiquity, completed after Isidore's death and arranged in twenty books by
Braulio (Bishop of Saragossa, 631-651), already represents the
beginning of the next stage of medieval music theory in the West,
a stage in which the theory is no longer directly based on the
Greek tradition but rather on earlier sources in Latin. Recent
scholarship has demonstrated that lsidore based the section on
music in his Etymologiae (Book Ill, chapters 15-23) on an
expanded recension of Cassiodorus's Institutiones rather than on
his own independent study of the Greek sources.102
100"quicquid in supernis sive terrenis rebus convenienter secundum Auctoris sui
dispositionem geritur, ab hac disciplina non refertur exceptum" (Mynors 149.7-9).
Translation from McKinnon, "Cassiodorus," 36. On Aristides Quintilianus's
proem, see pp. 541-42 supra.
lOlon the influence of Cassiodorus' s Institutiones on later medieval music
theory, see Phillips, "Classical and Late Latin Sources," 108-18; and Huglo,
"Study of Ancient Sources of Music Theory," 163-64. For a useful survey of Cassiodorus's view of music, extending beyond the single section of the Institutiones, see
Schueller, Idea of Music, 273-78.
102see Louis Holtz, "Quelques aspects de la tradition et de la diffusion des
Institutions," in Flavio Magna Aurelio Cassiodoro. Atti della settimana di studi
su Cassiodoro. Cosenza Squillace, settembre 1983 (Squillace: Rubbettino, 1984),
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Although Isidore of Seville was widely read by later medieval
writers, who regarded him as one of the authorities through
whom ancient knowledge had been transmitted, later authors
increasingly turn their attention away from the preservation of an
ancient scientific and musical culture, concentrating instead on
the more practical demands of providing a theoretical framework
for the new liturgical music. Latin writers ranging from Censorinus through Isidore had preserved a sufficient amount of technical detail from the tradition of ancient Greek music theory for
later music theorists to adapt in devising names for notes, developing a theory of ecclesiastical tones or modes, considering the
sizes of tones and semitones, or formulating theories of musical
cosmology or aesthetics-especially from a Christian perspective-, but these were merely jumbled parts and trappings of a
remote and forgotten tradition. From the mid-seventh century
until quite late in the Middle Ages, the development of medieval
Latin music theory has its own history, separate from the subject
of this book.103
While Latin authors in the West and Islamic scholars were
concerned with preserving or appropriating an ancient heritage
through translation and adaptation, the Greek East seems to have
felt little need to expand on its store of scientific literature in the
period between the last decades of the fifth century C.E. and the
establishment of a new university at Constantinople in the
eleventh century.104 It is nevertheless certain that the Eastern
Phillips, "Classical and Late Latin Sources," 112; and Michel Huglo,
"Die Musica Isidori nach den Handschriften des deutschen Sprachgebietes," in
Mittelalterliche Musiktheorie in Zentraleuropa, ed. Waiter Pass and Alexander
Rausch, Musica mediaevalis europae occidentalis, vol. 4 (Tutzing: Hans
Schneider, 1998), 79-86. For a translation of the musical section of the Etymologiae, see "Isidore of Seville, from the Etymologies," in Strunk' s Source Readings
in Music History, vol. 2, The Early Christian Period and the Latin Middle Ages,
ed. James McKinnon (New York: Norton, 1998), 37-43; for a general overview of
Isidore's Etymologiae, see Schueller, Idea of Music, 278-82.
103The best available treatment of the subject is Michael Bernhard, Arno
Borst, Detlef Illmer, Albrecht Riethmiiller, Klaus-Jiirgen Sachs, and Frieder
Zaminer, Rezeption des antiken Fachs im Mittelalter, Geschichte der Musiktheorie, vol. 3 (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1990).
104As G. H. Jonker writes (p. 31) in his edition of the treatise of Bryennius
(see chapter 2, n. 192 supra): "It is hardly conceivable that between the 4th and
the lOth centuries not one treatise upon the theory of music should have been
written in the Greek language, apart from pseudo-Psellus' Synopsis ... ; but the
281-312;
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schools at Alexandria, Antioch, Athens, Beirut, Constantinople,
and Gaza continued the tradition of the tetraktys (the quadrivium
in the West) as it had been known in antiquity. Arithmetic was
based on Nicomachus and John Philoponus's commentary, geometry on Euclid, astronomy on Ptolemy, and music on Ptolemy,
Cleonides, Aristoxenus, and Aristides Quintilianus.lOS Byzantine
scholars of this period make specific references to these and other
theorists, even quoting occasionally from their treatises.l06
The reasons for this period of stasis are no doubt related to the
political preoccupations of the sixth-century emperors, especially
Justinian (reigned 527-565), who closed the schools of philosophy
in Athens in 529; the replacement of the old university at Constantinople in the seventh century with a new Ecumencial College controlled by the Church, which at that time had little interest in literature and the ancient sciences; and the terror brought
about by Iconoclasm in the eighth and ninth centuries, during
which the Ecumenical College was closed and public support disappeared for any sort of higher education. Following the demise
of Iconoclasm in the mid-ninth century, intellectual interests
revived under the new Macedonian dynasty, and extant manuscripts of this period provide evidence of a renewed study of the
traditions of ancient Greek science.107
This intellectual revival is clearly reflected in the new
medium of the paper codex: as it came to supplant papyrus and
the roll, the new structure required fresh copies of texts in a new,
smaller cursive script. Works that might have been lost from natural deterioration of papyrus were thereby preserved. lOB As a nat-

fact remains that out of that period nothing comparable to the work of
Pachymeres and Bryennius is extant."
105The most comprehensive treatment of this relatively little-known period
of scholarship is N. G. Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium (Baltimore, MD: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1983).
106Discussion of this subject appears in Mathiesen, "Hermes or Clio?" (see
chapter 4, n. 6 supra).
107For the general manuscript evidence of this period, see Wilson, Scholars,
85-88; for the earliest surviving manuscript of ancient Greek music theory, which
dates from the eleventh century, see Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 14 (further discussion
of this manuscript follows infra).
108 As Wilson observes (Scholars, 85; see also 63-68): "Although many
manuscripts have survived through lucky accidents, it cannot be entirely coinci-
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ural outgrowth of this renewed study of texts, the revival is also
reflected in the areas of antiquarian studies and lexicography, represented by such important works as Photius's Bibliotheca, the
Suda, and the Etymologicon magnum)09
These works give evidence of the survival in the ninth and
tenth centuries of much ancient literature that no longer exists
today, as well as a considerable amount that does. None of them,
however, could have provided the detailed links with the ancient
Greek musical treatises that are apparent in the later Byzantine
treatises written around the turn of the fourteenth century, and it
is obvious, both from the surviving manuscripts themselves and
from the internal content of these later treatises, that most-if not
all-of the ancient Greek musical treatises known today were
available to such Byzantine scholars as George Pachymeres (1242ca. 1310), Maximus Planudes (1255-1305), Theodorus Metochites
(1270-1332), and Manuel Bryennius (fl. 1300) in the thirteenth and
early fourteenth century_llO
What led to this remarkable change in interest, why were the
ancient Greek musical treatises preserved when so much other
literature was lost, and how did they come to be known once
again? The answer to these questions leads to the eleventh century and the scholar and statesman Michael Psellus, who provided the intermediate link between the theoretical tradition of
antiquity and the archaicizing tradition that produced such ~riters
as Pachymeres and Bryennius during the Palaeologan renaissance.
Michael Psellus was born near the end of the fifty-year reign of
the emperor often regarded as the greatest of Byzantium, Basil II,
whose reign extended from 976 to 1025. The period of Psellus's life
is one of considerable importance in both the East and the West. It
dence that has led to the preservation of a number of copies of ancient authors
transcribed in the ninth century."
109These collections, preserving a wealth a material about ancient Greek
music, were used extensively in chapters 2 and 3. On Photius and his Bibliotheca,
see Wilson, Scholars, 89-119; and p. 28, n. 11 supra. On the Etymologicon magnum,
seep. 30, n. 16; and on the Suda, p. 33, n. 26 supra.
llOEarlier studies have attempted to demonstrate the way in which the
Byzantine treatises were fashioned by making use of ancient Greek sources, especially the treatise of Aristides Quintilianus. See, for example, Lukas Richter,
"Antike Dberlieferungen in der byzantinischen Musiktheorie," Deutsches Jahrbuch der Musikwissenschaft 6 (1962): 75-115; and Mathiesen, "Aristides Quintilianus and the Harmonics of Manuel Bryennius" (see chapter 4, n. 7 supra).
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spans the Great Schism of 1054-the event that culminated two
hundred years of increasing asperity between the ~astern and
Western churches. The schism was a momentous event from the
perspective of Western writers such as Cardinal Humbert, who
describes it in his Commemoratio brevis.111 In a very real sense,
the schism encouraged the Western church to turn away once and
for all from tradition and give full reign to its own dynamic and
increasingly restive intellectual forces. The remarkable changes in
Western music theory and practice that occur during and just after
this period are certainly no coincidence. Byzantine historians, by
contrast, ignored the schism. For the East, this was a period more
than ever intent on preserving, transmitting, and reinterpreting
the tradition of antiquity. The intellectual renaissance that began
in the tenth century during the reign of Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (912-959) flowered in the eleventh century, even as
political stagnation and military decline began under Basil's successors Constantine VIII, who reigned from 1025 to 1028, and his
successor Romanus Ill Argyrus, who reigned until 1034.
Psellus played a leading role in eleventh-century Byzantium,
combining his intellectual interests with an extraordinary life at
the center of the court. As his was not the life of the musical
scholar, in the sense ordinarily envisioned in the West, it bears
recounting.
Michael Psellus was born in 1018, and according to his own
account, he was a gifted student and captivating personality. He
writes in his Chronographia 6.44-46:
As to my career, even before the fruit was mature, the blossom foreshadowed
an illustrious future. The emperor himself [i.e., Constantine IX Monomachus]
did not yet know me, but his entire entourage did, some recounting to him one
of my abilities, others praising another, while also adding that eloquence
graced my lips. . .. This [quality] first brought me into contact with the
emperor, ... When I first entered his presence I expressed myself without
fluency or elegance; yet I described my family and the kind of preparation I
had received in literature. The emperor ... almost embraced me, so affected
was he at the sound of my voice. For others access to him was fixed and limited, but for me, on the other hand, the doors of his heart were opened and,

111 Edited in C. Will, Acta et scripta quae de controversiis ecclesiae graecae
et Iatinae saec. XI composita extant (Leipzig, 1861), 150-52.
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as little by little I grew closer to him, all of his secrets were revealed to
me.112

By the age of thirty, Psellus had already become a highly influential advisor in the imperial court, together with his friends
Constantine Leichudes, the prime minister (J.LEcra~rov}, and John
Xiphilinus, the jurist. These three men's lives were inextricably
interwoven. In 1045, under Emperor Constantine IX Monomachus, who reigned from 1042 to 1055, a new university was
established in Constantinople with faculties of philosophy and
law. Psellus was appointed head of the faculty of philosophy, with
the title "Consul [u1tatoc;] of Philosophers," while his friend
Xiphilinus became "Guardian of Law [voJ.Loqr6Aa~]." By this time,
Psellus must have already written his works on music and the
other quadrivial sciences-the I:uvtayJ.La £uauvo1ttov Ei<; ta<; t£aaapac; J.lae,fla'ttKac; E1ttO'tflJ.Lac;, which includes the Tflc; flOUOtKflc;
cruvowtc; ilKpt~roJ.lEVll-and perhaps the IlpoAaJ.l~avoJ.lEVa Eic; t'hv
pu9J.LtKi)v E1ttO'tflJ.111V. The treatise IlEpt tpaycp~{ac;; three letters on
music, the most famous of which is almost certainly addressed to
Emperor Constantine IX Monomachus; and his other philosophical works, including the treatise on Plato's Psychogeny, were
probably written between 1045 and 1055.113

n

112 'EJ!Ot of: Kat1tp0 'tOU ~£A£t0'U Kap1tOU av8n 'tO J.LeAAOV 1tpO£J.LaV't£U£'tO. Kat b
J.LEV ~acnA£U~ OU1tro EyYOOK£r; o£ 1t£pt EK£tVOV Oopu<pop{a ~UJ.L1taCHl J.L£ U0£t, Kat
aAAO~ aAAO 'tl 'tiDV EJ.LIDV Otll pt8J.L£t 'tip ~acnA£t, 1tpOO''tt8ev't£~ O'tl J!Ol Kat xapt~
Ota1tp£1t£t 'tot~ X£tA£crtv .... Tou't6 fl£ 'to{vuv 7tp&'tov £i~ ~acrtA.£a cruv{cr'tncrt, ... Kat
£ipilK£lV J.LEV £icrtrov 'tilv 1tpc0't11V OU't£ O''tOOJ.LUAOV OU't£ KOJ.l'tfOV' aAA' eyro J.LEV 'tO
y£vo~ Ka'teA£"(0V Kat oYat~ EXPllO'UJ.lllV 1t£pt 'tOU~ A.6you~ 1tapacrK£Uat~, b o£ ...
J.LtKpou J.L£ O£tv Ka't£<ptA1lcr£v, ou'tro J.LOU 'tll~ yAro't'tll~ £u8u~ a1tnropn'to. Tot~ J.LEV oi>v
aAAOt~ Katpov £tX£ Kat J.Le'tpov
1tp0~ aU'tOV £t0'000~, EJ!Ot o£ Kat ai 'tll~ Kapo{a~
au'tip 1tUAat UV£1t£'tUVV'UV'tO, Kat Ka'ta ppaxu 1tpOtOV'tt ~UJ.L1tav'ta E1t£0£tKV'U'tO
(Michael Psellos, Chronographie ou histoire d'un siecle de Byzance (976-1077, 2
vols., ed. and trans. Emile Renauld, Collection Byzantine (Paris: Les Belles
Lettres, 1926-28), 1:138-40. Translation from Deno John Geanakoplos, Byzantium:
Church, Society, and Civilization Seen through Contemporary Eyes (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1984), 262-63.

n

n

113The l:uv'tayJ.La has been edited in J. L. Heiberg, Anonymi logica et quadrivium, cum scholiis antiquis, D.et Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Hist.filol. Meddelelser, vol. 15/1 (Kebenhavn: Hest, 1929); the TipoAaJ.LPav6J.L£Va (on
which, see pp. 335-43 supra) in Pearson, Elementa r~ythmica, and in G. B. Pighi,

Aristoxenus Rhythmica: Elem. rhythm., Psell., Exc. Neap. (R. Westphal 1867),
POxy 9 (Grenfell, Hunt, Blass 1898) (Bologna: Riccardo Patron, 1959); the TI£pt
'tpaycpo{a~ (on which, see pp. 98-109, 119-20 supra) in Browning, "Byzantine
Treatise on Tragedy" (see chapter 2, n. 152 supra); the three letters (on which, see
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In 1055, as an aftermath of the schism, Psellus fell out of favor
at the court and retired briefly to a monastery. But by June 1057, he
was already back in favor and was sent by the new emperor,
Michael VI Stratioticus, to negotiate a settlement with the rebellious general Isaac Comnenus. Meanwhile, Michael Cerularius,
Patriarch of Constantinople and friend of Psellus, intervened.
Michael VI Stratioticus was himself forced to abdicate, and Isaac
Comnenus thus became Emperor on 1 September 1057. The emissaries, it seems, had been careful to test the prevailing wind.
Emperor Isaac invested Psellus with the new title of President
(npoEOpo~), while Leichudes continued as prime minister. In 1058,
after a series of disagreements .with the Patriarch, the Emperor
decided to depose and replace him with someone less independent. Psellus was now engaged to write the accusation against
Patriarch Michael, in which he charged the Patriarch with all sorts
of blasphemies and heresies. While the synod of deposition was
still sitting, Patriarch Michael conveniently died, Leichudes
became Patriarch, and Psellus became prime minister. Only a year
later, at the urging of Psellus, Emperor Isaac himself resigned and
retired to the Studite monastery.
Isaac was succeeded by Emperor Constantine X Ducas, who
reigned. from 1059 to 1067 and was a close friend of Psellus and
Leichudes. In fact, Psellus himself had arranged the accession, and
it was Psellus who placed the purple buskins on the Emperor's
feet. When Constantine X died, Psellus ran the government while
Constantine' s wife acted as regent for their young sons.
The previous emperors had not maintained Basil II's military,
and this neglect led to serious disasters at the frontiers in a series
of conflicts with the Seljuqs. Demands for a strong military government increased to the point where the Empress and Patriarch
Xiphilinus could no longer ignore them. Over the objections of
Psellus, the Empress married an experienced general, making him
Emperor Romanus IV Diogenes on 1 January 1068. Romanus
attempted to reverse the military decline, but after three years, his
p. 394 supra) in Charles-Emile Ruelle, Etudes sur l'ancienne musique grecque
(Paris: lmpr. nationale, 1875) (=Archives des missions scientifiques et litteraires
111/2 [1875]: 497-627)i and the Psychogeny in A. J. H. Vincent, Notice sur trois
manuscrits grecs relatifs a la musique, avec une traduction franfaise et des commentaires, Notices et extraits des manuscrits de la Bibliotheque du Roi, vol. 16/2
(Paris: lmpr. Royale, 1847), 316-37.
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armies were annihilated in August of 1071, perhaps due in part to
treachery from his opponents at court. In any event, the Emperor
was taken prisoner and, shortly thereafter, deposed by Psellus's
faction. Psellus's own pupil, Michael VII Ducas, was proclaimed
sole emperor in October 1071, and Psellus's power was now at its
height.
When Romanus was released after negotiating a treaty with
the Seljuqs, his return precipitated a brief civil war. The conflict
ended when Romanus surrendered himself on a guarantee of
immunity in person signed on behalf of Michael VII. This guarantee notwithstanding, his eyes were put out before he could return
to Constantinople, and he died shortly thereafter. Romanus's
death, of course, nullified his treaty, and the Turkish Sultan was
therefore free to invade Byzantium. Simultaneously, on the
Western front, the Normans completed their conquest of Byzantine possessions .in Italy.
Michael VII Ducas, bewildered by events, turned to the
charismatic Logothete Nicephoritzes, who expelled Psellus and
took over the government. Nothing, however, could stem the
disaster of Michael's reign, and he too was forced to abdicate in
1078. In a fitting irony, Psellus, whose influence had grown with
every emperor, was thrust aside during the reign of his own
pupil. He disappears from view but may have lived on in monastic retirement.l14
Psellus is remembered today principally for his Chronographia
and the collection De omnifaria doctrina-works that, despite
their popularity in the eleventh century, survive in only one or
two manuscript copies. But as a scholar, Psellus was greatly concerned with the quadrivial studies, philosophy, and theology. The
curriculum of philosophy at his university was solidly based on
the seven liberal arts, and his works in these fields, as well as his
philosophical works, probably served this curriculum. His. smaller
theological works may have been used in the university, but they
were more likely written as part of his work at court, which was
constantly involved in balancing imperial and patriarchal claims
to power and authority. Unlike the better-known Chronographia
and De omnifaria doctrina, works such as the ~uv'tayJ.ia, the I1poA<XJ.l~av6J.leva ei<; 'tftV rruSJ.itKftV and the Platonic Psychogeny surI

114This survey is based on Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State, 298350.
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vive in dozens of manuscripts, attesting to their influence and
value. Various editions have appeared here and there since the
sixteenth century, but the works have never received a full critical
edition and, with the exception of Lukas Richter, almost no serious scholarly attention.llS
To some extent, modern scholarly neglect is the result of doubt
about the authenticity of the :Luv-cay~a and its individual component parts. Two bases have been advanced for questioning the
authenticity: first, because it is a compendium of material drawn
from Aristotle's Organon and-for the ~oucrtKll cruvowt<; and
puS~tK~ E1ttcr-ri1~11-the writings of Theon of Smyrna, Aristoxenus,
Cleonides, Nicomachus, and Gaudentius; and second, because
another author is supposed to have been given in the earliest
manuscript source. As to the first argument, in fact just these sorts
of compendia are common in Byzantine scholarship (ready
examples are provided by the treatises of Pachymeres and Bryennius), and the reworking of traditional materials is a primary feature of Byzantine culture. Indeed, it would be more surprising if
the :Luv-ray~a and its individual component parts were not compendious. This feature alone is hardly sufficient as a basis for questioning the work's authenticity. The second argument seems
more telling, and it requires a somewhat closer examination.
In the earliest manuscript source for the Til<; ~oucrtKll<; cruvowt<;
llKPtBro~£v11-a source contemporary with Psellus-the treatise
does not carry an author attribution. Richter observed that the
colophon of this manuscript, Heidelbergensis Palatinus gr. 281,
states: "daB die collectio (d.h. die beiden Hauptbestandteile Logik
und Quadrivium) a Romano secretario et iudice Seleuciae per
manus Nicolai scribae compilata est."116 But the colophon is in
fact written in Greek, not Latin, and this is not what it states. In
the same fashion used to identify the patron of a book in countless
colophons to other composite codices, this colophon-written by
the scribe, Nicolaos Kalligraphos-states "this book was assembled
llSsee n. 110 supra; and Lukas Richter, "'Psellus' Treatise on Music' in Mizler's 'Bibliothek,"' in Studies in Eastern Chant 2 (1971): 112-28 (edited version of
"'Des Psellus vollsUindiger kurzer Inbegriff der Musik' in Mizlers 'Bibliothek':
ein Beitrag zur Rezeption der byzantinischen Musiktheorie im 18. Jahrhundert,"
Beitriige zur Musikwissenschaft 9 [1967]: 45-54). The edition of Heiberg (see n.
113 supra) does not take full account of all the available manuscripts.
116Richter, "Antike Uberlieferungen," 95.
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from many works of Imperial Secretary Romanus, judge at Seleucia and my master. All you who read it, pray for him."117 The
colophon does not refer to "die beiden Hauptbestandteile," but to
the entire book, which contains a series of treatises by Psellus,
Leontius, Photius, and Theodore Abucara. Richter also follows the
earlier scholars Theodore Reinach and V. Rose in asserting that
the treatise is attributed to a certain Gregorius Solitarius in two
manuscripts in Florence.118 This attribution is, however, once
again a misinterpretation of a colophon; Solitarius is not a part of
Gregory's name. The colophon actually states: "The lowly Gregory
wrote these things surrounded by the solitary lovers of learning
among the religious, for the benefit of learning .... "119
Neither argument questioning the authenticity of these works
stands up to scrutiny. The first is based on questionable assumptions about Byzantine scholarship and the second is based on misreadings of colophons. These works, like those of other authors,
appear in numerous manuscripts attributed to Psellus and in
some manuscripts without an author attribution. In a few cases,
they are even attributed to an author who lived after the earliest
surviving manuscript exemplars. When the more than fifty
codices containing Psellus's writings and ranging from the eleventh through the sixteenth century are examined and the testimony of the manuscripts is taken as a whole-that is, chronology,
content, context, and attribution-most of the evidence favors
117ft ~t~AO<; ... EK 1tOAArov 1tOV1lJlcX'tCOV !PoJ.taVOU acrnKPll'tt<; Kat Kpt'tOU LEAEUK£tac; <TUAA£y£tcra · 'tOU Kat au9£v'tOU JlOU · oi avaytvrocrKOVt£<; au'tilV, EUX£<T9£ un£p
au'tou (Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 14 [p. 33]). An &crnKpiltt<; is a particular Byzantine
official; I am indebted to my colleague Professor Martha Vinson for this clarification. H. Stevenson interprets it as equivalent to a secretis in Latin (see Biblio-

theca Apostolica Vaticana codicibus manuscriptis recensita iubente Leone XIII
Pont. Max. edita. Codices manuscripti Palatini graeci Bibliothecae Vaticanae
descripti, Praeside I. B. Cardinali Pitra episcopo Portuensi, S. R. E. Bibliothecario, recensuit et digessit H. Stevenson senior (Rome, 1885), 158.
118Richter, "Antike Oberlieferungen," 95. The two manuscripts are Florentinus Laurentianus 58.20 and 87.10. Rose, followed by the later scholars, was
apparently misled by reading the partial transcription of the colophon that
appears in A. M. Bandini, Catalogus codicum manuscriptorum Bibliothecae
Mediceae Laurentianae, 3 vols. (Florence: Typis Regiis, 1764-70; reprint, Leipzig:
Zentral-Antiquariat der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik, 1961), 2:459-62
(58.20) and 3:389-91 (87.10).

119(> 'ta1t£tVO<; 'taO'

eypa\jfEV EV JlOVOtp01tOt<; fpny6ptoc; 'tOt<; qnAOJ.ta9ecrt eucre~&v,

eic; EUJ.ta8etav ... (Vaticanus gr. 698, f. 104v).
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Psellus as author, with little if any evidence opposed. Whether
these works were authored by Psellus or not is finally of less
importance than the fact that they were transcribed over and over
again in the manuscripts as the work of Psellus, and their historical influence was certainly that of authentic works.
Psellus' s principal sources in Til<; J.!OUcrtKll<; cruvowt<; 'liKPtProJ..LEVll
were Theon of Smyrna, Nicomachus of Gerasa, Gaudentius, and
Cleonides. The treatise follows the seven general Aristoxenian
categories: (1) definition of fundamental principles and the attributes of tones, (2) intervals, (3) scales, (4) genera, (5) tonoi, (6)
modulation, and (7) composition.120 The procedure has been to
take passages from the ancient authorities and assemble them
with necessary transitions, summary remarks, and occasional
comparisons of the ancient and Byzantine music. In the ITpoAaJ..LPavof.!EVa ei<; ti,v puSJ..LtKftV E1ttcrtflf.!11V, Psellus clearly has access to
the now-fragmentary Rhythmica of Aristoxenus and the De
musica of Aristides Quintilianus, while in the treatise ITept
tpaycpoia<;, he draws on Aristoxenus, Book VIII of Aristotle's Politica, Plutarch, and Aristides Quintilianus. In his three letters on
music, Psellus reviews the legendary history of music, the numerical bases for harmonic consonance, and the character and effect of
music. In this last letter, he considers music as a reflection of
higher universal harmony and the world of the Ideas and shows
the influence of Platonic and neo-Platonic sources. The letters, as
would be expected, are more narrative than expository in style.
Finally, in his commentary on Plato's Psychogeny, Psellus makes
use of Proclus's commentary on Timaeus and Ptolemy's Harmonica, Book I, section 10. Taken as a whole, the quadrivial and
philosophical works make it clear that Psellus had available to
him the bulk of the corpus of ancient Greek music theory, including some works no longer extant, and that he gave these sources a
very close reading. Thus, the reputation Psellus enjoyed in his
own lifetime for astounding learning based on direct study of original sources would seem to be fully justified.121

120see chart in Richter, "Antike Uberlieferungen," 96.
121ostrogorsky (Byzantine State, 328) observes: "His knowledge covered all
fields and simply astounded his contemporaries .... He was not satisfied with
studying the neoplatonists, he went direct to the source and learned to know
Plato, and to make him known, and in so doing conferred incalculable benefits on
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No figure of the eleventh century comparable to Psellus can be
found in the East or the West. If he was responsible for the first
systematic study of the tradition of ancient Greek music theory in
the Middle Ages, credit may also be due to him-at least indirectly-for the compilation of the four earliest surviving codices
musici, that is, codices devoted to ancient Greek musical treatises.
The earliest of the codices preserving Psellus's musical works,
Heidelbergensis Palatinus gr. 281, was completed by 14 January
1040.122 The codex was conceived as a complete book; there are no
blank leaves or sides. In addition to the works of Psellus, it
includes an excerpt from Leontius on the hypostases, chapter 38
from Photius's Quaestiones ad Amphilochium, and ten short
theological treatises by Theodore Abucara, all of which point back
to the libraries of the ninth century. The codex then continues
with the so-called koine hormasia (ft Kotvl, opJ..Lacr{a ft a1to 'tll<;
J.!OU<JtKll<; J.!E'taPA118£tcra)-a kind of tuning diagram-and an
accompanying canon;123 a "Division of a Musical Canon" (Moucrt- ·
Kou Kav6vo<; Ka'ta'toJ..Lfl), comprised of three separate excerpts from
Theon's Expositio; a short explanation of the musical ratios and
genera, part of which corresponds to section 103 of Bellermann's
Anonymous; and the Anecdoton from the treatise of Bacchius.124
Later Byzantine scholars such as Planudes, Pachymeres, and
Bryennius made use of at least three codices that can be confidently placed in the capital during their time: Vaticanus gr. 191,
Vaticanus gr. 2338, and Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/3, three
manuscripts that have been encountered many times earlier in
this book as the earliest and most important sources for the various treatises on ancient Greek music theory known today.125 It is,
both his own contemporaries and posterity. He was the greatest Byzantine
philosopher and the first great humanist."
122For a full description, see Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 14.
123No entirely satisfactory explanation of the koine hormasia has been published. For an edition, see Pohlmann, Denkmiiler, 32-35. Additional manuscripts
preserving this document are described in Mathiesen, "New Fragments," 16.
124on the excerpt from Theon's Expositio, see pp. 413-14 supra; on Bellermann's Anonymous, see pp. 293,585, 591, and 605 supra and 665-66 infra; and on
the Anecdoton, see pp. 591-92 supra.
125Mathiesen, "Aristides Quintilianus and the Harmonics of Manuel Bryennius," 31-47. In an independent study, Andre Barbera ("Reconstructing Lost
Byzantine Sources," 38-67) confirmed the relationship of these same three
codices and postulated a number of linking hyparchetypes.
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of course, no coincidence that these three codices, important as
sources for Byzantine music theorists, are among the most important manuscripts preserving the corpus of ancient Greek music
theory. Moreover, these codices, central to later Byzantine musical
scholarship, can be linked in an expanded web to Heidelbergensis
Palatinus gr. 281 and its various descendents, as is shown in figure
107.
Figure 107 shows these four manuscripts as well as an additional twelfth-century manuscript (Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl.
VI/10) with a short list of their contents, bracketed to indicate various groupings that are preserved in later codices. In fact, the
majority of the surviving codices musici exhibit combinations of
groups of treatises, articulated in many cases by an intervening
blank folio (or folios). Examination of patterns of groups and
blanks may reveal lines of descent from earlier exemplars and
conflations of these lines in later manuscripts.l26 Figure 107 illustrates some of these lines of descent and conflations in four
thirteenth-century codices (Monacensis gr. 361a [RISM BXI, 22],
Vaticanus gr. 186 [RISM BXI, 210], Vaticanus gr. 191 [RISM BXI,
214], and Vaticanus gr. 192 [RISM BXI, 215]), two fourteenthcentury codices (Vaticanus gr. 176 [RISM BXI, 208] and Matritensis
gr. 4678 [RISM BXI, 59]), two fifteenth-century codices (Bononiensis gr. 2432 [RISM BXI, 158] and Parisinus Supplementarius gr.
449 [RISM BXI, 114]), one sixteenth-century codex (Vaticanus gr.
1033 [RISM BXI, 222]), and a few selected later codices. The lines do
not necessarily indicate that one codex was copied from another,
although in some cases they almost certainly were. Instead, they
indicate the ways in which the exemplars branched out and were
combined in later codices. From the seventeen surviving codices
of the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries (eight of which
are represented in figure 107) at least some of the twenty-three
surviving fourteenth-century codices derive, and these in turn
contributed significantly to the more than two hundred surviving

126For a full discussion of this matter, see Mathiesen, "Ars critica and Fat a
libellorum" (chapter 4, n. 96 supra); and Barbera, "Reconstructing Lost Byzantine
Sources."
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Claudius Ptolemy, Geographica and
Scholia
Bryennius
Claudius Ptolemy, Harnwnica
Porphyrius, In Ptol. Hann. 1.1-4
Pappus (=Porphyrius, In Ptol. Harnz.
I 1.5-2.7)
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cf. Vaticanus gr. 191

cf. Vaticanus gr. 192

Matritensis gr. 4678
Tabulae astronomicae
Nicomachus, Arithmetica
Diophantus, Arithmetica
Diophantus, De polygonis numeris
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Euclid, Sectio canonis
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Bononiensis gr 2432
Alcinous, lntroductio in Platonem
Fragmentum ex Theonis Smyrnaei
(Hiller 48.1-57 .6)
Pappus (=Cleonides beginning with
Jan 179.9)
Aristoxenus, Hannonica
Musica Ptolemaei
Claudius Ptolemy, Hypotheses
Prefatio in Barlaami Logisticen,
sine titulo
Fragmentum Barlaami Logisticae
Georgius Gemistus Plethon, De
rebus Aristotelis adversus
Platonem
Alypius
Cleonides
Sectio canonis
Codex includes marginal glosses
like those ofVaticanus gr.
2338
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I

Claudius Ptolemy, Hannonica
Porphyrius, In Ptol. Harnz. l.l-4
Pappus (=Porphyrius, In Ptol. Hann. 1.52.7)
Excerpta ex Theonis Smyrnaei (Hiller
87.4-93.9 and 85.8-87.3)
Anecdoton Bacchii
Fragmentum Nicomachi manualis harmonici, sine titulo
I Gaudentius
Aristoxenus, Harnwnica
Musica Ptolemaei
I Alypius
Euclid (Cleonides composite version)~

I

Codex includes marginal glosses like
those ofVaticanus gr. 2338

Vatican us gr. 1033
Timaeus Locrus
Plutarch, !3pitome libri de animae procreatione in Timaeo
[Latin translations of the two previous
treatises]
Franciscus Catanaeus
Euclid (Cleonides)
Codex includes note copied from Vaticanus gr. 191, f. 397r
to Vaticanus gr. 1341 (14th-15th century), Parisinus Supplementarius gr. 195 (15th century), Vaticanus gr. 1346 (16th century), Mediolanensis Ambrosianus gr. 768 (& 135 sup.)
(16th century), and Lugdunensis Perizonianus gr. F.41 (16th century)

Selected later lines of descent:
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The Tradition in the Middle Ages
codices musici of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.128 Thus, it
is reasonable to see the most important surviving manuscripts as
directly related to the period when Psellus was the leading authority in Byzantine scholarship.
Psellus's position as head of the philosophy faculty in the capital (not to mention his position at court); the extraordinary presence, albeit anonymous, of the treatises of a twenty-two-year-old
scholar and statesman in an elegant contemporary codex in the
company of such eminent figures as Photius and Leontius; the
relationships of this codex to- the three most important codices
used by the later Byzantine theorists; the inclusion of Psellus's Tfl<;
JlOUcrtKll<; cruvovt<; llKPt~roJlEVll as well as his treatise on Plato's Psychogeny in a number of codices devoted to ancient Greek music
theory; and the remarkable learning exhibited in his quadrivial,
philosophical, and theological writings-all these pieces of evidence point to the conclusion that Psellus himself was the
founder of the later line of Byzantine music theory and musical
scholarship that was to reach its peak in the thirteenth and early
fourteenth centuries with the work of Pachymeres and
Bryennius. 129
In the late eleventh and twelfth centuries, under the reign of
the Comneni (1081-1185) and the Angeli (1185-1204), the classical
tradition that had been rediscovered in the ninth and tenth centuries was assimilated into the intellectual life of the educated
classes, even though the church, asserting its authority over the
educational enterprise in Constantinople, remained suspicious of
the rationalism and technical knowledge derived from the
ancient Greek traditions of philosophy and the sciences. The natural tension between sacred and secular studies during this period
was completely overwhelmed in 1204 by the Fourth Crusade,

128For a fuller treatment, including identification of many of the scribes who
created these manuscripts, see Mathiesen, "Hermes or Clio?" 3-35.
129For an overview of Byzantine intellectual culture, its relationship to the
West, and its concern with' the preservation of the ancient Greek traditions, see
Bolgar, Classical Heritage, chapter 2; and Colish, Medieval Foundations, chapter 9. On eleventh-century Byzantine scholarship and more particularly Psellus,
see Wilson, Scholars, chapter 8; and A. P. Kazhdan and Ann Wharton Epstein,
Change in Byzantine Culture in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries, The Transformation of the Classical Heritage, vol. 7 (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1985), chapter 4.
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which proved to be the most devastating blow the empire had yet
suffered. As Nigel Wilson observes in his Scholars of Byzantium:
The libraries being consulted by Photius were still being used by his intellectual successors at the end of the twelfth century and probably still contained
most of the rarities listed in the Bibliotheca. After 1204 that was no longer
true. The Fourth Crusade put an end to the survival of a quantity of literature which is difficult to estimate but certainly included two of the best
works of the civilised and witty Callimachus and a much greater mass of
historical literature. None of these texts can ever be recovered except by the
lucky chance of finds among the papyri.130

For the next half century, the Byzantine emperors and intellectuals were primarily occupied with preserving some semblance of
their culture in the new Byzantine empire of Nicaea, as well as
contriving a way of recapturing Constantinople. By 1261, the
reconquest had been accomplished, and Michael VIII Palaeologus
was crowned emperor.131 His dynasty would last until the final
collapse of the empire in 1453.
With the establishment of the Palaeologan dynasty, classical
studies once again came to the fore, especially under Michael's
successor, Andronicus II Palaeologus (reigned 1282-1328). This is
the period during which scholars such as Planudes, Pachymeres,
and Metochites undertook the study, editing, and organization of
the entire body of ancient Greek literature as it was known to
them. Among his other works, Pachymeres wrote a Compendium
on the four traditional mathematical sciences (I:uv'ta')'!-la 'trov 'tEcrcr&prov J..La811J..La'trov132)-arithmetic, music, geometry, and astronomy-, following the tradition of Psellus's I:uv'tayJ..La £ucruvo1t'tOV
Eic; 'tac; 'tEcrcr&pac; J..La81lJ..LU'ttKac; E1ttcr'tflJ..Lac;. Metochites did not write
a work specifically devoted to music, but he was associated with
two of the most important Byzantine scholars of the ancient
Greek musical tradition: Nicephorus Gregoras, his pupil and one
of the scholars responsible for the completion of Ptolemy's Harmonica;133 and Manuel Bryennius, who wrote his own compre130wilson, Scholars, 218.
131 For a fuller treatment of these historical events, see Ostrogorsky, Byzantine State, 351-465.
132for an edition and textual commentary, see Paul Tannery, Quadrivium de

Georges Pachymere ou

IvvrarJla rmv rt:aaapmv Jla81}Jlarmv apl8J11J"Cl1(fjt;, JlOV-

c:ntdj~, YEWJlc"Cpta~ K'ai &arpoVOJlta~;

texte revise et etabli par le R. P. E. Stephanou
A. A., Studi e testi, vol. 94 (Vatican City: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1940).
133see pp. 431-33 and 490-93 supra.
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hensive Harmonica and lived for a time with Metochites as his
tutor.134
The section of Pachymeres's :Luv'tayf..La devoted to music provides little more than a synopsis of the ancient Greek theory of
intervals, scales, the genera and the shades, consonance and dissonance, and the eight Ptolemaic tonoi,135 which he viewed as
parallel to the eight ~xot (echoi) of Byzantine chant. Nevertheless,
by linking modern practice to ancient tradition, Pachymeres's treatises emphasized the continuity of Greek culture, an important
value during the Palaeologan renaissance. No earlier medieval
treatment of the tradition is as detailed, with the exception of Boethius's De institutione musica, but Pachymeres's Compendium
does not seem to have enjoyed great popularity: it survives in
fewer than twenty manuscripts, all but three of them dating from
the sixteenth century or later.
It is quite likely that the Compendium of Pachymeres was
simply overshadowed by the work of his contemporary Manuel
Bryennius, whose Harmonica is certainly the most comprehensive and significant of the Byzantine treatises dealing with ancient
Greek music theory. Apart from this treatise, almost nothing is
known of Bryennius. Sometime prior to 1302, Planudes wrote to
Bryennius as an old friend asking him for the loan of his copy of
Diophantus's Arithmetica, a complicated treatise on indeterminate equations, known at that time, it seems, only to Bryennius,
Pachymeres, and perhaps a few other Byzantine polymaths. A few
years later, Metochites employed Bryennius as his tutor, especially
in the field of astronomy. In one of his letters, he describes Bryennius as having lived a secluded life during which he had been
generally regarded as a charlatan, though Metochites himself realized Bryennius was one of the few scholars who possessed real
knowledge of the mathematical sciences. For his part, Pachymeres
never mentions Bryennius, and while there are some passages in
Bryennius's treatise that parallel both Psellus's and Pachymeres's
treatises, these are most probably the result of their independent
use of common sources. In the end, the meager evidence suggests
134for a survey of the important figures of the Palaeologan renaissance, see
Wilson, Scholars, chapters 12-13.
135Pachymeres relied primarily on the treatises of Ptolemy, Nicomachus,
and perhaps Aristoxenus, Cleonides, Theon of Smyrna, and Aristides Quintilianus. For a table of concordances, see Richter," Antike Uberlieferungen," 100-101.
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that Bryennius's Harmonica was completed somewhat later than
Pachymeres's Compendium, probably around 1300.136
Bryennius's Harmonica became quite popular. Forty-nine
manuscripts preserve it in complete form, with ten additional
manuscripts containing fragments or an epitome of the treatise.
Of these, ten date from the fourteenth century, eight from the fifteenth century, thirty-six from the sixteenth century, and five
from the seventeenth century.137 From the first, the treatise seems
to have been regarded by the scribes as a complement to Porphyrius's commentary and as a part of the canon of ancient Greek
music theory. Although occasionally transmitted alone or separate from Ptolemy's Harmonica and Porphyrius's commentary,
Bryennius's Harmonica quite often appears as the initial treatise
in a codex, usually together with the treatises of Ptolemy and Porphyrius; in fact, in a few instances its title is modified to indicate
that the treatise is an "exegesis" on the Harmonica of Ptolemy.
The treatise of Pachymeres, by contrast, is· never transmitted in the
same codex with any of the ancient Greek musical authors.
Like Ptolemy's Harmonica and Aristides Quintilianus's De
musica, Bryennius's treatise is arranged in three books, but his
approach and content are distinct. He relies heavily on the Aristoxenian tradition in Book I, the Ptolemaic tradition in Book II,
and a combination of Aristoxenian, Ptolemaic, and practical
Byzantine traditions in Book IlL The following outline shows the
order and arrangement of the three books.
Book I
1

Proem.

Bookll
Concerning the fifteen
harmonious ratios and
the scales containing
the consonances.

Book Ill
Concerning the order on
the instrument and the
constitution of the eight
aforementioned tonoi.

136Afioruit of twenty or thirty years later has also been proposed. The most
thorough review of the evidence for Bryennius's life is presented by Jonker in his
edition of the treatise (see chapter 2, n. 192 supra).
137For full descriptions, see Mathiesen, RISM BXI, 26, 58, 90, 99, 163, 203, 208,
218, 262, and 263 (fourteenth century; three of these [26, 58, and 99] combine to
form a complete version of the treatise); 2, 103, 107, 160, 198, 230, 256, and 264
(fifteenth century); 3, 11, 17, 30, 33, 37, 39, 44, 50, 55, 62, 65, 77, 81, 84, 85, 86, 89, 91,
92, 93, 98, 128, 131, 138, 151, 154, 179, 189, 226, 232, 233, 235, 259, 271, and 294
(sixteenth century); and 137, 148, 149, 277, and 278 (seventeenth century).
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2

3

Concerning the fifteen
strings of the so-called
Immutable System and
the tetrachords
observed in it.
Concerning the two
species of motion of the
voice by position.

4

Concerning the note.

5

Concerning the
interval.

6

Concerning the scale.

7

Concerning the genus.

8

Concerning the tonos.

Concerning the antiphonic, paraphonic,
consonant, dissonant,
musical, and unmusical
intervals.
Concerning which
strings of the fifteenstring instrument contain each of the eight
principal and most
familiar tonoi.
Concerning the magnitude of interval of the
voice by which each of
the eight tonoi is
higher or lower.
Concerning the different appellations of the
seven strings of the oldfashioned lyre.

Concerning the order on
the instrument of the
five tonoi, which Aristoxenus mentioned.
Concerning the names of
musical and
instrumental melos.

Concerning the eight
species of melody.

Concerning Prolepsis and
Prokrousis of the species
of melody and an observation of the difference
and commonality
between them.
Concerning the mixing of
Concerning the harthe species of melody
monic canon.
with one another.
Concerning the division Concerning why in the
other genera of melos
of the harmonic canon.
the uppermost intervals
are occupied by the
largest of the three
ratios required to cornplete the tetrachord,
while in the Mild
Entonic and the Intense
Diatonic, these are not
occupied by the largest
but the intermediate
ratios.
Concerning the division Concerning scales with
of the Equal Diatonic
and without a pycnon.
Genus.
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9

10
-

11

Concerning modulation.

Concerning the division
of the Intense Diatonic
Genus.
Concerning the division
of the Mild Entonic
Genus.
Concerning the division
of the Mild Diatonic
Genus.

-

12
-

-

-

-

13

14

15

Concerning the so-called
synemmenon scale.
Concerning melic composition.
Concerning the positions
of the tetrachords,
through which melos is
defined.

Concerning the division
of the Intense Chromatic Genus.
Concerning the division
of the Mild Chromatic
Genus.
Concerning the division
of the Enharmonic
Genus.
Concerning the division
of the Ditonal Genus.

In writing his treatise, Bryennius did not copy or paraphrase a
single source, nor did he compile a sequential series of sources,
both methods employed by Boethius in his De institutione
musica. Rather, he worked through the range of material available to him; compared different authors' treatments of similar
subjects; adopted now one author's treatment, now another's; and
attempted to enlarge and clarify obscure passages. More than any
of the other Latin or Byzantine authors who turned their attention to the lost tradition of ancient Greek music theory, Bryennius
functioned in a way that anticipated modern historical and text
critical methods.
The three codices musici confidently placed in Constantinople
during Bryennius's time-Vaticanus gr. 191, Vaticanus gr. 2338,
and Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/3-provide a clear example
of Bryennius's use of sources. In his Harmonica, Book I, chapter 6,
Bryennius includes a passage drawn from the treatise of Cleonides
but omitting a number of words preserved in other, later versions
of the text. In these three early manuscripts, however, a nearly
identical omission appears. The text of Cleonides in Vaticanus gr.
191 and Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. Vl/3 matches the version
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in Bryennius, with the exception of two extra words, while the
treatise ·of Cleonides appears twice in Vaticanus gr. 2338: the first
attributed to Cleonides (ff. lr -3r), the second representing the
"Pappus" version (ff. 10r-12v)_l38 In the version attributed to
Cleonides, a small space appears where some extra text was originally present, but this has been scratched out in the manuscript by
the scribe; the text accordingly matches Bryennius's quotation
exactly. The "Pappus" version in Vaticanus gr. 2338 contains the
full text as it is known in later manuscripts, but here, the extra text
that does not match the first version has been cancelled in the
manuscript, thereby making both versions accord exactly with
Byrennius's version. The following table provides an illustration
of the relationship among these versions.
Cleonides
(Solomon
'138.23.18-22)

Bryennius 1.6
(Jonker 112.6-7)

ecr'tt 8€ J.LEcrll,
<p96yyou 8uvaJ.Lt<; .q,
<1UJ.LJ3EJ311K£ Ka'ta
J.LEV 8uil;eu~tv E1tt
J.LEV 'to o~u 'tovov
EXEtV acruv9£'t0V
a1ta8ou<; ov'to<; 'tou
O"UO"'t~J.lU'tO<;, E1tt 8€
to J3apu oi'tovov
ll'tOt O"UV9£'tOV ~
acruv9£'tOV. Ka'ta
oe cruva<p'hv ...

ecr'tt 8€ J.LEcrll
<p96yyou ouvaJ.Lt<;, q,
O"UJ.LJ3E~11K£ Ka'ta
J.LEV 8uil;eu~tv E1tt
J.LEV 'to o~u 'tovov
EXEtV acruv9£'tOV,
Ka'ta 8€ cruva<p'hv

Vaticanus gr. 191,
f. 294r, and Venetus Marcianus gr.
a . cl. VI/3, f. 7v
ecr'tt 8€ J.LEcrll
<p96yyou OuvaJ.Lt<; q)
O"UJ.LJ3EJ311K€ Ka'ta
J.LEV 8uil;eu~tv E1tt
J.LEV 'to o~u 'tovov
EXEtV acruvee'tOV ll
acruv9£'tOV · KU'tU
8€ cruva<p'hv ...

Vaticanus gr. 2338

(f. 2v) ecr'tt 8€ J.LEO"T\
<p96yyou 8uvaJ.Lt<; q,
O"UJ.LJ3EJ311K£ Ka'ta
J.LEV 8uil;eu~tv E1tt
J.LEV 'tO o~u 'tovov
EXEtV acruvee'tOV

(ea. 10 litt. in
ras.) Ka'ta 8€
cruva<pi)v ...
(f. 12r) ecr'tt 8€
J.LEO"ll, <p96yyou
8uvaJ.Lt<; q,
cruJ.LJ3eJ311Ke Ka'ta
J.LEV ouil;eu~tV E1tt
J.LEV 'to o~u 'tovov
EXEtV UO"UV9£'t0V
&xa9oufS ov'tofS 'tou
ouo'tftJla'tofS, txl. ~c
A
' ~,
'tO' papu
ut'tOVOV
ll'tOl O'UV9C't0\' ll
QO'UV9C'tOV. Ka'ta

o€ cruva<p'hv ...

These three codices are the sole surviving exemplars of the
treatise of Cleonides that are also sufficiently early for Bryennius
138on these two versions, see pp. 367-68 supra.
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to have had access to them, but neither Vaticanus gr. 191 nor
Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/3 contains the treatise of Gaudentius, a treatise clearly used by Bryennius as one of his sources.
Vaticanus gr. 2338, however, includes not only the treatise of
Gaudentius but also the treatises of Cleonides (in two versions)
and Aristoxenus, the Sectio canonis, a series of excerpts titled
Musica and attributed to Ptolemy,139 and an excerpt from Theon
of Smyrna's Expositio. Moreover, Vaticanus gr. 2338 includes
copious marginal annotations that bear a strong affinity to the
marginal annotations in Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/3,
pointing to the hand of the same annotator working on both these
codices. The passage from Cleonides suggests that this annotator
may well have been Bryennius himself and that these may be the
very manuscripts used by Bryennius in writing his Harmonica.
While Bryennius certainly drew on Cleonides for technical
material, he also relied heavily on the treatise of Aristides Quintilianus. This treatise is not fully represented in any of the three
manuscripts associated with Bryennius, although a fragment does
appear as one of the marginal texts in Venetus Marcianus gr. app.
cl. VI/3. Two other thirteenth-century codices, however, Venetus
Marcianus gr. app. cl. VI/10 and Vaticanus gr. 192, do contain the
treatise in complete form. If these were also available to Bryennius, which is not unreasonable to suppose, he would have had
available to him virtually the entire surviving corpus of ancient
Greek music theory on which to base his own Harmonica.
At least forty-three passages in Bryennius's Harmonica exhibit
nearly identical parallels to passages in Aristides Quintilianus's
treatise, but there are many more in which Bryennius has adapted
material from the earlier treatise, sometimes by condensing or
expanding it, sometimes by combining it with material from other
sources, and occasionally by changing a pagan to a Christian reference. Bryennius's Proem, for example, is largely a reworking of
139These were called the Excerpta Neapolitana by Karl von Jan in his Musici
scriptores graeci because he encountered them in two manuscripts preserved in the
Biblioteca Nazionale in Naples: Neapolitanus gr. 260 and 261 (Mathiesen, RISM
BXI, 201-2), codices of the fifteenth or perhaps late fourteenth century. Their
earliest appearance, however, is in Vaticanus gr. 2338. The Excerpta are clearly
a Byzantine compilation, including passages drawn from the treatises of Cleonides, Nicomachus's Manuale harmonicum (see pp. 406-11 supra), Aristoxenus's
Elementa rhythmica (see pp. 335-42 supra), and other unknown works representing Pythagorean, Aristoxenian, and Ptolemaic traditions.
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Aristides Quintilianus's De musica 1.1-3, with the figure of
Apollo now replaced by God himself. Likewise, his explanation
for the inaudibility of the harmony of the spheres to mortals
echoes Aristides Quintilianus's De musica 3.20:
Bryennius
[Hermes invented the lyre in imitation
of] the sounds that sound forth intellectually from the planets, through
which, as an ancient story tells, a certain panharmonious and divine melos
is woven together, which all cannot
hear but only those who through a life
of the highest good have purified the
intellectual hearing of the soul. For
the generative sounds of the divine
bodies, as they say, are in nowise
audible to mortal ears.1 40

Aristides Quintilianus
These sounds are imperceptible to us ...
but for the better of the superior beings
who have lived among men, the sounds
draw near hearing .... Unworthy men
most especially are absolutely incapable of hearing the sound of the universe by accident, while serious and
scientifically versed men-albeit
rarely-do, in spite of all, partake
abundantly of such honor and well
being from the almighties.141

Later in Book I (chapter 7), Bryennius combines passages from
the treatises of Pachymeres and Aristides Quintilianus to provide
a fuller and more complete explanation of the genera, and in
chapter 8, he attempts to clarify Aristides Quintilianus's complicated description (De musica 1.10) of the degree to which each
tonos could be sung in full. His emendation of this passage is not
fully convincing, but it does illustrate the extent to which Bryennius tried to comprehend and clarify his sources as he assembled
them.142
The first seven chapters of Book
my's Harmonica (especially 1.7 and

II are based largely on Ptole2.5-10), while chapters 8-15,

140Kat E'tl 'tiDY YOep&~ £~ aU'tOOY E~rtXOUJ.LEYOOY flxroy' Ot' CilY' cb~ apxat6~ 'tl~
ouippet A.6yo~, 1taYapJ.LOYtoY 'tt Kat OetoY J.LEAo~ cruYe~u<patYe'tat, oi> 1tUY'te~ aKouetY
ou OUYa'tat, aAAa J.LOYOt EKetYOt, OO"Ot ye oil 'tU~ Tll~ vuxfl~ YOepa~ aKoa~ Ot' aKpaY
eU~ro·{ay EKU91lpaY. oi yap 'tcp OY'tt YeYeO"toupyot 'tiDY OctroY O"OOJ.LU't(J)Y' ro~ <pacrtY'
nxot E1ttKllPOt~ UKOat~ ouOaJ.t&~ UKOUO"'tOt Ka9ecr't11KaO"tY (Jonker 56.16-21).
141T,J.ttY J.teY o.OY UYe1tatcr01l'toU~ yiYecrOat 'tOU~ flxou~ ... 'tOt~ o£ PeA'ttOO"t 'tiDY J.til
<pauAro~ EY aY0pro1tot~ PePtroKO't(J)Y £yyu~ 'te £A.&crat 'tll~ aKofl~ .... OU't(J) of: Kat 'tll~
'tOU 1taY'tO~ ~Xll~ UKOUO"at J.LEY U1t0 'taU'tOJ.LU'tOU Kat J.LUAtO"'ta 'tOU~ aYa~iou~
UJ.trtXaYOO'ta'tOY' 'tOU~ of: 0"1tOUOaiou~ Kat E1ttO"'tllJ.LOYa~ a<p96Yro~ 'tll~ 'tOtaU'tyt~ 'ttJ.tfl~ 'te
Kat eUJ.LOtpia~ 0"1taYiro~ J.LEY' OJ.tro~ o' o.OY J.te'taAaJ.LPaYetY U1t0 'tiDY Kpet't'tOYOOY (W.1. 120.8-24).
142A fuller discussion of these passages appears in Mathiesen, "Aristides
Quintilianus and the Harmonics of Manuel Bryennius," 35-41.
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which are primarily devoted to a detailed but repetitive series of
canonic divisions of the various genera, are derived either from
Pachymeres's Compendium or a common earlier source.
Book Ill of Bryennius's Harmonica once again conflates,
expands, and adapts passages from Ptolemy's Harmonica (especially 1.15 and 2.6 and 10-12) and Pachymeres's Compendium, but
it also draws on the anonymous Byzantine collection of materials
known as Bellermann's Anonymous. This collection, which
seems to have been formed from three separate summaries of the
practical and technical aspects of ancient Greek music and rhythmic theory, is preserved in complete form in eighteen manuscripts, the earliest of which is Venetus Marcianus gr. app. cl.
VI/10; two manuscripts contain most of the treatise but omit the
last part of the third anonymous; one contains just the first part of
the third anonymous; three preserve only the short list of proportions of the consonant intervals (excluding the octave-and-afourth), which appears near the end of the third anonymous; two
combine just the first few lines of the third anonymous with a
short excerpt from Manuale harmonicum of Nicomachus; and
two preserve fragments from the third anonymous in association
with the Byzantine treatise Hagiopolites.l43
The first anonymous provides descriptions of the rhythmic
signs for the di-, tri-, tetra-, and pentasemes; the stigme; and eight
melodic patterns: prolepsis, eklepsis, prokrousis, ekkrousis,
ekkrousmos, kompismos, melismos, and teretismos. All this
material is repeated as part of the third anonymous. The second
anonymous defines music (and the musician), its various parts
(theoretical, practical, and poetic) and subdivisions (harmonics,
rhythmics, metrics, instruments, poetics, and theatrics), and the
different genera in each of these subcategories, after which the
treatise concentrates on the traditional seven Aristoxenian categories of harmonics. Much of this would seem to have been
derived from Aristoxenus or Cleonides, Nicomachus (possibly

143"Bellermann's Anonymous" is so called after its first editor (see chapter 1,
n. 8 supra). For descriptions of the complete versions, see Mathiesen, RISM BXI,
20, 36, 41, 87, 89, 95, 172, 181, 198, 200, 204, 219, 230, 238, 253, 255, 273, and 284; the
nearly complete versions appear in 176 and 203; the beginning of the third
anonymous in 270; the list of proportions in 14, 52, and 250; the beginning of the
third anonymous in 114 and 228; and the excerpts with the Hagiopolites in 299
and Parisinus gr. 360.

The Tradition in the Middle Ages
including the second, larger treatise known to Boethius), and
especially Aristides Quintilianus, but perhaps also drawn from
such Latin sources as the treatises of Boethius, Cassiodorus, and
Martianus Capella. The third anonymous, too, begins with definitions of music, perfect and instrumental melos, the parts of music
and the primacy of harmonics, and the "position of the voice";
then, it treats the seven categories of harmonics, concluding with
a series of miscellaneous sections on notation, the construction of
the Perfect System and the names of the notes, the consonant
intervals, solmisation, the range of the human voice, types of
melodic patterns, various numbers defining the sizes of intervals,
and material brought over from the first anonymous, many of
these sections illustrated with notation providing musical
examples. Once again, much of this relies heavily on Aristoxenus,
Cleonides, Nicomachus, and Aristides Quintilianus, but virtually
every other earlier Greek music theorist and perhaps several of
the Latin writers seem to have been consulted as well.l44
It is possible that the descriptions of the various melodic patterns preserved in Bellermann's Anonymous were actually
derived from ancient sources, and in that case, they would certainly enlarge the rather limited descriptions of melic composition that appear in the earlier surviving sources. In Bryennius's
Harmonica, however, they appear together with four additional
patterns in conjunction with his discussion of the eight Byzantine
echoi and their relationship to the eight Ptolemaic tonoi. Bryennius's description of the patterns (Book Ill, chapter 3) may be
summarized as follows:
Prolepsis

an ascending line in vocal melos

(1t p6 A:tl vtc;)

Eklepsis

a descending line in vocal melos

( EKAll'Jitc;)

Prolemmatismos
(1tpOAllJ.lJ.l<X'tt<JJ.lO<;)

Eklell)matismos
(EKAllJ.lJ.l<X'tt<JJ..LO<;)

Melismos
(J.lEAtcrJ..L6c;)

two repeated notes with a higher intervening note in
vocal melos
two repeated notes with a lower intervening note in
vocal melos
use of a repeated notes on subsequent syllables in vocal
melos

144For a fuller discussion of the sources used in Bellermann's Anonymous, see
Najock, 192-206.
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Prokrousis

in instrumental melos, equivalent to prolepsis

(1tpoKpoucrtc;)

Ekkrousis

in instrumental melos, equivalent to eklepsis

(EKKpoucrtc;)

Prokrousmos

in instrumental melos, equivalent to prolemmatismos

(1tpoKpoucrtc;)

Ekkrousmos

in instrumental melos; equivalent to eklemmatismos

(EKKpOUO'JlO<;)

Kompismos

in instrumental melos, equivalent to melismos

(KOfl1ttO'JlO<;)

Teretismos
('tepe'ttcrf.!oc;)

accompaniment of a vocal melos with parallel but
lower instrumental pitches

Bryennius's description of the eight echoi (Book Ill, chapter 4) and
their relationship to the Ptolemaic tonoi is based on a descending
series of mesai that fall on various notes of the Perfect System. He
essentially follows Ptolemy's system of "thetic" and "dynamic"
nomenclature, though he never refers to it, preferring instead to
employ references to the sequence of notes in the tetrachords of
the upper and lower octaves of the Perfect System.145 Bryennius's
somewhat unwieldy descriptive process may be summarized as
follows:
echos
First
Second
Third
Fourth

Ptolemaic tonos

location of mese
enon

In fact, this sequence of mesai corresponds to Ptolemy's sequence,
although Bryennius does not seem to envision the echoi as falling
within Ptolemy's "characteristic octave" but rather as representing
a series of overlapping octaves. If the voice extends above or
below the limits of a particular echos, this constitutes a modulation into another echos. In chapters 5 and 6 of Book Ill, Bryennius
briefly notes that Prolepsis and Prokrousis are used for the
145see pp. 459-64 supra.
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enechemata (evcxilJ.Lata), or the intonation formulas in Byzantine
chant that indicate both the echos and the initial pitch,146 and
then turns to further observations about the common tetrachords
shared by the various echoi, the types of melody as defined by
their emphasis on the hypate or mese of a particular echos, and
the ways in which modulation from one tonos to another.
In view of the context, It seems reasonable to assume that
Bryennius recognized these materials as derived from the tradition of ecclesiastical chant rather than from any ancient source,
although it is certainly possible he believed that the tradition of
Byzantine chant was linked directly to the practice of antiquity. In
any event, after this relatively extended discussion of musical
practice, Bryennius returns to Ptolemy as his source for a treatment of the sizes of intervals in the various genera and the purpose of the synemmenon tetrachord, and then to Aristides Quintilianus and Cleonides for the traditional description of the parts
of melic composition.147 No attempt is made to relate this material to the melodic patterns described only a few chapters earlier.
In the final chapter, Bryennius describes various ways of linking
the tetrachords, perhaps drawing on the definitions provided by
Bacchius148 or some common source, and then concludes with a
long quotation from Aristoxenus's Elementa harmonica I {I/B/2)
emphasizing the importance of both a sharp aural sense and an
acute intellect in order to fully understand the science of music.149
Although Bryennius certainly modelled the beginning of his
Harmonica on Aristides Quintilianus's De musica, he did not try
to adapt any of its grand final chapters in closing his treatise.
Instead, with reference to the Aristoxenian seven categories of
harmonics, he simply states: "Upon each of them, we have, with
the help of God, expounded lucidly to the best of our ability in the
previous chapters."150
146Qn this subject, see Oliver Strunk, "Intonations and Signatures of the
Byzantine Modes," in Essays on Music in the Byzantine World (New York:
Norton, 1977), 19-36.
147on Ptolemy's treatmen~ of the synemmenon, seep. 462; on melic composition and its parts, see pp. 387-90,531, and 537-38 supra.
148see pp. 589-92 supra.
149see pp. 321-22 supra.
150J>v EKClO"'tOV evapy&~ O"UV 9ecp EV 'tOt~ EJ!1tpocr9ev ro~ ot6v 'tE apa ye ~V nJ.LtV
£~e9eJ.Le9a (Jonker 374.29-30).
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.With Bryennius's modest statement, the tradition of ancient
Greek music theory in the Middle Ages comes to a close. In a
sense, Psellus, Pachymeres, and Bryennius already recognized that
they were neither continuing nor preserving a venerated cultural
tradition but rather rediscovering and resuscitating it for the
purposes of imitation. But the tradition was now too remote from
contemporary musical practice to sustain much interest in
imitation, and it was challenged, particularly in the West, by a
much more vital theoretical literature that addressed conceptual
and practical problems in the music of the day.
Although the archaicizing tradition of such Byzantine writers
as Pachymeres and Bryennius had come to an end, Byzantine
scholarship by the fourteenth century had managed to preserve
and organize a considerable quantity of writings on the subject of
ancient Greek music and music theory, providing the basis for the
modern historical study that would soon prove so influential and
fascinating to the European Humanists. These texts now began to
be edited, corrected, combined in various ways, and copied by
scholar-scribes responding to new demands from readers in the
East and increasingly in the West for early sources that would
enable them to unravel for themselves the threads of an ancient
tradition that had become hopelessly tangled in the conflicting
testimony of the medieval Arabic, Latin, and Byzantine authors.
Passing through the filter of Byzantine scholarship, the traditions
of ancient Greek music history and music theory were gradually
fixed and established in the more than two hundred codices
musici produced in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
The story of these codices and their readers extends beyond the
scope of this book. It is a separate story better told elsewhere.151
And, as it leads beyond the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance,
our study draws to an end.

151 Especially in N. G. Wilson, From Byzantium to Italy: Greek Studies in the
Italian Renaissance (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992); and
Palisca, Humanism (see chapter 5, n. 202 supra). For further information on the
Greek scribes responsible for these manuscripts, see Mathiesen, "Hermes or Clio?"
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Basil II, 643-44, 646
Bellermann, Friedrich, 293, 524, 585,
591,605,651,664-65
Berlin Painter, 260-63, 266
Bernelinus, 619
Bessarion, Cardinal, 296, 413, 432
Biton, 279
Boethius, Anicius Manlius Severinus,
67,329,344-45,348,391-92,401,
406,408-11,429-30,495,498,504,
507,511,582,594,607,612,616,
619,629-36,640,657,660,665
Bower, Calvin M., 392, 630
Braulio, Bishop of Saragossa, 640
Bromius, 76, 93
Bryennius,Manuel,293,366-67,380,
382,389,411,430,433,520,581,
582,584-85,592-93,643,648,651,
655-58,660-68
Brygos painter, 164
Bubastis, 163
Biicken, Ernst, 13-14
Burana, Francesco, 582
Cadmus,408
Caerellius, Qu., 614

Calcidius, 612, 616-19, 630
Caldwell, John, 635
Callimachus, 656
Calliope, 58, 70
Callistratus, 146
Capella, Martianus, 411, 495, 498, 521,
523-24,582,607,612,614-15,618,
622-23,626-28,630,637,639,665
Cassandra, 129
Cassiodorus, Flavius Magnus Aurelius,
498-99,509,520,582,594,606-7,
612,615,619,636-40,665
Castor, 248
Cecrops, 47
Cedon, 147
Censorinus, 568,612, 614-15, 617,619,
630,637-38,641
Cerularius, Michael, 646
Choeroboscus, George, 524
Chrysostomus, St. John, 131
Chrysothemis the Cretan, 61
Cicero, 132,521,543,546,613,618,622,
630
Cinesias, 66
Clearchus, 151-52
Clement of Alexandria, 637
Cleodamus, 140
Cleon, 43, 55
Cleonides,8, 150,292,334,345-46,35253,366-390,392-93,395,405,414,
429,443-45,458-61,463-64,477;
494,499,503,505-6,510,520,523,
524,526-28,530-31,533,535,53738,588,594-96,610,616,627-28,
642,648,650,660-62,664-65,667
Cleophon, 123
Clonas,59,63-64,82
Commodus, 497
Comnenus, Isaac, 646
Comotti, Giovanni, 14
Constantine the Great, 497, 583-85
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, 58485,644
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Constantine VIII, 644
Constantine IX Monomachus, 394, 64445
Constantine X Ducas, 646
Contractus, Hermannus, 611
Corinna, 179
Crassus, 173
Crates, 64, 155
Cratinus, 167
Creusa, 110
Crexus, 66, 72
Cronus, 68
C tesibi us, 226
Cybele, 163-64, 173, 175, 177, 223
Cypselus, 196
Da Feltre, Vittorino, 432
Da Rios, Rosetta, 299, 319-20
Damon, 519, 550
David, 639
Del Lago, Giovanni, 509
Demeter, 34, 146
Democritus, 518,624
Demodocus,23,253
Dialectic, 624
Dicaearchus, 145, 170
Didymus, 170,272,436,457-58,467-68,
470-71,514-16,590
Dio Chrysostomus, 154
Diocletian, 497
Diodorus of Thebes, 183-84
Diodorus Siculus, 180, 223
Diogenes Laertius, 294
Diogenes of Oinomaos, 274
Diomedes, 147
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 40, 76, 80,
121-22,124,136,139,149,524,538,
543,549,583-85,592-93
Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, 294
Dionysus,26,34,36,38,43-45,55-56,
71,74-78,83,88,94,122-23,135,

143,147,163-64,175-77,185,25254,257-58,267
Diophantus, 657
Douris, 248
Dilring,Ingemar,431-33,512
Earth (personified), 102, 428
Echo,140
Eetion,254
Elpinikos, 43, 55
Empedocles, 414
Engelbert of Admont, 619
Enyalius. See Ares
Eos, 248
Epaminondas, 184
Epicharmus, 146
Epicurus, 614, 624
Epigonus, 27Q-71
Epiktetos, 164, 197, 232
Eratocles, 309, 333, 465, 506
Eratosthenes,428,466-68,470-71,614
Eriphanis, 152
Eros,248,252
Ether, 102
Euathlus, 152
Eubulides, 401
Euclid, 8, 288, 345-46, 363-64, 366-68,
594,610,625,642
Eudoxius, 514
Eudoxus, 419
Eumelos, 82
Euphorion, 223, 279
Euphrosyne, 139
Euripides, 12, 42, 65, 70, 100, 102-6,
109-10,116,120-25,129-130,231,
252,259,593
Alcestis, 110
Chrysippos, 102
Cyclops, 252
Hercules furens, 110
Ion, 110

Index of Names
Iphigenia Aulidensis, 12, 70, 10910,122,124,129,593

Orestes, 70, 110, 116, 120-22, 124,
593

Troades, 129
Eusebius,394,522,525
Euterpe, 180
Euyrale, 64
Fate, 39, 135
Florentius, 394, 522, 525
Gaffurio, Franchino, 520, 582, 619
Galen, 543, 561
Galilei, Vincenzo, 607
Ganymede, 110
Gaudentius, 8, 292, 353, 372, 377, 380,
382,417,440,444-45,495,498-509,
520-21,523-24,526,530-31,535,
588-89,594-96,602-4,606-7,617,
633,637-39,648,650,662
Geometry (personified), 624
Gerard of Cremona, 611
Glaucus of Rhegium, 33, 59
God, 617, 621, 663, 667
Grammar (personified), 624
Gregoras, Nicephorus, 431, 433, 466,
490-91,493,512,656
Gregorius Solitarius, 649
Gundissalinus, Dominicus, 611-12
Hades, 122
Hadrian, 355-56, 394, 521
Hagesichora, 85
Harmodius, 144,146-47
Harmony (personified), 625-28
Hawkins, Sir John, 3
Hector, 133
Helen, 138
Hephaestion, 90-91, 98, 103, 129, 155,
523,538,541,549,622
Hephaestos, 42

Hera, 34, 258
Heracleitus, 543, 554, 614, 624
Heracles, 122, 196, 235, 258, 263, 407
Heraclides Ponticus, 33, 59
Heraclides (Ponticus the Younger?),
514,517
Heraclides of Tarentum, 279
Hermaios painter, 164
Hermes,34-36, 161,177,180,223,23435,237-38,240,243,248,258,397,
407-9,428,492,570,663
Hermippus, 170
Hero of Alexandria, 226, 228-29
Herodotus,62,74, 163,274
Hesychius, 196,221,238,241,262
Hesiod, 31, 251, 567-68
Hestia, 34
Hieron, 141, 145
Hippasus, 147, 401, 412
Hippocrates, 614
Histiaeus of Colophon, 247, 409
Homer,31, 102,123,235,251,511,554,
578,624
Hornbostel, 159
Horace, 100, 106, 183, 190-91
Humbert, Cardinal, 644
Hyagnis, 178
Hygieia, 36
Hymen,Hymenaios,39, 126-27,12930,134-35
Ialemos, 134
Iamblichus, 294, 363, 392, 425, 523, 543
Ibycus of Rhegium, 276
Ion, 384-85
Iphicles, 255
Iphigenia, 112
Isidore of Seville, 612, 615-16, 640-41
Isis, 172
Jacques de Liege, 619
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Jairus, 132
Jan, Karl von, 69, 370-71, 589
Jerome of Moravia, 612
Jesus, 132
Jews,394
John of Seville, 611
John Scotus Erigena, 618
Josephus, 132
Jove. See Jupiter
Juba, 270, 276
Jupiter; 491, 623, 625-26
Justinian, 642

Kepler, Johannes, 6
Kiesewetter, Raphael Georg, 3
Kircher, Athanasius, 2
Kleophrades Painter, 176, 219
Korybantes, 173
Kronos,396,409,428,491,493,570
Kuhnau, Johann, 60
Lamprus of Erythrai, 294
Lasus of Hermione, 74-76,271,303,
442,627
Latona, 58
Leichudes, Constantine, 645-46
Leontius,649,651,655
Leophantus, 590
Leto,35,38,47,55-56,82-84, 135,146,
181,258,283
Leucapsis, 273
Libanius of Antioch, 522
Limenios,44-45,47,55-56,82
Linus39,134-35,235,255,407,624
Longinus, 511
Lucian, 131,238
Luna,625
Lysander, 271
Lysias, 32-34, 38, 59, 61, 63-66, 82, 88,
92,178,356-60,362,365

Macrobius Ambrosius Theodosius, 612,
614,616-19,625,630
Macrobius Plotinus Eustathius, 618
Magister Lambert, 612
Maia, 35
Malkos, 511
Marcellus, 279
Marcianus Aristides, 521
Marcus Aurelius, 355,497
Mariades, 522
Marius Victorinus, 169, 511
Marpurg, F. W., 3
Mars, 491
Marsyas, 161-62,178,180-81,220-21,
223,259,554
Martini, G. B., 3
Massourios,279-80
Mattheson, Johann, 3
Matthew, 132
Medicine, 625
Mei, Girolamo, 2, 509, 607
Meibom, Marcus, 2
Melanippides, 66, 75, 80, 133, 179, 247
Meletus, 123
Menalcas, 152
Mercury,623-25
Mesomedes,56-57,584
Messiaen, Olivier, 6
Metochites, Theodorus, 346, 643, 65657
Metrodorus of Chios, 223
Michael VI Stratioticus, 646
Michael VII Ducas, 647
Michael VIII Palaeologus, 656
Michaelides, Solon, 14
Midas, 64, 138
Miletus, 70
~ermus,59,64

Mizler, Lorenz Christoph, 3
Mnesias, 294
Moon,396-97,409,428,570,578

Index of Names
Moschos, 279
Muhammed, 609
Musaeus,31-32,212,266
Music (personified), 66-67
Mutianus, 499, 637
Myron, 181
Neanthes of Cyzicus, 276
Nereus, 110, 623
Neubecker, Annemarie Jeanette, 14
Nicephoritzes, 647
Nicolaos Kalligraphos, 648
Nicomachus of Gerasa 8, 68, 226, 241,
243-45,292,353,363,372,377,380,
382,390-412,415,418-20,426,429,
433,441,443,492,494-95,498-500,
503-4,506,521,523,526,531,558,
571,582,590,594,607,625,631,
633-35,642,648,650,664-65
Nietzsche, Friedrich, 4
Nike, 258, 267
Numa,546
Ocean, 47
Odoacer, 629
Odovacar. See Odoacer
Oenoe, 223
Olen, 31
Onesicrates, 32, 356, 365-66
Orpheus,31-32,70,235,266,40~624,

639
Opora, 130
Ovid, 223
Pachymeres, George, 411, 430,582, 643,
648,651,655-58,663-64,668
Pagondas, 86
Pamphus, 31
Pamphylian, 428
Pan,34,146,223
Panaetius, 514, 517-19
Pan-Painter, 212

Pappus,367-68,414,512
Paris, 248
Parmenides, 614
Pausanias, 8, 31-33, 67, 82, 151, 153,
181,183,196-97,238,355
Peisistratus, 94
Peleus, 110, 258
Periander, 74
Perrett, Wilfrid, 5
Persephone, 64, 140
Perseus, 64
Phaedrus, 590
Phemius, 23, 253
Pherecrates, 66-67, 80, 90, 92, 105, 247,
409
Philion, 55
Phillis of Delos, 279
Philo Byzantius, 225-26, 228
Philochorus, 271
Philodemus of Gadara, 292
Philolaus, 395, 401-2, 412, 504, 531,
614,633
Philology (personified), 623
Philoponus, John, 642
Philosophy (personified), 623
Philostratus, 238
Philoxenus, 66, 75, 80, 133
Phintas, 82
Photius, 8, 28, 127, 291, 643, 649, 651,
655-56
Phronesis, 623
Phrynichus, 104, 123
Phrynis of Mitylene, 61, 66
Pieria, Mount, 70
Pierides, 47, 110
Pindar, 32, 38-39, 64, 71, 74, 76, 78, 83,
85-86,88,90-92,134,136-40,145,
234,251,274
Pittacus, 155
Planudes, Maximus, 643, 651, 656-57
Plato, 6-7, 26-27, 32, 60-61, 71, 73, 101,
105,132-33,141,144-46,148,159-
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60,209,222,234,271-72,294,321,
362,364-65,400,410-12,415,417,
419-21,424,428,479-80,511,520,
525-27,532,543-46,548,550,55253,558-61,563,568-69,574,576,
579,609,613-14,616-18,621,624,
629,645,650,655
Alcibiades, 209
Gorgias, 144-46, 148
Leges, 6, 26, 60, 71, 73, 101, 132,
160,271,362,543-44,548,552,
561,568,579
Parmenides, 364
Phaedrus, 543-44, 560
Respublica, 6, 27, 32, 60, 160, 222,
428,480,532,543-45,548,55961,568-69
Symposium, 141, 548
Theaetetus, 527
Timaeus, 6, 362, 400, 410-12, 417,
419-20,424,543-44,553,55859,563,569,574,576,616-17,
622,650
Plato of Tivoli, 611
Pleasure (personified), 624
Pliny, 561, 613
Plotinus, 9, 412, 511, 521, 523-24, 543,
548,553,560,579
Plutarch, 7-8, 34, 59, 63, 71, 82, 85, 8990,92,105,120,132-33,141-43,
145,151-52,154-55,173-74,17879,185,213,215-17,220-21,246,
293-94,355-66,409,412,420,425,
429,460,487,494,498,509,523-25,
532,537,543,556-69,574-75,650
Polematas, 87
Pollux, 8, 63, 82, 97-98, 131, 151, 155,
162,167,172,182-85,194-96,223,
225,229,231-32,238,241,248,262,
270,284,291~92,355

Polybius, 154, 279
Polymnestus,59,64
Polymnis, 184
Porphyrius, 3, 9-10, 182, 226, 289, 292,
294-97,335,340,345-46,349,353,
430,433,439,502-3,509-20,515,

522-24,531,543,549,553,556,622,
630,658
Poseidon, 258
Pratinas, 88, 92
Praxilla, 145
Praxiteles, 181
Proclus,28-30,36-37,46,61,65,74-75,
77,81,86,91,99,104,125-26,13132,143-44,146,151,209,217,258,
650
Pronomus,153,183-84
Prophrastus of Pieria, 247
Psellus, Michael, 99, 101-5, 109, 11920,259,335,394,592,643-51,65557,668
Ptolema!s, 430, 514-16
Ptolemy, Claudius, 3, 6, 9-10, 150, 182,
226,241,292,295-96,309,329,33435,344-45,353,377,380,382,384,
391,399,407,409,429-95,498,5023,505-6,510-18,520-24,526,531,
555-56,569,571,581-82,588-89,
594-95,607,610,631,634-35,63839,642,650,656,658,662-64,66667
Ptolemy 11, 24
Pyrrhus, 92
Pythagoras, 244, 279, 284, 294, 347,
394,397-99,401-2,407,411,41819,441,503,511,514,614,617-18,
624,632-38
Pythagoras of Zacynthos, 267-68, 333,
465
Python, 60, 133
Quintilianus, M. Fabius, 521, 613
Reese, Gustave, 12
Regino of Priim, 619
Reinach, Theodore, 13, 55, 649
Remy of Auxerre, 618
Rhetoric (personified), 624
Rhonaces, 223

Index of Names
Richter, Lukas, 648-49
Riethmi.iller, Albrecht, 15
Robert of Chester, 611
Romanus Ill Argyrus, 644
Romanus IV Diogenes, 646-47, 649
Ramulus Augustulus, 629
Roscius, 546
Rose, V. 649
Sacadas,59,64-65, 153
Sachs, Curt, 13, 159
Salinas, Francisco, 509
Sambyx, 279
Sappho,32,104, 129,151,235,251,274
Saturn, 491
Satyrus, 65
Saul, 639
Scheurleer painter, 233
Seikilos, 148, 151
Semele, 74-75
Semus of Delos, 155,279
Seneca, 613
Seuthes, 223
Sextus Empiricus, 7, 102, 109, 126, 153,
292,483
Silenus, 223, 252
Simorrides,83,85, 134-36,143,146,220
Sirens, 85, 428, 639
Slayer of Argus. See Hermes
Socrates, 27, 294
Solomon, Jon, 661
Sophocles, 12, 95, 100, 102-3, 106-7,
109,122-23,125,132,231,238,259,
267,274,276
Ichneutai, 238
Mysians, 276
Thamyris, 259, 267, 274
Trachiniae, 107
Soterichus, 66, 72-73, 75, 82-83, 85-86,
92, 103-5, 133, 145, 152, 155, 179,
217,231,356,359-65,399-400,419
Spintharus, 294

Stesichorus, 33, 143, 152
Stobaeus, 134,294
Strabo, 24, 43, 63
Sun,396-97,428,570
Symmachus, Q. Aurelius Memmius,
629
Telamon, 144
Telecleides, 155
Telephanes of Megara, 217-18
Telestes, 80, 294
Terpander, 34, 59, 61, 63, 66, 70, 74, 82,
145,235,243,245,251,274,384,
407,616
Terpsichore, 126
Thales, 624
Thaletas, 38
Thalia, 139
Thamyris, 235, 259, 266-67,407
Themistius, 294
Theoderic, 629, 636
Theodosius, Macrobius Ambrosius. See
Macrobius Ambrosius Theodosius
Theodosius II, 511
Theognis, 141,235
Theon of Smyrna, 8, 292,329,353,364,
367,372,412-29,439-41,487,49294,499-500,502-3,506,510,521,
523,556,558-59,569,571,591,61517,625,633,648,650-51,662
Theophilus, 273
Theophrastus, 182, 198-203, 218, 231,
237,294,514,517-19,543,549,614
Theophrastus of Pieria, 409
Theron, 138
Theseus, 88
Thetis, 110, 258
Thoinos, 47, 82
Thrasyllus, Claudius, 391, 412, 417,
422-23,514,531
Thrasyllus of Phlius, 217
Thucydides, 34, 154
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Timosthenes, 24
Timotheus of Miletus, 61, 65-71, 75, 80,
103,133,247,362,409,616
Tityus, 47, 55
Tritonid goddess, warrior. See Athena
Trajan, 355-56
Trivizias, George, 432
Trugaios, 130
Tryphon, 155
Tydeus, 147
Tyndareiis, 138
Tyrtaeus of Mantinea, 154, 217
Valgulio, Carlo, 520
Valia, Giorgio, 520
Varro, Marcus Terentius, 568,613-14,
619,622
Venus,491,624-25
Verdi, Giuseppe, 5
Vetter, Walther, 13
Vettori, Piero, 2
Vincent of Beauvais, 611
Virgil, 618, 624
Vitruvius, Pollio, 1, 5, 226, 229, 613
Wagner, Richard, 5
Wallis, John, 2
Washing Painter, 277
Wegner, Max, 13
West, Martin, 15
Wille, Giinther, 14
Wilson, Nigel, 656
Xanthus, 86
Xenakis, Iannis, 6
Xenocritus, 38
Xenodarnus,38,88,92
Xenophilus of Chalcis, 294
Xerxes, 108-9
Xiphilinus, John, 645-46

Zaminer, Frieder, 15
Zarlino, Gioseffo, 509
Zeno,624
Zeus,4,31,35-37,42,47,68,74-76,107,
110,258,397,428,491,493,570,572
Zoroaster, 511
Zosimus, 366-68

Index of Places and Subjects
Argolis, 18
Aristoxenians, 351, 366, 376, 379, 390,
395,405,435,438,442,445,449,
462,499,501,516,528,588
Arne,87
arsis and thesis, 65, 72-73, 90, 163, 168,
339,341-42,539,574,577-78,58788
Artists of Dionysus, 55-56
Asia Minor, 18, 177, 277, 412
Assenrrbly, 67
Assyrians, 284
Athenaeum, 355
Athenian treasury, 39
Athenians,39, 122,323
Athens, 18,71,94,122-23,144,147,
294,355,412,511,629,642
Attica, 4, 18, 42
aulete, 24, 43-44, 59, 75, 78-79, 81, 83,
92,101,106,128,132-33,138,141,
155,160,164,167-68,175,178,183,
191,197,207,210,212-13,215-21,
228,258,357,359,589
aulos,4, 11,24-25,27,30,39,42-44,47,
55, 59, 61, 64, 75, 78, 82, 86, 92-93,
105-7,110,123,126-28,131-33,
137-38,148,153,155,160-62,164,
167,175-223,225,228-29,231-32,
237-38,246,252-53,271-75,282,
297,321-23,357,403,441,457,515,
518,520
Ausonian headland, 39

acconrrparrinrrent23,30,33,59,72-73,
82,86,101,125,137-38,155,15760,164,170,194,231,248,258-59,
274,359-62,502,508,551
Achaea, 18
Achaean League, 55
Achaeans, 18,29,70
Acragas, 64, 138
Acropolis, 94, 181, 258
actuality, 544, 547, 551-52, 554, 572
Aeolians, 18, 87
aerophone, 159,162,176-234,237,285
Aetna, 141
Aetolia, 18
Afghanistan, 174
Africa, 617
Africa, North, 609, 620, 622
African coast, 18
air, 173, 203-4, 207, 227-29, 240, 298,
305,397,403,425,437
Al-Andalus, 611
Albania, 18
Alexandria, 226, 477, 629, 642
Library and Museunrr at, 355, 431
Anrrazons, 154
amphora. See music, ancient Creeksource materials-graphic and
plastic art
Antioch, 522, 642
antistrophe, 33, 60, 76-78, 80-81, 86,
98-99, 107-8, 137-38,·541
Antissa, 70, 235
Apulian instrunrrent. See under
psalteria
Aquincunrr, 229
Arcadia, 35
archaeological renrrains. See under
music, ancient Greek-source
nrra terials

Bacchanals, 107
Bacchiade, 196
barbitos. See under lyre
Basel, 4
bassoon, 202
bells, 172, 174
Beirut, 642
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Benedictine Rule, 636
Bibliotheca Ulpia, 355
Boeotia, 18,33,86,183,355
Boeotians,87, 167
Bologna, 609
bonabyx,184-88,191-92,197,199,207,
210,212,228
Bourja, 148
Boston, Museuna of Fine Arts, 232
British Museuna, 170-71, 187, 194, 219,
238,243,260
Bulgaria, 18
Byzantiuna,18,643-44,647
Calabria, 18, 294, 636
Canabridge, 609
canon,241,346,351,413,416,421-22,
434-36,438,441-42,449,451-52,
455,457,466,477-78,503,515,519,
523,584,592-93,651,659
Carians, 195-96
Caspian sea, 174
Castalia, 42
castanet, 123, 163, 172
Castellani collection, 194
Celaenae, 223
Celts, 177, 223
Centaurs, 110
Chalcedon, 636
Chalcidians, 184
Chalcis, 31
chelys. See under lyre
choir, 43, 45, 55, 85, 128, 138
chordophone,159,162,234-86
choregos,79,81,95
chorus, 23, 31, 61, 71, 74, 76, 78, 82-83,
85-88,92,94-97,99-101,103,10610,112,120,123,125,127-31,13031,137,139,167-68,274
chronaatic genus. See under genus

chronos, 25, 90, 114-15, 119, 121, 136,
150,295,335,337-43,501,539,552,
588,590
clarinet, 187
coins. See nausic, ancient Greek-source
naaterials-graphic and plastic
art
cola, 46, 82, 98
conaposer, 33, 44, 59, 63, 65-66, 71, 80,
92,95,120,235,267
conaposition, 4, 8, 23-26, 29, 32-34, 39,
42,44-45,59,63,66,71-74,77-78,
82-83,85,94,99,103-4,131,13539, 145, 148-51, 155, 218, 221, 287,
303,306,319,324,334,337,339-41,
343-44,370-72,387-89,425,477,
501,527,531,534-35,537-38,540,
542,577-78,587,589,594-95,650,
660,665,667
notated. See nausic, ancient
Greek-source naaterialsnotated nausical conapositions
consonance and dissonance, 8,199-200,
212,218,243,273,287,300-331,
307,310-11,317,320,324-25,32729,344, 347,351-52, 359-62, 370,
375,377-79, 388, 394,397,404-5,
407,414,416-18,420,423,434-37,
439-41,445,451,456,458,464,480,
484,487,499,502-3,519,523,528,
556-60,573-74,576,578,583-84,
586-87,591,593,603,615,617-18,
626-27,631-34,638-40,650,65759,664-65
Constantinople, 368, 629, 636, 641-42,
646-47,655-56,660
Copa!s, Lake, 198
Copenhagen, Danish National
Museur.n,148,189,192
Cordova, 609
Corinth, 74, 294
Corinthians, 323
Crete, 18, 88
Cretan hounds, 47
Cretans, 37, 91, 155, 231
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Cylene, 35
cymbals, 170
Cynthian isle, 47
Cyrene, 124

drinking cups. See music, ancient
Greek-source materials-graphic
and plastic art
drum,163-64,173-76
dulcimer, 236

dance,Greek,25,47,74,76,83,86,8994,101,107,110, 123,125,127-28,
138-39,147,156-57,175,178,196,
252-53,272,295,539,621
dancer, 64, 78, 89, 110, 141, 164, 166,
170,546
daphnephoria, 87-88
daphnephorika, 28, 86, 88
De Jong Collection, 148
Delos,32,34,71,82-84,146, 179,184
Delphi, 39, 42-43, 47, 55, 71, 106, 132,
356
Demiurge, 563
Dia, island of 88
diatonic genus. See under genus
diction, 25, 33, 62, 74, 96, 106, 121, 3089,337-39,508,542,547-49,552,
590-91
diesis, 305, 312, 315-16, 322, 325, 331,
357-58,373,375,401,405,416,41820,423,508,528-30,537,555,560,
563-64,586-88,598,600,602,627
Dionysia, 78, 95, 122
Dionysus, Artists of, 43, 45
Dionysus Eleuthereus, 94
dirge,26-27,38,64, 110,123,134-35
dissonance. See consonance and
dissonance
dithyramb, 23, 26-29, 38, 62, 65-66, 7181,93,95,99,103-4,135-36,157,
194
Dodona, 88
Dorians, 18
Dation, 90
drama, ancient Greek, 5, 29, 44, 94-97,
99-101,103,125,129,157,166,287

education
ethical, 550, 552
music, 257, 544
Egypt, 18, 191, 355, 408, 430
Egyptians, 18, 194-95
eklusis and ekbole, 358, 537, 586, 589
Elgin auloi, 187-89, ·192, 205, 207-10,
214,217,238
Elysium, 248
emmelic, emmeleia, 99, 101,436
encomion,28,30,125,134,274
England, 5
enharmonic genus. See harmonia
(enharmonic) under genus
Ephesus, 270, 636
epigoneion. See under psalteria
Epigonians,303,442
epikedeion,28, 125,132-33
epilogos, 63, 70
epinikion (epinikon), 28, 125, 135-41,
157
episodion, 96, 98, 100
epithalamion, 28, 125-31, 151
epithet, 30, 37, 42, 61, 67, 85, 548
epode,33,72,86,99,108-9,129,137-38
erotica, 28, 125
ethos, 180, 321, 360-61, 365, 388-89,
483-84,528,537-38,540,545-48,
550-52,554,561,581,587
Etruscans, 231
Euboea, 18
Euripus, 184
eutika, 28
exodos,74,96,98-99, 108
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festivals and games, 11, 31, 34, 39, 4344,48,55,59,65,71,76-77,81,8788,94-96,122,125,127-28,135-36,
138, 141, 157, 177-78, 217-18, 222,
236,259,267,272,279
flute, 182, 194
form,23-24,26,29,58,60,89,95;101,
108, 129, 168, 177, 272, 337, 341,
344,379,381-82,398-99,414,416,
451,494,552,588,603,631
games. See festivals and games
Gauls, 55
Gaza, 642
gemstones. See music, ancient Creeksource materials-graphic and
plastic art
genus, 30, 65, 73, 86,88-89, 103, 105,
180,300-301,307,310-14,317,31920,322,324-26,330-33,337,34043,350-52,357,360,370-73,37578,380-81,388,395,404-5,407,
409,418,432,434-36,445-47,45052,455-60,465-67,469,473,477,
482,484,487-88,501-2,509,52728,531,537,539-40,562-63,58687,589,594-97,621,631-32,634,
650-51,657,659-60,663,667
names of
chromatic,80, 103-5,120,217,301,
310-11, 331-32,357,370,373,
375-76,405,428,446-47,454,
457-58,466,469-70,473,482,
488,502-4,508,586,596-97,
660
diatonic, 80, 103, 301, 310-11, 330,
332, 351, 357-58, 360, 370, 373,
375-77,395,399,405,428,44647,450-51,453-54,457-59,466,
471-73,488,502,508-9,550,
563,586,596,659-60
harmonia (enharmonic), 80, 103,
160,301,310-11,330-32,352,
356-57,359-60,370,373,37577,380-81,405,446-47,466,

468,482,488, 502,508, 531, 586,
596-97,660,664
Gentiles, 394
Gerasa, 394
glockenspiel, 282
gnomologika, 28
gods. See music, ancient Greek-types
of
Gorgons,64
Graces,39,64,179,623
guitar, 257
harmonia, 39, 62, 66, 133, 136-37, 160,
183-84,267,272,295,301,313,324,
358,363,366,370,373,377,380-81,
385,394,399-402,407,410-12,41417,419,421-22,424,428,435,455,
478-79,482-531,542,544,547-48,
551-53,555,562,604,615-16
See also under genus-names of
Harmonicists, 300-302, 309, 311, 315,
318,322-24,326,334,352,366,381,
383,387,396,434,465,474,499,
506,528,540,588
harmonics,210-11,215,225,232,248,
301,362,394,434,436-39,455,477,
493,498-99,501,514-15,521,527,
538-40,585,590,594,616,626,638,
664-65,667
science of, 1, 301, 304-5,318-19,
321,323,337-38,362,365-66,
369-70,372-73,387,450,479,
541,595
harp,67, 132,212,236
Helicon, Mount, 42, 47, 87,254
Helicon instrument. See under
monochord
neptachord, 244-46
Hippo, 620
horn,173,176,230-34
House of Wisdom, 609
hydraulis, 176, 225-30
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hydria. See music, ancient Creeksource materials-graphic and
plastic art
hymenaios,28, 110,125,126-31,135,
151,178,195
hymn,4,7,19,23-24,26-39,42-43,47,
56-58,65,69-70,81-84,86-87,103,
126,135,141,157,164,170,222,
234,237,240-41,243,251,253,25859,365,389,584,594
hyporcheme, 28, 38, 42, 88-94, 101, 157
idiophone, 159,162-76,230,237,285
Ilion, 178
imitation, 60-61, 80, 89, 123, 128, 271,
394,544,560,663
Indians, 174
instrumental music, 23-24, 44, 160, 27172
instruments, musical, 7, 8, 11-12, 17-18,
35,43-44,59,64,93,101-2,127,
131-32,142,154,157,159-286,295,
311,319,321,361,383,397,439,
441,451,457-58,476-77,514-16,
518,520,547,550-54,560,572,595,
626,635,638,658-59
See also names of individual
instruments
invocation, 35, 42, 55
Ionians, 18
Iran, 174
Islam, 609
Italian peninsula, 18, 294
Italy, 18, 647
Izmir, 148
Janissary bands, Turkish, 230
Jotopata, battle of, 132
Karapanos Collection, Athens
National Archaeological Museum,
190,192
katatropa, 63
Keros, 17

kithara. See under lyre
kitharist, 24, 43-44, 59, 258-61, 264,
267
kitharode, 33, 61-62, 74, 258, 260-61,
269,356
ki tharodia, 44
kornrnos,96,99,101,108
koruphaios,97-98, 100~101, 168
krembala. See kumbala
krotala, 76-77, 85, 163-66, 170-72
kroupala. See kroupezai
kroupeta. See kroupezai
kroupezai, 162, 166-71
krurmnhom,228
kumbala, 163-64, 170-71, 175
Laconia, 18
lamentation, 96, 132-33, 153
Leiden, 116
Lesbos,70,145,235,251
Libya, Libyans, 18, 194
Liebieghaus Museum, Frankfurt, 181
Lipara, 164
Locrians, 39
lotus. See a ulos
Louvre,37,85,284
Lucania, 18
lute, 236, 283
Lyceurn, 9, 294
Lycia, 32
Lydians, 18, 145
lyre, 11, 32, 35-36, 47, 61, 66, 102, 1067, 123, 127, 132, 142, 147, 153, 155,
160-61,177,179,222,231,235-70,
274,278,284,385,394,407-11,436,
450,457,474,476-77,593,626,659,
663
barbitos (barbiton), 143, 145, 161,
164,236-37,249-54,257,263,
267,269,274,626
chelys, 35-36, 70, 212, 236-251,
255,257,262-63,266,269,275
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kithara (kitharis), 4, 24, 27, 30,
33,35-36,42-44,47,55,59,61,
6~8,70,82, 102,109-10,16061,194,222,236-37,241,25769,271-72,283,436,450,457,
474,476-77,616
phorrrrinx,35,37,127-28,134,13738,178,234-37,253-58,261-63,
265-66,269,384
tortoise-shell. See 1yre-chel ys
lyric, 33, 120, 136
~acedorria,~acedorlians,

18,223

223
magadis. See psalteria
~antineia, 294
melody, 25, 39, 56, 73, 80, 120, 126, 131,
147,150,161,180,218,235-36,302,
309,318,383,388-90,483,537,539,
541,577-79,587,591,619,626,659,
667
melos,4,23-28,42-44,47,55,60-61,64,
71,80,88-91,93,95-96,98-99,1023,121,123,133,143,145,153-55,
160,184,223-24,230-31,272-73,
300,303-4,306-8,310-11,314,318,
324,327,332,337-38,357,359-61,
363,370,373,376,383,388-89,410,
416,418,463,483,501,518-19,526,
539,545,552,579,583,586-88,59091,612,659-60,663,665-66
membranophone, 159, 162-76, 230, 237,
285
~erlidi, 254
~aedoi,

~eroe,191

mese,244-46,311-13,316,325-26,330,
350-51,356-61,363,371,374,37677,379-80,382-83,396-98,401-3,
423-24,428,453-54,459,461,46465,467,473-75,484-85,490-91,
504,535,549-50,567,572,587,603,
666-67
rneter,25-26,31-34,40,42,45-46,5758,61-62,66,70,72-73,90-92,95,
97-99,102,121,123,138-39,148,

157,167,272,540-41,588,612,62021
metrics, science of, 321, 335, 343, 521,
527,538,540-41,595,615,622,626,
638
Metropolitan Museum, New York
City, 170, 220
~ilan, 620
mimesis, 271, 538, 544-45, 551, 553, 560,
572,577
mode,27,80,86,90, 133,137-40,15253,452,533,535-36,538,545,55051,572,587,591,595,626,631,63334,641
modulation, 42, 46, 55, 57, 71, 80, 115,
120,150,217,317,319,324,334,
337,343,361,370-72,387-88,435,
454,462,464,473,476-77,482,484,
488,501,527,533-35,537,540,57879,587-89,595,650,660,666-67
monochord,302,329,344-45,349-52,
403,422,441-42,457-58,504,55556,633-34
Helicon instrument, 434,455-56,
523,555-56
motion,25,101,152,173,186-87,261,
272,298,300,303-8,317,337-39,
341,346-47,373,395,425-26,436,
479-80,484,487,501,519,526,55152,559,562,579,590-91,614,659
Murano,432
Muses, 4, 27, 31, 35, 37, 39, 42, 56-58, 68,
70-71,76,82,123,133,138,164,
179-80,212,248,253-54,257,259,
275,277,280,283-84,554,623-24,
637
music, ancient Greek
educational function of, 6-7, 12526,222,234,248,253,257,525,
541-42,544,547,550,552-53
effects on behavior, 6, 8, 131, 160,
286,483,545
effects on character, 6, 8, 286, 525,
541,543,546,577
methodology in the study of, 13-19
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source materials, 2, 3, 5, 7-19, 58,
104-5,115,134,136,146,151,
286
literature, 2-4, 7-11, 13, 15-19,
28, 37, 83, 115, 126, 136,
150-51,154-55,157,159,
163-64, 168, 177, 182, 193,
198-204,208,216-18,22023,225-26,229-31,233-35,
237-38,241,244-47,251,
253,267,270-74,276,27880,283,285,287-668
graphic and plastic art, 2, 7,
11-13,16-17,19,23,37,42,
45,47,55,78,83,85, 12627, 133, 141, 154, 157, 159,
163-66, 168, 171, 174-77,
179,181,183,190,192,19597,204,211-12,218-20,
232-34,236-43,247-49,
251-64,266-67,269-70,
272,274-78,280-86,289
archaeological remains, 2, 7,
12, 17, 159, 170, 177, 183,
186-87,191,204,229,23334,237-38,243,254,285,
289
notated musical compositions,
1, 2, 4, 7-8, 12-13, 16-17,
19,23,39-58,68-71,78,8586, 110-22, 124, 148-51,
155,157,163,169,288-89,
384,462,466,593,605-6
theory of, 1, 5, 7-10, 15, 17, 19, 150,
217,286-668
types of, 6, 8, 18-19, 26-157, 159,
166,271,542
for the gods, 26, 28-94, 107,
110, 126, 129, 135, 139, 142,
147,159,179,222,253,258
for the military, 37, 151-55,
230-34,546
for the mortals, 28, 125-58,
251-52,258
in the theatre, 5, 11, 94-125,
177,212,222,236,259,269
uses of, 6-8, 10-11, 18,27-29,55-58,
125-126, 135, 151, 153, 155-57,

159,177,222,248,257-59,26970,356,365,545-47
musical fragments. See under music,
ancient Greek-source materialsnotated musical compositions
musician, ancient Greek, 32-33, 67, 80,
104,138,157,217-18,257,261,27071,288,294,321-22,360,414,457,
500,584,586,593,604,615,632,634
Musicians, 515-16
Mycenae,254
Myrmidons, 254
Mysia, 69
Mytilene, 156
Naiads, 76, 93
Naples, 276
National Archaeological Museum,
170, 190
Naxos, 17
neo-Platonists, 366, 409, 411-12, 414,
429,495,521,523-26,543,582,61618,620,622-24,629,632,638,650
Nestorians, 609
Nicaea, 636, 656
Nomimos, 61, 62
nomos,24-26,28-29,43,58-71,73-74,
76,80-81,95,145,157,178,274,545
Normans, 647
notation, Greek musical, 8, 10, 23, 40,
56,71,111-13,115-16,119-20,14850,215,286-87,290,293,297,323,
386,498-500,506-9,530-31,53335,589,593-98,600-607,634,665
note,8,39,42,66,72-73,89, 104,11315,118-21,123-24,161,185-86,
194,209-10,214-16,218,223,241,
244-46,271,287,300-303,305-17,
319-20,322-27,329-33,337-38,
344-45,347,349-52,359-62,37073,375-77,379-84,387-90,394-96,
398-99,402-6,408-10,416,418-19,
422-23,428,434-43,445-46,451,
457-66,473,476-78,480,484-85,
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487-88,490,493,500-501,503,5056,515,517-19,527-28,530,532-33,
535,537-40,547,549-52,562,564,
571-72,577-79,586-87,589,591,
595-97,601-3,604-5,616,627,632,
641,659,665-66
nymph of Cephisus, 64
Nymphs, 107
Nysa, 74
oboe,202
octochord,245-46,398-99,402
ode, 60-61, 64, 71, 74, 76, 80, 136, 13841
Olympia, 138, 140
Olympus, 35, 42, 59, 64, 133, 178, 356,
358-59
onomatopoeia, 68,76-77,86, 123
orchestra, 74, 92, 94, 97, 101, 108
Orchomenos, 198
organ,228-29
oschophorika, 28, 88
Ostrogoths, 629
Oxford, 609
paean,4-5,26-30,36-58,62,69-71,8183,88-89,93-94, 103,107-8,11213,115,119,129,135,141-42,14546,157,258-59,389
paean epibatos, 72-73
paideia, 234, 269, 364, 537, 542, 545,
548
painting. See music, ancient Creeksource materials-graphic and
plastic art
pandoura. See under psalteria
Pan-pipe. See syrinx
papyrus. See music, ancient Creeksource materials-notated musical
compositions
parakataloge, 72-73, 103
Paris, 609
Parnassus,42,47,623

parodos,74,96-99,101,103
partheneion, 28, 83-88, 107, 157
Parthenius, Mount 238
Parthenon, 258
Parthia, Parthians, 173-74, 230, 279
pektis. See under psalteria
Pelasgians, 87
Pelike, 176
Pelion, 110
Peloponnesian War, 122
Peloponnesus, 18
pentachord, 357
percussion, 11, 161-62, 171, 175-76,230,
234, 281-82,285, 346-47,399,417,
441,517
See also drum, chordophone
performance practice, 16, 18, 159, 177,
204-18,237,247,289,509,606
Phliasios, 92
Phoenecia, Phoenicians, 152, 196
phoenix. See under psalteria
phorbeia, 218-22, 232
phorminx. See under lyre
phrase,60,62,80,98, 123,156,221,436
Phrygia, Phrygians, 18, 177-78, 194-95
Pierian Olympus, 223
Pieris, 93
Pisa, 138, 140
pitch, 80, 114, 121-22, 159-60, 162, 17071,173,177,187,193,207-9,21118,221,224-25,229-30,232,235,
237,242,245,248,250,264,273,
284,300,302,304-7,309,311-12,
328,332,344,346~7,357,360-61,

370-73,384,386-88,390,396-98,
402-3,417,419,438-40,442-44,
452,454-60,462-63,466,478,501,
506-8,518-19,527-28,530,533,
598,600-604,615,627,632,634,
666-67
planets, 394, 396, 407, 409-10, 428-29,
436,487-88,490-93,568,570-72
Platonists, 559
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plectrum,35-36,44, 110,234-35,23738,247,251,260-61,266,268,270,
578
poem,89-90,144,179,541
poesy,poetry,7,28,33,66,75,78,8890,92, 125,141,151-52,287,343,
527,538-39,541,577.
polychordia, 160, 185, 217
Pompeii, 234
pottery. See music, ancient Creeksource materials-graphic and
plastic art
prayer,26,30,55-56,82
prelude, 24, 29, 34, 61, 65, 138
processional, 19, 46, 81
See also prosodion
prologos, prologue, 70, 95-97
prolongation, 389, 531
prosodion,28-30,37,46-47,59,81-83,
94,157,184
prosody, 121
protostates. See koruphaios
Prytaneum, 144
psalteria, 210, 235-38, 270-86
Apulian instrument, 270,280-82,
285
epigoneion, 236,270-72
rnagadis,236,272-75,278-79
pandoura, 283-86
pektis, 145, 160, 236, 272-75, 278
phoenix,236,270,272-75,279
psalterion, 236, 238, 270-72, 275
sambuke,161,236,253,270,273,
275-80
simikion, 236, 270
skindapsos,283-86
trigonon, 160, 212, 236, 253, 270,
274-80
pycnon,301,312-13,320,325-26,33133,350,357,360,373,380-81,44548,452-53,528,586,595
Pythagoreans,294,321,323,325,352,
365,376,379,390,395-96,405,415,
426,435,438-42,445,449,462,499,

503,515-17,523,528,559,588,63132
Pytho,35,37,64, 141
raga, Indian, 63, 65
ratio, 72, 102, 209-10, 225, 229, 312~13,
321,339-43,347,362,379,395,397405,408,416-24,434-36,438-44,
446-53,455-57,466-67,474,47778,480,483-85,490-91,503-5,51415,517-19,539-40,542,551,555,
557,560,562,564,568,573-74,57677,588,615,632-33,635,638,651,
658-59
Reading University, Museum of Greek
Archaeology, 188-89, 192, 205,
207-10,212,214
Red Sea, 279
reed, 25, 36, 64, 93, 110, 160, 163, 18287,193-208,210-13,215-26,22829,231,238,240-41
Reggio, 238,240
Reichenau, 611
repetition, 32, 124, 389-90, 531, 537
responsion, 98, 139-40
Rhegium, 277
Rhodes, 156
rhombos,163,172-73
rhoptron, 163,173-75
rhythrn,8,23-26,40-42,44-46,62-63,
65,68-75,80,90-92,95,98-99,1035,112-15,117,119,121-23,137,
139-40, 154, 156-57, 166-68, 170,
272,286-87,324,336-42,414,501,
538-39,541,547-48,551-52,572,
578, 587-88, 590, 605, 619-21, 631,
637
rhythmics, science of, 121, 321, 335,
338,343,365,521,527,538-39,541,
585,589-91,595,615,622,626,638,
664
Roman empire, 56
Romans, 55,155,231,234,547
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Ronrre, 17,356,497,511,543,545-46,
607,629,636
Rounrranian nai, 224-25
Royal Musical Association, 5
St. Michael, nrronastery, 432
Salanrris, 68
salpinx, 153-55, 161, 173-74, 176, 190,
230-34
sanrrbuke. See under psalteria
Sangarios river, 224
Sardy, 69
scale, 8, 62-63, 103-5, 123, 157, 193,
209,221,235,244,287,300-303,
305-7,317-20,324,326-27,329-30,
333,337-38,357,362,370-72,37881,382-85,388,397-99,402,404-5,
411,419,428,437,443,458-60,462,
473-74,477-78,490,493,501-2,
504-5,527-28,530-32,535,537,
539,547,549-50,557,560,562-63,
566-67,586-87,589,595,615,632,
650,657-60
Scythians, 194
seistron, 163, 172-73, 237, 281
Seleucia, 649
Seljuqs, 646-47
senrritone,225,230,244,331,373,375,
377,379,383,388,399,402,405,
416,418,420,428,435,460,463-64,
476,503-4,507-8,504,506,508,
528-29,534-35,555,563-64,58688,597-98,601,604,627,641
Senate, 497
sequence,150,209,315,317,327,358,
371,389-90,422,435,459-60,48889,528,531,537,572,578,666
Seriphos, 64
Sicily, 279, 511
sikinnis, 101, 252
sillos, 28, 125, 141-51
singer, 23, 31, 34, 37, 44, 78, 96, 100, 103,
114,118,133,137-38,141-42,145,
235,267,589

skindapsos. See psalteria
skolion, 28, 123, 125, 141-51
slapsticks, 163
Snrryrna, 148,412
song,23-26,31,34-39,42,47,55,58,60,
68, 70-73, 80, 84, 86, 88, 91, 93, 95,
99-100,103,107,123,128,133,135,
138-40,142-46,151-52,154-57,
160,170,235,260,272,551,603,
623,626,631
drinking, 23, 141-47
folk, 152, 155-57
love,23, 126,151-53,157
vvedding,23, 131,157
vvork,23,125,151, 157
sound, 12, 25, 43, 62, 69, 76-77, 86, 93,
109-10,133,138,145,149,159-60,
162-64,167,170-74,185-86,191,
193,200-201,203-4,212,214-17,
221,223,228-33,237,250,259,267,
271-73,280,286,298,305-6,34647,395,397,403-5,407,410-11,
416-19,421,428,434,436-39,443,
488,500,502,514,517-18,526,53940,549,554,562,569-70,581,590,
611,618,620-21,632,635,638,663
Spain, 609, 617
Sparta, Spartans, 38, 59, 67, 70, 74, 88,
153-55,231
species,30,92,96, 104-5,299,303,30910,320,326,330,332-34,378-81,
394,399,407,409,434-35,438,45860,463-65,480,486,505-6,530-31,
565,586-88,591,634,659
sphragis, 63, 68, 70
spondeiasnrros, 357-59,460,537
stasinrron, 74, 95, 97, 99, 101-2
statuary. See nrrusic, ancient Creeksource nrraterials-graphic and
plastic art
Stoics, 479
stone. See music, ancient Creek-source
nrraterials-graphic · and plastic
art

Index of Places and Subjects
string, 36, 61, 66-68, 90, 138, 210, 215,
235-48,250-51,256-57,261-64,
267-68,270,273,275-80,282-85,
304,346-47,383,394,399,403-4,
407-11,418,421-22,435,441-42,
444,456-58,466,476-78,518,55455,617,635,659
strophe,33,65-66,76-77,85-86,98-99,
108-9,129,137-40,541
style, 24, 26, 29, 60, 62, 66-73, 75, 80,
85,90,92,94,99,101-2,104-6,110,
116, 120-24, l34, 136, 139, 145, 148,
155,201,217,221,271,278,356-57,
359-60,362,365,384-85,494
succession, 150,333,371,389-90,531,
537
Susa, 69
syllable, 40, 42, 45-46, 75, 82, 112-15,
118-21,123-24,139,149,154,232,
309,337-39,539-40,550,552,588,
590,665
Syracuse, 141,145,279
syrinx, 110,128,176-79,195,210,21317,222-26,229,274,403,441,457,
515
Talmud, 131
tambourine, 174
Tarentum,294,395
Tartarus, 623
tempo, 166,168,286,340-41,343-44,
540,587
Teos,44
tetrachord, 244-46, 301, 311-12, 31517,320,325-27,329-32,344-45,
350,357,359-61,363,375,378-79,
382-83,396,398,402-5,407,40911,418,435-37,444,446-48,45054,462,474,476,484,487,489-90,
537,549-50,567,571,586-90,59697,601,627,632,634,659-60,66667
theatre. See music, ancient Creektypes of
Thebans,88, 184,194

Thebes, 76, 87
theme, 63, 125
Thera, 17
thesis. See arsis and thesis
Thessalia, 18
Thrace, Thracians, 18, 177
threnos,threnody,23,28,38, 125,13136,195
timbre, 159, 177, 204, 211-12, 215, 221,
225,237,397
timpana, 76
tone, 42, 47, 55, 73, 76, 106, 172, 186,
196,208,210-12,215,222,224,230,
236-37,244-45,300,305,311-12,
315-16,320,322,325,327-32,340,
349-51,357-58,375-89,398-99,
402,405,408,416,418-21,423,428,
435,440-44,447,450-51,453-54,
456,459-62,464-67,473-74,476,
478,484-86,490,493,502-6,518,
528-29,531-32,534-35,550,555,
560,563-64,570,584,586-88,59091,593,598,601-4,617,627,63334,641,650
tonos,42,55,57,65,71,80,83,86, 1035,115,120,137,150,157,301-3,
318-19,322,334,337,370-72,381,
384-88,395,407,409-10,432,43537,443,451,455-66,473-77,48284,487-89,501,506-9,522,527-28,
530-31,533-35,537,540,564,572,
583,589,594-98,601-5,615-16,
627,634,638-39,650,657-59,663,
665-67
treatises. See music, ancient Creeksource materials-literature
trigonon. See under psalteria
Troglodytes, 279
Trojans, 178
tropos. See tonos
trumpet, 106, 232
tumpana, 173-75
tunWng,61-63,65, 159,171,177,197,
207,225,229,237,242-47,257,26364,275,285,302,361,383,395,397-

805

806

Apollo's Lyre
98,402,429,450-52,454,457,460,
464,472-74,476,593
Twelve Tables, 131, 132
Tyre, 511
University of California at Irvine, 11
vase. See music, ancient Greek-source
materials-graphic and plastic
art
Vivarium, 636, 639
voice, 35, 47, 55, 107, 138, 142, 160, 163,
186,215,229-30,261,285,300,302,
304-11,315,317-18,324-25,370,
372,384-85,387,394-95,418-19,
439,445,500-502,514,520,528,
533,537,587,591,603,632,659,
665-66
vowel, 40, 42, 45, 86, 93, 112, 117, 120,
124,149,191,410,549,577-78
Western empire, 497
whistle, 214, 222
windpipe, 518, 520
xylophone, 237, 281-82
Yugoslavia, 18
Zephyr, 86
Zephyrion, 39
zither, 236
zodiac,411,484-87,489-93,564,57073,614

